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VOLUME I

INTRODUCTION
The Government of India appointed the Fourth Central Pay Commission consisting of
the following,1. Chairman

Shri Justice PN. ShinghaJ

2. Member

Prof M.V. Mathur

3. Member

- Shri J.P. Kacker

4. Member

- Dr. Gopa/ Das Nag

5. Member-Secretary

Shri A.K. Majumdar

The terms of reference of the Commission are given in annexes 1.1 to 1.3. It was required
to make its recommendations as soon as practicable.
The Commission's report is divided into two parts: the first part covers matters relating
to structure of emoluments, allowances, conditions of service of central government
employees including union territories, members of all-India services and personnel
belonging to armed forces. The second part will deal with the pension structure for
pensioners - both past and future, and the death-cum-retirement benefits for all categories
of employees.
The first part of the report has 33 chapters and is divided into four volumes. V01ume I
covers chapters 1 to 7 where we have examined the scope and content of our report and
basic issues relating to pay determination. Volume II covers chapters 8 to 12. In chapter 8
we have set out our recommendations regarding the proposed pay structure for civilian
government employees. The pay scales of some specific posts under ministries and
departments and the all-India services have been discussed in the remaining chapters of the
volume. Volume HI covering chapters 13 to 26 deals with allowances, benefits and
facilities like compensation for price rise, housing and house rent allowance, special
compensatory allowances, travelling allowance and matters re1ating to other conditions of
service of government employees. Volume IV covering chapters 21 to 33 deals with
employees of union territories and armed forces personnel. Matters relating to fixation of
pay in the proposed sc-ales, date of effect and estimated cost of our recommendations and
our views on certain general matters relating to efficiency in public service, with a summary
of the main recommendations and conclusions have also been dealt with in this volume.
It is a matter of great regret that at the concluding stage of our deliberations two
distinguished members of the Commission are not with us. Dr. Gopal Das Nag and Shri
J.P. Kacker passed away on April 25, and May 21, 1986. Dr. Nag was an eminent public
worker and had vast experience in the field of public administration and labour relations.
Shri Kaeker who was a distinguished civil servant and long experience on the defence and
the civil side of the administration. Both of them made valuable contribution in our
deliberations and were associaled with all our decisions, which were in fact unanimous.
We had the guidance of the two members aU through, while finalising the drafts of most of
the chapters. It is a tragedy that they are not with us in signing the repolt and we are left
with the poor consolation of paying our homage to them. We worked as a team, with
mutual understanding and goodwill, and reached agreement on all the difficult and
debatable points concerning our field of work.

CHAPTER 1

SCOPEOFTBE REPORT
1.1 The Finance Minister made an announcement in his budget speech in the Lok Sabha on
February 28, 1983, about the appointment of the Fourth Central Pay Commission. He stated that the
government employees had suggested "some time ago that the government may appoint a Pay Body for
revising pay scales". He referred to the change in the conditions since the report of the Third Pay
Commission in 1973, the steady growth of employment under the central government, the changes in
the relativities in the emoluments of the employees of departments inter~se and "also vis-a-vis other
employees", the revision of pay scales and other benefits of State government employees, and
expressed the feeling that it would be appropriate to appoint the Fourth Central Pay Commission. He
wanted to consult representatives of the employees before settling the terms of reference of the Pay
Commission and stated that the membership of the Commission and the terms of reference would be
announced as soon as possible.
1.2. This was followed by a statement of the Finance Minister on July 26, 1983, in the Lok Sabha
that, after consultation with the Staff Side of the Joint Consultative Machinery, the terms of reference
of the Fourth Central Pay Commission were to be as follows,"(1) To examine the present structure of emoluments and conditions of service, taking into account

the total packet of benefits, including death~cumrretirement benefits, available to (hefol/owing
categories of Government employees and to suggest changes which may be desirable and
feasible:(i) Central Government employees - industrial and non-industrial.
(ii) Personnel belonging to the All India Services.

(iii) Employees of the Union Territories.
(2) To examine the present structure of emoluments taking into account the total packet ofbenefits

in cash and kind including death-cum-retirement benefits available to Armed Forces personnel
and to suggest changes ~hich may be desirable and feasible, having regard to their terms and
conditions 0/ service.
(3) To examine the variety of allowances and benefits in kind that are presently available to the
employees in addition to pay and to suggest rationalisation and simplification thereo/with a

view to promoting efficiency in administration.
(4) To make recommendations on the above having regard, among other relevant/actors, 10 the

prevailing pay structure under the Public Sector Undertakings, State Governments, etc.,
economic conditions in the country, the resources of the Central Government and the demands
thereon such as those on account of developmental planning, defence and national security."

1.3. The Minister expressed the hope that the Commission would be able to complete its one~ous
task as early as possible. A Resolution to that effect (No.5(56)E.III/83 dated July 29, 1983)* was
notified by the Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure. It was stated in it that the
Commission will make its recommendations as soon as practicable and that "it may consider, if
necessary, sending reports on any of the matters as and when the recommendations are finalised."
1.4. The Commission came into existence on September 1, 1983: Unlike the Third Pay
Commission which had all whole-time members, our Commission had three part-time members.
Unfortunately two of the distinguished members, Dr. Gopal Das Nag and Shri J.P. Kackel~ passed
away on Apd125 and May 21, 1986.

*Annexe 1.1.
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1.5 Later, by Resolution No.5(56)-E.IIII83 February 16, 1985**, sub-paragraph (5) was added
under paragraph 2 of the earlier Resolution so as to amend the terms of reference as under,1/(5)

In case the need for consideration of relief of an interim character arises during the
course of deliberations of the Commission, the Commission may consider the demand for relief
of interim character and make its recommendations thereon taking into account the interim relief
already sanctioned by the Government in the Ministry of Finance (Department Expenditure),s
O.M. No.7(39 )/E.////83 dated the 2nd August, 1983. In the event of the Commission
recommending any interim relief, the date from which this relief should take effect may also be
indicated by the Commission."

1.6. Subsequently, the terms of reference of the Commission were further amended to include past
pensioners, within its scope of work under Resolution No.5(56)-E.III/83 dated November 8, 1985*,
by adding a new paragraph 2(A) below paragraph 2(5) of the earlier Resolution, as follows,"2 (A): To examine, with a view to having a proper pension structure for pensioners- both past
andfuture-the existing pension structure; including death-cum-retirement benefits, and make
recommendations which may be desirable and feasible having regard, among other relevant
factors, to the retirement benefits available to employees of the Public Sector Undertakings,
State Governments, etc., economic conditions in the country, the resources of the Central
Government and the demands thereon such as those on account of developmental planning,
defence and national security."
1.7. There was some difference in the terms of reference of the third and the fourth Pay
Commissions. One such difference was that while the Third Pay Commission was specifically
required to examine the demand of the employees for a need based minimum wage based on
recommendations of the 15th Indian Labour Conference, there was no such mention in the terms of the
Fourth Pay Commission. The other difference in the terms of the two Commissions was that while the
Third Pay Commission was required to enquire into and make recommendations on the principles
which should govern the structure of emoluments' and conditions of service of central government
employees, there was no such provision in the terms of reference of the Fourth Pay Commission. The
Commission took the view that the omission did not mean that it should proceed to examine the
problem without determining or evolving such principles. We therefore enquired into and evolved the
principles or what we have called the factors for pay detennination for our guidance. Unlike the Third
Pay Commission. the Fourth Pay Commission has specifically been asked to examine the variety of
allowances and benefits in kind that are presently available to the employees in addition to pay and to
suggest rationalisation and simplification thereof with a view to promoting efficiency in administration.
The Third Pay Commission all the same examined this aspect of the matter, but the Fourth Pay
Commission took specific note of the requirement and has made an effort to rationalise and simplify the
allowances and other benefits of government employees. It may also be mentioned that while the
Third Pay Commission was required to make its recommendations having regard, among other
relevant factors, to the repercussions of its recommendaLions on the finances of the State governments,
public sector undertakings, local bodies, etc., the fourth Pay Commission is required to make its
recommendations having regard, among other relevant factors, to the prevailing pay structure under the
public sector undertakings, state governments, etc. This variation was taken note of by the
commission in its deliberations. Further, unlike the Third Pay Commission, we were specifically
required under the terms of our reference to examine the pension structure for pensioners - both past
and future.
1.8. In t~rms of paragraph 3 of the Resolution appointing the Fourth Pay commission, the
Comrhission was left to devise its own procedure and to appoint such advisers, institutional
consultants "and experts as it might consider necessry for any particular purpose. It was also enabled to
call for 'such ii1fonnation and take such evidence as it might consider necessary.
"'Annexa 1.3. *"'Annexe /.2.
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1.9. As has been stated in our terms of reference, we are required to examine the present structure
of eI?-0lum~nts and conditions of service available to central government employees - industrial and
non-mdustrIal- and others. The point for consideration at the threshold is what exactly is meant by
"Central goverq.ment employees" .

1.10. The expression "Central government employees" has not been defined in the Constitution or
any other law. That may be so because it is a simple expression which does not seem to require a
definition. Our purpose in considering the meaning of the expression at the very outset, is to say what
posts it may be said to cover for purposes of our enquiry and report.
1.11. The matter engaged the attention of the Third Pay Commission also, and it considered" all
persons in the civil services of the Central government or holding civil posts under that government,
and paid out of the Consolidated Fund of India, to be Central government employees". It however
excluded the seven categories of posts mentioned in paragraph 5 of chapter 1 of its report from its
purview for reasons mentioned in paragraphs 6 to 8. The view taken by the Third Pay Commission
appears to be correct and we are glad to follow it, except for a little modification.
1.12. It appears to us that the expression "Central government employees" covers all such
employees, and not merely those in the "civil" services of the central government or holding "civil"
posts under that government, for the simple reason that there is no such restrictive or exclusive
qualification in the expression itself. A member of the defence service is therefore also a central
government employee, although his case may fall under another category of employees for purposes of
the terms of reference, and require a separate and different consideration. It may be that central
government employees (industrial and non-industrial), and employees of Union Territories have been
mentioned in separate categories in paragraph 2(1) of our terms of reference, but that appears to be a
matter of convenience and not for distinguishing the later category from the category of central
government employees. We have therefore taken the view that the expression 'Central government
employees' covers all employees of that government but we have, all the same, considered 'civil'
employees of the central government as a category apart from the defence services. because of the
difference in the terms of our reference in regard to the scope of our enquiry relating to the defence
services, and also because of the difference in the nature of the terms and conditions of those services.
1.13. But all central government employees will not fall within the scope of our terms of reference
if there is reason for their exclusion. Thus, the following categories of employees who are governed
by specific provisions of the Constitution, are excluded from our purview,(i) Employees of the Supreme Court and the Delhi High Court;
(ii) Employees of the Secretariats of both Houses of Parliament.
1.14. Sometimes government enter into special contracts of service with individuals. In such
cases, conditions of service, as given in the terms of agreement, provide for the pay, the tenure of
employment, the right to terminal benefits, etc. Sometimes the terms also provide for the application
of government rules in certain matters. Staff artistes of AU India Radio and Doordarshan appointed on
contract terms fall in this category. We have taken note of clause (2) of ahiele 310 of the Constitution
which makes it clear that contract employees may also be appointed to posts in Civil services or against
civil posts. The Supreme Court have ruled in Roshanlal VIs Union of India* that although government
service is in its origin contractual because there is :an Offer of appointment and acceptance thereof, once
he is appointed to his post, the government employee acquires a status ahd his rights and obligations
are no longer detennined by consent of parties but by statute or statutory rules which can be framed or
altered unilaterally by the government. On the other hand, where the conditions of . service are
embodied in a contract of service, unilateral decision affecting them may not be permissible.
Government employees serving under a contract are therefore a class apart and we are ~ot co~cemed
with their conditions of service or structure of emoluments and have left them out of conSIderation; ,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--...:._-----~--.;..------------"...-......---:""""',... ..,.t

*(1967) AiR.S.C. 1889
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1.15, A large nun;tber of personnel termed "casual labour" are employed under various
Ministries!Departments of government. Such persons are not treated as regular government employees
and the conditions of service applicable to regular government employees do not apply to them. The
Supreme Court in its judgement in State of Assam and others VIs Shri Kanak Chandra Dutta~ have
ruled that a casual labourer is not the holder of a post under the government. He will not qualify as a
government employee. There are also part-time employees who work for some hours every day and
their remuneration is generally determined proportionately with reference to the wages of casual
workers employed for a whole day. We have excluded casual and part-time employees also from OUf
purview.
1.16. The Ministry of External Affairs recruit staff locally in various missions abroad to meet their
requirement. The remuneration of the locally recruited staff is generally reg\llated with reference to the
local conditions. Such employees are also therefore a class apart and we have decided to lea ve them
out of consideration.
1.17. A letter was received from the Ministry of Communications (P&T Bo;trd)* for exclusion of
the extra-departmental employees, numbering about 3lakh, from the purview of our enquiry. It was
stated that the system of extra-departmental agents was peculiar to the P&T organisation and was
designed to extend postal facilities in rural and backward areas where opening of regular departmental
post offices was not justified due to inadequate workload. The remuneration and the conditions of
service of extra-departmental agents were also different from those of regular government employees.
The third Pay Commission accepted the view that the extra-departmental agents were not holders of
civil posts and decided to exclude them from its purview.
1.18. The matter is however beyond controversy after the decision of the Supreme Court in
Gokulananda Das's case** where it has been declared that an extra-departmental agent is not'a casual
worker but "holds a post under the administrative control of the State" and that while such a po'st is
outside the regular civil serVlces, there is no doubt that it is a post under the "State". In'view of this
pronouncement, we were unable to accept the centention that extra-departmental employees were
outside the purview of the terms of our Commission. They no doubt have their own peculiar
conditions of service and, in that sense, their case is somewhat special. We therefore could not
exclUde them from our consideration, but we accepted the government's suggestion for the setting up
of a One-man Committee to look into their conditions of service as was done by the Second and the
Third Pay Commissions. Accordingly, a One-man Committee under Shri R.R. Savoor was set up
vide DGP&T's Resolution No.6-29/83.PE.II dated 5.11.1984. We were kept informed of the
progress of its work.
1.19 There is no definition of "conditions of service" which we are required to examine under the
tenns of our reference. Such matters have been dealt with in service rules like Fundamental Rules,
Supplementary Rules and Civil Services Regulations. While examining the conditions of service of
government employees, the Second Central Pay Commission did not restrict itself to the provisions of
the rules, but adopted a wider interpretation for the expression "conditions of service" to cover all
matters which had a bearing on the contentment, morale and efficiency of the employees. The Third
Central Pay Commission, however, adopted a limited interpretation of the term "conditions of service"
and chose to exclude certain matters from its inquiry for reasons given in the report. In our view, the
mean~ng and scope of the term "conditions of service" may be said to include not only the regulatory
aspect of a service and its emoluments, but also all other matters bearing on the service of an employee
including the terminal benefits. We have, therefore, examined the matters which arose for our
consideration and made our recommendations accordingly.
~(1967) 1 S~C.R 679

*Gover'1ment oj Illdia, Ministry o/Communication.'s leller No.6-29183~PEJI dated 14.7.1983.
**(1977) A.I.R. Vol. 64 S.C. 1967.
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1.20 Initially we received information about the matters within our purview from the concerned
Ministries/Departments of the government. Subsequently, further information on these issues was
obtained from other sources. Since some of these matters are being reviewed by government from
time to time~ it may be that latest information on them may not have been available to us at the time of
our deliberations.
1.21 Matters relating to the all-India services, employees of the Union Territories and personnel
belonging to Armed Forces have been dealt with in chapters 12, 27 and 28 respectively.
1.22 Representations made before us, in writing and during discussions, related to all aspects of
employment in government including pay scales, allowances and benefits as also the various regulatory
provisions. The existing provisions in respect of all these matters have evolved over a considerable
period of time and these were subjected to scrutiny by the previous three Central Pay Commissions.
We have recommended changes wherever necessary. Some of these require continuous monitoring
and government have been constituting committees from time to time to look into them. Recently, a
committee in the Department of Expenditure was constituted* to review the existing financial and
treasury rules with a view, inter alia, to simplify and rationalise the rules. We have therefore confined
ourselves mostly to the substantive issues which were raised for our consideration.
*Vide Government ofIndia, Ministry of Finance OM. No.F23(3)-ElJ(A) dated the 12th July. 1985.
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ANNEXE-l.l
(See paragraph 1.3)

(pUBLISHED IN THE GAZETIE OF INDIA EXTRAORDINARY
PART-I-SECfION 1)
MINISTRY OF FINANCE
DEPARTMENTOFEXPEND~

RESOLUTION
New Delhi, the 29th July 1983
Sravana 7, 1905 (SAKA)

No.5(56)E·IIII83. The Government of India have been considering for some time past the changes
that ~ave taken place in the relativities of the structure of emoluments of Government employees over
the years. Conditions have also changed in several respects since the last Pay Commission made its
Report in 1973. Accordingly, it has been decided to appoint the Fourth Central Pay Commission
consisting of the following:1. Chairman

- Shri Justice P.N. Shinghal

2. Member

- Prof. M.V. Mathur

3. Member

- Shri J.P. Kacker

4. Member

- Shri Gopal Das Nag

5. Member-Secretary

- Shri A.K. Majumdar

2. The terms of reference of the Commission will be as follows:(I) To examine the presen t structure of emoluments and conditions of service, taking into account
the total packet of benefits, including death-cum~retirement benefits. available to the following
categories of Government employees and to suggest changes which may be desirable and
feasible:(i)

Central Government employees - industrial and non-industrial

(ii)

Personnel belonging to the All India Services.

(iii)

Employees of the Union Territories.

(2) To examine the present structure of emoluments taking into account the total packet of benefits
in cash and kind including death-cum-retirement benefits available to Armed Forces personnel
and to suggest changes which may be desirable and feasible. having regard to their terms and
conditions of services.
(3) To examine the variety of allowances and benefits in kind that,are presently available to the
employees in addition to pay and to suggest rationalisation and simplification thereof with a
view to promoting efficiency in administration.
(4) To make recommendations on the above having regard, among other relevan~ factors, to the
prevailing pay structure under the Public Sector Undertakings, State Governments, etc.,
economic conditions in the country, the resources of the Central Government and the demands
thereon such as those on account of developmental planning. defence and national security.
. 3. The Commission will devise its own procedure and may appoint such Advisers, institutional
consultants and experts as it may consider necessary for any particular purpose. It may call for such
information and take such evidence as it may consider.necessary. Ministries and Departments of the
Government of India will furnish such information and documents and other assistance as may be
required by the Commission. The Government of India trust that State Governments, Service
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As~ociations and others concerned will extend to the Commission their fullest co-operation and
aSsIstance.

4. The Co~mission will make its recommendations as soon as practicable. It may consider, if
necessary, sendmg reports on any of the matters as and when the recommendations are finalised.
Ordered that the Resolution be published in the Gazette of India.
Ordered also that. a copy of the Resolution be communicated to the Ministries/Departments of the
Government of Indla, State Governments/Administrations of Union Territories and all others
concerned.
Sd/-

(P.K. Kaul)
Secretary to the Government of India

ANNEXE-l.2&
(See paragraph 15)

(fO BE PUBLISHED IN THE GAZETTE OF INDIA EXTRAORDINARY
PART 1- SECTION 1
MINISTRY OF FINANCE
DEPAR1MENT OF EXPENDITURE
RESOLUTION
New Delhi, the 16th Feb., 1985
MAGHA 27, 1906

No.S(56)-E.III/83. The Government of India have decided that the Terms of Reference of the
Fourth Central Pay Commission as contained in this Ministry's Resolution of even number dated the
29th July, 1983 shall be amended by addition of a new sub-para (5) under para 2 of the Resolution as
under:"(5)

In case the needfor consideration of relief of an interim character arises during the
course of deliberations of the Commission, the Commission may consider the demand for relief
of interim character and make its recommendations thereon taking into account the interim relief
already sanctioned by the Government in the Ministry of Finance (Department of
Expenditure)'s O.M. No.7(39)/E'!JI/83 dated the 2nd August, 1983. In the event of the
Commission recommending any interim relief, the date from which this relief should take effect
may also be indicated by the Commission."

Ordered that the Resolution be published in the Gazette of India.
Ordered also that a copy of the Resolution be communicated to the Fourth Central Pay
Commission, Ministries/Departments of the Government, of India, State Governments/Administrations
ofUnioq Territories and all others concerned.

SdI(S. Venkitaramanan)
Secretary to the Govemmen t of India
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ANNEXE-I.3
(See paragraph 1.6)

(TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE GAZETTE OF INDIA EXTRAORDINARY

PART I - SECTION 1)

MINISTRY OF FINANCE
DEPARTMENT OF EXPENDITURE
RESOLUTION
New Delhi, the 8th November, 1985
17th Kartika, 1907
No.5(56)-E.IIII83. The Government of India have decided that the Terms of Reference of the
Fourth Central Pay Commission as contained in this Ministry's Resolution of even number dated 29th
July, 1983 as amended vide this Ministry's Resolution of even number dated 16th February, 1985
shall be further amended by addition of a new para 2(A) below para 2(5) of the Resolution as under:"2(A): To examine, with a view to having a proper pension structure for pensioners - both past
an4Juture - the existing pension structure " including death-cum~ retirement benefits I and make
recommendations which may be desirable and feasible having regard, among other relevant
factors, to the retirement benefits available to employees of the Public Ser:tor Undertakings,
State Governments etc., economic conditions in the country, the resources of the Central
Government and the demands thereon such as those on account of developmental planning,

defence and national security."
Ordere~ that the Resolution

be published in the Gazette of India.

Ordered also that a copy of the Resolution be communicated to the Fourth Central Pay
Commission, Ministries/Departments of the Government of India, State Govemments/.Adminis~tions
of Union Territories and all others concerned.

SdI(S. Venkitaramanan)
Secretary to the Gove~ent of India

CHAPTER 2
PROCEDURE OF WORK
2.1 although the constitution of the Commission was announced in Parliament on July 29, 1983, it
came into existence on September 1, 1983. The first meeting of the Commission was held on
September 6, 1983, when a decision was taken to issue a public notice* inviting all associations,
unions, institutions, other organisations and interested persons to send memoranda containing their
views on matters covered by the terms of its reference by November 15, 1983. The memoranda were
to be sent to the prescribed post box number as the office of the Commission was located temporarily
in a small portion of Lok N ayak Bhawan, and was to move to Vigyan Bhawan Annexe but could not
do so until February, 1984. The public notice was published in leading newspapers between
September 20, and October 1. In view of several requests from unions and associations of central
government employees, the last date for receipt of memoranda was extended to december 31, 1983,
after due publicity. In aU, 8500 memoranda were received in response to the public notice. Of these,
2175 memoranda were from unions and associations of.govemment employees.
2.2. A preliminary study of the memoranda was made to identify the issues covered by our terms
of reference. We accordingly drew up a questionnaire** which was circulated in the month of April,
1984, requesting for replies by June 15, 1984. Copies of the questionnaire were sent to more than
2400 parties including unions and associations of central government employees, Chief Secretaries to
state governments and Union Territory administrations, labour leaders, eminent economists, scientists,
lawyers, industrialists, public men, vice-chancellors of Universities and managements of some public
sector undertakings. Copies of the questionnaire were also sent to Secretaries of the
ministries/departments of the Government of India and other heads of departments requesting them for
personal views on questions of interest to them. We received replies from 701 service associations, 8
state governments and administrations of 8 Union Territories. Views of 112 Secretaries and other
important persons including heads of departments, and some retired civil and defence service officers,
were also received by us.
2.3 To expedite the supply of information required by us and for tendering oral evidence by
official witnesses, government issued the following instructions,(i) While the final views of government could not be given 1 Secretaries may> if they so desire,
give their personal views in the light of their own knowledge and experience.
(il) Other secretariat officers e.g. Additional Secretaries, Joint Secretaries, Deputy Secretaries or
Under Secretaries as well as Heads of Departments may submit their views on matters falling
within their sphere of work. They may also give evidence orally after obtaining prior approvaL
(ili)Govemment employees may appear before the Commission on behalf of service associations
without prior permission of the government and submit memoranda individually to the
Commission on matters other than individual grievances.
(i v)Ministries/departments of Government ofIndia should furnish all necessary factual information
asked for by the Commission. They should indicate the reasons for decisions taken by the
government in the past, or the circumstances in which certain actions were taken, so as to help
the Commission in understanding the policy of the government.
2,4 In September, 1983, we had requested the ministries/departments to 'nominate a liaison officer
for each department for effecti ve liaison with the Commission, particularly for compilation of basic
statistical data. Periodical meetings were held with the liaison officers of various departments of the
government to ensure correct and complete supply of basic staff statistics and other information.
*Annexe 2.1.

**Annexe 2.2
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2.5 We found that infonnation was not available about the number of pay scales and posts, etc.,
with the Department of Expenditure or other offices. We therefore requested all ministries/departments
of the government, as also the Union Territory administrations, in March, 1984, to fumish information
by May 31, 1984, in a printed proforma'" devised for the purpose. To ensure speedy and accurate
processing of that voluminous data, we decided to computerize it and took technical assistance from the
National Informatics Centre (NIC) of the Department of Electronics.
2.6 The necessary information was received by November, 1984, and it was processed by the
Nrc. Major computerised tables regarding number of employees, posts, pay scales, etc., were
generated by April, 1985.
2.7 In the meantime, we wrote to the ministries/departments of the central government in
December, 1983, to apprise the Commission of any difficulty that might have been experienced during
the past few years in making recruitment to vacant posts, problem of stagnation due to lack of
promotional prospects in any cadre or post, and categories of posts where retention of personnel posed
any problem, etc. Ministries were also requested in June, 1984, to send information regarding nonregular establishments like work-charged employees, persons employed by government on contract,
part-time employees, casual labour and oth~r staff paid from contingency.
2.8 We also made a request to some public sector undertakings, banks and insurance corporations
in October, 1983, for information on pay scales, allowances, retirement and other benefits admissible
to their employees. Some information was received by July, 1985.
2.9. The state governments were requested in June, 1984, to supply detailed infonnation
regarding pay and allowances admissible to their employees in the prescribed proforma. Some
information was received by July, 1985.
2.10. We wrote to Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, and some research
organisations, asking for information regarding structure of emoluments, benefits, etc., enjoyed by the
employees in the private sector organisations. The response was, however, very poor as we could not
obtain anything beyond basic information about pay and dearness allowance in respect of a handful of
industrial organisations.
2.11. In view of the amendment to the terms of our reference requiring us to examine the pension
structure for all pensioners, we issued a public notice inviting all associations, unions, institutions,
other organisations and interested individuals to send memoranda containing their views 011 matters
regarding pension structure, as indicated in the newly added paragraph 2(A) to our terms of reference
vide Government of India Resolution No.5(56)/E.IIII83 dated November 8, 1985.
2.12 We thought of having advice of some of the professional institutions on wage and salary
matters. We wanted to know if any study had been undertaken on salaries and wages of employees in
general, and on problems of pay of central government employees in particular. But no such studies
were available.
2.13. We visited some central government organisations and industrial establishments under the
Railways, Posts and Telegraphs, Defence, Meteorology, Space and other departments. We visited the
Union Territories of Andamans & Nicobar Islands, Pondicherry, Goa, Mizoram and Delhi, and at each
place a large number of representatives of employees, individually, and on behalf of their
unions/associations, apprised us of their problems. As our terms specifically made a reference to the
prevailing pay structure under the public sector undertakings and state governments as one of the
factors to be taken into consideration by us, we visited some public sector undertakings to inform
ourselves of the conditions of service of the employees of those organisations. We also held
discussions with state governments during our visit to some of the state capitals where associations of
the all~India services were also heard. Annexe 2.4 is the list of establishments' visited by us.
,

*Annexe 2.3.
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2.14 We started recording oral evidence of representatives of unions and associations from
March, .1985, which .continued upto August, 1985. During that period, representatives of Staff Side in
t~e. ~atlOnal CouncIl CJCM), the Federations for the Railways, Posts and Telegraphs, and defence
CiVilIan employees, as also 304 other unions and associations gave evidence before the Commission.
The discussions with the Staff Side in the National Council OCM) were on issues contained in their
joint memoranda and replies to our questionnaire. The discussions related to matters like parity of pay
scales between employees of the central government and public sector undertakings, hours of work,
dearness allowance, house rent allowance, city compensatory allowance, rationalisation of pay scales,
pay fixation in the revised scales and retirement benefits, etc. The Federations for Posts and
Telegraphs, Railways, civilian employees in defence and the other. unions and associations
representing different categories of employees discussed matters relating to pay scales, prospects of
promotion and other conditions of service of employees in the respective organisations. Annexe 2.5 is
the list of unions and associations which gave oral evidence before the Gommission.
2.15. We also had discussions with some persons eminent in the field of industry, economics,
science, medicin'e, administration, law, etc. The substantive issues mentioned in our questionnaire
provided the basis for the discussions. The list of prominent persons with whom we had discussions
is at Annexe 2.6.
2.16. We held discussions with Secretaries to the Government of India, including the Cabinet
Secretary, some heads of departments, and the Chiefs of the three wings of the defence forces, i.e.
Army, Navy and Air Force. A list of those who participated in these discussions is at Annexe 2.7.
The discussions which began in September, 1985 went upto February, 1986.
2.17. We were required by the terms of our reference to make recommendations having regard,
among other relevant factors, to the prevailing pay structure under the state govemments. We therefore
held discussions with officers of some of the state governments at their respective capitals in the course
of our visits to central government organisations. We invited the Chief Ministers of all the States for
discussions at Delhi on some of the important issues. The Chief Ministers of Himachal Pradesh,
Orissa, Manipur, Assam, Tripura, Gujarat and N agaland and the Finance Ministers of Haryana, Tamil
Nadu and Sikkim made it convenient to come for discussions, and the Chief Secretaries of the
remaining States attended the discussions with the Commission. A list of the state governments with
whome discussions were held at Delhi is at Annexe 2.8.
2.18. We took the help of consultants, for short periods, for in-depth examination of some of the
matters in our terms of reference. Professor B.B. Bhattacharya of the Institute of Economic Growth,
Delhi, was appointed part-time consultant for examination of certain economic and financial matters.
Shri S.P. Gugnani, a retired officer of Indian Audit and Accounts Service, was appointed part~time
consultant to study the evolution of the total remuneration packet of employees in some public sector
undertakings including banks, and to compare it with posts in central government service. We also
availed of the services of advisers who assisted us with their technical knowledge and experience in
formulating our views on matters relating to Railways and Post and Telegraph employees. Shri C.M.
Malik, a retired General Manger, was appointed adviser for matters relating to Railways and Shri Shiva
N ath, a retired Member of P&T Board, for matters relating to Post and Telegraph employees. Lt.
Genl. S.P. Malhotra ((retd.) was approved for appointment as adviser for matters relating to armed
forces personnel. However, he did not find it possible to take up the assignment. Lt. Genl. M.L.
Chibber (retd;) was appoi l1 ted part-time consultant on matters relating to armed forces personnel.
2.19. After the setting up of the Commission, the government specifically referred* the following
issues for our special consideration,"(1)
Wage Parity.

*

Vide Ministrry of Home Affairs, Department of Personnel & Administrative Reforms Jeller No.3l} O/83-ICA dated
26.9.1983.
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(2) Payment of Gratuity.
(3) Revision of rates of HRA and eCA.
\

(4) Pension and conditions of service before retirement.
,"

(5)

flay scales of Class IV employees.

(6)

Conveyance Allowance.

(7)

Enhancement of HRA admissible at Hill Stations.

(8) Increase in the Family Pension Scheme, 1964."

We were told that the demands of the Staff Side in the National Council OCM) on those items had been
pending in the National Council and that they were taken out of the forum of the National Council of
JCM on reference to us. Government also indicated that while deciding to refer those items for our
consideration, the Staff Side had urged that as they had been pending in the Naitonal Council for long,
they might be given some special treatment. It was also stated that two items, viz. HRA/CCA and
Wage Parity, had been sent to us for specific consideration and action. We received references from
different ministries/departments of the Government of India regarding issues covered by our terms of
reference which were pending in the respective departmental councils. We have examined the
references received from ministries/departments while stating our views, in the concerned chapters of
our report. We have also considered some of the awards of the Board of Arbitrations which were
brought to our notice.
2.20. We requested the Ministry of External Affairs to obtain information from governments
abroad, regarding pay structure, allowance, other benefits including pension, etc., of those countries.
Factual information on some matters was received from Japan, Thailand, Pakistan, U.K., U.S.A., Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh, U.S.S.R., Kenya and Nigeria.
2.21. The tenns of reference of the Commission were amended by Ministry of Finance Resolution
of February 16, 1985. The purpose of amendment was to enable the Commission to consider the
demand for relief of an interim character. After consi4eration of the matter we sent a report* on interim
relief on March 29, 1985. Government accepted and implemented the recommendations in our report
on interim relief.
2.22. We spent 70 days on oral evidence of the representatives of various unions and associations
of government employees, 56 days in discussions with secretaries and other officers of central
government and wit~ state governments. Our discussions with other persons took 10 days. Our
meetings for deliberations on various issues were spread over 206 days.

**

Annexe 2.9.
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ANNEXE2.1
(See paragraph 2.1)
FOUR1H CENTRAL PAY COMMISSION

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Government of India have appointed the Fourth Central Pay Commission with the following
terms of reference as notified in the Gazette of India Extraordinary No.125 dated 29.7.1983:(1) To examine the present structure of emoluments and conditions of service, taking into account

the total packet of benefits, including death-cum-retirement benefits, available to the following
categories of Government employees and to suggest changes which may be desirable and
feasible:(i) Central Government employees - industrial and non-industrial
(ii) Personnel belonging to the All India Services

(iii) Employees of the Union Territories
(2) To examine the present structure of emoluments taking into account the total packet of benefits

in cash and kind including death-cum-retirement benefits available to Armed Forces Personnel
and to suggest changes which may be desirable and feasible, having regard to their tenus and
condition~ of service.
(3) To examine the variety of allowances and benefits in kind that are presently available to the

employees in addition to pay and to suggest rationalisation and simplification thereof with a
view to promoting efficiency in administration.
(4) To make recommendations on the above having regard, among other relevant factors, to the
prevailing pay structure under the Public Sector Undertakings, State Governments, etc.,
economic conditions in the country, the resources of the Central Government and the demands
thereon, such as those on account of developmental planning, defence and national security.

The Commission invites all associations, unions, institutions, other organisations and interested
individuals to send memoranda containing their views on the aforesaid matters, dealing with each
subject separately, numbering the paragraphs. 'ren copies of such memoranda may be sent to the
Member-Secretary, Fourth Central Pay Commission, Post Box No.28, New Delhi-llODOI, so as to
reach him on or before November 15, 1983.

davp 83/263

SdI·
(A.K. Majumdar)
Member-Secretw\Y
Fourth Central Pay Corrunission
ANNEXE2.2
(See paragraph 2 2)

GOVERNMENT OF lNDIA
FOURTH CENTRAL PAY COMMISSION

VIGYAN BRA VAN ANNEXE
NEWDEUII
INTRODUCI10N
This Questionnaire is ~ntended to elicit views on matters before the Comm.iss~on an~ h~s five
sections comprising 124 questions. To facilitate reply, the terms of reference of the ConurusslOn are
given below:
.
. .

I4

(1) To examine the present st.ructure of emoluments and conditions of service, taking into account
the total packet of benefits, including death-cum-retirement benefits, available to the following
categories of Government employees and to suggest changes which may be desirable and
feasible:0)
Central Government employees - industrial and non-industrial
(ii)

Personnel belonging to the All India Services

(iii)

Employees of the Union Territories

(2) To examine the present structure of emoluments taking into account the total packet of benefits
in cash and kind including death-cum-retirement benefits available,to Armed Forces Personnel
and to suggest changes which may be desirable and feasible, having regard to their terms and
conditions of service.
(3) To examine the variety of allowances and benefits in kind that are presently available to the
employees in addition to pay and to suggest rationalisation and simplification thereof with a
view to promoting efficiency in administration.
(4) To make recommendations on the above having regard, among other relevant factors, to the
prevailing pay structure under the Public Sector Undertakings, State Governments, etc.,
economic conditions in the country, the resources of the Central Government and the demands
thereon, such as those on account of developmental planning, defence and national security.
Reply '(in duplicate) to each question may be sent on a separate sheet oJpaper.

While sending reply, information on the following points may also be furnished along with both
copies of the reply:

* Name and address, clearly indicating if individual, service association/organisation.
* Service associations should also indicate the strength of their membership.
* Name of the central organisation/federation to which service associations are affiliated should
also be indicated.

*

Individual may please indicate occupation or profession.

QUESTIONNAffiE
GENERAL
1. (a) What is your assessment of the state of the national economy?

(b) Can it bear additional financial burden by way of revision of the structure of emoluments of
the Central government employees at the existing level of prices? If so, to what extent?
(c) Do you think that the economy can bear the burden of higher remuneration to Government
employees having regard to the demands for developmental planning, defence and national
security?
2. (a) What is your assessment of the resources of the Central government? Is it possible to
augment them to any appreciable extent without much disturbance to the economy and
causing undue hardship to the public?
(b) If so, how much additional funds could be made available and how?
3. (a) Is it fair or reasonable to say· that the concept of capacity to pay should not apply to
government as it can always raise revenue by taxation?
(b) Can you suggest a practical and reliable method for assessing the government's capacity to
pay its employees, on the basis of the existing tax structure?
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Would you suggest investment of any increase that may be made in emoluments in funds
yielding interest at a satisfactory rate?
'

4.

5. (a) Do you agree with the view that while government employees have their claims and
aspirations, the public have the right to feel satisfied that they are getting their money's
worth from their service?

(b) Do you agree that the pay system should ensure reconciliation of national, economic and
financial considerations with the cost of pay settlement?

6.

Is it not true that there is full and equal opportunity and treatment in public services of the
Central government irrespective of sex in recruitment, promotion, career development,
working conditions, remuneration and social security?

7.

Are you in favour of the system of adjustable work schedules, mainly for the benefit of
women employees?

8. (a) Is it possible to evolve a suitable methodology for determining equivalence of posts in
government service and elsewhere?
(b)

A government employee has the advantage of several direct and indirect benefits on
account of his service (besides pay and allowances) e.g. security of tenure, respectable
livelihO<Xl, retirement benefits, opportunity for adjustment or transfer in a difficult situation,
etc. which are not available elsewhere. Does it tilt the scale in favour of government
employment?

(c) Is it true that employment in government is welcomed as it provides a greater sense of
social fulfilment and that to overcome this and other favourable factors, business
organisations deliberately design their salary structure attractively without much regard to
the basic requirements of the work?
(d) Do you agree that government service has certain specific tasks of its own for which no
comparable activities can really be found in the public and private sector undertakings?

9. (a) While the Third Pay Commission was required to make its recommendations having
regard, among other relevant factors, to the repercussions on the finances of the State
governments, public sector undertakings, local bodies, etc., the present Commission is
required to make its recommendations having regard, among other relevant factors, to the
prey-ailing pay structm,-e under the public sector undertakings and the State governments,
, etc. Do you think the. difference is significant?
(b) Can it really be said to raise. the question of 'parity' in the pay scales?
(c) If so-'

(i) how should such parity be worked out?
(n) what "levels" would you sugg~st for establishing equivalence?

10. (a) Would you suggest that there should be a broad panty in the salaries at comVID"able l~vels
for employees in Central government, Sta~ governments and public sector undertakings?
Or do you think that there is justification for the disparity in the pay scales? ·If not what is
rour suggestion for removing it?
(b) Will' "internal relativities" (between those responSible for administering the Service and the
individual Civil Servant) be a satisfactory criterion for .salary· fixation besides ''fair
co~arisonU?
.
I L (a) The' terms of refereace of the present:Pay Commission do' not specifically ,require it to
.
eaquire into and make recommendations on the principles which shou~d, go~ero the
structure of emoluments and conditions of service of Central government employees. That
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does not, however, mean that the Commission should proceed to examine the problem
without determining such principles. What principles would you suggest for the
Commission to follow?
(b) Do you agree that the governing principle for any pay system should be to ensure that the
government pays its employees enough to recruit, retain and motivate them to perform their
duties efficiently and honestly?
(c) Do you also agree that the pay system should encourage better management in civil service
while meeting the reasonable aspiration of employees for fair treatment?

(d) Will it not be a workable principle to follow that the pay settlements should be such as to
reduce as far as possible the risk of conflict between the employer and the employee?
(e)

Should differences in 'non~salary' advantages or the 'non-pay' benefits in government
service and other services not continue to be taken into account in settling the emoluments
of government employees?

.

12.

How do you reconcile the need to increase the remuneration of government employees with
the requirement to augment employment opportunities in the country?

13. (a) Do you have any specific suggestion for effecting economy in Government expenditure so
that the net effect of increased emoluments for government employees may be kept within
reasonable limits?
(b) Should the system of part-time work be introduced where necessary or economical?
(c)· Do you have any objection if modem technological progress is availed of, where
advantageous, to reduce the cost of a service?

14.

A view has been expressed that instead of undertaking a periodic revision of pay and
allowances of Government employ~s after long intervals, there should be a permanent
body entrusted with the responsibility of reviewing the pay and allowances and other
conditions of sendee of government employees on a continuing basis. Do you agree? If
so, wha~ matters could be entrusted to such a permanent body?

15.

It has been urged that over the years the expenditure on pay and allowances of Central
government employees has been going down as a percentage of the total revenue and
revenue expenditure of the Central government and there is scope for improving the
structure of emoluments of government employees. Do you agree? If so, give the
necessary details. What percentage would you consider appropriate in. this regard?

16,

To which price index level the pay structure to ~e recommended by the Commi~sion
should be related? The twelve monthly average of aU India Consumer Price Index
Number for Industrial.Workers (General) (1960=:100) reached the level of 528 for the
period ended December 1983.

17. (a)

It has been suggested that since most of the allowances paid to Central government
employees are compensatory in nature, these should be exempted from the purview of
income tax. What are your views in this regard? Would this be permissible as against II
challenge of discrimirlation1

(\»

Do you think there is justification for the suggestion that all government employet:s, or
any section of employees, may be exempted altogether from the purview of income tax, 01'
that a simplified index-linked income tax scheme may be devised for the salaried class as a
whole?

18. (a). A view has been expressed that in the scheme of social values, work&hop and technical
,

staff' should rank higher than corresponding clerical staff if adequate supply of skin has. to
. be ensured for the future growing needs of the economy. Do you agree?
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(b)

Do you agree that at the upper end, the relative position of scientists and technocrats vis-avis the administrators should be readjusted?

19. (a)

Is there a subsisting sharp difference in the pay scales of the LA.S. and other All India
and Group 'A' Services?

If so, what modifications would be desirable?

(b)

Is it correct to say that Indian Police Service is not able to attract or retain the most eligible
young men, and is given low preference?

20. (a)

If so, what are your suggestions for making the service more attractive?

(b)

21.

It has been urged that promotion prospects in different all India Services and Group 'A'
Central Services, both technical and non-technical, should broadly be the same. If so,
what specific measures would you suggest ~or achieving similarity?

22. (a)

Government have encouraged creation of more avenues of promotion where necessary.
Could it be said to be proper to go to the extent of proliferating the authority at the head of
the service, by creating several posts of equal rank?

(b)

Has such a tendency weakened the bead of the department or of the force, and has it
lessened the importance of his office?

(c)

Has it not depri ved government of the benefit of effective control by one apex authority?

23. (a) Do you think the present arrangements for cadre management of services a..re satisfactory?
Are the present arran.gements for cadre review of services satisfactory?

(b)

24. (a)

Do you think it is necessary to make the post of messenger mor~ useful by entrusting to
him not only the duty of running errands, opening mail, distributing mail, etc., but also
operating minor office-machines and other minor clerical work?

(b)

Do you not agree that doing so will equip the messenger better and enable Ironto improve
his prospects for promotion?

25.

A view has been expressed that it is not feasible to compare posts at various levels in
Government with those in public sector undertakings as the duties and responsibilities,
structure, promotion prospects, etc. differ rutd as -such a comparison should be valid only
at the. point of entry for some selected .posts such as messengers, clerks/typists,
stenographers, staff car driveI'$ and telephone operators., What are·your views?

26.

A view has been expressed that at the . start of a career, the e~oluments .and other
advantages under the Government should approximate fairly closely to what a person with
similar qualifications, aptitude and training can obtain from a good employer in the private
.
sector. Do you subscribe to this view?

If not, would you favour such a comparison with the pu:blic sector?

27. (a) What should be the normal promotional pr~spects fot a gov~mmeni empldyee'? I

It has been urged that atl¢ast t~o pr~nioti?_n~ in:a,seryice C:alieer.shQu~d be assured t~ 1\
government employ~e~ At t,he .same Jim~".,lt ~as been urged. th~t ~~~g t~e:sc~e,s .of pay
should be prescribec;l· embracmg d~ffe~e~t levels ~f responslbll1ty, Is It·.~,osslble to
reconcile these views?"' . '
, . . ,: ' .
"
c, ,
. .

(b)

, - ' !

I

(c) '. After how

28.

' f '

,

'"

,<,

1 ,;

," t'

"

I

many years :of s~rvice sho~ld· ~Iempt,pye.e ~ave ~is, f~i:Iifom,o~on?
II

f

"i'

I'

..

,

The minimum salW;y ,(inclusive hf bas~c. pay) :deantess· a11c;watloe~ additional dearne~s·
allowance and interim relief) of a messenger(unskilled worker in 'Central go'V~rwnent IS
Rs.532/~
It has been urged that this is 16wer than the minimum salary avaib\ble in,

p.m.
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29.

30.

31.

some of the public sector undertakings where it is Rs.800/~ or more per month. What
minimum salary would you consider reasonable for a Central government employee?
The starting salary (inclusive of basic pay, dearness allowance, additional dearness
allowance and interim relief) of a Group 'A' officer in the service of the Central
government is Rs.1530J~ p.m. A view has been ex.pressed that the service has lost
attractiveness and better candidates are seeking employment in non·government~ sector.
If you agree, what starting salary would be reasonable to make t4e service more attractive?
The present maximum salary (inclusive of basic pay, ad hoc dearness allowance and
interim relief) in Central government service is Rs.5400/- p.m. DQ you think it should be
increased appreciably? If so, to what extent?
The present disparity ratio between the lowest and the highest salaries in government
service is about 1 : 10 (pre-tax) and 1 : 7.4 (post-tax). What should be the reasonable
disparity ratio?
.

32.

It is said that employment under the Central government has lost much of its attractiveness
and that the quality of the candidates taking the U.P.S.C. competitive examinations has
deteriorated. Do you agree?
If so, what are your suggestions for improving the attractiveness of the Services?
33.
In certain departments, the same level of posts are filled by members of both Group 'A'
and Group 'B • Services: Do you consider this to be a satis,factory arrangement?
H not, what would be the best solution ?
34. (a) Would you recommend direct recruitment at intermediate levels of service in order to
infuse fresh talent?
.
,
(b) Do you thitlk: such a course would alf~t the promotion prospects of existing employees
arid reduce the attractiveness of the service?
3S.

. What steps do you recommend for enabling the employees in lower pay scales to improve
their qualifications in order to secure entry in higher posts/services as and when possible?

36.

Do you. agree with the view that the pay and allowances of employees in all Union
Tenitori~ ~hould be unifQou, at equivalent levels

37.

of posts? .
. What are your views in regard to the special pattern of compensation for local conditions in
Andaman and Nicobar and Lakshadweep islands and in Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram?

38.

Do'you have any comments on any other matter falling .within the .ellllS of reference of the
COmmission but not covered by this questionnaire?
). . .' . .
PAY STRUCIlJRE
Are you aware of any anomalies in the existing pay scales in any dep~nt or office visa·vis pay scales for similar ca~gories in other departments or offices'? If so, please specify

39.

the saine an~ give your views for removing them.

.

40. ' It has bien Urged that the existing rules of pay fixation do not provide any sub~tantia1
benefit ~ promotion: What are your suggestions in this regard?
41.
. It has been argued that the liability of some Central government-employees to serve
anywhere in ~~ c~uses cC)nsideyable difficulties,· .Do YQu think: this factor should be
ret)~ied hi the pay scale?' Or, shoUld a separate allowanCe be granted for it? If as an
'aR~WatlC~,·,:w:ol1ld YQ~ :prefer it to be ~t a monthly ra~ or as a lump SUl'Q.. payment at the .
,. h ........ rlof;......"'i".......-1:·.
"
.
r
,
"

' , I

i
r

~........

U,~\.\Q.~\A.

L
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42. (a) W~at ~~ your views on the existing system of increment in a long scale of pay, its rate and
penodiclty?
(b) Should increment be granted at a rLXed rate or as a percentage of pay?

(c) It has been suggested that the existing system of granting increment from the flrst of the
month creates avoidable work. Would you favour adopting Ill'St of January and fmt of
July as the only dates for granting increment in a year?
43. (a) It has been urged that efficiency bars in pay scales do not serve any useful purpose and are

sometimes used for victimising an employee. Do you agree?
(b) How else can employee be made to discharge his duties satisfactorily and maintain .
discipline, in cases where he is not so delinquent as to justify disciplinary action']

an

44. (a) Stagnation bas been highlighted as a problem. What is your concept of stagnation? Does
it mean lack of avenue for promotion or non-availability of increment? What solution do

you suggest for the problem?
(b) Do you consider grant of "stagnation increment" as an effective means of providing relief

to an employee? What criterion would you suggest for allowing such increment? Should
the criterion be uniformly applicable at all levels of pay 1
~
45.

Are the existing differentials in pay scales of employees working in the. Secretariat ~d
attached offices on the one hand, and their counterparts in the subordinate offices on the
other, justified? IT not, what is the remedy '/

46.

What avenue of promotion would you suggest for isolated posts which dO. not have any
regular promotion channel?

47.

It has been suggested that the scates of pay of the all India Services and Group 'A' C~tra1
Services should be uniform. Do you agree with this view having regard to the role and the
duties and responsibilities of the officers of the different Services ?

48.

It has been urged that technocrats and scientists should receive higher recognition for their
qualifications and somewhat higher scales of pay should be allowed to them than for the
All India and other Group 'A' Services. Do you agree?

[,

49. (a) Do you think govenunen~ services should be so organised and mSnaged as to cultivate and

develop a high degree ofprofession~s:tn e.g. administrative skill in special field of action
. and knowledge of ~e subject m~tter 7 .
,:
I

(b) Will it be usefulif~sts at'the" top 'levels

50.

M: filled by persons found t9 be rnpstsuitable
according to the exigencies of work, regardless of whether they are generalists or
specialists?
At present the Heads of Departmen~s like Chief Engineers, CommissioJlers .of Income Tax,
Chief Operating Superintendents (:Railways), Post MasttrS General; Actountants gen~ral,
etc. are in two scales - Rs.22SD-2500 and Rs.25OD-2750," Do y()u think diat havmg
regard to the dqties and re~ponsibmp.~s .of th~ offi~eJiS atitijat lQv~, ,~~ ~s a. case for
equating all the posts to Commissioner in States andloint Sec~fIro' ·,at, tll~ c;en~,?

Would you recommend fi~ed. pa1lS (Of/il)pSts "t ~en~or: lev~llt~.e. ~ lqi~t ~QC~~~~'1~4
,above? Or sllo!lld appl'<?pnate, ti~~sc~~ ~e, prescnbed even ,at th.ose\ ,~~,~els? ~
th~e is a c~$e fo~ the hi8h~st posts in variops ,scl~ri~e,'~ngU1~g and .
52. (a) Do you
other technical servioes ~41g give", the bigh~st pay i.c. :pay of. J :Secretary t() the Central
51.

¢ink

" (i've ;\' { " ':1t'1 "I, '~ ~'
J,.' ,I ': " '" "
~"' I,",
,I,
I~' 1',,-,' ~.~.I",. :~, ,,,OIl ~
g qunen, ~ , ~ .~
J
t,
:;
(b) Should this~ not depend on. the nature of work and the resj!)Qt1~ibilities of the ,pQst?
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(c) Would it not be more appropriate if provision is made for grant of personal pay for
exceptional perfonnance or exceptional qualifications?
53. (a) Posts under the Central government are at present distributed in about 120 pay scales. Is
there scope for rationalising the pay scales and reducing their number? Please give
specific suggestions.
(b) If the pay scale of a post is reduced because of the effort to re.duce the total number of pay
scales, would it not be enough.if individual cases of any hardship that may thereby be
caused are suitably readjusted to the extent necessary?
54.
The present pay structure for Central government employees has evolved over the years
based on the recommendations of three Pay Commissions. Would you agree. that the pay
structure broadly reflects the duties and responsibilities of posts at various levels in
different government depar{l11ents1.. If there ~ any posts where the existing relativities
need review, please specify the same witl;l reasons t;hereof.
55.
Are you in favour of continuing the existing system of special pay? What other
arrangement would be suitable?
56. (a) Do yoP consider it necessary to '(ontinue the system afnon-practising allowance to medical
officers?
~
(b) Some other technical and professional employees have represented that similar allowance
should be made available to them. What are your views in the matter?
(c) Should government encourage medical and other technical personnel to improve their
qualifications and devise a system for the grant of adequate personal pay where the
additional qualification so acquired is substantial or particularly useful?
57.

Do you have any suggestions in regard to the existing &cheme of deputation allowance?

5 S.

There is at present no uniform creation; for qeation of selection grades for different
services/posts. It has been urged that the principles for grant of selection grade should be
unifonnly applicable for all services/posts. If-you. agree, what criteria would you suggest

for grant of seelection grades?'

ALLOWANCES, BENEFITS, FACILITIES & AMENITIES
59 ~ (a) The Commission is required to ~xalnine' the variety allowances and benefits iD kind that
are presently available to an t!mployee in addition to pay and to suggest rationalisation and
simplification then",o{ with a view to promoting efficiency in administration, Following are
. some of the allowances and benefits available to a large number of Government

of

employee:-

."....

(\)' House Rent Allowance, Compens~tory (City) Allowance;
(ll) Facility for medical treatment, Leave Travel Concessiotls and Children's education

benefits:,

'.e

•

,'.

..,

• , •

,"

,

•

wm it be ~visable if all o~ some 'Of $,e ~owanoes "'~d' benefits are merged with pay or

convertcc:i.into casb:eq¢~ent?· "
. : . . .'
.'
(b) .If s(), what. t#ethod w:ou1c;i you suggest for SUC}'l conve~km'? ,
.
60.
Civilian Posts'u~~t ihe,C~lltrat.,gOV~~ent are rioW d~ssifi~ Into Group 'A', Group
'B\ Group-'q~ ari~.9roU:p.''D'•. Would you suggest a revision of this c,lassification? .
61. (a) Do ;:HfVe' .ny.~~tS pn any of the proV'isi~:qs ~ C~ntral' Civil Services (C~nauet)
Rules an~,Central Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules? .
.
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(b) Some countries have drawn up a list of the most serious breaches of discipline without
making it comprehensive. Are you in favour of any such action?
(c) Are you in favour of the view that a public 'employee's conduct' following disciplinary action
should also be taken intO consideration where required, to ameliorate the' earlier action?
62. What are your views in regard to the functioning of the existing scheme, for Joint Consultative
Machinery and Compulsory Arbitration for Government Employees, and the Pem;tanent
Negotiating Machinery?
,63. Does the grant of quasi-permanent status serve any useful purpose? What are your views about.
its continuance?
.

....
!

64. Dearness allowance is at present payable to Central government employees on every 8 point
increase in the 12 month1y average of the all India Consumer Price Index Number for Industrial
Workers (General) (1960"" 100). If you are in favour of continuance of dearness allowance, what
modification, if any. would you suggest in the 'time' and 'point' factors '1
'
65. It has been suggested that grant of dearness allowance should be automatic on the average
consumer price ind~x number reaching the prescribed level. Do you agtee '1 '
66. It has been urged that since dearness allowance is intended to protect the real income of salaried
employees, neutralisation should be hundred per cent for all categories of employees. Do you
think this would be possible within the resources of the Central government and the demands
thereon for developmental planning) defence and national sec'Qlity '1
67. A suggestion has been made tha.t in order to reduce office wQrk'and to en&ure proper budgetary
allocation, dearness allowance should be granted only once a year to neutralise the effect of price
increase during the previo:us year. What are your views in this regard ?
.
68. Population is the basis for classification of places for grant of House Rent Allowance and
Compensatory (City) Allowance. It has been urged that there ar~ places which. do not qualify at
present although they are equally expensive.' ,Whatalternative basi~ wouJd be more suitable?
69. (a) The existing rates of HouSe Rent Allowlince,are' as follows ;.:..' ,
'A', Bl and B2 Class Cities 15% 'of pay subject to a IllaXimum of Rs.400/- permensem.
'C', Class Cities
7.5% of pay subject to a m~um ofRs.200/.. per mensem.
It has b~n urged ~at these rates of H.R.A. and the ceilings 'are inadequate and should be
revised. What are your views 1 _
" . ','" ,'_ .. _ '.,:', :,,' "
'
(b) It bas been represented that house rent is quite high in s'ome ,smaUC( ciiics~ or in some rural
areas, and that it should be ~rmissible, where necessary. to grant house rent allowance in
such places on a careful study of the local P1"Q~~em., Do yo:u. agree 7
70. At present government employees are grouped into' differe~t pay r~nges for allotlVfnt of
government accommodation. It has been suggested that the same pay ranges may be adopted for
grant of house rent allowance in different cities and for this purpo~e house rent allowance should
be a fixed amount for each pay range instead of being Ii percentll$e' of pay. What are your views
in the matter?
"
,
71. At present Central government employees are granted ComPensatory (City) Allowance generally
in cities/towns with a population of 4 lakhs and above and the amount ranges from Rs. 6.50 t9
Rs. 75/~ p.m. Employees are also eligible for House Rent All~wance in th~e places. Would y~u
favour continuance of C.C.A. as a separate element or would you favour grant of one compostte
allowance in lieu of H.R.A. and C.C.A. to compensate for the increased cost of living in various
cities/towns/areas ?
,
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72.

(a) It has been stated that the cost of living in some smaller places is as much, if not more, as in
bigger cities and it has been suggested that Compensatory Allowance may be paid at all
places. Do you agree?
(b) Since dearness allowance is expected to take care of rise in prices, is the payment of
C.C.A. justified ?

73.

(a) It has been urged that in some cities government employees have to travel long distances to
attend office and should be paid conveyance allowance. Do you agree?
(b) It has also been urged that in areas where government offices are located at considerable
distance from the place of residence of an employee, and the means of public transport
are wholly insufficient and very expensive, and the terrain is difficult, the cost of
travel should be subsidised. Do you think the request is reasonable ?

74.

(a) It has been urged that the existing transfer grant and baggage allowance admissible to an
employee on transfer are inadequate and need upward revision. What revised rates
would be reasonable for different categories of employees ?
(b) Do you think: the rates of traveling and daily allowances on tour require modification ? If so,
what would you suggest as proper allowance 1

75.

It has been urged that government employees should be reimbursed in full for travel to home
town once in a block of two years. Further, if an employee exchanges the horne town facility
in favour of travel to any place in India (in a block of 4 years), it has been suggested that he
may, in lieu thereof, be paid a lump sum amount to avoid abuse of the existing facility. What
are your views in the matter? How would you like to modify the scheme so that it may serve
the in tended purpose?

76.

Will it be desirable to provide insurance cover against bodily injury to those employees who
run a high risk of violence by criminals in the discharge of their duties ?
(a) At present the scheme for grant of children's education allowance, reimbursement of tuition
fee,and subsidy for purchase of books, provide financial assistance for the school
education of the children of government employees getting pay upto Rs.1200/-p.m. It has
been urged that the schemes may be extended to cover university education and be
applicable to all government employees irrespective of pay. What are your views in
regard to these suggestions?
(b) Would you favour replacement of the existing three schemes by an annual lump sum
education grant? If so, what amount would you consider reasonable for the purpose?

711.

7&.

There is a scheme for payment of hostel subsidy for children of government employees who
are transferred from one station to another in certain circumstances. The maximum amount of
hostel subsidy per month is Rs.60/- per child for those staying in h<:'lstels of recognised
schools. What are your views on the scheme?

79.

Have you any suggestion with regard to the admissiblity of the following allowances to Central
government employees?
(i)
(U)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Hill Compensatory Allowance.
Winter Allowance,
Bad Climate Allowance.
Remote Locality Allowance.
Project Allowance.
(vi) Risk Allowance.

80. Should there be a scheme for grant of incentive bonus in specified services or sectors on the
basis of increased output (capable of physical verification) and financially advantageous scientific
research technology?
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21.

It has been stated lhat the existing scheme of medical reimbursement is open to abuse and in its
place an allowance either as a percentage of payor at flat rate may be granted to the employees.
If you agree, what amount would you suggest?

82.

Are the facilities available to employees under Central Government Health Scheme satisfactory ?
What is your suggestion in the matter?

83. Government servants covered by the Central Govemment Health. Scheme are required to
" contribute towards the scheme. However, no such contribution is payable by the employees
who are covered by the Medical Reimbursement Scheme. What in your opinion is the rationable
for this distinction? Would you favour the introduction of a contributory medical insurance
scheme for all employees?
84.

(a) At present earned leave can be accumulated upto a maximum of 180 days. It has been

suggested thai there should be no such rt!striction. What are your views?
(b) It has Rlso been suggested that the quantum of eamed leave may be increased from the
existing 30 days to 40 days in a year. If so, should this increase not be in lieu of
the existing entitlement of half-pay leave?
85.

At present earned leave is allowed to be encashed only at the time of retirement. It has been
suggested that 50 per cent of the earned leave admissible in a year may be allowed to be encashed
during selvice. !fyou are in favour of such encashment, what conditions should be stipulated to
ensure that the basic purpose of leave is not defeated?

86.

The leave entitlements pf industrial employees are generally governed by Factories Act and differ
from those of the non-industrial ert_lployees. Suggestions have been made that the industrial
employees may be brought on a par with non-industrial employees in the matter Qf leave
entitlements .. Would you favour the suggestion ?

87. It has been urged that adoption of the same pay limits as prescribed under the Payment of Bonus
Act, 1965, for regulation of Productivity Linked Bonus under government has operated to the
disadvantage of certain classes of employees. Do you agree? If so, what are your suggestions
in the maters ?

88.

All Central Government employees drawing emoluments upto Rs.16001- p.m., who are not
covered by the existing Productivity Linked Bonus Schemes, have been granted 15 days'
emoluments as ad hoc bonus for 1982~83. What are your views in the matter?

89.

Do you have any suggestions in regard to the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Canteen facility ;
Union and protective clothing;
Washing allowance; and
Other welfae measures.

90. (a) Should male government employees be given leave to post-natal family responsibilities?
, (b) If so! what should be the maximum duration of such leave for male employees?
(c) shouid such leave be admissible in broken spells to suit the needs of an individual
employees?
91.

Have you any suggestion to make with regard to (a) hours of work and (b) holidays?

92. Do you think government should pn;)vide facilities like day-care centres for children of
( employees?
93.

(a) A large number of countries,tend to restrict:<'hQVertime'~ ;either by setting a maximum limit on
paid extra hours'or by applying a general policy designed in practice to keep to a minimum
the number ,of hours worked in exeess of normal hours. It is also said that overtime
generates indisciplin~. What are your views ?
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(b) It is not necessary in public interest that an employee put on overtime should be required to
maintain a daily diary of work, and overtime should be allowed only if he exceeds the norm
.
prescribed for his day's out-tum?
(c) Will it not help if work schedules are properly adjusted, to the extent necessary, 1fl
departments and offices where overtime is frequent?
(d) Should the existing rules or regulations governing overtime be made more restrictive?
94.

(a) Do you think the present arrangement for night duty allowance is satisfactory ?
(b) Should such an allowance be admissible to gazetted officers also?

95. Employees availing L.T.C. to any place in India have generally to stay in hotels, which are
expensive. It has been sugested that some holiday homes may be constructed by government,
over a period of time, in different parts of the country for use by employees. Is this a practicable
suggestion and will its benefits to the employees outweigh the expenditure?
96.

(a) It has been urged that the existing ceilings for house building advance are inadequate. What
limits would you ~uggest ?
(b) What other method woufd you suggest for providing a house for a government employee
when he retires from service?
(c) Could you suggest a scheme for house building for government employees who may be
willing to subscribe to it, linking it with life insurance, group insurance or provident fund?

97.

Suggestion has been made that the amount of advance admissible to a government servant for
purchase of a vehicle should be equal to the actual cost of the vehicle. Would you support this
view? What should in your view be the revised ceilings for bicycle, scooter, motorcycle and
motorcar ?

98.

It is said that due to exorbitant rents, it is becoming increasingly difficult for government
employees to obtain suitable residelltial ac.commodation. The amount of house rent allowance is
meagre and the existing pool of government accommodation is inadequate. A suggestion has
therefore been made that in the housing programmes of government owned Icontrolled agencies,
a large percentage of houses should be earmarked for allotment to government employees and the
cost recovered in easy instalments. Government may ensure that such facilities are not misused
by providing forfeiture and other penal clauses. What are your views in the matter ']

.
99.

DEATH·CUM·RETIREMENT BENEFITS

The existing age of retirement of government employees in general is 58 years. Are you in
favour of any change'] If so, give reasons.

100. It has been urged that employees who continue in service in a temporat)' capacity for a number of
years, should be given the same benefits as admissible to permanent employees. What are your
V'iews? What period you would consider appropriate for grant of such a benefit?
101. It has been suggested that government employees may be permitted to retire voluntarily after 15
years of service instead of 20 years of service as at present. What are your views?
102. At present pension is calculated with reference to the average emoluments of the last 10 months
of service whereas gratuity is based on the last pay drawn. Should pension be also determined
with reference to the last pay drawn?
.
103. Should the existing ceilings on the amount of pension and gratuity continue? If not, what in
your opinion should be the revised ceilings, if any.
104. In some foreign countries, pension is about 70 per cent or more of the pay drawn at the time of
. retirement, but the pension schemes are contributory. Would you suggest enhancement of the
·eKisting limits, of pension coupled with the necessary contribution from the employee to the
pension scheme ?
105. What are your views about the relative attractiveness of the existing pension schem~ and the
. Contributory Provident Fund scheme whh matching cOl)tribution by government? Which
scheme would you favour and why ?
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106. It has been urged t~at the existing family pension rates are inadequate. What improvements
would you suggest ill the rates?
107. Should .special f~y cover against death by violence or accident attributable to service be given
to certam categones of employees? If so, at what rate ?
108. It ha~ been urged that govemm~nt employees on retirement may be given dearness allowance on
penSIOn at the same rate as servmg employees. What are your views?

109. At p~es~nt, government employees on permanent absorption in public sector undertakings in
publIc mterest are allowed full commutation of pension for the service rendered under
gove~ment. In cas~ of retirement from government service, commutation is permissible for
one-thud of the penSIOn. would you suggest enhancement of this limit. If you are in favour of
more commutation, would you recommend payment of part of the commuted value in the fonn
of special pension bonds with a specified period of maturity to avoid undue strain on government
fmances and public economy?
110. It has been suggested that the commuted value of pension should he restored to the pensioner on
the expiry of the period for which commuted value was worked out. Is this demand reasonable
considering that while drawing commutation tables both the death rate and expectancy of life of
pensioners are taken into account?
.
111. Have you any suggestion for improvement of the existing Group Insurance Scheme applicable to
central government employees?
112. (a) Are you in favour of continuance of the existing provident fund sche_me ?
(b) If so, what improvements would you suggest in the scheme?
(c) What would be a reasonable rate of in terest on the provident fund after taking into account the
benefits accruing from it ?
(d) Would it help if a trust is created by government to manage the entire am.ount of provident
fund?
113. At present all government employees are required to contribute compulsorily to the provident
fund at 6 per cent of pay. Over the years, schemes for grant of family pension, death-cumretirement gratuity and group insurance have been introduced which provide relief to the family
in·the event of untimely death of the employee. Would you recommend continuance of the
compulsory provident fund scheme in its present fonn. If not, for which category of employees
.
would you favour its discontinuance 7
114. It has been suggested that the pensionary benefits of central government employees can be
substantially improved through operation of a pension fund to which government should
contribute annually at a flXed percentage of the employee's pay. What are your views?

ARMED FORCES
115. What steps would you suggest to make the Defence Services more attractive?
116. (a) A view bas been expressed that the most practical and equitable method for determining
defence service pays would be on the basis of fair comparison with payS fixed for the civilian
employees of the Central government. Do you agree ?
(b) If not, would you suggest any other basis for determining the pay in defence service ?
117. At present there is a relativity between thy pay of Service officers and the officers of Group 'A'
Services and the Indian Police Service. It has been suggested that the pay of Service officers
should be determined independently with reference to salaries in the public sector undertakings.
If you agree with this view, please indicate the comparators in non~govemment.~mployement for
detennination of the pay of Service officers and how the same should be worked out.
118. How should the pay of a trained infantry soldier be determined ?
.
119. The Third Pay Commission had considered an element equal to 5 per cent of the pay of a soId~er
as a reasonable compensation for "x" factor which represents the average degree of hardshlp,
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turbulence, hazards, etc. inherent in service life. In respect of 'home saving element' on account
of the provision of free services like food, clothing and accommodation to soldiers, the
Commission had considered a deduction of the order of 20 per cent to be fair and reasonable.
Have you any suggestion in regard to the reasonableness of the quantum of these two elements in
the present day conditions ?
120. Officers up to the rank of Colonel in the Army and equivalent ranks in Ail' Force and Navy are
now provided with free rations. Do you think that the concept of 'home sving element' would
equally apply in the case of officers who are provided with free rations? If so, in what manner?
(i) How much financial benefit does it provide?
(ii) Would you prefer monthly cash allowance in place of free rations?
121. What should be the relationship between the scales of pay of an infantry soldier, constables of
Border Security Force, the Central Reserve Police, the Central Industrial Security Force and a
police constable, taking into account their respective duties, terms of engagement and the age of
superannuation ?
122.(a) Service personnel below officer rarik'have generally a short period of service. Do you think
their pensions are adequate ?
(b) Shduld posts be reserved for all ex~service men, if otherwise suitable, in Central Police
Organisations, public sector undertakings and State Police Organisations ?
123. What are your suggestions about the various types of pensionary benefits of Armed Forces
personnel having regard to their terms and conditions of service?
124. (a) Armed Forces personnel are allowed certain special types of pay, allowances and benefits in
cash and kind having regard to their tenns and conditions of service. What are your views
on them?
(b) What are your suggestions for rationalisation and simplification of the total pay packet so
as to promote efficiency ?
ANNEXE2.3
(See paragraph 2.5)

FOURTH CENTRAL PAY COMMISSION
Schedule for furnishing data by Regular Establishments (Permanent and Temporary) of Central
Government as on 1.1.1984.

PLEASE READ THE GUIDELINES BEFORE FILLING TIDS SCHEDULE
DONOT~LTHEBLAN.KCODECAGES.

1.1 N arne of MinistrylDepartment

l C6DEL

1.2 N arne of Organisation

{

{

l

{

CODE

1.3 Status of Organisation

(please tickritark the applicable item, say lor 2 or 3,)
Secretariat proper
Attached

m
ill

Subordinate
Others
2.1 De~tion of the category of post in full
(in APlTAL LETI'ERS)

L

I_ I

l

I

l ..
CODE

I .

L

I

I

2'1
2.2

Gro~"\p

to 'lV'hich post belongs
'
(Please tickmark the applicable item, say lor 2or'3,)
Gr(')up A

[0

CD

GroupB
Groupe
GroupD

\)J,

m
W

Unclassified
2.3

(Please tickmark the applicable item, say 1 or 2)
Whether post is
Gazetted

OJ

m

Non-g~tted

.1

Scale of ~y of the post

l- l l
CODE

(infoll inclUding rate a/increment and ejficiencj bar.)
Total posts sanctioned

L

3.2
3.21 Pennanent posts
3.22 Temporary posts

3.3 Number in position
3.4 Remarks (if any)

4.

Category of post is
(Please ticlaii.ark the applicable item, say 1 or 2 or 3)
Non~industrial

If industrial
In Workshop covered under Factories Act 1948;
In Running Shed in Railways;
Other Artisan Groups not covered
in 2 and 3 above 4

5.

Special Pay and Allowances
(Excluding DA, ADA, HRA, CCA, other Compensatory allowances and allowances such as
Running allowance, Incantive allowance, Project anowance t etc.)

Nature ofSpecial Pay/Allowance

Rate of Special Pay/Allowance (In Rupees) No. of posts

----.~--~------------------------------~----------------~~

.1.

2.

1. Special pay

2. Non-Practising Allowance
3. Others (Like Machine Allowance,
Flying'·Pay etc.) Please specify.
6.

Method of recruitment prescribed and percentage of posts to be ftIled by each method.

3.
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Please tickrnark the applicable column and give details.
(Please attach a copy of Recruitment Rules)
Proportion (%)

Method of Recruitment

2.

1.
1. Direct by Competitive examination, Selection, 'etc.

2. Promotion
3. Other Methods
4. Recruitment rules not fInalised

7,

Feeder designations and Scales of pay -of posts from which promotions are made.
Please mention Designations with Scales.
Designation from which promotion is made

Scale of Pay

2.

1.
(1)

(2)

(3)

8.

Occupational ~roups for TechnicalIProfessional Posts only with highest qualification prescribed
for dfrect recrultment, where applicable.
(Please tidemark the applicable items in the table below. say 01 or 02, and lor 2,)

Occupational Group
Item
Description

Essential Qualification for Direct Recruitment.
Item
Description

1

2

Engineering

co
(I]

Medical
Economics/Statistics

[TI
13]

Scientific

Doctorate
M. Phill
Post Graduate Degree
Member, Institute of Chartered
Accountants/Cost and Works
Accountants/Company
Secretaries or Equivalent

Accountancy

Graduate Degree

Teaching

Degree in Engineeringffechnology or
Equivalent

m

Law
Informatics [Electronic Data Processing][!J

Degree in Medical Science
Under Graduate Diploma in Engineering/
Technology or Equivalent
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Occupational Group
Item
Description
1

09

Others [Specify]

Essential Qualification for Direct Recruitment.
Item
Description
2
9

Others [Specify]

Note: If alternate essential qualifications are prescribed, ticlemark the highest one out of those in
column 2 above. The qualifications in column 2 have been arranged m descending order from
the top.
9.

Details of Qualifications & Experience prescribed for Direct Recruitment, if applicable

EducationallProfessional

Experience

Essential

Desirable

10. Duties and Responsibilities
Please indicate main duties and responsibilities of categories of posts special to your organisation
excludin~,the following :
(a) Posts encadred in organised services;
(b) Common categories like Lower Division Clerks, Upper Division Clerks, Stenographers,
Staff Car Drivers, etc.
(c) Secretariat posts like Secretary/Joint Secretary, etc.
(d) Research Posts in Scientific and Technical Organisation;
(e) Teachers and Doctors.

FOURTH CENTRAL FA \' COMlVUSSION
GllIDELJNES FOR FILLING THE SCHEDVLE FOR FURN1SHiNG DATA III Y RU:~;~[J!LAr{
ESTABLISHMENTS OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
Information should be fumished only in respect of Regular Governmen.t Organisations and NOT
for Autonomous organisations or Public Undertakings.
Information should pertain Only to the regular st3ff;", Please do not fIll schedule for the non-regular
, establishments like casua] 'labour. work charged staff, extra departmental agents. staff employed on
contract basis, etc.
OMISSlONSIERRORS l;N THE INFORMAnON GIVEN IN TIIE SCHEDULE OR ITS LATE
RECEIPT IN tHE COMMISSION MAY RESULT IN INCOMPLETE EVALUATION OF THE
AFFECTED CATEGORIES OF POSTS. 1HEREFORE PLEASE READ THE GUIDELINES
CAREFULLY AND FILL THE SCHEDULE ACCORDING TO THESE GUIDELlNES.
~~'

....

EXCEPT FOR ITEM 3.3 'NUMBER IN POSITION' ALL OTHER ENTRIES SHOULD
PERTAIN TO POSTS'.ANI) NOT TO PERSONS HOLDING urn POSTS.
Pleas.e fill a separate schedule for each category of posts for the secretariat/Organisation as a whole.
Posts can-ying the same designation and the same scale of pay should be treated as in one category.
Posts with different designa~ons from separate categories. Posts carrying the, same designation bm
having different scales .of pay e.g. Stenographers in Rs.425-800, also form separate categories.
Infonnation in regard to orgadsations which have field unitS/SUb-offices in different places, as for
instance, National Savings Organisation, ·Registrar of Companies, Directorate of Marketing &
Inspection, All India Radio. etc., should be collected and bunched category-wi~e by the Headquarters
in the first instance and then sent to Commission for the Organisation as a whole. Similarly in the case
of Railways, information may be collected at t'le level of the Zonal Ra.ilways, in the case of Posts &
Telegraphs at the level of the Posts & Telegraph Circles; in the case of Income Tax Officers at the level
of Income Tax Commissioners, etc. However~ the Secretariat of each Ministry/Department should be
treated as a separate unit and infonnation furnished for the Secretariat as a whok.
Although the entire information pertaining to an Organisation/Secretariat should be sent to the
Commission in one batch, the schedules should be so an'anged that posts in Group 'A', Group 'B',
Group 'C', Group '0' and unclassified posts in Non~Industrial and Industrial categories are made into
separate bunches and stitched together in a book form.
To ensure against omissions and schedules getting misplaced a check list should be prepared
Group-wise for Non-Industrial and lndustrial Posts separately in respect of each organisation in the
following form striking a total below column 4 and sent along with the information.
NFe of Organisation ~, _ _ _ _ _ _--'_ _ _ _ _ _ .______~_ _ __

Number of Schedules sent
(Groupwise, as given below)

Industrial
Non~Industrial
Total
----~1~---------------------~2~------------~-----·-----4~
Group A
GroupB
Groupe
GroupD _
Unclassified
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Each schedule should be filled and furnished in the printed form to the Commission. The
Organisation should also keep an extra copy and carefully preserve the same for future use as also to
furnish any clarifications that might be required by the Commission at a later date.

PLEASE DO NOT USE ABBREVIATIONS. PLEASE DO NOT FILL
THE BLANK 'CODE' CAGES.
Please write the number of posts filled out of the total sanc.tioned strength against item 3.3. T/-IIS
IS THE ONLY ENTRY WHICH PERTAINS TO PERSONS HOLDING THE POSTS.
The numbers written against above items should also include numbers indicated under item 6
'Special Pay and Allowances'.
If any information is not available, the words 'NA' should invariably be entered against
appropriate items.
Where payment is made on piece rate basis, only the prescribed scale of Pay of the Posts and NOT
the piece rate should be given under item 3.1.
When a post is tenable by a person on deputation from State Government or some other
department, only the sc.ale of pay of the post should be given and NOT what the incumbent may be
drawing or be entitled to.
If in any particular case the scale of payor fixed pay given under item 3.1 is in the nature of
stipend for apprenticeship or an Honorarium, this fact shou1d be indicated in the Remarks under item
3.4.
Normally the number in position should not exceed the authorised strength. Tn some par~icl1]ar
organisations some posts may be filled against sanctioned strength for some different designations.
For example if some posts of Lower Division Clerks have been filled in a particular organisation in lieu
of posts of Upper Division Clerks sanctioned, the number of Lower Division Clerks in position may
be more than the sanctioned posts, whereas the total number of sanctioned posts of Lower Division
Clerks and Upper Division Clerks taken together will not be less than the total number of Lower
Division Clerks and Upper Division Clerks in position together. In s1.1ch cases position should be
clarified in the Remarks under item 3.4.

Item 4 Non-Industrial and Industria) Posts
For posts in Non-Industrial Establishments, which are industrial by thdr job contents like
Electricians, Carpenters, please tickmark entry
Other Artisan Groups not covered in (2) and (3)
above.

rn

Item 1.1 Ministry/Department
Please write full name of the Ministry/Department under this item.

Item 1.2 Organisation
Please write full name of the Organisation under this item.

Item 1.3 Status of Organisation
Organisations other than proper Secl't!tadat, attached and subordinH!L' nificcs, such as
Commissions, Panels, etc. should be indicated against "Others" @)

Item 2.1 Designation
Please write full designation of the category of post in CAPITAL LETtHNS jndicatii1g in the
bracket the functions/fields such as Inspector (Cooperative), Assistant Engineer (EleL"tricai), Section
Officer (Mechanical), Omnibus categorisation like Senior Administrative grade, GrollI'D Staff, etc.,
should not be given. Individual designations must invariably be given in the sc.hedule. .
.
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Item 2.2 Group ofPos!
In certain organisations, some posts may not be classified under any group viz. Group A, Group
B, Group C, and Group D. Such unclassified posts in the regular establishments should be
tickmarked as item [2]against unclassified in the schedule.

Item 3.1 to 3.4 Scale of Pay, Posts sanctioned and in position
Please writ.e full scale of pay with different increment rates and stages of Efficiency Bars, if any,
under item 3.1.
Please write total number of sanctioned posts against item 3.2.
Please break the total number of sanctioned posts into number of Permanent and Temporary Posts
and write these break: ups against item 3.21 and 3.22 respectively.

Item 5 Special Pay and Allowances
This item will be filled only if some or all the sanctioned posts carry a Special Payor Allowance
like Non--Practicing Allowance, etc.
Other Allowances like HRA, CCA, Compensatory Allowance, Incentive Allowance, Running
Allowance, Project Allowance etc. should not be included.
Please write nature of the Special Pay/Allowance under appropriate entry.

Item 6 Method of Recruitment
The .entries here should be made on the basis of recruitment rules and promotion regulations,
COPIES OF WHICH SHOULD ALSO BE FURNISHED. Where alternative sources of recruitment
are provided, for example, promotion, failing which direct recruitment, the entry should be filled on
the basis of the first prescribed source of recruitment. Where parallel sources of recruitment are
prescribed, those should be indicated and the proportion of the vacancies falling in the direct
recruitment quota, promotion quota, etc., should be indicated as percentages in column 2.

Item 7 Feeder designations and scale of pay for promotion
Feeder designations should be given in column 1 for posts filled by promotion. The scale of pay
in column 2 should be given in full.

Item 8 Column 1 Occupational Group
Indicate here the occupational group of Technical and Professional posts which are filled by direct
others, please
recruitment only. For posts llke Veterinary SurgeQ!!_ which fall under Group
PLEASE DO NOT MARK MORE THAN
write the Occupational Group of the post below

ill21.

fu21

ONE OCCUPATIONAL GROUP.
The occupational group of any category of posts will be determined by the work responsibilities
involved.

SCIENTIFIC OCCUPATIONAL GROUP : This group will cover posts whose work
responsibilities involve Research and Development in Scientific and Technical fields including routine
scientific work in laboratories.
Item 5 S pedal Pay and Allowances
. This item will be filled only if some 01' all the sanctioned posts carry a Special Payor Allowance
like Non-Practicing Allowance, etc.
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Other AllO\yances like HRA, CCA, Compensatory Allowance, Incentive Allowance, Running
Allowance, Project Allowance, etc., should not be included.
Please write nature of the Special Pay!AUowance under appropriate entry.
Item 6 Met hod of Recruitment
The entries here should be made on the basis of recruitment rules and promotion regulations, COPIES
OF WHICH SHOULD ALSO BE FURNISHED. Where alternative sources of recruitment are
provided, for example, promotion, failing which direct recruitment, the entry should be filled on the
basis of the first prescribed source of recruitment. Where parallel sources of recruitment are
prescribed, those should be indicated and the proportion of the vacancies falling in the direct
recruitment quota, promotion quota etc. should be indicated as percentages in column 2.
Item 7 Feeder designations and scale of pay for promotion
Feeder designations should be given in column 1 for posts filled by promotion. The scales of pay
in column 2 should be given in full.
Item 8 Column 1 Occupational Group
Indicate here the occupational group of Technical and Professional posts which are filled by direct
others, please write
recruitment only. For posts like Veterinary sl~1lon which fall under Group
the Occupational Group of the post below
. PLEASE DO NOT MARK MORE THAN ONE

109J

OCCUPATIONAL GROUP.

The occupational group of any category of posts will be determined by the work responsibilities
involved.
SCIENTIFIC OCCUPATIONAL GROUP : This group will cover posts whose work
responsibilities involve Research and Development in Scientific and Technical fields including routine
scientific work in laboratories.
ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONAL GROUP: This group will cover posts whose work
responsibilities involve production construction. survey. exploration and other work in engineering
fie1ds.
MEDICAL OCCUPATIONAL GROUP : This group will cover posts whose work
responsibilities involve human treatment in Medical and Surgical fields.(Veterinary Surgeons will
come under @ other and not in Medical Occupational Group).

TEACHING OCCUPATIONAL GROUP: This group will cover posts whose work
responsibilities involve teaching, including that in Engineering and Medical Institutions.
INFORMATICS (ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING)
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP: This group will cover posts whose work responsibilities involve
Software, Hardwar~ and related area like Computer Programming, Systems Software Development
and Maintenance, Systems Analysis and Design, Information Services and Management based on
Electric Data Processing.

Item 8 Column 2 Essential Qualifications for Direct Recruitment
Please tickmark essential qualification for direct recruitment in Column 2. If alternate essential
qualifications are prescribed for direct recruitment, please tickmark the highest qualification only in
Column 2. For the, pur-pose of filling this schedule, the qualifications, both General and
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Professional, have been arranged in descending order from the top. For example M.Phill appearing in
second place may be treated as higher than Post Graduate Degree appearing in third place, and so on .

Item 9 Qualifications and Experience for Direct Recruitment
If there are more than one set of EssentialIDesirable Qualifications and Experience, please write all
the alternatives.

Item 10 Duties and Responsibilities
While filling this item, please note carefully the categories of posts which are excluded.
Please give a broad indication of the technical, supervisory and financial responsibilities, etc. of the
post special to your organisation.

ANNEXE 2.4
(See paragraph 2.13)

LIST OF ESTABLISHMENTS VISITED BY THE COMMISSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Z1.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Gun & Shell Factory, Cossipore, Calcutta.
D.T. Administration of Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
Land Customs Organisation near Calcutta.
All India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta.
Rifle Factory, Ishapore, Calcutta.
M & S Factory, Ishapore, Calcutta.
Botanical Survey ofIndia, Calcutta.
Diesel Locomotive Works, Varanasi.
Office of the Divisional Railway Manager, Mughal Sarai.
Marshalling Yard, Mughal Sarai.
Signalling Cabin, Mughal Sarai.
P & T Directorate, Sanchar Bhawan, New Delhi.
Rajpath Telephone Exchange, New Delhi.
Kidwai Bhawan Telephone Exchange, New Delhi.
Indraprastha Head Post Office, New Delhi.
Eastern Court Sub-Post Office, New Delhi.
Integral Coach Factory, Perambur.
Heavy Vehicle Factory, Avadi.
Madras Airport Sorting Office (P&T), Madras.
Central Telegraph Office, Madras.
Officeiof the Postmaster General, Madras.
Office of Regional Director, Regional Meteorological Centre, Madras.
Union Territory ofPondicherry.
lawaharlal Institute of Post Graduate Medicine and Educational Research, Pondichen-y (Min.
of Health and Family Welfare).
Bharat Electronics Ltd., Bangalore.
Air Defence Ground Environment System Training Institute, Bangalore.
Department of Space, Bangalore.
Satellite Centre of Indian Space Research Organisation, Bangalore.
Indian Telephone Industries (ITI), Bangalore.
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd., Bangalore.
Electronics &. Radar Development Establishment, (LRDE), Bangalore.
Various shore and floating establishments of the Navy, Bombay.
Government ofIndia Mint, Bombay.
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Naval Dockyard, Bombay.
Office of the Collector of Customs, Bombay.
Customs Establishments at the Dockyard, Bombay.
Establishment of the Overseas Communication Service, Bombay.
Establishment of the Overseas Communication Service, Bombay.
Coast Guard Establishment, Bombay.
U.T. Administration of Goa, Daman & Diu, Panjim.
Army establishments in North-East Sector, Mizoram.
Establishments of Border Roads, Mizoram.
Air Force Establishment, Kumbhigram (Silchar).
Headquarters, Eastern Command (Army), Calcutta.
U.T. Administration, Mizoram.
Intelligence Bureau Establishment, Mizoram.
Army Establishments in the forward areas of Northern Command and static establishments at
Ambala under Western Command.
Air Force Establishments, Chandigarh & Ambala.
Maruti Udyog Ltd., Gurgaon.
Steel Authority of India Ltd., New Delhi.
All India Radio, New Delhi.
Intelligence Bureau Establishment, New Delhi.
Doordarshan, New Delhi.
Office of the Regional Director, Geological Survey of India, Jaipur.
Army Establishments, Rajasthan Sector.
Air Force Establishment, Jodhpur.
Border Road Establishments, Jaisalmer .
B.S.F. Establishments, Jaisalmer and Bhuj.
Office of the Central Excise Department, Udaipur.
Central Reserve Police Force Establishment, Delhi.
Office of Chief Secretary, Delhi Administration.
Metro Rail Project, Calclutta.
Coal Loading Operation in the South-Eastern Railway, Asansol.
Railway Workshop and Hospital, Kharagpur.
Border Roads Organisation, Projects around Joshimath.
Winter Craft Wing of the High Altitude Defence and Survival Academy of Indo-Tibetan Border
Police, Auli.
Indo-Tibetan Border Police post at Mana and forward posts of IInd Battalion, Mana.
Research, Designs and Standards Organisation ofIndian Railways, Lucknow.

ANNEXE2.S
(See paragraph 2.14)

LIST OF FEDERATIONS, UNIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS WHICH GA VE ORAL
EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMISSION
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
1.
2.
3.

Air Craft Engineers Association,' Directorate of Agricultural Aviation, New Delhi.
Directorate of Marketing & Inspection Gazetted Tech. Officers Association, New Delhi.
Scientific Technical Officers Association, Department of Agriculture & Cooperation,
New Delhi.

4.
5.

Non-Gazetted Technical Staff Association, Directorate of Inspection, New Delhi.
Textile Commissioners Officer Staff Association, Bombay.

Ministry of Commerce
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6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Association of Groups A & B Employees of the Organisation of Development Commissioner
(Handloom), Salem.
. . '
D.G. S. & D. Officers Association (Supply & Inspectlon SerVIce), New DelhI.
Gazetted Officers Association National Test house, Calcutta.
Central Trade Service Officers Association, New Delhi.
National Te~t Home C & D Staff Association, Calcutta.
Ministry of Communications
All India Savings Bank Control Employees Union, Bulandshahr.
All 1ndia Postal & RMS Accountants Association, New Delhi.
P & T Acc.ounts and Finance Service Officers Association, Bombay.
W.P.C.& Monitoring Officers' Guild, New Delhi.
T.R.C. Scientific Officers Class-I Association, New Delhi.
All India P & T Architects Association, New Delhi.
Telecommunication Engineering Officers Association, New Delhi.
All India Postal Accounts Employees Association. New Delhi.
TeJephone Inspectors Welfare Association, Ambala City.
All India Jr. Engineers Association, New Delhi.
A1l India Association of Post Masters (Gazetted & HSG), Chandigm·h.
Alllndia RMS Assistant Supdt. & Inspectors Association, New De]hi.
Postal Officers Association (India) Central Headquarters, New Delhi.
Al1 India As.sociation of Inspectors & Assistant Supdts. of Post Offices, New Delhi.
Indian Posta] Service Association, New Delhi.
Indian Telecommunic.ation'Service Association, New Delhi.
All India Posts & Telegraphs Indi. Workers Union, Calcutta.
Posts & TeJegraphs Mazdoor Union, Bombay.
Bharatiya Telecommunication Technicians Union, New Delhi.
Bharatiya TeJephone Employees Union of, Line Staff and Class IV, New Delhi.
Junior Engineers Teleconununication Association (India), New Delhi.
Telegraph Communication Engineers Association India, New Delhi.
All India RMS & MMS Employees Union Class~III, New Delhi.
All India Telegraph Asstt. Supdts. Association, New Delhi.
National Union of Postal Employees Class-III, Delhi.
Telegraphic Traffic Officers Association, Kurnool.
All India Telegraph Traffic Employees Union Class Ill, New Delhi.
National Federation of P &T Employees, New Delhi.
Federation of National P & TOrganisations, New Delhi.
National Union of Postal Employees Postmen Class IV and All India Postal Employees Union
Postmen and Class IV & EDA, New Delhi.
All India Telegraph Engg. Employees Union Class III, New Delhi.
National Union of Tele. Traffic Employees Group D, New Delhi.
Bhartiya P & T Employees Federation, New Delhi.

Ministry of Defence
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

52.

All India Civilian Store Keeping Personnel Association (EME), New Delhi.
Defence Factories All India Store-Keepers Association, Jabalpur.
AU India Association of Storekeeping Staff of AOC, New Delhi.
Air Force Storekeepers Association (India), New Delhi.
Defence Scientific Workers Association of India, New Delhi.
All India Ordnance Factories Para medical Staff Association, Jabalpur.
All India Defence Accounts Association (Central Body), Pune.
AFHQ Assistant Civilian Stuff Officers Association, New Delhi.
AFHQ/ISO Employees Association, New Delhi.
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53. ' All India Defence Civilian Clerks Association, New Delhi.
54. All India Defence Fire Staff Association, Pune.
55. Indian Ordnance Factories Supervisors Association, Jabalpur.
56. Confederation ofMES Civilian Employees Union, Bombay.
57. Indian Naval Dockyard Employees Union, Bombay.
58
All India Association of the NODs of Ordnance & Clothing Factories Inspectorates and R&D
Organisation, Jabalpur.
59. All India Association ofEME Supervisors Technical. New Delhi.
60. All India Accounts Officers Association, Allahabad.
61. All India Association of Ordnance Officers Civilian (Direct), New Delhi.
62. fudian Navy Civilian Officers Association, Bombay.
63. Ordnance Factories Health Service Association, Kanpur.
64. Defence Science Service Officers Association, New Delhi.
65. Defence Aeronautical Quality Assurance Service Officers Association, New Delhi.
66. Naval Armament Gazetted Officers Association, Vishakapatnam.
67. Indian Defence Accounts Service Association, New Delhi.
68. Defence Scientists Association, New Delhi.
69. Indian Ordnance Factories Service Association, Calcutta.
70. Defence Lands & Cantonment Service Officers Association, New Delhi.
71. AFHQIISO Group D Employees Association, New Delhi.
72. Bharatiya Prati Raksha Mazdoor Sangh, New Delhi.
73. All India Defence Employees Federation, Pune.
74. Indian National Defence Workers Federation, Kanpur.
75. A.F.H..Q. Civilian Officers Association, New Delhi.

Ministry of Energy
i) Department of Coal
76.

Association of Technical Officers of Coal Controllers Organisation, Dhanbad.

77.

ii) Department of Power
Drawing Staff Association, Department of Power, CEA, New Delhi.

Ministry of External Affairs
78.
79.
80
81.

AssOCiation of Combined Research Cadres, New Delhi.
Indian Foreign Service (B) Grade IV, V & VI Association, New Delhi.
Indian Foreign Service Association, New Delhi.
Indian Foreign Sezyice Branch B, Gazetted Officers Association, New Delhi.

Ministry of EnviIvnment and Forests
82.
83.

Zoological Survey of India Employees Association, Calcurtta.
Technical Staff Association Forest Research Institute and College, Dehradun.

Ministry of Finance
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

All India Enforcement Directorate Staff Association, New Delhi.
All India N.G. Audit and Accounts Association, New Delhi.
All India Civil Accounts Employees Federation, New Delhi.
All India Customs Employees Federation, Calcutta.
All India Federation of Divisional Accountants Association, Patna.
The All India Central Excise Customs Group 'D' Officers Federation, New Delhi.
Calcutrta Mint Employees StafUnion, Calcutta.
Bombay Mint Industrial Staff Union, Bombay.
Indian Security Press Staff Union, N asik Road.
All India Income Tax Employees Federation Delhi.
TIle All Customs Appraising Officers Association, Bombay.
The All India Customs Gazetted Officers Association, Calcutta.
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114.
115.
116.

All India National Savings Employees Association & N.S.O. Gazetted Officers Association,
Lucknow.
Central Revenue Chemical Service Association, New Delhi.
All India Central Excise & Land Customs Ministerial Officers Federation, Calcutta.
Indian Cost Ac<:ounts Service Officers Association, New Delhi.
A11 India S.A.S. Associ:llioll, Jabalpur.
Indian Economic Service Association, New Delhi.
Federation of Officers A ssorialiol1 of Mints Security Presses and Paper Mills, Dewas.
An lndia Association of the Accounts and Audit Officers of the Indian Audit & Accounts
Department, Trivandrum.
Alllndia Central Civil Accounts Service (JAO) Association, New Delhi.
All India Pay & Accounts Officers Association (Civil), New Delhi.
All India Customs Preventive Service Federation, New Delhi.
All India Federation of Central Excise Gazetted Executive Officers, Patna.
All India Federation of lncome-rax Gazetted Officers Association, New Delhi.
Indian Revenue Service Association (Customs & Central Excise), New Delhi.
Indian Security Press Mazdoor Sangh, Nasik Road.
Income Tax Employees Federation, New Delhi.
Indian Audit & Accounts Service Association, New Delhi.
Bank Note Mudranalaya Shramik Sangh, Dewas.
Indian Revenue Service (Income-tax) Association, New Delhi.
All India Federation of Central Excise Executive Officers, New Delhi.
lndian Civil Accounts Service Assoclation, New Delhi.

117.
118.

Ministry of F'ood and Civil Supplies
Save Grain Employees Welfare Association, Pune.
The Food Department Technical Gazetted Officers' Association, New Delhi.

96.
97.

98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

110.
Ill.
J 12.

113.

119.
120.
121.

122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.

no.

131.
1:1'2.
Ll::

n4.

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
Indian Medical Association, New Delhi.
A111ndia C.O.H.S. Ayurvedic Physicians Association, New Delhi.
All India CO.H.S. Homeopathic Physicians Association, New Delhi.
Central Govt. Health Scheme Pharmacists Association, New Delhi.
C.O.H.S. Radiographers Association, New Delhi.
Indian Association of Trained Social Workers, New Delhi.
The Trained Nurses Association, New Delhi.
ConU11ittee for revision of Pay Scales of Teachers of the RAK College College of Nursing,
New Delhi.
lndian Association of Physiotherapists, New Delhi.
All India Govt. Medical Stores Employees Federation, New Delhi.
All India Govt. Medical Stores Gaz.etted Offic.er~ Association, Bombay.
Cemr::!J Govt. Health Employees Federation, New Delhi.
Central Health Service Officers Association I New Delhi.
Indian DenIal As~ociation. New Delhi.
Ail indi:; C.G. n.s. Medical Officers Association, New Delhi.
Faculty ASllocintlon of Maul ana Azad College and Associated Hospitals, New Delhi.

138.

J\'liniiitry uf Home An'aks
All India Sjrl1'f Af.8ociation of fhe Directorate of Coordination (Police Wireless), New Delhi.
Hindi Pradbyap;;!l,:'1-; Association (Ad hoc), New Delhi.
Cemri.ll ,se(:retcu1ut Offkial Languages ServiGe (Translators) ASSOciation, New Delhi.
Govemmenl \)f Indhl Librarian's Association (Regd.) New Delhi.

1·11.1.

Alllndia Cen:~lls Employees Fedt..'r~llion, Bhopal.
Central Gov~~:'llment Class IV Empl'ly~es Association, New Delhi.

135.

131j.

137.
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141.

Mobile Civil Emergency Force Non-Gazetted Employees Welfare Association, New Delhi.

143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

Ministry of Human Resources
i) Department of Education
Central Hindi Directorate Staff Welfare Association, New Delhi.
ii) Department or Culture
National Library Gazetted Officers Association, Calcutta.
National Library Employees Association, Calcutta.
National Museum Non-Gazetted Officers Association, New Delhi.
Gazetted Officers Association Anthropoligical Survey of India, Calcutta.
National Archives ofIndia Archivists Association, New Delhi.

148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.

Ministry of Industry
All India Salt Department Employees Union, Madras.
Technical Gazetted Officers Association of the D.G.T.D., New Delhi.
Association of the Technical Officers of the Patent Officer, Calcutta.
Central Company Law Service Association, New De1hi.
Association of the Technical Officers of the Patent Officer, Calcutta.
S.S.I.D.O. Officers Association, New Delhi.

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.

Ministry ofInformation and Broadcasting
Photo Division Employees Associatin, New Delhi.
Association of Radio & Television Engineering Employees, New Delhi.
A.I.R. Administrative Staff Association, New Delhi.
Song & Dance Division Programme Officers Association, New Delhi.
All India Radio Programme Staff Association, New Delhi.
All India Radio Engineers Associatin, New Delhi.
Central Information Service Association, New Delhi.
CISOA (Group A) Officers Association, New Delhi.
The Association of DAVP-X-Cadre professionals, New Delhi.

142.

170.

Ministry of Labour
Technical Staff Association Labour Bureau, Simla.
Instructional Staff Organisation (Non-Sectt.) D.G.E. & T., Rowrah.
Non-gazetted Research Staff Welfare Association of the D. G .E. & T .Employment Directorate,
New Delhi.
Association of Gazetted Officers of the Directorate of Mines and Safety, Dhanbad.
Central Industrial Relations Officers Association, New Delhi.
Association of C.O. Labour Officers, New Delhi.
Directorate General Factory Advice Service and labour Institute, Gazetted Officers Asociation,
Bombay.
Non-gazetted Employees Association, DGMS, Dhanbad.

171.
172.
173.

Ministry of Law and Justice
Group A Officers of the Official Language Wing Officers Association, New Delhi.
The Bilingual Stenographers Association, New Delhi.
Delhi Judicial Service Association, Delhi.

163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.

174.
175.

176.
177.

Ministry of Personnel and Training and Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances and
Pension
Central Secretariat Service Group A Officers Ass6ciation, New Delhi.
Confederation of Central Secretariat Service Association, New Delhi.
C.S.S.S. Gazetted Officers Association. New Delhi.
The Central Secretariat Stenographers' Association, New Delhi.
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178.
179.
180.
181.
182.

Ministry ofPJanning
All India Federation of Economic and Statistics Investigators, New Delhi.
Central Government Economic and Statistical Officers' Association, New Delhi.
All India Officers Association, N.S.S.O.(Field Operations Division), New Delhi.
All India N.S.S.O. Asstt. Supdts. & Computers (IS) Association and All India Association of
Investigators, Cuddalore.
Indian Statistical Service Association, New Delhi.

Ministry of Science and Technology
183.
184.
185.

186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

Survey of India Ministeri21 Staff Association, Dehradun.
Class ill Service Association Survey of India Karamchari Clas,s IV Union, Dehradun.
National Atlas & Thematic Mapping Organisation Employees Un,ion, Calcutta.
Surveyors' Association, Survey of India, Dehradun.
India Meteorological Department Staff Union, Bombay.
Class II Officers Association Survey of India, Hyderabad.
The Gazetted Officers Association of the India Meteorological Department, New Delhi.
Association of Civilian Class- I Group A Officers of Survey of India, Dehradun.

Ministry of Steel and Mines
191.
192.
193.

Geological Survey of India Employees Association, Hyderabad.
Indian Bureau of Mines Mining Engineers Association, Nagpur.
Association of Geophysicists, G.S.I. ,New Delhi.

Ministry of Transport
i) Department of Railways
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.

202.
203.
204.
205.

20'6.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.

212.
213.
214.

215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.

223.
224.

All India Train Controllers Asociation, Delhi.
Indian Railway Ticket Checking Staff Associatin, Delhi.
All India Railway Commercial Clerks Association, Delhi.
Indian Railway Legalmen's Associatipn, New Delhi.
All India Cipher Staff Association, New Delhi.
All India Guards Council, Varanasi.
All India Trains Clerk Conference, Mosur.
Central Railway Motormen's Association, Bombay.
Station Master's Association, Tirupati.
All India Railway Commercial Inspectors Associatin, Hoshangabad.
All India Railway Transportation Supervisors Association, Andal, W.B.
All India Loco Running Staff Association, Anara.
Federation of Indian Railway Travelling Inspectors of Station Accounts, New Delhi.
C.L.W.Labour Union, Chittaranjan.
Accounts Stock Verifiers Association, New Delhi.
The Railway Board Ministerial Staff Association, New Delhi.
R.D.S.O. Class III Staff Association, Lucknow.
Indian Railway Loco Mechanical Staff Association, Moradabad.
All India RP.F. Association, Allahabad.
Indian Railway Electronic Data Processing Staff Association, New Delhi.
All India Railway Finger Print Examiilers Association, Bombay.
R.D.S.O. Senior Subordinate Association, Lucknow.
Indian Railway S.A.S. Staff Association, Calcutta.
Eastern Railway Telephone Operators Association, Calcutta.
Indian Railway Journalists Association, Kancharapara.
All India Railway Welfare and Personnel Inspectors Association, Asansol.
Indian Railway X-Ray & Laboratory Staff Association, New Delhi.
Indian Railway Pharmacists Association, New Delhi.
Indian Railways Dressers Association, New Delhi.
Rail Nurses Association, New Delhi.
Indian Railways Health Inspectors Association, New Delhi.
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225.
226.
227.
228.
229.

230.
231.
232.

233.
234.

235.
236.

237.
238.
239.
240.

241.
242.

243.
244.
245.
246..
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.

259.
260.
261.

262.

263.
264.
265.
266.
267.

All India Railway Family Welfare Staff Association, Chandigarh.
Indian Railway Technical Supervisors Association, Calcutta.
Indian Railways Engineering Graduates Association, Calcutta.
Indian Railway Stenographer's Association, New Delhi.
All India Railway Teachers Federation, Chittaranjan.
All India Railway Ministerial Staff Association, Dhanbad.
All India Train Examiners Association, Rowrah.
Railway Telegraph Signallers Staff Association, Delhi.
Indian Railway Drawing Staff Association, Ghaziabad.
Indian Railway Civil Engineering Design Assistants Association, Calcutta.
All lndia Caniage and Wagon Staff Council, Asansol.
Indian Railway Chemical and Metallurgical Staff Association, Jhansi.
Indian Railway Traction Workers' Association, Nabanagar.
Signal & Telecommunication Inspectors association, Secunderabad.
Indian Railways Physiotherapists Association, New Delhi.
Railways Cost Accounts Chapter, Madras.
Railway Board Stenographers (Gazetted) association, New Delhi.
All India Railway Employees Confederation, New Delhi.
Rajbas»a Karamchari Parishad, Lucknow.
Statistical Inspectors Association, Gorakhpur.
R.D.S.D. Class IT Officers Association, Lucknow.
Railway Board Secretariat Servi.ce Class I Officers Association, New Delhi.
Indian Railway Class n Officers Federation.
Railway Board Secretariat Service Class II Officers Association, New Delhi.
Rail way Medical Officers Association, New Delhi.
All India Railway Cashiers Association, New Delhi.
Indian Railway Workers Federation, New DeIhi.
Indian Railway Accounts Service Association, New Delhi.
Bharatiya Railway Mazdoor Sangh, New Delhi.
Federation of Railway Officers Association, New Delhi.
I.R.T.S. Officers Association, New Delhi..
1udian Railway Permanent Way Inspectors Forum, Howrah.
All India Railwaymen's Federation, New Delhi.
National Federation of Indian Railwaymen, New Delhi.
il) Department of Civil Aviation
Civil Aviation Department Gazetted Officers Association, New Delhi.
Air Traffic Controller Guild, New Delhi.
Civil Aviation Department Communication Guild, New Delhi.
Civil Aviation Department Employees Union, New Delhi.
iii) Department of Surface Transport
Government Pre-sea going Training Ships Employees Federation, Calcutta.
All India Central Govt. Light Houses and Lightships Staff Federation, Mathukur.
Technical Gazetted Officers Association of Ministry of Shipping and Transport, New Delhi.
Government of India Marine Surveyors Association and Merchant Navy Training Officers
Association, Bombay.
The Central Engineering Service (Roads) Group' A' Examination Recruits Association,
New Delhi.
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268,

Class I Officers (Direct Recruits) Association, New Delhi.

269,

Kendriya Lift Karamchari Sangh, Delhi.
Ministerial Staff Association Land & Development Office, New Delhi.
Engineering Drawing Staff Association, New Delhi.
c.p.w.n. Junior Engineers Association (India), Delhi.
All India c.p.w.n, Employees Union, New Delhi.
All India Federation of Government of India Press Workers, New Delhi.
All India Federation of Diploma Engineers, New Delhi.
All India Official Architects Association, New Delhi.
Federation of Chief DraftsmanlHead Draftsman, New Delhi.
Town & Count.ry Planners Association, New Delhi.
N ationa! Federation of Employees of Government of India Printing and Stationery and
Publication Department, New Delh.
C.P.W.D. Junior Engineers As~ociation, New Delhi.
Central Engineering Service Class I Direct Recruits Association, New Delhi.
Graduate IE. Association & AMIE JE Association, New Delhi.

Ministry of Urban Development
270.
271.
272.

273,
274.
275.
276.
277,
278.

279.
280.
281.
282.

283.
284.
285.
286.
287.
288,
289,
290.

Ministry of Water Resources
All India Central Ground Water Board Officers Association, New Delhi.
All India Central Ground Water Board Employees Association, Faridabad.
Drawing Staff Association, Ministry of Irrigation, its Attached and Subordinate Offices,
New Delhi.
Faraka Barrage Project Workers Union, Farakha Barrage.
,
Central Water & Power Commission Engineers Clasas IT Association, New Delhi.
Scientists Officers Group 'B' Association, Pune.
Senior Technical Staff Association, Murshidabad.
Central Water & Power Engineering Services Group 'A' Association. New Delhi.

Department of Atomic Energy
291.
292.

Atomic Energy Workers Staff Union, BARC, Bombay.
Bhaba Atomic Research Central Officers Association, Bombay.

Department of Electronics
293.

Association of Scientific & Technical Officers, Srih,arikota.

Department of Ocean Development
294.
295.

The Central Government Fishing Seamen's Association, Cochin.
Indo-Norweigian Project Employees Association, Cocbin.

296.
297.

Department of Space
Space Engineers Association, Trivandrum.
Scientific & Technical Officers Association, New Delhi.

Union Territory ofMizoram
298.
299.
300,
30 I,

Circle Assistants Association.
Field Staff (Revenue) Association.
Staff of Labour & Employment.
Staff of Home Guards.
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All India Services

302.
303.
304.

Indian Administrative Service (Central) Association, New Delhi.
Indian Police Service (Central) Association, New Delhi.
Indian Forest Service Association, New Delhi.

305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.

Staff Side, National Council of Joint Consultative Machinery, New Delhi.
National Organisation of Government Employees, New Delhi.
Government Employees National Federation, New Delhi.
All India Confederation of Central Government Officers Association, New Delhi.
All India Central Government Non-Secretariat Stenographers Forum, Calcutta.
Central Government Staff Car Drivers As sociati on, Madras.
Federation of Central Secretariat and Allied Offices Employees, New Delhi.
Delhi Veterinary Association, Delhi.

Others

ANNEXE2.6
(See paragraph2.J5)

LIST OF PROMINENT PERSONS WHO PARTICIPATED
IN DISCUSSIONS WITH THE COMMISSION

Sl.
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Dr. Bharat Singh, Vice Chancellor, Roorkee University, Roorkee.
Shri L.K. Jha, Adviser to the Prime Minister of India, New Delhi.
Shri G.c. Singhvi, Director, Vallabh Bhai Patel National Police Academy, Hyderabad.
Shri R.N. Chopra, Director, La! Bahadur Shastri National Acadt.:my of Administration,
Mussorie.
Miss Usha Mehra, Registrar, Delhi High Court, Delhi.
Shri R.N. Malhotra, Governor, Reserve Bank ofIndia, Bombay.
Prof. M.G.K. Menon, Member, Planning Commission, New Delhi.
Shri K.F. Rustomji, Director General (Retd.) Border Security Force, N!w Delhi.
Shri G.C.L. Joneja, Secretary (Retd.), New Delhi.
Prof. Ishwar Dayal, Director, Institute of Management, Lucknow.
Shri C. Ramanujam, President INTUC, Madras.
Shri Inder Malhotra, Journalist, New Delhi.
Shri A.V. Poulose, Financial Commissioner (Retd.), Railway Board, New Delhi.
Shri Manhar Bhai Mehta, President, Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, Bombay.
Air Chief Marshal (Retd.) O.P. Mehra, Governor of Rajasthan, Jaipur.
General G.c. Bewoor (Retd.), Pune.
Admiral R.L. Pereira (Retd.), New Delhi.
Air Marshal H.C. Dewan (Retd.), New Delhi.
Prof. D.T. Lakdawala, Sardar Patel Institute of Economics and Social Research, Ahmedabad.
Shri S.Y. Ranade, Secretary (Retd.), Bombay.
Shri H.N. Ray, Secretary (Retd.), New Delhi.
Shri D.C. Agarwal, Chief Vigilance Commissioner.
Shri A.D. Pisharody, Retd. Member, P&T Board, New Delhi.
Shri N.V. Shenoi, Secretary (Retd.), Ministry of Communications.
Delegates from All India Trade Union Congress, New Delhi.
Prof. R.c. Mehrotra, University of Rajasthan.
Shri H.K. L. Capoor, Chairman, V.P.S.C.
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ANNEXE 2.7
(See Paragraph 2.16)

LIST OF SECRETARIES TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, OTHER HEADS OF

DEPARTMENTS AND CHIEFS OF THE DEFENCE FORCES WHO PARTICIPATED IN
DISCUSSIONS WITH THE COMMISSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Shri S.S. Gill, Secretary, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.
Shri H.A. Baran, Director, Intelligence Bureau.
Dr. S.S. Sidhu, Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation.
Shri T.G.L. lyer, Director General, C.R.P.F.
Shri a.p. Bhutani, Director General, I..T.B.P.
Shri n.M. Misra, Director General, C.I.S.F.
Shri S.S. Dhanoa, Secretary, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
Shri B.S. Shekhon, Secretary, Ministry of Law and Justice.
Shri R.C. Kapila, Additional Secretary, Department of Supply.
Shri V.K. Dhar, Secretary, Department of Company Affairs.
Shri J.A. Kalyanakrishnan, Secretary, Ministry of Welfare.
Dr. Raja Ramanna, Secretary, Department of Atomic Energy.
Shri T.V. Vijayasekharan, Secretary, Department of Food.
Shri K.C. Pandeya, Secretary, Depaltment of Civil Supplies.
Shri Peri Shastri, Secretary, Legislative Department, Ministry of Law and Justice.
Shri Ramesh Chandra, Secretary, Ministry of Works and Housing.
Shri M.M. Kohli, Secretary, Department of Power.
Shri KN. Singh, Secretary, Department of Statistics.
Shri Romesh Bhandari, Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs.
Shri P.E. Menon, Director General, Assam Rifles.
Shri V.C. Pandey. Secretary, Department of Revenue.
Shri Prem Kumar, Secretary, Ministry of Commerce.
Shri M.e. Mishra, Director General, Border Security Force.
Shri M.O. Katre, Director General, Central Bureau of Investigations.
Shri Ramaswamy R. lyer, Secretary, Ministry of Irrigation
Shri P.N. Ramanathan, Collector, Union Territory of Dadra & Nagar Haveli
Shri S.R. Vijaykar, Secretary, Department of Electronics.
Shri Y.C. Das, Secretary, Department of Culture.
Shri S.D. Srivastava, Secretary, Department of Industrial Development.
30. Kum. Kusum Latha Mittal, Secretary, Department of Official Languages.
31. Shri H.M.S. Bhatnagar, Secretary, Ministry of Labour.
32. Shri Harbans Singh, Secretary, Department of Public Enterprises.
33. Prof. Yash Pal, Secretary, Ministry of Science and Technology.
34. Dr. S.Z. Qasim, Secretary, Department of Ocean Development.
35. Shri T.N. Seshan, Secretary, Environment, Forest & Wild Life.
36. Vice Admiral Shri I.J.S. Khurana, Director General, Coast Guards.
37. Shri D. Bandyopadhyay, Secretary, Departmen~ of Rural Development.
38. Major General J.C. Sachdeva, Director General, Border Roads.
39. Dr. Bimal Jalan, Secretary, Department of Banking.
40. Shri P.P. Nayyar, Secretary, Department of Surface Transport.
41. Shri S.C. Vaish, Chief Secretary, Arunachal Pradesh.
42. Shri Jagdish Sagar, Administrator, Union Territory ofLakshadweep.
43. Shri J.C. Marwaha, Director General, Ordnance Factories.
44. Shri R. Ganapati, Secretary, Department of Expenditure.
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45.

Lt. Gen. H.e. Puri, Di"ector General, Anned Forces Medical Services.
Shri Maheshwar Dayal, Secretary, Department of Non-Conventional Energy.
Shri P.c. Jain, Secretary, Department of Defence Prod uetion.
Shri V.S. Arunachalam, Secretary, Department of Defence Research and Development.
Vice Admiral S.M. Gadihoke, Chief of Naval Personnel.
Shri Thomas Kora, Secretary, Department of Telecommunications.
Shri K.R. Murthy, Secretary, Department of Posts.
Admiral R.H. Tahiliani, Chief of the Naval Staff.
Shri Prakash Narain, Chairman, Railway Board.
Lt. General S. Majumdar, Adjutant General.
General A.S. Vaidya, Chief of the Army Staff.
Shri K. Ramanujam, Secretary, Department of Personnel & Training.
Air Marshal M.L. Sethi, Air Officer in'-charge of Administration.
Shri T.N. Chaturvedi, Comptroller and Auditor General of India.
Shri Subramaniam, Secretary, Department of Agriculture.
Air Chief Marshal D.A. La Fontaine, Chief of Air Staff.
Shri R. Venkataraman, Controller General of Defence Accounts.
Shri CG. Somaiah, Secretary, Ministry of Planning.
Shri B.K. Rao, Secretary, Department of Mines.
Prof. U.R. Rao, Secretary, Department of Space.
Slui Anand Sarup, Secretary, Department of Education.
Shri R.D. Pradhan, Secretary, Department of Internal Security.
Kumari Roma Majumdar, Secretary. Department of Women's Welfare.
Shri S. Venkitaramanan, Secretary, Ministry of Finance.
Shri S.K. Bhatnagar, Defence Secretary.
Shri P.K. Kaul, Cabinet Secretary.

46.
47.
48.
49.

50.
51.

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

ANNEXE2.8
(See Paragraph 2.17)

LIST OF STATE GOVERNMENTS WITH WHOM DISCUSSIONS WERE HELD AT DELIll
1.
4.

Andhra Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Gujarat

5.

Haryana

6.
7.

Himachal Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir

8.

Karnatalqt

9',

Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Nagaland
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan

2.
3.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18. Sikkim
19. Tamil Nadu
20. Tripura
21.
22.

Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

Anncxc 2.9
(See paragraph 2.21)

Government of India
Fourth Central Pay Conmussion

RepOlt on Interim Relief
The terms of reference of the Commission were amended by Ministry of Finance, Department of
Expenditure, Resolution No. 5(56)~E.III/83 dated February 16, 1985, by addition of a new sub-para
(5) under para 2 of that Ministry's earlier Resolution of even number dated July 29, 1983. The purpose
of the amendment was to enable the Commission to consider the demand for relief of an interim
character and make its recommendations thereon.
2. The Commission has examined the question whether the need for consideration of relief of an
interim character has arisen during the course of its deliberations and, for that purpose, it has
considered the demands made in respect of it, after duly taking into account the interim relief which has
been sanctioned by government in their O.M. No. 7(39)-E.IIV83 dated August 2, 1983.
3. The structure of emoluments of Central government employees, personnel belonging to the All
India Services, employees of Union Territories and of Armed Force personnel is based on the
recommendations of the Third Pay Commission which took effect from January 1, 1973. Government
have taken several steps to compensate its employees for increases in cost of living, and dearness
allowance has been sanctioned to them from time to time. That has neutralised the persistent increases
in cost of living at rates ranging from about 100 per cent at lower levels, to about 35 per cent at the
highest level. The last ins talment of dearness allowance compensated for price increase up to index
level 568 of the 12 monthly average of the An India Consumer Price Index Number for Industrial
Workers (1960 = 100). Dearness allowance paid up to index average of 320 has been treated as
dearness pay with effect from January 31, 1982, for retirement benefits, house rent allowance and
compensatory (city) allowance. Moreover, as has been stated, government have paid interim relief
from 1.6.1983 to all its employees at rates mentioned in O.M. No.7(39)-E.IlI/83 dated August 2,
1983. Benefit of one increment has also been given to all Central government employees in Group 'B',
'C' and 'D' who have been stagnating or are likely to stagnate in future at the maximum of their pay
scales for two or more years. Then in the budget speech of March 16, 1985, government have
announced that the entire dearness allowance sanctioned up to average index level of 568 will be treated
as pay for the purpose of retirement benefit to the Central Government employees retiring on or after
March 31, 1985 and have, at the same time, removed the present ceiling of Rs.lSOO per month on
pension and increased the ceiling of Death-cum-Retirement gratuity from Rs .36,000/- to Rs.50,000/-.
All this has benefitted the govemment employees. They have, however, been demanding relief of an
interim character pending the report of the Commission, as they feel that the relief already granted is
not enough. Demands of this nature have not only been made by the Staff Side of the National Council
(Joint Consultative Machinery) but by other employees also.
4. The structure of emoluments of government employees deserves to be considered in the larger
context of improving the efficiency and productivity in the functioning of the governmental machinery
by providing a higher degree of motivation to the employees. So while the Commission is examining
the entire structure of emoluments and conditions of service of Central government employees and
hopes to complete task as early as possible, it feels that there is justification for grant of relief of an
interim character.
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5. After taking all relevant factors into account, the Commission recommends that all Central
government employees) personnel belonging to All India Services, employees of Union Territories,
and Armed Forces personnel, may be given interim relief at the rate of 10 per cent of basic pay subject
to a minimum of Rs.50/- p.m. The expression basic pay may have the meaning given in F.R. 9(21) (a)
(i), and non-practising allowance, wherever admissible to government doctors, may be included in that
expression, but it may not include special pay) deputation pay, special allowance or any addition to pay
under any other nomenclature. This interim relief may be paid with effect from March 1, 1985. It may
be taken into account for determining the retirement benefits, but not for any other purpose.
6. The interim relief recommended above is estimated to cost about Rs.327 crores in a full year
inclusive of expenditure on Anned Forces personnel and the employees in Union Territories.
SdIJustice p.N. Shingha/
Chairman.
SdIProfM.V. Mathur

Member
.Sd/Dr. Gopa/ Dos Nag

Member
New Delhi, dated March 29,1985.

Sd/1.P.Kacker
Member
SdI-

AX. Majumdar
Memoor-Secretary

CHAPTER 3
CIVll. E"MPLOYMENf UNDER TIlE CENTRAL GOVERNMENf
3.1. We-have examined in this chapter the trend of employment of civilian personnel under the
central governJllent including Union Territories. The total number of regular civilian employees under
the central government (excluding Union Territories) has gone up from 17.37 lakh in 1957 to 29.82
lakb in 1971 and to 37.871akh as on January 1, 1984. The employment of civilian personnel in Union
Territories went up from about 1.60 laIch in 1970 to about 2.25 lakh as on 1.1.1984. The table below
gives details of the number of regular posts and their distribution in major departments of central
govemmentin 1957, 1971 and 1984:-

Table I
DistribUtion of Posts by Major Departments
Ministry /Department

No. of regular posts (in lakh)

Percentage increase

In 1984
over 19'57

1957-

1971*

1984**

In 1971*
over 1957

Railways

9.97
(57.4)

13.99
(46.9)

15.05
(39.7)

40.3

7.6

Posts &
Telegraphs

1.98
(11.4)

3.93
(13.2)

6.84
(18.1)

98.5

73.3

Defence

2.60
(15.0)

5.97
(20.0)

7.23
(19.1)

129.6

21.1

Others

2.82
(16.2)

5.93
(19.9)

8.75
(23.1)

110.3

47.6

Total

17 . .37
(10.0.0)

29.82
(100.0)

37.87
(100.0)

71.7

27.0

(Figures in brackets are percentages to total)

It will be seen that while regular civilian employment in central government rose by 71.7 per cent
between 1957 and 1971, the growth during the years 1971 and 1984 was 27.0 per cent i.e. relatively
slower than in the earlier period. The number of additional posts created during 1957 and 1971 was
12.45 lakh and during the period 1971-84 the additional posts created were 8.05 lakh. Of the 8.05
lakh additional posts created during the period 1971 to 1984, 1.961akh were in the Railways, 2.91
lakh in th~ P&T, 1.26 lakh in Defence and the remaining 2.82 lakh in
*Chapter 3 - Third Pay Commission Report
**Based on. data furmshed by ministries/departments.
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other departments. The percentage increase in employment in Railways, P&T, Defence and other
ministries was 7.6, 73.3, 21.1 and 47.6 respectively. Thus, the growth in the Department of Posts and
Telegraphs was the highest, followed by that in other ministries/departments and Defence. The growth
of employment in Railways at 7.6 per cent was the lowest.
3.2.Regarding the relative share of major depatments in total central government employment, the
table shows that Railways, which accounted for 57.4 per cent of the total employment in 1957, had a
share of 46.9 per cent in 1971 and 39.7 per cent jn 1984 respectively. On the other hand~ the share of
employment in the P&Tsteadily rose from 11.4 per cent in 1957 to 13.2 percent in 1971 and to 18.1
per cent in 1984. The share of employment in other ministries/departments also showed a steadily
increasing trend, the percentages for 1'957, 1971 and 1984 being 16.2, 19.9 and 23.1 respectively.
However, the Defence accounted for 15.0 per cent, 20.0 per cent and 19.1 per cenl of total
employment in the years 1957, 1971 and 1984 respectively, indicating that their share has more or less
stabilised after 1971 even though the absolute number of Defence civilians has been increasing during
this period.
3.3.The various posts under the central government are ordinarily classified into four groups as
under :-

Sl. No.
1

Description of posts

Classification of posts

2

3

1.

Central ci viI posts carrying a payor scale of pay
with a maximum of not less than Rs.1300/-.

Group A

2.

Central civil posts carrying a payor scale of pay with
a maximum of not less than Rs.900/- but less than Rs.1300/-

GroupB

3.

Central civil posts carrying a payor scale of pay with a
maximum of over Rs.290/~ but less than Rs.900/-

Groupe

4.

Central civil posts carrying a payor scale of pay the
maximum of which is Rs.290/~ or less.

GroupO

There are certain posts which have been categorised differently, for example, posts of postmen and
stamp vendors in Postal Department, which are in the pay scale of Rs.210-290, have been categorised
as group 'C' posts.
3.4. The groupwise distribution of posts between various departments at the time of the Third Pay
Commission and in 1984 has been shown in Table II. It may be noted that prior to the Third Pay
Commission, various posts in the central government were categorised into classes I, II, III and IV as
against the . present classification into groups 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' as recommended by that
Commission. The two sets of classifications are not strictly comparable because the one existing in
1971 was based on the pre-revised scales of pay. Table II indicates the directional changes in
groupwise distribution of posts between 1971 and 1984.
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3.5. It will be seen that the number of group 'A' posts in 1984 was almost twice the number in
1911. Departmentwise analysis shows that the number of group 'A' posts in Railways and in other
ministries/departments more than doubled during the period 1971 to 1984 while the increase in P&T
was more than 200 per cent. The increase of 74.6 per cent in the case of Defence was somewhat lower.
The number of group 'B' and 'C' posts in central government as a whole, during this period, also
increased by 73.5 and 48.0 per cent respectively. In absolute terms, 'while majority of the increase in
group 'B' posts was accounted for by the increase in other ministries/departments, P&T accounted for
the major increase in group 'e' posts, followed by Defence. However, the max.imum percentage
increase in both group 'B' and 'C' posts was registered by P&T, and the minimum by Railways. It
will appear from Table n that the number of group '0' posts registered a marginal decline (by half a
per cent) during the years 1971 and 1984. In absolute terms, there were about 6,600 fewer group D'
posts in 1984 than in 1911. Inspite of an overall reduction in group 'D' posts, the number of such
posts in P&T and other ministries registered sizeable increase of 66.0 per cent and 48.2 per cent
respectively. The increase in group 'D' posts for Defence was 3 per cent. However, these increases
(steep in the case of P&T and other ministries and marginal in the case of Defence) were more than
offset by substantial decrease in the number of group 'D' posts under the Ministry of Railways,
primarily due to reviews of group 'e' and '0' cadres between 1971 and 1984. These reviews resulted
in large scale conversion/upgradation of group 'D' posts into group 'C.
3.6. The central government departments also employ non-regular staff e.g. workcharged staff,
casual workers, part-time and contract employees. as well as other non-classified staff paid from
contingencies. These have not been included in the data given in Table II. In 1984, the number of such
non-regular employees was 4.78 lakh, out of which casual workers, who were mostly engaged on
group D' jobs, were 2.65 lakh. Railways employed the maximum number of casual workers followed
by P&T, the numbers being 1.43 lakh and 0.76 lakh respectively. The remaining departments
employed relatively fewer casual workers.
,

.,

3.7. The increase in the number of groups 'A', 'B' and 'e' posts, for all the centrargovernment
departments taken together, was 99.4 per cent, 73.5 per cent and 48.0 per cent respectiVely in 1984
over 1971. However, there was a 0.5 per cent decline in group 'D' posts. The additional posts at
higher levels were thus created at a much faster rate than at the lower levels. It may"i)drnentioned that
the above trend was observed in all the majordepatments except Railways during 1971-1984. Similar
trend for overall growth of groupwise posts was observed by the Third Pay Commission also.
3.8. Relatively, creation of more senior and middle level posts as compared to lower level posts
has resulted in progressively increasing share of these posts in total employment. Table 11 shows that
groups 'A', 'B' and 'e' posts ,aCcounted for 1.8,2.1 and 60.7 per cent respectively of the total central
government posts in 1984, while corresponding shares of these categories in 1971 was only 1.2, 1.6
and 52.1 per cent respectively. As a consequence, the proportion of group D' posts to the total posts
declined from 45.1 per cent in 1971 to 35.4 per cent in 1984. The above trend depicting increased
share of posts in groups 'A', 'B' and 'e' in the total employment was noticed in almost all the major
departments.
3.9. Of the total of about 68,000 group 'N posts, as many as 31,825 were encadred in various
organised services other than the three all-India services. There has, however, been an increase in the
number of organised services. The number of group 'A' services (including the all-India services) in
1984, was 49 as against 30 in 1971. Some of these services are small in size. For example, the Indian
Salt Service has a strength of 11 and Central Legal Service of 70 posts. In fact there are: only 20
services with a cadre strength exceeding 500. While all the engineering services taken together have a
strength of about 10,000 i.e. 15.0 per cent of the total group 'A' posts, the group 'N central services
(recruited through Civil Services examinations) account for about 9,000, i.e. 13.4 per cent of group'
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'A' posts. The cadre strength for the Indian Economic Service and Indian Statistical Service is about
600 and 560 respectively. The Central Health Service has a cadre strength of about 3500.
3.10. Officers of all-fudia services work both under the central govemment and the governments
of the States to which they are allotted. A central deputation quota is provided in each all-India service.
Table III below gives the authorised strength, the central deputation quota and the number of officers
actually on deputation to the central government in respect of the all-India services as on January 1,
1984.

TableID

Strength of the all-India services on January 1, 1984
Service
Indian Administrative Service
Indian Police Service
Indian Forest Service

Authorised Central deputation
strength
reserve

5041
2619
2006

Number of deputation
to central government

948

711

538

411

216

93

3.11.
Of the total central government employees numbering about 37.91akh in 1984,29.1 per
cent were in administrative, technical. professional and clerical groups. In 1971, the above categories
constituted 24.& per cent of the total employment. The distribution of posts in the different groups was
as follows in 1984:-

TabJeJV
Group

1. Administrative

2. Technical and professional (engineers,
doctots, scientists, etc.)
3. Clerical including supervisory (storekeepers,
accounts clerks. etc.)
4. Production process workers (industrial)
5. Others like transport and communication
workers, production and related workers
in non-industrial establishments and unskilled
workers.

Total

Number

Percentage of total

28120

0.1

373493

9.9

701346

18.5

905515
1178594

23.9

3787068

47.0

100.0

There were 9 .061akh industrial workers accounting for about 24 per cent of the total employment.
Of these, 22 per cent belonged to the unskilled categoryt 22 per cent to the semi-skilled. 36 per cent to
the skilled and the remaining 20 per cent to the bighly sklled category. The percentage of unskilled.
semi"skilled, skilled and highly skilled categories amongst the industrial workers in 1971 was 21. 24.
39 and 10 respect ively. This indicates that there has been a shift towards highly skilled workers
betw~ ~n 1971 and 1984.
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3.12. Over 90 per cent of the industrial workers were employed in Railways and in Defence
establishments. The table below gives the changes, between 1971 and 1984, in the number of
industlial workers employed in the major depatments.

TabieV
Distribution of Industrial Workers by Major Dep31iments
(figures in '000)

Mini stry/Department
Railways
P&T
Defence
Others

1971

1984

361 (50.4)

310 (43.3)
39 (5.5)

491 (54.2)
12 (1.3)
351 (38.7)
52 (5.8)

716 (100.0)

906 (100.0)

6 (0.8)

Total

3.13. Industrial workers are employed either in workshops or in Railway sheds or as artisans. The
groupwise distribution of industrial workers by the type of employment is shown below :-

Table VI

Groupwise distribution of industrial workers by type of employment
Group

Workshop

Artisans

Working in
Railway Shed

'D'
Others

301608
199181
21206

141228
141321
191

74532
26212

517368
366714

36

21433

TotaJ

521995

282740

100780

'e'

Total industrial
worker

905515

3.14. As mentioned earlier, group 'C' and group 'D' employees taken together numbered 36 1akh
Le. 96.1 per cent of the total central government posts as on January 1, 1984. A large number of
employees belonged to common categories like peons, chowkidars, sweepers, lower division clerks,
etc. The common categories with sizeable numbers were (i) peons/messengers, etc. (1.011akh), (ii)
chowkidars/watchmen (43615), (iii) mazdoors/labourersllascars/badge/box boys, etc. (140830), (iv)
sweepers/cleanerslsafaiwalas (92620). The above four categories accounted for 28.4 per cent of group
'D' posts. There were posts peculiar to some departments such as gangmen/gangmates, etc. in
Railways. numbering 1.441akh and khalasis (predominantly employed by Railways) numbering 1.97
lakh. There were 1.63 lakh postmasters and postmen~ etc. employed in P&T. Police personnel like
constable~, rakshaks, police inspectors were over 3.58 lakh. Lower division clerks, upper division
clerks, commecial clerks and other clerical categories were about 2.961akh. As was observed by the
Third Pay Commission, the above data showed that.the bulk of the central ~overnment employees
continued to be engaged in the provision of services in the transport and the communication sectors and
in maintaining law and order.

3.15. The proportion of permanent posts in the central government has continued to rise during the
period 1971-84. The pennanent posts constituted 67.4 per cent of the total in 1957, 74.9 per cent in
1971 and 80.8 per cent in 1984. The comparative position pf permanent and temporary posts in major
organisations under the central govemment for the years 1971 and 1984 has been summarised in Table
VII.
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TABLE

vn

Distribution of pennanent and temporary posts by major departments

1971

Ministryl
Department

1984

Pennanent Temporary Total Permanent Temporary

Railways
Posts &
Telegraphs

12.445
(89.0)

1,542 13987
(11.0)

13918
(92.5)

Total Filled Percentage of filled
in posts in posts to Total

1128 15047

14148

94.0

3098
(78.7)

836
(21.3)

3934

5107
(74.7)

1728
(25.3)

6835

6369

93.2

Defence

3126
(52.4)

2845
(47.6)

5971

5153
(71.2)

2082
(28.8)

7235

6291

86.9

Others

3659
(61.8)

2266
(38.2)

5925

6409
(73.2)

2344
(26.8)

8753

7p36

87.2

TOTAL:

22328

7489 29817

30589
(80.8)

(19.2)

(74.9)

(25.1)

7282 37871

91.0

34444

It will be seen that in 1984, the percentage of permanent posts was the highest in the Railways
followed by P&T and other ministries. It was the lowest in defence although the percentage of
permanent posts in defence went up from 52.4 per cent in 1971 to 71.2 per cent ill 1984.
3.16. The previous Pay Commissions rationalised the pay structure by bringing down the number
of pay scales., but the proliferation of pay scales continued. Several pay scales were created in between
the constitution of the different Pay Commissions. For example, the Second Pay Commission
recommended 140 pay scales but there were 536 pay scales in existence at the time of the Third Pay
Commission. The Third Pay Commission rationalised and classified all posts in 80 scales. However,
we find that at least 70 more scales have been introduced after the Third Pay Commission's report.
Even so, the basic pay structu.re has been maintained in as much as about 97.8 per cent of the posts in
central government and Union Territories (excluding UT of Chandigarh) contiue to be in the scales
introduced on the basis of recommendations of that Commission.

3.17.A list of scales of pay having 1,000 posts or more under central government and UT and
introduced on the basis of the recommendations of the Third Pay Commission is given in Table VIII.

Tablevm*
Distribution of posts in major scales of pay i.e. scales with more tban 1000 posts each (as on January
1, 1984) introduced on the basis of the recommendations of the Third Pay Commission
S.No.

1.
2.

Scale of Pay (Rs)
196~3-232

200-3-212-4-240

*Based on daJafurnished by ministries/departments and urzion territory administrations.

No. of posts
697947

42487
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S.No.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2l.
22.
23.

24.
25.

26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

32.
33.

34.
35.
36.

37.
38.

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
Total number of posts in 48 scales

Scale of Pay (Rs)
200-3-206-4-250
210-4-250-5-270
210-4-250-5-290
225-5-260-6-308
225-5-260-6-326-8--350
260-6-326-8-350
260-6-326-8-390-10-400
260-8-340-10-430
260-8-340-10-360-12-480
290-6-326-8-350
290-6-326-8-390-10-400
320-6-326-8-390-10-400
330-8-370-10-480
330-10-380-12-500-15-560
380-12-500-15-530
380-12-500-15-560
380-12-440-15-560-20-640
425-15-560-20-600
425-15-560-20-640
425-15-560-20-700
425-15-560-20-700-25-750
425-15-560-20-700-25-800
455-15-560-20-700
470-15-530-20-650-25-750
550-20-650-25-700
550-20-650-25-750550-20-650-25-800
500-20-700-25-900
550-25-750-30-900
650-30-740-35-880-40-960
650-30-740-35-880-40-1040
650-30-740-35-880-40-1200
700-30-760-35-900
775-35-880-40-1000
840-40-10405959
840-40-12007056
700-40-1100-50-1300
700-40-1100-50-1600
1100-50-160022606
1100-50-1500-60-1800
1200-50-16001394
1200-59-17001498'
1500-60-1800-100-2000
1800-100-2000-125/2-2250
2000-125/2-2250
2500-125/2-2750

No. of posts
226054
469523
204847
75651
3701

121277
529372
26836
~38611

25700

14122
14414
18170
310096
1070
129852
6330

18359
117599

150995
10346
41827

25441
8290
7662
57252
2473
19550

42261
3401
7245
43173
25591
1077

24477

2247
1360

8947
1397
l151
1214

3917915
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Union Territories
3.18. There are nine Union Territories viz. Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Arunachal Pradesh,
Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Delhi, Goa, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Mizorarn and
Pondicherry. Comparable data on total employment in Union Territories for the years 1971 and 1984
are not available primarily because the number of Union Territories has changed. On the basis of the
information given in the repprt of the Third Pay Commission, it is estimated that the number of posts
in the above mentioned 9 Union Territories would have been around 1.60 lakh in the middle of 1970.
As against this, the total number of posts in all Uni(;m Territories as on January 1, 1984 was about
2.25 lakh. Thus employment in Union Territories has gone up by approximately 41 per cent between
1970 and 1984. Of the 2.25 lakh posts, about 4 per cent were in the industrial category. While groups
'A' and 'B' posts accounted for 1.7 and 3.0 per cent of the total employment, 69.2 and 26.0 per cent
of the total posts were in groups 'C' and 'D'. The percentage of group 'D' posts in the Union
Territories was lower than in the central government. Temporary posts in Union Territories were about
40.0 per cent of the total; which was more than in the central government.
3.19.We have left Chandigarh out of our consideration in view of the policy announced by the
central government to transfer Chandigarh to Punjab.

CHAPI'ER4

ECONONUCBACKGROUND
4.1.We are required to make our recommendations having regard, among other relevant factors, to
economic conditions in the country, the resources of the central government and the demands thereon,
such as those on account of developmental planninng, defence and national security. At present, the
economy appears to be in reasonably good sha~. The long term perspective for the economy is also
encouraging. In this chapter we shall first review the performance of the economy during the Sixth
Plan period and then deal with long term trends in the economy with emphasis on the anticipated
growth during the Seventh Five Year Plan, trends in the wage bill and financial resources of the central
government.
4.2.The performance of the Indian economy during the Six.th Plan (1980-81 to 1984-85) can be
regarded as very satisfactory, notwithstanding the fact that the Plan started in a rather difficult situation
with a low economic base. During the year 1979-80, which was the base for the Sixth Five Year Plan,
both food and agricultural production had dropped from the previous levels by 16.8* per cent and
15.2* per cent respectively. Industrial production had registered a negative growth rate of 1.4* per
cent in that year. As a result, the Gross National Product (GNP) in 1979~80 fell by 4.7 per cent.
Further, the Plan had begun on a highly inflationary condition with the wholesale price index having
gone up by 21.4 per cent in 1979-80.
4.3.During the Sixth Five Year Plan. the average rate of growth for the agricultural sector was
4.3** per cent per annum as against the target of 3.8 ** per cent per annum. In contrast, the industrial
sector grew at the rate of 3.7** per cent per annum only as against the anticipated growth rate of 6.9**
per cent per annum. The performance of other sectors was better than anticipated. The shortfall in the
growth of the industrial sector was made up by the agricultural and other sectors and thus the overall
growth was at the anticipated rate of 5.2* per cent per annum. Since the economy on a long term basis
has been growing at only 3.5 per cent per year, the perfonnance,of the Sixth Plan should be considered
a distinct improvement over the past long term perfonnance.
4.4.Within the agricultural sector, the production targets were achieved for most crops and the~
was no serious shortfall in the production of foodgrains. The average annual production of rice and
wheat during the Sixth Plan was 55** and 41 ** million tonnes respectively which was 14** and 31 **
per cent higher than the average annual production of these two crops during the Fifth Pi ve Year Plan
period. The average prodU'ttion of pulses also showed some improvement. ** A notable feature of
agricultural development is the dampening of the adverse effect of inclement weather on agricultural
output. However, even now agricultural output fluctuates very significantly from year to year mainly
due to its continued dependence on weather. The main reason for shortfall in the industrial production
appears to be, as in the previous plans, shortage of power and key inputs. However, the crude oil
production in the country has increased from 11.8*** million tonnes in 1979-80 to 29 *** million
tonnes in 1984-85 leading to substantial cuts in the imports of crud,e oil and a saving in foreign
exchange.
4.5. 1\.s mentioned earlier, the Sixth Plan had begun in a difficult situation. The shortfalls in output
and income during 1979-80 had brought down the saving rate from 24.7 per cent in 1978-79 to 23.0
per cent in 1979-80. This rate did not touch the 1978-19 level throughout the Sixth Plan period. As a

* Sevrnth Five Year Plan Vol.l. Chapter 1. Table 1.1 p.J.
** Based on Economic Survey 1985-86. Chapter 2, Table 2.1 p.6
*** Economic Survey. 1985-86, Chapter 3, Table 3.5.p.24 Economic Survey Appendix Table 1.3 p.10?
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result, neither the total investment nor the public sector outlay targets were achieved. The proportion of
tax revenue to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) varied between 15.6 to 16.7 per cent between the years
1980 and 1985.* On the other hand, the government had to provide for subsidies and interest
payments at increasingly higher rates than ever before. It is remarkable that despite the shortfall in
investment, the physical targets in all the sectors except the industrial sector were exceeded and. the
overall economy grew at the anticipated rate.
4.6.The scenario with regard to the bahmce of paymentll and trade deficits was rather discouraging
throughout the Sixth Plan period. Although foreign exchange reserves including gold and Special
Drawing Right have increased from RS.5918** crore in 1979-80 to Rs.7208** crore in 19.84~85, the
rise was mainly on account of a big International Monetary Fund (IMF) loan. There have been
trade*** deficits in all the years of the Sixth Plan but the redeeming feature has been that these deficits
have not gorwn in absolute terms and have therefore actually declined as a pecentage of GDP.
4.7.The wholesale price index between the years 1971-85 rose at an average rate of 9.3 per cent
per year. In contrast, the rise in this index during the last four years or the Sixth Five Year Plan at 7.1
per cent per annum was significantly lower. In the year 1985-86 the wholesale price index rose even at
a slower rate of 5.7 per cent. Although the rising price spiral seems to have been arrested, poverty and
unemployment continue to be the bane of Indian economy. According to the Planning· Commission, the
percentage of population below the poverty line has declined from 48.3 in 1977-78 to 36.9 per cent in
1984-85*. However, the number of people below the poverty line was estimated at about well over
273 million in 1984-85 and this number is expected to be at least 210 million even in 1989-90.**
Employment in the organised sector has increased on an average by less than 2** per cent per annum
during the Sixth Plan. However. public sector has witnessed a faster growth of employment, the figure
being 3** per cent per annum. The most disturbing feature of the employment scene is that growth in
the number of jobs in th~ private sector has beenNery minimal. The sector employed 72.3** lakh
persons in 1980 and jusf about one lakh more. i.e., 73.4** lakh in 1984. The dismal growth of
employment in the organised private sector is a matter of serious concern since it puts extra burden on
thl! public sector to absorb the additional manpower.
4.8.We have noted that the economy has petfonned well in the Sixth Plan. We shall now review
the long term trends in the economy relating to national income, employment and prices.
4.9. The data on growth trends in real national income, per capita national income, agricultural
production and industrial production are given in annexe 4.1. It is seen from this annexe that the long
term rate of growth of real national income for the period 19.51-1985 has been 3.8 percent per annum.
For the period 1970-85, the rate is a little higher at 4.0 per cent per annum. However, there have been
considerabl~ variations in growth rates between different plans. Growth rates of agricultural and
industrial productions also varied widely between plans. While the Sixth Plan performed best in terms
of agricultural production, its performance 4t industrial production has been very poor. It is often held
that slow agricultural growth is a constraint to faster industrial growth due to both forward and
backward linkages between the two. During the last two plans, the agricultural growth rates have been
quite good and yet the industrial growth rate continues to be much below potential.
~.10.Althou~h the long term growth rate of real national income is quite impressive, the per capita
real lUcome has mcreased only modestly, by about 1.5 per cent per annum. The main reason for this is
the high growth rate of population. With such low rate of growth of per capita real income, the trickledown effect of growth on poverty would be very little, and therefore the incidence of poverty continues
tQ be very high even now.

"'*

Economic Survey.1985~86 Chapter 6. Table 6.2. p.64
Economic Survey. 1985~86. Appendix. Table 6.1, p.157
Economic Survey, 1985~86, Appendix. Table 6.2. p.158 See Annex. 4.2 .
... Seventh Five Year Plan. Vol.1. Table 3.6. p.33
***Ecanomic Survey 1985-86. Appendix Tables 3.1 & 3.2 pp.141~143.
II<
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4.11. The differential growth of various sectors has changed the composition of GDP. The
agriculture sector contributes less to GDP now and the contribution of other sectors e.g. industries
and services sectors has steadily grown. Although the share of agriculture in GDP has declined
considerably over the years, agriculture continues to be the most crucial sector in the economy. The
success of agriculture is required not only for growth of GDP but also for stabilising prices and
providing increased employment. It has been observed that the behaviour of general price level
depended criticdlly on relative supply-demand position of agricultural goods in general and of
foodgrains in particular. Agriculture also provides raw materials for many consumer goods industries,
e.g. jute, sugar, cotton textiles, vegetable oils, and tobacco. A notable feature of the Indian
economy is that even though share of agriculture in GDP has fallen from 60 to 35* per cent between
the First and the Sixth Plans, there has been no corresponding shift in occupational pattern. Tht.:
census figures show that the share of agriculture in total employment has been virtually stable around
70 per cent throughout the planning era. The relatively slow growth of non-agricultural employmt::nt
has led in recent years to special emphasis on employment generation in agricultural sector through
employment programmes like Integrated Rural Development Programme and National Rural
Employment Programme. It is estimated that the bulk of the additional employment created in the
Sixth Plan was in agricultural and allied activities. The Seventh Plan also aims at a Sltnilar strategy of
employment generation.
4.12 The long term behaviour of employment in organised sector shows vide table below that
employment in the public sector has grown much faster than the private sector. Between the years
1961 and 1984, total employment in the public sector has been more than doubled from 711akh to
1691akh. In the organised private sector. employment during this period has grown less than 50 per
cent fnn 50 to 73 lakh. As a result of this differential rate of growth, the share of public sector
employment in the organised sector has increased from less than 60 per cent in 1961 to more than 70
per cent in 1984. As mentioned earlier, the slow growth of employment in the private sector puts
increased pressure on the public sector to generate extra jobs.

Sector

1961

Table showing employment in organised sector
(Lakh of persons as at the end of MarCh)
1966
1971
1976
1981

1984

Public

Industry*
Social and
Community
Services
Others

13

19

23

34

41

44

37
21

50
25

56
28

71

94

107

74
4Q
155

80
45

Total

66
33
133

169

39

47

45

44

48

47

3

8
13

10
12

11
13

12
14

13
13

68

67

68

74

73

Private
Industry*
Social and
Community
Services
Others
Total

8

SO

4.13. The indices of whole sale prices with 1970-71 base and of All India Consumer Price Index
Number for Industrial Workers (CPI) also converted to 1970-71 base (actual base being 1960:=100)
are given in annexe 4.2 for the years 1970-71 to 1985-86. The increase in wholesale price in~ex
(WPI) during the period under review works out to an average ~f 9:3 per cent per annu~. Steep nse
in this index was observed in 1973-74 and 1974-75. The nse lfl the wholesale prices over the
previous
years
was
20.2
per
cent
and
25.2
per
cent
"'Based on data in different issues o/National Accounts Statistics,published by Central Statistical Organiscl/io1l.
*Includes mining, man/ffacluring. electricity, 'construction and water.
Source: Government o/India-Economic Survey, 1977·78 and 1985-86 Appendix Table 3.1 and 3.2 (pp.142 and 143).
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respectively. The increasing price spiral had taken a p.ause, in fact it moved downward, in th~ year
1975-76. In general, the rise in prices was rather low m the subsequent three years as well WIth no
change in prices in the year 1978-79. Nonetheless, the annual average ~rowth ~ate of wholesale
prices in the quinquennium 1975-80 was about 4.7 per .cent. In .the n~xt qu~nquenmum 1980-8~, t~e
price rise was even higher at 9.3 per cent. However, thl~ larg<;- figure is attri~uta~le to a heary ns~ m
WPI in the very first year of the Sixth Five Year Plan, VIZ, 1980-81. ~her~ IS eVl~ence that mflatlOn
is being contained within reasonable limits since 1981. .The average 'pnc~ nse durmg the y,ears ~98~85 works out to 7.1 per cent. According to current estimates the pnce nse or the rate of mfl ahon 15
expected to stablise between 5-6 per cent per annum.
4.14. Annex.e 4.2 also contains data on average CPI together with the number of instalments of
dearness allowance (DA) that became due in various years. It is to be noted that while the inflation
rate in 1981-82 was drastically lower than in the previous year (9.3 per cent as against 18.2 per cent),
the CPI increased at a faster rate than in the previous year (12.5 per cent against 11.4 per cent).
Similarly, in the year 1982-83, while the inflation rate again dropped steeply (from 9.3 per cent in
1981-82 to 2.6 per cent in 1982-83), the rate of increase in CPI did not come down very much~ Also,
we find that even during the four years 198~-85 when the average price rise was 7.1 per cent per
annum, there were 22 instalments of D.A. We have to guard against such a situation during the
Seventh Plan period.
4.15. The Seventh Plan aims at a macro growth target of 5* per cent per annum. With population
growing at 1.9** per cent per annum, the per capita real income is ex.pected to rise by about 3.0 per
cent per annum. This is in line with the growth rate achieved in the Sixth Plan and well above the
long term growth rate. Agricultural output in the Seventh Plan is expected to grow at more or less the
same rate as actual growth in the Sixth Plan. Industry and infrastructural facilities are, however,
projected to grow much faster than actual rates in the Sixth Plan. The Seventh Plan lays special
emphasis on generation of productive employment, particularly in the rural sector. Employment is
stipulated to grow at 4.0*** per cent per annum which is more than one and a half time the rate of
growth of labour force of 2.6*** per cent per annum. Employment generation, particularly among
poor households, would increase demand for food and other mass consumption goods much more
rapidly than before. It is imperative that the supply of foodgrains and other wage goods increases in
relation to demand, so that inflation is contained.
4.16. It is too early to judge the progress of the Seventh Plan. According to Government of
India's, Economic Survey, 1985-86"The year 1985~86 has seen a successful start to the Seventh Five
Year Plan" . £ The Survey indicates about 4.5 to 5.0* per cent rate of growth of GNP at 1970-71
prices, which is consistent with the Seventh Plan objectives. Agricultural production is expected to be
3.0* per cent above last year, and the industrial production is showing a substantial increase in rate of
growth - from 5.5* per cent average rate of growth in the Sixth Plan to 6.6* per cent in 1985-86. In
the first ten months of the year 1985-86 the increase in wholesale prices has been the lowest for the
last seven years. Another notable achievement of the year is the sharp rise in tax revenues and
particularly direct tax. revenue which has been sluggish during the past several years. The growth
rate in most of the key infra-structural sectors is higher in 1985-86 than in fue previous years, and
substantially higher than the average annual growth rate recorded in the Sixth Plan. The improvement
in thermal (including nuclear) power generation has been quite spectacular, with a growth rate of
15.5** per cent in April- December, 1985 over the corresponding period in 1984. Movement by
railways has shown. a very high growth rate this year with revenue earning goods traffic increasing by
9.1 ** per cent (April-December 1985 over the corresponding period in 1984) which is more than
twice the annual average growth rate in the Sixth Plan. Position in regard to food-stocks is quite
comfortable and this would provide adequate opportunities to expand anti-poverty programmes, and
, also serve as a valuable hedge against inflationary pressures in the economy.
'" Seventh Five Year Plan Vol. 1 paragraph 3.17, p.25
"'''''''Seventh Five Year Plan Vo.1 paragraph 3.29,p.33 ..
'" Economic Survey 1985-86, Chapter 1, p.l

**

Seventh Five Year Plan Vol. 1 Table 2.1, p.ll.

£ Economic Survey 1985-86, Chapter l,p.1

** Economic Survey 1985-86, Table 3.1, p.19.
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4.17. The available information suggests that the economy is now poised for a medium-tenn
growth at 5.0 per cent per annum. Since the agricultural cycles are now dampened, the growth will
be relatively more steady than before. The comfortable food stock with the government together with
the falling price of petroleum products in international market would contain the growth of price level
in the economy, and hence the inflation rate may not exceed tolerable limit of 5-6 per cent per annum.
Since the infra-structural sectnr is currently growing at a healthy rate, the manufacturing output
growth rate should also pick up and achieve the target level in the near future. There are, however, a
few critical problems such as stagnancy of domestic savings and investment rates, and unfavourable
balance of trade. These problems will need to be tackled effectively both through incentives and better
management.
4.18. During the year 1985-86 a number of major policy initiatives were taken to boost economic
growth, re-vitalise industry and provide a new direction to fiscal policy. The aim of these polici~s is
to modernise industry, upgrade technology and introduce an element of competition in the domestic
market. The industrial licensing policy was simplified, the restrictions on the expansion of capacity
were lifted and the assets limit for coverage under Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices
(MRTP) Act was raised. The long term fiscal policy was announced with the intention of stablising
personal income tax and wealth tax rates,. The long term fiscal policy has also proposed modification
in indirect tax structure, some of which have already been introduced in 1986-87 budget for the
central government. It is too early to assess the overall impact of all these policies. Much would
depend on how these policies are actually implemented. If the avowed stress on improving
productivity and efficiency materialises, the economy is bound to grow faster than before.
4.19. The civilian employment in the central government has gone up from about 30 lakh in
1974-75 to about 36.9 lakh in 1984-85, thus registering an increase of 23.0 per cent during the
aforementioned span of eleven years. During the same period. the wage bill for the civilian
employees of the central government registered an increase of 216.3 per cent, from Rs. 1468 crore in
1974-75 to Rs. 4644 crore in 1984-85. The differential in the two growth rates can be attributed to
improvement in the wage levels effected by payment of additional dearness allowance instalments
from time to time, annual increments and consequential increase in allowances.
4.20. Several associations/unions including the staff side in the National Council oeM) have, in
their memoranda to the Commission, drawn attention to the declining ratios of wage bill of the central
government to total revenue receipts/expeftditure and have argued that there is scoPe for raising wage
levels of central government employees without placing an undue strain on the finances of the
government. We find from annexe 4.3 that the ratio of wage bill to revenue expenditure has, by and
large, been declining ever since 1960-61. This appears to be a natural tendency in a developing
economy actively involved in large scale programmes for building up infrastructural facilities and
providing for expanding social and community services as well as economic services. Commitments
on account of defence requirements have also been inevitable. All this necessarily implies that
revenue expenditure would grow at a faster face and the ratio of wage bill to total revenue expenditure
would decline.
4.21. The Third Pay Commission had also examined the progression in real emoluments from the
year 1960 to the year 1972 for a few selected categories of employees and had s1,1own that while real
emoluments of a peon in 1972 were higher by 5 per cent as compared to the real emoluments in 1960,
the real emoluments of all other categories of employees had eroded-the severity of erosion increasing
at higher levels. Their analysis was carried out using the fixed basic pay for each of the different
categories of employees.
4.22. The real income of government employees depends on basic pay, increments, promotions,
income-tax liability, if any, and of course, on changes in price level. In annexe 4.4, we have given
trends in emoluments of a few categories of employees on the assumption that each one of them
started his career on April 1, 1973, at the minimum basic pay and earned normal increments in the
scale' of pay. The movement of CPI and per capita net national product (NNP) at current prices. are
also given there. It is seen that increase in emoluments for all categories of employees upto the level
of section officer has taken place at a rate higher than the rates of increase in both the cpr and per
capita NNP. While during the years 1973-74 to 1985-86, the growth in cpr and per capita NNP has
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been 148.0 and 177.5 per cent respectively, the emoluments of peon, lower division c1er.k, assistant
4nd section officer have increased by 263.3, 271.2, 259.5 and 279.0 per cent res.pe~tively. The
group I A ' officers in ~b.e junior time scale of pay (Rs.700~1300) would also be. simll.arly 1?laced.
Even It the level of minimum emoluments. i.e. Rs. 196 per mensem the growth dunng thiS penod has,
been 209.7 per cent. In other words, these employees have not only. been compensate? for increases
in price level but have also received more than average increase In per capita real Incomes. The
categories of peon, lO\\'Jc!' divi~ion clerk, assistant and those in equivalent scales of pay account for
94.4 per cent of total civilian Cf;:Kltl'ld gO'lcmment employees. In the normal course, .the.se e'?1ployees
are not subject to any iw.::ur!1~~ tax, The employees in higher pay-scales upto the JUnIor time scale
'A "level account for an addil'iom~l/~.4. per cent of civilian central government employees and most of
them are subject to marginal irncolne lax.
4.23. In annexe 4.5, we have given similar analysis for selected categories of posts at senior
level. Pay scales for these categories cover a span of not more than 11 years; the two top categories
are on fixed pay. During the years 1973-74 to 1985-86, the emoluments inclusive of increments
(wherever applicable) of Director, Joint Secretary, Additional Secretary and Secretary rose by 123.3,
122.0, 94.2 and 82.1 per cent respectively as against rise in CPI and per capita NNP of 148.0 and
177.5 per cent respectively. The group 'A' officer in the senior time scale was also in a similar
situation for most of these years. All these officers are normally subject to income tax. Appropriate
steps to remedy the situation are therefore warranted. Officers belonging to categories seenior class I
and above account for 1.2 per cent of total civilian central g9vernment employees.

4.24. We have already noted that the economy has made considerable progress during the last six

or seven years and is now well poised for stable growth in real income at about 5 per cent per annum.
However, the Sixth Plan faced somewhat of a resource cmnch and the government during that period
had to resort to additional market borrowings and additional resource mobilisation of higher
magnitudes than originally envisaged. Even so, the uncovered gap or deficit was substantively higher
than anticipated. The primary reasons for this large deficit appear to be increased expenditure on
revenue account and shortfalls in contributions of public enterprises. The increased attention that had
to be paid to law and order situation and defence preparedness aggravated the resource posit~on in the
Sixth Plan. These factors continue. We shall examine in this section the pattern of financing of the
Sixth and the Seventh Plans with a view to assessing the resource availability for incurring extra
expenditure on account of our recommendations. The scheme of financing for the two plans is
presented in annexe 4.6.
4.25. It may bee seen therefrom that balances from current revenues at 1979-80 rates which were
expected to contribute Rs. 14;478 crore to the Sixth Plan financing are estimated to have contributed
only Rs. 1)893 crore. The government took al] possible steps to meet the gap through additional
resource mobilisation which contributed Rs.32,970 crore to the Sixth Plan financing in contrast to the
anticipated figure ofRs. 21,302 crores. Inspite of steep increase in additional resource mobilisation,
the government had to take recourse to heavier doses of deficit financing-Rs. 15~684 crore as against
the original estimate of Rs. 5000 crore. Increased resort had to be taken to market borrowings as
well. The three items, viz., additional resource mobilisation, deficit financing and market borrowings
put together contributed 64 per cent of the Sixth Plan outlay. The Seventh Plan envisages to raise
resources from these items at slightly lower levels, the anticipated percentages being 24.8, 7.8 and
17.0 respectively i.e. 49.6 per cent of the Seventh Plan outlay. We do not visualise any particular
difficulty in these targets being met.
4.26. An analysis of central budget reveals that revenue expenditure of central government has
exceeded the revenue receipts since the year 1979-80 vide annexe 4.7 and hence there is no room for
financing the Plan from this source. In fact, market borrowings and deficit financing have to be
resorted to. meet even the reven~~ expenditure of central government. The market borrowings
together WIth extemalloans are nSll1g at such a rapid rate that interest liabilities now constitute the
second l~rgest item of expenditure. During the decade 1975~85, the interest payments have risen
almost fLve-fol~) from Rs. 1,228 crore in 1975-76 to Rs. 5,974 crore in 1984-85. The interest
payme~ts have Increased during the decade under reference by 386 per cent. In contrast, revenue
expenditure grew by 288 per cent, and the total expenditure by 264 per cent during the same period.
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In the Seventh Plan period, the interest payments have been put at Rs. 46,222 crore which will make
it the largest single item of expenditure. The increasing reliance on borrowing for plan financing can
lead to serious budgetary problems in future.
4.27. Apart from interest payments, two major items of revenue expenditure contributing to its
faster growth vis-a-vis growth in revenue receipts are expenditures on defence and subsidies. The
defence expenditure on revenue account has increased from Rs. 2251 crore in 1975-76 to Rs. 6399
crore in 1984-85 i.e. by about 184 per cent. As things stand at present. there does not appear to be
an~ scope for pruning the size of our defence expenditure. Subsidies on food, indigenous fertilisers
an~ loans to weaker sections were earlier anticipated to cOst the exchequer an amount ofRs. 2,517*
crore in 1985-86 but according to revised estimates, the expenditure on these subsidies has gone up to
Rs. 3,586* crore. In the year 1986-87 the subsidies on these three items will involve an expenditure
of Rs. 3,737* crore. In view of large investments in the agricultural sector and also because
agricultural incomes are tax exempt, there may be a case for effecting reduction in food and fertiliser
subsidies.
4.28. We have noted earlier that the targets set by the Seventh Five Year Plan for raising
resources through additional resource mobilisation, market borrowings and deficit financing appear
reasonable. The pattern of financing of the Seventh Five Year Plan projects that there will be a
shortfall on the current revenue account by an amount of Rs. 5249 crore during the years 1985~90.
On the face of it, this magnitude of shortfall appears to be manageable. However~ the details of
balances from current revenues during 1985-90 for the central government alone given in annexe 4.8
bring out a very high figure ofRs. 12,001 crore of shortfalls in central revenue receipts over non-plan
revenue expenditure. Great expectations have been laid on the possibility of improvements in.the
performance of central public enterprises including the departmentally run enterprises. It is expected
that these enterprises will make a net contribution of Rs. 35A85 crore t,l> the Seventh five-year plan
financing. Since the state enterprises are expected to incur a net loss of Rs. 1,969* crore, it implies
that a contribution ofRs. 37,454 crore is expected to come from public undertakings and departmental
enterprises belonging to the central sector. The analysis of the financing of the Sixth Plan reveals that
these enterprises had contributed Rs, 18,118 crore inclusive of Rs. 5,700 crore raised through
additrional resource mobilisation. Thus, the contribution of central public enterprises is expected to
increase from Rs. 18,118 ,crore to Rs. 37.454 crore, i.e, by about 107 per cent. An increase of this
itors the performance and efficiency
magnitude can be realised provided the government
of these enterprises and brings about necessary
~ '_,
nges with a view to ensuring that
',,\t.' :
desired results are achieved.
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4.29. The review of the preceding decade shows that inflation has been one of the primary factors
for cost escalation of different items even though lately the lnflation rate has been contained and is
expected to remain so in future. The decade of seventies faced heavy inflationary pressures in five
different years viz., 1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75, 1979-80 and 1980·81~ In these years. WPI went
up by 10.0,20.2,25.2, 17.1 and 18.2 per cent respe<;tively. This naturally cwalated, both plan and
non-plan expenditure including that on salaries and wages. The e:!tpenditure on q,eamess allowance
which was Rs. 275 crare in 1974-75 incl'e~sed. to R~. 1517 cr(,)re il\ 198~-83*, In subSCKluent y~
that amount has gone up further in view of more instalments of dearness allowance. The IUlnual
liabilities of the state governments and local bodies would have regi$tere~ similar increases in
expenditure on account of inflation.
.
4.30. The balance of payments position is 11 cause for con~ern. As noted earlie],", it was rather
discouraging during the Sixth Plan period, Accordin$ to the latest E~onQtllic Survey, the s.ituation
during 1985-86. may have worsened since imports havo increased by about 25 per oent during the first
six months of 1985-86 while exportshave marginally declined. The ttade deficit will
!II

Expianat9ry memora,.dwn on. 1M"Cen(ral aover~lIt -Budge: for 1986,-8:7, p.47

4.11.p.53.
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have to be adequately contained during the Seventh Plan period by more rapid growth of exports and
diversification and deepening of efficient import substitution. The external debt position also will
have to be closely kept under observation in view of mounting obligations on account of interest
charges and repayment of principal amount. All this is not an easy task.
4.31. On the revenue side, tax revenues have been rather sluggish in recent years with proportion
of direct taxes in total tax revenue declining. The lack of buoyancy in the income tax revenue is
basically attributable to narrow coverage of the taxable population, numerous exemptions and
deductions and widespread evasion. The total number of income-tax payers has remained steady at
about 4 million for many years inspite of the fact that tremendous strides have been made by the
economy. A large number of unincorporated enterprises have remained out of the tax net. There is
reason to believe that rationalisation of tax structure combined with strict enforcement of tax laws can
yield rich dividends. The government have initiated action in the direction of rationalisation of tax
structure and a long-term fiscal policy has been announced. Some of these rationalisation measures
were introduced in the last budget. Simultaneously, the government are making vigorous efforts to
arrest the phenomenon of tax evasion. These efforts have already yielded results and the revised
figures for 1985-86 reveal that direct tax revenues have substantially picked up. Similar measures to
plug loopholes in various rules and for arresting evasion of indirect taxes p3!ti.cularly customs and
excise duties also have potentiality to give rich dividends. Thus, we feel that both tax and non-tax
revenues will stabilise at higher levels.
4.32. The foregoing analysis brings out that revenue expenditure of central government is not
being wholly met from its revenue receipts and the position in this regard is not going to change in the
years ahead. However, there are some hopeful signs which may help in easing the revenue crunch.
As mentioned earlier, the government is expecting considerable improvements in the perfonnance of
the public sector units. It also appears that targets of additional resource mobilisation and market
borrowings set forth in the Seventh plan can be achieved. The recent efforts made in the direction of
tightening up of collections of income tax, customs, excise, etc. may augment revenue receipts
considerably. It may also be noted that barring totally unforseen circumstances, we are not likely to
face any serious difficulty on the price front. In India, the behaviour of prices is intimately linked
with the availability of foodgrains. Recent trends in food and agricultural production show that those
sectors are becoming increasingly independent of the vagaries of weather. Therefore, the comfortable
food stock position that we are currently having is not likely to be disturbed. The inflation rate which
had been contained during the last four years of the Sixth Plan will hopefully remain so as envisaged
in the Seventh Plan document. With the price situation under control, the various estimates for
fmancing the Seventh Plan in all probability will not go awry.
4.33. Though the current position and projections of the economy are a mixture of light and
shade, it is necessary for the government to meet reasonable aspirations of its employees. We are of
the view that well-contented employees will be better motivated to improve their performance and
productivity whi~lt will ultimately lead to increased national output. The development perspective
towards the yeaJ.'l2000 presented by the Planning Commission makes us reasonably optimistic about
oUt long term growth. We have kept all these factors in view while recommending the structure'of
emoluments for central government employees.
·Varwus issJJes of ''Brochure on Pay and Allowances o/Central Governmenl Employees" • Department ofExpenditure.
New Delhi..
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ANNEXE4.1
(See paragraph 4.9)

Long-term Growth of Income and Output
(per cent per annum)

Period

GNP at
1970-71
prices
(2)

(1)
First Plan
(1951-56)
Second Plan
(1956-61)
Third Plan
(1961-66)
Annual Plans
(1966-69)
Fourth Plan
(1969-74)
Fifth Plan
(1974-79)
Annual Plan
(1979-S0)
Sixth Plan
(1980-85)
1951-52 - 1983-84
1970-71 - 1983-84
Sowr:e:

Per capita net National
Income at 1970-71
prices

Agricultural
Production

(3)

(4)

Industrial
Production
(5)

3.6

1.7

4.2

6.5

4.0

1.9

4.3

6.9

-1.1

7.6

2.5
4.1

1.8

6.8

1.6

3.5

1.1

3.1

3.3

5.2

2.9

4.5

5.7

-4.7

-7.3

-15.2

-1.2

5.3
(c)3.S
(c)4.0

3.0
(c)l.S
(c) 1.6

6.0
3.4
3.4

5.5
5~5

4.7

(a)Report of the Committee to Review the Working of Monetary System, RBI. 1985. Table 1. page 7
fOT columns (4) & (5) except that the Sixth Plan growth rates have been calculated from data in ehopler 1.
Table 1.1, Economic Survey 1985-86.
(b) Economic Survey 1985-86. Appendix table 1.1. page 105 for columns (2) and (3)
(c) Our calculations based on data upla 1984-85

ANNEXE4.2

(See parag~aphs 4.7,4.13 and 4.14 J

Trend in wholesale and consumer prices indexes (from 1970-71 to 1985-86)

Year

12 monthly average of ~ll commodities
wholesale Price Index (1970-71:;;100)

Index
(1)

(2)

1970-71 100.0
1971~72 105.6
1972-73 116.2
1973-74 139.7

12 monthly average of All India Consurner Price fudex: for Industrial
Workers(1970-71=100
Index

%growth over previous year
(3)
5.6
10.0
20.2

D.A.
instalment
paid

% growth over previous year

(6)

(5)

(4)
100.0
103.5
111.4
134.7

No. of

3.5
7.6
20.9

5
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(1)

9.3
2.6
9.5
7.1
5.7

>I<

'A'

1
1
3
5

7.7

2.2
8.5
11.4
12.5
7.7
12.7

6
5
7
5
4

6.5
6.4

>I<

10.2 )

'B'

9.9 )

7.1 )

1981-85

(-)3.9

8.8 )
2.6 )

9.3 )
4.7 )
9.3 )

9

27.0
(-) 1.5

171.1
168.6
162.3
174,8
178.7
193.9
216.1
243.1
261.8
294.9
314.0
334.1 >I<

25.2
(-)1.1
2.1
5.2
0.0
17.1
18.2

1974-75 174.9
1975-76 173.0
1976-77 176.6
1977-78 185.8
1978-79 185.8
1979-80 217.6
1980-81 257.3
1981-82 281.3
1982-83 288.7
1983-84 316.0
1984-85 338.4
1985-86357.7*
1971-85
1975-80
1980-85

(6)

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

Source: Economic Survey 1985-86 Appendix Table 5.1 page 153for Col (2) and Appendi.x table 5.3 page 155 for
derivations in Col. (4).
~'amd 'D' have been calculatedfrom data in this table.
* These ore our calculations based on data issued by office of the Economic Adviser and Labour Bureau.

ANNEXE4.3
(See paragraph 4.20)

Wage Bill and its relationship with Revenue ReceiptsIExpenditure
Wages & Salaries

Total Revenue

Total Revenue

Bill
(Rs. crore)

Receipts
(Rs. crore)

Expenditure

Year

(2)

(1)

1960-61
1965-66
1970-71
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1918-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
Source:

417
754

1186
1887
1926
2019
2153
2427
2761
3183

3594
4421

Naae bill as it. ~rcentilg~ of

(Rs. crore)

(3)

(4)

1297
3022
4354
8075
8739

1246
2703
4191
7189
8440

9792

9362

11240
11340
12829

10948
12034
14544

15574

15868

18091
20493

19346
22890

Revenue

Revenue

Receipts Expenditure
(6)

(5)

32.2
25.0
27.2
23.4
22.0
20.6
19.2
21.4
21.5
20.4
19.9
21.6

33.5
27.9
28.3
26.3
22.8

21.6
19.7
20.2
19.0

20.1
18.6
19.3

Third Pay Commission Report. Chapter 4. table W /01' dato./or ye41'sl960-61 to 1970-71.
(il) Figurcsoftotal revenue receipts/expenditure/of the years 1975-7610 1983-84 taUnjrom •
Explanatory Memorendum l)n the Budget of lhe Central Government/or 1986..87'.
(iii) Wag~ bill data/or years 1975-76 to 1983-841rom 'Brochure on Pay and Allowances o/Central

(i)

Government employltes, Department of Expenditure', various iss~s.
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ANNEXE4.4
(See paragraph 4.22)

Trends in Emoluments in respect of certain selected categories of PQSts average
AICPI and the per capita NNP for the years 1973-74 to 19S9.86
Minimum Peon
Per capita
Assistant
AICPI
LDC
Section

Year

Rs.196

(1)
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86

(Rs.196-232) (Rs.260-400) (Rs.425-800) Officer
( Rs.650-12(0)

(2)

(3)

(4)

2587
3246
3619
3619
3643
3744
3924
4348
4905
5391
6439
7201
8011

2587
3292
3721
3733
3820
4021

3432
4402
5010
5063
5216
5518
5892
6642
7609
8496
11442
12739

'8385
10465
11886
12277
12947
13933
14763
17066
19765
22123
25660
28604
31776

136.7

147.6

140.2

263.3

271.2

259.5

4804
5496
6123
7338
8294
9399

10115

current
prices

(7)

(6)

(5)
5483
6772
7618
7798
8102
8614
9239
10360
11805
13171
15460
17556
19711

4276

NNP (At

(8)

250
317
313
301
324
331
360
401
451
486
547
582
620

870
1004
1026
1079
1194
1253
1336
1558
1739
1882
2180
2344
2414

163.8

94.4

116.3

279.0

148.0

177.5

01<

Percentage growth from
**a) 1973-74
to

1982-83) 108.4
b) 197374 to
1985-86209.7

*

Per capita NNP jor 1985-86 is estimated assuming a growth rate of 3 per cent

** Before grant of either of the two Interim neUefs.

ANNEXE4.5
(See paragraph 4.23)

Trends in emoluments in respect of certain selected categories ot senIor -posts~ a"~tage
AICP and per capita NNP for the years 1973·74 to 1985·96

Year

Senior
time

Director

·Joint
(Rs.2000~2250) Secretary

(Rs.2.500-

scale
(R8.1100-1600)
(1)
1973~74

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

(2)
13402
15739
18516
18876

Additional Secretary

AICPI Per capita"

-

NNP at

Secretary
(Rs.3500/-)
(Rs. 3000/~)

current prices

2750)

(3)
24486
26751
28800

28800

(4)

30000
30000
31500
31500

(5)

(7)

(6)

36000

42000

36000

42000

36000

~17

42000
42000

313
301

36000

250

(8)
870
1004
lO2(j

1019

68
(3)

(4)

28800
1971-78 19591
29680
20640
1978-19
31890
21870
1979-80
33510
24150
1980-81
36855
26910
1981-82
42525
1982-83 29535
46437
1983-84 33470
50025
1984-85 36100
54688
1985-86 39360
Percentage growth from
**a) 197374 to 198273.7
112.4
1983
b) 1973-74
123.3
to 1985-86 183.1

33000
33600
35550
38250
43650
52050
56650
60875

(1)

(2)

66600

36000
36600
38700
41250
46650
55050
59650
63900
69900

(7)

(6)

(5)

( 8)

76500

324
331
360
401
451
486
547
582
620

1194
1253
1336
1558
1739
1882
2180
2344
2414

42000
42600
44700
47250
52650
61050
65650
69950

73.5

52.9

45.4

94.4

116.3

122.0

94.2

82.1

148.0

117.5

*

.. Per capitaNNP for 1985-86 is estimated assuming a growth rate of 3 per cent .
•• Before grant of either of tM two Interim Reliefs.

ANNEXE4.6
(See paragraphs 4.24 and425)

Pattern of Financing the Public Sector Plan Outlay
(Rs. crore)

Sixth Pilan 1980-85
Original
Estimates
1. Balance from current revenue

2. Contribution of Public Enterprises
3. Market Borrowings

4. Small Savings
5. Provident Funds
6. Term loans from financial institutions
7. Miscellaneous capital Receipts (Net)
8. Inflow of foreign resources
,9. Drawing down of foreign exchange reserves
10. Deficit fmancing/uncovered gap
11. Additional resource mobilisation
Total

14,478
9,395
19,500
6,463
3,702
2,722
4,009
9,929
1,000
5,000
21,302
97,500

Source: SevenrhFive Year Plan 1985-90. VolJ
Planning Commission, 1985. Tables 4.7 and 4.8. Pages 49 and 52

Seventh Plan 1985-

Latest
Estimates
1,893
5,810
22,120
9,912
3,956
2,582
7,365
8,529

(-)5,249
35,485
30,562
11,916
7,327
4,639
12,618
18,000

15,684
32,970
1,10,821

14,000
44,702
1,80,000
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ANNEXE4.8
(See paragraph 4.28)

Balance from Current Revenues - Centre (1985-90)

(Rs crore at 1984-85 prices)

1.

Revenue receipts

Amount

1. Tax revenues (gross)

138,941

2. Less; States Share of Central Taxex.
I

3. Tax revenue (net)

102,854-

4. Non-tax revenues

35,545

Total revenue receipts

II.

(-)36,087

138,399

Non-Plan revenue expenditure
1. Interest payments

46,222

2. Subsidies

16,805

3. Defence

45,000

4. Other non-development expenditure

33,911

5. Maintenance expenditure on Sixth Plan Schemes

1,684

6. Grants to States, Union Territories and Local bodies

6,135

7. Grants to foreign Governments

Total non-plan revenue expenditure
III. Balance from current revenues (I-II)

653

150,410
(-)12,011

Source: Sev(3nth Five Year Plan 1985-90. Vol. J Planning Commission. 1985 Table 4.9 .Pages 52-53

CHAPTER 5
PAY STRUCTURE UNDER PUBliC SECTOR UNDERTAKINGS

5.1. We are required to examine and suggest changes in the present structure of emoluments and
conditions of service of central government employees having regard, among other relevant factors, to
the prevailing pay structure under the public sector under-takings, state governments, etc. The unions
and associations of central government employees have generally interpreted this to imply that there
should be parity in wages of central government employees with employees of the public sector
undertaking&. It has therefore been urged that such a parity should be brought about by raising the
emoluments at the lowest level in the central government to bring them to the level of salaries in the
public sector undertakings and the pay structure should be built up accordingly. In their
memorandum, the Staff Side in the National Council OeM) have pointed out that the general principle
that the central government service remuneration should be comparable with that paid for similar work
in other sectors, particularly the public sector, has to be recognised as a principle of wage
determination.
5.2. The term "public sector undertaking" refen:-ed to in our terms of reference has not been
defined. The Fourth Schedule of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha
includes a list of public undertakings which are either "Government Companies" under the
Companies Act or undertakings established under the Central Acts. The Bureau of Public Entetprises
in its Annual Survey covers not only undertakings which come within the purview of the Committee
on Public Undertakings of Parliament. but also some other commercial and industrial enterprises of
government. Banking companies, Reserve Bank of India, State Bank of India and other financial
institutions are not included in the fourth schedule and are also not covered by the survey! of Bureau of
Public Enterprises. The central government employees, while making their representations, have
however referred to all these organisations as public sector undertakings for comparison of their
emoluments. For purposes of our enquiry and report, we have .I11S0 i.nterpreted the expression "public
sector undertaking" , in our terms of reference liberally so as to cover all such undertakings.
5.3. The public sector is important both in terms of manpower employed and its potential.
According to the annual survey of public enterprises (1984~85), there are at present 207
manufacturing and service enterprises and the capital employed by them is about Rs.36,OOO crore.
The total labour force currently employed in the under-taking is about 21.1 lakh. During the period
1973-85, the employment in the public sector increased by about 60 per cent as against 26 per cent
growth under the central government. The Capital employed in public sector during the same period
went up by about six times. The profitability profile of the public enterprised is given in annexe 5.1.
5.4. About 190 public sector undertakings have been established as joint stock companies undeJi
the Indian Companies Act, 1956, and the others are statutory corporations set up under Acts of
Parliament. There is delegation of powers to the Board of Directors of each unit and there is a list of
items (varying from enterprise to enterprise) for which approval of government is required, and these
are mentioned in the Articles of Association of the undertakings.
5.5, As the main demand of central government employees is for parity with public sector
undertakings it may be useful to mention how the pay structure has evolveld in these organisations.
Initially, the pay scales and the other terms and conditions of service of employees in the public sector
undertakings were broadly comparable with those in central government. For ex-ample, ,the State
Trading Corporation (STC), which was set up in October, 1963, prescribed the central government
pay scales and conditions of service for its employees. It was somewhere in 1969 that STC .entered
into an agreement with the unions and adopted a pay str\lcture which was different from the pay
structure under the central government. Similarly, Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltci. (BREL) was set up
in November, 1964, and its employees were given central government pay scales and conditions of
service. BREL thereafter finalised a wage agreement in 1968 when a new pay structure was evolved.
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5.6. The Second Pay Commission observed that, on the whole, the. pay of a lower div~sion c1e~k
in government service at that time did not compare unfavourably wIth t~e corres~~d1Og rate 10
outside employment like Life Insurance Corporation and State Bank of IndIa. The posItIon however
changed by 1970. The Third Pay Commission also compared the. emoluments un?er central
government and nationalised class 'A' banks and Reserve Bank of India f?r two categorIes of posts
viz., peon/messenger and clerk/typist. It found that for both these categorIes the ~~o~uments un~er
central government did not compare favourably with those of the banks. The ComrmsslOn noted WIth
concern the phenomenon of widening disp~ty in emolume~ts between ~he central governme~t and
public sector employees which often permItted the undertakings to outbId the government WIth the
government's own money. The only reason why even the losi?g concerns were able to in~re~se
wages was the backing provided by the central government and Its t~ revenues. The <;omrmsslOn
recommended that a common wage policy should be evolved for public sector undertak1Ogs, and an
effective coordinating machinery should be established to ensure that pay scales of public sector
undertakings were fIxed with due regard to possible repercussions on other public sector undertakings
and on the government's own scales of pay. No effective action was however taken on those
recommendations of the Third Pay Commission.
5.7. After the report of the Third Pay Commission, the disparity in emoluments of employees in
public sector anq central government ~dened further. We have attempted to comp~e the emolum~nts
in the two sectors for three categones of posts e.g., peon/messenger; LDC/tYP1St and staff dnver
whose duties are somewhat comparable. We find that a peon Imessenger in all public sector
undertakings, except those following central government pattern, was getting higher emoluments in
comperison to the emoluments under the central government. The emoluments of a peon under
central government were about Rs.692 per month as on January 1, 1986. In the public sector
undertakings. at the minimum of the scale, the difference ranged from Rs.100 to about Rs.330 per
month.
5.8. The comparison of emoluments for the staff car driver and LDC/typist brings out a similar
difference. The emoluments at the minimum of the scale for staff car driver in these undertakings
exceed those in central government by amounts ranging from about RS.251- to about Rs.485 per
month and those for LDC/typist exceed by amounts varying from Rs.5 to about Rs.250 per mc;mth.
5.9. The disparities have grown over the years despite attempts to control them. The
government have issued. from time to time, executive instructions to the public enterprises that no
revision of pay scales and allowances should be carried out by them unless it has been specifically
approved. by the administrative ministry, the Ministry of Finance and the bureau of public enterprises.
The fIrst instruction in this regard was issued in October, 1971. It was stated that there should be no
general revision of wages or increase in fringe benefits in the public enterprises without prior
consultation with the central government. This was followed by another instruction in December,
1972 which laid down the procedure and guidelines for examination of proposals for revision of pay
scales. It was, inter alia. directed that proposals for increase would require Cabinet approval. The
implication of proposals for wage increase in terms of financial costs, the impact on profitability and
the production of the unit, and the impact on other units in the same industry were to be brought out at
the time the proposal was sent for government approval. The managements were also advised to
undertake prior conSUltation, where necessary, with the chief executives of other corresponding units
in the industry. Instructions were issued again in July 1983 drawing attention to the fact that some
undertakings had negotiated and signed agreements, with their workers' representatives without
obtaining the approval required under the December 1972 instlUctions. The earlier instructions were
reiterated. The instructions do not however appear to have been followed by the concerned
ministries/departments. If the instructions had been followed and the recommendations of the Thjrj
Pay Commission implemented, the disparities would have been contained.
5.10., The emol~ments within the public sector under-takings also vary widely. It appears that
u!ld~ngs followmg the centr~l government pay and de.!Ulless allowance pattern are ofter paying
SImilar or l~ss em?luments to.therr employees than ~e government. Those following the central pay
scales and mdustrial dearness allowance pattern are, 10 some cases, paying even less. But many other
undertakings are paying significantly higher emoluments. Public sector is not thus a homogenous
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unit or group for comparison of emoluments. This has made comparison extremely difficult. The
undertakings on central pay pattern are about 70, and employ more than 5 'lakh employees. Their
number and pay scales cannot be considered insignificant. It will not therefore be fair to confine the
comperison to employees of undertakings paying much higher wages.
5.11. It appears that the employees in some of the public sector undertakings are able to secure
higher wages and better conditions of service as a result of frequent wage negotiations/agreements
through collective bargaining. While the central government has been revising the pay structure of its
employees after a decade or so, wage revisions in the public sector are carried out once in four years.
There have been three wage agreements in almost all units between \he years 1973 and 1983. On each
occasion when new agreements were signed, substantial wage increases were made. The pay
structure was not only adjusted for increases in the cost of living during the intervening period, but
amounts were also added to evolve new pay scales. The incr~ase in the second agreement ranged
between Rs. 70 and Rs. 200 per menth at the minimum of the lowest scale and the corresponding
increases in the third agreement varied from Rs.270 to Rs.400 per month,
5.12. The consequences of wage negotiations for up-ward revision of pay every four years or so
can be seen from the trends in the growth rate of average per capita emoluments of public sector
employees. The per capita emoluments of public sector employees went up from Rs. 5470 in 197071 to Rs. 24,300 in 1984-85 registering an increase of about 344 per cent. During the same period,
the consumer price index increased by about 214 per cent and the per capita national income (at
current prices) increased by about 270 per cent. Thus the emoluments of public sector employees
appear to p.ave grown at a rate higher than the rate of growth of the economy.
5.13. It also appeaIl! that there is, sometimes very little co-relation between the wage levels in
public sector undertakings and their profitability. Some under-takings have been incamng losses
continuously, and yet frequent wage revisions have been undertaken, giving sustantial wage increases
to the employees. It seems no serious effort has been made to keep in view the productivity and the
capacity to pay, while revising the emoluments. Another criticism which has ofter peen made, and
has been urged for our consideration, is that public sector organisations look closely at each other
when determining their pay and that gives rise to a vicious circle, leading to pay sprial Public sector
undertakings are sometimes established or created because of government's desire to provide benefit
to the public. They are also sometimes able to secure certain concessions and facilities and have,
when successful, developed-monopolistic tendencies. They tend to acquire a sense of well being
even when it is not justified by their performance and it has been urged before us by some
independent witnesses that such undertakings tend to acquire a liberal attitude towards their employees
and sometimes resort to price hike which is passed on to the consumer to provide the much required
finance. Criticism of this nature cannot be rejected outright. We have, all the same, not taken it as of
general application. But what cannot be denied and has to be taken note of, is that government
departments have to function under strict financial constraints. It has also been pointed out that the
general level of remuneration in public sector undertakings is not only out of tune with the wages in
agricultural sector, but in some cases it is even higher than the manufacturing sector. The public
sector undertakings paying higher emoluments have thus emerged as a 'high wage island' in the
economy. If the salaries of central government employees at the lowest level are to be revised to the
level obtaining in these public undertakings, it will amount to an increase of about Rs.320 per month
over, the present emolum~nts. If the same order of increase is to be given to other employees to
maintain the existing differentials, it will involve an additional financial burden of about Rs.2000/crore per annum on this aCCount alone.
5.14. The public sector undertakings pay to their employee.s avariety of a11qwances ~d provide
various facilities. Some of the allowances are the same as admissible to government employees, but
at different rates. There are several types of non-pay benefits such as provision of conveyance or
payment for it, subsidy for tea or lunch, which are not generally available to government employees.
In regard to the working hours, leave entitlement and holidal{s.,_;tlle government employees generally
have an advantage. The employees in the public sector unde¥P:ngs are covered by the contributory
provident fund and gratuity schemes. With the improvemen.ts'in the pension schemes applicable to
government employees, the retirement benefits admissible to them are considered better than in public
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sector undertakings where pension schemes have not been introduced. There ~e thus several
differences in the packet of total benefits and emoluments of the employees. It IS not therefore
feasible to undertake a comparison of the emoluments available to central government employees and
those working in the public sector undertakings as it raises several conceptual issues and other
difficulties, particua1rly in the matter of computation of non~pay or indirect benefits and their
conversion into monetazy term,s. Even though the emoluments of posts at certain levels in the public
sector undertakings are generally higher, there is no evidence of movement of any category of
empoloyees from government to the public sector.
5.15. The main demand of the employees is for parity at the lowest level where the job content,
duties and responsibilities are said to be similar. However, it appears that the job content of even a
peon/messenger in the central government may not be similar in all respects with that in the public
sector undertakings for a variety of reasons. For instance, there are differences in the working hours
and the numbers of employees. There are also differences due to combination of tasks. In some of
the undertakings, a typist is required to know shorthand also a nd a telex/telephone operator
combines the work of a receptionist.
5.16. There are several organisations and administrative units, etc. in the administrative
machinery of government for doing specific regulatory, developmental and other functions. All this
had led to the evolution of an administrative structure over the years. The Mministration of the central
government has therefore acquired its own distinctiveness. There are organised services and cadres
with their own hierarchy, suited to the roles assigned to them. There are also well defined methods of
recrutitment at different levels through competitive examinations, departmental promotions, etc. The
duties and responsibilities of the functionaries at various levels are unique and difficult to compare
with outside employement. the employment in government has its own status and security. The pay
structure for the employees of such a vast and complex organisation cannot be based on a simple
comparison of the pay scales of posts at the lowest level in the public sector undertakings. The public
sector undertakings have been created by government for specified purposes, and have adopted their
own pay structure. The nature of work there and the conditions of service are different. The pay
structure and the conditions of service of the central government employees have to be determined on
their own merits. The structure of emoluments in public sector undertakings is no doubt relevant for
the purpose of forming our views about the emoluments of central government employees and we
have kept it in view while formulating our proposals.
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CHAPfER6
PAY STRUcruRE UNDER STATE GOVERNMENTS

6.1. The number of employees under the state governments is more than the number of civilian
employees under the central government. while the number of civilian employees in the centrtal
,government rose from 28.4 lakh in 1971 to 32.9 l~h in 1983" th~ number of ~tate g~:)Vernment
'employees increased from 42.2 Jakh to 60.3 lakh dunng the same penod, representtng an lDcrease of
about 16 per cent for central government and 43 per cent for state governments. The central and state
government employees are sometimes· required to work together in the formulation and
implementation of development programmes and other activities and there is interaction among them
at various levels. Most of the state government employees belong to organised services.
6.2 . According to our terms of reference, we are required to make our recommendations having
regard, inter alia, to the prevailing pay structure under the state governments. We have received
information from the state governments about the pay scales of different categories of posts,
allowances, retirement benefits of employees and other relevant conditons of service. We had sent
copies of our questionnarie to them for eliciting their comments. During our visits to some of the state
capitals, we had discussions with the officers of the state governments on matters relating to our
work. 11:te local associations of the all-India services also met us during those visits. Later, we
invited the Chief Ministers of states for discussion with us in Delhi. The discussions covered subjects
like scales of pay, dearness allowance, other alowances, all~ India services, other conditions of service
and retirement benefits. The information furnished by the state governnments and the discussions we
had with the Chief Ministers and Ministers of state governments and their officers, were very useful
in our deliberations.
6.3 The pay structures of state government employees have been subjected to periodical revision
by respective state pay commissions. All the states except Himachal Pradesh, which has been
following Punjab pattern, set up at least one pay commission/committee or appointed a pay revision
commissioner after 1973. In some states, the revision of pay scales bas been done more than once
during the period 1973 to 1985. The Kerala and Tamil Nadu pay commissions gave their reports in
1984 and 1985. While the existing pay structure of central government employees is related to index
average 200(1960::=100) , in the states the pay structure is related to different index levels from 200to
568 (1960::;::100). The government of Maharashtra has decided to adopt, to the extent possible, the
recommendations of the Central Pay Commission for application to their own employees instead of
apointing a pay commission.
6.4 There are difficulties in comparing the structure of emoluments of central and state
governments. The nature of work and responsibilities of employees working in central and state
governments differ in several ;respects. In fact there are organisations which, are peculiar to the
central government like Railways, ordnance factories and Post and Telecommunications departments.
The pay scales of employees in central and state governments are therefore comparable only for some
categories of posts. Even so, a mere coomparison of the pay scales may not be appropriate as these
have been revised in some of the states with reference to different index levels. It is therefore
necessary to take into account the total emoluments inclu$ive of pay, dearness allowance, interim
relief. etc.
6.5 . We have compared a few posts7 and found that a matric and graduate trained teacher, staff car
staff nurse and medical officer in the state governments are generally paid less at the minim~
. of tile pay scale and only in a few cases their emoluments at the maximum of the scale exceed those
under the central government. - On the other band, LOC , constable, head constable, telephone
operator and midwife are getting higher emoluments in some of the states, both at the minimum and at
the maximum of the pay scales, than those under--the centre. In most of the states, a peon/messenger
gets lower emoluments at the minimum of the scale compared to a peon in the central government, but
at the maximum of the scale, the emoluments are higher in some of the states. The higher emoluments
at the maximum of the scale in some of the states are due to longer span of pay scales e.g.j"or the post
of a peon in West Bengal, the span of the scale is 28 years and it is 30 years for a constable in
Rajasthan.
,
driver~
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6.6. We find that there is no unifornity in the pattern of pay scales applicable to different
categories of posts under state governments. For example, while some states have equated a staff
nune and a stenographer. others pay more to the stenographer than to the staff nurse. Similarly,
while some states have equated a constable with a clerk/typist, that is not so in other states. In some
of the states. a c1erkJtypist has an edge over a staff car driver, while that is not so in other states. The
relativities between these categories of posts are also different in the central government, and
therefore comparison becomes difficult.
6.7 The Second Pay Commission was generally of the view that salaries of employees under state
governments should be determined on the basis of the financial resources of the states and the
economic situation, etc. The Sixth Finance Commission recommended additional provision of funds _
to those states which were paying lower emoluments than all states' average as on Jan~ary 1~1972 to
enable them to raise the emoluments of their employees. The Seventh and the Eight Finance
Commissions suggested a similar approach. Some of the state pay commissions have ~xpressed the
view that salaries under central government could be higher in view of all-India transfer liability of
centrtal government employees. It may generally be said that the state governrunents have been trying
to improve their pay scales as and when necessary .
6.8 The state governments have made efforts to reduce the number of pay scales while revising
the same. The number of pay scales in some of the states are: Andhra Pradesh (30), Assam (33),
Bihar (22), J&K (26), Karnataka(19), Kerala(27), Madhya Pradesh (23), Maharashtra (31),
Meghalaya(28), Rajasthan(31), Sikkim(2), Tamil Nadu(17), Uttar Pradesh (29) and West Bengal
(29).
6.9 All the state governments give compensation for increase in the cost of living in the form of
dearness allowance more or less on the cental government pattern. Hiowever, there are several states
which do not give full neutralisation for the increase in cost of living even to theirJowest paid
employees. But some states provide more than 100 per cnt neutralisation to their employees at the
lowest level. The percentage of neutralisatiQn is well over 40 per cent for the employees in: the highest
pay bracket in some states. A few states have introduced a slab system for payment of dearness
allowance.
6.10. In regard to the other conditions of service, we find that there are differences between the
central and state government employees. For example, many states are permitting encahsment of
leave to their employees during service. The amount of leave which can be encashed ranges from 15
to 30 days in a block of 2 years. Most of the states do not have a system of payment of overtime
allowance. For a few categories of employees who are required to work at odd hours, such as staff
car driver, some states are giving special pay and a few others have adopted a system of staggered
working hours. The number of holidays avaiable t6 State government employees is generally more
than that under the cental government.
6.11 It appears that the pay structure and conditions of sercvice of state government employees
have been determined by each state independently and with reference to its reauirements. There is no
uniformity in the pattern of scales of pay for various categories of posts. The relativities which have
been established between different categories of posts also differ from one state to another. Then
there are differences in regard to allowances, death-cum-retirement benefits and other facilities
admissible to employees of the state governments and the central governmep.t.
6.12 During our discussions, the Chief Ministers and Ministers of state governments suggested
that while making our recommendations in regard to the pay. structure of central government
employees, we should take into account their repercussions on state government. In particular, they
emphasised that since most of the state governments are broadly following the central pattern for grant
of dearness allowance to their employees, the frequency of payment of dearness allowance should be
so regulated that it may be possible to have proper budgetary planning., Some of the state
governments also suggested that the state go'Vernments should ,be consulted before sanctioning
dearness allowance to the central government employees. Most.pf the State governments were against
continuance of any scheme of overtime allowance.
6.13 The strucrture of pay and emoluments of state governments has evolved over a period of
time and efforts have also been made by them to rationalise it. W~ have kept in view the prevailing
pay structure under the state governments while fOrIilulating our recommendations in urged to the
structure of emoluments and condition of service of central government employees.

CHAPTER 7
PAYDEfERMINATION
7.1. Pay determination is the primary task of a pay commission. It is of such magnitude and
complexity and has such far reaching consequences that governments setting up such commissions
have often thought it advisable to state in their terms of reference that they shall examine the
principles which should govern the structure of emoluments of the employees. That serves a dual
pwpose: it enables the commission to determine those prinCiples at the very outset and to follow them
all through, and it enables the government and the employees to know on what principles the
commission's report has been founded.
7.2. The resolution appointing the First Pay Commission required them to enquire into and report
on, inter alia, "the principles on which the remuneration of industrial workers and daily., rated
employes of government should be based", but did not otherwise refer to the principles of salary
determination for the other employees. Even so, they dealt with the "principles" as a whole. The
terms of reference of the Second Pay Commission required them to "examine the principles which
should govern the structure of emoluments and conditions of service of the Central Government
employees". Those terms were therefore wider and pervasive. The terms of reference of the Third
Pay Commission also required them to enquire into and make recommendations on "the principles
which should govern the structure of emoluments and conditions of service of Central Government
employees".

7.3. It would thus appear that all the earlier Commissions were required to examine and mention
the principles of pay determination. There is no such specific requirement in our terms of reference.
That, however, would not matter because when we are required to examine the present struucture of
emoluments and conditions of service and to suggest changes in the existing structure as well as to
rationalise ~d simplify the allowances and benefits in kind in order to promote efficiency in
administration, having regard to the other factors mentioned in the terms of reference, it is necesary
that we should set out certain principles, or what may less ambitiously be called factors, which will
govern our recommendations. That in fact is a basic and a foundational requirement if we have to deal
with our problems with ease and speed and if oUfrecommendations have to carry conviction with the
government and the very large number of its employees for whom this exercise has been pndertaken.
That being so, it is as well that we should enunciate and enumerate the basic factors at the very
outset.
7.4. This, in turn, led us to think how we should describe the heading of the cha~r or the items
which will go to formulate or make up the points which will govern our thinking. l- If we may be
permited to say so, the Third Pay Commission used various expressions to desclibe what they
wanted to convey. They thus used the expressions "characteristics"lrequirements", "criterion",
''principles'', "basic principles", "guidelines","approach", etc. to describe what weighed with them in
finalising their views and making their recommendations. They had however no difficulty in giving
the heading "Principles of Pay Determination" to the chaper (No.5) as a whole for, as we have said,
their terms of reference required them to enquire into and make recommendations on the" principles"
as such. In the absence of any such constraint, we are content with mentioning the factors which have
guided us in OUf deliberations, and are content to let this chapter go under the rubric "Pay
Determination". What we have mentioned in the chapter are what we have thought of as the factors
which are to guide us in our task.
.
7.5. In proceeding to do so, it will be convenient to refer to what the predecessor Commissions
chose as their "principles" fot' pay determination.
7.6. The FirstP.ay Commission thought it best to start with the "broad principles" enunciated by
the Islington COlt\l!lission of 1915. The law of supply and demand which was -to result in securing.
the cheapest services. was not appl'oved by the Islington Commission and its rigour was softened by
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resort to the concept of responsibility attached to the post and the necessity of placing officers beyond
the reach of temptation. Even so, the Islington Commis.sion took the view that government should
pay so much and so much only to its employes as was necessary to obtain recruits of the rigl1t stamp
3nd to maintain them in such degree of comfort and dignity as would shield them from temptation and
keep them efficient for the term of their services. That principle was criticised as Ricardian in spirit
and based on the capitalistic outlook of the nineteenth century. The First Pay Commission therefore
thought that the application of some "moral principle" was expected-when tEe governmeI1t--happened
to be the employer, Even while appreciating that business considerations were nut paramount in the
running of a government, the CommissIon took the view that the .influence of the Jaw of supply and
demand could not be ignored wholly in fix.ing the salalies of public 1>erovanis, The Commission
observed that the ''fairness and adequacy" of the. salary proposed ruu~t be judged from the standpoint
"not only of the employees but also of the employer and the community". On that prillciple, the
Commission was led to think tl1at the test formulated by Islington had only to be "liberally interpreted
to suit the conditions of the present day and to be qualified by the condition that" in no case should a
man's pay be less than a "living wage". The subsequent observations of the Commission show that
its. concept of living wagewas quite akin to "minimum wage".
7.7. As we have stated, the terms of reference of the Second Pay Commission required it to
examine the principles which were to govem the structure of emoluments and conditions of service of.
all central government employees. The principles were thus to have a wider or pervasive application
in the deliberations of that Commission. It reached the conclusion that the minimum wage or salary
should not be determined "merely on economic considerations, but should sati.5fy also a social testboth because of its intrinsic validity and because of its bearing on efficiency", It thought that a
"combination of socia I and economic considerations [was] appropriate also in the determination of
the highest salaries".
.
7.8. As in the case of the Second Pay Commission, the terms of reference of the Third Pay
Commission also required it to enquire into and make recommendations on the principles which
should govern the structure of emoluments and conditions of service of the employees. There was
however one important difference. It was specifically stated in Paragraph 2 (vii) of the terms of
reference that having regard to all relevant factors. that Commission may, while enquiring into the
level of minimum remuneration, examine the employees' demand for a need - based minimum wage
based on the recommendations of the 15th Indian Labour Conference.
7.9. The Third Pay Commission took note of 'the discussion of the principles of pay
determination in the reports of the earlier two Commissions and felt that a reappraisal of the
principles was fu11y justified by the changed circumstances. We are in tl1~ fortunate position of not
only gaining from the views of the first two Commissions but also fr.Qm the full and detailed
discussion of the principles itl the report of the Third Pay Commission. We think it will be
advantageous to refer to some length to what the Third Pay Commission has stated for there is much
in it with which we are in agreement.
7.10. The Third Pay Commission made a referen~e_~JQ_three ma.i2!:r~irements of a sound pay
poli£L_Ylz._inclusivness •. cO!!1p~~_h..;!lsibi1ity_arul_~q,!,!~}'_ anddrew in thC!t conn_~ct1on on the
H~QQ.~~*__Qf CiviLServIce Laws and Practices (U.N. 1966)j5.-SS. They then proceeded to outline
thelT approach to the task of devising the pay structure for central government employees and the
principles they had kept in view. In doing so they made some observations on "well·known
principles" for pay determination. Speaking briefly, they expressed*** the view that while
disproportionate importance should not be attached to private sector salaries, it was nevertheless
necessary to take note of the rates of pay and other conditions of service prevalent outside
government as a "corrective". They also expressed the view that supply and demand conditions" do
have relevance though they are subject to several qualifications". In particular. they pointed out that
since the supply of unskilled labour was abundant, the wages to be paid to such workers should be
ralated to essential physiological needs rather than to conditions of supply and demand. They
however rejected the principle that government should act as a "model employer" and took the view
that it could certainly ''!!l!!!_!!_l!_ain the more modest QlVe.J;1i:v~!l__tg_'!.Cl.q._~p_!gy~!t ".
ill
Chapter 5. Paragraph 3 a/Report. 'ill 6611 B.2
**, Chapter 5. Paragraph 89.
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7.11. The Commission then proceeded to formulate th,eir ':co~crete principles which .could b~
wed as practical guideU1U!S/,Of the purposes o/pay determmatlO", t, Th~y s.tarted by saym~ that lt
would lead to rigidity if they were to attempt to fonnulate one smgle pnnclple encompassmg the
entire gamut of central government employees and found it advisa~le to "bear in mind s~ver~,t
principles and conditions when recommending scaJes of pay for different posts and services .
They stated that though the principles fonnulated by them "were generally applicable in most cases",
they "may have had to deviatefrom some of {those] princip~es in ,!ther case( having,re~ard to ~e
fact that they were not writing on a clean slate and were dealmg WIth a massive orgamsatIon WhIch
had already developed along particular lines.
7.12. That Commission was thus of the view that government being the dominant employer
should formulate its own principles of wage determination suited to its needs, the true test being
whether government service was "attracting and retaining the persons it needs and they [were]
reasonably satisfied with the pay and other conditions of service taken as a whoLe." The
Commission then proceeded to fix the minimum wage as their first point for consideration for they
were required by their terms of reference to do so while enquiring into the level of minimum
remuneration. The Commission indicated in Chapter 6 of their report the reason why the minimum
I_wage should be fixed according_~~~gc~Lnarms so as 10 e1}§~r:!!JJ_LeQ§_l?_~E~!~_~~{_!nE-ard_~l~'!_0:R
\ ~ithou!J1:d_herinli!0 conditions of supply and demand", They added that since Hie "minimum' was
being fixed somewhafhIgher than what it previously was, it should not constitute a floor upon which
a new wage edifice would be built incorporating equi-proportionate increases at all the higher levels.
For the upper ranges of salaries, the Commission set a limit by consideration of social acceptability,
including the reduction of disparities in income. For the intermediate levels, they found that the
principle of e<Jual pay for equal work taken broadly would cover the range of pay, It also seemed to
the Commission that in the absence of any distinguishing features, employees of the central
government in different branches should be paid equally if their work was adjudged to be of equal
value. For doing so, the Commission specified the factors on the basis of which comparisons were to
be carried out. They were also of the view that the difficulty and complexity of the task to be
performed, as well as the responsibility undertaken, should be given considerable weight in
determining the scale of pay, They expressed themselves in favour of reducing the large number of
pay scales and to establish equitable relativities not only vertically but also horizontally. They
however took care to mention that a relatively large number of grades may be necessary to provide
promotional outlets.
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7.13. As regards the organised Services, particularly the all-India Services,tthe Commission
stated that the primary cOOsiOerafioii-~!i_fixin_gJ;he ti~__sca1es should be to e!lsu!,~ that _the t~rms
offered were attractive enoughJor persons of the requisite calibre who 'were leaving the Universities
to make a life-time career out of government service. At the upper level, the Commission observed
that persons who were required to possess specified post-graduate qualifications or to undergo highly
specialised professional training for the due discharge of their duties, should be adequately
remuneratedfand their pensionary benefits safeguarded keeping in view the additional time and money
spent by them in acquiring those qualifications. For those eategolies of employees.whose training
and talents were readily marketable abroad, the Commission tbought of matching the terms available
abroad to some extent. They also expressed the view that the relatively favourable treatment given to
white coller employees may be discounted 1:Ind a premium allowed to professional and technical men
so as to encourage prospective candidates to acquire additional knowledge and skill.
7.14. We have mentioned the principles or views of the Third Pay Commission at some length
because theirs' is the prevailing report and also because they are quite suitable. Even so, some
changes have taken place in the perspective since then, so as to require a reappraisal of the factors
which should weigh in pay detennination.
7.15. The Preamble to our Cons titution whic..'1 contained the solemn resolution to constitute our
country into a "Sovereign Democratic Republic" was amended by the Constitution (Forty-second
£ , Chapter 5, Paragraph 90.
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Amendment) Act, 1976, with effect from January 3,1977. The words 'SOCIALIST SECULAR"
"and integrity" were added by section 2. Since the Preamble is a part of the Constitution as declared
by the Supreme Court in Kesavananda v. Kerala,* the amendment made a visible change in the
complexion of the Constitution. It is true that, as has been observed by Chinnappa Reddy J., in
Sanjeev Coke v. Bharat Coking,** although the word" Socialist" was introduced into the Preamble
by a late amendment, socialism had always been the goal as was evident from the Directive
Principles of State Policy. The amendment, however, "emphasised the urgency" of that goal. It
expressed a concern for the social welfare of the oppressed, the unfortunate and the disadvantaged.
Again in D.S. Nakara v. Union,*** the Supreme Court considered the implications of Socialist
Republic and stated that the objective was to strive to set up a vibrant "throbbing socialist welfare
society" in place of a "wholly feudal exploited" society.
7.16. The word" socialist" has not been defined in the Constitution, but it is a word of great
importance for by itself it has become the centre of the hopes and aspirations of us all - a beacon to
guide and inspire all that is enshrined in the articles of the Constittutioll. It proclaimed the country's
determination to free us all, without distinction of any kind, from all forms of exploitation. To the
worker or the employee, it was the greatest assurance of his right - a right which did not have to be
found in the part dealing with Fundamental Rights", but which inhered in the very fabric of the
Constitution. by virture of the tallest and noblest of the people's resolution. The least that can be said
is that socialism pronounced that the "common good" of all citizens, and "welfare State", were
concepts on which the people of India had takeri a solemn stand to base their supreme charter. It is
true that articles 23 and 24 of the Constitution guaranteed the fundamental right against exploitation,
but if the evil did not go that far, or fell short of what the articles prohibited, it was still possible to
invoke the Constitution as such. The amendment of the Preamble was therefore a matter of supreme
importance to the working class, for the concepts of common good and welfare State ushered in the
concept that payor emoluments of an employee .were not merely personal to him but had an element
of social content. To say the least, it justifies, if any justification is necessary a reappraisal of the
factors which should go into pay determination.
7.17. We may as well refer here to the "Directive Principles of State Policy" contained in Part IV
of the Constitution. Article 38 thereof directed that the State shall strive to promote the welfare of the
people by securing and protecting as effectively as it may a social order in which justice, social,
economic and political, shall inform all the institutions of the national life. But as was stated in article
37, the p-fovisiop could not be enforced by any court even though the principle was fundamental in
the governance of the country, and the State was enjoined to apply it in making laws. After the
amendment to the Preamble, there was nothing to inhibit a citizen from seeking redress on the ground
that what he was asking was his due in a" Socialist" State.
7.18. Th~ Third Pay Commission took note of the concept of equal pay for equal work as a principle
for determining the salaries of government employees and considered the provisions of clause (d) of
article 39 in the Directive Principles part of the.Constitution. They directed their attention to the
question of "fair comparison" - particularly with reference to the public sector undertakings - and
found that they were "faced with a dilemma". We shall return to that part of the mater later. Our
purpose here is to point out that the Third Pay Commission did not deal with the direction about
"living wage" for workers, contained in article 43. They made a reference to Hindustan Antibioticsfl
to say that the concepts of minimum wage, need-based. wage, fair-wage and living wage" though
accidentally evolved in industrial adjudication relating to industries bom in the private sector, applied
equally to industries in the public sector, and that the directive principles of the Constitution did not
countenance the invidious distinction which was sought to be made on the basis of the character of the
employer. If we may venture to say so, the direction in article 43 is more far reaching.
*[1973] supp 1. S.C.R.

f [1967J 1 S.C.R.652

**[1983]1 S.C.R. 1000. p.1023

*** [1983] 2 S.C.R. 1165. p. 189
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The article provides as follows, -

"43. Living wage, etc., for workers, - The State shall endeavour to secure, by suitable
legislation or economic organisation or in any other way. to all workers, agricultural, industrial or
otherwise, work, a living wage, conditions of work ensuring a decent s~andard of life and full
enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural opportunities and, in particular, the State shall
endeavour to promote cottage industries on an individual or co-operative basis in rural areas."
The State has thus been directed to endeavour to secure a living wage and conditions of work
ensuring a decent standard of life, etc. to all workers.
7.19. It is true that, as we have said, article 37 of the Constitution says that such a direction shall
not be enforceable by any court, but the directive principles, all the same, have their own importance.
As has been stated in Constitutional Law of India by H.M. Seervai, third edition, at page 1577, the
"principal object in enacting the directive principles appears to have been to set standards of
achievements before the legislature and the executive, the local and other authorities, by which their
success or failure could be judged." Seel"'iai has referred to Sir B.N. Rau's article in The Hindu of
August 1948 which described Directive Principles as "moral precepts."

7.20. Dealing with the practical consequences ofignoming the directive principles, Seervai* has
stated as follows, "The practical consequences of directive principles being ignored or not being properly, or wisely
applied would be, first, that the people of India would be deprived of the benefit which an
application of the directive principles in framing laws and in taking executive action. were
intended to confer on them. Secondly, running through the discussions on directive principles
vis-a-vis fundamental rights is the idea that if people lost hope because the promises of
improvement in their lot held out to them in the directive principles had not been fulfilled, the
Constitution would be subverted."
7.21. As has been stated by Granville Austin in his book "The Indian Constitution: Cornerstone
oj a Nation", "The Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles had their roots deep in the struggle
for independence. And they were included in the Constitution in the hope and expectation that one
day the tree oj true liberty would bloom in India." When that day would dawn, 'Will d(fpend on the
moral character and sense of duty of persons to whom the directives have been addressed.
7.22. The direction of article 43 is therefore of great value. It is true that as has been held in
Reserve Bank Employees Association v. Reserve Bank, ** "our political aim is 1iving wage' though
in actual practice living wage has been an ideal which has eluded our effOlts like an ever receding
horizon and will so remain for some time to come." It has further been pointed out in Standard Vacum
Refining Co., ** * that the" concept oj a living wage is not a static concept; it is expanding and the
number of its constituents and their respective contents are bound to expand and widen with the
de'rlelopment and growth a/national economy." But it is nonetheless a concept which is capable of
achievement one day. We content ourselves by saying that the directive in article 43 for "securing" a
"living wage" is an endeadvour which the State must make. However elusive the goal or the
objective, it is the duty of the State to try to reach it, or at least to make an honest and persistent effort
to inch towards it. It will be recalled that even when our Constitution was in draft stage, the
Committee on Fair wages referred to the preamble to the Constitution of the International Labour
Organisation which laid stress on the need to provide a "living wage", and said that our own draft
Constitution enjoined the State to secure it, so that the attainment of the living wage was our own
objective. It should therefore inspire our effort whenever and wherever the question of emoluments
for the workers arises for consideration. As the Third Pay Commission was required by the terms of
its reference to examine the employees' demand for a need-based minimum wage based on the
recomendations of the 15th Indian Labour Conference, it devoted a whole chapter (Chapter 6) to its

*
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Constitutional Law of India, H.M. Seervai p.1617. paragraph 17.53.
{1966] 1 S.C.R. 25, p.48
*"'* AIR. 1961 S.C. 895
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determination and kept in view the low per capita income of the country, the acute unemployment
situation , the state of the finances, and considered it supremely important that the "maximum
restraint" should be exercised in devising the new pay structure. As our terms of reference are
different (to the extent mentioned earlier), we have ventured to examine the concept of pay
determination within their confines, with a desire, wherever necessary, to improve the lot of the
employees.
7.23. It may be mentioned that, as was stated by the Finance Minister in his speech in the Lok
Sabha on February 28, 1983, to which reference has been made earlier, changes have taken place in
the "conditions" in several respects. The employment under the central government has grown
steadily larger. Changes have also taken place in the relativities in the emoluments of the employees
of departments inter-se and also vis-a-vis other employees. Several State governments have
substantially revised the pay scales and other benefits of their employees. These are other reasons
why it is necessary for us to reappraise and redetermine some of the factors to be taken into
consideration in the task of pay determination.
7.24. As is well known, next to rainfall, the most important factor contributing to the happiness
of people i_? our ~?un_!ry is efficient aqIIlim~t:ra_tion .. And t!l~t cannot be secured without a satisfacto!Y_
pay~tem~ually well known is the fact that a pay system~invorves expenditure, for the cost of
employees is the product of their numbers and their pay. So higher emolun\ents in a develOPing}
country like ours, can be worked out and come within reach by reducing the number of employees
wherever possible. That is. however, an exercise which we cannot undertake fot it may well be said
to relate to the domain of administrative reform. But, even so, we cannot reftain from observing
that, speaking generally, there are more employes than necessary in several dep~tments and offices
of the central government. A careful exercise has therefore to be undertaken to reduce the surplus
staff in the best manner so that some funds may be available to meet a part of additional expenditure
to be incurred by governmeflt on account of our recommendations. So far as we are concerned. we
shall undertake the task of pay determination for all the central government employees on the basis of
their existing numbers and we shall deal with the problem of pay determination with the pervading
desire to improve administrative efficiency by giving proper emoluments to the employees as far as
possible and improving their conditions of work and service wherever necessary.

the

7.25. The State is no doubt the biggest employer. As has been statod in Chaper 3,
central
government employes 40.12 lakh civilian persons. The question whether the State is a "model"
employer also, has arisen for consideration as it has been raised by some associations.
7.26. The matter was raised for the consideration of the earlier Pay Commissions also. The First
Pay Commission took the view that it was too vague a theory to furnish a practical test and that it
would "not befair to the country to encourage.a claim by civil servants to be treated better than ttheir
fellQw countrymen". Reference in that connection was made to Tomlin Commission's Report (para
312). But that may not, by itself, be sufficient to reject the contention that the government should act
as a 'model employer', for the theory of model employer could always be given concrete shape, and
it could always be claimed that the fate of government's employees must not always be tied to the
level of the lowest of their fellow countrymen. It may well be said that what a model employer is
expected to do is to set the pace in so far as the emoluments and conditions of service of its employees
are concerned, or that it is expected to have a look at what is bei.ng paid elsewhere. The Second Pay
Commission took the view that the concept might expose government to the "criticism of
extravagence". They also took the view that it was enough if the "social principles and standards
which the government [had] laid down/or, or recommended to, employers generally" were taken
into account in determining the emoluments and conditions of service of government employees , but
they went on to observe further that the central government could not speak in two voices and,
having adopted a particular labour policy, it had to abide by that poli9Y in its own role as an employer.
That led the Commission to go to the extent of saying that legislation regarding minimum wages,
. hours of work, overtime, etc. should be equally binding in government offices as they were outside.
The Third Pay Commission pointed out that the wide gap in emoluments between certain categorie
of central government employees and employes of" reputed concerns" in the private sector may not
be closed having regard to the government's resources. They therefore agreed with the view taken
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by the Fil st Pay Commission and rejected the "model employer principle". They held that
g~vemment could certrun]y try to attain the more modest ohjective of being a 'good employer'."
7.27. As we have said, it is not possible for us to agree with the reason given by the First Pay
Commission for rejecting the suggestion that government should act as a model employer. We are
also unable to agree with the view of the Second Pay Commission that the concept of model employer
was linked with higher wages or salaries or that government was necessarily bound by the labour
policy for outside employment. A model employer need not necessarily pay higher wages than other
[ood employers.
7,28. "Mode!", in the sense in which it is being used here, means a "standard, pattern, of
excellence, an example, copy, to be followed and imitated". A 'model' is therefore above the
ordinary, or above that which is the minimum, or higher than what others are content with or what is
good enough to serve their purpose. The concept of superiority inheres in that which is held out as a
model. In that !.ense, the concept of a model employer may, to say the least, bon'ow from the
elusiveness of the concept of living wage to which we have referred earlier. It may in fact well be
'said that .!11lQdeLemployer--is expected to fulfil the direction of article 43 of the Constitulion for
secunng a 'living w_~g_e~__and conditions of work ensuring a decent standard of life and full enjoyment
of leisure~-e-{c:--Th-e concept is. therefore ever elusive for it advances, as it should, with the prosperity
of the economy or the State: That being so, there is no escape from the conclusion that, as things ..
stand at present, tlle principle of model empl~yer is difficult to adopt as concept for determining the
pay of central govemment employes. Thereis, however, no reason why the State should not play
the role of a good employer in the field of pay idetermination, for a dispensatism or a role which is not
a 'model' may still be good in the circumstances in which it is expounded or undertaken, and serve
the purpose.
I

7.29. ('Pcay_ determination'_ is~ a mixture of the effort to settle the principles as. well as the system
on vV'hich it is based--and-implemented. Th,e nee_d for it arises for the simple reason that without it the
normal rule of supply and demand would operate harshly in a developing economy like ours particularly as the central government is virtually in the position of a monopolist employer in
several fields, in an overflowing labour market. If the inexorable law of supply and demand were to
loperate, the employer, in a country like ours, would give no more thaI!. st~tip_!l~~e.Jo as many as
ipossible::-pur predecessor Commissions were aware" oithat possibility and took care to guard against
it by applying the necessary brakes in the application of the conditions of supply and demand. But
why should the State think: of applying the brakes? The answer is that it wants to look to the welfare
of its people and to safeguard it as much as possible. And the more advanced a State is, the more it
provides for the welfare of its people. The desire to provide more and more protection or welfare
measures, leads to the evolution of finer concepts like minimu~ wage, need_:E_;!§c;.!L!!1:~nj!!!gm wage,
fair wage and li~ill.g_w:age, hours of work, equal pay tor'equal work, grant of bonus, provision of
inCentives and the development of a national consciousness for an all out national effort to secure
''justice, social, economic and political" for which our people had resolved to constitute our country
into a Socialist State. All this, and more, has been set out in Crown Aluminium Works* and Standard
Vacuum Refining Company. ** Wage structure has acquired a socia-economic aspect becase of the
advent of the doctrine of Welfare State. It is therefore n'ecessary to examine the principles, or
considerations, or factors as we have called them, which should determine the pay of the State's own
employees.
7.30. As we have said. the central government it the largest single employer in the country. In
that sense, it is often considered a pace setter of the pay philosophy of the country. At any rate the
impact of the pay structure 9f the central government is felt on the pay structures of State
governments, local bodies, autonomous institutions and public sector undertakings, etc. This is y~t
another re~son why the factors for pay determination should be satisfactory and should not operate
to the detriment of the o~h~r employees or the employers, and should be fair and just. In fact, as our
terms of reference reqUlre, what we are able to recommend should have regard to the prevailing pay
structure under the public sector undertakings and State governments, etc., and the

* AIR 1958 S.C. 30. ** AIR 1961 S.C. 895,
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economic conditions in the cou'ntry, apart from government's resources and demands like ..hose (1'.1
account of developmental planning, defence and national security.

7.31. As is well known, some private sector undertakings offer emoluments and terms and
conditions of service which are quite attractive. When such offers come fro~ reputed rums or
companies of considerable standing, they are able to attract some of the best available talent in the
employment market because government with its other weighty responsibilities and constraints, is
not able to ~pete in that market. It may be that our terms of reference do not specifically require us
to consider such a situation, or to have regard, while making our recommendations, to the prevailing
pay structure in the private sector undertakings, but a Commission such. as ours cannot disregard it .
altogether. What importance or weight we attach to it, is a different matter, and is for our judgment.
But the extent of the impact of those higher or more attractive terms on the standard of the publ~c
administration. is a matter to ponder over· particularly the possibility of its corroding or diminishing
the standard of the administration. The Third Pay Commission examined this aspect of the matter
and we think it will be enough if we were to extract the following observations in paragraph 70 of
their report, •

"A dispirited public service can never. be expected to function satisfactorily and to rise to the
occasion. when a crisis occurs. It should not beforgotten, as pointedly referred to again by the
Priestley Commissz'on, that the process of deterioration arising from a sense of grieve nee on the
part oftke stajfmay be a slow one, partioularly in a service with high traditions. By the time the
tendency manifests itself. irrepairable demage
may have been dO,ne. We may add that because of the cadre system, the full impact of
deterioration in the calibre and the competence of the new recruits will be jell by the country after
a time lag of20-25 years, when they wiJI be moving to the top and playing a vital role in the'
governance, of the country, as during the interval, their senior ~olleagues may be shouldering the
burden. At that stage, restoration of administrative standards, may be well nigh impo~sible in
the short time. as public servants in the top echelons take time to train and to mature ll •
The pay structure has therefore to be satisfactory all through and has to l)e formulated on a
consideration of all the relevant factors.
. 7.32. At th~ ~~e time, it is necessary to revise the pay scales as and when necessary. The
ann of such reVlSlon IS not only to take note of changes that may have taken place in the relevant facts
and circumstances bearing on pay scales, but also to rectify or fill any errors or omissions that may
have occcured in the earlier pay determination. Where pay revisions are announced at specified
periods of time, that gives hope to the employees who can look forward to a better deal on the next
occa~ion. Periodic revision or review of pay scales thus serves to avoid conflict with the employer
and enables the employees to prepare, with the reasonable hope that their grievances and claims
would be gone into once again in a detennined and honest manner. It generates ,the sense that there
is hope for them in t~me to come and that it would be unnecessary to take the path of agitation or
copfrontation. The terms of reference of such review bodies are often decided in consultation with
representati ves of employees so that matters agitating their minds, or of particular interest to them,
may fall within the purview of the review body and be adjudged in a satisfactory manner.
7.33. But what is satisfactory, is a subjective as well a~'all objective concept. It is subjective in
the sense and to the extent that what is satisfactory. from the en,tployee's point of vie~ m~y ~ot ~e
considered Ilatisfactory by the employer even on an honest apprazsal of the matter: It 18 obJecove In
the sense that. employees and.employers ~aving balanc.ed, fair .and ho~est view POints .and. approach,
can always agree on the baSIC or more Important pomts whIch go Into the deterl111ntltion of pay
structure. \Ve are here concerned with the objective concept.
7.34. As has been succinctly put in "Pa_y Po~icie.s for the Future".* "P,!y deter.m.i1'la,~ion is
complex. Economic forces have to be percezved, Interpreted and translated mil! declsJOn ~ The
complexity of the task gets further compounded where the pay body has to deal Wlth a large num~er
of different, and
often divergentservices and posts. . But what may be s ald
...

Pay policies1or the Future, p. 132 (Ed. by Derek Robinson and Kelt MtzyMw)
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to be the "three major requirements of a sound pay system, as stated i,t the flandbook** of Civil
Service Laws and Practices", are inc~u~s...s-_omp.IehensiQ.il_Lty_and adequ~c)0_The Third Pay
Commission dealt with them atlength and we need not examine these charactenstics of a sound pay
structure again, beyond saying that we have taken them into consideration all along our effort to find
suitable pay scales for employees of the central government. But given the tlu-ee major requirements,
the question is what !>h,~ould be the proper wage and, more fundamental still, what should be the
yardstick for determlllillg pay.
_

7.35. As a 'first finding, it may be quite fair to say that paY_~.hould cill!_§l}. the va..llJ_e'QfJ!!~l_~_ork:
d,o~ by t~~~~ But our ConsGhilfoii does notprovidiTor it either by way of a fundamental
. nght or as a directive principle of State policy. All that has been stated in article 39(d) is that the State
shall, in partic.ular, direct its policy towards securing "that there is equal pay for equal work for both
men and
women". The scope and meaning of the provision has been considered in Randhir
Singh*** v. Union of India where, on construing articles 14 and 16 in the light of the preamble and
article 39 (d) of the Constitution the Supreme Court has observed that the principle of 'Equal Pay for
Equal work' is deducible from them and may be properly applied to cases of unequal scales of pay
based on no classification or irrational classification though those drawing the scales of pay do
identical work under the same employer. At any rate, it cannot be gainsaid that the requirement that
pay should be equal to the value of the work, is a truism which should, speaking broadly, hold the
~~

~

7.36. But how is value of work to be determined? It can be examined in relation to the value
aSSigned to another man'Swork of a sirrlilar-natlil'e 01',- speaking more precisely, by comparison with
that other man's work. Or it may be determined in absolute terms. The fonner mode contains an
element of objectivity, while the latter is subjective. The method of comparison is therefore likely to
give more satisfaction, and has been the subject of
for quite some time. -- ~
- -~.--~---~-~-

scrutiny

-

7.37. As far back as 1931, the Tomlin Royal Commission of U.K. stated that they were satisfied
that broad general comparisons between classes in the service and outside occupations are possible
and should be made. In 1955, the Priestley Commission* recommended that civil service pay should
be based on the primary principle of "fair comparison with the current remuneration of outside staffs
employed on broadly comparable work, taking account of differences in other conditions of service".
The Fulton Committee**, while proposing a "new struture", reiterated the principle as follows, "The pay jor posts should continue to reflect the ratejor the job on tM basis offair comparison
with market rates for jobs of comparable responsibility alld autlwrity outside the Service".
7.38. The White Paper"''''''' of 1969 in U.K. was critical of the use of comparisons by themselves
as gro~n~s for increasing wages and salaries for fear of inflationary result. The Third Pay
~omrrusslon
took note of all those developments and recommended that disproportionate
unportance should not be given to private sector salaries and went on to observe as follows, -

****

"We ~hink that the uncritical use of such comparison without considering the work content and the
:otaluj oj the prevailing circumstances would be unjustified ... the tendency for such wage
Increases to touch offfurther increases by a process of 'leap fragging' is real".

I

!

I

7.39. We have had the advantage of all these studies and views. In addition, we have looked into
~~,~~ of the_M.~~w Co~ich inqu~e.g. into c~~il~~!",ice pay in U.K._at:ld_g~ve i~_r~port
lill__~.____C;?mmenting on _th_e _"pay researCIJsystem" as the basls- of the primary prinCiple of
companson. the Megaw Committee' said as fol1bWS~-:-

... the primary principle offair comparison no longer appears capable of sustaining virtually by
itself a civil sen/ice pay determination system. This is not to say that fair comparison has no part to
play. It has a part, but not the completely dominating part that it had under tM pay research system", ,
-.-. U.N. 66 II. H.2 >I'+*AlR 1982 S.C. 879

*

AIR 1982 S.C. 879 ... TM Civil service. Vol.l.p.70

"' .... Ce>man.d No. 4237 paragraphs 90 an.d 95 ····Report o/Third Pay CornnUssion. Chapler 5. pagragraph 68
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"After referring to the importance of 'internal relativities', the requirement of recruiting and retaining

an efficient staff, the ~nancial and economic restraints, the management needs, the inflationary effect
on pay of the companson based system, the Megaw Committee~' concluded its views like this. "For the reasons we have given we have ,concluded that the way in which the pay research system
made and used pay comparisons contained a number of important flaws. We have also concluded
that the system based almost exclusively on the principle o/Jair_fOf!lP_arison i~_no longer adequate
to achieve the Priestley Commission's aim of civil 'servants' remuneration-being thought to be fair
by themselves and by the community they serve. It is inadequate both because comparisons do
not admit of the precision aimed at under the pay research system, and because the system/ailed
to make provision Jor a number of Jactors which are now seen to be important aspects of the
remuneration of civil servants, and therefore of its fairness."
The Megaw Committee gave its reasons for its further finding that civil service was a "very different"
kind of organisation and the pay determination system for that service must "differ in important
respects from those prevailing in. the private sector". Comparisons are hard to make, because of the
difficulty of comparators and the reCourse. unwittingly, to the subjective element. While therefore,..
comparisons are useful, they have a limited purpose and applicability. !yith_ thi_!_!~~~!:Y2:g(:)fl. _'!liP
propose to make us~~! 'comparison' as a factor for pay determination. as far as possible.

-_._--_
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7.40. Anoth~r__fq_I!_~~der_!ttion in de~~ing_p_'!y ~s the levelofproductivity of the post or service.
As is obvious, increase in emoluments has to be justified by those who ask for it, and one justifiable
basis for the demand can he any claim for higher productivity. But while such a basis is often
considered satisfactory for employments _whe~_prod~~vity can be measurec!__ ~r is capable of being
ascertained, it would not work in theC!ise of government's admIiiIstrauve-machinery where that is
~-ili' not possible. As is noticed easily, there -ls--consineri'ble---dlffirence in the natureof
employment in the-private sector, the public sector and the government. The objectives behind each
one of these is appreciably different and that brings about substantial change in the attitude of the
employer and the employee as well as the outtum of work. For instance, public service is one real
and laudable motive in governmental employment, but an employee in an industrial or commercial
enterprise or undertaking is concerned with what he achieves and is able to produce. The employer's
attitude is also therefore different So a method of pay detennination which is suitable for one type of
employment may not suit the other. At any rate, the concept of productivity li.n,ked wages may npt
suit an employment under the State which is governmental in the sense of being unrelated to a large
extent to industrial or commercial output

' .

~

7.41. The pay structure of employees cannot therefore be determined by a rule of thumb, or by a
fonnula of universal application. It has to be co-related to the nature and culture of the ~mploymen~
the degree of satisfaction it generates - both to the employes and to the others -, th~ totality of,what 1t
takes and what it gives to the employes, the resources of the employer; the public assessment an~
satisfaction with the service rendered, etc.--Quite often, the outlook of the employer or the care It
takes of the employee's welfare, or its. absence, go collectively to c:re~nni~e. the remuner~ltion. The.
decision about pay has therefore to be judgmental and not merely anthmetic~ or mechamcal. It h.as
to be a somewhat subjective decision but it is based on fair and sound evaluation of the relevant data ,
with the fairest possible mind. All i~ all, the factors which go in the determination of pay Eave tp be- '
reasonable if the result is to be satisfactory to all concerned.

7.42. Having expressed ou'(views on .t.!t~ general aspects of pay determiIiation, we shall proceed
to mention some simple and broad fa~Jors which appear to be satisfactory and adequate for o~
---------... -- .-------.--. ----~
purpose.
"

-------_..

'~

, 7.43. As has been said time and again, the Eay of.! post should be such as to attract ~ns of
the required qualifications and calibre
fill it. A lesser 6argam would oearsadvantageous

to

If Inquiry into Civil Service Pay, Vol. J, paragraph 78
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immediately as well as in the long run. But the element of pay w-ould not, by itself, be decisive of
what government has to offer at the counter. Fringe benefits like allowances, facilities, terminal
benefits, all go t.o make up the pay packet. Then there are the other conditions of service like security
of tenure, the welfare measures adopted by the government for the benefit of its employees which are
of considerable value. Even the social status or regard which the employment carries in society, or
the authority of the post, may weigh with a candidate in making his choice.

7.44. The pay should be sufficient and-satisfactory enough to motivate the employee for the

:::fficient perlOrma1!~j:~of hi_L~uties and responsibiljt1es with_ a sense?f ~~~tude. Efficiency ~f ~n
employee often reflects the efficiencyorffieaaminis-tfative-wlngTo wh1ch he belongs. It 1S 1D
government's interest to make him contented so that he gives his best in his field of service and
discharges his duty honestly. A dishonest employee not only sells his authority away, he sets a
wrong example, undermines the 'value of his office, does injustice to others aqd very often puts
government to fmancialloss for a pittance.
7.45. At any rate, the remuneration of the employee should be such as not to make him
dissatisfied or generate a feeling of deep-seated unfairness so as to drive him. to seeking employment
. elsewhere. He should feel reasonably satisfied with what he gets and not be restive for a change. A
dissatisfied person will not like to employ himseJfiJt01e-heartedly i!l_tli~ discharge of his work a~d
would be wasting some of his time and energy·iti seeking another employment._ The salary should
therefore be satisfactory enough to retain him in his~iob and encourage him to -seek his promotional
career in his service.
7.46. The salary structure should be coherent and should adequately reflect dthe substantial
differences in the nature and responsibilities of the various posts. It tlWhould provide satisfactory
incentives to performance and promotion.) The_ classification of posts should therefore be made
carefully. There should be well defin.-cd career prospects ~d employees should feel reassured that
they can look forward to promotions, and that, in the meantime, or in addition to satisf~cto1'Y. career
prospects, they can, where possible, avail of incentives based on performance. So when an employee
enters service, he may have something to look forward to. There is aspiration in a new entrant for
brighter prospects and the desire to reach his height would not only prompt him to put in his best, but
also to outshine the others. Moreover the coherence of the structure would serve to assure him of
what would be within his reach. At the same time, the gradation of the scale on the basis of
responsibility of the post, would make it reasonable aI!d compatible with his work -and output.
7.47. Another requirement of a satisfactory structure of emoluments is that it -should enable the
employee to lead simple life at a level or standard considered satisfactory by him and his likes and the
~ociety where h~_Q~l(:)llg~~ l[mQUU! 1l0~ ~e-=-dei:P___gatoIY to 1ii_&-W_i)_rk_~espoE~~~ AnllndUly
" oepresse([j:lay will deprive the holder of the post to which it is attached of a sense of dignity or
standing which may often reflect on his efficiency or capacity to deal with others. The level of
satisfaction will no doubt differ from grade to grade of service, but unless it is reasonably
satisfactory, it will not be conducive to efficient work or provide the social status which goes with
government employment. The society also expects or evolves certain norms for adjudging a post, and
that should have some relevance to the scale of pay.

7.48. The pay scale has to be such that it may not give rise to a sense of deprivation or
- frustration in the employee on comparing his lot with his compeers. Even where the emoluments are
lesser, it may well be that, taking all the factors or points into consideration, he is not worse off than
others. The effort should be to provide, as far as possible, comparable emoluments for comparable
work.
J.49. Comparability is, of course, no other than determination of pay by reference to what other
services are paid. But efforts to rationalise or pre-determine the true components of "comparability'
have not been successful even in England where help from Management Consultants was readily
available. Then the other defect of the comparability system is that it is not related to performance.
So even though comparability has a role to play in pay determination, the comparators should be
chosen carefully and benefits, whether visible or invisible, and whether during or after service,
.
should be quantified and an overall and just judgmental view taken of the end product.
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7.50. We have dealt with the criterion of comparability earlier and how it is not satisfactory as
an, absolute factor for _fixin~ the governmental pay structure by comparison with that prevailing in the
pnvate sector. Th~ reason 1S that, speaking generally, a market price cannot, normally, be assigned to
the value of work In the public services. But comparisons should nonetheless be used in determining
pay of government employees although they should have a much lesser value or influence than is
claimed for them as a "traditional" argument for pay increase. We may refer here to the view
expressed by the Meg~w Committee in its report of the inquiry into the principles and the system by
which the remuneratIon of the non-industrial civil service should be detennined that" the pay
determination system/or the civil service must, in our view, differ in important respects from those
prevailing in the private sector". We shall deal with comparisons with public sector jobs in a separate
chapter.
7.51. But pay scales are not decisive of what the employees receive as their real emoluments.
The sum total of all the benefits received by the employee should therefore be added up to work out
what he gets. Thus direct and indirect benefits like allowances (of various types), housing facility or
allowance in lieu thereof, educational facilities for children, medical facilities, tenninal benefits and
other welfare measures should go to make emoluments a comprehensive packet. Wherever
necessary, such payments and facilities may be increased or suitably revised from time to time.
7.52. The effort should be to generate in the employees a pervading feeling that he is serving an
employer which has a genuine desire to look after him not only during the tenure of his employment
but thereafter also. An employee who feels that the employer cares for his welfare, will feel
contented and secure and give his best to his service. So also, the employee should have the feeling
that if his job has any genuine special difficulties, problems or hazards, they will be looked after and
remedied or compensated as far as possible.
7.53. Another, and a more important asurance to the employee should be that his emoluments
will not erode by increases in the cost of living, and goveroment will make an effort to provide as
much relief as possible when the degree of tolerance is exceeded. Failure to do so will give rise to a
sense of insecurity in the employee for he will not know what the future has in store for him, by dint
of factors and circumstances, and their interplay, over which he has no control, by way of increase in
the cost of living by inflation. To save him from that predicament, consumption has to be provided
for not only in the present but also in the future. It is also necessary that a scientific fand defined
fonnula for it should be formulated well in advance. Not to do so will, in practical terms, amount to
unjustified depression of pay scales, thereby giving rise to a kind of pay revision which is wholly to
the disadvantage of the employee and was not within the cpntemplation of parties.
7.54. It has not been possible for us to ascertain how many pay scales were in existence when
the First Pay Commission was set up, but we know that 156 scales of pay were recommended by that
Commission. It Jso happened, however, that there were 517 pay scales when the Second Pay
Commission was constituted and that Commission reduced the number to 140. Once again, the
number of pay scales rose, and this time to 536 when the Third Pay Commission was appointed,
and it reduced the scales to 80. It will thus appear that all the earlier Pay Commissions thought it
necessary to reduce the number of pay scales, and did so with much effort and car~. But the number
rose every time, after the Commissions' reports. It cannot be doubted that the earlier Commissions
rightly thGught that the number of pay scales had to be rationalised and reduced where necessary, but
we are constrained to say that the number was allowed to rise each time. In our case, we find that
instead of the 80 pay scales recommended by the Third Pay Commission, th6re are 153 pay scales in
e:Jcistence today.
..l"."''''''''
7.55. That led us to wonder whether there was something so defective or unwise in the concept
of reducing the pay scales that it was given up or, in fact reversed, after each Pay Commission had
turned its back on the work. The increase was mainly in respect of posts in the Assam Rifles under
the Ministry of Home Affairs for which the Third Pay Commission did not make any
recommendations, and for the Coast Guard under the Ministry of Defence which came into existence
after the Third Pay Commission. 'For thes~ organisations, 44 scales were prescribed. In addi,tion 29
scales were introduced. for about 42,000 posts in different organisations under central government and
another 9 scales for posts in the Union Tenitory administrations.
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7.56. This makes it clear that the increases were not made on account of disagreement with the
effort to minimise the number of pay scales. We have therefore thought it desirable to pursue the
effort of the earlier Pay Commissions in reducing the number of pay scales, for that appears to be
necessary to rationalise and simplify the pay structure as much as possible.
7.57. It may be worthwhile referring to the following view expressed in the matter in the
"Handbook a/Civil Service Laws and Practices",* -

"A few grades with clearly defined differences of responsibilities, corresponding to different
scales of pay, will be acceptable, but posts graded and paid differently yet withoUt discernable
differentiation of duties can have an adverse effect on morale ... A/urther source of trouble is that
if grades to PlOt relate to recognizable dillerence in duties, departmental applications for regrading
multiply, and central control of of regrading becomes iimpossible".
Grades often lead to the creation of scales of pay and what holds good as a criterion in the case of
scales of pay.
7.58. The question of disparity ratio between the minimum and the maximum pay is also
important. The maximum pre-tax salary in our country in 1947-48 (First Pay Commission) and
1969-60 (Second Pay CommissIon) was Rs.3,OOO/- in the case of the central government employes.
It was raised to Rs.3,500/- in 1965 and that was maintained by the Third Pay Commission. The
minimum salary was Rs.S5/-, Rs.80/- and Rs.196- on implementation of the reports of the previous
three Pay Commissions. The disparity in pay (post tax) which was 41.2 in 1947-48,28.5 in 195960, and 11.9 after the Third Pay Commission report will be reduced to 9.15 with reference to the pay
scales recommended by us. We are of the view that an effort should be made not only to reduce the
number of pay scales, but also to reduce the disparity between the minimum and the max.imum scales
of pay.
7.59. But pay scales may not always be enough to fit in every kind or category of employment.
We think that a suitable system of 'special pay' or allowances can take care of such cases. It is, at
the same time, necessary that the benefit should be kept to the minimum, otherwise it will distort the
pay scales themselves.

7.60. Then there should be,a system of perlormance - related pay at all but the most senior levels

of service. This was recommended by the Megaw Committee. * The increments in scales of pay may
thus be admissible only to those who give fully satisfactory service. For this purpose, the definition
of satisfactory service may be provided in the Service rules. Staff market "not quite adequate" or
"unsatisfactory" should not receive increments. And an employee who gives consistent excellent
performance should be considered for a limited number of non~pensionable cash benefits or increment
at double the rate. Reference in this connection may also be made to the Report of the Study Group
on wages, incomes and prices. A suitable and defined criterion may be formulated for pe:rformance
evaluation including such factors as improved output, efficiency, quality of work, reduction of paper
work, saving in cost, timing of performance, achieving of targets, etc. Such ratings may be made
annually by a commit~'of officers. The necessary steps may be taken to ensure that the ratings are
done objectively and fearlessly. We also strongly support the view of the Third Pay Commission that
even though in the governmental sector the bulk: of emloyees are engaged on administrative and
regulatory functions "where the link with productivity is extremely tenuous", "government can, and
should, forge stronger links than are prevalent now between the performance of a government
employee aiul the pay he draws". Not much attention has been paid to this suggestion, and we
strongly urge that this should be done now so that employees may realise that the only way to make
a sucess of their career is to give their best to the service.

7.61. A 1?ronounced, objective and well-defined policy of promotion can also go a long way in
adding to the weight of the pay structure. After all no govemm~nt employee thinks of retiring from
the post from which he starts. Even if the initial pay is not attractive enough, but the prospects of

*' U.N. 66 II. H.2, page 49.
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advancement are satisfactory, he will join and work for the future. Promotion is therefore really a
concept in the structuring of pay scales. We hold so dearly to the concept that we recommend a
regular right of appeal where a promotion is refused. We shall return to it in a separate chapter.
7.62. It is the product of history that no pay structur~ i~ accepted today as satisfactory if it
disregards, or has the effect of undoing, what has come to be known as '.internal relativities'. The
Priestley Commission** gave 'fair comparison' the greatest importance and treated it as the
primary principle, treating 'intemal relativities' including vertical and horizontal relativities, as
secondary. Broadly speaking, internal relativities reflect the functional relationship between grades
or classes having regard to their duties, qualifications and the value of work. When the Megaw
Committee was set up to inquire into civil service pay in U.K. in 1981, and was charged with the
duty to consider and make recommendations on the prinCiples and the system for detennination of
remuneration, it reported *** that Priestley's 'primary principle'''of fair comparison was not capable
of 'sustaining virtually by itself a civil service pay determination system although it had a part to play
in it. It attached greater importance to internal relativities and dealt with its importance at length.
It's main suggestion**** was as follows ,~
"We suggest that the means of adjusting internal relativities will be provided:_by the pay bands,
"benchmark" jobs andjob evaluation which we have proposedfor use in making comparisons.
The introduction ofpay bands on the basis of present relativities would establish the initial point
of reference. The 'benchmark' jobs would be selected and evaluated with an eye on their use as
indicators of job weight in grades and pay bands when questions of changing relativities arose.
Normally relativities within pay bands would remain cdnstant from year to year, the pay of all
grades in the band moving in step".

111ere is much in what the Megaw Committee has reported. Employees, it seems, are enamoured of
'internal relativities' and have sometimes pressed for their pre-emptive consideration as a factor in
pay determination. We are not convinced that this should be the foremost consideration. What we
consider satisfactory it to give proper consideration to well established, rational and coherent internal
relativities and to uphold them where necessary. We do not, however, think that where there are
other important considerations, the relativities should be decisive of the scale of pay to which the
employee will be entitled. It has to be appreciated that where an effort is made to reduce the scales of
pay, it sometimes becomes inevitable that intemal relativ.ities should be affected, but we will like to
maintain them as far as possible.
7.63. We may as well mention that during our study of the work and problems of our
Conunission we found that there were a few rare cases where relief to' an employee was not likely to
be available under the existing rules, regulations or instructions. We have considered ourselves free.
in such cases, to suggest suitable remedial action even if it relates to a ~ingle individual. subject, of
course, to the basic requirement that there are good and adequate reasons for doing so and those
reasons are set out in the recommendation.
7.64. It ~as to be remembered that public employment has a place and importance of its own in a
democratic and republican set up, for there the entire machinery of the government functions for
public welfare and not for the benefit or convenience of any person or persons. Our COllstitution
deals with certa"in important aspects of public services including the emphasis on equality of
opportunity in matters of public employment (Art, 16), and a whole Part (XIV) deals with services
under the Union and the States. Public employment has to abide by that mandate. There is no room,
in the administrative set up of a country like ours. for posts b,eing created or heldfor the benefit of
an employee or class of employees. Every public office or post is for public good and setvice, and.
should be created, filled and held on that basis. It is equally necesary, for apparent reasons, that no
post should be created, filled or held unless it is necessary and useful. That is why there is a whole
system of creating and maintaining a cadre of posts where, under tbe service rules.

*
**'"
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the number of posts is specified. We find, however, that some posts have been created and filled for
other considerations, or in ex.cess of the cadre strength. It has been admitted before us by official
witnesses of sevcral State govemments tilat posts like those of Director General of Police have been
created in excess of the prescr-ibed number as ex-cadre posts or as temporary additions to cadre posts.
Several rcasons have been gi ven for such a development For ins.tance, we have. been told that some
posts in the scale of pay prescribed for Chief Secretary or Director General of Police were created to
transfer the incumbent of the post to an equivalent post and fill the post by appointing an officer
enjoying the confidence of t11e govelnment. It was urged that such posts are of great administrative
impoI1aIlce and have to be held by persons in whom the government reposes confidence. We have
also been told that sometimes a Chief Secretary or Director General of Police had to be displaced
because some one, who was senior to him and was on deputation, was reverting and had the
reasonable ex.pectation to fill the post held by his junior. Another reason given for proliferation of
posts was the so called attempt to relieve stagnation.

7.65. It appears to us, however, that this should not be permissible for at least two basic reasons.
Public offices, as we have poi.nted out, have to be held in the best interest of the public and in
accordance with the service rules. It is equally necessary that the importance and authority of the post
at the apex should not be diluted or diminished if it has to serve the, purpose for which it has been
created. lf therefore a Chief M.1nister or the government find that a person holding the post of Chief
Secretary or Director General of Police is not doing so with full justification, he may be dealth with in
accordance with the relevant service rules. Similarly, if a senior officer has to revert to a State cadre
or from an ex-cadre post and is suitable to fill the post held by his junior, there is no reason why the
junior officer should not make room for him and go to a lower post. Both the government and the
officer have to appreciate that public offices cannot be filled or held on personal considerations.
Proliferation of posts is undesirable and should be avoided. \Vhere more posts than one are
necessa.ry, action should be taken to increase the cadre strenght for strong public reasons by making
the necessary amendment in the service rules. We have kept this factor in view.

7.66. The emoluments of the central government employees come out of its exchequer. It can
only pay what it has, and that brings into play the factor of 'financial constrainll;)'_ Paragraph 3 (4) of
our terms of reference in fact express1y provides that we shall make OIlr recommendations having
regard, among other relevant factors, to the 'economic conditions' in the country, the resources of
the central govemment and the demands thereon such as those on account of developmental planning,
defence and national security. These are therefore the limitations within which the fac,tors for pay
determination have to be framed and brought into operation. It. may be of interest to point out here
that in United Kingdom while the Priestley Commission reported in 1955 and brought into play the
primary principle of fair comparison for pay determination, it became difficult to work it and
government had to override the Civil Service Pay Agreements which emerged out of the Priestley
report OT to nlodify settlements reac.hed under them on grounds of national pclicy. Incomes policies
intervened. In 1979-80, pay sctLkments were staged or deferred to contain the cost within cash limits
and in 1981 the pay research procedures were suspended. Governmen t finally withdrew from the
ci viI service pay agreements. Government told the Unions that in the prevailing economic
circumstances the cash limits on public. expenditure would be tightly constrained and that it could not
agree to arbitration on the total cost of settlement. That led to conflict and ultimately the 25 years old
Priestley system was ordered to be reviewed by a Committee under the Chairmanship of Sir John
Megaw
" .
7.67. The capacity of the employer to pay its employee is therefore a factor to reckon and we
have given it due importance and consideration. At the same time, we are mindful of the other basic
requirement that the emoluments of the employees should be such as not to jmpair government's
efficiency even in the long run. We have examined the matter in chapter 4.

7.68. But it can also not be gainsaid that the public is vitally interested in the emoluments of its
employees. It pays for them and is also the recipient of what the employees give in return. The
f<tirne~s of the payments has therefore to sat!sfy a double test. It has to be fair from the point of
employees as well as the people they serve.
7.69. We have taken all these factors into consideration in drllwing up our recommendations.
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CHAPTER 8
PROPOSED PAY STRUCTURE OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

8.1. The existing pay structure for civilian employees in central government is broadly based on
the recommendations of the Third Pay Commission. The Commission had recommended eighty
scales of pay for civil posts under the central government. The pay structure was related to· the index
average 200 (1960= 100). The minimum remuneration of Rs.185/- recommended by the Commission
was modified to Rs.196/- ab initio at the time of implementation of the Commission's
recommendations. The Commission did not recommend any change in the then existing maximum
salary of Rs.3500/- which was fixed by government in 1965.
8.2. Government employees have been compensated for the increase in cost of living over the'
index average 200 in varying degrees by the scheme of dearriess allowance. With effect from June 1,
1983, government also sanctioned interim relief at the following rates,-

Pay range .

Amount of interim relief

Rs.(p.m.)
Pay below 300/300/- and above but below 700/700 and above but below 1600
1600 and above but below 2250
Above 2250

(Rs. p.m.)
50 .
60
70
80
100

Subsequently, as recommended by us, interim relief at the rate of 10 per cent of basic pay subject to a
minimum of Rs.50/- was also granted to all government employees with effect from March 1, 1985.
Taking into account the dearness allowance and the two instalments of interim relief, the minimum
remuneration of a government employee is Rs.691.70 at index average 608.
8.3. The general demand of government employees for wage parity with the employees of public
sector undertakaings has been discussed in chapter 5. While we have not found it possible to accede
to the demand, we have kept the pay structure of public sector undertakings in view. The earlier pay
commissions had suggested a certain level of minimum remuneration taking into account all relevant
factors at the time of their recommendations. It may be useful to indicate the value of the minimum
remuneration recommended by the previous pay commissions at index average 608 (1960=100),Minimum remuneration

Index to which related
Value at Index
(In terms of current index average 608
with 1960=100)
(1960=100)

Rs.p.m.
Rs.p.m.
514
65
55
First Pay Commission
512
Second Pay Commission
80
95
Third Pay Conunission
562
200
i) as recommended
185
596
200
ii) as modified by Government 196
The minimum remuneration could also be consioered in relation to the increase in the per capita
national income over the years. The per capita natio~al income (at current prices) went up from
Rs.870/- in 1973-74 to Rs.2,344/- in 1984-85 (quick estimates) thereby registering an incr~ase of
169.4 per cent. If the same percentage were to be applied to the minimum remuneration of Rs.196/-,
the amount would come to about Rs.528/- in 1984-85.
8.4. The existing minimum emoluments of about Rs.692/- at index average 608 not only provide
full neutralisation of the price rise since the report of the Third Pay Commission but also a further '
increase in emoluments. The existing emoluments of employees under central government at the
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lowest level are higher than the emoluments under the state governments. The representatives of the
state governments emphasized during discussions that any revision of the minimum remuneration of
central government employees will have repercussions on the emoluments of state government
employees at this level and this factor should be duly considered by ~s. ~hile maki~g our
recommendations. While the central government, as an employer, has responslbility towards lts own
employees, it has even greater responsibility to jmprove the lot of the backward and economically
weaker sections of society for which adequate resources have to be provided.
8.S. In determining the pay of central. government employees at the lowest level, we have taken
into consideration the various factors mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. We have also taken
note of the prevailing pay structure in different sectors of employment, the economic conditions in the
country, the resources of the central government and the demands for development and defence. The
other factors for pay determination have been mentioned elsewhere. We have reached the conclusion
that salary at the lowest level should be fixed at Rs.750/- per month at index average 608 (1960=100)1
This average was reached for the period ended December 31, 1985 of the 12 monthly average of All
India Average Consumer Price Index Number of Industrial Workers (General). We have taken this as
the basis for evolving the pay structure.
8.6. The eighty scales of pay recommended by Third Pay Commission have gone up to 153.
there is a general demand from all quarters including staff associations for reduction in the number of
scales of pay. The Staff Side in the National Council (JeM) has suggested the following ten scales
for groups C and D staff who are at present distributed in about 58 scales of pay,1. Rs.950-20-1070-25-1220-30-1370
2. Rs.1000-2S-1225-30-1465
3. Rs.1050-2S-11S0-30-1390-35-1565
4. Rs.llOO-30-1280-3S-1490-40-1690
5. Rs.1200-35-1410-40-1650-45-1875
6. Rs.1350-45-1620-55-19S0-65-2275
7. Rs.1450-55-1780-65-2170-75-2545
8. Rs.lS50-65-1940-7S-2390-85-2730
9. Rs.1650-75-2025-85-2450-105~2870
10. Rs.1750-85-2175-105-3015
The above scales are related to index. 600 (1960= 100). The pay scales suggested by the Staff Side in
their joint memorandum were related to index 500 and the above scales were proposed by them at the
time of oral evidence. The Staff Side did not suggest the manner in which the groups C and D
employees in the existing 58 scales were to be fitted in the proposed ten scales and left the matter to be
projected by the unions and associations representing various categories of employees.
.

-~

-

8.7. The unions and associations have emphasized in their memoranda the importance of
horizontal and vertical relativities among different categories of staff as reflected in pay scales in the
same dep~ent and ~so ~etween different. departments. Even cases of small diffemeces in pay
scales WhlCh were rationalIzed by the prevlOus pay commissions have been cited as anomalies
requirin~ rectif~cation .. ~e relativities between major cadres or categories of posts which are based
on fu~ctlOnal. different1a~ons have. to be continu.ed. Any scheme of rationalisation of pay scales by
reducmg thel! number wIll result m broad-bandmg or grouping of posts in different scales. In such
a scheme, some employees may benefit to a greater extent as a result of broad-banding of scales. But
th~n, no e.x.erc~se in rationalization, within the existing system of overlapping scales, can ensure
umform beneflt for all employees. We have, however, endeavoured to maintain the existing
relativities between major categories of posts while rationalising the pay scales.
'
. 8:8. Th~ central government civilian employees numbering nearly 40 lakh are at present
distributed lD about 153 scales of pay. this pay structure has evolved over a period of time.
H~v:ev:-rt many of these ~ca1es are only marginally different. The representatives of the various
numstrtes/departments With whom we had discussions were also of the same view. Mo~t of the
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respondents to our questionnarie were in favour of reducing the number of scales. We have.
therefore. attempted to reduce the number of pay scales taking into account the qualifications. duties
and responsibilities of posts, functional requirements and other relevant considerations.
8.9. nue to reduction in the number of pay scales, some of the existing scales of pay with
different minimum or maximum pay and different rates of increment have been broad-banded and
replaced by a single ·scale. We have treied to ensure that the existing employees do not suffer because
of this. In some cases, the introduction of the rationalised pay scales requires re~adjustment to
maintain the existing relativities. We have examined such cases in the chapters on the concerned
ministries and made our reconunendations. In those chapters. we have also dealt with cases where
we have found it necessary to recommend a higher pay scale for a post or posts. The revised scales
of pay recommended by us in this cahpter shall apply to all posts other than those for which specific
recommendations have been made by US elsewhere.

8.10. The unions and associations have drawn attention to the problem of stagnation, particularly
in scales with shorter spans. Requests have also been made by various sections of the employees for
time bound promotions for almost all services and posts. The problem of stagnation is greater for
isolated posts where there are no promotional avenues. The revised scales recommended by us have,
therefore. been elongated with efficiency bars wherever necessary. It is expected that even some of
those employees who are presently stagnating at the maximum of their scales will earn increments for
a f~w years after the introdQction of the revised scales. In prescribing the spans for the different
scales, we have generally ensured that the entry grades have longer spans than promotional scales.
With the elongation of pay scales. there is need for training at different levels. This aspect has been
dealt with in chapter 29.
8.11. There is multiplicity of designations in government organisation, without much regard to
the duties and responsibilities of the posts. This has given rise to demands for equality in pay scales
of posts which have similar designations but are in fact not comparable in terms of duties and
responsibilities, qualifications, etc. We suggest that the designations of posts may ,be standardised so
that as far as possible their duties and responsibilities ~ay be duly reflected and designations may be
unifonnly applicable. When this is done, posts carrying a particular designation will have the same
scale of pay in all departments.

8.12. While dealing with rationalisation of pay scales. we have mentioned some categories of
posts by way of illustration. These are not exhaustive. In the paragraphs that follow we have
diccussed various existing scales of pay for different groups of posts and have also indicated the
proposed scales of pay for them.

Group D Posts
8.13. Posts in group D which account for about 41.7 per cent of the posts under the centrl
government, are in 18 scales of pay. Eight of these scales of pay are for posts in Assam Rifles and
coast Guard which have been dealt with in the cnapters on the respective ministries. the remaining
group D posts are in the following 10 scales of pay,.
1. Rs.160~2-170
2. Rs.180(fixed)
3. Rs.196-3-232
4. Rs.200-3-212~4~240
5. Rs.200-3~206~4-250
6. Rs.200-3~212A-240-5-250
7. Rs.210-4-250

8.- Rs.210~4-250-5-270
9. Rs.210-4-270
10. Rs.210-4-250-5-290
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Rs.160~2170; (b) Rs.180(fixed); (c) Rs.196·3·232;
(d) Rs.200-3-212.4:240(Selection Grade)

(a)

8.14. The pay scale of Rs.196-232 is applicable to poists of peon, farash, sweeper, mazdoor,
helper, chowkidar, mali, unskilled worker, etc. There are, however, two scales i.e. Rs.160-170 and
Rs.180 (fixed.) which are lower than this scale. The scale ofRs.160-l70 applies mostly to under-age
employees in the directorate general of ordnance factories, appointed on compassionate grounds, who
are not required to put in the same hours of work as regular employees. We'have been informed that
this arrangement is being reviewed. We recommend that these employees may be allowed the
minimum of the lowest scale of pay recommended by us until they are brought over on the regular
scale after attaining the prescribed age of recruitment. Posts on pay of Rs.180/- (fixed) are of
workers~cum-helpers in the union territory of Mizoram. We have been informed that these workers
are now on par with other group :q staff in the scale of Rs.196· 232 and may be given the same scale.
8.15. A selection grade in the scale of Rs.200-240 is available for some of the posts in the scale
of Rs.196-232. The existing scale of Rs.196-232 has a span of 13 years. As opportunities for
promotion are not available to many of the posts at this level, a selection grade was provided which,
however, has not been applied to all categories of posts. To b,ring about unifonnity, we recommend
that all posts in the existing scale of Rs.196-232 and the seh~ction grade of Rs.200-240, where
existing, may be merged and given the scale of Rs. 750-8-790-EB-IO-940. This scale will also apply
to posts on pay of Rs. 180 (fixed).

(a) Rs.200·3-206-4- 250; (b) Rs.200-3-212-4-240-5-250;
(d) Rs.200-3-212-4-240

(c) Rs.210-4-250;

8.16 There are at present three scales having the same maximum of Rs.250; Rs.200-250 at (a) for
posts like daftry, jamadar, gangmall,' cook, etc., Rs.200-250 at (b) for posts of porter, khalasi
(stores), bearer and safaiwala grade A etc. in the Railways, and Rs.210-250 at (c) for a few other
posts. The mode of appointment to all these scales is generally by promotion from the scale of
Rs.196-232, with a few exceptions for the first scale where some tradesmen are directly recruited.
The scale of Rs.200-240 at (d) also covers posts like sample taker, lampman and valveman which are
filled by promotion from the scale qf Rs.196-232. we recommend that these, four scales may be
grouped together and given the scale ofRs.775-10-965-EB-12-1025.

(a) Rs.210-4-250-S-270; (b) Rs.210-4-270; (c) Rs.210-4-250,.5-290
8.17. There are two scales starting with Rs.210 and ending, with the maximum of Rs.270 but
carrying different rates of increments, viz., Rs.210-4-270 and Rs.210-4-250-5-270. The scale of
Rs.210-270 at (b) is assigned to a few posts in the union territories only. The scale ofRs.210·270 at
(a) is a direct recmitment scale for posts like trollyman and coach attendant in the Railways and notice
server in department of revenue. It is also a promotion scale for posts in the existing scales of
Rs.196-232 and Rs.200-250. The scale of Rs.210-290 at (c) was recommended by the Third Pay
Commission for semi-skilled artisans. However, this scale is now available for some non-industrial
posts also. Having regard to the nature of duties and responsibilities of posts of industrial and nonindustrial workers at this level, we recommend that posts in the existing two scales of Rs.210-270
and the scale of Rs.210-290 may be placed in the scale of Rs.800-12-920-EB-15-1Q70-20-1150.
8.18. The scale of Rs.210-270 also covers posts like postman, mail guard, lineman and wireman
in posts and telecommunications departments and constables in central police organisations which
have been dealt with elsewhere.

Scales of pay for group C and group B' posts
8.19. Posts in group C and group B which account for about 52.6 per cent of the posts under
central government are in 87 scales of pay. Of these, 34 scales of pay are for posts in Assam Rifles
and Coast Guard which have been dealt with in the ch,apters on the respe~tive ministries. The
remaining group C and group B posts are in the following 53 scazles ofpay,1. Rs.225-S-260-6-30&
2. Rs.225-5-260-6-326-8-350
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3. Rs.260-6-326-8-350
4. Rs.260-6-326-8-390-10-400
5. Rs.290-6-326-8-350
6. Rs.260-8-340-10-430
7. Rs.290-6-326-8-390-10-400
8. Rs.260-8-340-10-360-12-480
9. Rs.290-8-370-10-480
10. Rs.290-10-350-12-410-15- 500
11. Rs.320-6-326~8:'390-1O-400
12. Rs.290-8-330-10-380-12-500-15-560
13. Rs.330-8-370-10-450
14. Rs.330-8-370-10-480
15. Rs.330-8-370-10-500-15-530
16. Rs.330-10-380-12-500-1S-560
17. Rs.330-10-350-380-1S-560
18. Rs.380-12-500-1S-530
19. Rs.380-12-500-15-560
20. Rs.380-12-440-1S-560-20-620
21. Rs.380-12-440-15-S60-20-640
22. Rs.400-15-580-20-900
23. Rs.425-15-560-20-600
24. Rs.470-15-560-20-580
25. Rs.425-15-560-20-640
26. Rs.42S-15-560-20-700
27. Rs.S30-20-630
28. Rs.4S5-1S-560-20-700
29. Rs.425-1S-560-20-700-25-750
30. Rs.42S-1S-560-20-700-25-800
31. Rs.440-15-560-20-700-25-750
32. Rs.440-20-S00-25-7S0
33. Rs.470-1S-530-20-650-25-750
34. Rs.530-20-610
35. Rs.550-20-650-25-700
36. Rs.550-20-650-25-750
37. Rs.S50-20-650-25-800
38. Rs.550-25-750
39. Rs.500-20-700-25-900
40. Rs.500-25-750-30-900
4,1.• Rs,S50-20-650-25-750-30-900
42. Rs.550-25-900 .
43. Rs.550-25-750-30.:900
44. Rs.650-30-710
45. Rs.650-30-740-35-880-40-960
46. Rs.700-30-760-35-900 .
47. Rs.740-35-880
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48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Rs.650-30-740-35-880-40-1040
Rs.775-35-880-40-1000
Rs.650-30-740-35-880-40-1200
Rs.650-45-1100-50-1200
Rs.840-40-1040
Rs.840-40-1200

(a) Rs.225·5·260·6·308
8.20. The pay scale of Rs.225-308 is applicable to posts like record keeper, junior gestetner
operator, permanent way-mate, cabinman in the railways and some categories of artisan staff which
are generally filled by promotion. There are also posts of matriculate constable, security assistant in
the intelligence bureau~ junior deck-hand in agriculture and co-operation, book-binder in department
of culture, etc., for which there is direct recruitment in this scale ofpa-y. We recommend the scale of.
Rs.825-15-900-EB-20-1200 for all these posts:

(a) Rs.225 5-260.6-326.8-350; (b) Rs.260-6-326-S-350
a

8.21. There are two scales ending at Rs. 350, viz. Rs.225-350 andRs.260-350. There are only
a few posts in the scale ofRs.225-350 like special record attendant in the department of culture which
are filled generally by promotion from the lower scales. The scale of Rs.260-3S0 covers posts of
selection grade postmen, mail overseer and head postmen in postal department which are promotion
posts from the scales of Rs.210-270 and Rs.210-290. There are some posts in this scale like junior
intelligence officer, grade II in intelligence bureau and tradesmen grade 'A'in atomic energy for
which appointment is made partially by direct recruitment of matriculates. Keeping in view the
comparability of posts in the scales of Rs. 260-350 and Rs.225-350, we recommend that they may be
placed in the scale ofRs.950-20-1150-EB-2S-1400.
8.22. The scale of Rs.260-350 is also applicable to skilled workers in workshops and other
artisan staff as motor vehicle drivers for which separate recommendations' have been made in chapter
11.
(a) Rs.260-6-326-8-390-10-400; (b) Rs.290-6-326-S-350
8.23. The scale of Rs.260-400 is applicable to posts like LDC. typist, cabinman grade I and
pointsman grade 'A' .in the railways, storekeeper in the Defence Ministry and staff car driver. In
many cases, the appoIntment at this level is by direct recuritment with matriculation as the prescribed
qualification. This scale is also presently applicable to skilled workers in the workshops. 'There is
direct recuritment to posts in this scale from amongst those having necessary trade certificate, and
promotion from the scale of Rs.210-290 .
.8.24. The scale of Rs.290·350 is pre-dominantly in the railways for running staff like fireman,
assistant driver and driver shunting engine who are promoted from the scale of Rs.210-270 or
Rs.260~350. Having regard to the duties and responsibi~ties of posts at this level we recommend that
all posts in the existing scales of Rs.260-400 and Rs.290-350 may be placed in the scale of Rs. 95020-1150-EB-25-1500. For skilled w~rkers and other. artisan staff in this scale, we have made
• recommendations in chapter 11.

(a)

Rs.260·8·340.10.430; (b) Rs.290.6.326.8.390-10-400

8.25. CQmmercial clerks in the railways who were placed slightly above the lower division clerk
by the last Pay Commission constitute the bulk of posts in the scale of Rs.260-430. Tracer,
laboratoz:y as~istant and cable-jointer in Department of Telecommunications are some other categories
of po~ts 10 tlllS scale. These posts are filled partly by promotion from lower posts and partly by direct
recruItment..

are

8.26. There
a few posts like senior deckhand in the scale of Rs.290-400. We recommend
that the two scales viz. Rs.260-430 and Rs.290-400 may be grouped and given the scale ofRs.975~
25-11S0-EB-30-1540
.
. 8.27. The scale of Rs.290-400 is pre-dominantly a promotional scale for the running staff in
railways which has been dealt with in chapter 10.
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(a)

Rs.260-8-340-10-360-12-480

8.28. There are about 2.4 lakh employees in the pay-scale ofRs.260-480 mainly in the postal and
telecommunications departments on posts like postal assistant, telephone operator, sorter, telegraph
assistant and signaller. This scale is higher than the scale of pay of lower division clerk and
commercial clerk. A few other categories like drilling assistant in geological survey of India and
switch board operator in the Ministry of Defence are also covered by this scale. Keeping in view the
large number of posts in this scale, the relativities at this level and other relevant factors, we
recommend the scale ofRs.97S-2S-IIS0-EB-30-1660 for posts in this scale.
(a) Rs.320-6-326-S-390-10-400
8.29. The scale of Rs.320-400 is available primarily to the workshop/artisan staff in the upper
level of the skilled category, the lower level being placed in Rs.260-350, for which we have made
separate recommendations in chapter 11.
8.30. The scale of Rs.320-400 is also applicable to driver of heavy vehicle, ftreman leading hand
under the Ministry of Defence, assistant in mints under department of economic affairs, etc.
Appointment to these posts is both by promotion and direct recruitment, the scale of Rs.260-350
being the predominant feeder scale. For posts in the scale of Rs.320-400, we recommend the scale of
Rs.1150-25-1500.
(a) Rs.330-8-370-10-450; (b) Rs.330-8-370-10-480; (c) Rs.290-S.370-10-480

8.31. The posts in the scale of Rs.330-480 cover the lower level of highly 'skilled
workshop/artisan staff. These are m,ostly filled by promotion from the scale of Rs.260-400, and, in a
few cases, from Rs.210-290. Some of the other posts in this scale are those of shunting jamadar in
the railways, line inspector in the telecommunications department, junior intelligence officer grade I
and technician in all India radio, and appointment to these posts is also made by promotion from the
scale of Rs.260-350 or Rs.260-400. There is- ;lIso direct recruitment for some categories of posts.
There is another scale beginning with Rs.330 viz. Rs.330-450 at (a) covering a few categories of
posts like fire surveyor in the Defence Ministry wlllch are filled by promotion from the scale of
Rs.210-270 or Rs.260-400. We do not find justification for continuing this scale for a few posts.
We, therefore, recommend the scale of Rs.1200-30-1440~EB-30-1g00 for all categories of posts
presently covered by the scales of Rs.330-4S0 and Rs.330-480. There are a few posts in the scale of
Rs.290-480 in union territories which have been considered in the relevant chapter.

Rs.330-10-380-12-500-15-560
Rs.330-10-350-380.15-560
Rs.330-8 .. 370-10·S00-1S-530
Rs.290-8-330.10-,380-12-500·15·560
(e) Rs. 290-10-350-12-410 .. 15-500 "
8.32. There are about 3 lakh employees in the pay scale of Rs.330-560 at (a), .The major
category of posts covered 1n this scale are upper division clerk, senior clerk in railways, accountant
and junior ay.dl!Q! under C&AG, auditor in defence accounts and jun.ior accountant in P&T
departments. Appointnient. to these posts is partly by promotion from the ~cale of Rs.260-400 and
1?art1~ by direct recruitment for which degree of a recognised universi~ is the prescribed qUalifi.cation.
8.33. The scale of Rs.330-560 at (b) with the same minimum and maximum but with slight
difference in the rate of increments was introduced subsequent to the report of the Third Pay
Commission for primary school and other teachers. The scale of Rs.330-530 is also a scale
introduced subsequent to the repqrt of the Third Pay Commission. The main posts covvered by this
scale are railway guards arade C who are promoted from the scales of Rs.225-308, Rs.260-400 and
Rs.260-430. The scale 0(13.5.,290-560 covers a few other posts like teachers in the Ministry of Home
Affairs and Ministry of Labour, assistant photow;apher, printer developer and p~ter gra~e ,1 in the
Defence Ministry. assistant locust warning offIcer ~d deputy forest ranger lD the MlffiStry of
Agriculture and Co-operation and bromide printer in Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.
Appointment to these posts is mainly by promotion from the scales of Rs.260-350. Rs,260-430 and
Rs.260-400. There is an element of direct recruitment also for which the educational qualification is
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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matriculation. Like the two scales beginning with Rs.330 which were introduced subsequent to the
report of the Third Pay Commission, the categories covered by the scale of Rs.290-560 also comprise
posts which are filled mostly by promotion from the scales of Rs.260-400 and Rs.260-430. The
scale of Rs.290-500 at (e) covers a few posts of !aboratory assistant in some departments. 'There are
also a few posts in union territories in this scale.-weao not hnd any special feature to justify ttie
continuance of five different scales of pay at this level. We, therefore, recommend the scale of
Rs.1200-30-1560-EB-40-2040 for posts in the~two scales of Rs.330-560 at (a) and (b) and the three
scales of Rs.330-530 at (c), Rs.290-560 at (d) and Rs.290-500 at (e).

(a) Rs.380-12·500.15·530j (b) Rs.380-12·500·15.560
8.34. The scale of Rs.380-560 is applicable to posts of higher level of highly skilled
workshop/artisan staff appointed mostly by promotion from the lower level of highly skilled staff in
the scale of Rs.330-480 or from the scale of Rs.260-400. The posts of inspector telephone, autoexchange assistant and transmission assistant in telecommunications department, supervisor
(technical) and discharge mechanic in the Defence Ministry, scientific posts like senior observer
(Met), junior scientific assistant grade II in Defence (DGl) and senior technician in fill India radio are
also in this scale. Appointment to posts in these categories are partly by promotion from the s~ale of
Rs.260-350, Rs.260-400 and Rs.260-480 and partly by direct recruitment of those with a degree or
diploma. T.he scale of Rs.380-530 is available for a few posts mostly in telecommunications
department for categories like transmission assistant, assistant telegraph master, cable splicer and
cable jointer and appointment to these posts is made by promotion, mostly from the scales of Rs.260400, Rs.260-480 and Rs.330-480. There is a broad comparability in the duties and responsibilities
as also the method of appointment for the categories covered by the two scales, viz., Rs.380-530 and
Rs.380-560. We,. therefore, recommend the scale of Rs.1320-30-1560-EB-40-2040 for posts in the
scales of Rs.380-530 and Rs.380-560.

(a) Rs.380.12.440.15·560-20.620; ( b) Rs.3'80-12-440-15 .560.20.640;
(c)
Rs.42S-15.560-20-600j (d) Rs.470-1S-560-20-580
8.35. There are two other scales with a starting pay of Rs.380 with the maximum going above
Rs.6001- viz., Rs.380-640 and Rs.380-620. The bulk of the posts in the scale of Rs.380~640 are tax
assistant in the department of revenue, ,appointment to which is made by promotion from the scale of
Rs.330-560. Certain other posts like senior librarian in all India radio, cipher operator in the
department of revenue, instructor (technical) in the MinistrY of Defence, finger print examiner in the
Department of Railways and junior technical assistant (library) in the national library are also in this
scale. Some of these posts are filled by direct recruitment. The scale of Rs.380~620 covers a few
other posts like post office and RMS accountant in the department of posts where appointment is
made by promotion from the scale of Rs.260-480. There are two other scales which can be
considered in this group viz. Rs.425-600 and Rs.4 70-580.
8.36. The scale of Rs.425-600 is pre-dominantly a promotional scale for categories like assistant
central intelligence officer grade 11 in the Ministry of Home Affairs, tradesman, record keeper and
photography re-toucher and litho machine printer in survey of India to which promotion is from the
scales of Rs.330-560, Rs.330-480 and Rs.260-430. In some cases, there is also direct recrutment.
The scale of Rs.470-580 is selection grade for a few posts of laboratory attendant.
8.37. We think that all these posts can be conveniently grouped together and given a common
scale of pay. We recommend the scale of Rs.1350-30~1440-40-1800-EB-50-2200 for posts in the
scales of Rs.380-640, Rs.380-620, Rs.425~600 and Rs.470-580.
Rs.425~lS-560-20·640; (b) Rs.425-15-S60~20-700
(c) Rs.455.15-560-20.700; (d) Rs.S30-20-610'

(a)

8.38 .. there are two other scales beginning with a starting pay of Rs.425, viz. Rs. 425~640 and
Rs.425-700 which are identical except for their span. The scale of Rs.425-640 is the selection grade
for posts of postal assistant, telephone operator and telegraph supervisor in posts and
telecommunications departments. In the railways, station master, head booking clerk, head parcel
clerk and 11ead ticket collector are in this scale and appointment to these is on promotion from the
scale of Rs.330-560. The duties of these posts are generally supervisory. The other scale of
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Rs.425-700 covers categories like juniior engineer in telecommunication, CPWD, etc., head clerk,
train examiner and chargemen grade D in the railways and chargemen (Engg.) grade n. Appointment
to these categoJ'ies of posts is by and large on promotion from the' scales of Rs.260-480 and Rs.330560. In some of the categories, however, like junior engineer in telecommunications and CPWD and
superintendent in directorate general boarder roads (DGBR), appointment is also made by direct
recruitment. Categories like tradesman grade 'E' and scientific assistant grade 'A' in atomic energy
department, senior chargemen in Ministry of Defence are also covered by this scale. The duties of
these posts are also supervisory in nature.
8.39. The scale of Rs.455,. 700 is predominantly for posts of station master, chief booking clerk,
assistant yard master, assistant station master in the railways and appointment to these categories is
made by promotion from the scale of Rs.425-640 and in som~ cases from the scale of Rs.330-560.
Their duties include inspection and maintenance of service within the assigned working unit and are
generally supervisory in nature,. Keeping in view the levels from which promotions are made to
these posts as also the broadly comparable supervisory duties, we recommend that posts in the scales
of Rs.425-640, Rs.42S-700 and Rs.45S-700 may be given the scale of Rs.1400-40-1800-EB-502300. The scale of Rs .530-61 0 applicable to some posts of laboratory assistant in the railways and
union territories has been dealt with elsewhere.

(a) Rs.S30-20-630
8.40. The scale of Rs.530-630 which was introduced as a selection grade for primary school
teachers subsequent to the Third Pay Commission report has been separately discussed in chapter 11.

(a) Rs.425.15-S60-20-700-25.800; (b) Rs.425·1S.560.20.700-25.750; (c)
Rs.44 0.15·560-20-700-25-7 50 ; (d) Rs.4 70·15':530·20- 650-25-7 50; (e) Rs.440·
20-500-25-7 SO
8.41. The scale of Rs.425-800 covers posts of assistant and stenogrliEher in different
ministries/departments, auditor under C&AG, etc. The recruItment is eIther tough competitive
examination or by promotion from the scale of Rs.330-S60.
8.42. There are three other scales which are segments of the scale of Rs.425-800 and these are
Rs.425-750, Rs.440-7S0 at (c) and Rs.440-750 at (e). The categories of posts covered by the scale
of Rs.425-750 are engineering assistant in doordarshan and all India radio, selection grade in~pector
of telegraph and assistant superintendent (telegraph and telephone) in P&T and stock verifier in
railways. The scale of Rs.440-750 at (c) and the scale of Rs.440-750 at (e) are for trained graduate
teachers, the scale ofRs. 440-750 at (e) having been introduced subsequent to the report of the Third
Pay Commission, appointinent to all these posts is partly by promotion from the scales of Rs.330-S60
and Rs.42S-640 and partly by direct recruitment.
8.43. The scale of Rs.470-750 covers categories of posts like scientific assistant in departments
of atomic energy and space, tradesman in the department of space, section controller in the railways,
assistant foreman in the department of energy and grade N officers of the central information service
(CIS). Appointment to these categories of posts is mostly by promotion from the level of Rs.330560 and Rs.425-700. There is also direct recruitment for certain categories of posts like reporter in all
India radio, scientific assistant in department of space and for grade IV of CIS.
8.44. Considering the'duties and responsibilities of these posts and the fact that promotions to
these are made from more or less similar levels, we recommend that all categories' of posts presently
covered by the scales of (a) Rs.425-800; (b) Rs.425-7S0; (c) Rs.440-750; (d) Rs.470-750 and (e)
Rs.440-750 may be grouped together and given the scale of Rs.1400-40-f600-50-2300-EB-602600. In respect of the categories of posts in the scale of Rs.470-750 where graduates in science are
directly recruited, we recommend that a suitable higher start may be given in the scale of Rs.1400-401600-S0-2300-EB-60-2600.

(a) Rs.550-20.650.25.800; (b) Rs.550-20-6S0-25-7'sO; (c) Rs . .5S0-20.650-25700; (d) Rs.550·2.5~750
8,45. There are four scales of pay which start at Rs.550 viz. Rs.550.:.800; Rs.550-750 at (b) ;
Rs.550-700 and Rs.550-750 at (d). The scale of Rs.550-800 covers posts of contr91 inspector in
security press and junior printing supervisor under the -department of economic affairs and pattern
maker-cum-designer in the handloom directorate. etc. Appointment to these posts is mostly by
promotion from the scales of Rs.425-640 or R5.425-700. The other two scales starting. at Rs.550 are
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segments of this scale with a shorter span. The scale of Rs.5~O~ 750 at (b) is prese";tly available for
categories like chargeman grade I and foreman under the Mlnistry of Defence, chief clerk, deputy
station superintendent and office superintendent grade II in the railways and senior telegraph
supervisor in P&T. Appointment to these posts is predominantly by promotion from the scales ofRs.
425-640 and Rs.42S-700. There is also direct recruitment of degree holders in engineering in a few
cases. The scale of Rs.550-700 is predominantly available for categories like dirver grade 'A', senior
chief commercial clerk, motorman, head draftsman and storekeeper grade II in the railwyas, office
superintendent in P&T and mines surveyor under the directorate of mines safety. All these posts are
filled by promotion from the scales of Rs.425-640 and Rs.425-700. The scale of Rs.550-750 at (d)
was introduced subsequent to the report of the Third Pay Commission and is available for categories
of posts like subedar in mobile civil emergency force under Ministry of Home Affairs and senior artist
in CSO; appointment is also by promotion from posts in the scale of Rs.425-700. In the case of
subedar in m@bile civil emergency force, promotion is from the level ofnaib subedar in the scale of
Rs.380-560. The duties and responsibilities of these categories of posts are comparable, and these
are promotional posts for employees in the scales of Rs.425-640 and Rs.425-700 and in a very few
cases for employees in the lower sqle of Rs.380-560. We recommend that posts in the scales of (a)
Rs.550-800; (b) Rs.550-750; (c) Rs.550-700 and (d) Rs.550-750 may be given the scale of
Rs.16DO-SO-2300-EB-60-2660.

(a) Rs.400-15-580-20-900; (b) Rs.500-20-700-25-900; (c) Rs.500-25-750-30900;
(d) Rs.550-20-650-25-750-30-900; (e) Rs.550-25-900 and (f) Rs.550-25-75030-900.
8.46. There are a few posts in the scale of RsAOO-900 under the Ministry 'of Health which have
been dealt with in the relevant chapter. There are at present two scales ranging between Rs.500 and
Rs.900 viz. Rs.SOO-900 at (b) and Rs.500-900 at (c) and three scales ranging between Rs.550 and
Rs.900 viz. Rs.550-900 at (d), Rs.550-900 at (e) and Rs.550-900 at (f). The scale of Rs.500-900 at
(b) is applicable for posts of income-tax inspector, section officer in P&T, railways and all other
departmental accounts organisations. Appointment to these categories is almost entirely by
promotion, generally from the level of Rs.330-560 and Rs.425-700 on passing the SAS or equivalent
examination. The scale of Rs.500-900 at (c) was introduced subsequent to the report of the Third Pay
Commission and only a few categories like junior field officer in DGS&D, senior technical assistant
in the department of mines, scientific assistant grade B in department of electonics are pressently
covered by this scale. Appointment to all these categories is partly by promotion from the scales of
Rs.330-560; Rs.425-700 and Rs.S50-700 and in some cases by direct recruitment. The scale of
Rs.550-900 at (d) is also a new scale which was introduced after the report of the Third Pay
Commission and presently covers only a few posts like senior stenographer in the railways, and
, appointment to these posts is by promotion from the scale of Rs.425-700. The scale of Rs.550-900
at (e) is another new scale covering few posts like stenographer grade I h,1 ~he ministry of defence.
These are also promotional posts for stenographer from the scale of RsA25-700. The scale of
Rs.550-900 at (f) is mostly available for the scientific and technical staff in different government
organisations. These posts include senior scientific assistant in departments of defence and atomic
enerfgy, senior engineering assistant in all India radio and professional assistant in civil aviation,
selection grade junior engineer and assistant superintendent post offices in P&T, superintendent
statistics in NSO and superintendent grade I in defence. While a majority of these posts are filled by
promotion from the scales of Rs,425-700 and Rs.470-750, there is some direct recruitment for posts
like senior scientific assistant in defence, professional assistant in civil aviation. All the posts in the
scale of Rs.500-900 at (b); Rs.500-900 at (c); Rs.550-900 at (d); Rs.550-900 at (e) and Rs.550-900
at (f) can be conveniently grouped together and given the scale of Rs.1640-60-2600-EB-75-2900.
(a), Rs.650-30-740-35-S80-40-960; (b) Rs.700-30-760-35-900; (c) Rs.6S0-30,740-35-880-40-1040; (d) Rs.740-35-880 and (e) Rs.775-35-880 .. 40-1000

8,47. The scale -of Rs.650-Y6U covers categories like aSSIstant training officer a~d labour
enforcemnt ~fficer under ministry of labour, sc~entific officer, assistant personnel officer and assistant
accounts offIcer under the department of atomIC energy, administrative officer, grade'III and dvilian
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officer, grade In under the ministry of defence, assistant education officer under the ministry of
education. Appointment to these posts is mostly by promotion from the scales of Rs.425-700;
Rs.425-800; Rs.5~O-750 and Rs.,550-900. There is also provision for direct recruitment for some
posts of labour enforcement officer and assistant education officer. The scale of Rs.7oo-900 is
essentially a promotional scale for posts in the scale of Rs.550-750 like station superintendent, gffice
superintendent, chief ticket inspector, deputy chief controller, chief draftsma~ in railways and
aSsIstant foreman and chief draftsman in defence and office superintend(t~ in the department of
revenue. The-scale of Rs.650-1040 is applicable to posts of assistant audit officer in the C&AG's
office who are promoted from the scale of Rs.500-900. Stenographers grade B in ministries and
departments are also promoted to this scale from posts in the scale of Rs.42's-800.

8.48. The scale of Rs.775-1000 covers the selection grade posts for categories like section officer
(Accounts), inspector station accounts, inspector stores accounts in railways, junior accounts officer
in P&T. Appointment to these posts is almost entirely by promotion from the scale of Rs.500-900
and the initial stage of the scale of Rs.775-1000 may not be applicable to those promoted to this
scale. In view of this and the similarity in the method of appointment to the posts· in the. scales, we
recommend that the scales of Rs.650-960. Rs.700-900, Rs.650-1040 and Rs.775-1000 may be given
the common scale of ~s.2000-60-2300-EB-75-3200. The scale of Rs.740-880 is the ~election grade
for posts of graduate teacher and the scale of Rs.775-1000 which also is selection grade for teachers
have been dealt with in chapter 11.
Rs.6S0·30·710
8.49:' The scale of Rs.650-710 covers posts of resident m~dical registrar under the central
government and the union territories. We recommend that the posts in this scale may be placed in the
scale of Rs.2000-60-2120.

(a)

Rs.6S0·30~740M3S·880-40-1200

(b) Rs.6S0-4S-1100-S0-1200

8.50. There'are two scales of Rs.650-1200 with different rate of increment viz. Rs.650-1200 at
(a) and Rs.650-1200 at (b). Th.e scale of Rs.650-1200 at (a) is the present standard scale for group B'
posts like section officer in central secretariat, superintendent excise and customs, appraiser
(customs), assistant engineer in P&T, railways, defence and CPWD, junior scientific officer in
defence and grade A of central secretariat stenographers I service. The civil and police services
(group B) in union tenitories are also in this scale. Appoi~tment to these categories of posts is both
by promotion aqd dirrect recruitment. We recommend that the above two scales at (a) and (b) should
be merged and ~iven the scale of Rs.2000-60-2300-EB-75-3200-100-3500.

(a) Rs.840-40-1200 (b) Rs.840-40-1040
8.51. The scale of Rs.840-l200 is predominantly a promotional scale for posts in the scale of
Rs.500-900, Rs.775-1000 and Rs.650-960 and covers categories of posts like accounts officer in
various central government departments, audit officers in the office of the C&AG, public prosecutor
in CBI and principal forman in the railways. There is another scale of Rs.840-1040 which is a
segment of the scale of Rs.840-1200 and is available for posts like foreman in defence (DOl),
controller, shop superintendent, senior inspector and some other posts in the railways. Appointmept
to these posts is also by promotion from the scale of Rs.700-900 and Rs.550-750 except in the case
of foreman in DOl where some posts are filled by direct recrutiment. The posts in these scales are the
highes t group B posts and we are in favour of having a single scale at this level and recommend that
the posts in the t)\'o scales at (a) and (b) may be given the scale of Rs.2375-75-3200-EB-IOO-3500.
Scales of pay for· group A posts and services
. 8.5~. Oroup A posts numberiI_lg about 70,000 ar~ presently covered by 47 scales of pay. these
mclude three fast-track scales peculiar to the department of atomic energy and two scales in the coast
guard organisation which have been dealt with in the relevant chapters, ,The remaining 42 scales of
pay are given below,.
•

S.No. Scale of pay
1.

Rs.700-40-1100-50-1300
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Rs.700-40-1100-50-1600
Rs.900-40-1100-50-1400
Rs.ll00-S0-1S00
Rs.I100-50-1600
Rs.I100-S0-1300-60-1600
Rs.ll'OO-SO-lS00-60-1S00
Rs.1200-50-1600
Rs.1200-S0-1700
Rs.1200-60-1800
Rs.1200-50-1300-60-1800
Rs.1200-S0-1300-60-1900
Rs.1200-S0-1300-60-1900-100-2000
Rs.1200-100-2000
Rs.1300-S0-1700
Rs.1300-50-1800
Rs.1500-S0-1800
Rs.1S00-S0-1800-100-2000
Rs.1S00-60-1S00
Rs. 1500-80-1900-100-2000
Rs.1500-100-2000
Rs.1500-60-1800-100-2000
Rs.1500-60-1800-100-2000-12SI2-2500
Rs.1600-100-2000
Rs.1650-75-1800
Rs.1800(fixed)
Rs.1800-100-2000
Rs.1800-100-2000- f25/2-2250
Rs.2000-125/2-2250
Rs.2000-12SI2-2S00
Rs.2250-125/2-2500
Rs.2250-~25/2-2750

Rs.2500/- (fixed)
Rs.2S00-12S/2-2750
Rs.2S00-125/2-3000
Rs.2500-100-3000
Rs.2750/- (fixed)
Rs.3000/- (fixed)
Rs.3000-100-3500
Rs.3250/- (fixed)
Rs.3500/- (fixed)
RsAOOOI- (fixed)

8.53. About 42,000 group A posts are covered by 49 organised services mentioned in the
Annexe 8.1. Recruitment to the Indian Administrative Service(IAS), Indian Police Service (IPS),
Indian Foreign Service (IFS) and group A central services like Indian I Audit and Accounts Service
(IA&AS), Indian Defence Accounts Service (IDAS), Indian Postal Service (IPS), Indian Railway
Accounts Service(IRAS). is through the civil services examination conducted annually by UPSC.
Similarly, recruitment to the engineering group of,services like Indian Telecommunication Service
(ITS), Indian Railway Service of Engineers (lRSE), Indian Ordance Factories Service (lOFS) and the
medical services is made by UPSC through the engineering services examination and combined
. medical services examination respectively. Appointments to other group A services also follow the
general pattern of direct recruitment through UPSC. In respect of some of these services, like Indian
Economic Service (IES), Indian Statistical Service (ISS) and the Indian Forest Service (IFS), UPSC
holds separate competitive exammations.
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8.54. Initial appointment to almost all the services covered by the civil services examination,
engineering services examinatiop and combined medical services, examination, and other group A
posts is to the junior time scale (Rs.700-1300). Promotion from this scale is to posts in the senior
time scale of Rs.1200-2000 for the lAS and IFS, Rs.1200-1700 for the Indian Police Service and
Rs.ll00-1600 for the remaining group A service,s/posts. The next two scales of pay of Rs.l5002000 and Rs.2000-2250 are the junior administrative grade (JAG) and the selection grade (SG) of the
JAG for central services. The scale of Rs.2000-2250 is the SG for lAS also. The sa of IPS (police)
is Rs.1800-2000, and it is Rs.1650-l800 for the IPS (forest). The posts in the senior administrative
grade (SAG) of the Central Services are in two scales of Rs.2250-2500 for level-II and Rs.25002750 for level-I. In the IAS the posts in the super time scale are in the scale of Rs.2500-2750. In the
IPS (police) posts above the sa are in the scales of Rs.2000-2250 (level-II) and Rs.2250-2S00(levelI). In the IFS (forest) the posts at this level are in the scales of Rs.l800-2000 (level-II) and Rs.20002250 (level-I). The next higher level posts in IPS (police) and IFS (forest) are in .. the scale of
Rs.2500-2750.
8.55. There are some exceptions to the general pattern discussed abDve for group A Central
Services. For example, in the Indian Legal Service, the direct recrutiment is at the level of posts in the
scale ofRs.l200-l600. In the Company Law Board Service and Overseas Communications Service
there is an additional level in the scale of Rs.l300-l700 between the senior time scale (Rs.llOO-l600)
and JAG (Rs.1500-2000). In the Indian Statistical Service and Indian Economic Service, posts above
the senior time scale' are in two scales of Rs.1SOO-l800 and Rs.1800-2000. The pattern of pay scales
for the Central Health Service, Railway Medical Service and the Indian Ordnance Factories Health
Service is also different from the pay structure generally prevailing in group A Central Services.
8.56. As has been mentioned earlier, we have tried to reduce the number of pay scales of group A
posts by regrouping them, as discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.

(a) Rs.700-40-1100-50-1300; (b) Rs. 700-40-1100-50-1600; (c) Rs.900-401100-50-1400
8.57. The scale of Rs. 700~ 1300 is the entry scale for direct recruits in group A organised services
and for all other group A posts. Appointments at this level by promotion are mostly from posts in the
scales of Rs.650-1200 and Rs.840-1200. The promoted officers generally reach the maximum of the
scale soon after promotion as it is only slightly above the maximum of the group B scale. The scale
of Rs.700-l600 is applicable to medical offiqers in the railwasys and lecturers in some of the training
establishments. Posts of assistant professor in Lal Bahadur Shastri Academy of Administration are
also in this scale. Majority of the posts in the scale of Rs.900-1400 are under the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting and these are proposed to be given the scale of Rs.700-1300 on
formation of the Indian Broadcasting Programme Service. There are also posts of senior public
prosecutor in Central Bureau of Investigation in this scale. We are of the view that the entry scale for
all group A services and posts should be the same; The existing span of 15 years of this scale needs
to be elongated to provide incentive to those who are promoted from group B posts. We therefore
recommend that the categories of posts covered by the scales of pay of Rs.700-1300, Rs.700-1600
and Rs.900-l400 may be given the scale of Rs.2200-7S-2800-EB-lOO-4000 which has a span of 21
years.
(a) Rs.1100-50-1500; (b) Rs.1100-50-1600; (c) Rs.II00·S0-1300-60·1600; (d)
Rs.1200-50-1600; (e) Rs.1200-50·1700; (f) Rs.1300-50·1800; (g) Rs.1100-501500-60.1800; (h) Rs.1200-50-1500-60-18QO; and (i) Rs.1200-60~1800
8.58. The scale of Rs.ll 00-1500 covers posts of senior intelligence officer in Intelligence
Bureau, accounts officer and senior interpreter in other departments. The scale of Rs.ll00-1600 at
(b) is the senior time scale for organised group A services and streams and covets about 66 per cent of
the posts at this level. The scale of Rs.ll00-1600 at (c), introduced subsequent to the
recommendations of the Third Pay Commission applies to about 10 posts only. The scale of
Rs.1200-1600 is primarily "assigned to posts of under secretary in the central secretariat. The scale of
Rs.1200-1700 is mainly the senior time scale of the lPS(police) .. The scale of Rs.1300-1800 is
applicable to the post of competent authority in the Land and Building Department in Delhi
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Administrastion which is filled by promotion from the scale ofRs.650-1200. The scale of Rs.ll001800 is applicable to divisional m~dical officer in ~e railwa~s an~ developmen~ officer in the Ministry
of Industrial Development, appomtments to whIch are pnmanly by promotlOn from the scales of
Rs.650-l200 and Rs.700-1300. Posts of medical specialist (grade-II), which are also in the scale of
Rs.1100-1800, have been dealt with separately. There are two scales with identical minimum and
maximum pay ofRs.1200 and Rs.1800 respectively. The scale of Rs. 1200-1 800 at (h) covers a few
posts only like those of senior lecturer (science) under DG, Shipping and a few posts in the marine
establishments. While appointments to the posts of senior lecturer under DG, Shipping are entirely
by promotion from the scale of Rs. 700-1300, for other catergories of posts in this scale, the mode of
appointment is by direct recruitment. The other scale of Rs. 1200-1800 at (i) is for one post which is
also in the marine establishment. We do not find justi~ication for continuing the existing differences
in the starting pay of Rs.Il 00 for some services and Rs.1200 for others at the senior time scale level.
We are of the view that the senior time scale for police, forest, engineering, scientific, medical and
other central services should be the same. The senior time scale for lAS and Indian Foreign Service
has been considered separately., Taking all factors into account, we recommend that the scales of (a)
Rs.ll00-1500; (b) Rs.ll00-1600; (c) Rs.ll00-1600; (d) Rs.1200-1600; (e) Rs.1200-1700; (f)
Rs.1300-1800; (g) Rs.ll00-1800; (h) Rs.1200-1800 and (i) Rs.1200-1800 may be grouped and
given the scale of Rs.3000-100-3500-125-4500

(a) Rs.1200-S0-1300-60-1900; (b) Rs.1200-100-2000; (c) Rs.1200-50-1300-601900-100-2000; and (d) Rs.1300·50·1700
8.59. The scale of Rs.1200~1900 at (a) is a new scale which was introduced after the report of
the Third Pay Commission and is applicable to posts of LReader like those in Lal Bahadur Shastri
Academy of Administration. There are two scale with identical minimum (Rs.1200) and maximum
(Rs.2000) with different rates of increment. While the scale of Rs.1200-2000 at (b) covers only one
post, the scale of Rs.1200~2000 at (c) is predominantly for posts in the senior time scale of lAS and
the Indian Foreign Service. It covers the senior time scalse and the JAG of central services. Keeping
in view the functional requirements of the lAS and the Indian Foreign Service, the senior time scale
with a longer span may continue for these services. The scale ofRs.1300~ 1700 at Cd) covers posts in
some of the organised services like Overseas Communications Service, and a number of other posts
in different ministries. In most cases, these posts are filIed by promotion from posts in the scale of
Rs.II00-1600. We feel that in the interest of rationalisation of scales it should be examined if this
additional level provided by the scale of Rs.1300-17oo could be abolished and merged either with
ppsts in the senior time scale or JAG depending upon the duties of the posts, etc. Until such review,
the 'posts in this scale can be grouped with those in the scales discussed here. We accordingly
recommend that posts in the scales of (a) Rs.1200-1900; (b) Rs.1200-2000; (c) Rs.1200-2000 and
(d) Rs.1300~1700 may be given the scale of Rs.3000-100-3500-125-5000.
(a) Rs.1500-S0-1800; (b) Rs.1500-60-1800; (c) Rs.1500-80-1900-100-2000; (d)
Rs.1500·50.1800.100·2000j (e) Rs.1500.60.1800-100-2000; (f) Rs.1500-1002000; and (g) Rs.1600-100-2000 .
. 8.60. There are two scales with the same minimum (Rs.1500) and maximum (Rs.1800) with
difference in the rate of increment. There are only three posts in the scale of Rs.1500-1800 at (a).
The scale of Rs.lS00-l800 at (b) is available for the Indian Statistical Service, Indian Economic
Service, Indian Naval Armament Service, and posts in the Central Revenue Chemical Service. Other
posts like senior civilian staff officer in defence, deputy director (communication) and controller of
aerOdro~e in civil aviation department, deputy director (zoology) in department of environment and
deputy.duector survey of India are also in this scale. Appointment to most of these posts is by
promouon from the scale of Rs.l100-1600 and also by direct recruitment to some extent. The scale
of Rs.1500-1800 at (b) is a segment of the JAG (Rs.1500-2000) and suggestions have been made
for uniformity in the scales of pay at this level. Considering the duties and responsibilities of these
posts~ the s~~gestion for a ~niform scale appears to be reasonable. There are four scales having
IdentlcallUlmmum and maXImum of Rs.1500/~ and Rs.2000/- respectively. The scale of Rs.lS()o"
200? at (e) is the predominant scale covering posts in the JAG of the organised central services.
Whlle more than 75 per cent of the posts in the scale are covered by the organised services/streams,
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there are categories like Scientific Officer in Atomic Enerfgy and Space, and Chief Technologist in
Food which are also covered by this scale. Appointments to these posts are mostly by promotion
from the scale of Rs.1100-l600 with provision for direct recruitment in some cases. This scale also
covers posts of deputy secretary in the central secretariat and equivalent posts. Posts of chief medical
officer in Central Health Service and equivalent posts in other medical services are also in this scale.
The other three scales with identical minimum and maximum pay i.e. Rs.1500-2000 at (c); Rs.15002000 at (d); and Rs.1S00-2000 at (f) are variants of the scale ofRs.lSOO-2000 at (e) with only minor
difference in the rates of increment, and the number of posts covered by these three scales are very
few. The scale of Rs.1600-2000 at (g) applies to only one post. We are of the view that posts at this
level in the marginally different scales can be conveniently placed in a cornmon scale. We accordingly
recommend that po~ts in the scales of (a) Rs.1500-1S00; (b) Rs.1500-1800; (c) Rs.lS00-2000; (d)
Rs.1500-2000; (e) Rs.1500-2000; (f) Rs.1500-2000 and (g) Rs.1600- 2000 may be given the scale
of Rs.3700-12S-4700-150-5000.

(a) Rs.1650-7S-1800; (b) Rs.1800
Rs.1800-100 2000-125/2-2250.

(fixed);

(c) Rs.1800-100-2000;' and (d)

8.61. The scale of Rs.1650-1800 at (a) is the selec~ion grade for Indian Forest Service. The pay
ofRs.1800/- at (b) which is now peculiar to central police organisations corresponds to the earlier
selection grade of IPS(police) which was subsequently revised. The scale of Rs. I 800-2000 at (c) is
the selection grade for the IPS(police). It is also applicable to posts like director of communication
in Civil Aviation Department and some posts of joint commissioner under Ministry of Agriculture.
The scale of Rs.lSOO-2000 is also applicable to posts of conservator of forests level II in IFS (forest)
and has been discussed separately. The scale of Rs.1800-2250 at (d) is predominantly in vogue in
scientific departments covering posts like scientist grade 'D'. deputy chief scientific officer in defence.
joint director (research) in irrigation, scientific officer/engineer in atomic energy and space,
'appointments. to which are mostly made by promotion from the scale of Rs.1500~2000. Posts of
medical specialist which are also covered by this scale have been dealt with elsewhere. Considering
the broad comparability of the duties and responsibilities of posts covered by these four scales, we
recommend that posts in the scales of (a) Rs.1650-1800; (b) Rs.1800 (fixed); (c) Rs.180D-2000, and
(d) Rs.1800-2250 may be given the scale of Rs.4100-125-4850-150-5300.
(a) Rs.1500-60-1800-100-2000-125/2-2500; (b) Rs.2000-125/2.2.500; and (c)
Rs.2000-12S/2-2 25 O.
8.62. The scale of Rs.1500-2500 covers teaching posts like those of principal and vice-principal
under Defence Ministry, director (language specialist) in ,Ministry of Education and professor in La!
Bahadur Shastri Academy of Administration. In addition, there are a few posts of scientific attache
under the Department of Sciennce and Technology in this scale. The scale of Rs.2000-2500 is
predominantly available to posts in scientific departments. The scale of Rs.2000-2250 applies to
posts in the selection grade of lAS,. engineering, medical and other centrl services. This scale also
covers other posts like director in centrfal secretariat, additional legal adviser in Department of Legal
Affairs, Chairman, Railway Service Commission, di~etor (census) in the Ministry of Home Affa~rs.
Appointments to these posts are mostly by promotlOn from the scale of Rs.1500~2000. Havmg
regard to tbiF duties and responsibilities of posts at this level, we recommend that the scales of (a)
Rs.1500-2500; (b) Rs.2000-2500, and (c) Rs.2000-2250 may be grouped and given the scale of
Rs.4500-150-S700.

, Rs.2250~125/2-2500
8.63. The scale of Rs.2250-2500, covers posts in the senior adminstrative grade (level-II) in
organised services and has been dealt with separately. It also applies to posts like deputy chief
surveyor, deputy nautical adviser and ship superintendent in the department of surface transport, chief
technical examiner in department of personnel and additional director in department of environment.
We recommend the scale ofRs.5100-150-5700 for posts in the scale of Rs.22S0-2S00.
Rs.2250-12S/2-27S0
8.64. The scale of Rs.2250-2750 mostly applies to scientific posts like scientist/engineer 'G 1 in
the Departments of Space, t\tomic Energy and Electronics. Appointments to these posts are generally
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by promotion from the scale of Rs.2000-2500. We recommend the scale of Rs.5l 00-150-6300-2206700 for posts in the scale ofRs.2250-27S0.
(a) Rs.22S0/--12S/2-2500; (b) Rs.2500-12S/2-2750; (c) Rs.2500/- (fixed); and
(d) Rs.2750/-(fixed).

8.65 The scales of Rs.2250-2500 and Rs.2500-2750 apply to posts of heads of departments in
the senior administrative grade (SAG) level-II and level-I respectively in the organised medical,
engineering and other central service. The scale of Rs.2500-27 50 is also applicable to posts of joint
secretary to the Government of India and equivalent posts, Commissioner of States, 10 police, and
chief conservator of forests. It has been suggested that, having regard to the importance and duties of
the posts of accountant general, commissioner of income-tax, chief engineer, chief operating
superintendent, post master general, controller of defence accounts, general manager (Telephone),
medical superintendent and equivalent posts, these should be in one scale of Rs.2500-2750 at the
SAG level. We have been informed that functionally the posts in the two levels are interchangeable
and involve similar duties and responsibilities. Considering all relevant factors, we agree that the
posts in the SAG level-II (Rs.22S0-2500) and level-I (Rs.2500-2750) in the organised central
services should be merged and given the scale of Rs.5900-200-6700. The posts of joint secretary to
Government of India, commissioner in states, IO police, chief conservator of forests and other posts
in the scale of Rs. 2500-2750 may also be given the scale of Rs.5900-200-6700. There are. two
posts of chainnan, commission for scientific and technical terminology and chairman, forward market
commission on pay of Rs.2500f- (fix.ed). We recommend the scale of Rs.5900-200-6700 for these
posts also. There is one post of Director General"defence lands and contonment sexvice in the pay of
Rs.2750f- (fixed) which has been dealt with elsewhere.,

(a) Rs.2S00·125J2.3000; (b) Rs.2500-100-3000.
8.66 The scale of Rs.2500-3000 at (a) is mostly prevailing in scientific departments for
categories of posts like chief controllers (R&D), scientific officer/scientist 'H' in department of
defence research and development, atomic energy and space. This scale and the other scale at (b) is
also available for a few other posts like commissioner, railway safety, in Department of Civil
Aviation, adviserin Planning Commission, economic and statistical advisers in some ministries and
controller of insurance in Department of Economic Affairs. Considering the needs of the scientific
departments, and the level of responsibilities of the posts in other departments, we recommend that
the posts in the two scales of Rs.2500-3000 may be placed in the scale of Rs.5900-200-7300.

Rs.3000/- (fixed)
8.67. The pay of Rs.3000(fixed) is for posts of additional secretary to the Government of India
and other equivalent posts like adviser (railway board), nautical adviser and chief surveyor in
Directorate of Shipping. Considering the duties and responsibilities of posts at this level, we
recommend that posts on pay of Rs.3000f- (fixed) may be given the pay of Rs.73001-(fixed).
Rs.3000~100·3500

8.68. The scale of Rs.3000-3500 is for posts like chief commissioner of railway safety in the
ministry of civil aviation, director general (roads) in Department of Surface Transport and general
manager rail ways. Considering their duties, we recommend the pay scale of Rs. 7300-200-7500~25()"
8000 for posts in the scale of Rs. 3000-3500.

Rs.32S0(fixed)
8.69. The pay ofRs.3250/-(fix.ed) is mainly for posts of heads of central police organisations like
Boarder Security Force, Central Reserve Police Force and Indo-Tibetan Border Police.
We
recommend that posts on the pay of Rs.32501- may be given pay of Rs.7600/- (fixed).
Rs. 35001- (fixed)
8.70 The pay of Rs.3500/- (fixed) is for posts of secretary to Government of India. chief
secretary of states and equivalent posts. A few other posts like those of Director General, Ordance
Factories, Director, Intelligence Bureau, and Director General, Health Services are also on this pay.
We recommend the pay of Rs.8000Hfixed ) for this level of posts.
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Rs.4000/· (fixed)
8.71. The post of Chainnan, Atomic Energy Comission is the only civilian post at present on
pay of RsAOOO/-. (fixed) .. We recommend the pay of Rs.90001- (fixed) for this post
8.72. As a result of the rationalisation of pay scales recommended by us, the number of pay
scales for civilian employees ~n central government, including those applicable to Assam Rifles and
'Coast Guard, will be reduced from 153 to 36. While in respect of group D posts the number will be
reduced from the existing 17 scales to 3 scales of pay, in respect of posts in group B and C we have
rationalised the existing 89 scales of pay into 18. In respect of group A posts, the 44 scales of pay,
leaving aside the three fast-track scales peculiar to the Department of Atomic Energy, have been
rationalised into 15 scales. The scales recommended by us adequately reflect the distinct differences
in responsibility at various levels in government and it should be possible to place any post created in
future in one or the other scale recommended by us. In this way it should be possible to avoid any
proliferation of scales in future.
8.73. The thirty six scales of pay recommended by us are:-

SI.No.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11._,.12.
13.
14.
15. 16.
17.
18.19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
21.
28.

Rs.
750-8-790-EB-IO-940
775-10-965-EB-12-1025
800-12-920-EB-15-1070-20-11S0
825-15-900-EB-20-1200
950-20-11S0-EB-2S-1400 -950-20-1150-EB-25-1500 ~
975-25-1150-EB-30-1540
975-25-11S0-EB-30-1660 .
1150-25-1500
1200-30-1440-EB-30-1800 ....
1200-30-1560-EB-40-2040 ..
1320-30-1560-EB-40-2040
1350-30-1440-40-1800-EB-50-2200
1400-40-1800-EB-50-2300
1400-40-16QO..50-2300-EB-60-2600
1600-50-2300-EB-60-2660.
1640-60-2600-BB-7S-2900
2000-60-2300-EB-75-3200
2000-60-23QO..EB-75-3200-100-3500
2000-60-2120
237S-75-3200-EB-100-3500
2200-75-2800-EB-100-4000
3000-100-3500-125-4500
3000-1oo-35OO-12S-5ooo
3700-125-4700-150-5000
4100-125-4850-150-5300
4500-150-5700
5100-150-5700

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

5100-150-6300-200-6700
5900-200-7300
73001-(fixed)
7300-200-7500-250-8000
7600/- (fixed)
8000/-(fixed)
9000/- (fixed)

1.
2.

29.

5900-2~67oo
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ANNEXE 8.1
(See paragraph 8.53)
S.No.

Name of service

Services recruited through the Civil Services Examination
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

11.

Indian Administrative Service
Indian Police Service
Indian Foreign Service
Indian Postal Service
Indian P &T Accounts & Finance Service
Indian Railway Accounts Service
Indian Railway Traffic Service
Indian Railway Personnel Service
Indian Defence Accounts Service
Defence Lands & Cantonment Service
Indian Ordnance Factories Service (Non-technical)
Indian Audit and Accounts Service
Central Infonnation Service
Indian Income-tax Service
Indian Customs & Central Excise Service
Indian Civil Accounts Service
Central Trade Service

Services recruited through the Engineering Services Examination
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Indian Telecommunication Service
Indian Railway Service of Electrical Engineers
Indian Rail way Service of Signal Engineers.
Indian Railway Service of Mechanical Engineers
Indian Rail way Service of Engineers
Indian Railway Stores Service
Military Engineering Service
Indian Naval Armament Service
Indian Ordnance Factories Service(Technical)
Central Power Engineering Service
Indian Inspection Service
Indian Supply Service
Central Electrical & Mechanical Engineering Service
I""entral Engineering Service
~'entra1 Water Engineering LService
Central Engineering Service (Roads)
Indian Broadcasting (Bngs.) Service
Border Roads Engineering Service
Overseas Communication LService.

Services recruited through the Combined Medical Services Examination
Railway medical Service
Central Health IService
Indian Ordnance Factories Health Service

Other Services recruited through UPSC
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Indian Forest Service
Indian Cost Accounts Service
Indian Economic Service
Indian Statistical Service
Defence Research and Development Service
Defence Aeronautical Quality Assurance Service
Defence Quality Assurance Service
Central Legal Service
Company Law Board Service
Indian Salt Service.

CHAPTER 9
CENTRAL SECRET ARIA T
9.1. The central government is organised into different ministries and departments. These are
the highest policy making and implementing authorities responsible for efficient working of the
government. The number of ministries and departments over the years has gone up to 71 from 51 in
1973,25 in 1957 and 18 in 1947.
9.2. Under the present set-up each ministry/department has a Secretariat to assist the Minister in
policy formulation, monitoring, appraisel and review of the programmes and plans of the ministry.
In addition there are non-secretariat organistions having the status of attached or subordinate offices
under the ministry/department.
9.3. According to article 77 of the Constitution, all executive action of the Government of India
shall be expressed to be taken in the name of the President and the orders and other instruments made
and executed in the name of the President shall be duly authenticated. The rules made under the said
articule specify the officials who can authenticate such orders and instruments. The general principle
followed is that all secretariat officers upto a certain level are gi ven this power.
9.4. Secretary to the ministry/department functions as the principal adviser to the Minister and is
responsible for the implementation of the policy and programme of the ministry /department. He is
the administrative head of the ministry/department and is assisted by supporting staff at different
levels.
9.5. Secretariat posts are manned by officers from al1~India services, group A central services on
deputatioon, and by members of Central Secretariat Service (CSS). The members of CSS are
attached to the ministry/department of the central government and provide continuity in the work of
the secretariat
9.6. Secretariat posts in the Ministries of External Affairs, Law & Justice, Departments of
Company Affairs and Railways are generally held by officers of their respective services and are dealt

with separately.
9.7. Central staffing scheme for manning senior administrative posts was introduced from the
year 1957. The scheme covers all posts of and above the rank of deputy secretary in the Government
of India. In accordaance with the scheme formulated for this purpose, the senior administrative posts
at the centre are ordinarily manned by officers of one or other of the fonowing categories, (a) Officers borrowed from the state cadres of the al1~India services and other Class I services of
the States on tenure deputation;
(b) Officers borrowed on tenure deputation from Central group A services including officers
serving in public sector undertakings;
(c) Officers of CSS;
(d) State civil service officers whose names are included in the select list; and
(e) State civil service officers other than those mentioned in (d) in consultation with the UPSC in
each case.
9.8. At present the normal tenure of deputation for posts covered by the central staffing scheme is
3 years, 4 years and 5 years for posts at the levels of under secretary, deputy secretary and of and
above the level of director respectively. In case a joint secretary is promoted as additional secretary,
the tenure is so regulated as to give a minimum period of 3 years at the level of additional secretary.
9.9. In the scheme an eligibility criterion has also been prescribed for selection of officers for
filling posts of the central government on tenure deputation from all-India services and various
central services. Initially the Central Establishment Board was set up for operating the scbeme and
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to ad vise the Ministry of Home Affairs in the matter of selection of officers for tenure deputation at
the centre. In 1970, in place of the earlier board, two boards, namely, the Senior Selection Board
(SSB) and the Central Establishment Board (CEB) were constituted to advise the Department of
Personnel and Training for staffing administrative posts of and above the rank of under secretary to
the Government of India.
9.10. The SSB consists of 5 members including the chairman. Cabinet Secretary is Chairman,
Secretary, Department of Personnel and Training, member and Establishment Officer to the
Government of India is Member~Secretary of the board. The other members of the board are two
other secretaries to the Government of India. There is a suitajjle system of rotation of these members.

9.11. CEB consists of 5 members .including the chairman and the member-secretary. The
Secretary, Depal1ment of Personnel and Training, is the Chairman and Establishment Officer is the
Member-Secretary. Other members of the board are 3 other secretaries to the Government of India
appointed by rotation.
9.12. SSB makes recommendations for appointment to posts of joint secretary and other
equivalent posts. CEB is responsible for recommending selection for and appointment to all posts of
and above the rank of under secretary but below the level of joint secretary.
9.13. The Confederation of central government officers associations, the central secretariat group
A officers association and the IPS (Central) association have represented that their services do not
have fair share of senior administrative posts in the central secretariat. The confederation has
sugested that posts under the central staffing scheme should be available to different services on
equitable basis and a quota may be fixed for each service for the purpose.

9.14. Senior posts of the rank of deputy secretary and above in the central secretariat are
included in the central staffing scheme. The position regarding induction of officers of a11-India
services, central secretariat service and other central services at the level of deputy secretary or above
in the central secretariat in 1972 and 1984 is given in the table below:

Table as on January' 1, 1984

Group 'A' Central Services

lAS
*1972 **1984
Secretary
Secretary
Joint
Secretary
Director
Deputy
Secretary

**1984

*1972

**1984

36 (4.1)
27(3.1)

15 (2.2)
11 (1.6)

25 (2.8)
38 (4.3)

1 (0.1)

1 (0.1)

86 (12.6) 135 (15.4)
81 (11.9) 106 (12.1)

60 (S.8)
39 (5.7)

50 (5.7)
88 (10.0)

23 (3.4)
88 (2.6)

*1972
45 (6.6)
32 (4.7)

**1984
61 (6.9)
66 (7.5)

7 (0.8) 169 (24.7) 192 (21.9)
38 (4.3) 138 (20.2) 232 (26.4)

108 (IS.8)

74 (8.4)

96 (14.0)

71 (8.2)

325

378

221

272

138

228

684

878

47.6

43.1

32.3

31.0

20.1

25.9

100.0

100.0

Total
Percentage

*

*1972

30 (4.4)
20 (2.9)

Additional

Total

CSS

96 (14.0) 182 (20.7) 300 (43.8) 327 (37.3)

1972 figures based on Third Pay Commission's Report

** 1984 figuresfumished by the Department of Personnel and Training

9.15. We have considered the procedure for selection and appointment of senior officers for filling
posts of central government on deputation from different services. While the procedure for making the
selection from the eligible officers does nQt seem to require any change, we suggest that the SSB and
eBB may co.ntinue to have 5 members each, ~ncluding the Chairman. The SSB may
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thus consist of the Cabinet Secretary, Secretary, Department of Personnel and Training and three
other secretaries from three different organised services by rotation. If any sizable organised
services d~)es not have an officer of that rank for such appointment and the Cabinet Secretary
decides that the service has its turn for representaion by rotation, he may appoint a senior officer on
the Board. T'1e Establishment Officer may be the Secretary of the Board. CBB may be constituted
with Secretary, Department of Personnel and Training as Chairman, the Establishment Officer as
Member-Secretary and the other members on the pattern suggested for SSB.
9.16. There are three central secretariat services - U) Central Secretariat Service CCSS), (2)
Central Secretariat Stenographers Service (CSSS) and (3) Central Secretariat Clerical Service
(CSCS). The ministries/ departments of the Government of India and their attached offices
participating in the CSS scheme draw their requirement of ministerial personnel from these three
secretariat services. The Ministry of External Affairs and Railway Board have constituted their own
secretariat services and are not participating in the CSS scheme. These have been discussed separately
in their respecti ve chapeters.
9.17. The Central Secretariat Service (CSS) was initially constituted in 1951. Its rules were
framed later which came into force with effect from October I, 1962. The CSS officers at the middle
and lower management levels of the administrative machinery are responsible for assisting in the
formulation 'and implementation of policies concerning subjects which are the responsibility of the
centre. The service is meant for manning the post of assistants, section officers, most of the posts of
under secretaries and some posts of deputy secretaries and higher posts in the main secretariat and
posts of equivalent grades in the participating attached offices. As on January 1,1984. CSS officers
were holding 653 posts of under secretary, 217 posts of deputy secretary, 50 posts of directors, 11
posts of joint secretary and one post of additional secretary.
9.18. The cadre structure and scales of pay of the various grades of the Central Secretariat Service
as on January 1, 1984 were as under,Designation
No. of Posts
Scale
(Rs.)

Deputy Secretary
and equivalent

217

1500-2000

1200-1600
653
Under Secretary
and equivalent
650 (710)-1200
2125
Section Officer
425-800
4653
Assistant
9.19. The confederation of central secretariat service associations has stated that a large number
of directly recruited assistants are stagnating at the maximum of the section officer's pay scale. It has
been suggested that the scale of pay of assistants should therefore be increSJ.sed to Rs.650-1040, their
designation be changed as staff officers and their status raised from group. 'B' non-gazetted to Group
B gazetted. They have also suggested that direct recruitment at section officers' level may be
dispensed with and the quota should ~ merged with the promotion quota.
9.20. The confederation has further suggested that group A junior scale should be given to section
officers to mitigate the hardship caused by merger of erstwhile grade IT ( group A) section officers
with grade III (Group B) section officers on the recommendations of the Second Pay 'Commission,
and that all posts of under secretary should be filled by the CSS Officers except a few required as
training posts for deputationists or needed for specialised jobs from central services and all-India
services.
9.21. For under secretaries (grade I of the eSS), the confederation has suggested that the
differential of Rs.200/- between the minimum of the pay scale of group A officers of the central
services and under secretaries of the ess should be restored. Alternatively. both may be allowed the
same scales of pay with the special pay now allowed to non-CSS officers on their appointement as
under secretary .
9.22. For deputy secretaries, they have suggested that the pay scal~ with maximum?f selection
grade of junior administrative grade of central services should be prescabed for the selectIOn grade of
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the CSS with a view to maintaining parity amongst the different services. The financial benefit of
Rs. 1501- per month presently given to the under secretaries on promotion to the rank of deputy
secretaries should be enhanced to Rs.300. Posts of director's rank should be made the selection
grade of CSS and included in the cadre and treated as equivalent to level II of the senior
administrative grade.
9.23. Other suggestions made by the confederation of CSS associations and CSS group A
officers association are that (i)
All posts of deputy secretary in the central secretariat and 50 per cent posts of joint
secretary and equivalent should be reserved for CSS officers. They should also be
considered for additional secretaries/secretaries and equivalent posts,
CSS officers empanelled for appointment as under secretary and above should be nominated
straightaway for appointment without any delay after the issue of the select list, and
(iii) Cadre reviews of the CSS should be undertaken regularly as in the case of other services.
It has also been urged that the present system of considering private secretary (grade A of the CSSS)
for promotion to the post of under secretary should be dispensed with as it is affecting adversely their
promotion prospects in the CSS. This aspect has been dealt with by us later.
9.24. Posts of section officer are filled partly by direct recruitment through civil services
examination while those of directly recruited assitants are through a separate examination, both
conducted by UPSc. In our opinion direct recruitment at both the levels is necessary in the interest
of efficiency and should be contirlUed.
9.2S_ The fixation of pay on promotion from the grade of section officer to under secretary and
from the grade of under secretary to deputy secretary in the CSS and Railway Board Secretariat
Service is regulated by special orders, according to which a minimum increase ofRs. 100 in the case
of promotion from section officer to under secretary and Rs. ISO in the case of promotion from under
secretary to deputy secretary is ensured. In the revised scales recommended by us, there will be no
need to provide for a minimum increase on promotion from the post of section officer to the post of
under secretary. In the case of promotion from the post of under secretary to deputy secretary, we
recommend that this amount may be increased from Rs. ISO to Rs.2S0.
9.26. It is not possible to lay down any fixed percentage for selection of CSS officer for
promotion as deputy secretary as suitablility for the job is the criterion for appointment. Posts of
director are filled by officers belonging not only to CSS but from all-India and central services.
These posts cannot be encadered for the benefit of one service only.
9.'}.7. We have been informed that posting of officers included in the select list of grade I (under
secretary) is now being made according to a new procedure, which appears to be satisfactory.
9.28. There are 50 assistants who are engaged whole-time on parliamentary work (parliament
assistants) and draw a special allowance of Rs.200/- per month. This allowance is in lieu of
overtime allowance and is admissible only during the calender month in which Parliament is in
session for at least 15 days. Months with shorter periods are ignored for the purpose of payment of
this allowance. Parliament work in ministries/departments commences about a fortnight before the
session and continues a few days after ,the session. In between the sessions also, a parliament
assistant has to take follow up action on draft reports and other matters connected with various
parliamentary committees as per procedure laid down in this regard. In view of this, it has been
suggested that parliament assistants may be allowed to draw special allowance which is in lieu of
overtime allowance throughout the year and the rate of allowance may be improved. While we do
not recommend any change in the existing conditions for the grant of the allowance, we suggest that
its rate may be increased from Rs. 200/- to Rs.300/-. After careful consideration, we could not find
adequate reason for accepting the other suggestions.
(li)

9.29. The Central Secretariat Clerical Service (CSCS) is one of the three s.ervices included in the
central secretariat service scheme. The service was constituted along with the CSS during the year
1951 but its rules were framed later and came into force on November 1, 1962.
9.30. The CSCS is meant for staffing the clerical cadres of the central secretariat and its
participating attached offices. There are about 12000 posts of upper division (UDC) and lower
division clerks (LDC) in the service. The authorised permanent strength of the grades is reviewed
annually by the respective cadre authorities since these grades function on a de-centralised basis.
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9.31. Ninety per cent of the vacancies of lower division clerks are filled on the basis of a

competitiv~ exa~ation held by th~ Staff Selection Commission (SSe). The remaining 10 per cent
pos~s .are. fIlled. m equal pr~portlOn from. ~roup D ~mployees working in the ministries and
partiClpatmg ?fflCeS on th~ .basls ?f a competitiv,e exammation held by the
and by promotion of

sse

those educatIOnally qualIfied with 5 years of approved service. The posts of UDC are filled by
promotion of LDC. Twenty five per cent of the vacancies are filled on the basis of a limited
departmental ex~nation held by the sse and the remaining 75 per cent by promotion on senioritycum-fitness baSIS. UDC with 5 years of approved service are eligible for promotion to 50 per cent
of the vacancies in the assistant's grade on the basis of seniority-cum-fitness.
9.32. The Federation of central secretariat and allied offices employees' has suggested that
highter scale of pay should be given to LDCs in the secretariat and the posts of UDCs should be
upgraded as assistants to provide better promotion opportunities to them.
9:33. Posts of UDC provide promotion avenues to LDC and are also necessary as a functional
administrative requirement. They should therefore continue.
9.34. Recruitment to the posts of LDC other than by promotion in the secretariat and other offices
is made on the basis of a common competitive examination held by the SSC. It has been brought to
notice that a high percentage of candidates selected as LDCs do not join because of delay in offering
the appointments. The procedure may be streamlined to reduce the time lag between examination
and issue of letter of appointment.
9.35. One of the common suggestions made by group B and C employees of the CSS, CSSS and
is that their cadres, which are at present decentralised, should be centralised in the Department
of Personnel with a view to improving their management and also to bring about uniformity in
promotion prospects. Under the "Zoning Scheme" introduced in 1969, regular and long term
promotions to the various grades can be made only from amongst officers who are within the range
of seniority specified by the DOP&AR in consultation with the Central Secretariat Service Board.
Every year each ministry/department gives promotions to those persons working in that
ministry/department who are covered by the range of seniority. If persons within the zones are not
available in the cadre for promotion acording to the range. the vacancies have to be reported to the
OOP&AR for being filled by persons from other cadres who are within the range of seniority but who
cannot get promotion in their own cadres for want of vacancies. In this way, while the services
containue to be managed on de centralised basis, the inequities in promotions are not allowed to go
beyond a limited extent. The scheme, no doubt. successfully takes care of the regular and long term
promotions but it does not envisage any control over ad-hoc promotions made by the respective
ministries/departments against short-tenn vacancies. lX)P&AR may, therefore, define more precisely
what should be considered as 'short term' vacancy so that no one may continue to be on ad hoc
promotion for long period.
9.36. The Central Secretariat Stenographers 'Service (CSSS) is one of the three central
secretaariat services. The service w~s constituted in 1951 to man all posts of stenographers in the
central secretariat and attached offices. The cadre structure of the service has undergone changes as a
result of the recommenclaations of Pay Commissions and other review bodies.
9.37. The service rules which are presently applicable to diferent grades of posts ofCSSS came
into force with effect from August 1, 1969. The rules as amended on implementation of the
recommendations of the Third Pay Commission provide for four grades of stenographers in the
Central Secretariat. The four grades are ~ Rs. 330.-560 (grade D). Rs.425~8o.O (grade C), Rs.65o.10.40. (grade B) and Rs.65o.-12oo (grade A). The total strength of the service is about 5800.
9.38. Various associations of the CSSS have made the suggestion that the service may be
restructured and treated on par with the CSS upto the level of section officers. To achieve this~ it has
been suggested that there should be only three regular grades in the CSSS viz., grade I ( merged A &
B) , grade II (existing grade C) and grade III (existing grade D) and these gra?es should carry the
same pay scales, status and promotion prospects as those of sectio~ officers, aS~lstants .3?d un<;s of
the CSS respectiy~ly. They have also suggeste~ that the p~st~ of pnvate s~cretarI~s/additiona1 pnvate
secretaries to mmlsters and members of Plannl1~g COmmISSIOn, etc., whIch are m the pay scales of
Rs.11o.o.-16o.o., Rs.840.-12o.o., be placed in the scales of Rs.1200-1600 (under secretary-grade Iof
CSS) and declared as "included" posts reserved for members of the CSSS at appropriate levels.
9.39. At present stenographers A & B (Gazetted) have corrunon starting pay with difference only
at the maximum of the scale. Grade B stenographers are promoted to grade A posts. We are of the
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view that it will be desirable to merge the grades A& B of the service so as to bring about parity
at this level. We accordingly recommend the scale of Rs.2000-35oo for posts in grade A
with
(Rs.650-1200) and grade B (Rs.650-1040). To provide further satisfactory promotional avenues for
the members of CSSS, we recommend that posts of private secretaries to Secretaries to Government
of India and equivalent officers may be upgraded and given the scale of Rs. 3000-4500. For gmdes
C & D of the service. the scales of pay of Rs.1400-2600 and Rs. Rs.1200-2040 may apply.

ess

9.40 the suggestion of the esss association that posts of private secretaries/additional privaste
secretarries to members o.f Planning Commission and ministers, etc. which are in the pay scale of
Rs.840-1200 and Rs.l100-1600 may be reserved for members of the esss at appropriate levels may
be examined by IX)P&R.
9.41. With the inclusion of posts in the scale of Rs.1200-1800 in CSSS, we consider that it may
be desirable to prescribe that the existing qualifications for direct recruitment to grade C of the
service, which is matriculation/SSe with proficiency in stenography. may be raised to graduation
with proficiency in stenography. DOP&AR may examine the matter.
9.42 There are stenographers working in other organisations which are not participating in the
Central Secretariat Stenographers' Scheme but where the posts are in comparable grades and pay
scales and the method of their recruitment through open competitive examination is also the same, we
recommend that stenographers in these organisations like Department of Railways, Ministry of
External Affairs, may be placed in the same grades of pay as have been recommended for CSSS.
9.43. All other posts may be given the revised scales of pay as recommended in Chapter 8.

CHAPTER 10
MINISTRIES AND DEPARTMENTS
10.1. The scales of pay recommended in chapter 8 will apply to all posts other than those for
which specific recommendations have been made by us. In this chapter we have discussed some
categories of post in different ministries, departments and organisations and have made specific
recommendations regarding proposed scales of pay. The scales of pay recommended in this chapter
will apply to these posts.
I. Ministry of Agriculture
10.2. Ministry of Agriculture consists of Departments of Agriculture and Co-operation,
Agricultural Research and Education, Rural Development and Fertilisers and is responsible for
formulation and implementation of national policies and programmes aimed at achieving agricultural
growth and rural development through optimum utilisation of the country's land, soil, plant, animal,
dairy and fishery resources. It is also concerned with coordinating research> education and extension
services in agriculture. The ministry has about 16,000 posts in different scales of pay.
Department of Agriculture and Co-operation
10.3. In the Department of Agriculture and Co-operation, there are group A technical posts in the
various divisions dealing with subjects like animal husbandry, dairy, crops, extension, fisheries, soil
conservation, fertilisers and seeds. The posts are in 10 different pay scales and carry different
designations.
It has been urged by the officers association that the pay scales of deputy commissioner and joint
commissioner are lower than those of comparable posts under the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (lCAR). It has been suggested that the technical posts at headquarters of the Department of
Agriculture and Co-operation may be given the pay scales applicable to scientists in leAR. Ministry of
Agriculture has also pointed out that there are too many levels for these group A posts which should be
reduced by merging posts in the scales of Rs.2000-2250, Rs.2000-2500 and Rs.2250-2500 into one
level of Rs.2000-2500 and posts in the scales of Rs.1500-1800 and Rs.1300-1700 into the scale of
Rs.1500-2000. Taking all these factors and the suggestions of the department into consideration, we
recommend that deputy commissioners/specialists/joint directors (Rs.1300-1700) and deputy
commissioners/directors (Rs.1500-1800) may be given the scale of Rs.3700-S000, joint
commissioners (Rs.2000-2250), specialists in different disciplines (Rs.2000-2500) and additional
commissioners/development officer, fisheries (Rs.2250-2500) may be given the scale of Rs.45005700, and commissioner, agriculture/commissioner, animal husbandry (Rs.2500-3OO0) may be given
the pay of Rs. 7300 fixed.
lOA. Directorate of Agricultural Aviation is p.rimarily concerned with aerial spraying of
insecticides, pesticides, etc., on standing crops, plantations, forests and locust infested desert areas.
The group A technical posts in this organisation, other than those belonging to the engineering
category, are in the pay scale of Rs.2000-2250, Rs.1800-2000 and Rs.1500-1800. The association of
officers of the Agriculturl Aviation Directorate have stated that the pay scales of junior and senior pilots
(Rs.1500-l800 and Rs.1800-2000 respectively) in that directorate are lower than those of pilots in
other government departments and air corporations and should be improved. They have also requested
for increased flying pay, pre-flying meals and qualification pay on the pattern applicable to pilots of
Indian Air Force (IAF).' It has been stated that agricultural flying is more risk-prone, as aerial spraying
of pesticides over crops and forests requires very low and precision flying which is difficult and
hazardous. The accident rate in agricultural aviation is stated to be high. Taking into consideration aU
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the aspects we recommend that the following posts in this directorate may be tiven the pay scales
indicated belolw,Proposed pay scale
Designation of post
1

Director of agricultural aviation
Director (Training)
Chief of operation (Fixed wing)
Chief of operation (Rotary wing)
Senior pilot (Fixed wing & Helicopter wing)
Junior pilot (Fixed wing and helicopter wing)

2
Rs.5100-6700
Rs.4500-S700
Rs.4100-5300

10.5 Flying pay is present1y admissible to these pilots at Rs.375/- per month. This is at the same
level at which it was admissible to the lAF pilots earlier. The flying pay in lAF was subseqnently
raised to Rs.750/- per month. We recommend that the flying pay of pilots in the Agricultural Aviation
Directorate may be brought on par with the flying pay admissible to IAF pilots subject to the conditions
applicable to them.
10.6. We have been informed that pre-flight meals are already being provided to agricultural pilots
as for the lAF pilots. We recommend continuance of the concession on par with lAF pilots. We do
not find any justification for grant of qualification pay to the pilots.
10.7. For the maintenance. repair and efficieI).t functioning of the aircraft, the Agricultural Aviation
Direcotrate has a seaprate wing of aviation engineers in the pay scales of Rs.1800-2000, Rs.15001800, Rs.IIOO-1600 and Rs.700-1300. Many of the above posts are stated to be vacant. Ministry of
Agriculture has stated that non availability of adequate work force of engineers has been the biggest
constraint in the efficient working of the Directorate of Agriculture Aviation. It has been stated that the
existing pay scales of the aircraft maintenance engineers in Agriculture Ministry are so unattractive that
UPSC has not been able to recommend candidates for filling these posts. UPSC has also reported in
its annual reports to Parliament for two consecutive years that the low pay scale for these posts were
acting as disincentive for properly qualified persons to come forward. The Ministry of Agriculture has
therefore recommended that the existing pay scales of the aircraft maintenance engineers in Directorate
of Agricultural Aviation may be improved substantially.
10.8 We recognise the need to improve the existing pay scales of engineers in Agricultural
A viation Directorate and recommend the following pay scales for these posts,-

Designation of post

Proposed pay scales

Chief engineer

Rs.4500-5700

Deputy chief engineer

Rs.4100-5300

Senior aircaraft maintenance engineer/
Helicopter engineer/Senior radio
engineer/Superintendent certificate of
airworthiness 0Norkshop)
Junior aircraft engineerlRadio engineer

Rs.3700-5000
Rr..3000-4500

10.9 There are 19 po~ts of field officer in the Directorate of Agricultural Aviation in the pay scale
of ~s.550-9~O.. The ~am duty of these of~icers is to select suitable sites for landing of the aircraft
dunng spraY,m.g operatJ.on. As per the re_crultment rules, the incumbents of these posts are required to
possess a mlUlmum of ~50 hours of flYIng experience, but they are not required to fly aircraft. We
understand that the recrllltment rules for these posts are being amended so as to remove the requirement
of flying experience. Since these field officers with miJ;limum 250 hours of flying experience have no
promotio~a~ avenues, t~e .Minis~"y o~ Agr~culture has been considering the question of imparting
further tralUm~ to the e~ls~ng ~fflcers 1D flymg so that such of them who fulfil the prescribed standard
appol1~ted as JU?10r p~ots. Furt~ler nece~sary action may be taken by the Ministry to utilise
could
the. eXlstmg ,off1cers haVlng flymg expenence. Smce the present field officers posses the minimum
flylng expenence of 250 hours but have no promotional avenues, we recommend the scale of Rs.2000-

?e.
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3500 for these posts. After amendment of the recruitment rules, the pay scale for the posts may be
detennined by the ministry keeping in view the fact that the scale of Rs.2000-3500 has been suggested
by us for thos,e possessing the flying experience of 250 hours.
10.10. In the Delhi Milk Scheme(DMS) there are 167 posts of cash clerks in the pay scale of
Rs.290-400, whose main function is to collect cash from milk booths. It has been stated that the cash
clerks have to start work from early morning and have to work on holidays also. their duties are also
stated to involve risks in carrying cash and they have no promotional avenues. It has been urged that
their pay scale should be raised to that of UDC. We are unable to accept the suggestion but
recommend the scale of Rs.1200-l800 for these pos ts.
10.11. Cold storage workers in the DMS, who are required to work in rooms kept at low
temperature, are paid a cold storage allowance of Rs.20/- per month. this allowance was introduced in
1966 at Rs.lO/- per month which was raised to Rs.20/- in 1975. Ministry of Agriculture has proposed
that the rate may be incresed to Rs.30i- per month. The ministry has further suggested that boiler
house workers whQ are paid a special allowance at Rs.lO/- per month may be paid Rs .30/- per month.
We accept these suggestions and recommend that the rates of cold storage and boiler house allowances
may be raised to Rs.30/- per month.
10.12. Heavy vehicle drivers in DMS are paid special pay ofRs.251- per month for performing
additional duties of distribution of milk and milk products. The amount of special pay was fix.ed in
1966 which has been proposed by the Ministry of Agriculture to be raised to Rs.50/- per month. We
accept the suggestion and recommend accordingly.
10.13. The All India Soil and Land Use Survey is headed by an officer designated as Project
Officer in the pay scale of Rs.1S00-1800. Apart from his technical duties such as programme
formulation for carrying out surveys, preparation of reports and providing processed data to various
user agencies, the project officer has to work as head of an organisation which already has three other
officers in the grade of Rs.1S00-1800. It has also been stated that he acts as the national director with
the UNDP/FAO projects in application of remote-sensing. The Ministry of Agriculture has therefore
suggested an improvement in the pay scale. Having regard to all these considerations, we recommend
the scale of Rs.4100-5300 for this post. Government may also consider altering his designation to
suitably reflect his duties and responsibilities.
10.14. There is a post of director in the directorate of Cocoa, Arecanut and Spices Development,
Calicut, in the pay scale ofRs.1300-1700. Directors in other commodity development directorates are

in the pay scale of Rs.1500-1800. It has been stated that the duties and responsibilities entrusted to
director, cocoa, arecanut and spices development, Calicut are in no way less than those of other
directors. We recommend that the post of director, cocoa, arecanut and spices development, Calicut
may be given the scale ofRs.3700-S000.
10.lS. In the regional stations for forage production and demonstration and in central cattle
breeding farms under the animal husbandry division, there are posts of fieldman in the pay scales of
Rs.260-350, Rs.260-400, Rs.260-430 and Rs.330-560. The duty of fieldman is to supervise the field
operations and'to conduct demonstrations in the farmer's fields. The qualifications for recruitment to
all these posts are matriculation with a certificate of training in agriculture at a recognised institute
followed by at least one year's experience at an agricultural farm. It has been urged that since all the
fieldmen perform identical duties and have the same recruitment qualifications, they should be in the
same scale of Rs.330-S60. We agree and recommend that field-men may be given the scale of
&.1200-2040.
10.16. There are a number of lcx;ust out-posts si~uated close to the Indo-Pak borc!e~ in Rajsasthan,
where the staff of the locust warning ·organisation are stationed. They work the ~esert terrain for
detection and control of desert locust The pest can be tackled only in the evenings and- nights when it
settles down and the staff have therefore to be vigilant. The area, is s.tat~P to be pangerous._ cornpletly
uninhabited and lacking elementary facilities. It ha,s been urged that the st.aff.rri~f be paid ~ome
compensation for the difficult nature of their duties. Taking .into account the dufies. and the local
conditions in which they have to operate, we recommend payment of compensat()ry allowance to the
concerned staff at rates indicated below,.

in
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Pay range

Amount of compensatory allowance
(Rs.)
20/-

Basic pay below Rs.950/40/Basic pay Rs.9501- and above but below Rs.15001flJ/Basic pay Rs.l5001- and above but below Rs.2000/80/Basic pay Rs.2000/- and above but below Rs.3000
1001Basic pay Rs.3000/- and above
10.17. The marine staff serving in the fishing vessels of the fisheries organisations of Department
of Agriculture & Rural Development are presently paid messing allowance at the rate of Rs.lO/- per
day for crew and Rs.17.50 per day for officers. A high sea allowance ranging from Rs.I00/- to
Rs.200/- per mensem is also admissible to the crew and officers of deep sea fishing vessels. it has
been urged that the rates of messing allowance and high sea allowance may be improved keeping in
view the rise in price level. The rates of both these allowances were last fixed in May, 1982. We
recommend that the rates of messing allowance may be increased to Rs.15/- per day for the crew and
Rs.2S/- per day for the officers. The existing rates of high sea allowance may also be increased by 50
per cent for the crew and officers of deep sea fishing vessels.

Department of Rural Development
10.18. In the Directorate of Marketing and Inspection, which is an attached office of the
Department of Rural Development, there are posts of joint agricultural marketing adviser eRs.18002000), deputy agricultural marketing adviser (Rs.1300-1700), senior marketing officer (Rs.11001600), deputy senior marketing officer (Rs.700-1300), marketing officer (Rs.650-1200) and assistant
marketing officer (Rs.550-900). the above posts belong to four separate divisions specialising in
general agriculture produce, live-stock and live-stock products, oils and fats and cold storage and
refrigeration,. Depending upon the division, the educational qualifications have been prescribed for the
posts in various disciplines. The mode of recruitment of assistant marketing offcer is entirely by direct
recruitment through the UPSC on the basis of an all India written examination/interview. The
Departmment of Rural Development has stated that all field operations connected with grading and
services are carried out with the assistance of assistant marketing officers,. These officers also head
the field formations of the directorate of Marketing and Inspection. Their duties inter alia include
inspection of the premises of agmark packers and carrying out inspections at different points. It has
been urged that keeping in view the recruitment qualifications and duties and responsibIlities attached to
these posts, they may be placed in the scale of Rs.650-1200. It has also been suggested that posts in
the other scales may also be rationalised and there should be only four levels in place of .the existing
six. The department has also proposed change of the designations. We have examined the matter and
recommend the following pay scales for thrse posts,Designation of post
Proposed pay scales
Assistant marketing officer
Rs.2000-3500
Marketing officer and Deputy Senior
marketing officer
Rs.2200-4000
Senior marketing officer and Deputy agricultural
marketing adviser
Rs.3000-5000
Joint agricultural marketing adviser
Rs.4100-5300
The designations may be suitably changed.
.
In

10.19. The Directorate of Marketing and Inspection is headed by an agricultural mar~eting adviser

t~e pay scale of Rs.2000-2250. It has been pointed out that the National Co~mis'sion on

Agnculture had recommended the pay of Rs.3000/- for this post. It has also been stat8d that 'over the
years the organisation under the agricultural marketing adviser has grown enormously which has
inc~eased the duties .and res~onsibilities of the post. It has therefore been suggested that.
post of
agncultural marketmg adViser may be upgraded commensurate with its role 'and duties. We
'
recommend that this post may be given the pay scale ofRs.5900~6700.

the

10.20. The posts in the Departments of Fertilisers and Agricultural Research and Education are
covered. by pay scales recommended by us in chapter 8.
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n.

Ministry of Commerce
10.21. The Ministry of Commerce consists of,i)

Department of Commerce and

lJ)

Department of Supply

Department of Commerce
10.22. The Department of Commerce deals with the country's external trade, commercial relations
with other countries, state trading, trade promotion measures, and regulation of certain export-oriented
industries as also commodities such as tea, coffee, rubber, tobacco and cardamom. 'The department
is also responsible for formulation of the country's import-export policy and maintaining control over
foreign trade. The department has also to deal with international agencies connected with commercial
policy, such as UNCTAD, ESCAP, ECA, EeIA. EEC, EFTA, GATT. It is organised into various
territorial and functional divisions. There are about 4700 posts in the ten organisation under the
department.
10.23. The Import-Export Trade Control Organisation which is an attached office of the Ministry
of Commerce, is responsible for the execution of the import and export policies formulated by the
ministry. It has 23 regional offices spread over the country. The export promotion officers at
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Cochin, N agpur and Pune are also functioning under the administrative
control of the regional joint chief controller of imports and exports or deputy chief controller of imports
and exports.
10.24. The Central Trade Service (CTS) group A was constituted in August, 1977, to man this
organisation. The cadre strength of the service is about 180.
10.25. The CTS Officers' Association has suggested that super time scale may be given to the
joint chief controllers of imports and exports in the major ports of Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and
Delhi. We have considered the matter. The cadre strength of Central Trade Service group A is about
180. Keeping in view the cadre structure of the service and the work load of the regional offices at
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Delhi, we recommend that posts of joint chief controller of imports and
exports in these femr offices may be given the pay scale of Rs.4S00~5700. We also recommend that
the post of additional chief controller of imports and exports may be encadred in the Central Trade
Service.
Department of Supply
10.26. The Department Supply is essentially a central purchase organisation through which
government arranges requirement of a major portion of its requirement of stores except items like
food, ammunition, armaments and items which are exclusively required by certain
ministries/departments. Broadly speaking, the functions of the Department of Supply are purchase.
inspection, disposal of surplus stores, etc. It also makes purchase on behalf of those state
governments, public sector undertakings and quasi-public bodies, etc., who want to avail of its
services. There are about 7600 posts in this department.
10.27. The two main organisations of the department of Supply are,i)

Directorate General of Supplies & Disposals (DOS & D); and

National Test House
DGS & D is government's central purchase organisation. It is manned by officers of two services the Indian Supply Service (ISS) and Indian Inspection Service (IIS). While ISS is primarily
concerned with the procurement of stores on behalf of different indentors, the TIS checks the quality of
the material. These services were constituted in 1961 and their pay structures conform to that of other
group A central services. Directrecruitrnent to grade-ill (Rs.700-1300) of these two services is made
through engineering services examination conducted by the Union Public Service Commission.
ii)

10.28. The DOS & D officers association has suggested that the post of Director General (supply
& disposal) should be exclusively reserved for Indian Supply Service/Indian Inspection Service Cl.!ld
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equated to that of Secretary to the Government of India. The post is, at present, equ~valent to joint
secretary. Looking to the duties and responsibilities of the post, we suggest that the dIrector general
may be in the pay Rs.7300/- (fixed) and the post may be filled by promotion of officers of Indian
Supply Service or Indian Inspect10n Service.
10.29, The association bas represented that officers of ISS/IIS should be promoted from the
junior administrative'grade to senior administrative grade level-II. Keeping in view the structure of the
organisation we propose that the post of DDG's may be placed in the pay scale of Rs,4500-5700 and
additional DG who are at present in two different scales of pay may be given the scale of Rs.59006700,
10,30, The Directorate General of Supplies & Disposals has suggested upgradation of one vacant
post of crane driver in the remount transit depot under the control of DS & D, Calcutta, from pay scale
of Rs.320-400 to Rs.425-600 due to recruitment difficulties. The Department of Supply has
supported the proposal. In view of the special difficulties pointed out by the department, we
recommend that this post may be given the scale of Rs. 1350-2200.

Ill. Ministry of Communications
10.31. The Ministry of Communications consisted of two wings: (i) the Ministry (Main) and (ii)
Posts and Telegraphs Board, till the end of 1984. In January, 1985, the secretariate set up of the
Ministry of Communications was reorganised resulting in bifurcation of the P & T Department into
two separate departments, viz., Department of Posts and Department of Telecommunications. The P
& T Board was also split into two separate Boards - Postal Services Boards and Telecommunication
Boards, with the Secretary of the Department as Chairman of the concerned Board. The Overseas
Communications Service,Wireless Planning and Coordination Wing and factory sections of the
Ministry (Main) have been merged with the Department of Telecommunications.

10.32. The two directorates - postal and telecommunication - now function as directorates of their
respective departments and together provide the secretariat for the Ministry of Communications. The
Department of Posts functions through the Postal Services Board which has the Secretary (posts) as its
chairman and four other members. Similarly, the Department of Telecommunications functions
through the Telecommunication Board which has Secretary (Telecommunications) as its chairman and
five other members. In both the Boards, members have the status of ex-officio additional secretary to
the Government of India.
10.33. The administrative units below the two directorates can be broadly classified into
administrative offices and operative offices on the basis of difference in the nature of work. Irt is the
operative offices like the post office, railway mail service (RMS) mail office, telegraph office and the
telephone exchange which provide the postal and telecommunication services to the public. The
administrative offices are concerned with all matters of management, both personnel and material, in
connection with the respective services.

Department of Posts
10.34. The Department of Posts, with a strength of about 3 lakh employees, is one of the major
departments of the central government. It functions through the .Postal Services Board and is
responsible fur the operation, maintenance and development of postal services throughout the country.
It is also responsible for certain agency functions in respect of the post office savings bank, national
savings certificates, postal life insurance and collection of customs duty on postal articles on behalf of
other departments of the Government of India. The administrative set up of the department is divided
mt() a number ()f territorial and functional units.
10.'35. The existing pay structure of the Indian Postal Service (IPS) with a cadre strength of about
600 officetS corresponds to that of other central services which have been dealt with in chapter 8.
10.~6: . .The Indian Postal Service Association has requested that keeping in view the
responslblhtles of the posts the pay of members of the Postal Service Board may be raised to the level
of the Railway Board. We have examined the matter and recommend that members of the Postal
Services Board may be placed in the scale of Rs.7300-8000. We also recommend that the two posts
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of Senior Deputy Directol' General in the Scale of Rs.2500-2700 with special pay of Rs.250/- per
month may be given the pay of Rs.7300/-(fixed) without any special pay.
10.37. Postmasters' Service group A, includes posts of presidency postmaster (Rs.1300-1700)
and deputy presidency postmaster (Rs.900-1400) in Calcutta a,nd Bombay. It has been suggested that
the posts of presidency postmasters Bombay and Calcutta may be upgraded to the junior administrative
grade taking into account their duties in the two metropolitan cities. We agree and recommend the pay
scale of Rs.3700-5000 for these posts. We also recommend the pay scale of Rs.2200-4000 for the
posts of deputy presidency postmaster.
10.38. The personnel structu~e of post office and RMS runs para11el upto the group C supervisory
level represented by the categories of assistant superintendent and higher selection grade postmaster
on the postal side and assistant superintendent and higher selecti<)O grade head records officer in RMS.
Thereafter the two streams converge in the cadre of superintendent of post officelRMS in the Postal
Superintendents Service group B. The postal stream has an additional avenue of promotion to the
cadre of Postmasters Dervice group B. To meet the operational requirements more efficiently, and to
provide greater flexibility in deployment of personnel, the department is in favour of merger of these
two streams at various levels with common recruitment. We have kept this in views.
.
10.39. Postal Superintendents Service (PSS) group B and Postmasters Service group B, both are
in the scale of Rs.650-1200. Recruitment to PSS group B is entirely by promotion from the cadres of
assistant superintendents and inspectors of post offices (IPO)IRMS (IRMS) and they have an avenue
of promotion to 40 per cent of the vacancies in the Indian Postal Service.
10.40. Recruitment to Postmasters Service group B is also entirely by promotion from the cadre
of assistant superintendent and inspectore of post offices and from the higher selection grade HSG n
and HSG I postmasters of general line.
10.41. The department has proposed merger of the two cadres of PSS group B and postmasters
group B as this will provide flexibility in postings, apart from providing varied experience to the
officers. The associations of employees have expressed different views in this respect. We are of the
view that there should be a common feeder group B Service for promotion to the IPS and are therefore
in favour of the merger of the two cadres of PSS group B and postmasters group B into one service.
Department may also consider having direct recruitment to some extent at this level.
10.42. Inspectors of post offices in the scale of Rs.425-700 hold charge of sub-divisions and their
duties mainly involve inspection of sub-post officers and branch post offices. They also function as
appointing authority for group D and extra departmental staff and are vested with disciplinary powers
in respect of these categories of staff. The inspectors of the RMS have similar duties and
responsibilities. The assistant superintendents (Rs.SSO-900) both in post office and RMS - are
employed in group A and larger group B divisions to assist in general administration and for inspection
of various offices and periodical review of arrangements for ~ transmission.
10.43. Associations of inspectors and assistant superintendents of Post offices and RMS have
requested for better pay scales in view of the arduous nature of their duties and the detailed sy llabus for
the examination through which they have to qualify ..
. 10.44. The Department has proposed merger of the !PO and IRM cadres and ASPO and ASRM
cadres. It has been pointed out that the duties and responsibilities of the two cadres are similar. We
find that the pattern of recruitment for posts of inspector in other central government organisations like
customs and central excise and income-tax, provides for direct recruitment through staff selection
commission at this level. However, in the postal department, there is no direct recruitment above ther
level of postal and sorting assistants. or at group B leveL Even for the posts of postal and sorting
assistant, appointment is not through any competitive examination but is based on marks secured in the
matriculation examination. In other government· departments there is generally direct recruitment
based on competitive examination at clerical level. In the interest of efficiency of service it is
necessary to introduce an element of direct recrruitment at the level of inspectors/assistant
superintendents through the staff selection commiss.ion, and we reconunend accordingly. If this is
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done and the two cadres are merged, government may examine what scale of pay will then be suitable
for these posts. Till this is done the scales recommended by us in chapter 8 will apply.
10.45. Postal assistants in the scale of Rs.260-480 are recruited in equal proportion by promotion
of departmental employees from lower grades on the basis of departmental test and by direct
recruitment with matriculation as the minimum prescribed qualification. The sorting assistants in the
scale of Rs.260-400 in RMS are recruited similarly. The two federations of postal employees have
asked for parity of postal assistants with the upper division clerks as their duties are of a varied nature
involving public dealing, handling of of cash and valuables, consolidation of accounts, longer
working hours, etc. 'We have been informed that the department is also considering raising the
minimum educational qualification for direct recruits to the posts from matriculation to higher
secondary. The association of sorting assistants has urges that this cadre should not be considered on
par with general clerical grades and that in view of their arduous work, night duty, etc., they should
have a higher scale of pay.

10.46. The existing pay scales for postal assistants and sorting assistants is higher than that of
LDC and commercial clerks in the Railways. The existing parity of scale between the postal assistants
and sorting assistants is in the interest of postal operations and we do not see any reason for changing
the existing relativities which may therefore continue.
10.47. We understand that the department has already appointed aCommittee to consider the
modalities of merging the two cadres of postal assistants and sorting assistants. Similarly,
departmental committees are examining the cadre struct\l1'es of inspectors and assistant superintendents
in the post office and RMS. We feel that instead of a piece-meal and fragmented approach, cadre restructuring should be comprehensive to take care of all relevant aspects and safeguard, as far as
possible, the career interests of those who are already working in these cadres, in respect of their
prospects of promotion etc.
10.48. Post office and RMS accountants are appointed on the basis of a qualifying examination
from clerical candidates. When appointed as accountants they are paid a special pay of Rs.45/- p.m.
The accountants' association has urged the constitution of a separate cadre of POIRMS accountants.
We understand that a separate cadre for the POIRMS accountants which was formed earlier, was not
found to be viable and was therefore discontinued. We do not find justification for creation of a
separate cadre. In respect of special pay, our general recommendation in this regard in chapter 24 will
appply.
10.49. Postmen, village postmen and stamp vendors in the scale of Rs.210-270 form a single
cadre and ae inter-changeable posts. The qualification for direct recruitment is middle standard
examination. But for vacancies filled by promotion of departmental employees on the basis of a test.
the qualification of maddle pass is not insisted upon.
10.50. Postmen (including village postmen and stamp vendors) have avenues of promotion in
their own line by seniority-cum-fitness to posts in the scale of Rs.260-350 (head postmen, sorting
postmen, etc.). In addition, they are eligible for promotion to 50 per cent of the vacancies in clerical
grade in the postal branch on the basis of a competitive examination. There is no age limit or
restriction on the number of chances to be availed o~ and no minimum educational qualification has
been prescribed. A special allowance of Rs.25/- per month is paid to about 10 per cent of the posts of
head postman/sorting postman/mail overseer.
10.51. The association of postmen has stated that they have been unjustifiably equated with the
lower level of semi-skilled workers without proper evaluation of the arduous and multifarious nature
of their duties and responsibilities. They have urged that considering their arduous duties, and the
ini tiative and tact required for discharging the duties of postmen, they should be classified as "skilled".
They have also asked for raising the level of educational qualification of postmen. The department has
;;,u~gested that with the general increase in the standard of education, as also the increasing complexity
C'+f work, it will be advantageous in future to have matriculation as the minimum qualification for
postmen. The duties of postmen involve tact, initiative, skill and a sense of responsibility and
accountability for which penalities have been prescribed in the Post Office Act for default in the
discharge of duties. Taking all these factors into account, we recommend that the postmen be placed in
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the scale of Rs.825-1200. The qualification for direct recruitment may be raised to matriculation as
proposed by the department.
10.52. Themail ~uards (Rs.210-270) and head mail guards (Rs.260-350) are employed in the
RMS transit sections and mail offices for work connected with the receipt, custody and despatch of
closed mails. The RMS staff associations have emphasized the need for retaining the existing parity
between postmen and mail guards. We recommend the same scale of Rs.825-1200 for the mail
guards.
10.53. There is a post of machineman (rota print operator) in the Calcutta Postal Stores Depot in
the scale of Rs.330-480. It has been represented that posts with similar duties in other departments
have been placed in higher pay scales. We recommend that rota print operator may abe given the scale
of Rs.1350-2200.
10.54. There is a post of cash overseer in the ,Postal Directorate in the scale of Rs.225-308,
whereas such postS elsewhere in the department are in the scale of Rs. 260-350. The department has
recommended parity of pay scales for all such posts. We agree and recommend that the post of cash
overseer in the Postal Directorate may be placed in the scale of Rs.950-1400.
10.55. Posts of senior manager (mail motor) at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras are given special
pay of Rs.1501- per month for additional charge of postal machine repair organisations. The
department has propsed that special allowance of Rs.IOO/- per month may be given to the posts of
manager (mail motor) in A and B 1 class cities where they are also supervising the work relating to
repair of postal machines in addition to their normal duties. We agree and recomend accordings.
10.56. The Department of Posts, like the Department of Telecommunications (which was formerly
known as the Department of Telegraphs), is one of the oldest department s of the Government of
India. It is also one of the biggest service departments and plays a vital role in the socia-economic life
of the community. Its legislative base dates back to 1898 when the Indian Post Officer Act was
passed. P & T has recently been bifurcated, and it 11as also become necessary to re-organise the
railway mail service. In keeping with these changes, we think that there is need for proper planning
and management of manpower to keep pace with the challenge of modem times and requirements. We
therefore recommend that postal services and personnel management may be reviewed by acommittee
to be specially set up for the purpose so that it may be possible to achieve postal excellence and give
satisfaction to those employed in the cast infra-structure of the department.

Department of Telecommunications
10.57. Department of Teleco.mmunications with about 3.81akh employees is responsible for the
extension, operation and maintenance of the telephone and telegraph services in the' .country. The
activities of the department include development of new technology and manufacture of equipment
connnected with the telecommunication services and cons truction and operation of earch s.tations in
connection with satellite communication.
10.58. The Telecommunication Board has a chairman in the rank of secretary to government and
five members who are ex-officio additional secretaries. Except for the posts of chairman and member
(finance), the posts of other members are encadred in the Indian Telecommunications Service (ITS)
group A. There are at present 50 field units headed by general managers in senior administrative
grade. A division under a divisional engineer constitutes the primary unit in the administrative and
accounts set up and is responsible for installation, operation and maintenance of telecommunication
service.
10.59. The indian Telecommunications Service (ITS) group A is one of the engineering services
to which recruitment is made through the engineering services examination held by Union Public
Services Commission (UPSC). The service has a cadre strength of about 2500 officers and its pay
structure conforms to the general pattern applicable to other group A engineering services. Our
recommendations in chapter 8 will apply to posts in ITS.
10.60. It has been suggested that the Telecommunication Board should be brought on par with the
Railway ~oard as the telecommunication organisation is much bigger than what Railway was some
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year back. It has been stated that this will provide adequate scope for growth in years to come and
also enable delegation of sufficient powers to field units. We find that the Mahanagar Telephone
Nigam Ltd. has been set up with effect from April 1,1986, for providing telecommunication service in
the metro-politan cities of Bombay and Delhi, and a re-organisation of the Overseas Communications
Service has also been completed. These changes will affect the working of the board. Keeping in view
the cadre strength of the service, its role and functions, we recommend that the members of the
Telecommunication Board may be given the scale of Rs.7300-8000.
10.61. There are at present four posts in the senior administrative grade of the ITS with special
pay of Rs.250/-. Taking into account the duties and responsibilities of the members of the service, and
to meet their aspirations, we recommend a total of e'ight posts, inclusive of those now having special
pay of Rs.250/- per month which may be given the pay of Rs. 73001- (fixed) without any special pay
10.62. In the telecommunications research centre there are 19 officers who were directly recruited
for research and development work. Eleven of these officers are in the scale of Rs.15OO-2000 and the
rest are in the scale ofRs.1l00-1600. There has been no recruitment after 1975.
10.63. The association of these directly recruited officers has asked for parity in promotional
prospects with ITS officers. The method of recruitment and the duties of these officers are different
from those of ITS officers. We recommend that to provide some promotional prospects, two of the
posts in the existing scale of Rs.l500-2000 may be placed in the selection grade ofRs.4500-5700.
10.64. Telecon\inunication Engineering Service group B comprises posts of assistant director,
assistant engineer, sub-divisional officer and commercial officer, etc. in the scale of Rs.650-1200.
There is no direct recruitment at this level and there is avenue of promotion to ITS. The association of
promoted officers has represented that group B officers, on ad hoc promotion to group A senior time
scale posts, have to continue as "holding charge" divisional engineer for a long time without
regularisation of their promotion and that period is not taken into account for future promotion. We
have been informed that group B officers, on promotion to ITS, are notionally fixed in junior time
scale for the purpose of seniority with respect to direct recruits as per the present quota system. But
functionally they are placed directly in the senior time scale as the posts in that scale are more than in
the junior scale and they continue on ad hoc basis for some years until the corresponding direct recruit
after completing prescribed service in junior time scale is promoted to the senior time scale. They are,
however, given special benefit in pay fixation. We have considered the matter. It appears to us that in
view of the provisions in the service rules, it is not really a case for regularisation of promotion but of
determination of inter-se-seniority which again is governed by the rules and orders issued by
government and does not call for any change.
10.65. P&T Accounts and Finance Service group A has a cadre strength of 230 officers and the
pay scales correspond to those in other group A central services. The department has recommended
that from the point of view of career management and efficiency of service, this service should have a
post of the rank of additional secretary in its cadre. Keeping in view the total cadr~ strength of the
service and other relevant considerations, we recommend that the post of deputy director general in the
senior administrative grade of the service with special pay of Rs.250/- may be given the pay of
Rs.7300/- (fixed) without any special pay.
10.66. There are about 61.000 telephone operators in the scale of Rs.260-480. While 20 per cent
of the posts are filled by promotion through competitive test, the remaining posts are filled by direct
recruitment, the prescribed qualification being matriculation. The unions affiliated to the federation of
national P&Temployees have suggested different scales of pay for telephone operator and they are in
favour of maintaining the existing parity of scale between telephone operator and time scale clerk. All
India telephone traffic employees association has,however, suggested that in view of the onerous
duties and responsibilities, the telephone operator should not be clubbed with other P&T cadres. The
present scale of Rs.260-480 for telephone operator and allied cadres is the same as for the principal
operative cadres in Department of Posts having comparable work and responsibilities. The existing
relativities in the two departments at this level may, theref(;>re, continue.

10;61. 1'be telecommunication engineering staff comprises categories like lineman/wireman
(Rs.210-270), technician (Rs.26Q..480). telephone inspector/auto exchange assistant/transmission
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assistant/wireless operator (Rs.380-560) and junior engineer (R8.425-7oo). We have been infonned
that based on the recommendations of Sarin'Committee on Telecommunication, a study of the technical
cadres of the department was undertaken. As result, a scheme of rationalisation has been evolved that
provided for laying down higher qualification for recruitment, commensurate with the skill required
for the job and with better pay scales. The skill required for the job and with better pay scales. The
staffing norms are also proposed to be tightened so as to bring down eventually the staff telephone
ratio. It is proposed that below the level of junior engineer, there should be a cadre of technical
assistant for indoor equipment and another cadre of technician for outdoor plant maintenance. The
scheme of rationalisation: which involves basic changes, is said to be under consideration of
government. We recognise that technology in the field of telecommunications is changing rapidly and
it is necessary for the department to have trained manpower of requisite calibre. It would also be
necessary to train the existing manpower suitably to ~ 'able to cope with the changIng requirements.
As the proposed scheme will not only affect various cadres within the department but will also disturb
relativities vis-a-vis comparable cadres in Department of Posts and elsewhere, this aspect should be
kept in view by government in any scheme of rationalisation affecting the major cadres.
10.68, The association of jupior engineers has represented that their pay scale should be raised
from Rs.425-700 to Rs.550-900\ as the earlier qualification of diploma in engineering has now been
raised to degree in in engineering or first class degree in science with physics and mathematics. The
junior engineers have a selection grade in the scale of Rs.550-900. The departrn~nt is also in favour of
upgradation of the pay scale on the ground that with rapid development in technology. the duties and
responsibilities of junior engineers wil require more skill. The posts of junior engineer in
telecommunication department are at present in the same pay scale as similar posts in other engineering
departments. We are told, however, that their duties and responsibilities will become more complex
and technical with the proposed rationalisation of the multiple technical cadres into two levels of
technical assistant and technician. As the duties and responsibilities of junior engineers are likely to
undergo changes, government may examine what scale of pay will be suitable for these posts. Till
than the existing relativities at this level may continue.
10.69. Linemen and Wiremen have represented that their work involves skill and is technical in
nature and this should be duly reflected in their pay scale. They have also asked for parity with
linemen in the railways. Historically, the category of linemen/wiremen have been on par with postmen
in the Department of Posts for whom we have recommended the scale of Rs.8~5-1200. We,
therefore, recommend that posts of linemen and wiremen now in. the scale of Rs:210-270 may be
placed in the scale of Rs.825 1200..We are also of the view that the recruitment qualification of
lineman and wireman should be raised.
w

10.70. In the operative cadres in the telegraph traffic wing there are posts of telegraph assistant
and telegraphist in the scale of Rs.260-480. The association affiliated to the nationaWedera~on of the
P&T employees has represented that there has been no appreciation of the skill, arduousness. of roundthe-clock duties, health hazards, etc., of the telegraphistl On the other hand, it has been suggested that
the unc's scale of pay may be given to the telegraphist. Taking into account the duties and
responsibilities of the posts at this level, we are of the view that the posts of telegraphist and telegraph
assistant may continue to be on par.
10.71. The Advanced Level Telecommunication Training Centre is-a modem training centre in the
field of high technology. We have been told that there are some difficulties in attracting suitable
officers to serve on the faculty of the centre. We recommend that' the instrudtions contained in
Department of Personnel and Training O.M. No. 12017/2/86-Trg.(TNP) dated February 7, 1986 may
be made applicable to the centre.
10.72. There are five telecommunication factories with a strength of about 80 group A officers.
Recruitment at this level is through the engineering services examination. There are three posts of
general manager in the scale of Rs.22S0-2500 and eleven posts of manager/deputr general manager in
the scale of Rs. 1500-1800. In line with our recommendations for group A servIces, we recommend
that two posts of manager/deputy general manager may be in the selection grade of Rs.4500-5700, We
also recommend that the general managers of the three facto~ies may be given the scale of Rs.5900~,

6700.
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10.73. All India P&T industrial workers union and the P&T mazdoor union have represented that
since the telecommunication stores organisation is not involved in manufature of any item, the posts in
this organisation should not be classified as industrial. We have been informed that the demand for
converting these posts into non-industrial categories was examined by a departmental Expert
Committee and after due_consideration the department decided not to make any change in status of
these posts.
Civil Engineering Wing
10.74. Three branches, viz., civil engineering, electrical engineering and architecture make up the
civil engineering wing which looks after the civil engineering needs of both the Departments of
Telecommunications and Posts. Posts in each of the three branch Rs.2500-2750 at the headquarters
which is open to all the three branches. Civil wing engineers association has represented for
constitution of an organised service to provide better promotional opportunities. We have been
informed thflt constitution of a-service is already under consideration of the government. We •
recommend early finalisation of the matter so that thi~ service may be on par with other organiseq
engineering services. Keeping in view the cadre strength, their role and functions, we recommend that
the post in the scale of Rs.2500-2750 at the headquarters may be upgraded and given the pay of
Rs.7300/-(fixed). We also recommend that three posts in the senior administrative grade (Level II)
scale, ofRs.2250-2500may be upgraded to Rs.5900-6700, one for each branch i.e. civil engineering,
electrical engineering and architecture.

Wireless planning and coordination wing
10.75. Wireless planning and co-ordination wing (WPC) is entrusted with the task of planning
and coordina~ing the use of radio frequency spectrum and geo~stationary satellite orbit. It has a
coordinating role in highly technical radio regulatory matters and also ensures that contending
requirements of various wireless users in the country are kept within the frame-work of national
interst. The organisation also looks after national interest in the sphere of international network of
wireless communication. The organisation has a strength of about 700. Having regard to the role and
importance of the organisation, we recommend that the wire1essadviser in the scale of Rs.22S0-2750
may be given the Ray of Rs.7300f.(fixed). We also suggest that this post should be made available to
the members of the organisation to meet their legitimate aspirations.
10.76. There is one post each of director (Rs.2000-2250) and joint wireless adviser (Rs.180()"
2250) which are filled by promotion from deputy director (Rs.1500-1800). We recommend the pay
scale ofRs.4500~5700 for the posts of director and joint wireless adviser.

Overseas Communications Service (OeS)
10.77 The Overseas Communication Service is responsible for the establishment, maintenance and
operation of the country's external telecomunication services. This organisation has been converted
into .a public sector undertaking - Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd. - with effect from April 1,1986. The
pa.y scales of posts in this organisation conform to the general pattern of pay scales and our
recommendation in chapter 8 will apply to them subject to such orders as may be finally passed by
government.

Out-station allowance
10.78 The outstation allowance is admissible to RMS staff employed in the RMS sections in
running trains, where the period of their absence from headquarters in connection with such duties
ex.ceeds 6 hours. The rates of outstation allowance are fixed as a percentage of the rates of daily
allowance. The federations have stated that there has been delay in revising the rates of outstation
allowance, and they have also asked for payment of outstation allowance at the same rate as daily
allowance. Since the outstation allowance is linked to daily allowance, we recommend that its
revision should be made effective from the same date from which the rates of daily allowance are
revi&e4. We do not find any justification for the grant of outstation allowance at the same rate as daily
allowance and the present practice of paying it as a f!Xed percentage of daily allowance may continue.
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Night haH allowance
10.79. Certain categories of staff, viz., mail/cash overseer, village postman, lineman and runner
whose duties inv?lve regular travelling on their respective beats, are granted night halt allowance when
they spend the mght away from the headquarters on such duty. This allowance is oiven in lieu of the
usual travelling allowance and its rate is fIxed as a percentage of the normal rate of daily allowance for
the concerned category of staff. The P&T unions have represented for payment of full daily
ala10wance as night halt allowanct to these categories of staff. We find that the Board of Arbitration
rejected the demand and favoured payment of night halt allowance at a rate equal to a fixed percentage
of the daily allowance. This may continue.

Test and non-lest categories of posts
10.80. Among the group D posts in P&T, those in the scale of Rs.196-232 have been classified
into test and non-test categories. The distinction is based mainly on the literacy qualifications
prescribed for recruitment. The non-test category staff have to qualify in literacy test before they are
transferred to the test category, as and when vacancies become available. The P&T federations have
represented that the operative group D (test category) staff perform responsible duties which cannot be
termed as unskilled and that they should be equated with the lowest semi-skilled category. They have
also urged that the test category posts are promotional posts for non-test category, and hence these
scales should be higher than the scales for the non-test category staff. It is difficult to accept the
contention that transfer from the non-test category to test category on passing a literacy test is
equivalent to promotion. Similar posts exist in almost all departments of government and considering
their duties and responSibilities, we do not fiJld any justification for providing two separate scales of
pay for these two categories of posts. Government may, however, examine whether any useful
purpose is being served by continuing the distinction between test and non-test categories in these days
when educated persons are available.

IV. Ministry of Defence
10.81. The Ministry of Defence has the following three departments,(i)
(li)
(ill)

Department of Defence;
Department of Defen~e Production and Supplies; and
Department of ~fence Research and DevelopmenL

A large number of civilians are employed in the various units and formations under the three
Services Head-quarters and other organisations like Directorate General of Ordinance Factories
(WOF), Directorate General of Inspection (DOl), Defence Research and Development Organisations
(DRDO) and Defence Accounts Department (DAD). The number of civilian working in the different
organisations in the Defence Ministry including DGOF is about 7.25 lakh, which includes 1.6lakh
industrial workers under DGOP.

Department of Defence
10.82. We have considered the suggestions in respect of the pay scales and promotion prospects
of the following staff in the army headquarters who deal with work of a special nature, and
reconunend that their pay scales may be revised as under,.

Proposed
Designation
Supervisory examiner (ordinary grade including selection grade)
Civilian interpreter .
Examiner (ordinary grade including selection grade)
Assistant examiner
Packer (ordinary grade including selection grade)

Pay Scale (Rs.)

2000-3500
1600-2660
1600-2660
1400-2300

7iS-102S

10.83. Officers of the Armed Forces Headquarters Civil Service (AFHQCS) hold civilian posts in
the three service headquarters and inter-service organisations. There is parity of pay scales between
the Central Secretariat Service (CSS) and AFHQCS at the level of assistant and assistant civilian staff
officer/section officer. But at the level of under secretary/civilian staff officer and deputy
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secretary/senior civilian staff officer the pay scales are different. The method of recruitment to this
service is the same as for CSS. We have considered the duties and responsibilities of officers in the
CSS and AFHQCS at corresponding levels and are of the view that the parity which exists between
the two services at certain levels should be extended upto the level of senior civilian staff officer. We
accordingly recommend that the four grades in the AFHQCS may be given the same pay scales as in
CSS.
10.84. It has been suggested that officers of AFHQCS should have opportunities for promotion to
higher posts. We have been informed that the Ministry of Defence had initiated cadre review of the
service and one of the proposals was to identify and include posts at the level of Rs.2000-2250 in
AFHQCS. We recommend that some posts at this level may be identified and made available to the
members of the service with due regard to the cadre strength.
10.85. The director, school of foreign language, is in the pay scale of Rs.1500-1800. It has been
suggested that the pay scale should be improved. Keeping in view the duties and responsibilities of
the post, we recommend the pay scale of Rs.4100-5300 for the director.
.
10.86. We have been informed that prior to Third Pay Commission the post of assistant director
and the photographic officer in the armed forces film and photo division carried different scales of pay.
It has also been brought to notice that prescribing the same scale of Rs.650-1200 for the assistant
director and the photographic officer has created administrative problems since the photographic officer
has to take directions from the assistant director. In view of this we recommend that assistant director
may be given the scale ofRs.22oo-4000.
10.87. There are two posts of principal research officer in the scale of Rs.1300-1700 in crypto
analysis wing which are filled by promotion from senior research officer in the scale of Rs. 11001600. We recommend that this post may be given the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.88. In the Military Farms Department, there are posts of deputy assistant director in the scale of
Rs.840-1200 which are filled by promotion from fru;m officer in the scale of Rs.650-1200. We
recommend that the post of deputy assistant director
, may be given the scale of Rs.2200-4000.
10.89. In Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Corps (EME Corps), there are about 100 posts of
civilian workshop officer in different scales of pay. The recruitment is through the engineel'ing
services examination conducted by UPSC. These posts have not yet been constituted into an
organised group A service. In line with our general recommendations for engineering services, we
recommend that the post of workshop superintendent «selection grade) in the pay scale of Rs.18002000 may be given the scale of Rs .4500-5700.
10.90. Military Engineering Service (MES) is the construction agency for the works services of
army, navy. air force and also of ordnance factories and R&D establishment. The officers cadre is
included in MES which is an organised group A engineering service. The service has three cadres,
namely, engineering, surveying and architecture. The pay scales are comparable with the other
organised engineering services. There are posts of deputy chief engineer in MES in the scale of
Rs.1500-2000·with special pay of Rs.200/- per month. We do not find a similar level of post with
special pay in other engineering services. The department may examine whether a separate level of
post with the designation of deputy chief engineer is necessary or superintending engineer in the
selection grade could be appointed to the post•
• 10.91. We find that in MES there is no post above the level of chief engineer. The service has a
cadre strength of about 1500 civilian officers who are recruited through the engineering services
examination conducted by the UPSC. We are of the view that the career opportunities in MES should
be comparable with other engineering services under the central government. We recommend that one
post of chief engineer may be upgraded and given the pay of Rs. 7300/- (ficed) which may be filled by
a civilian officer of MES. The post may be suitably designated.
10.92 The following technical training institutions impart technical education at the graduate and
post-graduate levels in different engineering disciplines,- -:
1. College of military engineering, Pune.
_
2. Military college of telecommunication engineering, Mhow.
3. Military college of electronics JUld mechanical engineering, Secunderabad.
4. Electrical and mechnical engineering schooi,Baroda.
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It has been stated that proposals for improving the scales of pay of teaching staff in the armed
forces technical training instituations have been under consideration for some time. We have been
infonlled that a committee constituted for the purpose accepted the requirement of the teaching staff in
the anned forces technical institutions to be of the same category as other technical institutions in the
country and suggested improvement in their pay scales. The committee also recommended that the
qualifications of the staff in these institutions should be on par with the qualifications prescribed by the
all India council of technical education. We agree with the recommendations and suggest that the posts
of assistant professor (Rs.ll00-1600) in the armed forces technical institutions may be given the scale
of Rs.3000-5000. For the posts of professor (Rs.1500-1800/1500-2000) and professor in the
selection grade(Rs.1800-2000). we recommend the scale of Rs.4500-5700. We also recommend that
the above scales of pay will be admissible subject to the prescription of the same qualifications and
experience, etc. as laid down by the all India council of technical education.
10.93. Naval armament supply organisation is responsible for procurement, maintenance and
supply of ordnance items and ammunition to Indian Navy. The officers cadre in this organisation is
consituted in an orginised group A service called Indian Naval Armament Service (INAS) with a
strength of about 70 officers. The pattern of pay scales applicable to other engineering services has not
been extended to INAS although the recruitment is through the engineering services examination
conducted by UPSC. We recommend that the posts of naval armament supply officer in the ordinary
and selection grades may be merged and given the scale of Rs.3700-5000.
The post of senior naval stores officer (Rs.1300-l700) and joint director naval stores (Rs.15001800) may be merged and given the scale of Rs.3700-5000. For the post of director logistic support
(Rs.1800-2000), we recommend the scale of Rs.4500-57 00.
10.94. There are posts of principal design officer engineering, construction and electrical in navy
in the pay scale of Rs.1300-1700. These posts are filled from the senior design officers grade I of the
respective branches in the scale of Rs.ll 00-1600. F.ifty per cent of the posts are filled by direct
recruitment from amongst engineers having degree in mechanical/marine/~lectrica1 and naval
architecture with 8 years practical experiecnce in design, installation and construction. Keeping in
view the qualifications and specialised nature of work, we recommend that these posts may be placed
in the scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.95. For providing necessary support and back up facilities to the naval ships in the base ports,
there are a number of yard crafts (tugs, oil tankers, ferry boats, etc.) which are manned entirely by
civilian personnel. Naval headquarters have pointed out that number of posts remain unfilled which
is adversely affecting the support services to the operational fleet ships. They have therefore suggested
an improvement in the pay scales. Having regard to the difficulties in filling up the posts and keeping
in view the operational requirements, we consider it necessary to improve the scales of pay for some of
these posts. We recommend the following scales ofpay,-

Designation
1. Master (Oil tanker)

2. Master grade I
3.
4.
5.
6.

Master grade II
Engine driver class I
Engine driver class IIJsytang of lascar
Engine driver class TIl

Proposed scale of Pay (Rs.)
2000-3200
1600-2660
1400-2300
1400-2300
1320..2040
1200-1800

10.96. The photo printers grade I in the naval headquarters (Rs.290-560) who are required to
operate zerox machines have represented for parity of pay scale with zerox operator in the Directorate
of Standardization (Rs.425-600) and machine operator (zerox) (Rs.425-600) in the air headquarters.
We are informed that the duties of photo printers grade I in the naval headquarters are comparable with
machine/zerox operators in these organisations under the Ministry of Defence. We recommend. that the
posts of photo printer grade I in the naval headquarters in the scale of Rs.290-560, may be glyen the
scale of Rs.1350-2200. The designation of the posts may also be changed.
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10.97. The Defence Lands and Cantonment Service has cadre strength of about 250 officers
recruited through the civil services examination conducted by UPSC. It has been suggested that the
post of director general, Defence Lands & Cantonment which is on the pay of Rs.2750 (fixed) may be
given the pay ofRs.3000/- (fixed). We accordingly recommend that the post may be given the pay of
Rs.7300/- (fixed).
10.98. Under the Directorate General of Armed Forces Medical Services, there is an artificial
limbo centre at Pune, which is engaged in the specialised field of production, fitting and training in the
use of prosthoses and orthoses and other rehabilitation equipment. It has been suggested that the pay
scales of the posts in the centre should compare with the pay scales of similar posts in all India institute
of physical medicine and rehabilitation, under the Ministry of Health. The work done in the institute is
mainly research, training and treatment while the artificial limb centre, Pune, is essentially a production
unit. Having regard to the specialised nature of work in the artificial limbo centre, we recommend that
the pay '&cales of the following posts may be revised as given below,Designation
1. Chief limb fitter
2. Supervisor (Tech.) grade I

3. Supervisor (Tech.) grade II
4. Limb fitter
5. Limb maker carpenter
6. Limb maker leather fabric
7. Boot shoe maker
8. Leading hand technician
9. Bench fitter
10. Arm training instructor
11. Leg training instructor

Proposed pay scales (Rs.)
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2300
1400-2300
1320-2040
1200-1800

10.99. Armed forces medical college, Pune, imparts post-graduate training to service officers and
is a major source for recruiting doctors in army medical corps. We recommend that teaching posts in
the scale of Rs.1800~2250 may be given the pay scale of Rs.4500-5700 and those in the scale of
1ls.1100~1800 may be given the scale of Rs. 3000-5 000.
10.100. For security of defence depots and installations, there is a cadre of civilian assistant
security officers with 67 posts. Recruitment to these posts was made through UPSC. We understand
that there was proposal to merge the cadre of civilian assistant security officer with the defence
security corps. This, however, has not yet materialised. Having regard to the qualifications for
recruitment and the responsibilities of the post, we recommend that the post of civilian assistant
security officer (Rs.550~900) may be givcen the scale of Rs.2000-3500 and the posts in the scale of
Rs.775-1200 may be given the scale of Rs.2200-4000.

Department of Defence Production
10.101. The Department of Defence Production has under it the directorate general of ordnance
factories which is responsible for administration, direction and control of 34 ordnance factories. The
ordnance factories organisation comprises the ordnance factory board (OFB) at Calcutta, the additional
director generals of ordnance factories at Kanpur and A vadi and 34 ordnance factories headed by
general managers. The ordnance factories organisation was recognised in 1979 and the board with
director general as chairman and 7 full time members was set up.
~0:1U2 .. The director general of ordnance factories (DGOF) and chainnan of OFB is the
admInIstratIve head of the ordnance factories organisation and functions as its chief executive. The
Department of Defence Production has delegated power for administration of the ordnance factories to
the b~a:d. The pay o~ the posts of members in OFB and additional director generals at Kanpur and
A vadl 1S Rs,3000/~ (fixed). Having regard to the duties and responsibilities of these posts, we
recommend that posts of members and additional director generals may be given the scale ofRs 73008000.
•
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10.103. The officers cadre in the ordance factories is included in the Indian Ordnance Factories
Service (lOPS), technical and non-technical with a strength of about 1400 officers. The service is
multi-disciplinary, comprising engineers, metallurgists, chemists, etc. The administrative officers are
included in the IOFS (Non-tech.). Recruitment to the non-technical service is through the civil services
examination. Recruitment to technical posts is tlu'ough the engineering services ex.amination as well as
directly through UPSc. The grade structure of the IOFS, technical and non-technical, is similar to the
other organised engineering and central services.
10.104. While in other engineering services there is a selection grade of Rs.2000-2250, the posts
at this level in ordnance factories are treated as promotion posts of joint general manger. We have been
informed that department would like to retain this level in large ordnance factories. It is for
government to consider whether the scale of Rs.2000-2250 should be utilised as a selection grade as in
other engineering services or may continue to be operated as a separate functional level for joint general
manager in the ordnance factories. We however, suggest that these posts may be given the scale of
Rs.4500-S700 and they may be created on the same basis as adopted for creating selection grade in
other engineering services.
10.10S. It has been represented that the responsibilities of general mangers in certain large
ordnance factories are broadly comparable with the duties and responsibilities of general managers in
the railway production units, who are in a higher scale of pay. Taking into account the turn over,
duties and responsibilities of general managers in the large ordnance factories, we are of the view that
four posts of general managers may be given the pay of Rs. 7300/- (fixed). Government may identify
the four posts and redesignate them if considered necessary.
10.106. The medical facilities for employees of ordnance factories and their families are provided
by the Indian Ordnance Factories Health Services (IOFHS). There are 23 hospitals, 33 estate
dispensaries and 33 dispensaries inside the factories. The medical officers working in these
hospitals/dispensaries belong to the IOFHS which has a strength of250 medical officers.
10.107. There is a director health services at the head-quarters in the scale of Rs.2250-2S00. It
has been recommended that the pay of the post may be raised as this is the highest post in the service.
Taking into consideration the cadre structure, limited prospects of promotion, we agree that the post of
director may be given pay of Rs.7300/-Cfixed).
10.108. IOFHS had no cadre of specialists. Recently about 40 posts of specialists in 6 different
disciplines have been created in the pay scales of Rs.1l00-1800 and Rs.1500-2000. For these posts
we recomrned the pay scales of Rs.3000-S000 and Rs,4500-5700 respectively to bring them on par
with CHS. We further recommend that for further strengthening the specialist cadre, two posts of
senior specialists/consultants may be created by upgrading two existing posts and given the pay scale
of Rs.5900-6700. These posts should be given to medical officers/specialists with outstanding
performance.
"10.109. The assistant foreman in the technical cadre is in the scale of Rs.700-900, whereas the
assistant foreman (non-technical) is in the scale of Rs.550-750 with Rs.lOO/- as special pay. There is
little justification for this difference and we recommend that the post of assistant foreman (nontechnical) in the scale of Rs.5S0-7S0 with special pay of Rs.100/- may be given the scale of pay of
Rs.2000-3200 without special pay. The post may be suitably redesignated.
10.110. Supervisor 'A' (non-tech.) is in the scale of Rs,425-640 and is promoted to the post of
Chargeman grade II (non-technical) in the scale of Rs.425-700. In the technical cadre the posts of
supervisor (Rs.425-640) have been merged with chargeman grade n (Rs.42S-700). We recommend
that the posts of supervisor 'A' (non-technical) and chargeman grade II (non-technical) may also be
merged.
10.111. It has been brought to notice that the pay scales of certain industrial trades in heavy
vehicle factory (HVF) Avadi are lower compared to the pay scales of similar trades in other ordnance
factories. The disparities within the same organisation should be corrected and we recQmmend that
such trades in the HVF Avadi may be brought over to the scales of pay applicable to these trades in
other ordnance factories as advised by,the anomalies committed, 1984.
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Department of Defence Research and De't'elopment
10.112. In 1979, the then existing Defence Science Service was split into the following three
services,1. Defence Research and Development Service (DRDS) under Defence Research and
Development Organisation.
2. Defence Quality Assurance Service (DQAS), under director general of inspection.
3. Defence Aeronautical QUality Assurance Service (DAQAS), under Directorate of technical
development and production (Air).
The pay structure of these services broadly corresponds to that of other scientific services.
10.113. At present there is a system of flexible complementing in DRDS which is applicable for
posts upto the pay scale of Rs.1800-2250. It has been suggested that flexible complementing may be
extended to the next higher scale of Rs.2000-2500. We have considered the suggestion and
recommend that flexible complementing in DRDS may be extened to posts in the scale of Rs.45005700 also. In order to attract, retain and motivate scientists, we suggest that the pay scale of Rs.59007300 may be given to those scientists whose work has been assessed and found to be outstanding.
10.114. The vehicle research & development establishment (VRDE) under DRDO is engaged in
inspection, testing and evaluation of vehicles. There are 15 posts of driver (Test & proof) in the scale
of Rs.320-400 in this establishment which are filled by ' promotion from driver grade IT in the scale of
Rs.260-350. It has been stated that driver (Test & proof) are engaged on duties of filed trials involving
risks and hazards as compared to other MT drivers. We agree and recommend that the posts of driver
(Test & proof) in VRDE may be given the scale ofRs.1200-1800.
10:115. Defence accounts department is entrusted with the accounting and audit functions in
respect of the Ministry of Defence, army, ,navy and air force, ordnance factories, DRDO, etc. The
Indian Defence Accounts Service is an organised group 'A' service with a strength of about 250
officers, Recruitment to the service is through the civil services examination conducted by UPSc.
The controller general of defence accounts (CGDA) as head of the department is responsible for
administering the organisation with about 30,000 officers and staff and 800 sub-offices spread all over
the country. Keeping in view the role and functions of the department and responsibilities at the level
of CODA, we recommend that the post of CODA may be given the pay ofRs.76001- (fixed) as against
Rs.30001- atpresent. There are three posts of aditional CaDA or equivalent in the scale of Rs.25002750 with special pay ofRs.250J~ per month. We recommend the pay of Rs.7300/- (fixed) for these
posts without special pay.
10.116. The finance division of the Ministry of Defence is headed by financial adviser who
exercises financial control over the proposals involving expenditure from the Defence budget. He is
also responsible for internal audit and accounting of the defence expenditure and this responsibility is
discharged through CODA. Keeping in view the role of the financial adviser, we recommend that the
pay of the post of financial adviser may be revised from Rs.3000-3500 to Rs.8000/- (fixed). The post
should be held by members of Indian Defence Accounts Service.

Fire Fighting Staff
10.117. The Ministry of Defence which employs, the largest number of fire fighting staff has
fireman at the lowest level in the pay scale of Rs.200-250. It has been suggested that fireman in
ordnance factories and other organisations under the Ministry of Defence should at least be equated to a
semi-skilled worker. We have taken note of the duties of the fire fighting personnel in the different
organisations of the Defence Ministry and are of the view that rtheir pay scales need some
improvement. We accordingly recommend that the ftreman grade IT who are at present in the pay scale
of Rs.200-250 in the organisations under Ministry of Defence may be placed in the scale of Rs.8001150 and fueman grade I in the existing scale of Rs.210-270 may be placed in the scale of Rs.8251200.
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During oral evidence, the all India defence fIre staff assO?iation had. suggested a merger of fireman
grade n and grade I. Since the posts of fireman grade I provIde promotional avenue for frreman grade
II, we are not in favour of merger.

Store Keeping Staff
10.118. The organisations under the Ministry of Defence Accounts for about 62 per cent of the
total posts of store keepers in various ministries/departments. The store keepers are employed in
ordnance factories, repair and maintenance workshops, vehicle deposts, command ordnance deposts,
military engineering service and the repair workshops in navy, air force, etc.
10.119. The majority of group 'e' store keeping staff under the Defence Ministry are distributed
in five scales of pay. However, there is no uniformity in the structure of pay scales for store keeping
staff in different organisations under the Ministry. While the scales of Rs.260-400 and Rs.330-560
exist in all the organisations under the Ministry, this is not so in the case of the other scales of pay. It
has been represented that the store keeping staff in the different organisations under the Defence
Ministry should be on a common pattern of scales of pay and the existing anomalies should be
removed. The all India defence employees federation in their memorandum have suggested a scheme
of rationalisation of the, store keeping posts into 6 scales of pay. In our opinion the number of pay
scales would depend upon the functional requirements of each organisation and there cannot be a predetermined pattern in this regard. A few changes' are, however, necessary in the existing pay scales of
the store keeping staff under the Ministry of Defence as discussed below:(i)
In EME Corps there are 29 posts of store keepers (SO) in the scale of Rs.330-480 which
are filled by promotion from store keepers in the scale of Rs.260-400. To bring about
uniformity at this level in the various organisations, the posts in the existing selection grade
may be 'merged with the posts of senior store keeper and placed in the scale of Rs.12002040
(ii)

There are 396 posts of senior store keepers in the scale of Rs.425-600 in air force. These
posts are filled by promotion from store keepers in the scale of Rs.330-560. The next
higher promotional posts at this level in other defence organisations are in the scale of
Rs.455-700. We recommend that th6 posts of senior store keepers in the scale ofRs.425600 may be upgraded to the scale applicable to superintendient of stores which is Rs.14002300.

(iii)

There are 17 posts of senior store keepers (SO) in the scale of Rs.425-600 in the DGI.
These posts are filled by promotion from senior store keepers in the scale ofRs.330-560.
For the reason given in respect of similar posts in air force, we recommend that the post of
senior store keeper (SG) in the scale of Rs.425-600 may be upgraded to the scale applicable
to superintendent of stores which is Rs.1400-2300.

(iv)

In the Military Engineering Service the posts of supervisor barrack & stores (B&S) grade I
in the scale of Rs.470-750 are filled by promotion from supervisor B&S grade II in the
scale of Rs.330-560. The pay scale of Rs.470-750 which appears to cover the span of two
scales of pay, viz. Rs.425-700 and Rs.550-750 was specifically recommended by Third
Pay Commission. A separate level of Rs.5S0-7S0, does not, therefore, exist in the case of
the B&S cadre in MES. A detailed examination of the work of the B&S Branch will be
necessary to decide whether this cadre in :MES should follow the pattern of other stores
organisations under the Ministry. Government may examine the matter. Pet?ding such a
review, the post ofB&S supervisor grade I in the scale of Rs,470-750 may be placed in the
scale of Rs.1400-2600.

(v)

In the DGOF the pay scales of store keeping staff at certain levels correspond to the pay
scales applicable to the technical categories. The post of supervisor 'A' in the store keeping
cadre is in the scale of Rs.425-640 and is filled by promotion from the post of supervisor
'B' in the scale of Rs.330-560. Twenty per cent of the posts of supervisor 'A' (non-tech.)
are filled by direct recruitment from amongst graduates. The post of supervisor 'A' in the
technical cadre has since been merged in the grade of chargeman grad II and placed in the
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scale of Rs.425-700. To bring about uniformity at this level be~een the tec~nical and nontechnical posts, we recommend that the posts of supervisor'~ (non-tech.) m the scale of
Rs.425-640 in the store keeping cadre may also be merged wIth those of chargeman grade
II (non-tech.) in the scale of Rs.425-700 and placed in the scale of Rs.1400-2300.
(vi)

(vii)

With the merger of supervisor 'A' (non-tech.) and chargen~ean grade .11, the post of
supervisor 'B' (non-tech.) in the scale of Rs.330-560 may be sUitably redeSIgnated.
There are 210 posts of assistant store holder in the s.cale of~s.?50-750 which are filled by
promotion from chargeman grade I (non-tech.) whIch ~l~o IS. In the sc~e of Rs. 550:750.
It has been pointed out that this separate level of supervlSlon IS nO.t requITed as there IS not
much difference in the functions of charge man grade I and aSSIstant store holder. We
suggest that the post of assistant store holder and chargeman grade I may be merged and
given the scale of Rs.1600-2660.

National Cadet Corps
10.120. National Cadet Corps (NCe) was established in 1948 by Act NoXXXI of 1948. It is
constituted in a Statein one or more units of the corps, members of which are recruited from amongst
students of a university or school. The aims of the NCC are as follows:i)

Development of leadership, character, comradeship, spirit of sportsmanship and the ideal
of service;

ii)

Creation of a force of disciplined and trained manpower;

iii)

Providing training to develop officer-like qualities.

NCe is headed by a director general in the rank of lieutenant general. The organisation is divided
into 16 directorates, each controlling a number of group headquarters with 6-8 Units under the
command of each group headquarters. Each such unit of NeC gives coverage to a number of
educational institutions.
Boys and girls in schools from class VIll onwards are enrolled in junior division of NCe and at
college level they are enrolled in different wings of senior division. These divisions are divided into
army, navy, air wings and girls' division.
10.121. NCC is manned by regular commissioned. officers drawn from army, navy and air force
and also by a cadre of whole time officers. There is also induction of junior commissioned officers
(leOs) and other ranks in Nee on tenure basis. While on deputation to Nee, regular service
officers, JCOs and other ranks continue to be governed by the terms and conditions applicable to them
as members of the armed forces.
10.122. The whole time male and female NCC officers recruited for service in NCe are governed
by the Nee Act and rules and are granted commission in NCe. Even after grant of commission in
NCe, the whole time Nee officers and the regular service officers drawn on deputation from army
navy and air force are not on par in the matter of pay scales, allowances and benefits.
10.123, Fresh recruitment to the cadre of Nee whole time officers from the civilian sources was
stopped in 1974 and a decision has been taken that in future the posts of whole time male officers will
be filled by regular service officers. A proposal is under consideration for absorbing Nee whole time
male officers in the special list Commission. We were infonned under Defence Ministry's letter of
20.6.86 that this had not been agreed to so fat. If the government decide to include the Nee whole
time male officers in the special list, they will be on par with regular service officers of the special list
in the matter of pay scales, allowances. etc.
10.124. The whole time officers in Nee are at present allowed the pay scales of anny reduced by
Rs.50/- at the minimum. Since the question of including the NCe whole time male officers in the
special list commission is engaging the attention of government, we recommend that the existing
correspondence between· the pay scales of the regular service officers and the NCC whole time officers
may be continued until a rmal decision is taken in the matter. The pay scales of Nee whole time
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officers may suitably be revised by government on the basis of the pay scales recommended by us for
corresponding ranks in the army.
10.125. There are 578 NCC \\ hole time officers including 29 whole time female officers in ~e
army wing of NCC. If government decide to in~lude th.e w~ole time male Nee officers in 0~ SpeClal
list commission of the army, the 29 female offlcers wIll stIll be left out. The Defence Mlfl1Stry bas
suggested that when the whole time male officers are given the specia~ ~~t commissi~n, female offi~ers
may be compensated by bringing their pay scales, allowances and facllities on par WIth the whole time
NCC male officers on their inclusion in the special list commission. We agree and recommend
accordingly.
10.126. We have received a proposal regarding improvement in terms and conditions of the girl
cadet instructors. Training to the NCC cadets is imparted by the JCOslNCOs drawn from .the armed
forces on tenure appointments in the NCe For imparting training to girl cadets, the servIces of the
ICGs and NCOs drawn from three services are not utilised and for this purpose 20 per cent of the
permanent instructional posts are filled directly for appointment as girl cadet instructors. The details of
the existing posts of girl cadet instructors are indicated below:Designation
No. of posts
Pay scale
Sergeant major instructor

157

Rs.245-325

Under Officer instructor

78

Rs.355-455

The above scales of pay for girl cadet instructors are less by Rs.5/- at minimum of the pay scales
applicable to JCOslNCOs in group 'D' of the army. As recommended by us in case of the NCC whole
time officers, the correspondence between the pay scale of the JCOslNCOs of the army and the girl
cadet instructors may continue, and their scales may be suitable determined by government on the basis
of pay scales of corresponding ranks in the army.
10.127. In regard to the entitlements ofthe Nee whole time officers and the girl cadet instructors
in the matter of leave, leave travel concession, rations, etc., we do not recommend any change in the
existing position. However, outfit allowance and IGt maintenance allowance for NCC officers may be
at the same rates as recommended by us for officers of central police organisations.
10.128. The post of director (personnel) in the headquarters office of director general NCC is at
present in the scale of Rs.1500-1800. We have been informed that the post has all along been held by
officers belonging to the cadre of senior civilian staff officers of the AFHQ Civil Service. We
recommend that the post of director (personnel) in NCe may be given the scale of Rs.4100-5300.
10.129. Posts of civilian gliding ins~ctors in NCe are in the scale of Rs.650-960. We have
examined the qualifications for recruitemnt as well as duties and responsibilities attached to the post
which are comparable with those of the civilian gliding instructors in Civil Aviation Department. We
therefore recommend that the civilian gliding instructors in NCe now in the scale of Rs. 65 0-960 may
be ~iven the sc~ of Rs.2200-4000.

Coast Guard
10.130. The coast guard was constituted as an armed force of the Union under the Coast Guard
Act, 1978, for ensuring the security of the maritime zones of India. The members of the coast guard
are subject to the Coast Guard Act which is based on the Navy Act, 1957. At its inception the coast
guard was manned by naval personnel on deputation. In order to reduce the dependence on navy in a
phased manner, direct recruitment of officers and sailors was started in 1980 but the dependence on
navy for trained manpower continues. The tenns and conditions of deputation of personnel of defence
services to coast guard are governed by separate orders.
10.131. The coast guard has a strength of about 1800 personnel in 41 scales of pay. The officers
of the coast guard are in two main branches, namely, the general duties and the technical branches. An
aviation branch has been added from July, 1983. In the matter of rank structure" and pay scales, the
officers' cadre in the coast guard generally corresponds to other central police organisations like
border security force. A suggestion was made that keeping in view the similarity in functions and the
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inter-action which the coast guard has with the navy, the pay scales of the c<;>ast guard officers. should
be similar to the pay scales of the officers in the navy. We ha-ye. exammed the role? dutIes and
responsibilities of the coast guard personnel and consider that the eXlsnng correspondence m the matter
of pay scales between the coast guard officers and the officers in other c~~tral police organisati~ns
should continue. Keeping in view the pay scales recommended by}lS for the central polIce
organisations, the pay scales of the coast guard officers may be revised as under,-

Designation of the post
Assistant conunandant
Deputy commandant
Commandant
Deputy inspector general
Inspector general
Director general

Present scale

Proposed scale

Rs.7oo-1300
Rs.1200-1700
Rs.1200-1700+Special
pay of Rs.l00/- p.m.
Rs.2000-2250
Rs.2500-2750
Rs.3000/- (fixed)

Rs.2200-4000
Rs.3000-4500
Rs.4100-5300
Rs.4500-5700
Rs.5900-6700
Rs.7600/- (fixed)

10.132. The coast guard officers in the aviation branc.h have been given a higher start and their pay
scales are as under:-

Existing Scale
Assistant commandant
Deputy commandant
Commandant

Rs.770-1370
Rs.1280-1780
Rs.1280-1780 with special pay of Rs.l00/- per month

The existing practice of giving higher start in the aviation branch appears to be based on the practice in
the navy where the officers in the naval aviation Qranch draw higher-starting salary as compared to
other officers in the generallist. In line with our recommendations for navy, we suggest that the
existing practice of giving higher start to officers in the aviation branch may be discontinued and the
pay scales for the aviation branch at the level of assistant commandant, deputy conuilandant- and
commandant may be the same as recommended by us for other officers of coast guard at corresponding
levels.
10.133. Special pay at the rates of Rs.75/- and Rs.50 per month is admissible to officers of the
rank of commandant and deputy/assistant commandant, respectively, in command of coast guard
ships. Our general ftcommendations on special pay will apply.
10.134. Officers posted to coast guard ships are paid compensatory allowance at the rate of
Rs.1OO/- per month for commandant and Rs.50/- per month for deputy commandant. This may
continue at the existing rates and subject to existing conditions governing its grant.
10.135. The subordinate officers and sailors in the coast guard are distributed in three main
branches, viz. general duty branch, technical branch and domestic branch. An aviation branch has also
been added recently. There are six ranks with designations of navik, uttam navik, pradhan navik,
adhikari. utlarn adhikari and pradhan adhikari in general duty, domestic and aviation branches. In the
case of technical branch, the deSignations of the six ranks are yantcik, uttam yantrik, pradhan yantrik
sahayak engineer. uttam sahayak engineer and pradhan sahayak engineer.
10.136. The existing pay scales of the coast guard personnel below officer rank were evolved by
suitable adjustments in the pay scales of corresponding naval ranks. The pay scales for the different
branches in the coast guard have been detennined with reference to corresponding ranks in the relevant
pay groups in the navy as indicated below t -

Coast guard
General duty branch

Navy
groupe
groupB

Technical branch

group A

Aviation branch

Aviation branch

Domestic branch
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In the case of domestic branch and the general duty branch in the coast guard the difference in the pay
scales exists only at the level of navik and uttam navik. The pay scales for the other ranks in both the
branches are the same.
10.137. We have considered the question whether the pay scales for subordinates and sailors in
the coast guard should correspond to the pay scales for comparable ranks in navy or-to central police
organisations like border security force. The pay scales of the coast guard officers have been
determined on the basis of pay scales applicable to officers in the ESP. It will therefore be appropriate
if the pay scales for the subsordinates and sailors also correspond to those in the centr~l police
organisations. The role of navy is different and therefore its scales of pay will not be apphcable to
coast guard personnel. We have considered the qualifications prescribed for recruitment in the
different branches of the coast guard and also their duties and responsibilities. We recommend the.
following scales of pay for subordinates and sailors in the different branches of coast guard,Rank

Proposed scale of pal (Rs.)
Domestic branch and general duty branch

Navik
Uttamnavik
Pradhan navik
Adhikari
Uttam adhikari
Pradhan adhikari
Yantrik
Uttam yantrik:
Pradhan yantrik
Sahayak engineer
Uttam sahayak engineer
Pradhan sahayak engineer

825-1200
950-1400
950-1500
1400-2300
1640-2900
2000-3200

Aviation branch
950-1400
950-1500
1200-1800
1400-2300
1640-2900
2000-3200

Technical branch
950-1500
1200-1800
1400-2300
1640-2900
2000-3200
2000-3500

10.138. It has been suggested that there should be parity between the coast guard and the navy in
the matter of ration and other allowances such as outfit allowance, kit maintenance allowance and some
other allowances which are peculiar to sea service, like diving allowance and dip money. The existing
scale of rations for the coast guard officers, subordinates and sailors is lower than for naval personnel.
We suggest that government may periodically review the rates of ration allowance. We do not,
however, recommend any change either in the scales of rations or modification of the existing
conditions governing its grant. We also do not find adequate justification for parity with navy in
regard to allowances like outfit allowance and kit maintenance allowance. Government may review the
rates 6f outfit allowance and kit maintenance allowance for coast guard officers keeping in view our
recommendations in this regard in chapter 26. In the matter of other allowances which are peculiar to
sea service like diving allowance/dip money/hardlying money, flying pay, we suggest that the existing
parity between the coast guard and the navy continue and the rates recommended by us for the naval
officers/sailors may be extended to corresponding ranks in the coast guard.
10.139. We have examined the entitlement of the coast guard officers, subordinates and sailors for
other benefits and facilities and do not recommend any change except in regard to the leave
entitlements. While the entitlement for leave may remain at 45 days per year, the coast guard personnel
may be allowed accumulation of leave upto 160 days as against 120 days at present.

V. Ministry of Energy
10.140. The ministry of Energy comprises departments of Coal, Power and Non-Co,Qventional
energy sources.
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Department of Coal
10.141. The Department of Coal in the Ministry of Energy is responsible for all ~~ters relating to
production, distribution and pricing of coal in India including development and exploltatlOn of coal and
lignite deposits. "The department including offices under its control has a total strength of about 4200
posts.
10.142. The Coal Controller's Organisation with its headquarters at Calcutta is responsible for
conservation, develo-pment, movement and distribution of coal as also for collection of data in respect
of production, despatches, etc. It has been pointed out that three categories of posts viz., joint deputy
controller, coal superintendent and deputy coal superintendent are in the same pay scale of Rs.15001800. This is a matter which may be examined by the department for necessary action.
10.143. The Department of Power is responsible for potic)'.' formulation. planning, processing of
projects and administration and enactment of legislation in regard to power generation, transmission
and distribution. The depa.rt.ment has a total staff of about 3,000. of which about 2700 posts are under
the Centrai. Electricity Autlrority (CEA).
10.144. The department also administers the Central Power Engineering Service (CPES) to which
recruitment is made through the engineering services examination conducted by the UPSC. The
service haS a cadre strength of about 580 officers. There are posts of deputy chief engineer in the
service in the pay scale of Rs.2000-22S0. Posts at this level in most of the other engineering services
are treated as selection grade posts. The department may examine whether posts at this level are
necessary and should be continued or they should be treated as selection grade posts as in other
engineering services. Department may also consider reviewing the complement of posts in the junior
and senior time scales of the service so as to make the promotion prospects comparable with other
engineering services at this level.
10.14.5. It has heen represented that the promotion prospects for members of CPES should be
improved .. In the Central Water Engineering Service (CWES) which is similar to CPES, we note that
fifty per cent of the posts of members in the pay scale of Rs.3000 (fixed) are available to the members
of the service. The department may examine the qu~stion of making a similar provision in regard to
posts of members of CEA so as to improve the promotion prospects of CPES. It has further been
represented that the existing promotion quota for posts at the junior time scale level may be increased.
As there are a large number of vacancies, the department may examine the question of increasing the
promotion quota.

Department of Non-Conventional Energy Sources
10.146. The Department of Non-conventional Energy Sources was created in 1982 with a view

to ex.ploring alternative sources of energy from hi(}-ga~, solar devices, etc. and for their extension and
commercialisation. It is treated as a scientific department and has about 350 posts.
10.147. The scales of pay attached to the scientific, administrative and auxiliary posts in this
department follow the general pattern discussed in chapter 8. We recommend that the various posts in
the department may be given the corresponding scales of pay recommended there. We find that in
some cases recruitment rules for posts have not yet been finalised which may be done as early as
possible.
VI. Minisb;y ()f Environment and_ Forests

Department of -Environment, Forests and Wildlife
10.148. Department of Environmentt Forests and Wildlife is concerned with all matters relating to
environment and ecology, flora and fauna wealth of the country. The forest research institute and
colleges (FRI), botanical survey of India (BSI), zoological sUlVey of India (ZSI), national museum of
natural history (NMNH), are some of the important organisations under it with a staff of about 7,000.
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10.149. Some of the posts in the forest wing of the secretariat of the department and in FRI, forest
survey of India, logging development institute and Directorate of Lac Development, though not
encadred in the Indian Forest Service, are manned by IFS officers under the senior staffing scheme Df
the service on tenure basis. These posts may be given the scales recommended by us for the
corresponding grades in the Indian Forest Service.
10.150. There are 7 posts of senior environmental officer in the scale of Rs.1300-1700 in the
secretariat which are filled partly by promotion from posts in the scale of Rs.11 00-1600 and partly by
direct recruitment. The posts in the next higher grade of principal scientific officer in the scale of
Rs.1500-2000 are also filled partly by promotion from senior environmental officer and partly by
direct recruitment. Qualifications prescribed for direct recruitment for the senior environmental officer
and principal scientific officer are the same. We therefore recommend that the posts of senior
environmental officer may be merged with those of principal scientific officer.
10.151. The Director, ZSI, is in the scale of Rs.2000-2500. It has been proposed by the
Department that the scale of pay for this post should be brought on par with the Pay scale of the post
of Director, BSI. We are in agreement with the proposal and recommend that the post of Director, ZSI
may be given the scale of Rs.5900-73oo.
10.152. Herbarium Cleaners in the BSI were transferred from the Government of West Bengal in
two batches. While the first batch is at present in the scale of Rs.196-232, the second batch is in the
scale of Rs.200-250. Their duties are similar. We recommend that the posts in the two scales may be
merged and given the scale ofRs.775-1025 and redesignated.
10.153. In FRI, there is a post of senior foreman (Printing) in the scale of Rs.42S-700, which is
filled by promotion from the post of printing foreman in the scale of Rs.425-640. We recommend that
the post of senior foreman (Printing) may be given the scale of Rs.1600-2660. There is a post of
senior proof reader in the scale of Rs.330-560, which is filled by promotion from the post of proof
reader in the scale of Rs.330-480. We recommend that the post of senior proof reader may be given
the scale of RS.1320-2040.
VII. Ministry of External Affairs
10.154. MiniStry of External Affairs has a sanctioned strength of 5763 posts. We propose to deal
with the following two categories of posts:i)

Posts belonging to the Organised Services, Le. Indian Foreign Service (IF'S) (A), IPS (B) ;
and

ii) Posts peculiar to the Ministry of External Affairs.

to.155. The pay struc~ure of the IFS (A) is quite similar to that of the lAS. It has a cadre strength
of 568. Offi~ers of the IFS (A) when posted abroad receive foreign allowance, additional foreign
allowance and representational grant, in addition to other allowances. In India, they receive such
allowances as are admissible to other officers belonging to group A Services at comparable levels.
10.156. It has been stated on behalf of the IFS (A) officers association that the service should be
made more attractive. They have suggested improvements in foreign allowance, educational facilities
and allotment of accommodation on return to Irldia from postings abroad.
10.157. Ministry of external Affairs has devised a roster system of inspections which would
ensure examination of the adequacy of the foreign allowance periodically. We recommend that the
inspections should be done regularly and allowances adjusted periodically.
10.158. The present arrangement for children's education is that in respect of schools on the
approved panel of the ministry, the embassy/mission reimburses school fee, admission fee, registration
fee in full for two children between the ages of 5 and 18, of all employees posted abroad and recovers
Rs.100/- per month per child from them. Within the country they are eligible for reimbursement of
education fee and hostel fee. Improvements in the general schemes of e'ducational assistance to central
government employees have been recommended by us in chapter 15. Ministry of External Affairs may
revise the allowance applicable to the foreign service employees accordingly.
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10.159. We recommend that pool accommodation may be placed at the disposal o~ Mini~try?f
External Affairs for allotment to the eligible officers when they are posted back to IndIa. ThIS WIll
mitigate the difficulties faced by these officers.
10.160. The association representing IFS (B) officers has suggested that the service should be
integrated with IFS(A). As IFS(B) is the feeder category for promotion to IFS (A), it will not be
desirable to disturb the existing arrangement. It has also been urged that an IFS(B) officer is being
discriminated against as he does not get special pay admissible to an IFS(A) officer when working as
under secretary or deputy secretay in the minis try. The grades of pay scales of IFS(B) are on the same
pattern as Central Secretariat Service. Central Secretariat Service officers are not entitled to any
special pay in similar circumstances. We are, therefore, unable to accept this suggestion.
10.161. The association representing IFS(B) officers has requested for improvement of promotion
opportunities. With the revision of the cadre in 1985, a number of additional posts in IFS(A) have
become available for promotion of IFS(B) officers. However, Ministry of External Affairs may
undertake regular cadre reviews in future.
10.162. It has been suggested that the posts of public relations officers (PROs) which are at
present in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 should be placed in the higher scale of Rs.700-l300. The
PROs exercise statutory powers to issue a passport in the absence of the passport officer. They also
perfom executive functions and act as the head of office in addition to their normal duties. Another
important functional responsibility is liaison ~ith the state government. We agree with the suggestion
and recommend that the post of PRO in the passport office may be placed in the pay scale of Rs.22004000. With the revision of the pay scale we also suggest that direct recruitment to these posts should
be made through the Union Public Service Commission.
10.163. It has also been suggested that the superintendents in the scale ofRs.550-900 in passport
offices in the group B gazetted post should be placed in the higher scale of Rs.650-1200. We have
dealt with the question of pay scales in the subordinate offices in chapter 11. The pay scales of these
posts may be detennined accordingly.
10.164. Technical assistants in the telegraph branch of the Ministry of External Affairs have asked
for all avenue of promotion since they do not have any higher posts in their sphere of work. We
recommend that they may be made eligible for the limited departmental examination for promotion to
the post of cipher assistant alongwith lDC/UDC/stenographer.

VIII.

Ministry of Finance

10.165. Ministry of Finance has three departments namely, Department of Economic Affairs,
Department of Expenditure and Department of Revenue.

Department of Economic Affairs
10.166. The Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) is primarily concerned with monitoring
current economic trends and advising government on all matters having a bearing on internal and
external economic management, including the working of commercial banks, term-lending institutions,
currency and coinage, extemal assistance, etc. the preparation of the budget of the Union ofIndia and
its presentation to Parliament is also the responsibility of this department. There are about 24,000
posts under DEA including the National Savings Organisation (NSO), Mints and Presses. DEA is also
the cadre controlling authority for the Indian Economic Service.
10.167. There is a post of Chief Economic Advise~· (CEA) in DEA in the pay scale of Rs.30003500. The CEA is charged with the responsibility of assisting and advising government on all
important economic policy matters. The incumbent of this post is generally an eminent economist with
a distinguished record of independent research and administrative experience. Keeping in view the
important role and responsibilities of CEA, we recommend the pay of Rs.8000/- (fix.ed) for this post
We also suggest that members of Indian Economic Service may also be considered for this post if
found suitable.
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10.168. The NSO is responsible for the mobilisation of small savings. While in 1975-76 the
collections were Rs.393 crore, the estimate for 1985-86 is Rs.3900 crore. It has been stated that the
responsibilities and work-load shouldered by officers of the organisation have increased considerably.
It has therefore been urged by the associations of employees that the pay scales of officers in the
organisation at all levels should be improved substantially.
10.169. The posts of district savings officer (DSO) which are in the pay scale of Rs.425-700 with
a selection grade of Rs.550-BOO, are filled to the extent of 90 per cent by direct recruitment. It has
been stated that DSO is primarily responsible for the efficient functioning of the savings movement and
for achieving targets of small savings collections fixed for the district. For this purpose he has to keep
liaison with the state and central government officers. It has accordingly been urged that the pay scale
of DSO should be raised. We agree and recommend the scale of Rs.1400-2600 for DSO. The present
district savings officers who are in the scale of Rs.S50-800 may be given the scale ofRs.1640-2900.
10.170. The need for improving the pay scales of other posts in the organisation has also been
emphasised. The deputy regional directors (Rs.650-1200) function in the regional offices and assist in
assessing the savings potential, framing targets and implementing programmes. The assistant regional
directors (Rs.S50-900) function at the divisional level and supervise the work of 4 to 6 DSOs and are
primarily responsible for small savings effort in the division. We think that these two levels of posts
should be combined so that there is greater flexibility in deployment between the field and
headquarters. Accordingly we recommend the pay scale of Rs.2000-3500 for the posts of deputy
regional director and assistant regional director. The pay scales for posts of a few other levels also
need improvement. Wr recommend the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000 for the post of deputy national
savings commissioner and Rs.4500-5700 for joint national savings commissioner.
10.171. The NSO employees have also represented that the existing incentives admissible to them
for mobilising savings are not adequate and need improvement. The incentives are admissible only to
DSOs who are directly involved in promotional \\lork. The annual cash incentive award ranges from
Rs.250/- to Rs.750/- depending on the performance of DSOs on various items of work for which
targets are fixed and points ,assigned to measure the performance. The rates of incentive award were
revised in 1985 and do not call for any change.
10.172. There are 8 industrial units-4 mints and 4 pressess - under the administrative control of
DEA. We understand that the government have recently taken a decision to set up a new mint at Noida
and a new note press at Panagarh in West Bengal. While a post of general manager has been created
by government for preparation of a detailed project report for the new mint at Noida, an OSD (Press)
has been appointed for preparation of feasibility report for the new note press. All mints/presses are at
present headed by officers of the rank of general manager whose functions are similar in nature.
However, while the general manager, India Security Press, Nasik and OSD(press) are in the pay scale
ofRs.2500-2750, all other posts of general manager are in the pay scale of Rs.2000-2500. It has been
urged that there is no rationale for putting the general managers in two different pay scales as the
functions of all of them are similar. The department has suggested the pay scale of Rs.2500-2750 for
all these posts. We accept this suggstion and recommend the scale of Rs.5900-6700 for all the posts
of general manager.
10.173. Bombay and Calcutta mints have their own s~curity arrangements. It has been urged that
the security staff may be given the pay scales which are applicable to central industrial security force
personnel. We have considered the matter and rcommend the following pay scales for them,-

S.No.

Designation

1.

Security Guard
Senior Security Guard
Head Security Guard
Assistant Sub-inspector
Sub-Inspector
Inspector

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Proposed pay scale(Rs.)
825-1200
950-1400
950-1500
1200-1800
1400~2300

1640-2900

10.174. The normal working hours for the mints and presses are 44 hours per week. However,
except for the Security Paper Mill, Hoshangabad, which is working in three shifts, all other units are
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functioning on extended working hours, which range from 54 to 66 hours per week. For these
extended hours of work, the workers are given overtime allowance and incentive payment which
presently wor};: out to about 140 per cent of their emoluments. The gazetted offic~rs are, however,
paid a special allowance at following rates to compensate them for the extended workmg hours,Officers working at shop floor:
Others

15 per cent of.basic pay subject to a ceiling of Rs.200/per month.
1 per cent of basic pay subject to a ceiling of Rs.100/per month.

It has been represented by the associations of officers in mints and presses that their net pay packets are
lower than those of [he operatives. In addition to overtime and incentive payment, the workers also get

productivity linked/ad hoc bonus which is genrally not paid to officers. It has, therefore, been urged
that the rates of special allowance presently admissible to officers should be substantially raised and
they may also be made eligible to incentive payment on the same pattern as admissible to workers.
10.175. The gazetted Officers in mints and presses have to work for 9 to 11 hours along with the
workers and are required to be associated with the production effort all through. In the peculiar
circumstances prevailing in these production units and with due regard to the views expressed by the
department, we are inclined to agree that this should be treate'd as a special case. We therefore
recommend that the amounts of special allowance and incentive payment may be raised.
We recommend that officers working in shifts of different durations may be paid special allowance at
fixed rates as indicated below,-

Shop floor officers (Rs.p.m.)

Officers working 9 hours shift
Officers working 10 hours shift
Officers workingll hours shift

300/4001500/-

Other officers (Rs.p.m.)
200/300/400/-

10.176. Under the existing incentive scheme applicable to mints and presses gazetted officers
drawing emoluments upto Rs.2500/- are allowed incentive payment upto 15 per cent of basic pay. For
the purpose of computation of incentive payments, the emoluments are taken at Rs. ~ 600/ - for those
whose emolumenls exceed this limit but do not exceed Rs.2500/-. Taking all factors into account, we
recommend that shop floor gazetted officers in mints and presses may be allowed incentive payment at
a fixed amount of Rs.300/- per month so long as the workers are allowed incentive payment at the rate
of 15 per cent or more of their emoluments. If the industrial workers are allowed payment at less than
15 per cent
of emoluments in any month, the payment to gazetted officers should be
proportionately reduced. The incentive payment to all other officers should be at the rate ofRs.200/per month subject to the same conditions.
10.177. The special allowance and incentive payment recommended by us may be paid to all
officers without any pay limit.
10.178. We hope that with the coming into production of the new mint at Noida and the new note
press, it will soon be possible to observe normal working hours in the mints and presses. It is not a
healthy practice to observe extended working hours on a long term basis with extra payments to
wDrkers and officers. Additional shifts should be run rather than employing workers on overtime and
incentive schemes which cause distortions and imbalances in the structure of emoluments and create
various difficulties in personnel administration.

Indian Economic Service
10.179. The DBA is the cadre controlling authority of the Indian Economic Service (IES), which
is group A Central Service. There are about 600 officers in the service distributed in four grades viz.,
Rs.700~1300 (grade IV), Rs.llOO-1600 (grade III), Rs.1500~1800 (grade II) and Rs.1800-2000
(grade I). A selection grade of Rs.2000·2250 has been introduced for 20 per cent posts of the
combined strength of grade I and II but the number has been limited to 50 per cent of the strength of
grade I posts. Some higher ex-cadre posts above the selection grade level are also held by members of
the service.
.
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10.180. The IES association has suggested abolition of lateral entry in the service. It was in
pursuance of the recommendation of the Third Pay Commission that direct recruitment at grade III level
was dispensed with and was reduced to 25 per cent at grade II level. However, direct recruitment has
been continued at grade I level although the Third Pay Commission considered it to be unneccessary.
In order to attract talent to this organised service to which recruitment is being made through
competitive examination conducted by the Union Public Service Commission, we think it necessary to
provide reasonable career opportunities. We are therefore not in favour of lateral entry up to grade I of
the service.
10.181. In all organised group A central services there is a junior administrative grade in the scale
of Rs.1500-2000 above the senior time scale. In the IES, however, posts at this level are distributed in
two pay scales of Rs.1500-1800 and Rs.1800-2000. We are of the view that the grade structure of
this service should be brought in line with other organised group A services. We accordingly
recommend that grade II and grade I may be merged and given the revised scale of Rs.3700-5000.
Posts in other scales of pay and the selection grade posts may be given the scales of pay recommended
in chapter 8.
10.182. It ,has been brought to notice that there are no cadre posts in the service beyond grade-I
and this has led to frustration. There are, however, some ex-cadre posts in higher grades which are
held by members of the service. The association has suggested encadering of all these posts to
improve career progression. We find merit in this suggestion. We have already recommended that the
post of Chief Economic Adviser may be filled by members of IES if found suitable. The need for
providing a few posts in the scale of Rs.5900-6700 for members of the service may be examined by
the government.
10.183. At present most of the feeder posts recognised in vario~s ministries/departme~t~ (or
promotion to grade-IV-level of IES in group B are in the pay scale of Rs.550-900 with gazetted/nongazetted status. However, in some ministries/departments there exist two pay scales for these
recognised feeder posts viz. Rs.650-1200 and Rs.550-900. In the integrated list of the incumbents of
these posts prepared by the respective cadre authorities, the principle followed is that the holders of
posts in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 are placed enbloc above the person in the lower pay scale Le.
Rs.550-900. There is provision for direct recruitment to the posts in the pay scale of Rs.5S0-900 and
posts in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 are promotional posts for those in the lower level. The
qualification prescribed for direct recruitment is post-graduate degree in economics/commerce. The
promotion quota for feeder posts to grade-IV level of IES was increased from 25 per cent to 40 per
cent from August 15, 1981.
10.184. The strength of the recognised feeder posts for promotion to grade-IV level of Indian
Economic Service is 328 out of which 4 are in the scale of Rs.650-1200. The sanctioned strength of
grade-IV le:vel of the IES was 355.
10.185. From time to time holders of feeder posts in various ministriesld'epartments were
promoted on ad hoc basis to officiate against grade-IV cadre posts of IES. In a recent judgment passed
by the Supreme Court on February 11, 1986~ the Union Government has been directed '''to treat all
persons (c: d hoc promotees) wh.o are stated to have been promoted in this case to several posts in
grade-iV_ In each.o/the two servlces contrary to the Rules till now as having been regularly appointed
to the sazd posts m grade-IV under Rult; 8(1) (a) (ii) and assign them seniority in the cadre with effect
from the datu from whch they are contmuously officiating in the said posts".

10.18~. It has been suggested that promotion quota to grade-IV level afmS may be increased and
all recognIsed feeder posts may be placed in a common pay scale of Rs.650-l200.
10.187. We find that the posts in pay scale ofRs.650-1200 are filled by promotion from posts in
the s.cale of pay of Rs.550-900. At present the posts in the scale of Rs.650~ 1200 are too few to
prOVIde adeql.late promotion opportunities. We therefore recommend that adequate number of posts in
Rs.650-1200 may be provided to serve as an effective ~tage of promotion to grade IV of ms. We do
not agree to the increase of promotion quota beyond 40 per cent for feeder posts to gq\de IV of IES.
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Department of Expenditure
10.188. The Department of Expenditure is concerned with the assessment of resources for central
and states plans, investment planning in central sector, and administration and regulation of various
financial and service rules. The department has also under its control, Cost Accounts Organisation,
Staff Inspection Unit and Controller General of Accounts. There are about 1200 posts under the
department.
10.189. The Cost Accounts Organisation is headed by chief adviser (Cost) and the posts are
manned by officers of Indian Cost Accounts Service which was constituted in 1978. The cadre
strength is about 125 and pay scales of the service correspond to those of other group A services. The
association of Indian cost accounts service officers has urged that because of the difficult professional
examination, shortage of qualified personnel and rising demand for qualified cost accountants in public
and private undertakings, their pay scales should be similar to those of officers in the Indian Legal
Service. They have also referred to acute stagnation in the service. The other suggestion is for
payment of headquarters special pay.
10.190. We have been informed that a cadre review of the service was carried out sometime back
and as a result some additional posts at higher levels have been sanctioned for the service which will
improve the promotion prospects. We have examined the suggestion for parity with Indian Legal
Service. The comparison of the service with the Indian Legal Service is not apt as the nature of work
and the levels at which it is handled are different in the two services.
10.191. We have also examined the request for grant of headquarters special pay to officers of the
service. Normally, headquarters organisation of a service is meant for policy fOl1nulation, planning
and monitoring. This is not so in the case of the headquarters organisation under chief adviser (cost).
The cost accounts officers whether posted in other departments or in the cost accounts branch of the
Department of Expenditure, perform more or less the same basic functions. We therefore do not find
justification for the grant of headquarters special pay to officers of the service on posting to the cost
accounts branch.
10.192. The staff inspection unit (SIU) has been established for the purpose of evolving work
norms and securing economy in staff in various departments/offices consistent with administrative
efficiency. The technical posts in the SIU are those of technical assistant, junior analyst, senior analyst
and joint director. While the post of technical assistant is filled by transfer on deputation from other
cadres, the posts at higher levels afre filled partly by promotion and partly by transfer on deputation.
10.193. It has been urged that promotion prospects for officers in SIU are inadequate, particularly
at the level of senior analyst. We understand that isolated posts carrying identical pay scales and with
comparable duties and responsibilities exist in other ministries/departments. We recommend that
goverr_lment may place all these posts in a conunon cadre and provide posts at different level to improve
their promotion prospects.
'
10.194. The Controller General of Accounts is the chief accounting authority of the civil
departments of the central government and is responsible for prepar~tion of both the finance accounts
and approproation accounts of the Union Government. At group A level, the organisation is manned
by officers of the Indian Civil Accounts Service (lCAS), which was initially constituted by transfer of
·officers from the Indian Audit and Accounts Service consequent upon departmentalisation of accounts
in the ministries/departments. The leAS has a strength of about 175 officers and its pay structure
corresponds to that of other group A services.
10.195. The post of Controller General of Accounts (CGA) is on the pay of Rs.3000/-. It has
been urged by lCAS association that keeping in view the size of the organisation and the duties and
responsibilities, the post of eGA may be given the pay of Rs.3500/-. It has also been stated that a
special pay ofRs.2501- is attached to two posts of joint eGA and accordingly these posts already draw
pay equal to that of CGA. As the post of eGA is the highest cadre post available to the members of
leAS, we recommend the pay of Rs.7600/- (fixed) for this post. For the two posts of joint eGA in
the pay scale of Rs.2500-2750 with special pay of Rs.250/-, we recommend the pay of Rs.7300/~
(fixed) without special pay.
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10.196. The associations of employees of groups B and C staff under the eGA have urged that
they may be given the same pay scales as are applicable to officers and staff of various central.
secretariat services. Traditionally the accounts staff have been given pay scales different from those
applicable to ther central secretariat staff. The employees have in fact to be compared with similar
employees in other accounts organisations. We have discussed the pay scales of the accounts staff
under CGA in chapter 11.
Department of Revenue
10.197. The Department of Revenue has two statutory boards - Central Board of Direct Taxes
(CBDT) and Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC), to deal with all matters relating to direct
and indirect taxes respectively. There is a Settlement Commission which is vested with powers to
settle complicated income-tax and wealth-tax cases. There are about 1.10 lakh posts under the
department.
10.198. The group A posts in the Income-Tax and Customs and Central Excise Departments are
manned mainly by the officers of Indian Revenue Service (Income-tax) and Indian Customs and
Central Excise Service which have a strength of about 2800 and 1250 officers respectively. At the
highest level, the posts in the department are,Existing scale of pay (Rs.)
Designation
S I. No.
1.
Chainnan, Settlement Commission
3500f(Income-taxIWealth-tax)
325012.
Chairman, CBDT/CBEC
3.
Member, Settlement Conunission
30001(Income-truuWealth-tax)
4.
3000/Member, CBDT/CBEC
10.199. The associations representing group A officers of Income-tax and Customs & Excise
Services have urged that keeping in view the responsibilities devolving on the chairman/members of
the boards, the posts should be upgraded. These are the highest posts held by members of these
services. It has also been stated that the promotional avenues for these services may be improved with
due regard to their cadre strength.
10.200. Keeping in view the role and responsibilities of the posts of chairman and members of the
two boards, we recommend that chairman may be given the pay of Rs.800/- (fixed) and members may
be given the pay scale of Rs.?300- 8000. We also recommend that these posts may be encadred in the
respective services.
We also recommend the pay scale of Rs.7300-8000 for the Members of Settlement Commission.
10.201. A few posts in the senior administrative grade (level I) of these services have been
designated as chief commissioner of income~tax and principal collector of customs and central excise
and given special pay of Rs.2S01- per month. It has been stated that, apart from co-ordinating and
supervising the work of the respective zonal commissioners/collectors, certain powers earlier exercised
by the boards have been delegated to them. It has been suggested that all these posts may be given the
pay of an additional secretary. We recommend that posts in the existing scale of Rs.2500-2750 with
special pay of Rs.2501- in the two services may be given pay of Rs.7300/- (fixed) per month without
special pay. Having regard to the importance of the work, the responsibilities of the members of these
services, and to provide satisfactory promotion prospects to them, we recommend that the number of
posts on pay of Rs.73001- (fix.ed) may be raised to 20 in Indian Revenue Service (Income-tax.) and 8 in
Indian Customs and Central Excise Service. Department may identify the posts and take necessary
action in the matter.
10.202. At group C level the executive posts are inspector of income-tax. (Rs.500-900) and
inspector of central excise/examiner/preventive officer (Rs.425-BOO with a selection grade in the scale
of Rs.550-900). For all the above posts the Third Pay Commission had recommended a unifann scale
of Rs.425-BOO on the consideration that their duties and responsibilities were comparable. Th.e
minimum qualification for recruitment to all these posts is a university degree and direct recruitment is
through the Staff Selection Commission. However, the pay scale of the post of inspector of income-
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tax has subsequently been revised to Rs.500-900 as a result of ~n award of t~e Board of ~rbi.tration.
The main consideration for upward revision of the pay scale of Inspectors of lUcorne-tax is SaId to be
delegation of certain powers to them under the. summary assessI?ent s~heme. The ass~ciations
representing inspectors of central excise, exammers and prev~nt1ve offlc~r.s have. also. mcreased
substantially over the years and they have therefore urged restoration of t?e ongmal pant~ ~.lt.h the pay
scale of inspector of income-tax. We have been informed that the dutles an.d responslbl.htles of the
functionaries on the customs and excise side are no less onerous than those of 111 spector of mcome-tax.
It has also been pointed out that the work performed by inspectors of excise/examiners/preventive
officers is technical and requires updating of knowledge consistent with a change in the industrial
structure, manufacturing process, tariff rates, import/export policy, etc. The minimum qualification
and the method of direct recruitment for all these posts is the same and their duties and responsibilities
are also comparable. We therefore recommend the scale ofRs.1640-2900 for the posts of inspector of
income-tax, inspector of central excise, preventive officer and examiner. With this revision of the pay
scale, there should be no selection grade for any of the above posts.
10.203. It is unusual that superintendent grade I in the scale of Rs.700-900 should be eligible for
promotion as inspector of income-tax. It may be mentioned that on the customs and excise sides there
is no such provision. Superintendent grade-I may not therefore be a feeder post for promotion to the
post of inspector of income-tax.
10.204. There are about 6000 posts of upper division clerk in the customs and central excise
department, who are deployed either for performing the normal house-keeping functions or on
technical work such as valuation, classification, revenue audit, adjudication and appeals, drawback,
and refund af duty. The number afUDCs performing the latter type of duties is stated to be about 50
per cent of the total strength. It has been pointed out that with the advancement of industrialisation in'
the country there has been qualitative change in the pattern of work and the nature of duties ofUDCs
working on the technical side. Accordingly it has been requested that a new cadre of tax assistant
should be created on the lines of a similar cadre in income-tax department. The Direct Taxes Enquiry
Committee had recommended that one third of the total strength of UDCs in the Income-tax Department
should be placed in a higher cadre of tax assistant to provide more experienced and competent
ministerial staff to deal with important matters, particularly in the company and investigation circles. A
cadre of tax assistant in the pay scale of Rs.380-640 was created in 1978 and the total number of posts
of UDCs which were initially placed in this grade was about 4200. Subsequently, this strength has
been raised to 4700 posts. Only those UDCs who have rendered a minimum service of 3 years in that
grade and have secured at least 40 per cent marks in income-tax inspectors departmental examinations
are eligible far consideration for promotion to the post of tax assistant.
10.205. The cadre of tax assistant is intended to provide more experienced and competent staff to
deal with important aspects of clerical work in the income-tax department. We agree with the
suggestion of CBEC that there is need for creating a similar cadre of tax assistant in the Customs and
Central Excise Department also in the present day conditions on the same pattern as on the income-tax
side. We accordingly recommended that one-third of the total posts ofUDC in both these departments
may be placed in the cadre of tax assistant who may be utilised for technical work involving higher
responsibility. The posts may be filled on selection hasis and a suitable system of selection based on
an examination as on the income-~ side may be prescribed for filling the posts of tax assistant in the
Customs and Central Excise Departments also in the same scale of Rs.135()"2200.
10.206. We note that there is direct recruitment to the extent of 66 per cent of the posts for
examiner (Customs), 7S per cent for preventive officer and inspector of central excise but only 33 per
cent for the posts of inspector of income-tax. Since there is no direct recruitment at group B level in
the Income-tax Department. we think that the percentage of direct recruitment at the level of inspector
of income-tax may be suitably increased.
10.207. The posts peculiar to Customs and Excise Departments in group D are Sepoy Grade II
(Rs.196-232), Sepoy Grade I (Rs.200-240), Havildar ~ ordinary grade (Rs.200-250) and Havildar Se~ec?on grade (Rs.210-270). It has been urged by the federation of group D employees that the
eXIsting pay scales attached to the above posts are not commensurate with their duties and
responsibilities. The sepoys and havildars perform functions like stock-checking, verification of
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excisable goods, gathering of intelligence and conducting of road blocks. etc. They also perform
guard duties and take part in raids, rummaging, etc. Therefore, the very nature of their duties involves
certain occupational hazards. They are also trained in the use of fire arms, although only about 15 per
cent of the total strength are actually required to handle fire arms. Further, sepoys have also to
conform to the prescribed physical standard and qualify in a physical test. It has therefore been urged
that the pay scales of sepoys and havildars should be equivalent to thos-e of Rakshak and HeadRakshak respectively in the railway protection force.
.
10.208. The railway protection force is an armed force of the union under the Railway Protection
Force Act. A comparison of sepoys in customs and central excise with personnel of railway protection
force would not therefore be appropriate. However having regard to the duties of sepoys in customs
and central excise we recommend the following pay scales for these posts,-

Designation of post

Proposed scale of pay
Rs.

Sepoy (Grade II and I)
Havildar (Ordinary)
Havildar (SO)

775-1025
800-1150
825-1200

At present sepoys who are required to bear arms are given a special pay of Rs.I0/- per month. We
recommend this amount to be raised to Rs.20/- per month.
10.209. The association of preventive service officers have urged that the rate of rummaging
allowance should be improved and the entire amount should be treated as special pay. The rates of
rummaging allowance have been raised by government with effect from October 17, 1985 and part of
the revised allowance has also been treated as special pay indicated below,Designation
Special pay Component
Superintendent of customs
Rs.75/Preventive officer (SO)
Rs.75/Preventive officer (00)
Rs.60/Group D staff
Rs.20/-

Compensation for working overtime
Rs.125/Rs.100/Rs. 90/Rs. 30/-

Total
Rs.200/Rs.175/Rs.150/Rs. 50/-

We do not recommend any change in the rates of runvnaging allowance in respect of superintendent of
customs and group D staff. However, as we have-recommended one scale of pay for preventive
officers. rummaging allowance may be paid to them at the rate of Rs.1751- presently applicable to
preventive officer (SO).
10.210. At present the chairman and members of the Settlement Commission hold appointment for
a period of 3 years or till they attain the age of 60 years, whichever is earlier. It has been brought to
notice that this tenure is short and none of the chairmen or members have held office for more than 2
years or so. It has therefore been suggested that chairman and membets may continue for 5 years or
till they attain the age of 62 years, whichever is earlier. We agree to this suggestion.
10.211. There are 15 chemical laboratories under the Central Board of Excise & Customs which
are spread allover India. The functions of these laboratories· include analysis of samples of various
varieties of materials for their identity. composition and purity to enable the department to classify the
goods for purposes of customs tariff, centrtal excise tariff, import and export trade control policy,
drawback rules, etc. The laboratories also offer technical opinion at various stages. They are also
associated with manufacture of opium alkaloid and their derivatives and salts, analysis and samples for
export of opium, testing of petroleum products and analysis of narcotic drugs. The chemical
laboratories are manned by officers of Central Revenues Chemical Service in various grades.
10.212. The post of chief chemist (Rs.2000-2500) is filled by promotion from deputy chief
chemist (Rs.1500-1800) which in tum is filled by promotion from the grade of chemical examiner
(Grade I) (Rs.l100-1600). The other posts excepting the post of chemical assistant grade II (Rs.425~.'
700) are filled partly by promotion and partly by direct recruitment. The posts of chemical assistant'
grade II are filled only by direct recruitment, the prescribed qualifications being M.Sc. (Chemistry) or
B.Sc. (Hons) with chemistry.
.
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10.213. It has been suggested that the post of chief chemist may be equated with that of collector
of customes/central excise and the chemical assistant grade I (Rs.SSG-900) and grade II may be merged
an4 given the pay scale applicable to grade I. It has also been suggested that 25 per c~nt of the posts of
deputy chief chemist subject to a minimum of two posts may be upgraded to a selectlOn grade and that
there should be no direct recruitment in the grade of chemical examiner.
10.214. Keeping in view the nature of duties and responsibilities of the post of chief chemist we
recommend the pay scale of Rs.5900-6700 for it. We also recommend that two posts of deputy chief
chemist may be given the scale of Rs.4500-5700.
10.215. At present there is direct recruitment to the extent of 25 per cent at the level of chemical
examiner grade I. The prescribed qualification for direct recruitment is M.Sc.(Chemistry) with 5 years
experience as against 3 years for posts in the scale of Rs.700-1300. Having regard to the cadre
structure and to improve the promotion prospects, we recommend that there should be no direct
recruitment at the level of chemical examiner grade I. We do not suggest merger of the posts of
chemical assistant grade I and grade II.
10.216. The Directorate of Enforcement is mainly concerned with the enforcement of the
provisions of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA). Its functions include collection of
intelligence relating to foreign exchange offinces. confiscation of currency, leavying of penalty and
prosecuting the offenders. There is a post of deputy legal adviser in the pay scale of Rs.1300-1700
which is filled by promotion from assistant legal adviser in the pay scale of Rs.1100-1600. We
recommend the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000 for the post of deputy legal adviser.
10.217. Assistant enforcement officers in the pay scale of Rs.425·600 are required not only to
investigate into matters against individuals, companies (including multi-nationals) and FERA
companies, but also carry out searches of premises and seizure of documents including currency.
They have also to undertake detention of individuals and confiscation of properties of persons violating
the provisions of FERA. In view of their onerous duties, it has been urged that they may be given the
same pay scale as applicable to inspector of income-tax/inspector of central excise/preventive officer.
We agree and recommend the pay scale of Rs.1640-2900 for these posts. In order to bring about
uniformity in the standard of recruitment of officers at this lvel, it will be desirable if assistant
enforcement officers are recruited in the same manner as other posts of inspectors and equivalent under
the Department of Revenue.
10.218. There are posts of inquiry officer and technical assistant in the Settlement Commission in
the pay scale of Rs.425-800 for which the normal channel of recruitment is deputation from amongst
tax assistant and inspector of Income-tax Department. Department of Revenue has recommended that
these posts may be given the same pay scale as for inspectors of income-tax. We agree and
recommend accordingly.

IX. Ministry of food and Civil Supplies
This ministry has under it two departments viz. Department of Food and Department of Civil
Supplies.
Department of Food
10.219 The Department of Food is responsible for formulation and implementation of national
policies on procurement, import. movement, distribution and buffer stocking of foodgrains, provision
and promotion of scientific storage at all levels; the department also deals with the development of
sugar industry as also of fruit and vegetable processing industry. purchase of foodstuffs and allied
products for meeting defence requirements and entering into treaties and agreements with foreign
countries in respect of foodgrains and certain other foo(istuffs. The department including its
subordina~ and attached offices has a total strength of about 3000 posts.
10.220. It has been represented by the technical officers in the Department of Food that their .
promotion prospects are poor and they should be equated with scientific cadres in CSIR, leAR and
ICMR. Organisations which should be treated as scientific are normally identified by the Scientific
Advisory Committee of the Cabinet. We have been informed that a proposal for categorising National .
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Sugar Institute an office under the department as a scientific organis~tion is under consideration. The
department may exaMine which organisations/cadres should be treated as scientific after due
consideration by the ~ppropriate authorities.
10.221. The Directorate of Sugar is concerned with production, distribution and trade in respect of
sugar and development of sugar industry. The staffing pattern in the Directorate of Sugar is similar to
that prevailing in the Directorate of Vanaspati, Oil & Fats in the Depa.I1ment of Civil Supplies. In that
Directorate, we are recommmending merger of the levels of deputy chief director and director, which
are equivalent to the post of additional chief director (Rs.I800-2000) and director (Rs.IS00-ISOO) in
the Sugar Directorate. Apart from the staffing pattern, the functions of the two organisations are
similar and in fact, there used to be only one directorate dealing with both the subjects. Parity in the
pay structure of the two directorates will be desirable. We recommend that the posts of additional chief
director and directors may be combined and given he scale of Rs.3700-5000 and their designation
should be suitably modified.
10.222. The NSI located at Kanpur undertakes research studies pertaining to sugar technology,
sugar engineering and sugar chemistry. Besides, the institute imparts training in the above fields and
provides facilities for research work for Ph. D. In view of the importance of the institute and the
teaching and research work conducted there, we recommend the following scales of pay for the teching
posts mentioned below in NSI,-

Designation
Director (Rs.2000-2500)
Professor (Rs.1500-2000)
Assisstant Professor
(Rs.IIOO-1600)
Lecturer (Rs.650-1200)

Proposed scale (Rs.)
5900-6700
4500-5700
3000-5000
2200-4000

10.223. There are 16 posts of .field investigators in the diet and survey unit of the Food and
Nutrition Board in the pay scale ofRs.380-640. It has been represented that, since investigators in the
field operations division of the NSSO who were also in the scale of Rs.380~640 have recently been
upgraded top Rs.425-700, the field investigators in diet and survey unit may also be given the scale of
Rs.425-700. The department has supported the proposal for the above upgradation not only in respect
of field investigators carrying out statistical work but also for others. We have examined the entry
qualification for the post of field investigators in the NSSo and in the diet and survey unit and find that
almost all the posts in both the organisations are direct entry posts with similar entry qualifications e.g.
a degree in mathematics or ,statistics. We recommend that field investigators in the diet and survey unit
in the scale ofRs.380-640 may be given the scale ofRs.1400-2300.

Department of Civil Supplies
10.224. The Department of Civil Supplies is responsible for the public distribution system,
monitoring of prices and availability of essential commodities, co-ordinated management of edible oils
economy, control of future trading and matters relating to weights and measures. The department and
its offices have a total strength of about 650 posts.
10.225. In the Directorate of Vanaspati, Vegetable Oils & Fats, there is one post of deputy chief
director (Rs.1800-2000) which is filled by promotion from the post of director (Rs.1500-1800) with
three years experience. It has been suggested that it will be desirable to combine the two ICwels. We
agree with the suggestion and recommend that deputy chief director and director may be given the sqUe
of Rs.3700"5000 and the post suitably redesignated.
10.226. In the Indian Institute of Legal Metrology, there are three posts of assistant professor in
the scale of Rs.7oo-13oo and one post of lecturer in the scale of Rs.650-1200. It has been suggested
that the posts of assistant professor and lecturer may be merged. For the post of lecturer the
qualifications are a second class M.Sc. degree or a degree in engineering with 2 years teaching/practical
experience in standardisation and calibrati<;)ll of metrological item's. Considering this, we agree with
the suggestion and recommend that the posts of lecturer and assistant professor maY'be given the scale
of Rs.2200-4000.
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X. Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
10.227. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, consists of the Department of Health (DOH)
and the Department of Family Welfare (DFW). There are 22 offices under the ministry with about
28,000 posts.
10.228. There are about 6000 civilian medical officers in central govemment belonging to
allopathy, homeopathy and the indigenous systems of medicine.
10.229. Officers of the allopathic system of medicine belong to three organised health services, the
Central Health Service (eHS), Railway Medical Service (RMS) and the Indian Ordnance Factories
Health Service (IOFHS). Recruitment to these services is on the basis of a combined medical services
examination conducted by the UPSC. We have dealt with RMS and IOFHS elsewhere.
10.230. CHS has about 3600 officers in different grades. Doctors in CHS work in medical
colleges, hospitals, dispensaries and poly-clinics functioning under the central government health
scheme (CGHS). The service which was restructured in 1982 has four streams,a) General duty officers (GDO)
b) Teching specialists
c) Non-teaching specialists

d) Public health officers
10.231. The central health service officers association has represented that promotion prospects in
GDO cadre are poor. We suggest that the service may be suitable restructured by having adequate
number of posts at different levels to provide satisfactory career progression to officers of this
category. The existing pay scales ofODO cadre COnfOlTIlS to 'the pay scales of other group A organised
serv ices and OUT recorrunendations in chapter 8 will apply to the officers in this cadre.
10.232. The specialist officers association of CHS has also represented that the promotion
opportunities in the specialists cadre are inadequate and there is problem of stagnation. There are two
categories of specialists viz. (i) those on the teaching side, and (ii) the others including public health
officers. Considering the importance of the work of the specialists we recommend the follG)wing scales
of pay for them,-

Existing scale
Rs. 11 00-1800
Rs. 1800-2250

Proposed Scale
Rs.3000-5000
Rs. 4500-5700

10.233. We have recommended the scale of Rs.5900-6700 for posts in level-II (Rs.2250-2500)
and level-I (Rs.2500-2750) for all organised services. We recommend the same for posts in supertime
grade-II (Rs.2250-2500) and supertime grade-I (Rs.2500-2750) in CHS)
10.234. Keeping in view the numbers of officers in the CHS and to provide a proper cadre
structure, we recommend that four consultants/professors who have done outstanding work may be
considered for grant of the pay of Rs.7300/- (fixed). We also recommend that ten additional posts of
consultants/professors may be created in the pay scale of Rs.5900-6700
10.235. The remaining group A and group B posts of allopathic doctors are discussed in
chapter 11.
.
10.236. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has suggested enhancement of the allowance
of the post-graduate allowance to Rs.l00/- per month for post-graduate diploma holders and Rs.200/per month for post-graduate degree holders. We agree with the suggestion and recommend that post
graduate diploma allowance be increased to Rs.l00/- per month and post-graduate degree allowance to
Rs.200/- per month. This however will riot be admissible when possession of post-graduate
qualification has been prescribed for recruitment to the post.
10.237. The non medical teaching staff of the All India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health,
lawaharlal Institute of Post-graduate Medical Education and Research and Lady Hardinge Medical
College and Hospital have represented that there is diffemce in the pay scales of non-medical and
medical teaching staff. They have suggested that pay scales fixed for the posts should be the same
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both for the medical and non-medical teachers. There appears to be considerable force in this
contention. The role of the two categories of teachers is not only comparable but is also
complementary and the one cannot be said to be less important ~an the ~the~. yte. therefore
recommend t hat the pay scales of non-medical teaching staff of the medical teaching mstituti.ons under
the central government should be the same as for the medical teaching staff. Accordingly we
recommend the following scales of pay fox: the posts mentioned below:Name of Institution
JIP.MERJAIIHPH

Proposed pay scale
Rs.
4500-5700
Professor (Rs.1500-2000)
Associate Professor
3700-5000
(Rs.1300-1700)
Assistant Professor
3000-5000
(Rs.1100-1600)

Name of the post

10.238. There is a post of vice-principal in Raj Kumari Arnrit Kaur College of Nursing (RAK) in
the pay scale of Rs.700-1300 with special pay of Rs.1501-. The principal of the college is in the pay
scale of Rs.1200-1600. There is also a post of professor of nursing in the pay scale of RS.I100·1600.
The ministry has suggested improvement in the pay scales of these posts. We recommend the pay
scale of Rs.3000-4500 without any special pay for the vice-principal and Rs.3000-5000 for the
professor. For the post of principal, we recommend the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.239. We have considered the pay scales of nursing staff in chapter 11.
10.240. Director biological laboratory and animal house (BLAH) under DGHS is in the scale of
Rs.1300-1700. It has been suggested that the post may be upgraded, as functions of di:~'ector are
similar to those of other directors under the Ministry of Health. The Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare has also suggested parity in pay scales. We recommend that the post of director, BLAH may
be given the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.241. There are two food laboratories functioning ullder the preventio~ of food adulteration act,
under the central government, namely, central food laboratory, Calcutta, and food research and
standardization laboratory, Ghaziabad, under DGHS.
Director, central food laboratory, Calcutta is in the pay scale of Rs.2000-2500 whereas the
director, food research and standardization laboratory is in the scale of Rs.1500·2000. The ministry
has favoured a common scale for the two posts. We agree and recommend the scale of pay of
Rs,4500-5700 for the post of director, food research and standardization laboratory, Ghaziabad. The
recruitment rules for the post should be similar to the post of director, central food laboratory, Calcutta.
10.242. The medical social worker (MSW) is trained to help patients and their families with
problems that may accompany illness or inhibit recovery and rehabilitation. He works mainly in
hospitals. The Indian association of trained social workers has represented that though MSW
possesses post-graduate qualification the recruitment is in the group C scale of Rs.425-700 and in most
cases there is no channel for promotion. The association has therefore suggested that there should be
two grades in the pay scales of Rs.650-1200 and Rs.1100-1600 for this cadre, initial recruitment being
in the scale of Rs.650-1200.
10.243 There are about 80 posts of MSW in the scale of Rs.425-700 in different
ministries/departments. The recruitment qualification for MSW is bachelor's degree with diploma in
social work of two years duration which is considered equivalent to post graduate qualification.
Accordingly, we recommend the scale ofRs.1600~2660 for this post.
10.244. The pos ts of radiographers and pharmacists are discussed in chapter II.
10.245. There is one post of physicist in Safdarjang hospital which is a non-medical post in the
scale of Rs.650-1200. Besides estimating radiation output measurements from therapy machines used
for cancer treatment, the physicist is also an essential member of the cancer treatment team along with
the rariotherapist, the su~geon and the pathologist.
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] 0.246. In view of the technological advance in the treatment of cancer with the help o~ highly
<;ophisticated medical equipments the post of physicist has become important. We have exammed the
matter and recommend that the post of physicist may be given the scale of Rs.3000-4500.

10.247. There is one post each of health educator in scale of Rs;400-900 .at the Re~ional Leprosy
Training Centres of Aska and Raipur respectively. !hese posts are ~illed by ~rect recruItment and the
prescribed qualification is graduate with diploma 1n health educatlon or socIal work and three years
experience. We recommend the scale ofRs.1640-2900 for the posts of health educator.
10.248. In the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare there are 150 posts of ISM and homeopathy
physicians.
The associations representing the indigenous system of medicine have brought to notice that
previously the medical officers of the ISM were getting the scale of Rs.650-1200 which was given to
allopathic doctors. When the allopathic doctors were brought under CHS, their scale of pay was
revised to Rs.700-1300 but the officers of ISM continued in the scale of Rs.650-1200. They have

pointed out that the entrace qualification and the nature and duration of their degree course are
comparable to MBBS course.
10.249. It would thus appear that ISMIHomeopathy physicians possessing degree qualifications
are at a disadvantage as compared to allopathic doctors because the allopathic doctors were included in
the central health service. We recommend the posts in the existing scale of Rs.650-1200 may be given
the scale of Rs.2200-4000 if the incumbents are degree holders in ayurvedic, sidha, unani and
homeopathic systems of medicine. The method of recruitment of ISM/Horneopathy degree physicians
should be brought on the centra] health service pattern.
10.250 The homeopathic pharmacopoeia laboratory (HPL) established in 1975 functions as a
standard setting-enm-drug testing laboratory for homeopathic medicines at national level. Director,
HPL is in the pay scale of Rs.1300-1700, whereas the directors central Indian phannacopoeia
laboratory and phannacopoeia laboratory for Indian medicine are in the pay scale of Rs.1500-2000.
The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has suggested parity in their scales of pay. We agree and
recommend that the post of director homeopathic pbannacopoeia laboratory may be given the pay scale
of Rs.3700-5000.

XI. Ministry of Home Affairs
1~.251. Ministry of Home Affairs as re-organised during 1985 has the Department of Internal
Secunty, the Department of States, the Department of Official Language and the Department of Home.
There are about 3.25lakh posts under the Ministry.

10.252. Th~.I>t::Partrnent of Internal Security deals with matters connected with police, law and
order and rehabilitation and resettlement Department of States is concerned with relations between the
central government and state governments, inter state relations and administration of Union
Territories. The Department of Official Language is responsible for implementation of the provisions
of Official Language Act relating to use of Hindi as the official language of the Union. The Department
of Home deals with all matters relating to census of population, registration of foreigners and matters
re~ting to.rehabilitation of displaced persons. The Ministry is the cadre controlling authority for the
Indian Police Service (IPS), Indian Frontier Administrative Service (IFAS) and also deals with Central
Police Organis.ations, n~ely, Border Security Force (BSF), Indo Tibetan Border Police (ITBP),
Central Industrial Secunty Force (CISF), Assam Rifles (AR) and Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF). It has also under it Intelligence Bureau (IB), B\lreau of Police Research and·
Develcpment(BPRD), Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy and North Eastern Police
Academy. IPS has been dealt with in the chapter on all-India services.

m

10.253.
is headed by a director on the pay of Rs.3500/-. Government have issued orders in
January and May 1986, revising the pay scales, deputation allowance, special pay and other
allowances of a large number of posts in
In view of these recent orders we do not wish to make
any recommendations on these matters.
'

m.
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10.254. The secretariat security organisation is entrusted with the security of the various office
buildings in the ministries/departments of the central government. Nearly 50 per cent of the force is
manned by released anned forces personnel re-employed in the force. We suggest that the organisation
may be manned by only released armed forces personnel.

Central Police Organisations
10.255. There are five central police organisations (CPOs) under the Ministry of Rome Affairs,
namely, the Border Security Force (BSF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) and Assam Rifles
(AR), Central Reserve P0lice Force (CRPF) and Central Industrial Security Force (CISF). There are
two other similar organisations, namely, Coast Guard and Railway Protection Force (RPF) under the
ministries of Defence and Transport respectively which have been dealt with elsewhere.
BSF,ITBP,CRPF and CISF became armed forces of the union by Acts of Parliament. All these
forces have been assigned specific tasks and role. It has been suggested that there should be
uniformity in the pay scales in all central police organisations. ITBP has asked for parity with army as
they are sometimes 'deployed ahead of the army and in operations they work along with the army The
role of the army and the central police organisations are, however, different and we do not find
justification for parity in the pay scales. We, however, agree that CPOs should have broadly common
pay scales. We are also of the opinion that the direct recruitment at the level of assistant commandant
and equivalent posts in all these forces should be made only through UPSc. It will be desirable to
have uniformity in standards and selection procedure at other levels also where there is direct
recruitment. We recommend that the scales of pay for the following posts may be revised as under, -

BSF
Rank

Proposed scale
(Rs.)

A.
1.
2.
3.

Officers
Director General
Inspector-General

(Rs.3250 (fixed)
7600/- (fixed)
(Rs.2500-2750)
5900-6700
Dy.Inspector-General*
Rs.2000-2250 + Spl. pay Rs.1001-. 4500-5700
(without spl. pay)
4. Add), Dy. Inspector General'"
Rs.1800-2000 + Spl. pay Rs.I00/5. Commandant (Selection Grade)*
Rs.18001-(fixed) + Spl. pay Rs.I00/6. Commandant (Non-Selection Grade)1I< (Rs.1200-l700 + Spl. pay
4100-5300 ,
(without spl. pay)
7. Second-in-Command*
Rs.1200-1700 + Spl. pvy Rs.100/8. Deputy Commandant *
(Rs.1200-1700)
3000-4500
9. Asstt. Commandant*
(Rs.700-1300)
2200-4000
*Or equivalent posts in Headquarters & Training Institutions.

B. Other Personnel
1. Subedar Major

2. inspectorlSubedar
3. Sub-Inspector

4. Asstt. Sub-Inspector
5. Head Constable
6. Naik
7. Lance Naik

(Rs.550-750 + SpI. Pay

2000-3200

Rs.601-.

(without any spl. pay)

Rs.SSO-750
Rs.380-560
Rs.330-480
Rs.260-350
Rs.225-308
Rs.210-270 + spl. pay

1640':2900
1400-2300
1200-1800
950-1500
950-1400
825.1200 + spl.
pay of Rs. 151825·1200
750-940

Rs.51-.

8. Constable
9. followers

Rs.210-270
(i,) 196-232 (it) 220-240 Selection Grade.

lTDP
A.

Officers

1. Director general
2. Dy. Inspector-General
3. Commandant*

Rs.3000-3250 (fixed)
Rs.2000-2250
Rs.1200-1700 + spl. pay
Rs.IOO/-.

7600/- (fixed)
4500-5100
4100-5300

(without spl. pay)
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(Rs.)

4. Asstt. Commandant'"
5. Company Commander'"
6. Asstt. Company Commander

(Rs.1200-1700)
Rs.700-1300
Rs.650-960

3000-4500
2200-4000
2000-3500

'" Or equivalent post at Headquartersrrraining Institutions.
B. Other Personnel
1. Subedar MajDr

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Subedar (Senior)
SubetiarlInspector
Sub-Inspector
Head Constable
Naik

Lance Naik

g. Constable

Rs.550-7S0 + Spl. pay
Rs.60175
Rs.:550-900
Rs.550-750
Rs.380-560
Rs.260-350
Rs.22S-308
Rs.210-270 + Spl.pay Rs.51Rs.210-270

2000-3200
(Without spL pay)
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2300
950-1500
950-1400
825-1200 +Spl. pay
Rs.lSI825-1200

CRPF
A.

Officers

1 . Director General
2. Inspector General
3. Dy. Inspector General

4. Addl.Dy.InspectorGeneral*

:5. Commandant (Selection Grade)*
6. Commandant (Non-Selection
Grade) *

7. Second-in CommandO!<

RS.1200·1700 + Sp\. pay
Rs.I00/-.
Rs.1200·1700
Rs.700-1300

7600 (fixed)
5900-6700.
4500-5700
(without spl.pay)
4100-5300
(without spl.pay)
4100-5300
(without spl. pay)
4100-5300
(without spI. pay)
4100-5300
(without spI. pay)
3000-4500
2200-4000

Rs.550-750 + Spl. pay
Rs.50/-.
Rs.550-750
Rs.380-560
Rs.330-480
Rs.260-350
Rs.225-308
Rs.210-270 + Spi. pay
Rs.5/Rs.210-270
(i) Rs.196-232
(ii)Rs.210-270(SG)

2000-3200
(Without spl.pay)
1640-2900
1400-2300
1200-1800
950-1500
950-1400
825-1200 + SpI.
pay Rs.15/825-1200
750-940
800-1150

Rs.32S01-(fixed)
Rs.2500-27S0
Rs.2000-2250
Rs.1200-1700(IPS)
Rs.I100-1600(Non·IPS)
+ Spl.pay Rs.1501+ Sp1.pay Rs.200/- for ATG
Rs.I100-1600(Non-IPS)
Rs.650-1200 + Sp1.pay

7600 (fixed)
5900-6700
4500-5700

Rs.32501- (fixed)
Rs.2500-2750
Rs.2000-2250 + Spl.pay
Rs.I00
Rs.1800-2000 + Spl. pay
Rs.IOO/-.
Rs.1800/-(fixed) + Spl. pay
Rs.I00/-.
Rs.1200-1700 + Spl. pay

Rs.l00l-

8. Asstt Commandant'"
9. Dy. SuperintendentPolice*
*Or equivalent post at Reatiquo.rterslTraining Institutions.

B. Other Personnel
1. Subedar Major

2. Inspector
3. Sub-Inspector
4. Asstt.Sub-Inspector
5. Head Constable
6. Naik
7. LanceNaik
8. Constable
9. Followers

CISF
A. Officers
1. Director General
2. Inspector General

3. Dy.Inspector General
4. Conunandant*
Assn.Inspector General

5. Dy. Commandant*

6. Asstt.Commandant*

4100-5300
(Without spl.pay)
3000-4500
2200-4000
(Without spl.pay)
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7. Dy.Superintendent Police

Rs.650-1200

2200-4000
(Without spl.pay)

*Or equivalent post at Headquarters/Training Institutions.
B. Other Personnel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Inspector
Sub-Inspector
AssttSub Inspector
HeadConstable
Naik
Lance Naik

7. Constable
8. Followers

Rs.5S0-7S0

1640-2900

Rs.380-560
Rs.330-480
'Rs.260-350
Rs.22S-308
Rs.210-270 + Spl. pay
Rs.S/-.
Rs.210-270
Rs.200-250
Rs.210-270
Rs.210-290

1400-2300
1200-1800
9S0-1500
9S0-1400
825-1200 +
Spl.pay Rs.151825-1200
775-1025
800-11S0
800-11S0

No special pay will be admissible with the revised scales of pay. There was a suggestion that separate
pay scales should be prescribed for lance naile and subedar major. We have not suggested any change
for lance naik: which will carry constable's pay scale plus special pay ofRs.15/- per month. Subedar
major is the highest non-gazetted post in these organisations and carries heavy responsibility and duty.
Therefore, we recommend that instead of the present scale of Rs.550-750 plus special pay of
Rs.50/60, this post may be given the scale of Rs.2000-3200.
10.256. The existing pay scales of Assam Rifles were derived from the pay scales of
corresponding ranks in the anny. It has been suggested that in the eventuality of the posts of the level
of Additional Deputy Inspector General and Deputy Inspector General being filled by cadre officers,
suitable pay scales may be recommended for them. We have taken the view that the pay scales in
CPO's should be uniform. Accordingly we recommend the following pay scales for posts in Assam
Rifles,Rank
Proposed scale eRs.)

A. Officers
1. Director General £
76001-(fixed)
2. Dy.Inspector General £
4500-5700
3. Additional Deputy Inspector General £
4100-5300without special pay
4. Conunandant *£
Rs.1200-1700 +Sp1.pay
Rs.I00/- •
5. Dy.Commandant *$
Rs.1200-1700
3000-4500
6. Assistant Commandant $
(Rs.700-1300)
2200-4000
B. Other Personnel (General Duty)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Subedar Major
Subedar
Naib Subedar
Havildar

5. Naik
6. Lance Naik
7. Sepoy/Rifleman
8. Followers

*

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Rs.6S0-7S0
Rs.460-580
Rs.3S0-440
Rs.245-325

2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2300
950-1500

Rs.210-286
RS.195-255
Rs.15/-.

950-1400
825-1200 +SpI.pay

Rs.195-255

825-1200

Rs.185-24~

750-940
750-940
775-1025

Rs.196-232
Rs.200-250

Or equivalent posts at Hqrs. etc.
These post at present are manned only by Army Officers on depution.
$ These posts are also filled by Army officers on deputation.

£
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10.257. With the application of uniform pay scales o~ CPO to Assam .rifl~s the prese~t prac~ce of
giving classification pay, good service pay and appomtment pay whIch IS not appltcable III the
BSF,CRPF and other organisations, should be discontinued in Assam Rifles.
10.258. In order to have a uniform code of discipline in the forces, ministerial staff has been
combatised. The non-gazetted ministerial staff belonging to groups B,C and D in CPO has been
combatised and given general duty ranks and allowances like ration allowance. free uniform, washing
allowance, compensation in lieu of quarter, etc. In BSF and CRPF pay scales applicable to the
corresponding general duty ranks have not been given. Due to combatisation the retirement age gets
reduced by three years in respect of group Band C non-gazetted employees and by five years in
respect of group D employees in BSF and CRPF. These two organisations have suggested that the age
of superannuation may be retained at 58 years even after combatisation. Ministry of Horne Affairs
have referred the matter for the Commission's consideration. We are of the view that it is desirable that
after combatisation all its consequences should follow and we recomend accordingly.
10.259. It has been represented that medical, officers in CPO are required to work in difficult
areas and their promotion prospects are inadequate. We agree and are of the view that it is necessary to
improve their career prospects. The department concerned should reexamine the question of career
progression of these officers at an early date and so restructure the service that the officer may have the
same prospects of promotion which are available to medical officers of the same grade in CHS. They
will draw such allowances as may be admissible to general duty officers of the force concerned.
10.260. Commandants/second-in-command and deputy commandants in BSF,ITBP and CRPF
are in receipt of compensatory allowance at the rate of Rs.lOO/- and Rs.50/- per month respectively
on their posting in battalions. Similarly, cadre officers of the rank of deputy commandants in Assam
Rifles also get this allowance at the rate of Rs.50/-per month on their posting in battalions. It has been
suggested that the rates of compensatory allowance may be enhanced. We have considered the matter
and recommend that the allowance may continue at the existing rates. It may be made admissible to
cadre officers of the rank of commandants of Assam Rifles.
10.261. Non-gazetted combatants and combatised personnel of CPOs are in receipt of rations or
cash allowance in lieu thereof. However, they are required to make as small contribution towards it.
It has been suggested that the scale of rations should be revised to bring it on per with the scale of
rations given to army personnel without any recovery on that account. It has also been suggested that
the officers in CPOs should be given free rations or cash allowance in lieu thereof., We have
considered the matter and are of the view that the existing scale of rations 'do not require any change.
The scales of rations are determined by an expert committee taking all relevant factors into account.
We have however reconunended that the procedure of recovering a small amount from the employees
towards the rations should be discontinued. We are not in favour of making any change in the
entitlement of rations or ration money to any category of officers. We have noted that the amount of
ration money is subjected to review by government. We suggest that while undertaking such review
government may also decide what changes, if any, should be made with regard to classification of
areas.
1O.~62. At present a detachment allowance in BSF and CRPF if) admissible to non-gazeted
combatised personnel. This allowance is allowed at half the rate beyond 30 days of absence on tour
fromneadquarters. We have made some recommendations regarding drawal of daily allowance and the
rates thereof for employees on tour. These may be taken into consideration by government for fixing
the rates of detachment allowance for BSF and CRPF.

10.263. Non-gazetted combatised personnel are entitled to special pay for proficiency in different
trad~s and the rates. of s~ch special pay differ with the trade and rank of such personnel. The rates of
spec~a1 pay were fIxe~ In 1?73. Suggestions have been made for revision of the existing rates of
SpeCIal p~y and for umfomuty regarding its admissibility for specific trades in different CPOs. We
have conSIdered the matter and recommend that the existing rates of special pay admissible for various
trhadelsdmabeY ~ dou~led. We also recommend that the trades for which special pays are admissible
umform In all the CPOs.
s ou
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10.264. The non-gazetted combatised personnel in CPOs are in recipts of instructoral allowance at
the rates ranging from Rs.lO to Rs.75 per month on their postings to training institutions of their
forces. The rates of this allowance differ amongst the organisations. It has been suggested that these
rates should be enhanced to attract suitable talent to the training institutions. Depardtment of Personnel
& Training in their Order of February 7. 1986 have advised all organisations to draw suitable schemes
of incentives for the personnel posted to the training institutions. The Department may draw up
suitable schemes and take further necessary action.
10.265. Non-gazetted combatised personnel in ITBP are entitled to special pay for shouldering
arduous and difficult duties and responsibilities which are peculiar to the organisation. It has been
suggested that the rates of this special pay may be revised and it may be termed as organisational
special pay in order to differentiate it from other special pays. The Department has favoured
continuation of this element of special pay to the non-gazetted combatised personnel of ITBP. We
agree and recommend that the rates of special pay may be doubled and the special pay may be cailed
ordganisational special pay (asp).
10.266. The existing rank-wise coverage of non-gazetted combatised personnel in different CPOs
for entitlement of compensation in lieu of rent free quarter (CILQ) were prescribed by the government
in 1980. The suggestion that all non-gazetted married personnel in CPOs may be made eligible for
Cn..Q is an administrative matter and may be considered by government.
10.267. We have recommended revision of house rent allowance (HRA) in chapter 14. Taking
these into consideration government may determine the rates of Cn:...Q for those who are entitled to it in
the CPOs.
10.268. Frontier allowance is admissible to officers and other personnel of ITBP deployed in
specified areas of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. An allowance of a
somewhat similar nature is admissible to other central government employes in some of these areas.
We recommend that frontier allowance may be discontinued and replaced by special compensatory
allowances recommended by us in chapter 17.
10.269. Funeral allowance is admissible to non-gazetted personnel in CPOs in the event of death
of a person at the unit headquarters or at the place of duty to help his family to meet the funeral
expenses. Its rates vary from force to force ranging between Rs. 100 to Rs.250. It has been
suggested that the amount admissible at present is not sufficient to meet the funeral cost. It may
therefore be increased. We recommend that the rate of funeral allowance may be increased to Rs.500
in all CPOs.
10.270. At present hair cutting allowance is admissible to the non-gazetted members of the forces
at the rate of Rs.2/- per month in case service barbers are not available. It has been suggested that this
rate may be suitably increased. We recommend that the allowance may be increased to Rs.5/- per
month.
10.271. At present subsistance allowance is admissible to Junior commissioned officers (JeOs)
and other ranks (DRs) in Assam Rifles at the rate of Rs.60 per month in case of imprisonment of a
person in military custody as he ceases to be under'suspension. It has been suggested that this rate
may' be suitably increased to help the family of such a person. We recommend that the rate of
subsistence allowance may be increased to Rs.200/- per month.
10.272. Jeas and other ranks in Assam Rifles are entitled to dr'dw toilet soap allowance at the rate
of Rs.2/- per month in the event of their being in civil custody. awaiting trial. It has been suggested
that the rate of existing allowance may be suitably increased. We recommend that the rate of soap
allowance may be increased. to Rs.1 O/~ per month.
10.273. The Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPR&D) was set up in August, 1970,
with a view to taking active interest in the modernisation of the police forces in the country, promoting
a systematic study of police problems in changing society and bringing about a rapid application of
science and technology to the methods and techniques of police functioning.
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10.274. BPR&D is an attached office with the following field orgzanisations,(i)

Government examiner of questioned documents located at Simla, Calcutta and Hyderabad;
(GEQD)

(ii)

Central Forensic Science Laboratory at Chandigarh, Calcutta and Hyderabad; (CFSL)

(iii)

Institute of Criminology & Forensic Science; (IC&FS) and

(iv) CentJ:al Detective Training School, (CDTS)
These organisations provide facilities for examination of crime exhibits for expert opinion in cases
forwarded by police and other departments of the Government of India, CBI, armed forces, state,
governments, law courts, banks and various other public sector undertakings, besides imparting inservice training to officers of the crime investigative agencies of the government.
10.275. Officers of GEQD are primarily responsible for giving expert opinion on the
identification of hand-writing, detection of forgery, examination of printed matter, seal impression,
alteration and obliteration in the documents, establishment of the age of documents, examination of
writing implements, such as ink, etc. GEQD have also to give opinions on the above matters in
courts or to the organisations concerned in writing. In giving oral evidence, the offkers of GEQD
appear in lower as well as higher courts, general court martials, administrative tribunals, enquiry
commissions, Central Vigilance Commissions, etc. A heavy responsibility lies on the officers of this
organisation as they tender crucial evidence in many types of cases including embezzlements,
forgeries, murders, etc. The cadre of officers in GEQD consists of 3 posts of examiner (Rs. 11001600), 14 posts of asstt. examiner (Rs.700-1300) and 17 posts of asstt. central intelligence officer
(Rs.SSO-9OO) with a special pay of Rs.7S/- p.m.
10.276. The Director General, BPR&D has suggested that officers of GEQD deserve higher pay
scales in view of their role in the detecion of ever increasing number of crimes. Minimum educational
qualification of a d~ument examiner at the lowest level of assistant central intellignce officer is a
Master's degree in Physics or chemistry followed by 3 years theoretical and practical training. Junior
scientific officer in forensic science laboratory is in the pay scale of Rs.6S0-1200 with identical
qualifications. Both ~ entry grades in their respective cadres.
ft'

10.277. We have considered the matter and recomend that posts of asstt. central intelligence
ofieers presently in the scale ofRs.550-900 with special pay of Rs.75/- may be given the pay scale of
Rs. 2000-3500 without special pay. The posts of government examiner of questioned document may
be in the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000.

Department of Official Language
10.278. Department of Offical Language was set up in 1975 as an independent department of the
Ministry of Home Affairs and given responsibility for all matters relating to implementation of official
language policy of the government and the Hindi teaching scheme for the central government
employees including those in public sector and autonomous organisation.
10.279. The implementation of official language policy of the government by the various
ministries, depaitments and offices is overseen by the Department of Official Language through the
Central Secretariat Official Language Service (CSOLS) and incumbents of other Hindi posts in the
various organisations. The CSOL Service was constituted for group C posts in 1981 and for groups 'A
and B in 1983. The Department of Official Language is the cadre authority of the CSOLS. There are
about 600 posts in the service. Posts in the Hindi teaching scheme are meant for imparting working
knowledge ofRinm to central government employees.
10.280. It has been suggested by the members of the service that junior translators (Rs.425-700)
of the service should be given a higher scale of pay than assistants in CSS, as they are required to
possess Master's Degree in Hindi whereas the assistants posses Bachelor's degree. Even so, they
have been given group 'e' status and pay scale of Rs.425-700 while Assistants of ess are
classified as group B and are given the scale of Rs.425-800. In view of the higher qualifications
required for the entry grade of junior hindi trans1ator, we recommend that this post may be given the
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scale of Rs.1400-2600. For the post of senior Hindi translator (Rs.550-800), we recommend the
scale of Rs.I640-2900.

10.281. Training in Hindi of all central government employees except those belonging to a few
specified categories has been made compulsory according to the President's Order of April 27,1960.
The Hindi teaching"scheme in a skeleton from commenced right from early fifties under the Ministry
of Home Affairs and acquired its present shape on the recommendations of a review committee headed
by secretary, official language, in 1974-75. For teaching Hindi, there are 156 centres and for
imparting training in Hindi typing and stenography. There are 25 centres in 19 major cities.
10.282. There are about 2400 posts of Hindi officers and staff in 20 pay scales existing in the
various ministries/departments for implementation of Official Language policy of the government.
These posts are not included in the CSOLS. The recruitment rules for these posts have been
framed by the respective departments. We suggest that the Department of Official Language may
prepare model rules for all these posts scattered in various non-participating offices with a view to
bringing uniformity in the recruitment procedure, pay structure and, to the extent possible, their
service prospects. This would ensure availability of men of good calibre to the departments for
handling Hindi work in different offices connected with Official Language policy of the Union.

XU. Ministry of Human Resource Development
10.283. The Ministry of Human Resource Development consists of five departments, namely
Department of Education, Department of Youth Affairs and Sports, Department of Arts, Department of
Culture and Department of Women and Child Development. 1bere m:,e a;bout 13,000 posts under the
Ministry.
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10.285. Director, Central Hindi Directorate (CHD) is in the pay scale of Rs.1800-2250 and
director Bureau for Promotion of Urdu (BPU) is in the pay scale of Rs.2000-2250. The Ministry has
recommended that there should be parity in the pay scales of these posts. We agree and recommend
that director (CHD) and director (BPU) may be given the pay scale ofRs.4500-5700.

Department of Culture
10.286. The Department of Culture is responsible for the propagation, preservation and
conservation of the cultural heritage of the country. The department has under it two attached offices
i.e. The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) and the National Archives of India (NAT) and six
subordinate offices, National Museum, National Gallery of Modem Art, Anthropological Survey of
India, National Library, Central Reference Library and National Research Laboratory for conservation
of cultural property. There are 9180 posts in the department.
10.287. AS! and the National Museum are two important organisations under the Department of
Culture. Keeping in view the nature and importance of these organisations, we recommend that the
director general of ASI and the director of National Museum who are now in the pay scale ofRs.25003000 may be given the pay of Rs.7300f- (fixed).
10.288. The Anthropological Survey of India, a scientific organisation. is one of the major research
institutions under the Department of Culture. It has been suggested that the post of director.
Anthropological Survey of India, may be upgraded from the present scale of Rs.2000-2500. In view
of the importance of the post we recommend that the director may be given the pay scale ofRs.59007300.
10.289. Director, National Archives is at present in the pay scale of Rs.1800-2250. The
Department of Culture has proposed that the director may be placed in the scale of Rs.2500-2750. We
agree and recommed that the director may be given the pay scale of Rs.5900-6700.
10.290. The Department of Culture has proposed the merger of the pay scales of Rs.425-700 and
Rs.550-900 of the posts of technical, assistants and senior technical assistants in the Department of
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Culture in view of the high educational qualifications pr~scribed for the.m. T~chnical assista?~s. ~nd
senior technical assistants both assist higher officers in therr work and theIr dutIes and responsIbllitIes
are quite similar. Considering their qualifications, responsibilities and duties, we feel that posts in the
scale of Rs.425-700 may be upgraded and merged with the posts in the scale of Rs.550-900 and
suitably redesignated. The revised scale of Rs. 1640-2900 will apply to these posts.
10.291. The Deputy Director (Physical) and the Deputy Director (Cultural) in the Anthropolo~ical
Survey of India are in the pay scale of Rs.1300-L700. These P?sts are filled 50 per :ent. by dIrect
recruitment and 50 per cent by promotion from the post of supenntendent anthropologist m the pay
scale of Rs.ll00-1600. The post of chief epigraphist in the Archaeological Survey of India is also in
the pay scale of Rs.l300-l700 and is filled by promotion from the level of superintendent epigraphist
in the pay scale of Rs.1l00-1600. The deputy director (Archives) as also the chief of repair and
conservation in the National Archives of India are in the pay scale of Rs.1300-1700. They are also
promoted from posts in the pay scale of Rs. 1100-1600. These posts may be given the pay scale of
Rs.3700-5000. In view of this the joint director (Rs.1500-2000) may be given the pay scale of
Rs.4100-5300.
10.292. Posts in the Departments of Youth Affairs and Sports, Arts and Women and Child
Development are covered by pay scales recommended by us in chapter 8.

XIII. Ministry of Industry
10.293. The Ministry of Industry comprises the Departments of Industrial Development, Company
Affairs, Chemicals and Petro-chemicals and Public Enterprises.

Department of Industrial Development
10.294. The Department of Industrial Development is responsible for the formulation and
implementation of promotional and regulatory measures for the development of industrial 'sector in
accordance with national priorities and socio-economic objectives. While the department deals with the
government's industrial policy, individual administrative ministries are in charge of development of
specific industries. It is also concerned with the promotion and development of certain specific
sectors of industry such as handicrafts, handlooms and small scale and village industries. There are
8773 posts under this department.
10.295. The department has suggested that the post of assistant secretacy-cum-~dministrative
officer in the Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices (BICP) may be upgraded from Rs.840-1200 to
Rs.ll00-1600 as in addition to the administrative work he has to oversee the secretariat work. The
staff inspection unit of the Ministry of Finance has also supported the proposal. We agree and
recommend that the assistant secretary-cum-administrative officer may be given the revised pay scale of
Rs.2200-40oo.
10.296. The controller general of patents, designs and trade marks, Bombay, has suggested that
the adllli)1istrative officer (Rs.650-960) in the patent office may be given the Pay scale of the
administrative officer (Rs.650-1200) in the trade marks registry as the duties and responsibilities of the
administrative officer in these two organisations are identical. The ministry has supported the
proposal. We agree and recommend that the administrative officer in the patent office may be given the
scale of Rs.2000-3500.
10.297. The department has proposed the upgradation of the post of joint controller of patents and
designs and joint registrar of trade marks registry and deputy chief executive officer in the patent
information service from the existing pay scale of Rs.1500-2000 to Rs.2000-2S00. The pay scale of
controller general of patents, designs and trade marks was revised twice, first from Rs.2000-2500 to
Rs.2500-27S0 and then to Rs.2500-3000. The scales of pay of other posts were not revised. Thus
there is a wide gap between the pay scale of controller general and the joint controllers. Keeping in
view the qualificati<ms and experience required for appointment to these posts, we agree and
recommend that the joint controller of patents and designs and the joint registrar of trade marks
registry may be given the pay scale ofRs. 4500-5700.
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10.298. The department has also suggested that the pay scales of the post of deputy control~er. of
patents and designs and deputy registrar of trademarks registry may be upgraded from the eXlstmg
sca1e of Rs. 1300-1700 to Rs.1500~2000 as they are promoted from the pay scale ofRs.1l00-160D to
these posts. We agree and recommend that the deputy controller of patents and designs and the deputy
registrar of trade marks registry may be given the scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.299. The technical gazetted officers association of Director General Technical Development
(DGTD) has suggested the constitution of an organised service in DGID as recommended by the T~ird
Pay Commission. The ministry has stated that the constitution of an organised service for techntcal
gazetted officers of DOTO has been held up due to various administrative and technical reasons. The
matter may be further examined by the department.
10.300. The association representing officers of Small Scale Industries Development Organisation
(SSIOO)has brought to notice the anomaly in their pay structure as compared to similar posts in the
DGTD. They have therefore suggested that officers of SSIDO may be given the pay scales of officers
of DGID. The department has suggested that the posts of director grade-! (Rs.1S00-2000) and
director grade-II (Rs.1300-1700) who are performing similar duties may be merged and given the pay
scale of Rs.1500-2000. They have also suggested merging the grades of assistant director grade-I
(Rs.700-1300) and grade-II (Rs.650-960). We have examined the proposals and recommend the scale
of Rs.3700-5000 for directors (Grade I and fI). We however do not agree with the proposal for
merging assistant director Grade-I and Grade-II but recommend upradation of the pay scale of assistant
director Grade-II from Rs.650-960 to Rs.2000-3500.
10.301. The department has proposed that the pay scale of deputy/regional development
commissioner for cement may be revised from Rs.1300-1700 to Rs.1500-2000 and the pay scale of
joint development commissioner cement may be revised from Rs.1S00-2000 to Rs.2000-2250. We
recommend the pay scale of Rs.3700-5000 for deputy/regional development commissioner and the
scale of Rs.4500-5700 for the post of joint development commissioner for cement.
10.302. The gazetted officers association of the office of chief controller -of explosives has
suggested the grant ofrisklhazard allowance to officers as they have to deal with explosives of various
kinds. The matter may be examined in accordance with the procedure suggested by us in chapter 17.
10.303. The Department of Company Affairs deals with matters relating, to the administration of
the Companies Act, Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, Chartered Accountants Act, Cost
and Works Accountants Act, Company Secretaries Act and is also responsible for discharging the
functions of the central government relating to the Partnership Act. The department has a total strength
of 2023 officers.
10.304. The department of Company Affairs has suggested some changes in the structure and
recruitment rules to make the Central Company Law Service (CCLS) more viable and comparable to
other organised group A central services.
10.305. After taking note of all relevant facts, we recommend that grade-II (Rs..1300-1700) and
grade-I (Rs.1500-2000) may be merged and given the scales of Rs.3700-5000.
10.306. The posts in the Departments of Chemicals and P~tro Chemicals and also in Department
of Public Enterprises are covered by OUT recommendations in chapter 8.

XIV. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
10.307. The Ministry of Infonnation and Broadcasting (1&B) has several units under it such as
All India Radio (AIR), Doordarshan, Press Information Bureau (PIB), Films Divison (FD),
Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity (DAVP) and Directorate of Field.l'ublicity (OFP).
There are about 28,000 posts under the Ministry.
10.308. Ministry of I&B is the cadre controlling authority for the Indian Broadcasting (Engineers)
Service (IBES) and Central Information Service (CIS). Scales of pay for these servkes have been
dealt with in chapter 8. Government have also decided to constitute programme management and
progr~e production posts in AIR and Doordarshan into an organised service to be called Indian
Broadcasting (Programme) Service on the lines of other central group A services.
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10.309. The posts of director general, AlR and director general, doordarshan are on a fixed p~y of
Rs.3000/-. Considering their duties and responsibilities we recommend that the posts may be gIVen
the pay of Rs.7600/-(fixed).
10.310. The post of engineer-in-chief in IBES is in th~ scale of Rs.2?00-3000. !~1e duties an.d
responsibilities of the post have increased considerably with the expanswn of televlSlon and radIO
network. We recommend that the post may be given the pay of Rs.7300/-(fixed).
10.311. There are 4 posts of foreign language monitor in the scale of Rs.700-l300. It has been
represented that at present there is no avenue for promotion. We have been informed by the
department that it is proposed to include these posts in the CIS and that will improve their promotion
prospects.
10.312. The pay of the post of principal information officer is Rs.3000/-(fixed). This is the
highest post in CIS and considering its increasing responsibilities, we recommend that it may be given
the pay of Rs. 76001-(fixed).
10.313. There is one post each of deputy chief Visualiser, chief exhibition officer, deputy director
(printed Publicity), deputy director(Out-door Publicity) and deputy director (Mass Mailing) in the scale
of Rs.1300-1700 in DAVP. While there is direct recruitment to the post of chief exhibition officer, the
other posts are filled by promotion from the scale of Rs.I100-1600. These posts have no further
avenues of promotion for them. It has been represented that the scale needs improvement to bring it to
the level of the junior administrative grade as in other services. We agree and recommend that these
posts may be given the scale ofRs.3700~5000.
10.314. The post of director, photo division is in the scale of Rs.1300~1700. It has been
represented that the scale of pay of the post should be revised to the level of deputy secretary to
government so that there may be proper delegation of powers to the head of the department. There are
a number of officers in the scale ofRs.1100-1600 working under him. We recommend that the post
may be given the scale of Rs. 3700-5000.
10.315. The posts of field publicity officerin DFP are in the scale of Rs.650-1200. There are 77
posts of field publicity officer (Border) which are not encadred in CIS and are filled by direct
recruitment. It has been represented by field publicity officers (Border) that they have not been
included in CIS whereas other posts w,ith similar duties are included in that service. There is some
merit in their representation and we suggest that the ministry may consider including these posts in
CIS.

10.316. The post of director, song and drama division, is in the scale of Rs.1800-2000. It has
been brought to notice that the ministry has experienced difficulties in making recruitment to the post in
the present scale of pay and improvement of pay scale has been suggested. We recommend that the
post may be given the scale ofRs.4500~5700.
10.317. It has been suggested by the Ministry that the pay scale of posts of manager and-producer
(Rs.550-900) may be improved. We recommend that pay scale of Rs.2000-3200 for them. For the
post of assistant director (Rs.650-960), we recomme~d the scale of Rs.2000-3500).
10.318. There are 2 posts of joint chief producer in films division in the scale ofRs.ISOO-2000.
It has been suggested that the responsibilities of these posts have increased and the pay scales should
be improved. We recommend the pay scale of Rs.4500-5700 for the two posts.
10.319. At present there are three categories of technical staff in the films division who are
involved in film-making, viz.cameraman, recordist and editor. they have to work together as a team.
The pay scales of the posts are however different. The ministry has recommended that, taking into
account the techical nature of the work, there is need for uniformity in the scale of pay of these posts at
different levels. there is justification for this view and we recommend the following uniform pay
scales for the posts,Chief cameramanlCameraman(CFU) ChiefrecordistiChief editor
Rs.2375-3500
CameramanlRecordistiEditor
Rs .2000-3200
Assistant cameraman/Assistant recordist/Assistant editor grade I
Rs.1400-2300
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There are posts of story illustrator, assistant layout artist and assistant background artist in the
films division in the scale of Rs,455-700. These posts are filled on promotion by artist grade I in the
scale ofRs.425-640. Keeping this in view we recommend the scale of 1600-2660 for these posts.
10.320. We note that the set up in doordarshan is somewhat different fom the films division.
There may be reasons for the difference. We have recommended the pay scales for posts in the films
division. Keeping these scales in view, the ministry may examine and prescribe the pay scales for
comparable posts in doordarshan. Till then, the posts in doordarshan may be given the pay scales
recommended in chapter 8.

XV. Ministry of Labour
10.321. The Ministry of Labour deals with industrial relations, wages, employment, welfare of
labour and social security of workmen, etc. in regard to industries with which the central government
is conce)11ed and the laying down of national policy. It is also responsible for the implementation of
the laws relating to labour, safety in mines, and administration of welfare funds for workers in mines.
It functions as the nodal organisation for all activities relating to the lntemational Labour Organisation
(ILO). There are 9637 posts in the ministry and its four attached and twenty two subordinate offices.
10.322. The Directorate General of Employment and Training (DGE&T) is the apex organisation
responsible for development and coordination at national level of programmes relating to employment
service and vocational training scheme: The ministry has suggested that the technical posts in the
organisation may be given the sc1es of pay of other engineering services as their qualifications and
responsibilities are similar. They have also to shoulder the responsibility .of teaching, training and
guiding senior officers from the industry and state governments. The ministry has suggested that the
scales of pay of directors of training should be higher than the 'scale of pay of s tate directors' who are at
present in the pay scale of Rs.2250-2500 in some states. The ministry has also intimated that they are
considering the formation of a central engineering service for group A officers of DGE&T on the
patern of organised group A engineering services. At this stage we recommend that the posts of joint
director/principal of Central Training Institute (Rs.1300-1700) may be given the scale of Rs.37005000.
10.323. The assistant training officer class II is a non-gazetted post in the scale, of Rs.650-960.
While 75 per cent of the posts are fIlled by promotion from the cadre of vocational instructor in the pay
scale or Rs.440-750, 25 per cent are directly recruited. The training offiCer is a gazetted'class II post
in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 filled up by 100 per cent promotion from the cadre of assistant
t,raining officers. The ministry has brought to notice that the recruitment qualifications and experience
as also the duties and responsibilities of assistant training officers and training officers are more or less
the same and hence these two posts may be merged. We agree that post of assistant training officer
and training officer may be merged and given the scale of Rs.2000-3$OO and suitably redesignated.
,
10.324. The directorate general of factory advice service and labour institutes (FASLI) looks after
research, training and advisory functions of industrial safety and enforcement of safety in docks. The
ministry has brought to notice that all officers of the organisation are technically qualified personnel
eit_her in the engineering discipline or other related fields and are required to possess industrial
experience of two to seven years at the time of initial recruitment. They have made a mention of some
difficulty in recruitment and retention of officers. We have examined the matter and recommend that
the post of director general (Rs.2250-2500) may be givben the pay scale of Rs.5900-6700 and deputy
director general (Rs.1800-2000). the pay scale of Rs.4500-5700. The posts of directors (Rs.lS0018(0) and joint directors (Rs.1300-1700) may be merged and given the scale of pay Rs.3700-S000.
10.325. The director general mines safety (DOMS) deals with enforcement of the provisions of
Mines Act, 1952, and the rules and regUlations made thereunder. Association of the officers of DGMS
as also the ministry have brought to notice the persistent difficulties faced in the recruitment and
retention· of officers. In view of this, the pay scales were revisep in 1983. Direct recruitment in
DOMS is now made at the level of deputy director in the pay scale of Rs.1500-1800. The
Kumaramangalam committee in its report recommended that the director general of mines safety
should be ex-officio additional secretary to the Government of India. The Ministry of Labour has
accepted this recommendation and proposed that the pay scale of the director general may be improved
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further from Rs.2500-2750 to Rs.3000--(fixed). They have also suggested upgradation of posts at
other levels. We agree and recommend that the director general mines safety (Rs.2500-2750). may be
given the pay of Rs.73001-(fixed) and the deputy director general (Rs.2250-2500), may be given the
pay scale of Rs.5900-6700, directors (Rs.2000-2250) may be given the pay scale of Rs.4500-5700.
We further recommend that the posts of deputy directors in the scale of Rs.1500-1800 and Rs.18002000 may be merged and given the scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.326. The association of chainmen in DGMS has suggested that the chainmen who are in the
pay scale of Rs.196-232 may be given the higher pay scale of Rs.21Q-290 on par with chainmen of
Indian bureau of Mines who are doing similar work. We agree and recommend that the c_hainmen in
DOMS may be given the scale of Rs.800-1150.
10.327. The associations representing the officers and staff of the DOMS as also the ministry
have suggested the grant of hazardous allowance and underground allowance. It appears to us that the
sugg,estion has merit. We suggest that government may appoin.t a task force to detennine the rate ~f
the allowance and the categories of employees to be entitled to it .

XVI. Ministry of Law and Justice
10.328. The Ministry of Law and Justice consists of (i) Department of Legal Affairs (ii)
Legislative Department and (iii) Department of Justice. The ministry is responsible for giving legal
advice to the central government, drafting of legislation and matters relating to judges of the Supreme
Court and High Courts. There are about 2200 posts in the ministry. The miniStry also controlS' the
. official language wing (OLW) and is the cadre controlling authority of the Indian Legal Service (ILS).
10.329. The 1LS consists of two distinct cadres, one dealing with advice, under the Department of
Legal Affairs, and the other wirth drafting under the Legislative Department There are 60 posts in the
service in four scales of pay viz. Rs.l200-1600, Rs.1500-2000, Rs.2000-2250 and Rs.2500-2750.
These are comparable to the pay scales of other group A central services at appropriate levels and our
recommendation i.n chapter 8 will apply to these posts.
.
10.330. Group A officers of OLW have suggested inclusion of their posts in the ILS. The
Ministry of Law and Justice is in favour of this suggestion. This is a mater which may be decided by
government.
10.331. In the Department of Legal Affairs, there are 12 posts of junior central government
adyocates in the pay scale of Rs.840-1200 in the branch secretariat at Calcutta. They have represented
that they do not have any promotional avenues as they are not eligible for promotion to the post of.
central government advocate in the scale of Rs.2000-2500 which are filled by direct recruitment. We
have considered the matter and recommend that 2 posts of junior central government advocates may be
given the scale of pay of Rs.3000-4500 and they may be filled by promotion accoring to a well defmed
selection procedure to be laid down by the department
10.332. There are 32· posts of assistant (4\gal) in the pay scale of Rs.425-800. They have
requested that they may be given the pay scale of Rs.650-960. The· qualification prescribed for
recruitment to the post is degree in law with at least three years experience of legal work. The
department of legal affairs is facing difficulty in recruitment and retention of assistant (Legal). They
have therefore suggested improvement in their pay scale. We h~ve considered the matter and
reCommend that the assistant (Legal) may be given the pay scale ofRs.I640--2900.
10.333. Employees association of the Department of Legal Affairs has drawn attention to the
problem of stagnation that exists .in the case of court clerks. For 93 posts of court clerks in the pay
scale .of Rs.260-400y there are nine posts of legal assistants (bill of costs) in the pay scale of l,{s,425700 available for promotion. At present, there are no posts of senior court clerks in the department.
Introduction of posts at this level will improve the career proswcts of court clerks and we suggest that
the ministry may convert some posts of court clerks in the existing pay scales of Rs.260-4OO to the
higher pay scale and suitably redesignate these posts.
10.334. There are two posts of superintendent (Printing) in the pay scale of Rs.6S0-1200. The
posts oT superintendent (Legal) are in the pay scale of Rs. 840·1 200. The ministry has suggested that
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there should be parity in pay scales of superintendents. We agree and recommend that sUp'-"fin~
(Printing) may be given the pay scale of Rs.2375-3500.
1().335. There are 35 posts of bilingual stenographers (Rs.42S-800) in the Ministry ofr.aw and

J~stice. The bilingual-stenographers association ha~ suggested higher scale of pay for them as they
possess higher standard of proficiency, calibre, skill and perfonn duties which are more arduo~s than

those of unilingual stenographers. The association has also pointed out that there is no scope for
promotion because all the posts are ex-ca.dre-and persons working in these posts are not eligibJc to
compete for departmentallUPSC competitive examinations. They have also been excluded from the
recently formulated central Secretariat official language service (CSOLS). There is only one post of
Senior personnel assistant in the pay scale of Rs. 650-1040 available for their promotion. As a result
they have to face stagnation. The ministry has also reported difficulty in recruitment and retendtion of
bilingual stenographers.
10.336. A separate service of bilingual stenographers on the lines of central secretariat
stenographers service (CSSS), as suggested by the bilingual stenographers association will not be
viable. Taking all aspects of the matter into consideration we reco,mmend that bilingual stenographers
may be included in the central secretariat stenographers service with an allowance of Rs.50/- pet
mensem for tested proficiency in each additional language.
10.337. Posts in the Legislative Departrment and the Department of Justice follow the scheme of
revised scales of pay recommended in chapter 8.

XVII. Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions
10.338. The Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions consists of three departments
namely - (i) 1;)epartment of-Personnel and Training, (ii) Department of Administrative Reforms and
Public Grievances and (ii) Department Pension and pensioners 'Welfare. There are about 7000 posts in
the ministry.
10.339. The ministry deals with policy relating to all service matters. It is the cadre controlling
authority of the Indian Administrative Service and the central secretariat services. The Indian
Administrative Service has been dealt with in the chapter on all;-India services. The ministry also deals
with matters connectred with administrative vigilance and criminal investigation with the help of
Centrral Bureau of Investigation (CDI). It is responsible for administraive matters relating to
administrative tribunals 'and staff selection commission.
10.340. There are two training institutes, namely, the Lal Bahadur Shastri. National Academy of
Administration, Mussosorie. and the Institute of Secretariat Training and management, New Delhi.
While the former provides training to personnel recruited to all-India services and the central services.
latter is mainly responsible for providing training to those recruited to the central secretariat
services.

the

10.341. We have separately considered the pay structure of central police organisations under
Ministry of Home Affairs. Pay scales of posts in the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) are
comparable with them. Our recommendations regarding pay scales of central police organisations will
. apply to CBI. '
10.342. It has been represented that promotion opportunities of officers recruited directly in CDI
are unsatisfactory. For' IS posts of superintendent of police belonging to the cadre of CHI, there are
two posts of DIG in the promotion quota. We recommend that the promotion prospects of these
. officers should be adequately improved and, if necessary, the number and rank of offices coming on
deputation may be suitable adjusteP.
10.343. The pay of the post of Director, -CBI, is Rs.32501-(fixed). ' It has been- suggested that the
duties of director CBI are comparable with those of director, m. We agree and recommend that the
post of director CBI may. be given the pay ofRs.8000/~(f1Xed).
10.344. A sizeable number of posts in CBI are filled by bringing officers on deputation from state
governments. In order to attract officers from state~'t>~'ce forces, there is provision for granting
deputation allowance and special pay to police officers<ilPto the rank. of deputy superintendent of
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police. Officers on deputation from IPS cadres are given special pay at ~he rates prescribed in IPS pay
rules.
10.345. The matter of special pay has been considered b~ us elsewhere. Directo: CBI has
emphasised the need for continuing the existing system and. has In f!'ct propo_sed substant1~ upward
revision in the rates of special pay and deputation allowance to ~l offl.cers conung on deputatlo?- to the
CEI since it is otherwise very difficult to get adequate number of sUltable persons on deputatIon. In
view of these difficulties we recommend the continuation of deputation allowance along with special
pay rates of deputation 'allowance were revised by the government in January, lc}86, which may
continue.

10.346. There is a post of curator in the sGale of Rs.425-700. Essential qualifications for the post
are master's degree in Indian history and diploma ip museology from a recognised university. It has
been suggested that the pay scale of this post may be improved. In view of qualifications prescribed,
we agree to the suggestion for placing this post in pay scale of Rs.1640-2900.
10.347. The Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration is an institution of national
significance and its role will continue to grow with increasing emphasis on training at higher levels ,of
administration. Government may consider giving a higher status to the academy by declaring it as an
institute of national importrance and introducing advanced courses of professional and specialised
studies in different branches of management and administration. We have noted that government have
revised the pay scales. of assistant professor, reader and professor. They will get the scales of pay ,
recommended by us in chapter 8.
10.348. It has been represented that the language instructor in the academy who has to teach two.
languages is in the pay scale of Rs.440-750 and does not have promotional avenue. Hindi instructor
in the academy is in the scale of Rs.550-900. The qualifications for both the posts are similar. The
nature of the duties are comparable. We have considered the matter and recommend the scale of pay of
Rs.1640-2900 for reginallanguage instructor.

XVIII. Ministry of Planning
10.349. Ministry of Planning consists of the Department of Planning and the Department of

S~tistics. Besides there is the Planning Commission a separate entity which is the highest body at the
na~ona11evel dealing wi~ the fonnulation, monitoring and evaluation of development plans for the

entire country.

The Department of Statistics is responsible for coordination of all statistical activities at the centre
and for collection and processing of socio-economic data required for plan formulation.
The Department of Statistics has under its control the Central Statistical Organjsation (eSO) and
.

N~tiona1 Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO).

There are about 9000 posts in the ministry .
10.350. The Department of Statistics is the cadre controlling authority of the Indian Statistical
Services (ISS) which is a group A central service.. There are about 600 officers in the service
distributed in four grades viz., Rs.700-1300 (grade IV), Rs.ll00-1600 (grade III), Rs.1500-1800
(grade II) and Rs.1800-2000 (grade I). A selection grade of Rs. 2000-2250 has been introduced for
20 per cent posts of the combined. strength of grade I and II but the number has been limited to 50 per
cent of the strength of grade I posts. Some higher ex-cadre posts above the selection grade level are
also held by Members of the service.
.
.

10.351. The Indian statistical service association has suggested abolition of lateral entry in the
ISS. It was in puprsuance of the recommendations of the Third Pay Commission that direct
recruitment at grade TIl level was dispensed with and was reduced to 25 per cent at grade n level.

How_ever, ~ct recruitment has been continued at grade I level although the Third Pay Commission
consldered It. to be unnecessary. In order to attract talent to this organised service to which recruitment
is being made through a competitive examination conducted by
we dtink it necessary to
provide reasotlllble opportunities. We are not in favour of lateral entry upto grade I of the service.

upse,
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10.352. In all organised group A centnil. services there is junior administrative grade in the scale of
Rs.1500-L.OOO above the senior time scale. In Indian Statistical Service, however, posts at this level
are distribul:!d in two pay scales of Rs.1500-1800 and Rs.1800-2000. Wer are of the view that the
grades structure of this service should be brought in line with other organised group A services. We
accordingly n. commened that grade II and grade I may be merged and given the revised scale of
Rs.3700-5000. Posts in other scales of pay and the selection grade posts may be given the revised
scales of pay recommended in chapter 8.
•
10.353. It has been brought to notice that there are no cadre posts in the service beyond grade I
and this has led to frustration. There are, however, some ex-cadre posts in higher grades which are
held by members of the service. The association has suggested encadering of all these posts to
improve carrer progression. We find merit in this suggestion and recommend that the posts of director
general (DG), Central Statistical Organisation and chief executive officer, National Sample Survey
Organisation may be encadred, in the service. As the 00, CSO will be the highest cadre post of the
service, we recommend that the pay of the post may be revised from Rs.3000/- fixed to Rs.8000/fixed. The need for providing a few post the scale of Rs.5900-6700 for the members of the service
may also be examined by Government.
10.354. At present most of the feeder posts recognised in various ministries/departments for
promotion to grade IV level of Indian Statistical Service are group B posts which are borne on the pay
scale of Rs.550-900 with gazetted/non-gazetted status. However, in some ministries/departments
there exist two pay sca\es for these recognised feeder posts viz. Rs.650-1200 and Rs.550-900. In the
integrated list of the incumbents of these posts prepared by the respective cadre authorities, the
principle followed is that holders of posts on the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 are placed en-block above
the persons on the lower scale i.e. Rs.550-900. There is provision for direct recruitment to the posts
in the pay scale of Rs.550-900 and posts in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 are promotion posts from
the lower level. The qualifications prescribed for direct recruitment posts are post-graduate degree in
mathematics/statistics or economic/commerce (with statistics). The promotion quota for the feeder
posts to grade IV level of ISS was increased from 25 to 40 per cent from August 15, 1981.
10.355. The strength of the recognised feeder posts for promotion to grade IV level of Indian
Statistical Service is 322 out of which 19 are in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200. The sanctioned strength
of the grade N level is 328.
'
10.356. From time to time the holders of feeder posts in various ministries/departments were
promoted on ad-hoc basis to officiate against grade N cadre posts of Indian Economic Service and the
indian Statistical Service. In a recent judgement passed by the Supreme Court on February 11, 1986,
the Union Government has been directed "to treat all persons (ad-hoc promotees)who are stated to
have been promoted in this case to several posts in grade IV in ,this service contrary to the Rule till now
as having been regularly appointed to the said posts in grade IV under Rule 8(1)(a)(U) and assign them
seniOrity in the cadre with effect from the dates from which they are continuously officating in the said
posts".
10.357 ..It has been suggested t~ us that the promotion quota for feeder posts to grade IV level of

~;~~ay be mcreased and all recogmsed feeder posts may be placed in a common pay scale of Rs.650-

10.358. We fmd that posts in the pay scale of Rs.650-1200 are promotion posts from posts in the
scale o~ Rs.550-900 .. ~t present the posts in the scale of Rs.650-1200 are too few to provide adequate
promotion opporturuties. We therefore recommend that adequate number of posts in Rs.2000-3500
JVay be provided to serve as effec tive stage of promotion to grade IV of the service. We do not agree
to the increase of promotion quota beyond 40.per cent for feeder posts to grade N level of ISS.
10.359. At present the pay scale of assistant superintendent in NSSO, Department of Statistics is
Rs.470,-750. It is a promotion post from the level of investigator on the pay scale ofRs.425-700. The
pa~ scaIe for the post of investigator was recommended by the Third Pay Commission as Rs.380-640
whlch was subsequently revised to Rs.425-700 from May 1, 1982, on the basis of an award given by
the Board of Arbitration.
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10.360. 'The sanctioned strength of assistant superintendent is 1720. The next higher post for the
assistant superintendent is in the pay scale of Rs.550-900 which is .a feeder PO,st to grad.e IV level of
Indian Statistical Service. The sanctioned strength of posts of supenntendents 10 NSSO IS 376.
10.361. The duties and responsibilities of assistant superintendent in NSSO are to carry out
field/special studies and submit reports, observe crop ~utting experi~ents ~nd provi,de .techni,cal
guidance to the primary workers, to attend to field work 10 connectIon wIth vanous studIes 10cludmg
annual survey of industries and to guide and supervise the work of junior s~aff. It has been suggested
that (a) the pay scale of assistant superintendent in NSSO may be revIsed from Rs. 470-750 to
Rs.550-900 in view of heavy duties and responsibilities at this level and also on account of prevalent
stagnation and (b) the post of assistant superintendent may be merged with the post of superintendent
in NSSO.
10.362. We have considered the matter and recommend that the post of assistant superintendent in
NSSO may be placed in the pay scale of Rs. 1600-2660. We do not agree to the merger of this post
with the higher level post of superintendent in NSSO in view of the functional necessity at this level
reported to us by the Department of Statistics.

XIX. Ministry of Science and Technology
10.363. Ministry of Science and Technology is concerned with formulation of policy and
guidelines on science and technology and coordination of matters in this field. The important scientific
organisations under the ministry are the Survey of India, India Meteorological Department (IMD) and
National Atlas Thematic and Mapping Orgapisation (NATMO). The ministry and its constitutent units
are treated as scientific organisations and there are about 26,700 posts.

10.364. There are about 300 group A posts in the Survey of India, of which a large number are
held by army officer::; second from corps of engineers. The remaining posts are held by civilian
officers. Army officers working in the Survey of India., continue to retain their lien in the army and
their pay is regulated under a special formula. As result, an army officer in Survey of India draws
much higher pay than his civilian counterpart in the same grade and evc;n in higher grades. The Third
Pay Commission examined the matter and recommended regulation of pay of army officers under
normal deputati<?n terms and maintenance of separate seniority lists for civilian and army officers. But
those recommendations were not implemented, We have been informed that government is
considering changes in the recruitment rules to provide for recruitment to 50 per cent of posts at the
level of deputy superintending surveyor (Rs.700-1300) through engineering services examination
conducted by UPSC. It is also proposed to increase the intake of civilian officers from the present
level of 50 per cent to 80 per cent. We are of the view that there should be separate seniority lists for
civilian and army officers, and the army officers who are absorbed in the Survey of India should not
have any lien in the corps of engineers for purposes of pay, seniority, etc. Once they are absorbed,
they should look for a career only in the Survey of India. The disparities which have persisted for
many years should be :removed by :revising the service rules on the lines suggested by us. It may be.
mentioned that the matter came up before the Supreme Court and it was observed by the Hon'b~e Court
that the discontent among civilian officers should not be ignored. We hope that the suggestions made
by us will remove the disparities and early action may be taken on them.
10.365. The posts of director in the Survey of India are at present in two scales, selection grade
(R~2000-2250) and ordinary grade (Rs.l800-2000). These posts, are filled by promotion from the
post of deputy ~tor in the scale ofRs.l500-1800. We recommend that the two grades for director

may be merged and given the scale ofRs.45()()"5700.
10.366. The post of surveyor general is in the pay scale of Rs.2500-2750. Looking to the
importance of the post and the size of the organisation, we :recommend the pay scale of Rs.5900-7300
for it.
10.367. The scales of pay of division I employees in the ordinary grade of surveyor, survey
assistant. draftsman, scientific assistant and geodetic computer has recently been revised from Rs.425100 to Rs,425-750. It has been ~uggested that there are two other comparable categories, namely
engraver and technical assistant (Map-reproduction) in the scale of Rs.425-700 which should also be
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given the same seale. We agree and reconunend that these two categories ofpc>sts may be given the
scale of Rs.t400-2600.
10.368. Some of the group C and Group D staff, who are rendered surplus during non-field
season, which sometimes ex.tends over 5 months, are granted departmental leave. Leave salary for the
first three months is disbursed. every month but thereafter if is paid only when the employee reports
back for duty for the next field season. It has been represe!lted that the leave" salary should be paid
every month even beyond the fll'St three months. We agree and recommend that leave salary may be
paid every month upto a period of six months instead of three months.
10.369. JMD has about 8000 post and there are five regional meteorological centres under it.
While one of the regional centres is headed by a deputy director general in the scale of Rs.2000-2250,
the other four regional directors are in th~ scale ofRs.lSQO-2000. They supervise the work of other
directors who are also having the same scale of pay. It has been suggested that the regional directors
may be upgraded to the level of deputy director general. We agree and recommend that the 4 posts of
regional directors in the scale of Rs. lS()()"2000 may be upgraded to the level of deputy director
general and given the pay scale of Rs.4500-S700.
10.370. The pay of the post of director general, !MD is Rs.3000/-(fued). Considering the role
and importance of the organisation and the responsibilities of the post of director general. we
reco1)1D1end the payor Rs.76XJ1- (raed) for the post.
10.371. The posts of observer in the scale of Rs.260-430 are filled 100 per cent by direct
recruitment from amongst matriculates. It has been stated that most of the observers with their limited
knowledge and inadequate experience are unable to cope with the technical aspects of the work
entrusted to them. The department is in favour of phasing out the cadre of observer. Department may
consider providing suitable in-service training to upgrade the skill of the existing incumbents. Further
recruitment to the posts of observer should be discontinued and future recruitment should be of
graduates in science in the scale of pay admissible to senior observers.
10.372. At present the posts of assistant meteorologist (Rs.650-1200) are filled by promotion. To
improve the quality of service at this level, we suggest that the department may examine the desirability
of filling some of these posts by direct recruitment
10.373. The post of director, NATMO is in the scale of pay of Rs.2000-2250. In view of the
importance of the post and the recommendation which has been made to upgrade it we recommend that
the post may be given the scale ofRs.5900-7300.
10.374. There are 35 posts of junior research assistant in the scale of Rs.550-800 which are filled
100 per cent by direct recruitment an~ the qualification prescribed is master's degree in geography_
The promotional ~st is senior research assistant in the scale of Rs.550-900 for which also the
qualification for clliect recruitment is the same with some training and experience in research work .
Considering the broad comparability of the work at the two levels. we recommend that the posts of
junior research assistant may be merged with the posts senior research assistant and given the pay
scale ofRs. 1640-2900. The post may be redesignated.

of

~x.

Ministry

or Steel and Mines

10.375. The Ministry of Steel and Mines has two Departments under it, namely, the Department
of Steel and the Department of Mines.
. 10.376. The Department of Steel is responsible for planning and implementation of policies for
production. distribution, import and export of iron and steel. There are about 750 posts in the
department of Steel including the office of the Iron and Steel Controller.

Department of Mines
10.377, The Department of Mines is responsible for survey and exploration of minerals, other
.than natural gas, petroleum and atomic minerals, mining and metallurgy of non-ferrours metals and
administration of Mines Minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1957. The department has three
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offices under it, namely, the Geological Survey of India (OSI), the Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) and
Controller of Mining Leases (CML). There are about 20,000 posts under the department.
10.378. OSI is primarily responsible for geological mapping, geo-physical survey, mineral
investigation including off-shore mineral exploration, geotechnical investigation, etc. The working of
the organisation was examined by a review committee which made several recommendations pertaining
to the administrative, financial, and policy planning structure and procedures in the GSI. In line with
those recommendations, government constituted a board of management for the OSI in 1978 which is
the policy-making and sanctioning authority for as!. In pursuance of the recommendations of the
view committee, posts at senior levels were also created to improve the chain of command and to
provide better organisational design. There are about 18,000 posts in OSI of which about 2600 are
group A posts distributed in various disciplines like geology, geophysics and geo-chemistry.
10.379. The associations representing officers of OSI having requested for upgradation of the pay
scales of the posts of director general and senior deputy director general. It has also been suggested
that direct entry should be permissible only at the level of Junior time scale and there should be no
direct recruitment to posts in the senior time scale. It has also been pointed out that there is direct
recruitment at successive levels 'with broadly similar qualifications which should be modified to
improve the promotional prospects of direct recruits.
10.380. We have considered the suggestions. OSI is a large multi-disciplinary scientific
organisation. Having regard to this and the duties and responsibilities of the director general, we
recommend that DO, OSl, who is at present on a pay of Rs.3000/-(fixed) may be given the pay of
Rs.8000/-(flXed). We also recommend that three of the existing posts in the senior administrative
grade in the department may be upgraded and given the pay of Rs.73001-(fixed). The posts may be
suitably designated and officers belonging to different disciplines in OSI may be considered for these
posts. We also recommend that posts in the two levels of senior administrative grade in the scales of
Rs.2250-2500 and Rs.2500-2750 may be merged and given the scale of RS.5900-6700. Our
recommendatins in regard to selection grade in the scale ofRs.4500-5700 for other services will apply
to officers in OS! also.
10.381. There is no uniformity in regard to direct recruitment to senior time scale posts in the
different branches of GSI. While there is no direct recruitment at this level in the geology, minerology
and drilling streams, there is ctirect recruitment to the extent of 25 per cent in the geo-chemist, geophysics and instrumentation branches. Since there is direct recruitment to the extent of 50 per cent in
lower posts in the scale of Rs.700-1300, the department may consider whether direct recruitment at the
level of senior time scale posts could be dispensed with.
10.382. The administrative officers' association has represented that the post of regional
administrative officer (Rs.1300-1700) should be given the pay scale ofRs.1500-2000 as applicable to
directors in other Streams. These posts are f1l1ed by promotion from the posts of senior administrative
officer (Rs.1100-1600). We recommend the scale of Rs.3700-5000 for these posts.
10.383. While posts of senior technical assistant in the scientific disciplines in the department are
in the pay scale of Rs.550-900, the posts of senior technical assistant (Mining) are in the scale of
Rs.550-7S0. There is direct recruitment to 25 per cent of these posts from degree holders in mining
engineering and the remaining posts are filled by promotion from the posts of junior technical assistant
(Rs.425-700). We recommend the scale of Rs.I640-2900 for rthe posts of senior technical assistant
(Mining).

10.384. There are 12 posts of artist in the scale of Rs.650-1200 and one post in the scale of
Rs.650-960. all of which are filled by promotion from posts in the scale of Rs.550-900. We
recommend the scale of Rs.2000-3500 for the post in the scale of Rs.650-960.

.

10.385. There are six. posts of translator (Foreign language) in the scale ofRs.650-960 for which
the qualification is a degree with knowledge of the concerned foreign language. Having regard to the
qualifications and duties of the posts, we recommend the scale of Rs.2DOO-3500 for them.
10.386. IBM is a multi-disciplinary scientific and technical organisation responsible for
conservation and systematic development of mineral resources, statutory inspection of functions
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envisaged by the Mines and Minerals(Regulation and Development) Act, 1957, and administration of
the Mineral Conservation and Development Rules, 1958. IBM with its headquarters at N agpur and 12
regional offices, has a total staff of about 1,700.

10.387. The association of mining engineers of IBM has requested for parity in their pay scales
with mining engineers in the Directorate General of Mines Safety (DGMS) under the Ministry of
Labour. It has been pointed out that IBM is a multi-functional organisation and there should be parity
between the mining engineers employed in the two principal organisations under the government. The
organisational structure of IBM was recently examined by the IBM Review Committee and, in
pursuance of its recommendations, the pay scale of the head of the organisation was revised from
Rs.2250-2500 to Rs.2500-2750 in August 1985.
10.388. We have considered the matter. There are differences in the organisational structures of
IDM and DGMS. Taking note of this, and the other relevant factors, we recommend that pay scales of
the following posts in IBM may be revised as under,-

SI. No. Designation
1.

2.
3.
4.

Controller general (Rs.2500-2750)
Chief controller (Rs 2250-2500)
Regional controller of mines (Rs.1500-2000)
Deputy controller of~es (Rs.1200-1700)

Proposed pay scale
(Rs.)
7300/- (fixed)

5900-6700
4100-5300
3700-5000

10.389. The department has emphasised that inter se relativity of the officers belonging to the
various disciplines in IBM should be maintained. We agree and recommend that the following posts
may bl:f given the pay scales indicated against them,-

SI. No.

Designation

Proposed pay scale
(Rs.)

1.

2.
3.

Director ore dressing (Rs. 2250-2500)
Superintending mining geOlogist Superintending ore
dressing officer Superinatef1.ding mineral Economist
(Interlligence) (Rs.1500-2000)
Regional mining geologist Ore dressing officer Mineral
Economist (Geo-Group Intelligence) (Rs.1300-1700)

5900-6700
4100-5300
3700-5000

10.390. The posts of senior technical assistant (Mining) in the scale of Rs.550-750 have a
selection grade in the scale of Rs.700-900. We recommend that these two grades may be merged and
given the scale ofRs.1640-2900.
10.391. There are pOsts of laboratory assistant (Rs.380-560) and pilot plant assistant (Lab.) in the
scale of Rs.330-560 which are filled by promotion from senior leboratory attendant (Rs.260-400).
Both these categories are eligible for promotion to the post of junior technical assistant in the scale of
Rs.425-700. We recommend the pay scale of Rs. 1320-2040 for these posts.
. 10.392. There are posts of administrative officer (Rs.840-1200) which are filled by promotion to
the extend of 50 per cent from assistant administrative officer (Rs.650-1200). We recommend the pay
scale of Rs.2200-4000 for the posts of administrative officer.

XXI. Ministry of Textiles
10.393. The Ministry of Textiles deals with matters relating to textiles - (cotton, silkt woollen, jute

and handicrafts, etc.). The following offices are functioning under the ministrty,Attached Offices
i) Office of the development commissioner for handlooms;
ii) Office of the development commissioner for handicrafts;

subordinate Offices
i) Office of the textile commissioner;
ii) Office of the jute commissioner.
The total number of posts in the ministry is about 5400.
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10.394. Under the development commissioner for handlooms. there are 23 posts of technical
assistants (Dyeing) in the weavers' service centres. The ministry has suggested that the existing pay
scale of this post may be revised from Rs.S50-800 to Rs.550-900 as applicable to technical
superintendents. These are supervisory posts in the Dyeing section. The qualifications prescribed for
the posts of technical assistant (Dyeing) and technical superintendents as also the job responsibilities
are comparable. We agree and recommend that the posts of technical assistant (Dyeing) may be given
the scale of Rs.1640-2900.
10.395. There are 4 posts each of weaving instructor/demonstrator in the pay scale of Rs.260-400
in the Indian Institute of Handloom Technology. The ministry has suggested that these posts may be
upgraded to the pay scale of Rs.330-560 as applicable to weaving assistant, in weavers' service
centres. The weaving instructors/demonstrators are matriculates with diploma in handloom technology
and have to teach and demonstrate to trainees. Taking this into account we recommend that weaving
instructors/demonstrators may be given the pay scale of Rs.1200-2040.

XXII. Ministry of Transport
10.396. The Ministry of Transport comparises Department of Railways, Department of Civil
Aviation, and Department of Surface Transport.

Department of Railways
10.397. The Department of Railways in the Ministry of Transport is the largest department of the
government of India employing more than 15lakh employees. The Railway Board is responsible for
the administration and management of Railways. The Board consists of a Chairman, and five
members, including the Financial Commissioner, who function as ex-officio secretary to the
government. Secretary, Railway Board, is head of the railway secretariat. The Board is assisted by
three advisers who exercise the powers of the members of the Board in their respective spheres, except
for matters of policy which require the Board's specific approval.
10.398. Posts of Chainnan and members of the Board except the post of Financial Commissioner
are fille!:l by officers from the railway services. It has been represented by officers of the Indian
Railway Accounts Service (IRAS) that in the context of the specialised professional role which
members of the service are called upon to play in the day-to-day work, the post of Financial
Commissioner should be a cadre posts of IRAS. They have also pointed out that there are inadequate
avenues of promotion for senior officers of the service. It has been stated that the Financial
Commissioner (Railways) has a special status as the representative of the Ministry of Finance in the
Department of Railways and that indepth knowledge of the multi-disciplinary working of the railways
is essential for the posts. Members of IRAS are well equipped to discharge this role. The Railway
Refonns Committee has suggested that preference should be given to IRAS officers if the merits are
Gomparable. We are of the opinion that the post of Financial Commissioner should be filled by an
officer of IRAS.
10.399. Department of Railways controls 10 organised services of railway officers of which five
relate to engineering. In addition, there is a separate Railway Board Secretariat Service (RBSS). The
federation of railway officers has referred to the responsibilities shouldered by officers of the different
services in the railways which operate found the clock throughout the year, and the disparity in the
career prospects of officers including the medical officers. In our opinion the number of higher level
posts in a multi-service organisation like the Railways should be fairly distributed among the different
services. The Department of Railways may review the position from time to time.
10.400. The staff in the Railway Board is drawn from Railway Board Secretariat Clerical Service
(RBSCS) and Railway Board Secretariat Stenographers Service (RBSSS) organised on the lines of the
corresponding Central Secretariat Services. In addition, there is a separate Railway Board Secretariat
Service (RBSS) for manning posts of assistant, section officer, deputy director and joint director.
Officers of the different railway services are also considered for posting in the board at the level of joint
directors and above. The designations of posts in the board are different from other departments of
government.
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10.401. It has been suggested that officers ofRBSS may be made eligible for promotion to higher
posts in the Secretariat of the Railway Board We agree and recommend accordingly.
10.402. At present there are 18 posts of Additional General Manager in the pay scale of Rs.2S002750 with a special pay of Rs.250/-. A suggestion was made that the posts should be abolished and
posts of Principal heads of departments may be created instead. We are of the view that this is a matter
for government to decide. For the post of Additional General Manager, we recommend the pay of
Rs.7300/- (fixed) without any special pay.
10.403. There are about 2400 officers in the Railway Medical Service (RMS). RMS, at present,
makes recruitment of doctors at the levels of assistant divisional mepical officer (Rs.7oo-1600) and
divisional medical officer (Rs.llOO-1800). The department has infonned that it has been decided to
stop direct recruitment at the level of divisional medical officer. Unlike the other two organised health
services (CHS and IOFHS), RMS has no separate cadre of specialists and doctors possessing post
graduate qualifications work as specialists. The present cadre structure in RMS does not provide
enough opportunities of promotion to officers of this service. The service requires reorganisation with
adequate number of posts at different levels, including creation of posts of specialists wherever
necessary. The question of having two or three posts in the pay of Rs.7300/· (fixed) may also be
considered by government. Pending such re-organisation of the service, we recommend that the
officers of RMS may be given the scales of pay recommended by us in chapter 8.
10.404. The Director General who is at present on the pay of Rs.3000/- is in charge of a large
medical service spread all over the country. Looking to the duties of the post, we recommend that it
may be given the pay scale of Rs.7300-8000.

1004.05. All India Railwaymens Federation (AlRF) and National Federation of Indian Railwaymen
(NFIR) referred to the difficulties experienced by the railway employees on account of application of

the principle of common and uncommon categories. They stated that "simply b~ause designations are
common and general description of duties is similar it is absolutely unfair to treat the staff belonging to
the same category in different departments as alike forgetting a more important factor viz., the
conditions of work and service:. In making our recommendations, we have taken note of the
importance and the special features of the railways.
10.406. Another issue on which emphasis was laid by both the federations related to the
comparability of the railways and the public sector. We have ,dealt with the matter elsewhere.
10.407. There is proliferation of designations on the railways. While some progress has been
made in standardisation. of designations, the work is yet to be completed for a number of posts in
different'departments of railways. Reduction of categories and re-grouping of the posts on the basis of
functional need and duties and responsibilities may be taken up on a priority basis. For a proper cadre
planning and career progression, multi-functional categories may be useful. For instance, the need for
having typists as a separate category may have to be reviewed.
10.408. The problem of staffing in a complex organisation like railways has been dealt with by
prescribing per~entages of posts at different levels for various categories. This is being reviewed
periodically. This has improved the career prospects of the emplpyees.
10.409. There is a separate cash and pay department in the railways with cashiers and shroffs
constituting distinct categories. Railways have a system of payment of honorarium for cash
disbursements in accordancewith prescribed norms which differ from railway to railway. Even very
large payments are made in cash. As against this, cashiers in the ministries/departments are paid
special pay based on the quantum of cash handled by them. In some cases in the railways, the
honorarium received in a year far exceeds the salary. The department may consider adopting a scheme
for grant of special allowance for this category of posts as recommended by us in chapterl1 with such
modifications as may be necessary, or adopt some other suitable method.
10.410. Research Designs and Standards Organisa.tion (RDSO) functions as technical adviser and
consultant to the Railway Board, the zonal railways, the production units and also the public and
private sector undertakings in respect of designs and standardisation of railway equipment. Director
General, RDSO has the status of a general manager of the railways. Senior posts of joint director and
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above are filled mostly by drawing officers from the various railway services on tenure basis. RDSO
has its own cadre of non-gazetted staff. Group B officers in RDSa have promotional avenues to
group A posts on a pattern more or less similar to the one prevalent in the zonal railways.

10.411. Vatious unions and associations representing different categories of staff working in
RDSO have expressed their views regarding the status of RDSO in support of their claims .for higher
pay scales. Suggestions ranged from treating them as ministry level staff, to industrial workers.
Another suggestion was to treat RDSO as a scientific organisation and the employees working in
RDSa as scientific staff for determining their pay scales. Department of Railways have stated that
RDSO is an attached office of the department. The Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court has
held in a case that the employees working in RDSO are to be treated on par with employees of the zonal
railways viz., employees of a subordinate office. The Allahabad High Court has, however, taken a
different view in another case. We understand that the Department of Railways have filed a petition in
the Supreme Court in respect of the decision of the Lucknow Bench and the matter is 'sub judice'.
10.412. As regards the suggestion for treating RDSO as a scientific organisation anq the
employees working in it as scientific staff for the purposes of pay scales, we are inclined to think that it
is a matter for the deparUnent concerned to examine and take a decision.
10.413. RDSO class III employees' association as also the senior subordinates association have
suggested that the scales of pay of senior design assistants and senior research assistants may be
equated. The matter has been reviewed by the railways on more than one occasion and no change
appears to be called for.
10.414. There are 16 Railway Recruitment Boards (previously known as Railway Service
Commissions). Each recruitment board consists of a chairman in the pay scale of Rs.2000-22S0,
member-secretary in the scale of Rs.1500-2000 and an assistant secretary in the scale of Rs. 650-1200.
10.415. Department of Railways have framed recruitment rules in consultation with UPSC for the
appointment of chairman, member-secretaries and assistant secretary of the Recruitment Boards.
Chairman of these. boards are selected from (i) retired railway/government officers; Ex-members of
Parliament; '(iii) Men of repute viz., educationists, eminent lawyers, etc. and (iv) officers of the
central/state governments/railways. Member-secretaries are selected from a panel of officers of the
Railway Board Secretariat Service and zonal railways. Assistant secretaries are on deputation from
section officers/permanent assistants of the Railway Board Secretariat Service and stenographers grade
B of the Railway Board Secretariat Stenographers Service with 8 years service. UPSC is associated
with all the selections.
10.416. The high level Committee on Railway Reforms has recommdned that a Recruitment Board
should consist of a chairman, assisted by a full-fledged member, instead of the existing membersecretary and a secretary to the Board in place of the existing assistant secretary and that these officers
should be of adequate status having regard to the responsibilities devolving on the boards.
10.417. As and when government take a decision on the suggestion of the Railway Reforms
Committee and the set up is restructured, in consultation with UPSC, the posts in the revised set up
may be given such scales as may be considered appropriate. In the meantime the existing posts may be
given the appropriate revised scales recommended in chapter 8.
10.418. Extensive training facilities have been created on the railways to enable them to organise
and undertake training of all categories of staff to improve their skill and abilities and to keep them
abreast of the technological changes. The ill house training facilities for officers are organised mainly
in the four centralised training institutions viz., Railway Staff College, Vadodara, Indian Railways
Institute of Advanced Track Technology, Pune, Indian Railways Institute of Signal Engineering and
Tele-communication, Secunderabad, and Indian Railways Institute of Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering, Jamalpur. The latter three institutions have a specialised approach for certain disciplines
like civil engineering, signal and mechanical engineering. Railway Staff College, Vadodara, imparts
training in general management to all officers of Indian Railways. A variety of courses of different
types viz., foundational/induction training. management development programmes, executive
development programmes, refresher courses, promotional traini!1g, other customer-oriented training
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courses, etc. are conducted in these institutions. In addition to these, railways a1so make use of
facilities available elsewhere in the country, including those organised by the Department of Pelt'Sonnel
and Training, professional instituticus like the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, and Indian
Instirnte of Public Administration. Some of the officers are also sent for training abroad under various
Aid schemes under the Colombo Plan, UNDP, etc.
10.419. Baning a few posts of instructor/senior instl1lctor in the training institution at Jamalpur
for which diJect recruitment of engineering graduates is made, other posts of lecturer/instructor in
training institutions' are filled by transferring officers of suitable disciplines and experience from
different cadres of the railways.
10.420. Some benefits are likely to be available to the instructors/trainers in these institutions as a
result of the guidelines issued by the Department of Personnel and Training in their Office
Memorandum No. 120l712186-Trg (T&P) dated Febmary 7, 1986, providing incentives in the form of
direct and indirect benefits upto 30 per cent of gross emoluments for those in training assignments of
group A officers.
10.421. Having regard to duties and responsibilities of the post, views of Department of Railways
and other relevant factors, we recommend that the Principal of the Staff College, Vadodara, may be
given the scale of Rs.7300-8000 as against the existing pay of Rs.3000/- (fixed). Principal and staff
of other institutions may be given the appropriate revised scales recommended in chapter 8.
10.422. In addition to training of officers, the specialised institutions at Pune, Secunderabad and
J amalpur also undertake courses of training for groups C and D staff of respective disciplines. Besides
these institutions, there are a number of zonal training schools on different zonal railways where posts
of instructor are treated as ex- cadre posts and are generally filled from amongst the volunteers of
different categories of staff in the respective departments either on the basis of selection or suitability
test. Since it has not been considered desirable to have a separate cadre of instuctors in the present
scheme, the staff seek their avenues of promotion in their parent cadre. They are entitled to draw grade
payor their pay along with special pay which is a percentage of their basic pay. At present the
instructors are given scales ranging from Rs.260-400 to Rs.700-900. As more and more sophisticated
equipment is being used by the railways, it is necessary that the instructors in training schools for
categories C and D should be of requisite technical competence. With the adoption of mechanical
maintenance of permanent way, sophisticated signal and telecommunication equipment, improved data
control system and increasing use of computers, etc., proper training of manpower has assumed
special significance. We therefore suggest that the Department of Railways may suitably re-structure
the posts of inst.:rqctors in different institutions in such a manner that preferably there are the following
three scales of pay for them,(i) Rs.1400-2300; (ii) Rs.2000-3200; and (iii) Rs.2375-3500.
10.423. There has been large scale expansion of computerisation in the railways. New areas
including passenger reservation have been added. The railways have planned for a major
computerisation programme involving an investment of nearly a thousand crores.
10.424. Electronic data processing staff (EDP) comprises of several categories working in data
centres viz., (i) punch room staff (ii) console operators (iii) programmers and (iv) input output
superintendents. The posts of input output superintendents are treated as ex-cadre and are filled by
taking staff from the different departments of the railways.
10.425. The railways have suggested improvements in the scale of pay ofEDP staff at the level of
punch operators and assistant programmers. Punch operators at present are in two pay scales viz.,
Rs.260-400 and Rs.330-560 with a special pay of Rs.20/- per month attached to both the scales. A
decision has also been taken by the railways to recruit only graduates for these posts in future and give
them necessay training. In the case of assistant programmers the suggestion is to merge the special pay
of Rs.1251- per month with their scale of Rs.650-960. Request has also been made for provision of
posts in scale of Rs. 650-1200 to EDP staff to provide avenues of promotion to assistant programmen,
senior console operators and data processing superintendents.
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10.426. Having regard to the nature of work and growing demand for this category of employees,
we recommend the following scales of pay for EDP staff in the railways, inclusive of special pay,-

Designation

Proposed scale
Rs.

Punch Room Cadre
Junior punch/verifying operator (Rs.260-4oo + SF of Rs.20/- per month)
Senior punch/verifying operator (Rs.330-560 + SP of Rs.20/- per month)
Head punch operator. (Rs.42S-700)
General [punch room supervisor (Rs.5S0-750)
Data processing superintendent (Rs.700-9OO)

1350-2200
1400-2300
1600-2660
2000-3200

Console operators
Junior console operators (Rs.550-750)
Senior console operators (Rs.650-960)
Senior console operator-in charge (Rs.650-960 + SP of Rs.l00/- per month)

1600-2660
2000-3200
2375-3500

Programmers
Assistant programmers (Rs.650-960 + SP ofRs.125/--per month)

2375-3500

10.427. The benefit of revised pay scale of Rs.1350-2200 to those punch operators/verifying
operators in the pay scale of Rs.260-400 with special pay of Rs.20/- per month may be extended by
the department after updating their qualifications. Department of Railways has suggested extension of
scale of pay of Rs.2000-~500 to the punch room staff and also reclassification of some of posts in data
centre as gazetted group B. We agree to the suggestion and the department may take necessary action.
10.428. Some of the zonal railways and production units have a separate cadre of shipping
inspectors whose main duty is to deal with customs and port trust authorities and shipping companies
for clearance of imported stores and their despatch to ultimate consignees. They are also involved in
the procurement and distribution of indigenous free supply items against countracts entered into by the
Department of Railways, to various wagon builders and railway workshops all over India.
10.429. The cadre consists of approximately 60 posts of which 45 are in Eastern Railway. The
Third Pay Commission did not make any specific recommendation for this category of employees who
are in three pay scales, viz., Rs.42S~640, Rs.455-700 and Rs.550-7S0.
10.430. The posts of shipping inspectors are filled from amongst the clerical staff of the stores
department by suitability test. After appointment as shipping inspectors, the staff have to seek further
promotion only in the same cadre and they are not reverted to their parent cadre. While in the parent
cadre viz., the ministerial staff, employees have opportunity of promotion to the scale of Rs.7oo-9oo,
the shipping inspectors have no such prospects.
10.431. Having regard to the nature of duties and the scale of pay and stucture of posts adopted
for other non-technical inspectorial categories on the railways, posts of shipping inspectors in scales of
pay of Rs.425-640 and Rs.455-700 may be merged and given the revised scale of Rs.1400-2300.
Shipping inspectors in Rs.550-750 may be given the scale of Rs.1600-266O.
10.432. In order to improve the promotion prospects of the shipping inspectors, the department
may provide a few posts in the scale of Rs.2000-3200.
10.433. There are about 1700 posts of pharmacists in the pay scales of Rs.330-560, Rs.425-640,
Rs.455-700 and Rs.550-750. In line. with our recommendations for similar posts under the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare, we recommend the pay scale of Rs.13S0-2200 for posts in the scale of
Rs.330-560 and the scale of Rs.1400- 2600 for posts in the scales of Rs.42S-640 and Rs.455-700.
For the posts in the scale of Rs.550-750, we recommend pay scale of Rs.1640-2900.
10.434. There are about 145 posts of radiographers/technical assistant and X-ray technician in the
scales of Rs.33()"'S60 and Rs.425-640. In accordance with our recommendation for similar posts in
the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, we recommend that pay scales of Rs.1350-2200 for the
posts in the scale of Rs.330-560 and Rs.1400-2600 for th~ posts in the scale of Rs.425-640.
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10.435. A suggestion has been received from the Department of Railways for re-structuring group
C posts in personnel department to bring it on a comparable level to that of accounts department so that
qualitative improvement in the work can be achieved by a more professionalised approach. Modalities
of such a change are yet to be worked out by the department. The department may take steps as
considered necessary to improve the efficiency of administration.
10.436. Railways have a separate cadre of typists in pay scales ranging from Rs.260-400 and
Rs.7oo-9oo. The minimum qualification for recruitment to the lowest grade of typist is matriculation
with proficiency in typing at the rate of 40 words per minute. It has been suggested that the typists'
cadre may be merged with the clerical cadre. This is an administrative matter and it is for the
Department of Railways to take appropriate action. They may consider absorbing them in the
stenographers cadre also if the typists acquire the requisite qualifications.
10.437. The security needs of the Railways are met by the Railway Protection Force (RPF)
constituted under the provisions of the Railway Protection Force Act, 1957. The Force consists of 4
branches, viz., (i) executive branch; (ii) fire branch; (iii) prosecution branch and (iv) armed unit
designated as Railway Protection Special Force.
10.438. The set-up has been re-organised vesting additional powers and responsibilities on ~he
Force to make its functioning more effective. The amendment made by the Railway Protection Force
(Amendment) Act, 1985, has "increased the scope and functions ofRPF and has given it the status of
an anned force of the Union. The Department of Railways and associations of RPF have suggested
that the pay scales of Border Security Force and Central Reserve Police Force may be made applicable
to RPF.
10.439. As the'RPF is now an armed force of the Union, we think that the scales of pay should
correspond to those of the central police orsanisations (CPO). Accordingly we recommend that the
existing scales of pay of the posts of assistant commandant and above may be revised as follows:-

Designation

Proposed scale
Rs.

Director General (Rs.3000/- fixed)
7600/-(fixed)
Inspector General (Rs.25OO-2750)
5900-6100
Deputy Inspector General (Rs.2250-2500) (Rs.2000-2250)
4500-5100
Senior Commandant (Hq.) CRs.1S00-2000)
4100-5300
Assistant Inspector General (Rs. 1200-1 700)
3000-4500
Commandant (Rs.UOO-1600)
Assistant Commandant (Rs. 700-1300) Rs.600-12oo)
2200-4000
Special pay attached to some of the posts at present will not be admissible with the proposed scales of
pay. With this revision, direct recruitment to the post of asssistant command should be made only
through UPSC.
10.440. The scales of pay of the posts mentioned below may be revised as follows:-

Designation
Inspector grade I (Rs.7oo-900)
Inspector grade II (Rs.470-7S0)
Sub-inspector (Rs.330-S60)
Assistant Sub-inspector (Rs.260-400)
Head constable (Rs.225-308)
Naik (Rs.210-270)
Constable (Rs.200-240)

Proposed scale
Rs.
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2300
1200-1800
950-1500
950-1400
825-1200

Special pay attached to some of the posts at present will not be admissible with the proposed scales of
pay.
10.441. With the revision of scales of pay of RPF to the level of BSF/CRPF, the educational
qualifications for recruitment at various levels should be revised correspondingly.
10.442. The pay scales of other posts in RPF will be the scales recommended in chapter 8.
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10.443. As the pay scales of RPF are to be on par with BSF/CRPF, the night duty allowance,
extra duty allowance, cash compensation in lieu of holidays/rest, etc., which are not payable to
BSF/CRPF, should be discontinued.
10.444. The running staff in the Railways comprises categories of staff who are actually involved
in the movement of trains/locomotives i.e. running duties. They are classified as loco and traffic
running staff. Drivers, motormen, shunters, firemen, diesel assistants and assistant electrical drivers
form the loco running staff. The traffic running staff consists of guards and assistant guards.

10.445. It has been represented to us by federations/unions/associations that the loco running
supervisors, loco instructors, engine cleaners, station masters/assistant station masters and travelling
ticket examiners should be included in the category of running staff. We have considered these
requests with due regard to the criteria adopted for classification of running staff. We are unable to
agree to any addition to the category of running staff.
10.446. The loco/traffic running staff have requested that they should be classified as 'intensive'
as against the existing classification of 'continuous' under the Hours of Employment Regulation. This
demand has already been examined and rejected by a number of committees including the Committee
on Running Allowance, 1980. We are also of the view that the present classification does not call for
any change.
10.447. Higher level posts in loco running categories are purely promotional. Engine cleaners
with very little educational qualification form the base level. We feel that there is a case for
introduction of some direct recruitment of qualified candidaters with 10+2 qualification at the level of
firemen Ndiesel assistants/assistant electrical drivers. In case a diploma holder is appointed he may be
given advance increaments as suggested elsewhere. These direct recruits should be given intensive
training before they are posted on the job. To' begin with, the quota of direct recruitment may be 25 per
cent, to be increased. later depending on the experience gained
10.448. It has come to notice that in the guards category there is no stage for selection after
recruitment in the scale of Rs. 330-530. The Department of Railways may examine the desirability of
introducing at least one stage in the guards career where selection process may be involved.
o

10.449. We have received several suggestions from the federations and individual associations
regarding revision of pay scales of running staff. Railways have also proposed. revision of pay scales
and change of designations. We have considered these suggestions and recommend that the existing
scales of pay and designations should be revised as follows:Existing Designation

1
1. Loco Running Staff
Driver 'A' special for superfast, mail/express
and passenger trains above 250 Kms. and
motor men. (Rs.700-900 SO) (Rs.550-750)
Driver A •
Passenger trains below 250 Kms. and
Motormen. (Rs.550-700)

Designation suggested by
Railway Board

Proposed scale of pay

2

3

Mail driver-for superfast &
maiVexpress only.

1640-2900

Passenger Driver •
for all passenger trains and
motonnen

Goods driver ~
Driver Band C
for goods trains (Rs.425-640) (Rs.330-560) for all goods trairui
Shunters
(RJI.'330-S60) (Rs.290-400)
Firemen AlDiesel

1600-2660

1350-2200

Shunters
1200-2040

First fireman/Diesel assitant
and electric assistant

assistant!Assistant elec. driver
(Ra.290-3S0 wilb SP of Rs.IS/-)
.FIremen B (Shunting engines only)
(Rs.260~3SO)

950-1500
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1
Firemen C
(Rs.260-350) (Rs.210-270)
2. Traffic running staff
Guard A special - for supeIfast, mail/
express and passenger trains above 250 lans.
and EMU (Rs.455-700 SG) (Rs.425-640)
Guard A passenger trains below 250 kms. and EMU
(Rs.425-600)
Guard Band C
for goods trains (Rs.330-560) (Rs.330-530)
Assistant guard brakesrnan
(Rs.260-350 SG) (Rs.225-308)

2
Second Fireman

3
825-1200

Mail guard.
for superfast and mail/express
trains only
Passenger guard for all passenger trains and EMUs
Goods guard for all goods trains
Assistant guardlbrakesrnan

1400-2600

1350-2200

1200-2040
950-1400

10.450. Power controllers, loco inspectors, fuel inspectors and loco foremen are allied categories
of staff drawn from the running staff. They are mainly in 3 scales of pay viz., Rs.550-750, Rs.700900 and Rs.840-1040. The major grievance of this category is that on promotion to these posts their
emoluments are reduced. This is so because they cease to be eligible for running allowance. It has
been point€(d out that this has made it difficult to get experienced drivers of desired competence for
these posts.
10.451. We have considered the matter and are of the opinion that pay scales of these posts
should be higher than the scale of pay of drivers. It may, however, well be that the total emoluments
of drivers may be more. We accordingly reconunend the following scales of pay for theses posts:Designations

Proposed scale of pay
Rs.

Power controller, Traction power controller, Loco inspector/
foremanlFuel inspector (Rs.840-1040)
2375-3500
(Rs.700-900) (Rs.550-750)
2000-3200
(Rs.425-700) (Rs.425-640)
These are deviations. To be dis-continued.
10.452. Loco instructors will get the scales as in chapter 8.
10.453. Running allowance is granted with reference to the quantum of work measured in terms
of kilometres of running. It is paid in lieu of travelling allowance/daily allowance and includes an
element of pay also. In addition to the running allowance, running staff are entitled to certain other
allowances, like allowances in lieu of kilometrage (ALM), breach of rest allowance, outstation
detention allowance, allowance in lieu of running room facilities and waiting duty allowance.
10.454. At present 30 per cent of running allowance ~s treated as pay for leave salary, medical
assistance, educational assistance, house rent allowance, fixation of pay, entitlement of passes,
privilege ticket orders, etc. For retirement benefits, 55 per cent of the allowance is treated as pay and
for income-tax purpose it is 10 per cent
10.455. The federations of railway employees have not suggested any change in the existing
scheme of running allowance. Associations of loco and traffic running staff have, however,
suggested that 75 per cent of running allowance should be treated as pay.
10.456. Various aspects of this allowance including its development over the years have been
considered by us. It has been brought to notice that the practice of including a pay element in the
running allowance acts as an incentive to the running staff and should be continued. We are inclined
to agree. However, there appears to be a case for examining whether the existing system of treating
varying percentages of running allowance as pay for different purposes could be rationalised.
10.457. The rates of running allowance were reviewed in 1980. Since then changes have taken
place in the traction and transportation pattern, average kilometrage covered by the running staff and
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their internal relativities, etc. Having regard to these and the proposed scales of pay, travelling
allowance and daily allowance, it is necessary that the matter should be examined expeditiously by an
expert Committee. Till then the existing rates of running allowance may continue.
10.458. Oangmen represent an important operational category peculiar to the railways. The
federations ang unions have highlighted problems of this category where most of the staff are in group
D scales of pay.
10.459. The basic formation of a permanent way gang on the railways consists of one mate, one
keyman and 10~ 14 gangmen, and this structure is said to be necessary. Certain percentage
distribution of posts in the category of keyman and gang mate has been introduced by the railways but
these are admitted by railways to be against the spirit of functional linkage between scales of pay and
the hierarchical levels, which is specially required in an operating category.
10.460. In fact and in substance both of them now suggest going back to status quo ante which
was disturbed by the cadre review of 1978. It is in these circumstances that we are agreeing to the
proposal of the Department of Railways for merging the posts of keymen (Rs.210-270) with senior
keymen (Rs.22S-308) and gang mate CRs.225-308) with senior gang mate (Rs.260-400). We
accordingly recommend thatkeymen and senorkeymen may be given the scale of pay of Rs.825-1200
and gang mate and senior gang mate the scale of pay of Rs.950-1400. Department may suitably
redesignate the posts.

Department of Civil Aviation.
10.461. TIle Department of Civil Aviation is responsible for air traffic control and aeronautical
communication services to civil air transport, formulation and enforcement of air transport regulations
including safety requirements, investigation of accidents. There are about 10,500 posts under the
department and its organisations.
10.462. The technical posts under the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (OOCA) are
organised in 'different streams such as air routes and aerodrome, aeronautical communication and
aeronautical inspection. Recruitment to engineering stream is through the engineering services
examination conducted by UPSC. Most of the functions at present performed by DGCA have been
entrusted to the National Airports Authority which has been set up under the National Airports
Authority Act, 1985.
10.463. The Commission of Railway Safety which is responsible for enquiring into railway
accidents in this department is under the Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety who acts as the
Principal Technical Adviser to the government on adoption of various measures connected with safety
of railway operations.

Department of Surface Transport
10.464. Department of Surface Transport deals with matters relating to national highways,
shipping including ship building and ship repairs, ports, light houses and light ships, and inter-state
transport. Some of the major organisations under the department are Inland Water Transport
Directorate, Directorate General of Shipping, Directorate General of Lighthouses and Light ships, and
Andaman and Lakshadweep Harbour works. Government have already decided to constitute a
National Waterways Authority as a statutory corporation in place of the existing Inland Water Transport Directorate. There are about 5500 posts under the department.
10.465. Group 'A'; engineering posts in the ro~ds wing of the department are manned by officers
of Central Engineering Service (Roads) to which recruitment is made through the engineering services
examination conducted by UPSC. The service has about 230 officers. The post of Director General
is in the scale of Rs.3000-3500 and the two posts of additional DO are in the scale of Rs.2500-3000.
For this organised service, we think it will be reasonable to prescribe the pay of Rs.7300 (fixed) for
the posts of additional DO as there will be several service officers of the rank of chief engineer. It will
also be desirable to encadre the posts of DO and additional DO in the service. We recommend
accordingly.
.
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10.466. There is a post of deputy development adviser (ports) in the scale ofRs.22S0-2S00. We
have been infonned that duties of the post involve matters connected with development and planning
of ports and security of various projects in the ports. The post is filled by promotion from the post of
director in the scale of RS.lS00-2000. The department has recommended upgradation of this post to
the level of chief engineer. We agree and recommend that the post of deputy development adviser
(ports) may be given the scale of Rs.5900-6700.
10.467. There is a post of chief engineer-cum-administrator Andaman & Lakshadweep harbour
works in the scale of Rs.2000-2250. The department has stated that the duties of the post are not less
than those of a chief engineer and in addition he has also to function as an administrator of the project.
We recommend the scale of Rs.5900-6700 for this post.
10.468. Group 'A' posts above senior time scale in the Department of Light Houses and Light
Ships are director in the scale ofRs.1300-l700, deputy director general in the scale of Rs. 1500-2000
and director general in the scale of Rs.2000-2500. The appointments to these posts are made by
promotion from the respective lower levels. Considering the importance of the post of director
general, we accept the recommendation for its upgradation. The post may be given the scale of
Rs.5900-6700. We also recommend that the post of deputy director general may be given the scale of
Rs.4500-5700 and the post of director may be given the scale of Rs.3700-5000.
10.469. There are 5 posts of technician (selection grade) in the scale of Rs.455-700 which ate
filled by promotion from posts in the scale of Rs.425-700. We recommend that the posts of
technician (selection grade) may be given the scale ofRs.1600-2660).
10.470. Posts of assistant light keeper and head light keeper employed in mcxiem light houses are
in the scales ofRs.380-560 and Rs.425-700 respectively. There is also a selection grade for the head
light keeper in the scale of Rs.550-900. The posts of assistant light keeper are partly filled by direct
recruitment and the essential qualificaion is diploma in mechanical/electrical/radio engineering with
some experience. Considering this we recommend that the post of assistant light keeper in the scale of
Rs.380-560 may be given the scale of Rs.1400-2300. We also recommend that the ordinary and
selection grades for the head light keeper may be merged. and given the scale of Rs.1640-2900.

Border Roads Organisation
10.471. The Border Roads Development Board was set up in March, 1960, for developing road
systems in the border areas for economic development and to meet the defence needs for dependable
roads. The Directorate General, Border Roads (OOBR) which was created in April, 1960, is
responsible for giving advice on technical matters to the Border Roads Development Board. The
agency to departmentally execute road construction work under DGBR is known as General Reserve
Engineering Force (GREF).
'
10.472. GREF is a civilian construction agency and the members of the force are governed by the
provisions of Central Civil Services (Classification, Control & Appeal) Rules, 1965. They are also
subject to certain provisions of Anny Act, 1950 and the Army Rules, 1954 and, therefore, in the
matter of discipline, they are governed by the relevant provisions of the Army Act. The matter
regarding applicability of the Army Act and army rules to the members of GREF, had come up before
the Supreme Court recently who came to the conclusion that "GREF is an integral part of Armed
Forces for the purpose of Article 33 of the Constitution of India:. The Supreme Court in their
judgment of May, 1983, also made the following observations.. HI", case it is found that the terms and conditions of service of officers and mel't in GREF directly
1'ecruited or taken on deputation are in any way less favourable than those of Army personfWl
appoilfJed to the same equivalent posts in GREF, the Cel'ttral Government might well consider the
feasibility of taking steps for ensuring that the disparity, if any, between the tenns and conditioll8
of service such as salary, allowances and rations, etc. of army personnel posted in GREF Units
and other officers and men of GREF, is removed".

10.473. To give effect to the directions of the Supreme Court, government issued an order on
August 14, 1985, declaring GREF to be an integral part of armed forces of India. We have been
infonned that these orders do not imply that GREF personnel should be treated on par with the armed

.
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forces for the purpose of pay, allowances and facilities. It has, however, been suggested that since
they work under hard and difficult conditions, GREF personnel should be ~iven suitable
compensations and facilities. It has been noted that after issue of above orders, free ranons have been
sanctioned to GREF personnel serving in static units. In our examination of matters relating to border
roads organisation, we have kept in view the above observations of the Supreme Court.
10.474. The officers in the GREF fall in the following three broad categories,i) Civil & mechanical, engineers
ii) Administrtive & !ttores officers
iii) Medical officers
The posts of the civil & mechanical engineers are constituted in an organised group 'A' service
known as Border Road Engineering Service, recruitment to which is made through Engineering
Services Examination conducted by UPSC. The grade structure of the Border Road Engineering
Service has been recently revised to correspond to that of other engineering services. Chief engineers
grade II and grade I who were in the scales of Rs.2000-2250 and Rs.2250-2500 respec~ively, have
been given the scales of Rs.2250-2500 and Rs.2500-2750 in October, 1984 corresponding to the
senior administrative grade levels II and I in other engineering services. A selection grade in the scale
of Rs.2000-2250 has also been created. We recommend the same pay scales for the Border Road
Engineering Service (both for civil and mechanical), as for other engineering services.
10.475. It has been represented that under the existing manning policy in GREF a large
percentage of officers are drawn from the army which adversely affects the promotion prospects of
officers directly recruited to the Border Road Engineering Service. This is said to be an operational
necessity. At the same time, it has been brought to our notice that due to unattractiveness of the
service, a number of candidates recommended by the UPSC do not actually join the service. A cadre
review was carried out recently and it is proposed to increase the percentage of posts available to
GREF officers from the level of assistant executive engineer to chief engineer grade 1. We are of the
view that at the level of chief engineer, the number of posts available for GREF officers should not be
less than 50 per cent as against 25 per cent at present, and recommend accordingly. We also
recommend that the number of posts at the levels of assistant executive engineer and executive
engineer should be suitably adjusted so that directly recruited officers to the Border Road Engineering
Service are promoted to the senior time scale in about six years or so as in most other organised
engineering services. We also suggest that the post of DGBR, may be upgraded and given the pay of
Rs.7300/- (fixed). We further propose that there may be a post on pay of Rs.7300/- (fixed) which
should be available to civilian officers of Border Road Engineering Service.
10.476. The Administrative & stores cadre consists of posts in the following scales ofpay,i) Civilian Officer Gr.ill
ii) Civilian Officer Gr.ll
(iii) Civilian Officer Gr. I

Rs.650-960
Rs.7oo-13oo
Rs.l100-1600

There are also 6 posts in selection grade in the scale of Rs.1300-1700 for the Civilian officers
grade I, which were created after the recommendations of Third Pay Commission.
10.417. It has been proposed that the Civilian officer grade ill should be given the group 'B'
scale of Rs.650-1200 and the posts of Civilian officer grade I (designated as staff officer in the 11
projects under the respective chief engineer) should be upgraded to the level of superintending
Engineers in the scale of RS.1500-2000. We have examined this proposal and keeping in view the
existing method of recruitment to the posts of Civilian officer grade m, we do not consider that any
change is necessary.
10.418. The posts of civilian officer grade I were being filled upto 40 per cent by direct
recruitment through UPSC and this has resulted in large number of officers stagnating in the same
scale to which they were recruited in the ab~ce of any higher post The selection grade of Rs.I3()()..
1700 has not given adequate relief to the directly teCruited officers as the number of posts in this graae
are limited. Keeping in view the duties at the level of civilian officer grade I and also the need for
removing stagnation, we recommend that the posts of civilian oftlcer grade I in the scale dRs.ll()()"
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1600 may be placed in the scale of Rs.3000-4S00 and those in the selection grade in the scale of
Rs.3700-S000.
10.479. The posts of supervisors (non-tech) grades I and II are in the same pay scale of Rs.330480. The grade I posts are filled upto 40 per cent from amongst graduates possessing Nee 'e'
certificate ane.! the remaining posts are filled either from supervisors grade IT or by deputation. Since
the post of supervisor grade I is a promotional post for supervisor grade IT, we recommend that the
post of supervisor grade I may be in the scale of RS.1320-2040 and supervisor grade IT may be in the
scale of Rs.1200-1S00.
10.480. The posts of supervisor (Stores) grade I and supervisor (Stores) grade II are in the pay
scales of Rs.470-7S0 and Rs.330-560, respectively. These scales are similar to the scales applicable
to barrack & stores cadre in the MES. As suggested for MES, we recommend that the posts of
supervisor (Stores) grade I may be in the scale of Rs.1400-2600. Government may, however,
examine whether the nature of duties in GREF justify two separate levels in the existing scales of
Rs.425-700 and Rs.550-750 or the posts at this level should conform to the general pattern in other
organisations under Ministry of Defence.
10.481. The group 'C' engineering posts in GREF are in the following scales,-

Designation
Superintendent Barracks and
roads grade I
Superintendent barracks &
roads grade IT

Pay scale
Rs.550-750
Rs.425-700

Designation
Superintendent electrical &
mechanical grade I
Superintendent electrical &
mechanical grade II

Pay scale
Rs.550-7S0
Rs.425-700

10.482. The qualifications for recruitment as well as duties and responsibilities of these posts
compare with similar posts in other organisations like junior engineer in CPWD, ~ & R Cadre in l'v1ES
and inspector of works cadre in Railways. The posts in the scale of Rs.425-700 in other departments
are eli~ble for promotion to posts/selection grade in the scale of Rs.550-900, but in the case of GREF
the posts of superintendent B&R grade I' and E&M grade-I have been placed in the scale of Rs.550750. We recommend that these posts in the scale of Rs.550-750 may be placed in the scale of
Rs.I640-2900 to bring uniformity at this level in various organisations.
10.483. There are 218 posts of road roller drivers in the scale of Rs.210-290. These posts are
filled by promotion upto 80 per cent from pioneers (Rs.196-232) with 5 years service and mates
(Rs.200-250) with 3 years service, subject to passing of trade test, and 20 per cent of the posts are
filled by promotion of drillers (Rs.210-270) with 3 years service. The qualifications for direct
recruitment are middle pass with a civil driving licence for medium vehicles. We find that the road
roller drivers in CPWD and MES are in higher scales of pay. Taking into account the duties, method
of rectuitment, etc., of the road roller drivers in GREF, we recommend that the road roller drivers in
the scale of Rs.210-290 may be given the scale of Rs.9S0-1500. We also recommend the same scale
of pay for operators excavating machinery who are in the existing scale of Rs.260-350.

are

in the
10.484. The pioneers constitute about 50 per cent of the GREF strength. These posts
scale of Rs.196-232 and are classified as group D'. The pioneers are recruited directly with
minimum qualiflcation of 5th standa"rd. Having regard to the fact that the GREF has heen declared an
integral part of the anned forces, we have examined the relativity between the pay scales of pioneers in
GREF and other construction workers like gangman in Railways. We have also kept in view the
difficult conditions under which the pioneers have to perform their duties of road construction and
have come to the conclusion that the pay scale of pioneers needs improvement. We accordingly,
recommend that the pioneers now irt he scale of Rs.I96-232 may be placed in the scale of Rs. 77 51025.
10.485. We have examined in detail entitlements of the GREF personnel for various allowances
and facilities. As regards rations/ration allowance, government may periodically examine the
adequacy or otherwise of the scales of rations and ration allowance keeping in view the functional and
operational requirements. As for outfit allowance, both initial and renewal, and also the kit
maintenance allowance, we an: of the view that OREF should draw these allowances at the same rates
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as applicable to the members of other central police organisations like BSF. Such of the allowances
and facilities which are admissible to GREF personnel at the rates applicable to other civilians, may
continue to be paid on the same basis.

10.486. There is a system of grant of special compensatory allowances to GREF personnel
posted in difficult areas since 1961. The allowance is admissible at a uniform rate in the specified
areas all over the country. The existing rates are indicated below,Minimum
Maximum
Category of Officer
Rate
Rs.400/RS.2501Group 'A'
25% of pay
Rs.250/Rs.200/Group 'B'
25% of pay
Group 'C'
30% in certain areas and
Rs.200/Rs. 75135% in other areas
30% in certain areas and
Group'D'
Rs.200/Rs. 50/35% in other areas
10.487. It has been brought to notice that in certain areas where the civilian government employees
have been sanctioned special compensatory allowance, the same has not been extended to GREF
personnel. It has therefore been suggested that -(iJn those areas where GREF personnel are not
entitled to special compensatory allowance but the civilian employees are getting it, GREF personnel
should also be given the special compensatory allowance on the same basis as civilian employees.
(ii) In those areas where GREF personnel have been drawing special compensatory allowance at
the rates specified above, the rates may be revised as follows,-

Category
Group 'A'
Group 'B'
Group 'e'
Group 'D'

Proposed percentage of allowance
33-1/3

33-113
40 in certain areas and 50 in other areas
40 in certain areas and 50 in other areas

Minimum
Rs.1500/Rs.1200/Rs.550/RS.500/-

Maximum
Rs.2500/Rs.1500/Rs.1200/·
Rs.700/-

10.488. The special compensatory allowances are sanctioned to compensate for the rigours of life
in difficult areas. The entitlement of GREF personnel for such allowances should be the same as for
civilian government employees. We accordingly recommend that in all such areas where civilian
central government employees are drawing special compensatory allowance, for which revised rates
have been recommended by us in chapter 17, the allowance may be extended to GREF personnel on
the same rates, terms and conditions.
10.489. GREF personnel are drawing special compensatory allowance in some areas where other
dvilian government employees do not get such allowance. We recommend that these areas should be
included in the list of areas for grant of special compensatory allowance so that civilian employees as
well as GREF personnel draw the allowance on uniform basis.
.

.

10.490. The special compensatory allowance admissible to GREF personnel has not been
extended to pioneers and allied categories who constitute bulk of the force. 'There is no justification for
their exclusion as they work in the same difficult conditions as other members of GREF. We
accordingly recommend that pioneers and allied c.ategories in GREF may also be allowed special
compensatory allowance on the same basis as other central g6vemment civilian employees.
10.491. Director General Border Roads has stated that there is no extra compensation available to
GREF personnel for the peculiar conditions of work and has suggested that a special allowance to all
GREF personnel know as "GREF Service Pay" may be granted. In our view there is no justification
for sanction of OREF pay since compensation for difficult working conditions is already granted in the
form of free rations, special compensatory allowance, etc.

XXllI. Ministry of Urban Development
. lO.49? The Mi~stry of Urban De~e~opment has two main Amctions. It is responsible fOtt th8

c~n~tru.ction and mruntenance of all bulldmgs of the central government excluding those under the

numstl'ies of Defence and Communications and the Department of_Railways. It also looks after the
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management of central government lands. The other function is broad formulation of policy and
programmes in the areas of housing, urban development and water supply.
10.493. There are nine attached and subordinate offices of the ministry and these along with the
ministry have about 46000 posts.
10.494. The ministry is the cadre controlling authority for the Central Engineering Service (CES)
which has a strength of about 570 officers.
Keeping in view the organisation and cadre structure of the CES we recommend that the post of
Director General (Works) which is at present in the pay scale of Rs.3000-3500 may be given the pay
of Rs.8000/- (fixed). There are two posts of Additional Director General (Works) in the scale of
Rs.2S00-27S0 with special pay of Rs.2S0/- per month. We recommend the pay of Rs.7300/- (fixed)
for these two posts, without special pay.
10.495. It has been represented that the pay scales of lift operators in central public works
department is low and should be revised. It has also been pointed out that there is no promotion
opportunity for them. The matter has been under consideration of government, for some time. The
Ministry of Urban Development has suggested that expensive high speed lifts of 1.5 metres/second
require greater skill in operation and the pay scale of Rs.260-400 may be given to operators of such
lifts. We agree with the suggestion and recommend that lift operators may be classified by the ministry
into grade-I and grade-II on the basis of a suitable criteria and given the pay scales of Rs.950-1500
and Rs.800-1150 respectively.
10.496. ,There are a large number of employees kept on work charged establishment in Central
Public Works Department, Railways, Posts and Telecommunication Departments and some other
organisations covering several categories of employees industrial as well as non-industrial. The pay
scales of posts under work charged establishments generally correspond to posts in
ministries/departments. The work charged staff may be given appropriate scales of pay recommended
by us in chapter 8 and other chapters relating to ministries and workshop staff.

XXIV. Ministry of Water Resources
10.497. The Ministry of Water Resources is responsible for the policies and programmes for the
development and regulation of country's water resources, both surface and ground. The total number
of posts under the ministry is about 16,500. lfhe Central Water Commission has a Chairman and five
members.
10.498. The Central Water Engineering Service (CWES) is under the ministry and has about 780 officers.

10.499. It has been represented by the central water and power engineering services (group A)
association that the prospects of promotion in the services are poor with the result that there have been
a large number of resignations. The department may examine the number of posts at different levels in
the service so as to make it comparable with other engineering services.
10.500. It has been represented that the grade structure of scientific and technical officers in
Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) should be comparable with that of the Geological Survey of
India of which they were a part earlier. We have been informed that CGWB has since been declared a
scientific organisation and proposals for reorganisation of the Board and review of the officers cadre
at different levels are under the consideration of government. We suggest that the recommendations
made by us for posts in Geological Survey of India may be kept in view while doing so.

XXV.

Ministry of Welfare

10.501. The Ministry of Welfare is concerned with matters relating to general social welfare, child
welfare and welfare of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and backward classes. There are four
subordinate offices under the ministry namely: National Institute of Social Defence, Model School for
Mentally Deficient Children, Training Centre for Adult Deaf, and School for Partially Deaf Children.
The total number of posts in the ministry and its suborclinate offices is about 530.
10.502. The ministry has suggested upgradation of the post of director, Training Centre for AudIt

Deaf, Hyderabad from Rs.900-1400 to Rs.11 00-1600 to bring it on par with the principals of similar
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institutes under the ministry as their recruitment qualifications, duties and responsibilities are
comparable. We agree and recommend that the director, Training Centre for Adult Deaf, Hyderabad,
may be given the scale of Rs.3000-4500.

XXVI. Department of Atomic Energy
10.503. The Department of Atomic Energy is responsible for development of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes. The secretary of the department is also the chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission. The department has 16 units under it. The staff is broadly divided into three categories
namely. scientific/technical, administrative and auxiliary.
10.504. The department has adopted a system of fast track pay scales for scientists at three levels,
viz., scientific officer 'e' (Rs.750-50-1000), scientific officer D' (Rs.ll00-70-1450) and scientific
officer tE' (Rs.1500-80-1900). These were introduced to give encouragement to scientists showing
outstanding abilities for research and leadership. The Bhabha atomic research centre officers
association has represented that the fast track scales should be discontinued as they no longer serve any
purpose. The department is, however, in favour of continuing the system as it provides
encouragement and motivation to young scientists. This may be continued. The scientific/technical
staff have also a merit promotion scheme based on periodical review of performance. We have been
informed that the scheme is working satisfactorily.
10.505. The atomic energy workers and staff union has asked for grant of radiation allowance as a
compensation for exposure to radiation risks. We have been informed that adequate monitoring is
being done by the department to ensure that the exposure does not go beyond Permissible international
standards. There is therefore no justification for the grant of any special allowance on this account.

XXVII.

Department of Electronics

10.506. The Department of Electronics deals with the promotion and development of technology
in the field of electronics and formulates policies for the rapid, balanced and integrated growth of
electronics on a self-reliant basis. It is treated as a scientific department and has about 1800 posts. The
scientific and t~hnical posts in the department and organisations under it have the standard pattern of
pay scales applicable to other scientific ministries and departments.
10.507. Tnere is one post of economic adviser in the scale of Rs.2250-2750. Duties involve
economic appraisal of projects, planning activities and formulation of financial policies for the
industry. The pay scale of Rs.2250-27S0 is generally applicable to scientific posts. Considering the
nature of duties and responsibilities of the post of economic adviser we recommend that it may be
given the scale of Rs.5900-6700.

XXVllI. Department of Space
lO.~08. The Department of Space which was established in 1972 as a scientific organisation, is
responSIble for all matters relating to space science and technology and its application. The department
is assisted in its task by the Indian space research organisation (ISRO) with a number of units at
different places. There are about 15,200 posts under the department.

10.509. The posts in the department of space and ISRO are organised into scientific, technical and
adininistrative streams. All the scientific and technical staff are governed by a merit promotion scheme
based on periodical performance review. We have been told that the scheme has been operating
satisfactorily. The scales of pay of posts in the department conform to the general pattern of pay scales
discussed in chapter 8. Our recommendations regarding proposed scales of pay will apply to these posts.

10.510. The pay of the post of Secretary, department of space is Rs.3500 (fixed). The Secretary
is also, c~ainnan of the space c,?mmission. It has been suggested that the post of Chairman, space
comnllSSlon. should be on par WIth the post of Chairman, atomic energy commission, which is on pay
of Rs.4000/~ (fixed). It has also been pointed out that pay of Rs.4000/~ (fixed) was given on a
personal basis to the previous incumbent of the post of Chairman, space commission. Government
may consider whether, having regard to the duties and responsibilities, the two posts should be on
par.
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XXIX.

Cabinet Secretariat

10.511. The Cabinet Secretariat has three wings with a total of about 500 posts. All these are
generally manned by officers from organised services. The Cabinet Secretary ranks highest amongst
officers of the central government. He has a very important role as coordinator at the inter-ministerial
level. In view of the importance of the duties and responsibilities of the post, we recommend the pay
ofRs.9000/- (fixed) for it.

XXX.

President's Secretariat

10.512. The President's Secretariat is headed by the Secretary to the President. There are about
330 posts in the secretariat. The pay scale of the telephone operator in Rashtrapati Bhavan is Rs.260400 with a selection grade of Rs.330-480. Considering the importance of the work and the high
degree of efficiency required we recommend the scale of Rs.975-1660 for the posts of telephone
operators. There will be no post in the selection grade. The post of officer-in-charge, Rashtrapati
Bhavan exchange which is in the scale of Rs.425-640 may be given the scale of Rs.1600-2660.
Chaudharies, carpenters and machine operators in the pay scale of Rs.260-350 may be given the scale
of Rs.950-1500 as in the Central Public Works Department.

XXXI. Other Ministries, Departments and Organisations
10.513. In the ministries, departments and organisations mentioned hereafter, all existing posts are
covered by the scales of pay discussed in chapter 8. Our recommendations regarding proposed scales
given in chapter 8 will apply to all these posts.
Ministry of Parliamentary Mfairs
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas
Ministry of Programme Implemenation
Ministry of Tourism
Department of Ocean Development
Vice President's Secretariat
Prime Minister's Office
Union Public Service Commission
Central Vigilance Commission

XXXII. Indian Audit and Accounts Department
10.514. The Indian Audit and Accounts Department (IAAD), which functions directly under the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India (C&AG), is concerned with accounting (including
accounting and authorisation of entitlements of government employees) and audit functions of the
Union and State Governments. The Department has, however, been giving up accounting functions
over the years. The process started with the transfer of accounts of the railways, defence services,
postal and telecommunication services to the concerned departments. With the amendment to the
comptroller and Auditor General's Act in 1976, the process was completed in respect of Union
transactions as the accounting work relating to various central government departments was taken over
by the concerned departments. The accounting functions (including entitlement functions i.e.,
provident fund, gaze~ted audit department and pension claims) are, however, still being perfonned by
IAAD in 27 states and Union Territories.
10.515. The group A posts in IAAD are manned by officers of the Indian Audit and Accounts
Service (IA & AS) which has a cadre strength of about 830 officers. The pay scales applicable to IA &
AS are similar to those in other group 'A' central services. Recently a cadre review of the service was
conducted which resulted in the following changes at senior ieveis,'
(i) The post of Chairman, Audit Board and ex-officio additional deputy comptroller and auditor
general (Commercial) which was earlier in the pay scale of Rs.2500-3ooo was upgraded to that
of Deputy Comptroller and Auditor General of India (Commercial)-cum-Chainnan, Audit
Board on pay of Rs.32501- (fixed).
(ii) Three posts of additional deputy comptrollers and auditor general, which were in the pay scale
of Rs.2500-3000 were allowed in addition a special pay of Rs.2501- per month.
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(ili)Eight posts of senior administrative grade Level I (Rs.2500-2750) were designated as principal
accountant general/principal director of audit and given a special pay of Rs.250/- per month.
10.516. The association representing IA & AS officers has suggested that the post of deputy,C &
AG should be upgraded to the level of Secretary to government and the posts of accountant general
should also be upgraded as they have to deal with senior officers under the state governments. C &
AG has also pointed out that the accountants general in the states represent the C & AG of India and
discharge all the functions on his behalf under his overall guidance and it is necessary that they are
gi yen adequate status in terms of pay and there should be only one level of posts for them
corresponding to Rs.2500-2750. It has 2:5(' been suggested that the principal accountant general who
will be in overall charge of auditing and accounting in the state may be given pay of Rs.3000/- (fixed).
For the post of deputy C & AG which is the highest cadre post for the members of the service, C &
AG has recommended the pay admissible to Secretary to Government of India.
10.517. We have considered the suggestions of C & AG and recommend the following scales of
pay for the higher posts in the service,ProposedPay scale Rs.
Designation of post
No. of posts
Principal Accountant GeneralJPrincipal
Director of Audit
Additional deputy Comptroller and
Auditor General
Dy. Comptroller and Auditor General
(Commercial}cwn-Chainnan, Audit Board
Deputy compu'Oller and auditor general

7300 (fixed)
(without special pay)

8
3]

]
]
1]
1

7600 (fixed)
(without special pay)
8000 (fixed)

10.518. The Third Pay Commission recommended common scales of pay for various categories
of posts in the IAAD without distinction between accounting and audit work. However, with efect
from March 1, 1984, there has been a restructuring oflAAD into two separate cadres - audit cadre and
accounts and establishment cadre. This was done because the duties and responsibilities of the staff
engaged on statutory were considered more important. While the staff in the audit wing has been given
higher pay scales, the remaining staff on the accounts side continue to be on the same pay scales as
were applicable prior to separation of cadres. The number of posts which after restructuring of the two
cadres have been transferred to the audit and accounts wings together with their designations and pay
scales are indicated in the table below:-

Table
Audit side
Designation
Audit officer

Pay scales

No. of posts

Rs.840-1200 plus
R8.100 ad hoc special allowance

290 1

Asstt. audit officer

R8.650-1040

6546

Section Officer (Audit)

RS.500-900

1724

Senior auditor

Rs.425-800

13374

Junior auditor

R8.330-560

3344

Accounts Officer

Rs.84O-1200

461

Selection Grade Section Officer (Accounts)

Rs.775-1000

167

Section officer (Accounts)

Rs.500-900

1751

Senior accountant

Rs.425-7oo

1802

Accountant

Rs.330-560

9921

Accounts side
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The posts of junior auditor are ~illed to ,the extent of 25 per cent by promotion from LDCs and the
balance 75 per cent through competitive examination held by the Staff Selection' Commission. Post of
senior auditor are filled by promotion from junior auditors with 3 years service who have passed the
departmental examination for auditors. Posts of accountant are filled to the extent of 50 per cent by
promotion of LDCs with service of 5 years or more and the balance through a departmental
examination of LOCs with 3 years' service. It has been stated that consequent upon restructuring, the
posts and personnel in the audit and accounts sides are distinct and separate and are no longer
interchangeable.
10.519. In the combined. cadre of IAAD there were three levels of posts i.e. accounts officer
(Rs.840-1200), section officer (Rs.500-900) with a selection grade of Rs.77S-1000, and UDC
(Rs.330-560) with a selection grade Rs.425-700. In the revised set up, about 86 per cent of the posts
of accounts officer, 81 per cent of section officer and 59 per cent of the UDC have been taken to the
Audit Wing. All posts of accounts officer in that wing (redesignated as Audit Officer) have been given
an ad hoc special allowance of Rs.l00/- in additio"Q. to the pay scale of Rs.840-1200. However, the
grades of section officer and UDC have further been divided into two grades each with 80 per cent of
posts in the higher grade and 20 per cent in the lower grade. Thes~ are assistant audit officer (Rs.650I040)/section officer (Rs.500-900) and senior auditor (Rs.425-800)/junior auditor (Rs.33Q-560).
10.520. ·The existing pay scales of posts in IAAO, both in the audit and accounts wings conform.
to the pay scales discussed in chapter 8. The scales of pay recommended there will apply to these
posts except in the case of senior accountant (Rs.425-700) on the accounts side, which may be given
the scale of Rs.I400-2600. Audit officers have been allowed a special ad hoc allowance of Rs.l00/per month by government in September, 1985 pending our report. We do not find adequate
justification for continuance of this allowance with the revised scales of pay recommended by us.
10.521. Divisional accountants perform accounting duties in the public works and other similar
departments of state governments. While in 13 ~tates the cadre is controlled by the accountants
general, in the remaining states they are entirely under the administrtative control of the state
governments concerned. The existing pay scales of divisional accountants which are based on Third
Pay Commission's recommendations are divisional accountant - ordinary grade (Rs.425-.750) and
divisional accountant - selection grade (Rs.550-800).
10.522. The associations of divisional accountants have urged. that their cadres in all states and
central ministries should be taken over by the IAAD and they should be given not only the central
scales of pay but all other allowances and benefits at central rates. They have also requested that the
divisional accountants should be provided adequate promotional avenues. They have asked for a three
tier pay structure begining with group B gazetted level and ending at senior group 'A' level.
10.523. It has been pointed. out by C & AG that for histrorical and traditional resons the cadre is
controlled by IAAD in some of the states. It has been stated that on the basis of their duties and
functions, divisional accountants should be considered as discharging functions relating to the acco~1S
of public work and other similar departments of the state government for and on behalf of the state
administration. Their duties do not flow from any of the constitutional functions devolving on the C &.
AG. It has also been' pointed out that it has not been possible to provide promotional avenues to the
divisional accountants in accountant general's offices because of its adverse impact on the career
prospects of the staff in these offices. C & AG's view is that divisional accountants should be
provided promotional avenues for appointment to suitable posts in the state accounts service, where,.ver
they exist or they could be considered for appointment against suitable higher level finance and
accounts posts in the offices of superitending engineers and chief engineers.
10.524. The basic fact, however, remains that divisional accountants are recruited by the
Government of India and are its employees.· It is, therefore, appropriate that government should
provide for their career progression in service. We suggest tIl'lat the number of posts in the higher
grade may be raised to 50 per cent of the total strength of divisional accountants. The existing
selection grade may be treated as a higher promotional grade and given the scale ofRs.I640~2900.
They should also be provided promotional avenues in the offices of accountants general to posts <}f
accounts officers in the scale of &8.2375-3500.

CHAPTER!1
OTHER CATEGOlUFS OF STAFF

L Engineering Staff
11.1 There are about 13,600 group B gazetted engineering posts of which the majority is in the scale of
Rs.650-1200. The scales of pay recommended by us in chapter 8 will be applicable to these posts.

11.2 Group B gazetted engineering officers mostly assist the group A officers. The main. demand of
associations of group B gazetted engineering officers has been for the merger of group B pqsts WIth group A.
The rail way association has specifically represented that group B and junior scale group A officers perform the
same duties with similar responsibiliues and therefore these two scales should be merged on the principle of equal
pay for equal work. We have carefully considered the matter. We note that this matter was also considered by
the Third Pay Commission who did not find any justification for such a merger. In our existing scheme, group B
posts mainly serve as promotional avenues for group C posts and only insignificant percentage of direct
recruitment to group B posts takes place. We would not like to change the existing structure as it bas withstood
the test oftime. We feel that the classification of group B and junior scale (group A) is justified and it is not
repugnant to any particular principle.
11.3 The group B officers federation from the railways represented that while a percentage of posts (40 per
cent) is reserved for promotion of group B officers to junior, scale group A posts, no such percentage is fixed in
the higher posts and group B officers cannot rise to higher levels. They have, therefore, suggested that a
percentage of posts should be earmarked for promotee officers for promotion to higher level posts, viz., junior
administrative grade and above. We have carefully considered the matter. Group B promotee officers on
promotion to ~roup A posts/services are merged in the common pool of group A officers and are eligible for
further promouon along with group A officers on the basis of their length of service in group A and merit, on par
with directly recruited group A officers. We therefore find no justification for eannarking a percentage of higher
posts for promotee officers.
11.4. The total number of non-gazetted engineering posts coming under common categories, including those
of draftsman and ferro printer, is a little over llakh as on January 1. 1984. This. however, does not include the
workshop 'supervisory staff. The number of posts has increased by 66 per cent since the report of the Third Pay
CommisSion. Annexe 11.1 gives the departmentwise distribution of these posts in dominant scales of pay.
11.5. As is. seen from annexe 11.1 approximately S 1 per cent of the posts are in the scale of Rs.425-700. the
bulk of which is concentrated in P & T. About 28 per cent of posts are in the scale of Rs.330-560, Rs.550-750
and Rs.S50-900. The remaining 21 per cent are distributed in 27 scales of pay. A variety of designations such
as engineers, overseers, supervisors, technical assistants, engineering assistants, inspectors, have been used for
the same. scale of pay. The posts in the scale of Rs.425~ 700 are filled by direct recruiunent and promotion from
lower categories and the qualification for direct recruitment varies from diploma in engineering to degree in
engineering or B.Sc. first class.
11.6. We find that for posts in the same scale of pay, some departments/ministries and in some cases, some
departments in the same ministry> have prescribed different qualifications for recruitment with the result that there
is 110 uniformity. For instance, for recruitment in the following scales of pay various departments/ministries have
prescribed the following qualifications,-

Scale Rs.
700-900
550-900

550-750
425-700

Diploma in Engineering qualification

Engineering Degree qualification

Rail ways
Water Resources, Rural Development,
Communications, P&T, Defence, Economic
Affairs, Urban Development, etc.
Mines. Industrial Development,Defence,
Power, Railways.
Water Resources, P&T, Surface Transport,
Industrial Development, Urban Development.

Mines
Mines, Science & Technology

Mines, Defence, Agriculture,
Surface Transport
Water Resources, P&T, Surface
Transport, Communications,
Defence,Infonnation &

Broadcasting, Railways, etc.
Economic Affairs

Mines.
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11.7 The junior engineers associations in the CPWD and elsewhere have represented that the
draftsmen grade I in scale of Rs.42S-700 had been traditionally equated to junior engineers in the scale
of Rs.42S-700. Subsequently, after Third Pay Commission, the scale of pay of draftsmen grade I was
revised from Rs.425-700 to Rs.550-S0 on the basis of an award of the Board of Arbitration and the
traditional relativity is said to have been lost. It has been urged that the pay scales of junior engineers
should therefore be raised to R~,.550-750. The Ministry of Urban Development suggested, on the
basis of the recommendation of an expert body appointed by it, bifurcation of the cadre of junior
engineers into two segments with 50 per cent in the scale of Rs.42S-700 and the other 50 per cent in
the scale of Rs.SSO-900. It was indicated that while direct recruitment in the scale of Rs.425-700
could continue to be from diploma holders, recruitment to 25 per cent posts in the scale of Rs.SSO-9oo
could be made from graduate engineers in order to encourage them to come forward for direct
recruitment and continue in service. Representations were also received from graduate junior engineers
for a better pay scale on the ground that while they were initially recruited, there was a provision for
advance increments in their recruitment rules which was subsequently done away with. There is,
however, strong opposition to giving them a better scale from other junior engineers who are
predominantly diploma holders.
11.8 The P&T Department have also suggested an upward revision of pay scale of junior
engineers from Rs.425-700 to Rs.550-900 in view of the fact that the recruitment qualifications have
been changed from diploma in engineering to first class B.Se. with physics and mathematics with 60
per cent marks, or an engineering degree.
11.9. We have considered the matter. We feel that these suggestions actually relate to job
evaluation to determine relative worth of charge of different posts. It is not possible for us to
undertake this work. At a certain point of time a post in an establishment may have equation to a post
in another establishment, but due to changes brought about by modernisation, change in the pattern of
work, etc. it may have been necessary to regard the post and the question of maintaining parity may
not really arise. We therefore do not agree that the partities wherever they are said to be, should
always be maintained. It may be mentioned that the scales of pay of different levels of draftsmen were
revised upwards on the basis of an Arbitration award to remove certain grievances arising out of
implementation of Third Pay Commission's recommendations. Revision of pay scales of draftsmen
does not therefore entitle the junior engineers to ask for similar benefits.
11.10 We find that as against 6409 and 21699 junior engineers posts in the Urban developmen t
and P&T respectively, there are only 820 and 3607 posts of selection grade of junior engineers
(Rs.550-9OO) respectively constituting 12 per cent and 16 per cent posts in the upper level. There are
no other posts in between or at higher levels to which junior engineers can go up except the gazetted
posts of assistant engineers. Having regard to the existing promotion prospects and duties and
responsibilities of junior engineers. we would suggest that the existing selection grade shQuld be
abolished and made a promotional grade for junior engineers. Posts in this grade may be suitably
redesignated. The number of posts at the two levels may be as recommended by the Department.

11.11. The Third Pay Commission had envisaged direct recruitment of draftsmen against the 5
standard scales recommended by it indicating against each scale the qualifications for direct recruitment
varying from matriculation plus one year's c:(xperience at the bottom level to degree in engineering with
experience for the higher grades. The Commission. however, did not lay down any percentage for
direct recruitment. At present there is no uniform policy regarding direct recruitment and promotion of
draftsmen at different levels in various ministries/departments.
11.12. Majority of the draftsmen are distributed in the 5 standard scales recommended by the
Third Pay Conunission as indicated below,-

No.olsl4lf
i) Rs.7oo-900
ii) Rs.550~750
ill) R8.425-700

iv) Rs.330-560
v) Rs.26()..430

1219
2803

5222
7224

3953

20421
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11.13. In March 1984, government issued orders for revision of pay scale~ of .dra~tsmen in all
government of India offices on the basis of an award given by the Board of Arbltratlon m respect of
draftsmen of central Public Works Departments. As per these orders, the draftsmen were to be placed
in the following three scales in all government offices provided the recruitment qualifications were
similar to those prescribed for draftsmen of CPWD,Rs.550-750
i) draftsman, grade I
Rs.425-700
ii) draftsman, grade il
Rs.330-560
iii) draftsy;nan, grade ill
In addition, there are posts of draftsmen in the higher scales of Rs. 700-900 in some departments and
the pay scale of Rs.840-1040 is applicable to a few posts in railway production units only. The Board
of Arbitration has also given an award in August, 1985 for grant of pay scale of Rs.840-1040 to
draftsmen working in the Research and Development Organisation and the Directorate General of
Inspection under Ministry of defence. The demand for introduction of the same scale of pay in respect
of draftsmen working in other organisations of the Ministry of Defence has been rejected by the Board.
The award of the Board of Arbitration is under consideration.
11.14. Apart from the above scales of pay, the remaining posts of draftsmen are distributed in
other scales of pay also and the instructions issued by government in March, 1984 do not cover them.
11.15. After taking into consideration all the relevant factors and the revisions of pay scales of
draftsmen which would have been carried out in different ministries/departments in pursuance of
govemmentorders of March 1984, we recommend that draftsmen in the existing scale of Rs.330-560,
Rs.425..!700, Rs. 550-750 and Rs.700-900 may be given the appropriate replacement scales proposed
in chapter 8. The few posts of draftsmen in the scale of Rs.840-1040 and all posts on other scales of
pay may be similarly placed in the scales proposed in chapter 8. Draftsmen who are not at present in
the above scales of pay may be given the revised scales suggested in chapter 8 in the fIrst instance and
then refitted by the ministries and departments into one of the four appropriate scales given above.
11.16. At present there are
about 1500 posts of ferro printers spread over 20
ministries/departments in 10 scales of pay. The Third Pay Commission had recommended the
following five scales of pay for this category,Rs.185-220 (modified Rs.196-232)
Rs.200-280 (modifie@ Rs.210-290)
Rs.225-308
Rs.260-430
Rs.330-480
Most of the employees are in the Ministry of Defence and Department of Rail ways.
11.17. In chapter 8 we have broadbanded several scales and proposed new scales. The new
scales indicated there may be adopted for this category of employees also. In future the cadre structure
for this category should be so regulated that employees belonging to this category are fitted into the
following scales of pay,i) Rs.750-940
ii) Rs.800-1150

iii) Rs.825-1200
iv) Rs.975-1540

- By transfer
- 50 per cent by promotion.
50 per cent with qualifications as semi-skilled m qualified.
- By promotion.
- By promotion.

n. Workshop staff'
11.18. We are requiTed to deal both with the industrial and non-industrial categories of staff. At
present, about 8.38 l~h industrial staff are working in ordnance factories, production units,
workshops, wagon carnage depots, loco running sheds, etc. Those working in these establishments
are generally referred to as workshop staff or artisan staff. In addition there are about 60 000
supervisory posts in the industrial category. The workshop staff, who account for about 22 per c~t of
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the central government employees, are at present distributed in 20 different scales of pay ranging from
Rs.196-232 to Rs.425-640. Eleven of those scales cover about 8.3 lakh employees and the remaining
9 scales account for about 8,000 employees. The main 11 scales of pay and the number of employees
are given in table I.

Table I
Existing
Scale

Number of employees
Railways

196 - 232
200 - 240
210 - 270
210 - 290
225 - 308
260 - 350
260 - 400
320 - 400
330 - 480
380 - 560
425 - 640

TOTAL:

86,417
96,804
1,70,578
56,681
45,571
/

4,56,051

Defence

P&T

Others

1,09,763
1,784
2,288
59,997
1,778
5,818
1,13,584
386
17,303
13,880
575

1,634

6,506
587

3,27,156

6,774

2,194
258
2,285
221

182

324
5,192
2,774
8,663
5,611
4,712
5,068
3,598
706
43,741

GRAND TOTAL: 8,33,722
11.19 We have received several suggestions from federations/associations of workshop
employees regarding reduction in the number of scales of pay and their improvement. It has also been
represented that as all jobs in workshops need a certain minimum amount of skill, the present system
of employing workers at the unskilled level is not justified and that the lowest scale of pay to workshop
staff should be that of a semi-skilled worker. The suggestion requires creation of a category of basic
trademen in workshops replacing the unskilled and semi-skilled employees. Having regard to the
need for skill formation and work requ:irment in different departmental production units and ordnance
factories, we do not think it is pOssible to dispense with recruitment at the unskilled level. It will take
some time for an unskilled worker to acquire some skill before he could be considered as semi-skilled.
No change is therefore called for in this respect. The well established system of categorisation of
workshop staff into unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, highly skilled and master craftsmen, may
continue. Merger of the two highly skilled grades, which has been suggested, is not justified having
regard to work requirements and may also adversely affect the promotion prospects of workshop staff
at the skilled level., We are therefore unable to accept the suggestion.
11.20. The scale of Rs.225-308 was suggested as an interim arrangement by the Third Pay
Commission for the then existing scales of Rs.l 00-130 and Rs.1 00-142 pending re-classification of
the posts into semi-skilled or skilled. But posts in this scale are still continuing. We recommend that
different ministries/departments should review the. posts and suitably re-classify them at the appropriate
level and adopt one of the standard scales for the workshop staff. Pending such review, the posts in
the existing pay scale of Rs.225-308 shbuld be given the revised scale of pay recommended by us.
11.21. At the skilled level, there are three scales of pay, Rs.260-350, Rs.320-400 and Rs.260400. While some organisations have skilled workers in the scales of pay of Rs.260-350 and Rs.320400, others have adopted the pay scale of Rs.260-400. It will be desirable to have unifonnity at this
level of posts in different organisations and we therefore recc;munend that posts in the 'pay scales of
Rs.260~350. Rs.260-400 and Rs.320~400 may be placed in the pay scale of Rs.950·1500.
11.22. In railways, the workshop staff of different categories have been distributed at different
levels of posts on a percentage basis. This is said to have been dQne on a functional basis a~d has
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brought about a reasonable degree of career progression for the employees. The system has been
adopted in defence production units/establishments to some extent. In the course of evidence, as also
during our visits to defence establishments, associations of employees represented that higher predetermined percentages of posts at different levels, and higher pay scales for same level of posts in the
railways, have created wide differentials in the emoluments of comparable posts in the defence and
railway units. The Third Pay commission had suggested eventual fitment of different categories into
the revised scales on the basis of the recommendations of expert bodies after cautious adoption of job
evaluation techniques over a limited sphere - particularly for industrial and fairly standard jobs. We
were informed that implementation of this scheme has not given much satisfaction. Since the
distribution of posts in different organisations is made on the basis of work requirment and after a
review of the work content, etc., it may neither be possible nor desirable to prescribe a uniform
structure to be followed by ali departments. 111at will have to be done after a careful examination of all
relevant aspects by the ministries/departments concerned. We however strongly emphasise the need
for having a central coordinating machinery in the Ministry of Finance so that a uniform approach may
be adopted by different ministries/departments while refitting the workshop employees into the
different scales of pay suggested by us hereafter.
11.23. Requests have been made for creation of posts in the grade of master craftsman to enable
skilled artisans to continue to work in their line without having to become supervisors. some
associations have requested for equating the scale of master craftsman (Rs.425-640) with that of
chargeman (Rs.425-700). The scale of master craftsman is the terminal grade for workman. The
normal channel of promotion of highly skilled grade I staff is either to the supervisory grade of
RsA25-700 or to the master craftsman scale of Rs.425-640. The lower maximum in the scale of
master crafesman acts as a disincentive for the skilled worker to continue as master craftsman and he
looks forward to his appointment as supervisor. We therefore recommend that the scale of master
.
craftsman may be revised to Rs.1400-2300.

11.24. After considering all relevant aspects of the matter we recommend that the pay scales for
workshop staff should be as follows:-

Category of post

Proposed scale of payeRs.)

Unskilled
(Rs.196-232)

750-940

Semi-skilled
(Rs.210-270)
(Rs.210-290)

800-1150

Skilled
(Rs.260-350)
(Rs.260-400)
(Rs.320-400)

950-1500

Highly Skilled Grade II
(Rs .330-480)

1200-1800

Highly Skilled grade I
(Rs .380-560)

1320-2040

Master Craftsman
(Rs .425-640)

1400-2300
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11.25. The distribution of posts of technical supervisors in the various organisations is mainly in
the scales of pay given in table n.

Tablell
P&T

Others

7289

285

9946

10654

117

6854

5481

295
177
179
290
140
78
71

3195
1494
79

12
5
3579
2570
57

28277

29647

Existing Scale

Railways

Defence

380-560
425-600
425-640
425-700
455-700
550-700
550-800
550-900
650-960
700-900
840-1040
840-1200

6709

1

14578
177
179
21007
140
12413
71
505
7
6780
4064
137

1732

60058

493
2
6

402

Total

11.26. Majority of the posts are in the four scales of Rs.380-560, Rs.425-700, Rs.550-750 and
Rs.700-900.
11.27. Posts in the scale of Rs.380-560 form the lowest supervisory level. Direct recruitment of
diploma holders is resorted to a limited extent in certain defence units. Since Rs.380-560 is also the
scale of highly skilled grade I employees, a request has been made for upgradation of posts at this
level. Of the major departrments, railways alone have a lower supervisory scale of Rs.330-480 for
mistris. We understand that mistris working in certain selected areas like loco and electric multiple unit
car sheds, where they are in independent charge and supervise highly skilled artisans, are given
special pay of Rs.35/-per month. TakIDg note of these facts, we are of the view that in all departments
the lowest supervisory level should be in the scale of Rs.1400-2300. The work content of mistris in
the scale of Rs.330-480 should be reviewed by railways. Those who are basically workers should
be placed in the highly skilled grade (Rs. 1200-1 800) and the others who can be clearly identified as
supervisors may be given the scale of Rs.1400-2300.
11.28. Keeping in view the staffing pattem in the workshop we recommend the following pay
scales for technical supervisors,_
Existing Scale
Rs.380-560
Rs.380-640
Rs.425-600
Rs.425-640
Rs.425-700
Rs.455-700
Rs.55_0-750
Rs.550-800
Rs.700-900
Rs.650-960
Rs.&40-1040
Rs.840-1200

Proposed scale of pay

Rs.1400-2300

Rs.1600-2660
Rs.2000-3200
Rs.237S-3500

11.29. Different schemes of incentive payment i.e., payment by results for the output by the
employees in industrial establishment of government, are in operation. Basically, all the schemes have
a common approach. The basic wages of the workers are guaranteed in all the schemes. The output in
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excess of that which an average worker can tum out, qualifies fo~ extra payment as incentive: In all the
establishments, a ceiling is presribed for incentive payments whlch vanes fro~ 50 per cent em the case
of Railways) to 75 per cent (in the case of Defence establishments) of the basIs wages.
11.30. Suggestions received from different associations/federations regarding incentive scheme
mainly relate to their extension to other areas, enhancing the ceiling limit and taking actual wages,
inlcuding allowances, into consideration for calculation of incentive payment. We find that although
substantial changes have taken place due to modernisation and introduction of sophisticated
technologies in workshops, establishments, etc., these incentive schemes have not been suitably
reviewed. Unless such reviews are carried out periodically, the schemes may not have the desired
effect. In fact, in a particular case, the additional output may not really be du~ to the ~ffort of the
workman so as to justify payment by way of incentive but may be the result of mtroductlOn of more
modern technology. We are therefore unable to recommend any change in the schemes until they have
been carefully reviewed. Care should be taken to ensure that the increased output claimed by the
employee is capable of verification and is clearly quantifiable.
11.31. Technical supervisors in defence establishments are allowed overtime payments. The
Third Pay Commission desired that the system should be reviewed and payment of overtime to
technical supervisors should be discontinued. This has not been done. We reiterate the
recommendation of the Third Pay Commission and suggest that such payment should be discontinued.
ill. Office Staff 'Working in Organisations Outside the Secretariat

11.32. The organisations outside the secretariat are either attached or subordinate offices under the
Government of India. The office staff in subordinate organisations have pay scales different from
those available to the central secretariat staff and the attached offices participating in the Central
Secretariat Services. The work handled by the subordinate and attached offices is somewhat different
from the work done in the central secretariat. While the staff in the ministries deal mainly with policy
formulation, the attached offices are concemed with matters pertaining to implementation of the policies
formulated oy the ministries. The subordinate office staff function as field agency for execution of the
various schemes and programmes of the government.
11.33. Recruitment in these organisations is mostly at the level of lower division clerk (LDC).
There is no direct recruitment at higher levels except in a few organisations where upper division clerks
(UDC) are recruited directly. The pay scales of the LDC and UDC are common for all offices. There
are about 26000 clerical supervisory postS'in 15 designations and 16 different pay scales. The posts in
these organisations are generally classified as group C non-gazetted. In the central secretariat the
clerical supervisory post is at the level of section officer. It has been suggested that pay scales at
supervisory levels of clerical staff should be the same in all offices of Government of India. We find
that there is considerable difference in educational qualifications, levels of recruitment and methods,
duties and responsibilities of the posts between these organisations. While we do not find it possible
to recommend parity in the pay scales, we are of the opinion that there is need for bringing some
uniformity in the scales of pay below the level Rs.650-1200 and also in the designations of
supervisory level posts in offices outside the central secretariat. Govemment may review the position
keeping in view the present levels, duties and responsibilities of the posts in supervisory level and
other relevant factors. The three standard levels of supervisory .posts may be in scales of Rs.14002300, Rs.I640-2900 and Rs.2000-3200 with suitable designations. Until then, the scales of pay
recommended in chapter 8 may apply. The supervisory accounts staff in these organisations are dealt
with separately.
11.34. There are about 41000 stenographers mainly in the three scales of pay viz. Rs.330-560
(grade In), Rs.425-700 (grade II) and Rs.S50-900 (grade I) in these offices. It has been pointed out
that as the post of stenographer is linked with the status of the officer concerned and since the number
of posts of officers in subordinate offices is small, there is stagnation in the grades of stenographers.
We find that the promotion prospects of the stenographers in these organisations need some
improvement. We are therefore in favour of introducing a higher level of post for stenographers in
these organisations, for being attached to officers of senior administrative grade and equivalent posts.
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We recommend that these posts may be created in the scale of Rs.2000-3200 by suitably upgrading the
required number of posts of stenographers from the lower grades.

IV.

Accounts Staff

11.35. There are about 65,000 posts of accounts staff in groups B and C working in different
departments/offices of Government of India. The posts are in different pay scales and designations.
However, there are organised accounts cadres under controller General of Defence Accounts (CODA),
Controller General of Accounts (eGA), Railways and Departments of Posts and Telecommunications.
The accounts posts in the organised cadres are in the following pay scales.Sl.No.
1
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

. Designation
2

Existing pay scale
3

Auditor/Clerk grade I/Junior accountant/Senior accounts clerk
Auditor (SG)/Clerk grade I (SG)/Senior acooutantiSenior accounts
clerk (Sa)

Rs.330-560
Rs.425-700

Sub-head
Sub-head (SG)
Section officer/Accoutnatllunior accouants officer

Rs.425-700
Rs.550-750
Rs.500-900
Rs. 77 5-1 000

Section officer (SG)I Accountant (SG)/Junior accounts officer (SO)
Accounts officer/Assistant accounts officerlPay & accounts officer

~s.840-1200

The pay scales of Rs.425-700 (except for sub-heads in Railways) and Rs.775-1000 are generally
treated as selection grades. In Railways .the pay scale of Rs.425-700 is operated both as a selection
grade and as a functional grade applicable to sub-heads. There is also a selection grade for sub-heads
in the scale of Rs.550· 750. In Railways there are also posts of Travelling Inspector of Accounts,
Inspector of Station Accounts and Inspector of Stores Accounts (Rs.500-900) with a selection grade of
Rs.775 .. 1000, which have a common ca~ with other accounts posts.
11.36. The main demand of the associations of accounts staff under CGDA, eGA, Railways and
Departrments of Posts and Telecommunications is that their pay scales should be the same as for the
staff in the Indian Audit and Accounts Deparunent (IA&AD). They have pointed out that there was
parity all along, which was disturbed in March, 1984 when there was a restructuring of IA&AD into
two separate cadres, i,e, autlit cadre and accounts & establishment cadre. As a result, higher pay
scales were given to 80 per cent of the staff on the audit side. They have also claimed that the duties
and responsibilities performed by them and the staff on the audit side of IA&AD are comparable. The
All India Defence Accounts Association had also flled a writ petition in the Supreme Court requesting
the Hon'ble Court to direct the government for bringing the pay scales of auditors and section officers
working in the Defence Accounts Department at par with those in the IA&AD. The writ petition was
however allowed to be withdrawn by the Supreme Court as both the parties agreed that the questions
raised in the petition would be better decided by this Conunission. The association subsequently
made their submission before us both in writing and orally.
11.37. Some of the official witnesses have also emphasised the need for parity in pay scales
between IA&AD and other departments. The Controller General.ofDefence Accounts has stated that
the nature of duties and responsibilities assigned to the auditors and sectiQn officers of the defence
accounts department is an integrated one combining audit, payment, accounting. financial advice and
allied functions. He has therefore suggested that, having regard to the complexity and arduous nature
of the jobs, they should be given the highest scale of pay given to the corresponding staff in IA&AD.
The Controller General of Accounts has stated that the statutory audit functions perfonned by the staff
of IA&AD are in 110 way unique as the internal audit functions of the civil accounts staff under his
organisation include most of the audit functions performed by the statutory audit staff. Railway have
pointed out that their accouants cadre had a traditional parity with audit which should be maintained
considering the diversity, nature and quality of their work. The Departments of P&T have suggested
that whatever pay scales are given to the accounts staff in other departments, should be given to the
accounts staff in these departments also.
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11.38. We have considered the matter. There has all along been parity between the staff in the
IA&AD and accounts staff of other departments, which has bee~ disturbed by resfnl:c~urin~ IA&AD
into two separate cadres viz., audit cadre and accounts and establishI?ent cadre and glvmg hl~her pay
scales to a major portion of staff on the audit side. The audit and accounts functIOns are
complementary to each other and are generally performed in many g?vemment <;>ffices in an integr~ted
manner which is necessary for their effective functioning. The sta~f I~ these ?fflCeS perfoIn'l: functions
of internal check and audit suited to the requirements of each orgamsanon which are equally Important.
There is direct recruitment in the scale of Rs.330-560 in all the audit and accounts cadres through
Staff Selection ConunissionlRailway Recruitment Boards from amongst university graduates. We are
therefore of the view that there should be broad parity in the pay scales of the staff in IA&AD and other
accounts organisations. Accordingly, we .recommend that the posts in the pay scale o~ Rs.425- yoo ~
the organised accounts cadres may be gIven the scale of Rs.1400-2600. In the RaIlways, thIS will
apply to the posts of sub-head in both the ordinary and selection grades. We also recommend that this
should be treated in future as a functional grade requiring promotion as per normal procedure. The
proposed scale of Rs.2000-3200 of section officer may also be treated as a functional grade. With the
proposed scales, there will be no selection grades for any of the posts. As regards the number of posts
in the functional scales of Rs.1400-2600 and Rs.2000-3200, we note that about 53 per cent of the total
posts of junior/senior auditor and 66 per cent of the total posts of ordinary and selection grade of
section officer in IA&AD are in the respective higher scales. Goverment may decide the number of
posts to be placed in the scales of (i) Rs.1400-2600 and (ii) Rs.2000-3200 in the other organised
accounts cadres taking this factor into consideration. All other accounts posts may be given the scales
reconunended in chapter 8.
V. Teaching staff
11.39. There are more than 50,000 teaching staff employed in primary, middle, secondary and
higher/senior second~ry schools run by the ministries of the Government
of India and
Administrations of Union Territories (UT). They are distributed in 21 scales of pay. In UT there are
about 12,000 primary school teachers (pST), 20,000 trained graduate teachers (TOT) and 6,000 postgraduate teachers (POT). In addition, there are 784 posts of vice-principal and 460 posts of principal
of secondary and higher secondary schools.
11.40. Associations representing teachers in UT have stated that there is considerable stagnation in
the category of teachers. There is very little opportunity of promotion for teachers. Posts of
headmaster" principal and vice-principal are very few. The existing pay scales and the selection
grades have not provided much relief and most of the associations have asked for longer scales and
annual stagnation increments .
. 11.41. There are nonnally 3 levels of entry for teachers viz., primary. secondary and seniorlhigher
secondary. Corresponding to these levels, the recruitment qualifications generally are as follows,Primary school teachers

Matriculation or its equivalent with basic training or Diploma in
education or 1 year Teachers training certificate course.
Graduate or secondary school teacher Bachelor's degree with degree or diploma in education.
Post-gradeuate or higher/Senior
Master's degree with degree or Diploma in education.
secondary school teachers
At present there are no well defined promotion channels and they differ from organisation to
organisation However, broadly speaking the posts of head master, vice-principal, and principal are
generally filled by promotion of graduate or post-graduate teachers. In general, there is one selection
grade available by way of promotion at each level.
11.42. For the three entry levels of matriculate trained, graduate trained and post-graduate trained
teachers, the pay scales are Rs.330-560. 44().. 750 and 550-900. The promotion grades of teachers at
the levels of head masters, vice-principals and principals have the pay scales of Rs.6S0-1200,
Rs.1l00-1600 and Rs.1200~1600. These six scales cover about 48,000 teachers out of 50,000
employed by the central government. For these posts we recommend the following scales of pay,PST
TGTlHeadmaster

POTNic~Principa1

. Vice-~ipal/Headmaster
Princlpal

Rs.1200-2040
Rs.1400-2600
Rs.1640-2900
Rs.2000-3S00
Rs.3000-4S00
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There are more than 2,000 teachers who are in the other scales. It will be desirable to place all teachers
in the above scales if they have the prescribed qualifications. We recorrunend that those teachers who
are not in these scales of pay may be given these scales after ensuring that they have the prescribed
qualifications. Those who do not possess these qualifications may be given only the corresponding
revised scales of pay recommended by us in chapter 8.
11.43. The three selection grades for teachers are Rs.530-630, Rs.740-880 and Rs.775-1000 for
primary school, trained graduate teacher/headmaster, primary school and post-gr~duate
teacher/headmaster, rriiddle school respectively. These are different from the entry scales. It has been
reported that the national commissiion on teachers under the chairmanship of Professor D.P ..
Chattopadhyaya has given its report to government 011 the pay structure of teachers and the same is
under consideration. Keeping this in view we have not suggested any changes in their pay scales
except simplification of the selection grade which we recommend as follows,PST
TOT
POT

Rs.1400-2600
Rs.1640-2900
Rs.2000-3500

VI. Electronic Data Processing Staff
11.44. There are about 4000 posts of Electronic Data Processing (EDP) staff in 21
ministries/departments. They are in 14 pay scales at different levels from Rs.260-400 to Rs.650-960.
Special pay of Rs.201- is given with some of these posts. There are a large number of EDP posts
differcrnt levels in the National Informatics Centre (NIC), Department of Electronics, Regis trar General
of India (Ministry of Home Affairs), Ministry of Defence, Planning Commission and Department of
Statistics. EDP posts in the Department of Railways have been dealt with in chapter 10.

at

11.45. It has been suggested that there should be a regularly constituted service for staff engaged
on EDP work. While we agree with the suggestion, we think that at this stage of development, a
separate cadre of EDP officers may not be feasible. In fact due to rapid development of
computerisation in administration, existing employees should be exposed to this discipline so that their
skills get upgraded for switchover to the new technology of work. However, as a long term policy it
will be desirable to develop a cadre of experienced employees trained in £OP and other related areas of
work. We are of the view that the Department of Electonics should examine the matter and suggest
reorganisation of the existing posts and prescribe uniform pay scales and designations in consultation
with the Department of Personnel. Until then the pay scales and special pays recommended by us in
chapters 8 and 24 will apply to these posts.

vn. Laboratory Technicians
11.46. There are posts of laboratory assistant under the Ministry of Defence in the scale of
Rs.290-500. These are filled from amongst those who have passed higher secondary/intermediate
with science with some experience. We recommend that these posts may be given the scale of
Rs.1200-2040.
11.47. There is one post of laboratory assistant,in the scale of Rs.530-610 (Selection Grade) in
Chittaranjan Locomotive Works under the Railways, which is filled by promotion from post in the
scale of Rs.330~530. We recommend that selection grade post may be given the scale of Rs.1400~
2300.
11.48. There are posts of laboratory assistant in different organisations under the Railways in the
scale of Rs.290-500. They are filled by those who have passed higher secondary lintermediate
examination with science and have one year experience. These posts may be given the scale of
Rs.1200~2040.

11.49. In the Directorate of Marketing and Inspection there are posts of laboratory assistant in the
scale of Rs.380-560 and posts of junior chemist in the scale of Rs.42S-700. The posts of laboratoxy
assistant ar~ generally filled by direct recruits with degree in chemistry. The posts of junior chemist are
also filled by direct recruits with post~graduate degree or B.Sc.(Honours) in chemistry with some
experience. It has been stated by the department that junior chemist f41d laboratory assistant are ~ted'
as working chemists and their duties are comparable. They have suggested merger of both grades in
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the scale of Rs.425-700. We agree and recommend that the posts of laboratory assistant and junior
chemist may be given the scale of Rs.1400-2300.
11.50. There are posts oflaboratol)' attendant in the Central Revenue Control Laboratories in the
scale of Rs.225-30S. These posts are filled by direct recruitment from amongst matriculates with
science. It has been stated that non-matriculates are no longer being recruited. An expert committee
appointed by government has also recommended improvement in the scale of pay. We recommend that
posts of laboratory attendant in the ordinary grade (Rs.225-308) and selection grade (Rs.260-350) may
be merged and given the scale of Rs.950-1400.

VIII. Receptionist
11.51. There are two organised cadres of receptionists in central government - one controlled by
the Ministry of Home Affairs and the other under the Ministry of Defence. There are 221 posts of
receptionists in these cadres spread over 9 scales of pay. Four of these scales, viz. Rs.260-400, 330560, 425-600 and 425-700 account for 208 posts. While generally there is direct recruitment it}. the
scale of Rs.260-400 and Rs.330-560, the posts in the higher scales are mostly filled by promotion.
There is no uniformity either in regard to the qualifications prescribed for direct recruitment or in the
designation of the posts
11.52. The Reception Organisation Employees' Association of Ministry of Home Affairs has
represented for merger of the posts of ~eceiptionists with the Central Secretariat Service for better
promotion prospects. Such employees under the Ministry of Defence have requested for higher pay
scales to bring them on par with corresponding grades in Armed Forces Headquarters Service.
11.53. We have been infonned that the 'duties and responsibilities of receptionists and members of
Central Secretariat Service are not comparable. We consider that work of receptionist is not such that
those recruited for the secretariat clerical service cannot perform it after some training. The present
practice of appointing lower division clerks and upper division clerks with some experience to these
posts lends support to this view. We also see no difficulty in including the existing incumbents of
these posts il1 these two services. The posts of receptionist may therefore be held by the members of
Central Secretariat Clerical Service and Armed Forces Headquarters Service. In the meantime, the
revised scales recommended by us in chapter 8 would apply to these posts.

IX. Cashier

11.54. At present cashiers are getting special pay at the following rates for handling cash,Amount of average monthly cash handled
Upto Rs.4,OOO
Rs.4,OOl/- to Rs.20,OOO
Rs.20.001l- to Rs.50,OOO
Rs.50,OOl/- to Rs.l,OO,OOO
Over Rs.l,OO,OOO

Rate of special pay
Rs.IO/Rs.201-

Rs.30/RsAO/-

Rs.50/-

:rhes~ rates do not apply. where there is a regular cadre of cashiers in different grades as, for example,
RaIlways. A suggestion has be~n ~ade t~at cashiers should be placed in the clerical supervisory
grade as they gen~rally perform. dunes mvolvmg higher responsibilities. Some unions have urged that
the rate~ of ~ecla1 pay to cas~lers sho~ld ~e substantially raised. It has also been suggested that the
expendIt~re l1~curred by cashiers on fIdelity bonds for furnishing security under the provisions of
Gneral Fmanclal Rules (GFR) should be reimbursed.

In

11.55. Since ~e duties and responsibilities attached to the posts of cashiers as also the cash
handle? by them differ from office ~o.office, it is not possible to place all posts of cashier in the clerical
~UpervlS0ry grade. Under th.e proVISIons of GPR 274 the security to be furnished by a cashier can be
~n the form .of cash or proffi1S~ory not~s, national savings certificates, deposit receipts of scheduled
auks, fidelIty ~oI1d, eu:. In VIew of thlS we do not think it necessary to reimburse the expenditure to
those who furnIsh secunty in the form of a fidelity bond.
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11.56. The existing rates of special pay were fixed on the basis of recommendations of Third Pay
Commission and need to be reviewed. We recommend that special pay at the following rates may be
paid to cashiers,Amount of average monthly cash handled
Upto Rs.75,OOO
Over Rs.75,000/- and upto Rs.2,OO.OOO/Over Rs.3,OO,OOO/- and upto Rs.5,OO,OOO
Over Rs.5,OO,OOO/-

Rate of special pay per month
Rs.50/Rs.75/Rs.l00/Rs.1251-

X. Library staff

11.57. There are 1943 librarians spread over different department of the Government of India.
The departments of Education, Culture, Railways and the Ministries of Defence, Information and
Broadcasting employ about 49 per cent of them.
11.58. Almost every department of Government of India has a library with at least one post of
librarian. There is no adequate channel of promotion. It is only in the Department of Culture,
Education, Railways and Ministry of Defence that there is a hierarchy providing some prospects of
promotion.
11.59. About 60 per cent posts of librarian are in the pay scales of Rs.260-430, 330-560, 425700,550-900 and 650-1200. The remaining posts are spread over some 20 other scales. There are
posts in the pay scales of Rs.210-290, 210-270, 200-250 and 196--232 which are for library
attendants and junior library attendants.
11.60. There is no uniformity in the recruitment qualifications and posts with identical
designations do not always have the same qualifications. We find that for the ex.isting pay scale of
Rs.650-l200 the recruitment qualifications v.ary from bachelor's degree and degree/diploma in Library
Science and experience, to master's degree with degree/diploma in Library Science and experience.
The qualifications for direct recruitment in the pay scale of Rs.260-430 are generally a high school
certificate with one year certificate of library science. Graduate with degree or diploma in Library
Science are recruited in the pay scale of Rs.425-700. Post-graduate with degree/diploma in Library
Science are recruited in the pay scale of Rs.7oo-13oo. Post-graduate with 7 years experience are
recruited in the pay scale of Rs.l100-l600 and those with more than 10 years experience in the pay
scale of Rs.2000-2250.
11.61. The professional associations of the librarians, including the Government of India
Librarian Association, have urged that multiplicity of entry points should be dispensed with an
restricted to one or two points. They have also suggested rationalisation of recruitment qualifications
so that posts in similar scales of pay may have comparable qualifications. A suggestion has also been
made for the formation of a centralised cadre of libratians.
11.62. The Department of Culture has propsed that posts of librarians should be given the pay
scales recommended for librarians in the universities and colleges, as the qualifications and nature of
work are comparable.
11.63. There are difficulties in reclassifying the posts of librarians and specifying their
qualifications and recruitment levels. The pay scales, qualifications and recruitment levels of
responsibility ,will really depend on several factors, mainly on the size of the library, its character and
importance. To draw up suitable proposals in this regard a committee may be constituted to undertake
this work. Pending such a review by the Committee, we recommend that librarians and library sttaff
may be given the revised scales of pay proposed in chapter 8.

n

Motor Vehicle driver

11.64. At present staff car drivers i,t'1 central secretariat are in the pay scale of Rs.26Q...400. In
other offices, the drivers of light moto:r;'vehicles are in the scale of Rs.260-350 and drivers of heavy
vehicles are in the pay scale of Rs.J20-400, In organisations where there is a composite fleet
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comprising both light and heavy vehicles, the drivers are in the pay scale of Rs.260-400. The central
government staff car drivers association has represented that the disparity in the pay scales of drivers in
ministries and other offices should be removed. We agree and recommend that drivers of motor
vehicles including staff cars in the ex.isting scales of Rs.260-350 and Rs.260-400 in all offices of
government may be placed in the scale ofRs.950-1500.

xn. Cook and bearer
11.65. Cook and cook bearer along with butler, bearer, attendant, waiter, etc., form a common
category of about 27,000 employees. There are about 18,000 employees in the cook and cook bearers
category and most of them are in five scales of pay viz., Rs.196-232, 200-250, 210-270, 260-400 and
Rs.330-480. Butlers, bearers, waiters and related workers are mostly in the scale of Rs.196-232,
200-250 and Rs.210-290. There is no correlation between the designations adopted in the different
departments/ministries and the existing scales of pay.
11.66. Keeping in view the need to improve the service, we recommend the following scales of
pay for them,-

SI.No.

Existing scale

Rs.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

196-232
200-240
200-250
210-270
210-290

225~308

260-350
260-400
290-400
320-400
330-480
380-560

Proposed scale

Rs.
750-940
750-940
775-1025
800-1150
800-1150
825-1200
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
1200-1800
1320-2040

11.67 It is desirable that there should be substantial improvement in the quality of food and
cooking. It is therefore suggested that the present recruitment standards should be reviewed to enable
appointment of properly trained and qualified personnel.
11.68. As in the case of workshop staff, scale of Rs.225-308 should be phased out by differertt
departments on a proper review of the work content of the staff so that they get adjusted in either the
scale of Rs.800-1l50 or Rs.950-1S00 depending upon their skills. All other posts may be given the
scales of pay recommended by us in chapter 8.

xm.

Printing staff

11.69. Printing staff (other than the staff of security presses under the Department of Economic
Affairs) numbering about 13,000 are distributed over 24 pay scales in 22 ministries/departments. The
Ministries of Urban Development, Transport, Finance, Science and Technology are the major
employees of printing staff. The pay scales of printing staff are more or less similar to those of
workshop staff.
11.70. Federations and associations of press workers have suggested higher classification for
almost all categories of press wOl'kers. They have also suggested that wage differentials of semiskilled, skilled, highly skilled and supervisory categories may be 50, 100, 150 and 200 per cent
respectively over the unskilled employees. The Department of economic Affairs has asked for parity in
the pay scales of workers in the Budget Press with reference to the workers of the Oovvernment of
India presses under the Directorate of Printing as the duties attached to the posts and the nature of job
of workers in these presses are said to be the same. Since their press is small and the staff are not
transferable, the avenues of promotion are limited, unlike the Government of India presses. This has
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resulted in stagnation of staff in various grades of the Budget Press. They have therefore suggested
revision of pay scales of 8 categories of staff in their press.
11.71. We have considered the matter and taken note of the fact that the earlier pay commissions
considered the press staff as being akin to the generality of the wsorkshop staff except that a distinction
was made in respect of proof readers, etc. of the reading branch whose job was found to be somewhat
different. The Committees appointed on the basis of the recommendations of the earlier Commis sions
had also made an attempt to c~assify the different jobs in the various printing trade under the unskilled,
semi-skilled, skilled and highly skilled categories as obtaining in engineering and other technical trades
in industry, and government revised certain scales in pursuance of the recommendations of those
committees. We feel that the appropriate course would be to reclassify and remunerate the various jobs
in the presses broadly in accordance with the scheme we are proposing for-the other workers in the
workshops by an inter-departmental committee consisting of representatives from all the major
ministries employing printing staff. The Committee may look into all the relevant aspects like
reclassification of posts, promotion channels and other related matters so that there may be uninfonnity
in the classification, pay scales, etc. of printing staff. Till then, the revised scales of pay
recommended in chapter 8 may apply.
XIV. Medical officers
11.72. There are about 344 group A posts of allopathic doctors in various ministries/departments
not belonging to the organised health services. They may be given the replacement scales prescribed
for general duty officers of the Central Health Service.
11.73. There are about 120 posts of group B allopathic Doctors in various ministries/departments
in the pay scales of Rs.650-1200 and Rs.650-960 for which the qualifications for recruitment is
MBBS degree. We recommend that these posts may be upgraded and given the pay scale of Rs.22004000.
11.74 The total number of posts of dental surgeons in the Government ofIndia is 65. Of these,
45 are in the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and 17 in the Department of Railways and three in
the Department of Coal. These dental surgeons do not belong to any organised service. Until 1984,
they were considered non-medical when the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare reviewed the
position and declared the post of ' dental surgeon' a medical post. Most of the posts of the dental
surgeons are in the scale of Rs.650-1200. \
11. 75. It has been reprsented that there should be parity in pay scales and status of dental
surgeons and allopathic doctors because the nature of the duties, duration and content of their
repsective course, are comparable. Internship, which was previously not compulsory for dental
surgeons, has been made compulsory from 1984. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has
recommended such parity.
11.76. The promotion prospects of dental surgeons are said to be poor, and it has been
represented that these should be comparable \V'ith general duty officers of Cel1tral Health Service.

11.77. There is no significant difference between the levels of minimum qualifications, course
content ~d period of internship, etc. in BDS and MBBS course. Taking all relevant factors into
consideration, we recommend that dental surgeons may be included in Central Health ServicelRailway
Medical Service and given the pay scales applicable to general duty officers of these services. With
such inclusion in the respective medical services, we recommend that recruitment to the posts of dental
surgeons may also be made through a competitive examination.
11.78. We recommend the following pay scales for dental surgeons,Existing scale
Rs.

650-1200
900-1400
11 00-1600
1300-1700
1800-2250

Proposed scale

Rs.

2200-4000
3000-4500
3()()()"4500
3700-5000
4100-5300
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11.79. At present the highest post available to dental surgeon is in the pay scale of Rs. 1800-2250
in the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. We recommend that one post in the scale of Rs.59006700 should be provided for dental surgeons in Central Health Service.
XV. Para-medical staff
11.80 There are about 200 posts of radiographers and X-ray technicians in central government
(excluding railways). They are in the scale of Rs.330-560 with a selection grade of Rs.425-640.
There are a few posts of X-ray technicians in the scale of Rs.425-700.
11.8l. There are about 2400 posts of pharmacist in the central government (excluding railways).
Pharmacists are recruited in the pay scale of Rs.330-560 with a selection grade of Rs.425-640.
11.82. Associations representing the above categories of posts have represented that there are no
opportunities of promotion available to them. Considering the recruitment qualifications and the duties
and responsibilities of the posts, we recommend that pharmacists and radiographers, including X-ray
Technicains, in the scale of Rs.330-560 may be given the scale of Rs.1350-2200 and those in the
scales of Rs.425-640 and Rs.425-700 may be given the scale of Rs.1400-2600. For improving the
promotion prospects, we recommend that ministry may examine the desirability of a few higher level
posts in the pay scale ofRs.1640-2900.
11.83. There are over 7,000 civilian nurses in the employment of central government posted in
hospitals, dispensaries and other health-care centres. We have dealt with the nursing staff employed in
armed forces separately. Majority of nurses are employed in the Departments of Health, Railways and
Defence production.
11.84. The Trained Nurses Association has asked for revision of their pay scales, as they have to
undergo 3-1/2 years to 4 years of special training after high school. Besides, they work under difficult
conditions.
11.85. The auxiliary nurse and midwife (ANM) are in the pay scales of Rs.260-350 and Rs.260400.
The Department of Railways have decided that the auxiliary nurses-cum-midwives possession the
prescribed minimum qualifications for entry into nursing training institute would be sponsored by the
Railways for training at the Railway's cost to make them eligible for promotion as staffnurses.
11.86. Taking note of the qualifications prescribed for the posts, we reco:mri1end that ANM in the
scales of Rs.260 -350 and Rs.260-400 may be given the scale of Rs.975-1540. There should be a
promotional grade in the scale of Rs.1200-2040 for them. This will also apply to the selection grade
ANM in railway who are in the scale of Rs.320-400. The special pay of Rs.35/- will not be admissible
in the railways to ANMs in the scale of Rs.1200-2040.
11.87. There are about 4,600 staff nurses in the central government. Recruitment to the post of
staff nurse is in the scales of Rs.425-640 and Rs.425-700. The next level of promotion for them is
generally the post of nursing sister in the pay scale of Rs.455-700. It has been represented that it
takes about 15 to 20 years for a staff nurse to be promoted to the post of nursing sister. The nursing
sister is incharge of a ward and supervises the work of staff nurses. Taking into account the nature
and responsibility of work, we recommend that the staff nurses in the scales of Rs.425-640 and
Rs.425-700 may be given the scale of pay of Rs.1400-2600. The nursing sister in the scales of pay of
Rs.455-700, 470-750 and Rs.550-700 may be given the scale of pay of Rs.I640-2900.
11.88. There are about 400 supervisory posts for nursing staff in the pay scales of Rs.550-750,
Rs.550-900, Rs.650-960 and Rs.7oo-9oo. As their duties are broadly comparable, we recommend
the scale of Rs.2000-3200 for them.
11.89. The nursing adviser, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare is responsible for advising the
govemmenton all matters pertaining to the development of career and profession of nurses. This is the
highest post in the hierarchy of civilian nurses. The present scale of nursing adviser is Rs.1300-1700.
Takipg note of the duties and responsibilities of the post, we recommend the scale of pay of Rs.37005000 for it.
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11.90. Similarly, there are about 70'posts of nurses on the teaching side in the nursing college and
schools in the scales of Rs.425--640, Rs.455-700, 550-750, 550-900, 650-960 and 700-900. For
posts in the scale of Rs.425-640, we recommend the scale of Rs.1400-2600. For posts in the scale of
Rs.455-700, we recommend the scale ofRs.1640-2900. For the other posts which are in the scales of'
Rs.550-900, 550-750, 650--960 and 700-900, we recommend the scale of Rs.2000-3200. The
remaining posts may be given the scales of pay recommended in chapter 8.

XVI.

Veterinary officers

11.91. There are about 150 veterinary officers with degree in veterinary science in the Ministries
of Agriculture and Rural Development, Health and Family Welfare, Home, Environment and Forests.
In additon, there are a large number of veterinary officers working in U.T.
11.92. There are different scales of pay prescribed for veterinary officers in different departments
of the central goverment and D.T.
11.93. A writ petition was filed in the Supreme Court (No.90BO of 1983) by the Delhi Veterinary
Association alleging violation of articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution on the ground that the scale of
pay of veterinary officer was lower than that of the veterinary assistant surgeon employed by the
U. T. of Chandigarh or by the central government in the Indo Tibetan Border Polke (ITBP) and the
Border Security Force (BSF). Their Lordships of the Supreme Court specifically stated in their Order
dated April 12, 1984, on the writ petition that, on the basis of the allegations, the petitioners had
prayed that" a direction should be issued to the Respondents to treat the Veterinary Assistant Surgeons
of the Delhi Administration at par with the Veterinary Assistant Surgeons of Chandigarh
administration, ITBP and BSP'. Their Lordships made an Order leaving the matter to be decided by
government on the basis of the recommendations of the Fourth Central Pay C,ommission.
11.94. It has been brought to notice that it is difficult to attract and retain veterinary officers with a
degree in veterinary science in the pay scales of Rs.425-700 and Rs.550-900. There is no uniformity
in the scal~s of Rs.425-700 and Rs.550-900. There is no uniformity in the scales of pay of veterinary
graduates. The pay scales differ from one organisation to another. For instance, the scales of pay in
BSFIITBP (Rs.650-1200) is different from the scales of pay in Delhi Administration and other UT
for comparable posts. There is thus need to make the pay scale more attractive and to bring about
uniformity as far as possible. We therefore recommend that all posts for which a degree in verterinary
science is the minimum qualification, should be in the scale of Rs.2000-3500. Keeping in view this
general reconunendation governmentiUnion Territory Administrations may identify the posts f()r which
degree in veterinary science is the minimum qualification and give the pay scale of Rs.2000-3500 for
such posts in the central government and D.T..
11.95. The association of veterinary officers have asked for NPA. Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development has brought to notice that many states and some UTs have already granted NPA to
the veterinary graduates and has suggested grant of NP A to them. Commissioned officers of the
Remount Veterinary Corps are also getting NPA. In these circumstances, we are inclined to agree and
recommend payment of NPA. It has not been possible for us to recommend a pr()per scheme for grant
ofNPA to officers at different levels with due regard to the nature of duties. Government may identify
the posts for the grant of NPA at different levels and fix the amount of the allowance and the terms and
conditions for its payment.
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ANNEXURE 11.1
(See paragraphs 11.4 & 11.5)

No. of non-gazetted Engineering Posts

Scale

Defence

Railways

P&T

(Rs.)
840-1100
840-1040
700-900
650-1040
650-960
550-900
550-800
550-750
550-700
470-750
455-700
440-750
425-800
425-750
425-700
425-640
425-600
380-640
380-560
330-560
330-480
320-400
260-480
260-430
260-400
260-350
225-'308
210-290
210-270
2<1>-250
196-232

I&B
Urban
Developrnemt

Water
Resources

Others
59

524

590
3266

80

9

22
12S
2578
2288

8
7619

3607

820

976

194

56

410
145

18

142

25

4·

1162
6589

11347

1
1662
3236

3

22034

7006
3

,

722

1457

1298

535

548

1689

96
3
136
517
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1

2O,sM

266
10
68
5
209
1756
18
2970

26
465
886

2824

149
6
&
1082
45
295

10
481
3
63

31
1349
30
69

1530
98

318
21

25

119

190
1

66

67

1

1

196
4
1

442
41
56

1

54

1

26,283

26,859

10,178

4,219

Total

59
590
4028
28
136
9257
53
10828
170
266

10
68
9
1371
50911
21
2970
27
2161
8655
916

69
106
5620
166
255
959

407
6
1

2

57

1,980

9,084 1,00,180

CHAPTER 12
ALL-INDIA SERVICES
12.1. There are three all-India services, namely, Indian Administrative Service (lAS), Indian
Police Service (IPS) and Indian Forest Service (IFS). lAS and IPS were initially constituted under the
enabling provisions of section 263 of the Government of India Act, 1935, and by virtue of article 312
(2) of the Constitution, they were deemed to be services created by Parliament under this article as allindia services. IFS was created as an all-India service in 1966. The All-India Services Act, 1951,
empowers the central government to make rules and regulations in consultation with state governments
for recruitment and conditons of service of persons appointed to the all-India services. Rules have
been made under this Act, regulating the conditons of service of all-India service officers and
specifying the powers of central government and state governments.
12.2. The principal object of constituting the all-India services was to enable direct recruitment on
all-India basis through competitive examinations held by UPSC to bring about uniformity in the
standard of administration throughout the country, and to build up a cadre of experienced and trained
officers for manning the top level posts.
12.3. There are about 5000 officers in lAS in scales of pay of Rs.700-1300 (junior scale),
Rs.1200-2000 (senior scale), Rs.2000-2250 (selection grade), and supertime scale posts in the scale of
Rs.2500-2750, and pay of Rs.3000/- and Rs.3500/-.
12.4. Recruitment to the service is also made by promotion of state civiUadministrative service
officers and officers working in state government who are not members of state civiVadrninistrative
services. Promotion of officers is limited to one-third of the senior duty posts and the central
deputation reserve. Forty per cent of senior duty posts constitute the central deputation reserve.
12.5. The Third Pay Commission did not recommend any change in the pay at the level of posts of
J0U:tt Secretary and above. The pay of these posts was last revised in 1965. No changes have been
made in the pay scales or special pay admissible to lAS officers after implementation of the
recommendations of the Third Pay Commission, although some changes have been made in the case of
the IPS and IFS.
12.6. Associations of lAS officers have pointed out that with the continuous rise of consumer
price index, the real income of officers has appreciably gone down. The ratio of minimum and
maximum salary of central government employees which was 1:19 when the Third Pay Commission
submitted its report is reduced to 1:7 (post tax). The present scheme of dearness allowance has also
adversely affected the emoluments. If such a trend were to continue, it would adversely affect the
efficiency of the administration and have serious consequences. It would also in the long run, affect
the morale of the officers. We are of the view that the pay scales should be such as to attract and retain
a fair share of the country's best talent and motivate them to continue in service and contribute their
best. It is also necessary that officers should be satisfied with their career progression.
12.7. A number of state governments have improved the pay scales of their civil service officers
in recent years. In many ,states, this has created an anomalous situation, The state governments must
ensure that the pay scales of feeder services to the lAS are not higher than the pay scale of lAS. At
the same time we recognise that there are several civil service officers promoted to lAS after 15-20
years who do not get the benefit of higher pay. To remove difficulty in pay fixation of promoted
officers, we suggest that pay drawn in the feeder service may be protected as personal pay on .
promotion to lAS without adjusting it against fuiure increments until such time as the officer is
promoted to the supertime scale. Government may examine the suggestion and, if necessary, amend
the rules.
12.8. We have heard the views expressed by some of the Chief Ministers, and all of them have
spoken from their experience and recognised the important role played by officers belonging to lAS in
r
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the state administration. They have expressed views about parity in the pay scales among the all-India
services. While most of them were in favour of maintaining the existing relativities, some of them felt
that disparities could be narrowed down to some extent. We have kept these observations in view
while recommending the pay scales given in Chapter B.
12.9. There is a general suggestion by associations of engineering services and several other
services, for parity with lAS in regard to pay scales and promotion prospects. We have recommended
pay scales for members of the organised services and also suggested improvements in their career
progression. Undoubtedly this will reduce the disparity and bring the services closer together with
comparable prospects.
12.10. There are about 2700 members of the IPS in the pay scales of Rs.700-1300 (junior scale),
Rs.1200-1700 (senior scale), and Rs.1800-2000 (selection grade). The scales of pay of Rs.20002250, 2250-2500, Rs.2500-2750 and pay of Rs.3000 (fixed) are treated as supertime scales. IPS
officers are also appointed to posts under the central government carrying pay of Rs.32501- (fixed) and
Rs.3500/- (fixed).
12.11. Some posts were created in the pay scales which were higher than those recommended by
the Third Pay Commission, since 1973. In 16 States. cadre posts of Director General (00) of Police
at a fixed pay of Rs.3000/-, and 29 ex-cadre posts of DG were reported to have been created .
._Selection Grade of IPS was also revised from Rs.IBOO (fixed) to Rs.1800-2000. In addition, the level
of Additional Inspector General was replaced by Deputy Inspector General (DIG) Level I with the pay
scale of Rs.2250-2500 while the post of DIG Level II was placed in the scale of RS.2()()()"'2250.
12.12. With the upgradation of the post of Inspector General (IG) incharge of the state police to
that of DG (P) in 1982, in most states, and abolition of the rank and designation of Additonal Inspector
General of Police and simultaneous creation of DIG Level I and II, the guidelines issued in 1976 in
respect of zone of consideration for promotion to the selection grade and supertime scale have been
revised with effect from January 1, 1986 as given below:1.

POt promotion

to the Level II grade of DIG - Officers who have com pIe ted 16 years of service

2. For promotion to the Level I grade of DIG-

Officers who have put in at least 2 years service in Level II
grade of DIG and have completed 18 years of service

3. For promotion to the grade oflGP

Officers who have put in at least 5 years service in Level
III Level I grade of DIG and have completed 21 years of

service
4. For promotion to the grade of DO & lOP -

lOP who have put in at least 4 years of service in the rank
and have completed 30 years of service.

12.13. At present the cadre review committee of the IPS does not have a member from the service.
We recommend that a member of the IPS should be made a member of the cadre review committee for
IPS state cadres. States have been revising the pay scaies of their police service officers according to
their needs and considerations. To remove difficulty in pay fixation of promoted officers, we suggest
that pay drawn on promotion to IPS may be protected as personal pay without adjusting it against
future increments until such time as the officer is promoted to the supertime scale. Government may
examine the suggestion and, if necessary, amend the'rules.
12.14. There are at present two levels of posts of DIG. Level I is in the scale of Rs.2250-2500
and Level II is in the scale of Rs};200D-2250. The duties and responsibilities of the posts are
comparable and we recommend merger of these levels of posts by a common scale of pay of Rs.20Q02500. We suggest that in some of the bigger States. the post ofDG(P) may be upgraded and given
the pay of RS.3250/- (fIxed). We have recommended the upgradation of posts in the central police
organisations and also of Director, Central Bureau of Investigation.
12.15. There are about 2000 posts in IFS. The services has scales of pay of Rs.700-1300 (junior
scale), Rs.1100-1600 (senior scale), Rs.1650-1800 (selection grade), Rs.1800-2000 (Level n of th~
Conservator of Forests), Rs.2000-22S0 (Level I of Conservator of Forests) and higher scales of
Rs.2250-2S00 and Rs.2S00-27S0.
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12.16. In some states where there is more than one post of Chief Conservator, senior most officer
in the scale of Rs.2500-2750 is designated as Principal Chief Conservator of Forests on pay of
Rs.3000/- (flXecd).
12.17. The agsociations of officers of the service have emphasised that there is need to make the
service more attractive.
12.18. We have considered the suggestion for parity with IAS and IPS. Promotion prospects of
the IPS officers can be improved by reducing the levels of posts in the service. We recommend the
following scales of pay after merging the two levels of posts of Conservator of Forests and one of
Additional Chief Conservator of Forests,Post
Existing scale of pay
Proposed scale of pay
Deputy Conservator of Forest (S.G)
Conservator of Forests
Additional Chief Conservator of Forests

Rs.1650-75-1800

Rs.4100-5300

(i) Rs.1800-100-2000
(ii) Rs.2000-125/2-2250

Rs.4S00-S700
Rs.4500-S700

Rs.22S0-12S/2-2S00

Rs.4S00-S700

12.19. Considering the structure of the service, we recommend that the pay scale of Rs.30003500 for the post of 10 of Forests at the centre may be revised and given the pay of Rs.SOOO/- (rued).
The post of Chief Conservator of Forests should be in the scale of p~ of Rs.5900-6700. In bigger
states there may be a post of Principal Chief Conservator of Forersts in the pay scale of Rs.7600/(fixed) wherever state Government consider it necessary to have a post at that level., In other States,
this post may carry the pay of Rs.7300/- (fixed).
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VOLUME III

INTRODUCTION
This volume contains chapters 13 to 26 in which we have dealt wHh
various allowances and benefits like compensation for price rise, housing
facilities and house rent allowance, compensatory allowances, travelling
allowance, educational and medical facilities. OUT recomn1endations on
matters like age of superannuation, promotion policy, special pay, leave
entitlement and welfare measures are also given in this volume. Some of the
recotnmendations Inade in this volume will apply to civilian enlployees and
arnlcd forces personnel.

CHAPTER 13
COMPENSATION FOR PRICE RISE
13.1. Dearness allowance which is being paid at present is in the nature of a compensatory
payment to employees for erosion in the real value of their salaries resulting from price rise. The
allowance has been in existence for about four decades and now covers almost all employees in the
organised sector. Accordingly, it has emerged as an important area of pay administration having
financial, economic and administrative implications. Over the years, there have been many changes in
the policy for payment of dearness allowance, particularly with regard to coverage of employees,
percentage of neutralisation for different categories, periodicity of payment, etc. The dearness
allowance presently paid to the central government employees is based on the recommendations of the
Third Pay Commission as modified by government from time to time.
13.2. The salary structure recommended by the Third Pay Commission was related to 12-monthly
average 200 of the All India Average Consumer Price Index Number for Industrail Workers (General)
(1960=100) The Commission recommended that dearness allowance should be given with reference
to every 8 point incrase above the inqex average of 200. The upper pay limit for grant of dearness
allowance was recommended by the Commission at Rs.22501- per month. For purposes of grant of
dearness allowance, employees were divided into three pay groups Le. those drawing pay upto
Rs.900/-, those above Rs.900/- and up to Rs.1600/- and upto Rs.2250/- per month. The first
instalment of dearness allowance for 8 point lise in the index average was to be allowed only to the
first category of employees. On the index average rising by 16 points. in addition to the employees in
the first category, the employees in the second category were also to be covered and paid dearness
allowance on the entire increase of 16 points. Similarly, when the index avarage rose by 24 points, the
third category of employees were to be covered in addition to the employees belonging to the first two
categories and paid dearness allowance for the entire price rise of 24 points. The above cycle was to be
repeated in case of further increase in prices. The rates of dearness allowance recommended by the
Commission were as follows:Pay range

Rate of deamess allowance for every 8 point increase

Upto Rs.300/-

3.5 per cent of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.7 land a maximum ofRs.101- per month.

Above Rs.300/-

2.5 per cent of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.lO/and a maximum of Rs.20/- per month

The above rates of deru.lless allowance provided a neutralisation of about 95 per cent on the lowest
pay of Rs.185/- per month recommended by the Commission (subsequently revised by the government
to Rs.196/- per month) and the neutralisation percentage went on declining for higher pay levels so that
in respect of the employees drawing pay between Rs.1600/- and 2250/- per month it worked out to
about 30 per cent or less. The Commission also recommended that on the price level rising above the
12-monthly average of 272 (1960=::100), government should review the position and decide whether
the dearness allowance scheme should be extended further or the pay scales should be revised.

13.3. The rates of dearness allowance recommended by the Commission were modified by
government ab initio after discussion with representatives of Staff Side in the National Council oeM)
as indicated. below:Pay range
Upto Rs.300/~
Above Rs.300/-

Rate for every 8 point increase

4 per cent of pay
3 per cent of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.12/and a maximum of Rs_.27/- per month.
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Dearness allowance at the above rates was paid upto index average 272. Subsequently, the rates
were revised in August, 1974, and dearness allowance at the r~tes re~omID:ended by the ;r'hir? Pay
Comrnission was paid upto index average 312. Later, after dISCUSSIOn with the .Staff SIde In the
National Council (JCM), the rates were further revised in March, 1979, and the revised rates were as
follows:Rate for every 8 point increase
Pay range
Upto RsAOOIAbove Rs.4001-

4 per cent of pay

3 percent of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.16/and a maximum of Rs.30/- per month.

The above rates provide a neutralistion of 100 per cent to employees drawing pay upto Rs.400/per month and 75 per cent to those drawing pay upto Rs.1000/- per month after which the
neutralisation went on decreasing.
13.4. In March, 1982, government revised the dearness allowance paid to senior officers. The
salaries of posts at the level of Joint Secretary and above and equivalent thereto were revised in 1965
and Third Pay Commission suggested no change therein. Initially they were given an ad hoc dearness
allowance ofRs.150/- with effect from December 1, 1978 which continued thereafter for every rise of
24 points in the index average. Since this partial compensation was not commensurate with the rise in
prices, government decided, as a one time measure, to raise the level of neutralisation to about 45 per
cent at the level of Joint Secretary and equivalent posts. This resulted in raising the dearnes~, allowance
payable to officers drawing pay of Rs.2750/- and above from Rs.900/- to Rs.1500/- with effect from
January 1, 1982. The above level of neutralisation for senior officers is now being ma;intained by
granting suitable increase in dearness allowance subject to a maximum QfRs.150/- on every increase of
24 points in the index average. when dearness allowance becomes due under the present scheme, a
specific decision is taken by government for its payment.
13.5. Government decided on three occasions to treat part of dearness allowance as dearness pay
for certain purposes more particularly to provide relief in the matter of death-cum-retirement benefits to
retiring employees. The first 9 instalments of dearness allowance paid upto index average 272 were
treated as dearness pay with effect from September 30, 1977 to be reckoned as pay for retirement
benefits only. Subsequently, 6 more instalments of dearness allowance upto index average 320 were
treated as dearness pay with effect from January 31, 1982 for retirement benefits. Government also
decided that the above dearness pay would count as pay for purposes of grant of house rent allowance
and c?mpensatory (city) allowance from February 1, 1982. Later, government decided to treat 31
more Instalments of dearness allowance granted upto index average 568 as pay with effect from March
31, 1985 for retirement benefits only.
13.6. Since January 1, 1973 (i.e., the date from which the revised pay scales recommended by the
Third Pay Commission were implemented) 51 instalments of dearness allowance have fallen due and
have been paid covering price rise upto index average 608 which was reached with the 12-monthly
average for December, 1985.

Financial year
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86(Upto January, 1986)

Table 1
Number of instalments of dearness allowance paid
5
9

1
1

3
5
6
5
7
5
4

51
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The percentage of neutralisation provided to the government employees under the existing dearness
allowance scheme for a 8 point increase in index average is as follows:Pay(Rs.)

Percentage of neutralisation

196

100

300

100

400
1000

100
75

2250

45

2750

45

35
3500
The overall neutralisation ranges between 124 and 42 per cent at index average 608 after taking into
account the two instalments of interim relief.
13.7. The state governments also compensate their employees for price rise in the form of
dearness allowance, which is granted by them more or less on the same pattern as followed by the
central government. since the pay scales of state government employees are linked to different index
levels, the actual rates of dearness allowance paid by them are different from those payable to central
government employees.
13.8. In public sector undertakings, dearness allowance payable to the employees has been raised
from Rs.1.30 to Rs.1.65 per point with effect from April 1, 1983. We have been informed that this
neutralises the minimum wage in steel industry and a number of major industries like Coal, Bharat
Heavy Electricals Ltd. and Bangalore-based enterprises to the extent of a little more than 100 per cent.
13.9. Each instalment of dearness allowance to central government employees costs about Rs. 72
crore per annum. It has been intimated that the total expenditure on 28 instalments of dearness
allowance which fell due during the Sixth Plan was about Rs. 5,200 crore for the Centre and over
Rs.I0,OOO crore for the States which generally follow the central dearness allowance formula. This
constituted about 45 per cent of the total additional resource mobilisation of about Rs.34,OOO crore (in
current prices) under taken by the Centre and the States during the Sixth Plan period.
13.10. It has been suggested by the Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) that the time and
point factors in the existing scheme of dearness allowance should be reduced from 12 months and 8
points to 6 months and 4 points respectively. They have also requested that the employees should be
given full neutralisation for price rise and payment of dearness allowance should be automatic. They
have further stated that when the cost of living index exceeds by 25 per cent over the index at which the
pay scales have been prescribed, that portion of dearness allowance should be treated as dearness pay
for all purposes. Similar request has been made by other associations of employees. It has also been
represented that there should be no tapering of neutralisation at higher levels. The existing scheme of
dearness allowance provides a neutralisation of about 35 per cent only at the highest level which they
feel is inadequate in an inflationary situation. The work involved in the payment of fresh instalments
of dearness allowance is considerable and affects the budgetary allocations. It has therefore been
suggested that dearness allowance may be revised once a year.
13.11. The present dearness allowance formula was evolved in 1973 when the 12-monthly index
average (1960== 100) was 200. At that level, a 4 per cent rise in prices resulted in 8-point increase in
the index average. The index average has reached 608 in December, 1985. Hence at this level the
index average will go up by 8 points with only about 1.3 per cent rise in prices. The Third Pay
Commission had recommended that govemment should review the position when the index average
reached 272 and decided whether the dearness allowance should be extended further or the pay scales
should be revised. Although a review of the rates of dearness allowance was undertaken by
government sometime in 1975, the payment of dearness allowance continued on the basis of every 8
point increase in the index average. As may be seen from the table in paragraph 13.6, except for the
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relatively stable period from 1975-76 to 1978-79.. dearne~s allowance ~nstal~e~ts ranging from 3 to 9
have been paid every year. It is estimated that If there IS 8 per cent mflatlon In future, more than 6
instalments of dearness would be falling due every year. As the fequency of payment of dearness
allowance cannot be foreseen, the budget estimates made at the beginning of the financial year get upset
if the amount of dearness allowance paid during the financial year exceeds the amount for which
provision was made in the budget. This aspect has been stressed before us by the representatives of
almost all the state governments. The reduction in the time and point factors suggested by the
associations will mean more frequent adjustments in dearness allowance, mor~ uncertainty in
budgetary planning, apart from additional administrative work. we are therefore unable to agree to the
suggestion for reducing the time and point factors in the existing dearness allowance formula. We are
also of the view that the scheme should be modified for better budgetary planning.
13.12. Prior to the Third Pay Commission, dearness allowance was generally viewed as a
compensation against the price rise which was considered to be a temporary phenomenon as the prices
were expected to stabilise. Accordingly, the various commissions and committees appointed by
government recommended compensation mainly to low paid employees who, according to them were
likely to be more affected by the price rise. The Third Pay Commission, however, observed that
dearness allowance should be treated as a compensation to the wage earners and salaried employees
against rise in prices over the index level to which the pay structure was related. It therefore
recommended a formula which provided compensation to all employees excepting those getting pay
above Rs.2250/-, the percentage of neutralisation being higher at lower pay levels.
13.13. Prices have risen a great deal after January 1,1973. Since the neutralisation allowed to
employees at various levels has been different, the relativity among various pay levels determined by
the Commission has been disturbed. The table below indicates the changes in the disparity ratios over
the years between the minimum and maximum salary.
Tablell

Date

Index Average Minimum salary Minimum salary of group 'A' Disparity ratio

As on
January 1,1973

200

196

700

1:3.6

As on
January 1, 1986

608

691

1894

1:2.7

Date

Index Average Minimum salary Maximum salary

As on
January 1,1973

200

195

3500

As on
January 1,1986

608

691

6500

Disparity ratio
1:17.8

1:9.4
Note: Salary includes basic pay, dearness pay/additional dearness allowance/ad hoc dearness
allowance/interim
relief.
13.14. In some other countries, compensation for price rise is through wage increase on an annual
basis. However, under the scheme applicable to central government ,employees, compensation is in
the form of periodical payments of dearness allowance. While dearness allowance compensates
serving employees for price rise, its benefit is not available to retiring employees unless it is treated as
dearness pay for retirement benefits. With effect from March 31,1985, dearness allowance upto index
average 568 is treated as pay for retirement benefits.
13.15. As stated earlier, dearn,ess allowance becomes due for payment frequently at present. We
are of the view that compensation for price rise should be sanctioned only twice a year, payable with
the salary for March and September. For purposes of compensation, the increase in 12-monthly
average of index during the periods ending December and June over the index average of 608
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(1960=100) should be taken into account. The above arrangement will enable government to make
suitable provision in the main budget for the compensation to be given with pay for March and in the
supplementary budget for that to be given with pay for September.
13.16. We are also of the view that the compensation should provide full neutralisation of price
rise to employees drawing basic pay upto Rs.3500/-, 75 per cent to those getting basic pay between
Rs.3501l- and 6000/- and 65 per cent to those getting basic pay above Rs.6000/- subject to marginal
adjustments. This compensation may continue to be shown as a distinct element of remuneration.
13.17. In order to simplify the administrative and accounting work, the percentage of price
increase for the six-monthly period should be calculated in whole numbers over the index average 608.
The rate of compensation to the employees should also be expressed in whole numbers only. For
example, if the index average has gone up by 15.13 per cent over index average 608 in a particular sixmonthly period, this may be taken as 15 per cent increase in prices and employees getting basic pay
upto Rs.3500/- may be given compensation of 15 per cent, those between Rs. 3501/- and 6000/- of 11
per cent and those above Rs.6000/- of 9 per cent. In this system the fractions will be taken care of in
subsequent periods.
13.18. We have recommended that compensation for price rise should be sanctioned twice a year.
This would ensure that there would be no uncertainty in the minds of government employees in regard
to the periodicity of grant of compensation. We realise that there may be situations when government
may not find it possible to sanction the compensation for price rise according to the scheme
recommended by us. We are of the view that in such situations, the restraint, if any, should apply
to the entire organised sector including central government employees.
13.19. Presently the All India Average Consumer Price Index Numbers for Industrail Workers
(General) (1960=100) is being used for purposes of grant of dearness alowance to central government
employees. It has been pointed out that this index does not truly represent the consumption pattern of
all central government employees and should be replaced by an index specially prepared for the
purpose. On the other hand, it has been argued that the consumption pattern of a large number of
central government employees in the lower pay ranges is broadly comparable with that of workers in
industrial and manufacturing organisations. government may therefore examine whether a more
suitable index could be prepared for government employees taking into account their consumption
pattern and other relevant factors. Till a new index is approved by government, the present index with
1960 base may continue to be used for grant of compensation for price rise to central government
employees.
13.20. Based on the considerations mentioned above our recommendations with regard to grant of
compensation to central government employees for price rise may be summed up as follows:(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Till a new index is approved by government, the All India A verage Consumer Price Index
Numbers for Industrail Workers (General) (Base 1960=100) may continue to be used for
grant of compensation to employees for price rise.
Compensation may be paid for the price increase above the twelve monthly index average
of 608 (1960= 100), to which the pay scales recommended by us are related.
Compensation may be sanctioned twice a year payable with the salary for March and
September.
The percentage increase in the twelve monthly aven~,ge of the above index for the periods
ending December and June each year over index average 608 may be taken in whole,
numbers only with fractions carried forward.
The rate of compensation to the employees over the basic pay at index average 608 may
also be in whole numbers with fractions carried forward.
Employees drawing basic pay ,up to Rs.3500/- may be alowed 100 per cent neutralisation,
those between Rs.3501 and 6000 be allowed 75 per cent and those above Rs.6000 be
allowed 65 per cent subject to marginal adjustments.
The compensation may continue to be .shown as a distinct element of remuneration.

A table illustrarting how the compensation should be worked out is Annexe 13.1.
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CHAPTER 14
HOUSING FACILfTIES AND HOUSE RENT ALLOWANCE

14.1. Housing has been mentioned as one of the most important felt needs of the country in the
Seventh Five-Year Plan. According to that document the shortage of dwelling units at the beginning of
the Seventh Five-Year Plan was about 24.7 million. In addition, the 'anticipated increase in population
during 1985-90 would generate roughly an additional requirement of 16.2 million units. As the cost of
constructing houses is rising continuously, the overall housing situation in the country may continue to
be difficult for a very long period, which in its turn will have an impact on rents. In their memoranda
and during discussions with us, the associations of government employees have drawn attention to the
inadequacy of government-owned residential accommodation and the difficulties experienced in
securing suitable accommodation at reasonable rents. The difficulties are Ereater in the case of
employees who are transferred from one place to another. It has therefore been urged that all possible
effort should be made to enlarge the pool of residential accommodation to meet the shortage and in the
meantime adequate allowance should be given to the employees for hiring residential accommodation.
14.2. Government have not found it possible to provide residential accommodation to all their
civilian employees. Accommodation has however been provided to certain categories of essential staff
in view of the special nature of their duties. Efforts have also been made to provide residential
accommodation in some larger towns where there is a concentration of central government employees.
In such cases government recovers from the employees rent which is limited to standard rent of the
accommodation or 10 per cent of the employee's pay, whichever is less. The rent recovery in the
case of employees drawing pay below Rs.300/- p.m. is 7-1/2 per cent of payor standard rent,
whichever is less. It appears that government have provided residential accommodation to about 25 per
cent of the employees.
14.3. Since the rent charged for government accommodation is low employees look forward to
such accommodation. It however does not appear to be feasible to provide accommodation to all as the
cost is likely to exceed Rs.20,OOO crore at the current level of prices and construction will take many
years.
14.4. The task of providing housing facilities for central government employees is therefore
particularly difficult. It is unlikely that satisfaction level for government residential accommodation
will improve appreciably in the near future. Government employees will therefore have to depend
upon private accommodation which is already in short supply. One of the ways in which the situation
can be eased is to encourage the employees to acquire their own houses.
14.5. The facilities which can be provided to government employees for building or acquiring a
house of their own are broadly of two kinds viz., (i) financial assistance and (ii) organisational and
infrastructural assistance. Presently, the following sources of financial assistance are available to
government employees for house building purposes, (a)

advance under the house building advance scheme of the central government.

(b)

advance and non-refundable withdrawal from provident funds.

(c)

loans from recognised financial institutions.

14.6. Government employees are eligible for grant of advances under the house building advance
scheme for construction/acquisition of a house, ready built nat etc. SUbject to stipulated conditions.
The maximum limit for grant of advance under this scheme was raised from Rs.70,OOO to Rs.1.25
lakh in April, 1984. This is inadequate at the present level of cost of construction. We suggest that the
the accom1l1:odation to
amount of advance should be related to the prevailing cost of construction
which an employee is entitled. The scheme of advances should therefore be reviewed periodicaJ1y.

of
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14.7. Interest on house building advance which was previously at a slab rate ranging from 7 per
cent to 12 per cent has been modified to simplify the calculations and the following uniform rates of
interest have been introduced in November, 1985,7 percent
(i) IT the sanctioned amount of HBA is upto Rs.25,0001(ii)

IT the sanctioned amount of HBA is upto Rs.50,0001-

7-1/2 per cent

(iii) If the sanctioned amount ofHBA is upto Rs.75,0001-

8 percent

(iv) IT the sanctioned amount of HBA is upto Rs.1.00 lakh

8-112 per cent

(v)

IT the sanctioned amount of HBA is upto Rs.1.25 lakh

9 percent

14.8. The availbaility of funds for house building advances increased from about Rs.29 crore in
1977-78 to Rs.60 crore in 1985-86, which did not even cover the increased cost of construction.
Looking to the magnitude of the problem, we are of the view that the provision of funds should be
commensurate with the requirement of employees who want to acquire or build houses of their own.
Necessary priority in the allocation of sufficient funds in the budget should therefore be given for this
purpose.
14.9. We have separately recommended liberalisation of withdrawals from provident fund for
house building purposes in chapter 20.
14.10. The quantum of assistance for house building from recognised financial institutions is
determined by them 011 the merits of each case. Government have recently made the following
provisions in this respect,(i) employees, who have drawn HBA from government and have mortagaged the property
acquired including houses under construction in favour of the President as a security for the
said advance, can be permitted to create a second charge on the property in favour of the
fmancial institutions from whom they obtain additional loan.
(ii) employees can assign their interest in the insurance cover andlor accoumulation in the saving
fund under the central government employees insurance scheme to the recognised financial
institution as an additional security for obtaining the additional loan.

14.11. Total assistance under the house building advance scheme, non-refundable withdrawal
from provident fund and assistance from other government sources is not allowed to exceed the
ceilings mentioned below or the cost of constructing or acquiring a house, excluding the cost of the
plot,-

Category

Ceiling

(i) For employees whose 100 months' basic pay is upto Rs.80,OOO/~

RS.1.251akh

(ii) For employees whose 100 months' basic pay is above Rs.80,0001but upto Rs.1,70,OOO
Rs. 2.00 lakh
(iii) For employees whose 100 months' basic pay exceeds Rs.l,70,OOOI- Rs.3.00 lakh

The above ceilings which are in operation since April, 1984 may be revised by government in view of
the revision of pay scales and thereafter as and when necessary to make them realistic .
. 14.1~. The organisational and infrastructural assistance to government employees who want to
build theU' own houses could be on the following lines,'
(i) creation of a special agency under government for constructing houses on behalf of employees,
(ii) allotment of land at concessional rates,
(iii) allotment of cement and steel through special quota at concessional rates.

14.13. No such special facilities are at present available to central government employees.
However some of them have formed co-operative group housing societies but they do not have any
special facility in this regard.
'
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14.14. We understand that the question of setting up a registered society to implement an
ownership housing scheme for central government employees to be financed out of the funds
accumulated under the central government employees' group insurance scheme was considered by a
committee comprising representatives of concerned ministries/departments. The committee examined
the question of setting up of a registered body to undertake construction of houses under a 'self
financing housing scheme' for different groups of employees in Delhi. Delhi Development Authority
was to identify land for the purpose and HUDCO was to be engaged as consultant to implement the
scheme on a turn-key basis. However, since this would have meant setting up of another government
agency for construction of housing involving substantial administrative expenditure, the scheme was
given up. Instead, it was decided to utilise the funds under the central government employees' group
insurance scheme to the extent possible to augment the amounts available for house building advance.
While this is a step in the right ~ection, we recommend that government should also provide facilities
by way of allotment of land at concessional rates at different places and ~l1oc.ation of ~emen~ a~d steel
through special quota at controlled rates to government employees or theIr group housmg SOCIetIes.
14.15. In its Report No. lIon 'Rent Control', the Economic and Administrative Reforms
Commission has dealt with the question of rent control in detail. While pointing out the flaws in the
existing tenancy laws, the Commission has also made a number of recommendations regarding
housing in general. The purpose of these recommendations primarily is to encourage private
constructi~n of houses with maximum infrastructural facilities to be provided by the government. That
may help in easing the general housing situation in the country.
14.16. We find that a number of government and quasi-government agencies which are engaged in
house building activities, receive substantial financial assistance from central government. A few of
them are reserving some houses for allotment to serving or retiring central government employees.
This is however 110t being done by most of the other agencies. It is recommended that while
providing assistance to these agencies it should be stipulated that a reasonable percentage of houses
constructed by them shall be reserved for allotment to central government employees on ownership
basis. This will help in easing the housing problem to some extent for central government employees.
14.17. Government employees generally are in a position to construct a house only after they
have put in 15 to 20 year~ of service and have some savings for necessary initial investment. In many
cases, however, such savings either do not materialise or are utilised otherwise. We therefore
recommend that government should introduce a scheme whereby employees are encouraged to :make
some savings for acquiring a house. A broad outline of the scheme has been given in the annexe 14.1.
We also recommend that the accumulations in the fund under the proposed scheme should carry a rate
of interest which is one per cent more than the interest on accumulation in OPF. We also recommend
that government may, as a gesture of goodwill to the employees, contribute another one per cent of the
accumulated amount at the time of final withdrawal.
14.18. The Third Pay Commission had inter alia, made the following recommendations on
housing and house rent allowance,.
(i) Government should take houses on long lease and make residential accommodation available to
its employees on payment of 10 per cent of their pay.
(n) Government should lay down appropriate rates of HRA for different cities and towns not on
the criterion of population but on the basis of prevailing levels of rent. Alternatively, notional
rents for different types of accomodation meant for employees in specified pay groups should
be laid down for different cities and towns. The difference between the actual rents paid and 10
per cent of the pay should be reimbursed provided the actual does not exceed the notional renti
where it does, the extent of reimbursement will be limited to the difference between the notional
rent and the 10 per cent of the pay.
14.19. The above suggestions were essentially of a long term nature. The Commission therefore' .
recommended revision of the rates of HRA which were to be applied immediately. Government
revised the rates of lIRA as recommended by the Commission. But the other two recomm~ndations
remained unimplemented.
.
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14.20. The recommendations made in the preceding paragraphs will take time in their
implementation. We are however aware of the pressing need to provide immediate relief to the
employees in the fonn of increased house rent allowance.
14.21. House rent allowance (HRA) is paid to central government employees to compensate them
partly for the specially high rents which they have to pay for hir~d residenti~l. accommodation i~ big
cities. HRA is paid at different rates in different cities and for thlS purpose Clues have been classIfied
with reference to population. The existing criteria for classification of cities is as given below,Population of city

Classification

Over 16 lakh

A

Above 8 but not exceeding 161akh

B 1

Above 4 but not exceeding 8 Iakh

B2

Above 50,000 but not exceeding 41akh

C

Except for a few places governed by special orders, HRA is not paid in unclassified cities.
14.22 The rates offIRA payable to tile employees in different cities are as follows,Class of city/town

Rate of HRA

A,B 1 and B 2

15 per cent of pay subject to a maximum of Rs.400/- p.m.

C Class

7-112 per cent of pay subject to a maximum of Rs.200/- p.m.

For claiming HRA, employees are required to produce rent receipts. Out of the total rent paid, an
amount equal to 10 per cent of the employee's pay is deducted and the balance is reimbursed subject to
the ceilings mentioned above. However, in case of employees whose pay plus Dearness Pay (upto
index average 320) does not exceed Rs.I069/-, HRA is paid without production of rent receipts. lIRA
is n'ot admissible to employees who are provided with government accommodation.
14.23. The Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) have urged payment of fmA on the basis of
notional rents for different types of accommodation which should be laid down for specified pay
groups for each city after studying actual conditions as recommended by the Third Pay Commission.
According to them HRA should be the difference of prevalent market rent of accommodation to which
an employee is entitled and 10 per cent of his pay. They have also suggested that pending grant of
HRA on the basis of assessed rent as recommended by the Third Pay Commission, it may be paid at
the following rates as an interim measure, .A Class cities

25 per cent of pay

B 1 Class cities

20 per cent of pay

B 2 Class cities

15 percent of pay

C Class cities

10 per cent of pay

Unclassified cities

7-1/2 per cent of pa~

Some other unions have also suggested increase in rates ofIiRA and its payment in all places. It has
also been brought to our notice that the existing procedure for payment of lIRA involves a lot of
administrative work: and it should be rationalised and simplified.
14.24. We have given careful consideration to the matter. The Third Pay Commission's
recommendation for taking houses on long .lease for allotment to government employees has already
been reiterated by us. Our suggestions for modification and rationalisation of the present scheme of
BRA have been discussed In the following paragraphs.
14.25. At present, there are two rates of HRA, one applicable to A, Bland B 2 class cities and
the other to C class cities. The classification of cities is with reference to pqpulation. As regards
classification of cities for payment of HRA it has not been possible so far to evolve a better altemati ve.
It is well known that rentals are generally higher in bigger cities compare~ to smaller cities. The
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'existing system of payment of HRA with reference to classification of cities based of population may
'therefore continue. The cities may also continue to be grouped into the existing three classes viz.. A,
Bland B2, C and unclassified cities. As house rents have risen in all places, there is a genuine need
for grant of HRA in unclassified cities/towns also, where it is not admissible at present.
\

14.26. The rates and the procedure for gra~t of lIRA require modification. At present. HRA is
required to be calculated separately for each employee with reference to the pay drawn by him from
time to time within the prescribed ceiling and is based on the rent actually paid by him. whenever
there is any change either in payor in the rent, the amount of lIRA is required to be recalculated. This
involves avoidable administrasive and accounting work. The entitlement of various categories of
government employees for allotment of government accommodation is governed by their pay. We
suggest that the payment of HRA to government employee should be related to the type of government
accommodation to which they are entitled on the basis of the pay ranges. Under this arrangement a
fixed amount of BRA should be admissible to an employee entitled to a particular type of
accommodation and this would not change until there is a change in his entitlement. We are of the
view that this arrangement will simplify the procedure for grant of HRA and will be more rational.
14.27. We recommend that employees may be grouped in the following pay ranges for purposes
of grant of house rent allowance and entitlement to government accommodation. The employees may
be paid HRA at three different rates based on classification of cities. The amount ofHRA in different
classes of cities may be as follows:Type of accommodation to which
entitled
1
A

B
C
D

E
Ei

E2
E3

Pay range id
proposed scales
for entitlement

2
750-949
950-1499
1500-2799
2800-3599
36OQ..4499
4500-6699
6700-7299
7300 and above

Amount of house rent allowance payable in
A,B1 and
C class
Unc1assfied
places
B2 class cities
cities

3

4

150
250
450
600
800

70
120
220
300
400

150
200

1000

500

300

5
30
50

100

At present employees getting pay plus dearness pay upto Rs.l,069/- are exempt from producing any
rent receipt for claiming BRA and they constitute about 96.5 per cent of the total number of employees.
This was done becau~e of the difficulties in obtaining rent receipts from landlor!is and the work
involved in their verification. It has been represented that such a difficulty is being ex:perienced by
other employees also. We recommend that lIRA at the above rates Illay be paid to all employees
(other than those provided government owned/hired accommodation) without requiring them to
produce rent receipts. They should, however, be required to furnish a certificate to the effect that they
are incurring some expenditure on rent/contributing towards rent. HRA at the above rates may also be
paid to government employees living in their own houses subject to their furnishing a certificate that
they are paying/contributing towards house or property tax or maintenance of the house. The other
conditions at present applicable for the grant of lIRA in cases where a government employee shares
government accommodation allotted rent free to another government employee or resides in
government accommodation allotted to his parents, son, daughter, wife or husband, shall continue to
be applicable.
14.28. BRA has been sanctioned under special orders for a few places and some hill stations. For
example, employees working in areas covered by Faridabad Complex, Ghaziabad Municipality, New
BombaylPanvel/Uran and in Shillong (u,pto a specified pay range) are paid HRA at the rate of 15 per
cent of pay. In some other places like Shimla. Guwahati. Imphal, Ootacamund; Mount Abu and
Kalimpong HRA is paid at 7-1/2 per cent of pay. There are some hill stations like Kodaikanal.
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Mussoorie, Naianital, Pachmarhi and Chakrata where the rate is 5 per cent of pay. There are also
restrictions in some cases on the limit of pay upto which lIRA is given. We recommend that in all
places where HRA is presently admissible at 15 per cent of pay, the same may be paid at the rates
recommended by us for A,B 1 and B2 class cities. In other cases covered by special orders, lIRA may
be paid at the rate recommended by us for C class cities. In both these cases, there should be no upper
pay limit for payment of BRA.
14.29. In the Union Territory of Goa. Daman, and Diu HRA is being paid at 7-112 per cent of pay
under special orders, which are subject to review annually. The allowance was last sanctioned upto
February 28, 1987. We rec-ommend that so long as government continues to extend payment of BRA
in the Union Territory of Goa, Daman and Diu under special orders, it may be paid at rates
recommended by us for C class cities.
14.30. We may now deal with a few other matters relating to the provision and allotment of
government accommodation. As mentioned earlier, government accommodation is at present available
to about 25 per cent of central government employees only. We feel that steps should be taken to
increase the level of satisfaction to as high a percentage as possible and, for this purpose, a phased
programme of construction should be drawn up for various places where such accommodation is
considered necessary. There should be an adequate provision of funds aI).d planned construction
programmes should be taken up on high priority basis.
14.31. A limited hostel accommodation is at present available for allotment to central government
employees in New Delhi and a few other places, but this is confined to those drawing pay of Rs.700/and above for single room accommodation and Rs.l000/- and above for double room accommodation.
We reconunend provision of hostel accommodation on a much larger scale for easing the acute
shortage of accommodation in various cities/towns. Government may consider going in for
construction of more hostel accommodation at ~ll places where there is concentration of central
government employees.
14.32. Under the existing rules rent for government accommodation other than hostel
accommodation is recovered at 10 per cent of ~foluments (basic pay plus dearness pay upto 320
points
or standard rent of the house, which ver is less. Tn the case of employees in receipt of
pay below Rs.300/- the recovery is made at 7-112 ~ cent of emolluments or standard rent, whichever
is less. ~us, ,c?ns.iderable accountin~g work is r~ri~ed for calcul~~ing rent i~ each case. This also
leads to dispannes m recovery of rent among comparable employees m occupation of the same type of
accommodation in different stations and in different~OCa1ities at the same station. We are of the view
that rent for government accommodation should be tecovered at a fiat rate with reference to type of
accommodation allotted to the employee and the rate should be unifonnly applicable throughout India.
This will not only dispense with avoidable accounting work but will also bring about uniformity in rent
recovery from the employees for the same type of accommodation in all places. We recommend that
government may exam.m.e the matter and take a decision.
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Annexe 14.1
(See paragraph 14.17)
A BROAD OUfLINE OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING FUND
1. A 'Pund'may be created to be known as Central Government Employees' Housing Fund ..
2. The 'Fund' may have four rates of monthly contribution as given below:Category

Monthly contribution

A

Rs.200/- per month

B

Rs.150/- per month

C

Rs.100/- per month

Rs. 50 per month
D
For each category the period contribution may be 120 months, 180 months, 300 months or 360
months as may be selected by the employees.
3. The contributions to the 'Fund' should carry interest at a rate which is one per cent above that
applicable to Provident Fund, i.e. 13 per cent at present.
4. The maturity value for each category and the period selected may be worked out on the basis of
interest at 13 per cent per annum.
5. Tlle contribution to the 'Pund' should be eligible for all the tax benefits available for subscriptions
to Provident Fund.
6. The category and the period of contribution should be selected by an employee keeping in view the
Temaining period of service or the period after which he desires to acquire the house and the
amount likely to be needed by him for that purpose. The paying capacity of the employee may
also be taken into account before permitting him to select the category and the period of
contribution.
7. Membership of the' Pund' may be voluntary, but once an employee;: joins the 'Fund', he should
not be allowed to withdraw or change the category and the period of contribution until the maturity
period except in the event of his ceasing to be in service by resignation, removal/dismissal, death or
permanent transfer to a body or organisation outside the government.
8. The 'Pund' may be managed pn the same lines as the Central Government Employees' Group
Insurance Scheme and record of, contributions, etc. maintained on similar basis.
9. On expiry of period of contribution, the maturity value may be paid to the employee for building or
acquiring a house. At the time of payment of the balance on maturity, an additional interest of one
per cent may be given on the total amount in the account of the employee.
10. In the event of the employee ceasing to be in service before the maturity period, the surrender value
for the completed years of the category and the period of contribution preceding the date of leaving
the service, together with the actual amount of contribution for the current year in which he ceases
to be in service may be paid to the employee or his nominee .as the case may be.
11. No advance from the 'Fund' should be permitted for any purpose.

CHAPTER 15
SCIIEMFS FOR EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

15.1. Government provides educational assistance for the education of children of central
government employees under the privisions of Ce~tral Civil Services ~ducational ~ssis~nce) Or?ers,
1983. The assistance is provided by way of reImbursement of tUItIOn fee, chIldren s educatlonal
allowance, subsidy for purchase of books and hostel subsidy. In addition, there are ~endr~ya
vidyalayas which cater to the educational needs of transferable central government employees mcludmg
Armed Forces personnel. The number of civilian beneficiaries of the schemes for educational
assistance and the expenditure thereon during 1983-84 is given in the table below:
Table

Scheme

Number of Beneficiaries

Expenditure during 1983-84

(in lakh)

(Rs. in Jakh)

Reimbursement of tuition fee

1.91

348.00

Children's educational allowance

0.60

350.00

Payment of hostel subsidy
Subsidy for purchase of books

.005
0.15

2.00
0.31

While the scheme for reimbursement of tuition fee is of general applicability, the other schemes are
primarily intended to cater to the needs of transferable government employees. The educational
assistance under these schemes is admissible to a government employee for not more than three
children at a time. The essential features of these schemes by and large continue to be the same as
recommended by the Third Pay Commission.
15.2. Presently, the scheme for payment of hostel subsidy is applicable to all categories of
employees without any upper pay limit. However, in respect of the schemes for reimbursement of
tuition fee/children's educational allowance and subsidy for purchase of books, the benefit is available
to employees drawing pay upto Rs.l,200/- per month and Rs.l,600/- per month respectively. In
respect of Armed Forces personnel, reimbursement of tuition fee is admissible without any pay limit.
In their joint proposals, the three Services have proposed that no pay limit be fixed for admissibility for
children's educational allowance and subsidy for purchase of books. It has been urged by a larg y
section of employees also that the existing pay limit for providing assistance under the schemes of
educational assistance should be removed. It has been pointed out that due to considerable price rise
over the Y(fars, the pay differntials among various categories of employees have eroded. Further, the
prices of school books, stationery, uniform, etc. have gone up so much that even employees ill upper
pay brackets are feeling the pinch of rising cost of education. There is considerable force in these
representations and we recommend that, in addition to the scheme for payment of hostel subsidy, the
assistance under schemes of reimbursement of tuition fee, children's educational allowance and
subsidy for purchase of books may also be given to all employees without any pay limit.
15.3 The Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) have urged that for higher education in a
university or for professional studies, there should be a system of reimbursing the tuition fee actually
charged without any ceiling. A similar suggestion has been made by some other unions of
employees. We are of the opinion, however, that at the present stage of development of the country it
will be enough to provide assistance up to the school level.
15.4 Suggestions have also been made that assistance under the various schemes may be given to
all employees without linking it to their transfer. The Staff Side in the National Council (JeM) have
suggested payment of a fixed allowance at the rate of Rs.35/- per month per child with a maximum of
Rs.lOOI- per month for each employee to meet the partial cost of stationery, books, transport, etc. In
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their joint proposals, th,e three Services have proposed that payment of hostel ~ubsidy should not be
linked to transfer. They have also proposed that an annual allowance may be paid for purchase of t~xt
books at the rate of Rs.lOO/- per child for school going children and Rs.200/- for college gomg
children. The very purpose of the schemes for payment of children's educational allowance, hostel
subsidy and subsidy for purchase of books is to provide some help to transferable ~overnment
employees who face problems in the education of their children on their transfer to new stations. There
is no justification for extending the benefit of the schemes to employees who are not transferred and do
not therefore face such problems.
15.5. At present the tuition fee payable and actually paid by government employee for his
children is reimbursable s\lbject to specified conditions up to the following limits:
a) Class VI to VIII - Rs. 5/- per month
b) Class IX to XII - fees approved by kendriya vidyalayas.
We have been informed that the fees charged by kendriya vidyalayas presently are as follows:

Basic pay upto Rs.2,OOO/Rs.15/- per month
IX and X
XI and XII
Rs.20/- plus Rs.5/- science fee for those offering science subjects.
Tution fee includes science fee, laboratory fee, subject fee charged for agriculture as an elective
additional subject, and any fee charged for subjects like music which are taught as part of the regular
school curriculum/. Tuition fee does not, however, include library fee, games fee, admission fee,
extra-curricular/activity fee, etc. In the case of physically handicapped or mentally retarded children,
fees actually paid are reimbursed if the institute in which the child is studying is a recognised one and
the fees are approved by government. However, if the fees charged by such institutions are not
approved by government, fee up to a ceiling of Rs.20/- per month is reimbursable.
15.6. Under the scheme of reimbursement of tuition fee, fees actually charged by schools are
reimbursed subject to specified limits. In the joint proposals, the three Services have proposed that the
quantum of reimbursement of tuition fees should be actual, subject to the maximum of local Services
Schools' rates (managed by Services). Since the rates of tuition fee differ from State to State, and
sometimes from school to school, considerable administrative and accounting work is involved in the
verification of the claims and payment thereof. We feel that there is need for rationalization and
simplification of procedure relating to these payments. Accordingly, we recommend that
reimbursement of tuition fee as defined under the existing rules may be mad~ at the following flat rates
so long as the same is payable and actually paid by a government employee for the education of his
children in a recognised school,Class

Class
X and below
XI andXn

Amount of reimbursement
Rs.20 per month per child
Rs.25 per month per child
We also recommend that reimbursement of tuition fee at the above rates may be made in cases where
children are studying under the recognised open school system. We further recommend that in the
casy of physically handicapped or mentally retarded children of gove~ment employees', the ceiling of
Rs.20/- per month where applicable may be raised to Rs.50/- per month.
15.7. Children's educational allowance is admissible to a government employee when he is
compelled to send his child to a school away from the station at which he is posted/residing owing to
the absence of a school of requisite standard at that station or when the child is denied admission in
.' such a school due to there being no vacancy or for any other reason. The rates of the allowance are at
. present as follows:
.
Primary classes

Rs.15/~

Secondary!Higher Secondary classes -

Rs.20/- per month per child

per month per child
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15.8 Associations of emplolyees have urged that the children's educat~o~al allowance may be paid
to the employees without linking it to the availability of a school o.f requisIte st.andard at the ~la~e of
posting or non-availability of accommodation in such a school. Pnor to the TIurd Pay ComrrusslOn's
report, the children's educational allowance was admissible if the children Of. th~ employ~e were
studying at a place other than the place of his posting. The allowance was admISSIble even m cases
where the employee kept his children at a place other than the place of his posting for his own
convenience. However, in the railways, the allowance was admissible only if the employee was
compelled by the absence of proper schooling facility at the place of his posti~g t? keep his children at
a different station. The Third Pay Commission recommended that the prmclp1e followed by the
Railways may be adopted in respect of other government employees also. At present the employees
who are transferred from one place to another are put to considerable difficulties on account of change
in the medium of instruction, curriculum, etc. There are also instances where students studying in a
particular school in senior classes are required to take board examinations. It will not be in the interest
of their studies to cause any dislocation. In such cases, the employees have no option but to continue
the education of their children at the old station and incur additional expenditure. We therefore
recommend that in case of transfer from one station to another, if the employees have to keep their
children at the old station for board examination in the interest of continuity of their studies, they may
be paid children's educational allowance without insisting on any other condition. In all other cases,
~e existing conditions for the grant of the allowance may continue.
15.9. The existing rates of children's educational allowance which were prescribed by the Third
Pay Commission more than a decade ago, require a review. We recommend that for administrative
convenience and simplicity in accounting, children's educational allowance may be paid at a uniform
rate of Rs .50/- per month per child for primary, secondary and higher secondary classes.

15.10. A government employee is eligible to the grant of subsidy at the rate of Rs.60/- per month
per child if, because of his transfer, he is obliged to keep his children in the hostel of a residential
school away from the station at which he is posted or is residing. In reply to the questionnaire the
Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) have urged that the amount of subsidy should be increased so
as to meet the full cost. In their joint proposals, the Services have suggested that for children residing
in hostel, full hostel charges may be reimbursed on production of receipts. Some of the associations
have also pointed out that the present condition for the grant of the subsidy is rather stringent as the
hostel subsidy can be allowed in those cases only where the employee has admitted his children in the
hostel of a residential school after his tranfer. It has been pointed out that in may cases transfer takes
place in the middle of an academic session when admission of children to residential schools is not
possible. In some cases, the employees foresee their transfer and admit their children to residential
schools in anticipation of such transfer or admit them during rthe academic session subsequent to
transfer. We therefore recommend that the hostel subsidy may be paid from the. effective date of
transfer even if the children of the employee are already admitted to the hostel of a residential school.
The existing rate of hostel subsidy of Rs.60/- per month per child which was fixed more than 10 years
ago needs revision and we recommend that this may be raised to Rs.150/- per month per child.
15.11. When an employee is transferred from one station to another in the middle of an academic
session and, as a result, shifts his children to a school requiring purchase of a new set of books, he is
at present granted a subsidy at the following rates:
Primary classes

Rs. 20/- per child

Secondary classes

RsAO/- per child

Higher Secondary classes

Rs.60/~

per child

Representations have been made for increasing the amounts as the cost of books has gone up. We
recommend that the subsidy for purchase of books may be raised to Rs.120/- for secondary/higher
secondary classes and to Rs.50/- per child for other classes.
15.12. We also recommend that the benefit of all the schemes of educational assistance whether
separately or in conjunction. may be admissible for two children only. This will be in co~sonance
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with the national objective of a small family. In their joint proposals, the Services have also proposed
that the educational concession may be restricted to two children.
15.13. The scheme of kendriya vidyalayas with common syllabus and medium of instruction
caters to the educational needs of children of transferable central government employees including
Armed Forces personnel. As on April 30, 1984, there were 450 kendriya vidyalayas spread all over
the country with a total enrolment of 3,38,671. Education is free in kendriya vidyalayas upto VIII
standard. However, tuition fee at varying rates is charged from students of Class IX to Xli depending
upon the income of the parents. As per the rules laid down by kendriya vidyalaya sangathan, top
priority for admission is given to children of transferable central government employees including
personnel of Armed Forces, central pOlice organisations, Boarder Roads Organisation and members of
a11-India services. It has been represented that in spite of the above provision, children of transferable
central government employees often are unable to secure admission to kendriya vidyalayas. We
recommend that government should open more kendriya vidyalayas to meet the educational needs of
children of transferable central government employees and the vidyalayas should continue to give
preference to the children of such employees and members of all-India services and should admit other
students only when the seats are surplus. We also recommend that where a government employee is
transferred in the middle of an academic session, all possible efforts should be made by the kendriya
vidyalayas to accommodate his children. The number of kendriya vidyalayas with hostel facilities
should also be increased and, wherever necessary, hostels for gids may also be opened by the
kendriya vidyalaya sangathan.

CHAPTER 16
MEDICAL FACILITIES

16.1. The central government civilian employees and their families are provided medical facilities
under the following schemes,i)

Central government health scheme (CGHS)
ii) Medical reimbursement scheme (MRS) under the Central Services (Medical Attendance) rules,
1944.
iii) Railway medical scheme (RMS).

The Central Government Health Scheme'started in 1954, covers employees in Delhi, Bombay,
Calcutta, Patna, Madras, Ahmedabad, Allahabad, Hyderabad, Nagpur. Bangalore, Pune, Jaipur,
Kanpur, Meerut, Ghaziabad, Faridabad and Lucknow. The facilities under the scheme include
outpatient care provided through a network of allopathic/ayurvedic/homeopathic/unani
dispensaries/units, supply of medicine, laboratory and x-ray investigations, domiciliary visits,
emergency treatment and post natal care for women, advice on family welfare, specialists' consultation
and hopsitalisatiot,l at government and other recognised hospitals. The scheme also covers retired
central government employees and widows of such employees in receipt of family pension.
16.2. The medical re-imbursement scheme is applicable to those employees who are not covered
under the CGHS or the RMS. Under this scheme, government notifies authorised medical attendants
who may be doctors working in the state government/municipal hospital and other medical practioners.
Expenses incurred on medical treatment as admissible are reimbursed under this scheme on production
of vouchers duly certified by the authorised medical attendant.
16.3. Railway em_ployees are entitled to medical attendance and treatment free of charge in railway
hospitals, health unitS'Or consulting rooms maintained by the authorised medical attendants nominated
under the scheme. In cases of emergency, the employees are also entitled to obtain treatment in any
hospital or health units maintained by central or state government or local authority.
16.4. Retired railway employees are permitted to avail medical attendance and treatment facilities
by joining the "Retired Railway Employees Contributory Health Scheme". The benefit of this scheme
is limited to outdoor treatment of retired employees and their spouses and can be availed of at any of
the authorised hospitals.
16.5.. The Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) suggested a fixed medical allowance at the rate
of Rs.50/- per month to meet the cost of outdoor treatment as an alternative for the medical
reimbursement scheme. They have also suggested that the existing facilities for indoor treatment
should continue. Suggestions have also been received for improving the functioning of CGHS and
expansion of RMS.
16.6. When the Second Pay Commission recommended the adoption of the contributory health
service scheme, it visualised that this scheme would eventually develop into a comprehensive national
health service. CGHS was considered as a pilot project for such a national service. Subsequent
development of CGRS was therefore planned and executed around this ideaL In some of the
dispensaries the facility has been thrown open to the general public as well. The main advantage of
CGHS is in making available medical care of a reasonable standard at a low cost to the beneficiaries.
The scheme, however, has some shortcomings which appear to be mainly due to poor doctor-patient
ratio and non-availability of medicines. Dissatisfaction has been expressed regarding the quality of
medicines suplied. These short comings are neither endemic nor insurmountable. the scheme should
be streamlined, improved and expanded by providing additional funds.
16.7. The present rate of contribution by employees ranges from Rs.6/- to Rs.l44/- per annum.
About 87 per cent of the total beneficiaries contribute less than Rs.45/- per annum. The average
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expenditure incurred under this scheme per family is about Rs.360/- per annum. We find that the rates
have not been revised since '1964, when the scheme was first introduced. Keeping in view the revised
pay scales recommended by us, we suggest the rates of contribution by the employees may be revised
as follows,Pay rangeg

Rs.5100 and above
Rs.2800 and above but less than Rs.5100
Rs.1900 and above but less than Rs.2800
Rs. 1400 and above but less than Rs.1900
Rs.ll00 and above but less than Rs.1400
Below Rs.ll00

Rate(Rs.) per month
25
20
15
10
5
2

These rates may also apply to pensioners.
16.8. We have also considered as an alternative to MRS, the introduction of a health insurance
scheme for the employees. In 1984, the general insurance companies introduced a health insurance
scheme, under which reimbursement of expenses is made for medical treatment. It is difficult to take a
view at this stage whether the scheme can provide satisfactory medical coverage to government
employees who are spread all over the country. The government may examine the feasibility and
modalities of an insurance scheme for government employees in lieu of the 1v.1RS.
16.9. We recognise that employees covered by MRS are experiencing difficulties as regards the
treatment and reimbursement of expenses incurred by them. There is also considerable administrative
and accounting work involved in the settlement of claims. Various kinds of malpractices in the
scheme have also been brought to our notice. We, therefore, recommend ~rant of a fixed medical
allowance of Rs.25/- per month for outdoor treatment to aU employees covered·by MRS. The
expenses incurred on special diseases (cancer, diabetes, mental'diseases, poliomyelitis, tubercular
diseases and leprosy) and hospitalisation may continue to be reimbursed to all employees as at present
under the scheme.
16.10. Parents, sisters, widowed sisters,.minor brothers and children are deemed to be wholly
dependent on the government employee if they are residing with him and if their income from all
sources including pension and pension equivalent of neRO benefits is less than Rs.350/- p.m. Staff
Side in the National Council OCM) and other associations have urged that the present income limit for
determining dependency should be, raised: We agree with the suggestion and recommend that the
income limit may now be fixed at Rs.500/- p.m.

CHAPTER 17
COMPENSATORY ALLOWANCES
(I) Compensatory (city) allowance

17.1. Central government employees are at present granted a compensatory (city) allowance
(CCA) to compensate for the high cost of living in the bigger cities. The classification of cities for
purposes of grant of CCA is with reference to population within the urban agglomeration of the
city/town. The existing rates of CCA are as given below,Pay per month

Rate of allowance

A

i) Below Rs.2S0/ii) Rs.2S0/- and above

B-1

i) Below Rs.3301ii) Rs.330/- and above

6.5 per cent of pay subject to a maximum of Rs.12/-.
6 per cent of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.16.20 and a
maximum of Rs.751-.
5 percent of pay.
4.5 per cent of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.16.45 and
a maximum of Rs.50/-.
3.5 per cent of pay subject to a maximum of Rs.lO/-.
Amount by which pay falls short of Rs.I078/-.

Class of city

B-2

i)

Below Rs.1069/-

ii) Rs.I069/- and above

CCA is presently admissible to about 56 per cent of central government employees. On the basis of a

special study on comparative costliness carried out in respect of 26 centres for which statistical data
was available with the Labour Bureau and Central Statistical Organisation, and after considering all
relevant factors, government sanctioned payment of CCA in 1979 in 14 other places at the rates
applicable in B-2 class cities.

17.2. It has been represented that the rates of CCA should be enhanced as there has been a steep
rise in the cost of living in various cities. It has also been pointed out that the population criteria for
classification of cities bas many shortcomings and the classification should appropriately be with
reference to the relative costlinesss of cities. The Staff Side in the National Council (lCM) have
suggested that the rates of CCA may be as fo11ows,A Class cities
B-1 Class cities
B-2 Class cities
C Class cities

10 per cent of pay
8 per cent of pay
6 per cent of pay
5 per cent of pay

It has also been suggested that there should be no ceiling on the amount of CCA for at least the nongazetted staff.
17.3. Classifying cities on the basis of their comparative costliness is a complicated and time
consuming process. Even the limited study which was done in the past, took considerable time and
was possible in respect of a few cities only for which some data was already available. It may be
difficult to carry out a special study in respect of all cities and to~ns in the country to determine their
relative costliness. Moteover, the costliness of places is likely to ~vary from time to time depend~ng
upon the growth of industries and availi:\bility of various goods and services. It has also been pointed
out that many of the bigger cities which have a- well established marketing and transport system may
not really be costlier than smaller cities which are not properly developed or are isolated. The
suggestion that CCA shol,lld be paid at all places is difficult to accept as increases in the general cost of
living are compensated by the scheme of payment of dearness allowance from time to time. We have
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separately recommended a'regular scheme for compensation for price rise and have also suggested
improvements in th~ rates of house rent allowance and its payment at all places.
17.4. Having regard to all these, there is little justification for any modification of the existing
scheme. However, there is need for rationalisation and simplification of the existing system of
payment of CCA. We recommend that CCA may be paid to government employees in the various pay
ranges at the fixed rates mentioned below,Pay Range (Basic pay)

Amount of CCA in Class of cities (Rs. p.m.)

Below Rs.950/Rs.950/- and above but below Rs.1500
Rs.1500/- and above but below Rs.2000/Rs.2000 and above

A

B·1

B-2

30
45

25
35

20
20

75
100

50
75

20
20

(IT) Special Compensatory Allowances

17.5. Central government employees are at present eligible for payment of the following
compensatory allowances on account of peculiar local difficulties,(i)
Hill compensatory allowance;
(ii) Winter allowance;
(iii) Special Compensatory Allowances such as border area allowance, remote locality allowance,
difficult area allowance and disturbed area allowance;
,
(iv) Bad climate allowance;
(v) Tribal area allowance/scheduled area allowance/agency allowance; and
(vi) Project allowance.

17.6. Hill Compensatory Allowance (HCA) and Winter Allowance (WA) are granted to employees
as a compensation for higher cost of living at hill stations and for meeting the additional expenditure on
fuel, warm clothing, etc. The existing rates of these allowance are as follows,-

Hill Compensatory
Allowance

Hill Stations situated at a height of
1500 metres or more
Pay below 6.5 per cent of pay;
Minimum - Rs.12/Rs.2S0/Rs.2S0/- and
above

Winter
Allowance

Pay belowRs.250/Rs.250/- to

Rs.1250/-

6 per cent of pay;
Minimum - Rs.16.20
Maximum· Rs.7S/6.5 per cent of pay;
Minimum - Rs.1516 per cent of pay;
Minimum - Rs.16.20
Maximum - Rs.40/-

Hlll Stations situated at a height of
1000 metres or more but less than 1500 metre
Pay below 5 per cent of pay
Rs.330/Rs.330/- and
above

4.5 per cent of pay;

Pay below Rs.3301Rs.3301- to -

5 per cent of pay
Minimum - Rs.IO/4.5 per cent of pay;

Rs.1250/-

Minimum - Rs.16,45;
Maximum· Rs.SO/·

Minimum - Rs.16.45;
Maximum - Rs.25/-

While HCA is admissible throughout the year, W A is admissible for six months at places n6rth of
Tropic of Cancer and for four months at places south of it.
17.7. It has been represented that the WA should also be allowed thrpughout the year. It has also
been suggested that places located between two hills which do not satisfy the present criterion ofheight
for RCA should also be covered, as such places are reached only after negotiating the surroundjng
high hills. The cost of living in these places is said tO'be as high as at hill stations.
17.8. There are at present two different rates for RCA and WA depending upon the height of the
hill station. The difference between the two rates is, however, marginal. The pay ranges for grant of
the two allowances under the respective rates are also,not uniform. Similarly there is not much
justification for permitting payment ofW A for four months at places to the south of Tropic of Cancer
and for six months to its north. To simplify the payment of these allowances, we suggest that a
composite allowance inclusive of the present HCA and W A should be allowed throughout the year at
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all places where HCA is admissible at present. The rates of the composite allowance at all places
where HCA is presently admissible may be as follows:Basic pay
Below Rs.950/Rs.950J- and above but
below Rs.1500/Rs.1S00/- and above but
below Rs.2000/Rs.2000 and above

Kate of composite RCA per month (Rs.)
50

70
120
1S0

We also recommend that government may consider extending the composite HCA to places surrounded
by hills but not qualifying for the allowance under the existing height criterion if these are not already
covered by the scheme for grant of special compensatory allowance and if the conditions there are
comparable with those of adjoining hill stati0Il:s.

17.9. Special compensatory allowances in the nature of border area' allowance, remote locality
allowance and difficult area allowance are granted to central government employees at certain places
because of exceptionally difficult local conditions. There are at present 23 different sets of rates of
special compensatory allowance ranging from Rs.I0 to Rs.S50 per month as given in the Table on the
following pages.
S1.No.

Areas

1.

Little Andaman, Nicobar and
Narcondum Islands

2.

North and Middle Andamans

3.

Throughout Lakshadweep &
Minicoy Islands

4.

Difficult areas of Arunachal
Pradesh

5.

Following areas in Himachal
Pradesh,a) Pangi Sub-Division ofChamba
District;

Existing rates of Special Compensatory Allowance per month
30 per cent of pay to all employees with a maximum of
Rs.400/- plus compensatory allowance at 12-1/2 per cent of
pay tQ all employees with maximum of Rs.150/-.
2~ per cent of pay to all employees with maximum of Rs.350/plus compensatory allowance at 12-1/2 per cent of pay with
maximum of Rs.ISO/-.
35 per cent of pay to all employees with maximum of RsAOO/plus compensatory allowance at 10 per cent of pay with
maximum ofRs.ISO/-.
Pay upto Rs.500 35 per cent of pay;
Pay above Rs.500 35 per cent of pay;
Minimum Rs.2S0/Maximum RsAOO/-.
Pay upto Rs.260/- -

Rs.I00/-

Pay Rs.261-650
Maximum Rs.150/-

50 per cent of pay;

b) BharamourTehsil ofChamba

District;
Pay above Rs.650/c) La11aul and Spiti District;
d) Kirmaur District;
e) Dodra - Kawar area of Rohru
Tehsil. Parganas of Pandrabis
and Atharahis, Gram Panchayats
of Munish. Derkali and Kashapat
of RampurTehsil of Simla District;
f) Pargana of Pandrabis of Kulu District;
g) Chhota Bahngal and Bara Bhangal
areaaf
Palampur Sub-Division of Kangra
District.

Rs.200/-
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Areas

.No.

Existing rates of Special Compensatory Allowance per month

Chimptuipui District of Mizoram and
areas beyond
25 Km. from Lungali town in Lunglei
District of Mizoram
Zanskar in Leh District in Jammu
& Kashmir

Following areas in Jannnu
& Kashmir,i) Niabat Bani, Lobi, Malhar and
Macchodi in Kathua District;

30 per cent of pay to all employees with maximum Rs. 275.

Pay upto Rs.260/Pay Rs.261-650
Pay above Rs.261-650/Pay upto Rs.260/-

Pay Rs.261-650

ii) Dudu Basantgarh. Lander
Pay above Rs.650/Bhamag Illaqa.
Thakrakote, Nagote in
Udhampur District;
iii) All areas in Tehsil Mahore
except those in S.No.17(a)
in Udhampur District;
iv) Illaqas of Padder in Kishtwar
Tehsil and Niabat Nowgam in
Kishtwar Tehsil of Doda District;
v) Noyama and Nobre ofLeh District;
vi) Entire Gurez-Niabat, Tangdar
Sub-Division and Keran Illaqa of
Baramulla District.

Following areas of Himachal
Pradesh,a) Gran). Panchayat Deothi (Taklech
area) and Parganas of Chhaibis,
Naubis, Sarahan and Barabis of
Rampur Tehsil of Simla District;
b) Chhuhar Valley of Joginder-nagar
Tehsil of Mandi District;
c) Mangal Panchayat area of Solan
District;
d) Cuter-SenU and Malana Panchayat
area of Kulu District

Same as at Serial No. 8

i

Following areas of Uttar
Pradesh,a)

Dharachulaj

b) Munsiyan;
c) Joshimath; and
d) Bhatwari Development Blocks I
(except District headquarters
of Uttarkashi).

Same as at Serial No.8.

Rs.90/45 per cent of pay;
Maximum Rs.150/Rs.190/-.
RS.70/-

35 per cent of pay;
Maximum Rs.120/-.
Rs.lS0/-.
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11.

Areas

Throughout Arunachal Pradesh other
than areas covered by 4 above

Existing rates of Special Compensatory Allowance per month
Pay below Rs.500/Pay Rs.500-649
Pay Rs.650 and above

12.

13.
14.

Throughout Nagaland
Throughout Sikkim
South Andaman (including
Port Blair)

15. Throughout Lunglei District
excluding areas beyond 25 Km.
from Lunglei town) of Mizoram.
16.

Difficult areas of Tripura

25 per cent of pay;
25 per cent of pay with
Minimum Rs.150
25 per cent of pay with
Minimum Rs.225/- and
Maximum Rs.400/-.

Same as at Serial No.1 I.
25 per cent of pay to all employees with maximum of Rs.400/-.
20 per cent of pay to all employees with maximum of
Rs.300/-plus compensatory allowance at 12-1/2 per cent of
pay with Maximum ofRs.lSO/-.
25 per cent of pay to all employees with Maximum of Rs.22S/-.(

2S per cent of pay to all employees with Minimum of
Rs.50/- and Maximum of Rs.lSO/-.

17.

Following areas in Jammu &
Kashmir,Areas upto Gael from Kamban
side and areas upto Amas from
Keasi side in Tehsil Mahore
of Udhampur District;
b) All places in Leh District other
than those
covered in 7 and 8 above;
c) Matchill in Baramulla District.
a)

18.

Tproughout Aisawl District of

Pay upto Rs.260/Pay Rs.261-650

Rs.50/25 per cent of pay With
Maximum Rs.l 00/-.

Pay above Rs.650/-

Rs.120/-.

20 per cent of pay to all employees with Maximum of

Mzoram

Rs.17SJ-.

19.

Throughout Tripura except areas
at 16 above

Pay upto Rs.260JPay above Rs.260/-

20.

Throughout Manipur

Same as at Serial N 0.19.

21. Following areas of Himachal

Rs.40/15 per cent of pay with
Maximum Rs.lS0/-.

20 per cent of pay to all employees with Maximum of ks.l 00/-

Preadesh State,a)

22.

Janjehli Block of Chachiot
Tehsil of Mandi District;
b) ChopaI Tehsil of Simla District;
c) Trans-Giri Tract of Sinnur District;
d) Churah Tehsil of Chamba District;
e) Kunr Panchayat an.d Belaj Pargana of
Chamba Tehsil of Chamba District.
Following areas of Jammu'&
Pay upto Rs.260/-

Rs.40/-

Kashmir State,Areas inPoonch and Rajouri Districts
excluding the towns of Poonch and
Rajouri and Sunderbani lind other
Urban ru:eas in the two districts

Pay Rs.26J-650/-

20 percent of pay with
Maximum of Rs.85/-.

Pay bove Rs.650/-

Rs.II0/-.
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23.

Areas

Existing rates of Special Compensatory Allowance per month

Following areas in Jammu &

Kashmir State,-

Areas not included in 7. 8, 17 and
22 above but which are within the
distance of 8 Km. from the line of
actual control or at places which may
be declared as qualifying for border
allowance from time to time by the
State Government for their own staff;
24.

25.
26.

Pay upto Rs.260/-

Rs.351-.

Pay Rs.261-650

15 per cent of pay with
Maximum of Rs.701-.
Rs.100/-.

Pay above Rs.6501-

Following areas in Uttar
Pradesh State,-

Same as at Serial No. 23.

Areas other than those covered in
10 in the border district of Uttarkashi.
Chamoli and Pithoragarh, including
District Headquarters of Uttarkashi,
but excluding Champa vat Tehsil of
Pithoragarh District.
Manali-Ujhi area, Parvati and Lagg
Valley and Banjar Block of Kulu
District in Himachal Pradesh State
TIlroughout Assam and Meghalaya

6 per cent of pay to all employees with Maximum of Rs.40/5 per cent of pay to all employees with Maximum of Rs.SO/-.

17.10. The basis for prescribing the different rates of these allowances is not quite clear and this
has given rise to competing claims for payment of allowances at higher rates. We find that in the case
of the Island territories, while the compensatory allowance is paid at the rate of 12-1/2 per cent in
Andaman & Nicobar Islands, it is paid at the rate of 10 per cent in Lakshadweep & Minicoy Islands.
However, the rate of the special allowance is 35 per cent in Lakshadweep & Minicoy Islands and it
varies from 20 to 30 per cent in Andaman & Nicobar Islands. Similarly, while in the difficult areas of
Arunachal Pradesh the allowance is paid at the rate of 30 per cent subject to a maximum of Rs.400/-, it
is paid at 50 per cent in some areas of Himachal Pradesh, 45 per cent in some areas in Leh District of
Jammu & Kashmir, 35 per cent in some areas -of Jammu & Kashmir and Uttar Pradesh and at 30 per
cent in some districts of Mizoram. In other difficult areas the rates are 15 per cent, 20 per cent or 25
per cent. The allowance is paid at the rate of 5 per cent subject to a maximum of Rs.50 throughout
Assam and Meghalaya.
17.11. There is need for rationalising the rates of these allowances so as to bring about some
uniformity in them for places with broadly similar local difficulties, conditions, etc. Ip the case of the
Island territories, it will be desirable to have one composite compensatory allowance instead of two
different types of allowances. Moreover, these allowances should be paid at flat rates. Keeping in
view the pay scales recommended by us, we recommend the following rates for these allowances,Rates of Special Compensatory Allowance per month eRs.}
S1.

No.

Areas

1. Areas listed at S.Nos.l to 10 of
the Table given at paragraph 17.9
2. Areas listed at S.Nos.II to 17 of
the Table given at paragraph 17.9
3. Areas listed at S.Nos. 18 to 24 of
the Table given at paragraph 17.9
4. Areas listed at S.Nos. 25 and 26 of
the Table given at paragraph 17.9

Basic Pay
below
Rs.950/-

Basic Pay of BasIC pay of
Rs.1500/- &
above but
above but
below
below
RS.1500
Rs.2000

R8.950/- &

Basic pay of
R8.2000/- &
above but
below
Rs.3000

BaSIC pay of
Rs.3000
and above

150

250

350

500

650

125

200

275

400

525

75

150

225

300

375

20

40

60

80

100
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17.12. In addition to Mizoram Compensatory Allowance the employees are also at present getting
a Disturbed Area Allowance throughout Mizoram at the following rates,Pay below Rs.270/Rs.270/- and above but below Rs.4501Rs.450/- and above but below Rs.800/Rs.800 and above but below Rs.1,100
Rs.l,l00 and above but below Rs.l,500
Rs.l,500 and above

Rs.45
Rs.55
Rs.65
Rs.75
Rs.lDO
Rs.150

per month
per month
per month
permonth
per month
permonth

The need for continuance of the allowance and the rates thereof may be re-examined by government
taking into account the revised rates of special compensatory allowance suggested by us.
17.13. Since special compensatory allowances are granted for difficult local conditions in various
places. it is necessary that the need for continuance of all these allowances and their grouping should
be periodically reviewed by the government. We also recommend that if it is considered necessary to
extend any of these allowances to any new area, .that may be done on one of the rates suggested by us.
We find that for Border Roads Organisation there are some areas where a special compensatory
allowance is being paid but these areas are not included in the list for other central government
employees. We suggest the inclusion of these areas also in the list of areas for grant of special
compensatory allowances so that civilian employees as well as GREF personnel draw the allowance on
unifonn basis.
17.14. Bad Climate Allowance (BCA) is granted to central govemment employees to compensate
them for the rigours of service in areas which have a bad climate. The allowance is granted at those
places which are declared by state govemments concerned as bad climate areas for grant of allowance
to their staff. The rates of BeA for central government employees are, however, different. The
existing rates are as follows:Pay below Rs.330/Pay Rs.3301- to
Rs.900/-

5 per cent of pay
4.5 per cent of pay subject to minimum of Rs.16.45 with marginal
adjustments.

It has been represented that the BCA should be admissible at the same rates as for state government
employees. We are unable to agree as the structure of pay and allowances differs. We, therefore,
recommend payment of BCA on the existing criteria without, however, any upper pay limit. We
recommend the following rates for bad climate allowance:
Pay Range
Rate of Bad Climate Allowance per month (Rs.)
20
Basic Pay below Rs.950/40
Basic Pay Rs.950/- and above but below Rs.1500
Basic Pay Rs.1500 and above but below Rs.2000
60
Basic Pay Rs.2000 and above but below Rs.3000
80
Basic Pay R8.30oo and above
100
17.15. Tribal Area Allowance (TAA) has been granted to central government employees in a few
places on the basis of grant of similar allowance by the respective state governments to their
employees. The rates of the allowance for the central government employees are, however, different
and range from Rs.20/- to Rs.SO/- per month. We recommend that the rates for this allowance should
be the same as recommended by us for BCA.
17.16. We are informed that the TAA has recently been sanctioned in a few places by some state
governments to their employees but it has not been extended to central government employees in those
areas. The TAA is intended as an incentive for posting in tribal areas and we recommend its extension
to central government employees in areas where it has been sanctioned by state governments.
17.17. Central government employ~es working at undeveloped and out of the way places in
connection with construction of major projects are granted a project/construction allowance, which is
primarily intended to compensate them for lack 'of amenities such as housing, schools, market,
dispensaries at the project sites. The allowance is withdrawn in a phased manner as and when these
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amenities become available at or near the project site. Guidelines for the grant of project allowance and
the procedure for sanctioning the same were streamlined by the government in mid-seventies. The
project allowance has also subsequently been extended to non-project employees located in project
areas, at SO per cent of the rates admissible to project employees. The existing rates of project
allowance are as follows:Pay Range
Upto Rs.600/Rs.601 to Rs.700 .
Rs:701 to Rs.1450
Rs.1451 to Rs.17S0
Above Rs.17S0

Rates per month
15 per cent of basic pay
Rs.I00
Rs.125
Rs.150
Marginal adjustment upto Rs.1900.

We do not recommend any change in the existing guidelines regulating grant of project allowance
but recommend that the rates may be revised as follows:Pay Range
Rates of Project Allowance per month (Rs.)
Basic Pay below Rs.950/75
Basic Pay of Rs.9S0 and above but below Rs.1500
150
225
Basic Pay ofRs.1500 and above but below Rs.2000
300
Basic Pay of Rs.2000 and above but below Rs.3000
Basic Pay of Rs.3000 and above
375
(ill) Risk Allowance

17.18. Risk Allowance is being given at different rates to certain categories of central government
civilian employees whose normal duties involve special risks.
17.19. The Third Pay Commission increased special pay of Class-N staff whose normal duties
involved special risks from Rs.3/- per month to Rs.I0/- per month. They also identified two more
categories of employees who were already in receipt of special pay and raised it to Rs.I0/- per month.
These categories were (i) those engaged on duties involving greater hazards or whose health was liable
to be adversely affected in graduated degrees over a prolonged period because of the particular
avocation; and (ii) those employed in unpleasant or uncongenial occupations like sweepers in
Railways, doing the following jobs,-

0-) working in underground drains;
(ii) cleaning sewer lines;
(iii) working in trenching grounds; and
(iv) working in infectious diseases hospitals.
They also suggested that government should appoint a committee to examine the feasibility of
rationalising the grant of the allowance to certain categories of employees who were in receipt of
allowances of this nature.
17.20. The Government of India constituted a committee in the Ministry of Finance, to examine
the feasibility of rationalising payments which were in the nature of risk allowance, and thereafter
granted a flat rate of allowance varying from Rs.lS per month to Rs.25 per month. The supervisors
and gazetted officers continue to draw allowance at rates ranging from Rs.45 per month to' Rs.I00 per
month.
17.21. Several suggestions have been received for grant of risk allowance mainly to the following
categories of employees,Employees working in factories and industries where their duties involve risks;
medical and para-medical staff in the hospitals, laboratories handling patients with infectious
diseases/poisonous chemicals and drugs;
(iii) working in the Government of India: presses including compositors and other categories;
(iv) veterinarians exposed to various health hazards while treating infected animals; and
(v) scientists who are exposed to risks.
.

(i)
(ii)
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Suggestions have also been made regarding the amount of allowance varying from 10 per cent to
40 per cent of basic payor for fixed amounts ranging between Rs.20/- and Rs.500/- per month.
17.22. Insurance cover against bodily injuries to those employees who are exposed to risks in the
discharge of their duties has also been suggested. Policemen, paramilitary and armed forces
personnel, meteorologists who deal with equipments like radars, hydrogen gas generators, customs
inspectors, railway drivers, fIremen, guards, travelling ticket examiners and gangmen on night patrol
duties, central excise and customs employees doing field duty, intelligence personnel, income tax
officers and staff carrying out raids, railway traffic inspectors, members of the customs preventive
service who deal with smugglers and bailiffs who are responsible for collecting decreed amount, have
been suggefsted for coverage under an insurance scheme.
17.23. The Ministry of Defence and Department of Railways have proposals under their
consideration to rationalise grant of allowance for all categories of employees who are exposed to
hazards.
We feel that the matter should be examined by an expert committee to be appointed by government
for the purpose. The committee should not only examine the need for grant of allowance for different
categories of employees, but also its adequacy. In the meantime, we recommend a 100 per cent
increase in the existing rates.
17.24. We have also examined the question of providing an insurance cover in cases where
employees are exposed to risks. It appears that the existing extra-ordinary pension rules cover such
risks and it is not necessary to take a separate insurance policy for this purpose.
(IV) Non-Practising Allowance
17.25. Medical officers, who are in the whole time employment of the central government, are not
permitted private practice at present; instead they are entitled to non-practising allowance (NPA). The
Railway doctors are pennitted restricted private practice among family members and dependent
relatives of railway employees or passengers who fall ill While travelling and outsiders who may be
admitted to railway hospitals. They are entitled to NPA at reduced rates. Different amounts of NPA
are admissible for medical officers of Central Health Service, Rail way Medical Service, Indian Ordance
Factories Health Service and for practitioners of Indigenous System of Medicine (ISM). Even within a
service, there are different pay classifications for entitlement of NP A. The amount of NPA ranges
from Rs.75/- per month to Rs.600/- per month. NPA is not granted to non-clinical posts of ISM in the
research councils and to some ISM physicians working in UT. It is also not admissible for doctors
holding purely administrative posts.
1Y.26. SuggestioI,\s have been received from engineers, architects, accountants, lawyers for
granting NPA to them. RequC$ts have also been received from para-medical and nursing staff for grant
of NPA to them. We are not in favour of granting NPA to them.
17.27. Since ISM physicians in the' central government are already getting NP A, we recommend
that ISM physicians in UT may also be given NP A.
17.28. We recommend that payment OfNPA may be extended to all other medical officers for
whom a degree in medical science is prescribed as essential qualification.
17.29. We recommend that.the rate~ of NPA may be revised as follows:
S.No. Proposed Scale (Rs.) Pay range in the proposed scale Proposed rate of NP A (Rs. p.m.)
-1.-

2.
3.
4.

S.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

1400-2300
(Medical officers ofISM)
2000-3500
2200~4000

3000-4500

All

125

(i) Below Rs.3000
(ii) Rs.3000 and above upto Rs.4000
(iii) Above RsAOOO

250
400
550

3000-5000
3700-5000
4100-5300
4~-5700

5900-6700
7300 (fixed)
7300-8000
8000 (fixed)

All

75Q

CHAPTER 18
TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE AND LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSION

18.1 Travelling allowance (TA) i~ paid to a government employee to cover the expenses which he
incurs in travelling on tour or transfer in the interest of public service. It is given in the form of cost of
travelling, daily allowance (DA), conveyance allowance (CA) or pennanent travelling allowance (PTA)
and mileage allowance. The basic principle on which the rates of TAIDA are determined is that it
should not be a source of profit to the government employee, but should be sufficient to meet his
reasonable expenses.
18.2. At present employees are grouped into four grades for_the purpose of TAIDA. These
grades, however, have 13 pay ranges for purpose ofDA and 6 pay ranges for entitlement ofTA on
transfer. The entitlement for class of travel based on pay range is also different. It will be desirable to
make the groupings by pay range simple and uniform for various purposes relating to payment of TA
and DA. We accordingly recommend the grouping of employees into the following pay ranges,(i)
Rs.5100 and above.
(ii) Rs.2800 and above but less than Rs.5100.
(iii) Rs.1900 and above but less than Rs.2800.
(iv) Rs.1400 and above but less than Rs.1900.
(v) Rs.1l00 and above but less than Rs.1400.
(vi) Below Rs.1100/-.
18.3. The Staff Side in the National Council OCM) as also associations and individuals have
represented that the present rates of daily allowance are inadequate and should be improved. These
rates were last revised by government on January 6, 1983. Considering the increac;e in the eJ.Cpenditure
which government employees have to incur while on tour, we agree that it is necessary to revise the
rates of daily allowance. We recommend the rate of daily allowance mentioned below; the
classification of cities and localities for the purpose will be the same as decided by the Ministry of
Finance from time to time.
Pay Range

(1)

Rs.5100 and above
Rs.2800 and above but less than
Rs.5100
Rs.1900 and above but less than
Rs.2800
Rs.1400 and above but less than
Rs.1900
Rs.ll00 and above but less than
Rs.1400
Below Rs.1100.

Localities other than
those mentioned in
Cols.3 &4
(2)

B-1 Class cities and
expensive localities
(3)

A-Class cities and
specially ex.pensive
localities
(4)

60

65

80

50

60

75

40

50

65

35

45

55

40
50
30
25
35
20
18.4. We also recommend the following rates of daily allowance when employees stay in hotel or
other establishment providing board and/or lodging at scheduled tariffs,Rs.5100 and above
135
150
175
Rs.2800 and above but less than
Rs.5100
105
120.
150
Rs.1900 and above but less than
Rs.2800
7 5 · 90
125 .
Rs,.1400 and above but less than
Rs.1900
50.
65
.80
244
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(3)

(2)

(1)

(4)

Rs.1100 and above but less than
65
50
40
Rs.1400.
40
30
25
Below Rs.11 00.
18.5. At present DA at a place out-side headquarters for a continuous halt upto 30 days or more
during tour/temporary transfer/training is paid as follows,(i) first 30 days
Full daily allowance
(li) beyond 30 days
Halfdaily allowance upto 180 days
(iii) beyond 180 days
Nil
It has been suggested that the existing scheme of scaling down of daily allowance causes hardship in
cases where employees have to be on tour beyond 30 days in the interest of work. We have
considered the matter and recommend that full DA may be given upto 180 days. In cases where
prolonged stay is envisaged at the temporary duty station beyond 180 days, the appropriate course
would be to issue the necessary transfer order.

18.6. Conveyance allowance is payable monthly to an employee who is required to travel
extensively at, or within a short distance of his headquarters subject to prescribed conditions. It has
been represented that the rates of conveyance allowance should be revised in the light of increase in the
price of petroleum products, vehicles, and rise in the maintenance costs of vehicles. The rates were
last revised in February, 1981. The price increase has been substancial and we recommend that the
rates of conveyance allowance may be revised as mentioned below,Average monthly travel on
official duty

Proposed rates of conveyance allowance for journeys by

Owned Motor car
1

2

Rs.
201-300Km
30l-450Km
451-600Km
60l-800Km
Above 800Km

300/- p.m.
450/- p.m.
550/- p.m.
650/- p.m.

800/- p.m.

Other modes of conveyance
3
Rs.
100/- p.m.
1301- p.m.
170/- p.m.
200/- p.m.
230/- p.m.

Other conditions of drawal of conveyance allowance will continue to apply.
18.7. The Staff side in the National Council (JCM) has suggested revision of the rate of cycle
allowance which is Rs. 8/- per mensem. The rate was last revised in 1979. We recommend that it may
be raised to Rs.201- per mensem subject to the existing conditions.
18.8. At present road mileage allowance is paid to the employees at specified rates. It has been
suggested that for journeys by hired conveyan~e and public transport, the actual charges at the
scheduled tariff rates should be reimbursed. We recommend that the rates of mileage allowance may
be revised by government with due regard to the rates prescribed for Delhi by the competent authority.
18.9. Taking into consideration the pay ranges recommended by us, the entitlements for journey
by rail on tour and transfer may be revised as under,Travel entitlement
Pay range
R8.5100 and above
First Class AC
Rs.2800 and above but less than R8.5100
AC two tier sleeper/First Class
First c1asS/AC Chair-Car
Rs.1900 and above but less than Rs.2800
RS.I400 and above but less than Rs.19oo
First Class/AC Chair-Car
Second Class (Sleeper)
Rs.l 100 and above but less than Rs.1400
Below R8.1100.
Second Class (Sleeper)
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18.10. No change appears to be called for in regard to travel by air except that we suggest that
Additional Secretary to the Government of India and officers of equivalent rank may be allowed to
travel by the executive class within the country.
18.11. The Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) has suggested that the income ceiling of
Rs.2501- per mensem for dependant relatives may be raised to Rs.5001- per mensem. We accept the
suggestion and recommend that the limit be raised from Rs.2501- to Rs.5001-.

18.12. A government servant transporting personal goods by road between places connected by
rail can draw actual expenses but not exceeding the amount which would have been admissible had he
taken the maximum admissible quantity of personal effects by goods train. It has been represented that
it is more convenient to carry goods by road transport even between places connected by rail. But
since road transport is more expensive, it is difficult to avail of it. Transportation of personal effects
by rail may also involve transhipment and cause delays. We recommend that for carriage of personal
effects by road between places connected by rail, the government employees may be reimbursed the
actual expenditure on transportation of personal effects by road or the amount admissible on
transportation by railway and an additional amount of not more than 25 per cent thereof, whichever is
less.
18.13. It has also been represented that the present rates of reimbursement for transportation of
goods between places not connected by rail, are not adequate and need improvement. We recommend
that the existing rates which were fixed in 1981 may be doubled.
18.14. At present, on traI).sfer, one fare is paid to the government employee and members of his
family. But more often than not he has to travel ahead to join duty and after arranging for
accommodation, or after the children's academic year is over, he has to return to the old station of duty
to bring his family and transport personal effects. It has been suggested that an employee should,
therefore, be entitled to three fares for travel to and fro from the new station while his family may
continue to be entitled to one fare. The suggestion has merit. We recommend that an employee may
be allowed an additional fare by the entitled class for both onward and return jouney, in addition to the
normal transfer TA entitlement, if he has to leave his family behind because of non~availability of
government residential accommodation at the new place of posting.
18.15. Government have revised the transfer TA entitlements in January, 1986. With the revision
of pay scales we recommend that lumpsum transfer grant and packing allowance may be revised as
follows,Piiyrange
Rs.5100 and above
Rs.2800 and above but less
Rs.1900 and above but less
Rs.1400 and above but less
Rs.I100 and above but less
Below Rs.ll00.

Lumpsum transfer grant
- Rs.
40001-

than Rs.5100.
than Rs.2800.
than Rs.1900.
than Rs.1400.

Packing allowance
Rs.
1500/-

3000/~

1200/~

1500/-

9001600/-

10001~
600/~

6001-

4501-

450/-

18.16. There is a scheme of travel assistance for children of central government employees during
approved vacations subject to stipulated conditions. This may continue except that the present
restriction of 150 Km may be dispensed with.
18.17. We have rationalised and enhanced the rates of TA/DA' for govemment employees. We
recommend that the rates may be reviewed by government periodically and revised as and when
necessary.

Leave Travel Concession
18.18. The Leave Travel Concession (LTC) admissible to civilian employees of the central
government other than Railway employees, consists of two schemes. Under the first scheme
government meets the cost of travel to declared home town of the employee once in a block of two
years. Under the secol'ld scheme which was suggested by the Third Pay Commission, the government
"
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have permi tted every employee to avail of the LTC for journey to any place in India in lieu of journey
to home town once in a block of four years.
18.19. The main suggestions made by the unions and service associations of non-railway civilian
employees are as follows,0) The definition of 'Family' may be liberalised to include dependent brothers and sisters who
have attained majority as also parents who are in recipt of a pension below Rs.800/- per
month.
(ii) Home town journey may be fully reimbursed and no deduction should be made for the initial
160/400 Km.
(iii) Yearly home town joumey and anywhere-in-India LTC in a block of 2/3 years may be
allowed.
(iv) Daily Allowance or some other allowance may be granted to meet the expenditure on
incidentals and for board and lodging.
(v) Board and lodging facilities at concessional rates may be provided at important touri'st places
and hill stations.
(vi) LTC to anywhere in India should be allowed to be encashed to avoid alleged malpractices.
18.20. Government of India have already modified the LTC rules providing fdr full
reimbursement in respect of LTC for journey to home town once in a block of 2 years without any
restriction in regard to the first 4001160 Km. Those whose home towns are situated within a distance
of 400/160 Km. have now become eligible for reimbursement under LTC. Provision for undertaking
journey in privately owned vehicles and private cares has been withdrawn. This will minimise inisuse
and malpractices to a considerable extent.
18.21. Encashment of LTC to anywhere in India would defeat the purpose for which it was
recommended by the Third Pay Commission.
18.22. We have also considered the other suggestions made by unions and associations. We feel
that rules of LTC to home town and anywhere in India as modified by the government are suitable and
do not require any change.

CHAPTER 19
AGE OF SUPERANNUATION AND VOLUNTARY RETIREMENT

19.1. The age of superannuation for central government civilian employees is 58 years except for
the following categories,(i) scientific and technical personnel under the Departments of Atomic Energy and Space and
Defence Research and Development Organisation who retire on attaining the age of 60 years,
(ii) group D staff and workmen are retained in service upto the age of 60 years except in the
following cases,a) In the Railways the group D staff with a few exceptions retire at the age of 58 years.
However, the age of superannuation for group D staff recruited in the Railways prior to
December 1, 1962 is as follows,(1) employees for whom the age of superannuation was 60 years prior to December 1,

1962, are allowed to continue in service upto that age.
(2) group D staff who had no prescribed age and were allowed to serve as long as they
, were medically fit, continue to enjoy the same benefit.
b) group D employees of the Secretariat Security Force who entered service on or after
September 15, 1969, retire on attaining the age of 58 years.
(iii) the age of superannuation is 55 years for police personnel upto the rank of commandant in the
Border Security Force (ESF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) and Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF). In Assam Rifles, Railway Protection Force (RPF) and Central Industrial
Security Force (CISF) the age of superannuation is 58 years.
(iv) In the Coast Guard organisation, officers below the rank of commandant and subordinates and
sailors retire on attaining the age of 55 years. However, enrolled followers are initially taken
for 15 years on completion of which further extensions, each of 5 years' duration or such
shorter period as will take the individual to the age of 55 years, are given,
(v) whole-time officers of the National Cadet Corps who have been granted permanent
commission retire at the age of 55 years. However girl cadet instructors retire at the age of 52
years,
(vi) teachers in general retire on attaining the age of 60 years.
19.2. The age of superannuation for state government employees is also 58 years in most of the
states. It is 55 years in a few states. In regard to group D employees under the state governments, the
age of retirement is either the same as for other employees or higher, up to 60 years.
19.3. It has been urged by some associations that the age of superannuation for all employees
should be raised to 60 years as with better health care facilities life expectation has increased and
employees continue to be fit and efficient even after they have crossed the age of 58 years. Further,
with changes in social norms and. emphasis on family welfare, there are late marriages with the result
that employees are unable to discharge the responsibility of settling their children by the age of 58
years. In respect of scientific and technical personnel it has been stated that in order tq make the
maximum use of such personnel, it would be beneficial if their expertise and services could be utilised
for a longer period. They have also pointed out that in organisations like Council fo Scientific. and
Industrial Research and Indian Council of Agricultural Research, scientific and technical personnel
retire at the age of 60 and it will be desirable to raise the age of superannuation of such employees to
60 years in government departments. It has also been stated that scientists/technologists and medical
officers start their careers at a higher age after completing professional studies and they should
therefore be retained in service for a longer period so that they may become eligible for full pensio1.lary
benefits. .
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19.4. The suggestion for raising the age of superannu~tion to 60 years for governmel~t empl?yees
has received our careful consideration. Expectation of hfe over the years has been gomg up In the
counoy as is borne out by the following information,Table 1*
Expectation of life at birth

Male
Female

1951-61

1961-71

1971-81

1980

41.9 yrs.
40.6 yrs.

46.4 yrs.
44.7 yrs.

50.9 yrs.
50.0 yrs.

54.1 yrs.
54.7 yrs.

19.5. The trend of improved life expectation has been observed among central government
employees also. The earlier ,pay commissions had collected information about survivals after
retirement for selected categories of government employees. We have received similar information
form the Railways and Defence (for civilian employees). A comparison with the earlier information is
given in Table II.

*Source: Report olthe Expert Comnu'ttee on Population. Office a/the Registrar General.

TabJeII
Category Total No. Casualities Survivors
of
of pensions upto 1970
pensioners sanctioned

Percentage Total No. Casualities Survivors
of survi vors of pensions upto 1980
sanctioned

in 1960

Gazetted
Officers
Group C
GroupD

595
3044
776

Percentage
of survi vors

in 1970

68
551
181

527
2493
595

88.57
81.89
76.67

312
4254
2645

21
476
291

291
3781
2354

93.27
88.88
89.00

19.6. There is thus a trend of higher expectation of life at birth and of survival for longer period
after retirement. There is also some weight in the argument about longer time spent in acquiring higher
qualifications before entering government service. At the same time it has to be appreciated that in a
developing economy there is need to provide employment opportunities to a growing number of
educated and skilled personnel. At the present stage of development of our economy we do not
recommend any change in the existing age of superannuation of 58 years for central government
employees.

19.7. As regards lack of uniformity in the age of superannuation among different categorie~ of
government employees, the Third Pay Commission pointed out that while group D staff in Railways
(with a few exceptions) retired at 58, the age of superannuation for group D employees outside
Railways was 60 years. They reconunended that government should look into the matter and remove
the lack of uniformity in regard to age of superannuation for group D staff in different government
departments as circumstances permit. As the disparity continues to exist, we reiterate the
recommendation of the Third Pay Commission.
19.8. In regard to scientific and technical personnel, the age of superannuation is 60 years in the
Departments of Atomic Energy and Space and Defence Research & Development Organisation and 58
years in other organisations. We recommend that government may look into the matter and consider
whether there is need for uniformity among various scientific departments in this respect taking into
account the requirements of the organisations, need to retain suitable persons and other relevant
considerations. In any case we are of the opinion that even in the case of scientific and technical
personnel, who can continue in service up to 60 years of age under the existing orders, there should be
a proper scrutiny before they are allowed to continue beyond 58 years.
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19.9. This brings US to disparity in the age of superannuation of personnel of the central police
organisations and other similar forces. The rationale for prescribing the age of superannuation as 55
years up to the level of Commandant in BSF, ITBP, CRPF, Coast Guard and NCC, and 58 years in
Assam Rifks, RPF, CISF and Secretariat Security Force is not quite clear. It has been pointed out that
the personnel of Assam Rifles are continuously deployed in difficult areas which adversely affect their
physical fitnec;s. It has therefore been suggested that to maintain personnel of proper physical fitness,
the age of retirement of officers may be reduced to 52 years and for others it may range between 40
and 50 years. Lowering of the age of superannuation has been suggested for personnel of the BSF
and ITBP as they have to work in border and difficult areas. The work of pioneers in the Border Road
Organisation (BRO) involves strenUQUS physical work at all stages of road construction at high
altitudes and other difficult areas. It has been brought to notice that they show a marked decline in
efficiency after a certain age. It has therefore been suggested that the age of retirement of pioneers.
who account for bulk of employees in General Reserve Engineer Force, may be reduced to 4& years.
19.10. A lowering of the age of retirement will not only adversely affect the pensionary benefits of
personnel of these forces but may also create resettlement problems. At the same time it has to be
recognised that sustained hard work, patrolling, etc., in snow bound and other difficul,t areas has its
effect on the health and physical performance of personnel of BRO, ITBP and Assam Rifles who have
mostly to operate in such areas. We recognise the importance of the problem and suggest that it may
be examined with due regard to factors like the lowering of the age of retirement, reduction in the
upper age limit for recruitment. remustering in different trades after proper training, and a review of
deployment pattern between difficult and other areas. A comprehensive review on these lines is
necessary and we recommend that government should examine the matter as a whole with due regard
to the requirements of each organisation.
VoIWltary Retirement

19.11. In accordance with the provisions of rule 48-A of the Central Civil Services (pension)
Rules, 1972, a government servant who has completed not less than 20 years qualifying service can
retire from service with proportionate pension by giving notice of 3 months in writing to the appointing
authority. A weightage of 5 years of qualifying service is given in such cases. Such retirement is on a
voluntary basis, the initiative resting with the government employee. The government do not have the
right to retire the employees at that stage.
19.12. Government employees can also seek premature retirement under the provisions of rule
56(k) of Fundamental Rules and rule 48(1) (a) of Central Civil Services (pension) Rules on attaining
the age of 50155 years or on completion of 30 years qualifying service. Initially the weightage of 5
years was admissible only in cases of voluntary retirement under rule 48-A and was subject to the
condition that the total qualifying service after allowing the weightage did not exceed 30 years and it
did not take an employee beyond the date of superannuation. Subsequently, however, the position
was liberalised and the weightage of 5 years has been given in all cases of voluntary' retirement covered
by rule 48(1)(a) and rule 48·A of Central Civil Services (Pension)Rules and clause (k) of rule 56 of the
Fundamental Rules and the limit of 30 years has been raised to 33 years. The weightage is. however.
not admissible in cases where the government employee is prematurely retired by government in the
'public interest under rule 48 of Central Civil Services (Pension) Rules or rule 56(j) of Fundamental
Rules.
19.13. It has been urged by some unions that government employees, particularly those who have
been superseded at the time of their promotion, may be permitted to retire voluntarily on completion of
10 or 15 years of service. It has also been suggested that the weightage of 5 years of service may be
raised to 10 years or more.
19.14. We understand that since 1977, when the scheme of voluntary retirement was first
introduced, there have been only a few cases of voluntary retirements mainly among those belonging
to group A services. The existing rules permitting voluntary retirement after 20 years of service
already provide an opportunity to those who do not wish to continue in service thereafter. Any further
reduction in the period of service for voluntary retirement is likely to create difficulties in the retention
of trained manpower in government s,ervice. Taking an' overall view of the matter, we think that the
existing rules for voluntary retirement are adequate .and do not call for any change.

CHAPTER 20
GENERAL PROVIDENT FUND
20.1. Central government employees other than those who .are permitted to subsc~ibe to t~e
Contributory Provident Fund, are compulsorily required to subscnbe to the Oeneral ProvIdent Fund
(OPF) and amount not less· than six per cent of emoluments as defined in the rules. The interest
admissible on GPF accumulations has been revised from time to time, the current rate being 12 per
cent subject to stipulated conditions. The scheme also provides for a Deposit Linked Insurance under
which, in the event of death of a subscriber during service, his family is paid an additional amount
equal to the average balance in his OPF account during three years immediately preceding his death
which shall not, llOwever, exceed Rs.I0,OOO/- subject to other,stipulated conditions. Advances from
the fund are admissible to meet expenses of various types such as illness of self and family, cost of
higher education and obligatory expenses in connection with the marriages and social ceremonies of
dependents as stipulated under the relevant rules. Advances are also admissible to meet legal expenses
and for purchasing a plot of land or constructing a houselflat for residential purposes. After an
employee has completed 20 years of service, non-refundable withdrawals are permitted from the fund
for specified purposes. Where the withdrawal is for meeting expenses on construction/acquisition of a
house, etc., it can be p,ennitted on completion of 10 years of service.
20.2. The unions and associations of employees have suggested several changes in the OPF rules.
The more important of these are (i) increase in the rate of interest, (li) increase in the amount of cover
admissible under the Deposit Unked Insurance Scheme, (iii) provision for supply of pass books to all
employees and eiv) increase in the amount of bonus when no withdrawals are made for three years.
20.3. A suggestion has also been made to discontinue contributior'l to the OPF, and if that is not
possible, at least to make it optional. Rhas been argued that the present scheme involves considerable
administrative expenditure without censuring substantial mobilisation of savings. It has also been
pointed out that many employees treat the OPF as a savings bank account and go on making
withdrawals for one reason or other witb the result that accretions to the fund have become marginal.
It has further been stated that after the introduction of central government employees' group insurance
scheme which provides more benefit to employees and their families on retirement/death in service,
there is no need for continuing subscription to GPF. A reference has also been made to the Public
Provident Fund Account to which the employees can contribute directly through BanksIPost Offices.
20.4. We have given careful consideratio~ to the suggestions. According to the information given
by the Controller General of Accounts, the existing balances in the various provident fund accounts
amount to over Rs.3,OOO crore. Further, though there are frequent withdrawals from the provident
fund accounts by employees, there have been some net annual accretions to the funds ranging betw~en
Rs.24 crore and Rs.lS0 crore during the period from 1979-80 to 1983~84. It appears to us that even
after introduction of central 'government employees' group insurance scheme which provides relief to
the families of employees in case of death in harness, there is need for continuing the provident fund
accounts which provide relief to employees at a time of genuine need while in service. Moreover, the
OPF scheme has the advantage of permitting withdrawals which are not available to the same extent in
the Public Provident Fund Accounts maintained by post offices and nationalised banks. We are not
therefore in favour of either discontinuing the Provident fund scheme or making it optional, and
_recommend that it may continue to be compulsory for all employees at the existing rate of contribution.
It is, however. necessru:Y to tighten the rules for advances and withdrawals from the provident fund
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accounts so as to reduce administrative and accounting work, and to retain the balance for the purposes
for which the account has been made compulsory. To meet the genuine needs of the employees, we
have separately suggested the grant of a non-interest bearing advance equal to half a month's basic
pay, once a year, recoverable in not more than 10 instalments without linking it to any specified
purpose. cordingly, we recommend that no advance should be permitted from the provident fund
account for any purpose whatsoever. Non-refendable withdrawals from the provident fund account
should also be restricted and allowed only for purposes of higher education of children, marriage of
self or children, illness of the employee and for purchasing a house site for building a house thereon,
building/acquiring a house or a built flat for his residence including cost of the site. The limits and
eligibility conditions for withdrawals may continue to be as at present except that in respect of
withdrawal for owning a residence. there may be no restrictions on the amount to be withdrawn and/or
the service rendered.

20.5. It was recommended by the ThirdPay Commission that government should introduce the
arrangement of issuing pass books to the employees showing the up-to-date position of their provident
fund account. We have been informed that the recommendation has been implemented only for certain
group D employees. We consider it necessary to repeat the recommendation that pass books ShOllld be
issued to all emplpyees showing the up-to-date position of their provident fund account. Even if it
involves· some extra work, the introduction of pass books will provide greater satisfaction to the
employees.
20.6. We do not find adequate justification for increasing the existing limit of Rs.I0,OOO/~ for,
benefit under the Deposit Linked Insurance Scheme when other schemes are in ()peration for providing
relief to families in case of death in harness. The scheme of a separate incentive bonus has been
discontinued by government from the current ('manciaI year with the enhahcement of the rate of interest
from 10.5 to 12 per cent per annum from April 1.1986. and change in the method of calculation of
interest where withdrawals are made.

I

CHAPTER 21
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES' GROUP INSURANCE SCHE.ME
21.1. The Third Pay Commission had recommended the introduction of a compulsory insurance scheme for
central government employees under which they were required to contribute at a single rate of Rs.5-1 per mensem
and in case of death while in service an amount of Rs.5,OOO/- was payable to their families. In case of
superannuation, or if the employee demitted office, he was to be paid back the actual amount contributed by him
without interest. The essential feature of the scheme was that it was mainly the interest on the contributions paid
which financed the death benefit payable to the families of employees who died while in service. Government
acceptied the recommendations of the Commission with minor variations and introduced the central government
employees' group insurance scheme with effect from July 1. 1977.
I

21.2. Subsequently, with a view to providing at a low cost and on wholly contributory and self financing
basis, the twin benefits of insurance cover to the families of central government employees in the event of
employees' death while in service, and a lumpsum payment to employees or their families on cessation of
em ployment on account of resignation, death, retirement, etc., government, in consultation with representatives
of the Staff Side in the National Council CJeM), introduced, in replacemernt of the earlier scheme, a new group
insurance scheme with effect from January 1,1982. The following are the features of the scheme,(i) The rate of subscription varies from Rs.lOJ- to Rs.80/- per month depending upon the group to which

the employee belongs. The insurance cover payable in the event of death of the employee also varies
from Rs.lO,OOO/- to Rs.80,OOO/- depending upon the rate of contribution.
(ii) While a part of the subscription is 'credited to an insurance fund, the balance is diverted to a savings fund.
From the savings fund, an amount equal to the portion of the subscription credited to the fund, together
with interest thereon, is paid to the employee on cessation of employment or to his family if he dies while
in service. On completion of 35 years of service, the amount payable from the savings fund initially
ranged between Rs.23,4601- and Rs.l,87,6801-. As the rate of interest payable on the savings fund has
been raised from 10 per cent to 11 per cent with effect from January 1,1983, the benefit available to the
employee from the savings fund is expected to be higher.
21.3. In reply to our Questionnaire the Staff Side in the National Council (JCM) have suggested that
employees who wish to opt for higher group may be allowed to do so. It has also been pointed out that this
would require maintenance of individual accounts. Some other associations of employees ha ve urged that both
the insurance cover and the lumpsum amount payable from the savings fund should be raised substantially.
Reference has also been made to the army group insurance scheme which affords better benefits as compared to
the ~cheme for civilian employees.
21.4. We have examined the army group insurance scheme. We find that while the insurance cover available
under that scheme is more or less the same as on the civil side, the survival benefit is better. Another difference
between the two schemes is that while on the civil side the rate of contribution and insurance cover/savings
element are fixed, these have been increased periodically un~r the army scheme.
21.5. The higher benefits under the army scheme appear to have been ensured by investment of funds in
fixed deposits andlor debentures of public sector undertakings and public limited companies by -a specially
constituted organisation set up for the purpose. On the civil side,however, the amounts collected are, held in the
public a,ccounts of the central government We are of the view that funds available under the central goverrunent.
We are of the view that funds available under the central government employees' group insurance scheme should
also be so managed as to earn higher return on investments, comparing favourably with that of the army scheme
and the resultant benefits passed on to the employees. At any rate the return on funds under the scheme should
not be less than the highest rate paid by government on any of its savings schemes.
21.6. Under the army group insurance scheme the rates of SUbscription have been increased periodically with
corresponding ipc~ase!n benefits to the employees and/or their families. There is need for upward revision of
both the sUbscnpnon rates and the benefits under the central government employees' group insurance scheme
also, and government may accordingly review the position from time to time. For the present, we recommend
that the rates of subscription and the insurance cover under the central government employee's group insurance
scheme may be increased by 50 per cent.
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CHAPTER 22
BONUS
22.1. Under the existing schemes, central government employees receive annually a certain
amount over and above the salary - loosely called 'bonus'. This is of two kinds (i) productivity linked
bonus (PLB); and (ii) ex gratia payment. Of these, the bulk of the central government employees are
covered under the productivity linked bonus scheme in Railways, Posts & Telecommunications,
production units under the Ministry of Defence and other establishments. However, there is some
variation in PLB among different organisations due to adoption of different criteria suitable to the
working of these organisations for determining the productivity. This is settled on the basis of a
bipartite agreement between the management and the staff. The PLB schemes are stated to be
permanent in the different bipartite agreements but the norms of productivity are subject to negotiation
before the agreements are renewed. These vary from organisation to organisation. The bipartite
agreements are generally for a.period of three years.
22.2. Central government employees 'who are not covered by PLB scheme, receive ex gratia
payment. The amount payable is fixed by government annually on ad hoc basis. We have not come
across any such scheme in respect of government employees in other countries. We understand that
different types of profit-sharing schemes are in existence in several countries but these are mostly
confined to non~government sector. In our country, the payment of bonus is governed by Bonus Act,
1965, which is applicable to private and public sector undertakings but does not apply to government
employees.
22.3. The PLB scheme was initially introduced in the Ministry of Railways in 1979-80 and was
subsequently extended to Posts & Telegraphs department and the production units in the Ministry of
Defence even though the Bhoothalingam Committee (1978) expressed its views against the system of
grant of bonus to employees in government service, including the organisations mentioned above.
22.4. The functioning of these schemes was reviewed by a group of officers with 8hr1 Bazle
Karim, Secretary (Coordination), Cabinet Secretariat, as Chairman. While critically ex.amining the
schemes, the group considered the demand for grant of bonus to those central government employees
who were not covered by the PLB schemes .. They expressed the view that government departments
constitute a single infrastructure for the economy as a whole and that there should be no sense of
discrimination resulting in demoralisation among them as a group when the service conditions are
uniform all along. They suggested the evolution of a productivity linked bonus scheme for central
government employees as a whole. We understand that based on that recommendation and pending
evolution of a single scheme of bonus for all employees who were not covered by the productivity
linked bonus were allowed ex gratia payments equal to 15 days salary in 1982-83, 18 days in 1983-84
and 23 days in 1984-85.
22.5. Under both the schemes, while the eligibility of employees is confined to those drawing
emoluments upto and including Rs.2500/- per month, the maximum amount of bonus payable is
restricted to the amount admissible to those drawing up Rs.1600/- per month. Ninety eight per cent of
the central government employees are covered'by the schemes. We have not been able to ascertain the
estimated cost incurred by government on payment of bonus but the expenditure on the schemes is
likely to exceed Rs.300 crore per annum.
22.6. The shortcomings of existing PLB schemes have. been highlighted by Bazle Karim
Committee. The Railway Reforms Committee has also commented on the deficiencies of Railway
PLB scheme. It appears from the reports that the schemes are 110t based on any rational or quantifiable
norms of productivi~y/efficiency. We suggest that government should look into the matter at the
earliest so that deficiencies may be removed at the time of renewal of PLB schemes.
. 22.7. As regards ex gratia payment, while there is nothing to prevent government from making
such a payment if it so desires, it is in the nature of a concession arising out of goodwill and cannot be
claimed as of right. It cannot, therefore, be said to form part of a regular scheme of emoluments of
employees to whom it is granted.
.
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CHAPTER 23
PROMOTION POLICY
23.1. Every employee who joins service, looks forward to a satisfactory career of progression. It
is therefore necessary that the State, as the biggest employer, should
lay down a fair and welldefined policy for the promotion of its employees. That in fact is one of the two basic conditions of a
good public service, the other being the security of service, for which care has been taken in article 311
of the Constitution and the case law which has developed on it.
23.2. Much has been said on the subject. We content ourselves by saying that the procedure for
selecting the employees for promotion should be drawn up and made known to all concerned. That
will generate confidence in the method of selection and provide a degree of satisfaction to the
employees. The area of consideration should also be demarcated well in advance with due regard to
. the nature and the level of the post. It should be made quite clear that eligible candidates must fulfil the
prescribed qualifications and standards. Selection may be made through a written limited competitive
examination, or by interview, or any other method, and due weight should be given to confidential
reports. performance appraisals and other relevant record. Special attenttion should be paid to the
basic requirement that there should be no doubt about the integrity and sense of discipline for the
selected candidate. Given a sound promotion policy, employees of the central government will have
the opportunity to progress as far and as fast as their talents, training and character can take them.
23.3. It has been represented by the unions and associations of government employees that
measures should be taken to ,improve their promotional prospects. It has been pointed out that
promotion to a higher grade is dependent upon the availability of vacancies which are limited.
Accordingly, in most of the cadres a large number of employees have little opportunity for promotion
and continue in the same scale of pay and stagnate after reaching the maximum. It has, therefore,
been urged that every employee should be able to get at least one promotion after 15 years of service.
23.4. Government decided to undertake cadre reviews of such of the groups 'C' and 'D' staff
where there was acute stagnation. An attempt was made to identify a few categories of such posts
under various ministries/departments for the purpose of carrying out cadre review. Some progress
was made in this regard but there were many difficulties in identifying such categories of posts
where there was stagnation. In the railways, cadre reviews were undertaken for a large number of
categories within the broad parameters approved for the purpose. However, similar reviews do not
appear to have been undertaken in several ministries/departments.
23.5. Government also introduced 'selection grades in groups 'C' and 'D' cadres, subject to
fulfilment of prescribed conditions, as a measure ofrelief to employees stagnating for long periods in
the same grade without promotion. One of the conditions of eligibility for selection grade is that the
employees should have completed 3/4th of the span of the scale subject to a minimum of 14 years of
service. Further, the number of posts in the selection grades varies from 10 to 20 per cent depending
upon the availability of promotional prospects in the concerned cadres. Where the promotional
prospects are more than 50 per cent, no selection grade is provided. Where promotional prospects are
50 per cent or less, a sliding scale for the creation of selection grades has been laid down. There is
also the stipulation that there should be direct recruitment in the cadre to not less than 75 per cent of the
posts.
23.6. It h;.ts been pointed' out that the existing instructions regarding creation of selection grades
are complex and difficult to implement. The criterion prescribed for creation of selection grade posts·
does not provide any relief in cases where the number of posts·of a particular category is small. It is
also of no avail to incumbents of isolated posts whose number is quite considerable. It has therefore
been suggested that the condition regarding the number of posts in the selection grade being a'
prescribed percentage of the number of posts in the ordinary grade should be waived where the number
of posts is smalL It has also been stated that there is no provision for grant of selection grades for
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group 'B' posts. Thus, the benefit of selection grades is not uniformly available to all categories of
employees.
23.7. As a measure of further relief for employees in groups 'W, 'e' and 'D' services/posts,
government allowed one increment in the form of stagnation pay for those stagnating at the maximum
of the scale for 2 years or more. It has been represented that the benefit of stagnation increment should
be extended to group 'A' officers also as there are many cases where such employees stagnate at the
maximum of their respecti ve scales, particularly those in the junior and the senior time scales.
23.8. In the P&T departments, a scheme of one time-bound promotion after completion of 16
years of service has been introduced in the operati ve cadres. Under the scheme an employee is
promoted to the next higher grade while performing the same duties, till he gets his promotion in the
normal course. The scheme envisages a matching saving through higher productivity for which a
reduction in the staffing norms to the extent of 5 per cent for the operative cadre and 15 per cent for the
supervisory cadre have been prescribed. There is a demand from the P&T staff for a second timebound promotion for the operative cadres after 25 years of service. The employees in other
departments have also requested for extension of the time-bound promotion scheme to them on the
lines of the P&T scheme.
23.9. It appears that introduction of selection grades and grant of one stagnation increment have
proved to be temporary palliatives. A solution of the problem of stagnation and inadequate promotion
opportunities should seem to lie in a rational cadre structure and long pay scales. It is recognised that
promotional opportunities should be available to employees as motivation for them to contribute their
best in the discharge of their duties. At the same time, the system of career progression should be
consistent with the functional needs and requirements of the organisation. It may not, therefore, be
feasible to lay down a rigid formulation as to the number of promotions which an employee should
have in his career and the length of service which should qualify for such time-bound promotions. We
feel that it is necessary that the impact of the scheme for time-bound promotion introduced in P&T
departments should be carefully assessed both in terms of improvement of promotion prospects for the
cadres concerned and operational efficiency of the departments. Such a review should be undertaken at
the earliest, so that demands for further extension of the scheme may be properly dealt with. We have
generally improved the span of the pay scales keeping in view the problem of stagnation. We have
also suggested the system of effective efficiency bars. so that there may be periodic assessment of
performance of an employee on a more meaningful basis.
23.10. We are also of the opinion that the present scheme of selection r,rades, which has not
provided uniform benefit to various categories of employees, should be reviewed. Vle have
recommended the scale of pay of Rs.750-8-790--EB-l0··940 for group 'D' employees at the lowest
level with a longer span, in replacement of tbe existing ordinary' and selection grades. For certain other
categories of posts also, like the organised accounts staff and the junior engineers, we have
recommended that existing selection grades should become a promotional level. \Ve are therefore of
the view that the selection grades should not be continued for posts in group 'e' and 'D' where they
are available at present. The existing incumbents in the selection grades may be allowed to continue in
the appropriate scales recommended by us. In order to provide relief to those who reach the maximum
of their scale of pay, we recommend grant of one stagnation increment on completion of every two
years at the maximum of the respective scales. A maximum of three such increments may be allowed.
The scheme of stagnation increment should be applicable to all cadres in groups in 'B', 'e' and'D'
and also for posts in group 'A' upto the senior time scale level. At the same time, there should be
cadre reviews after a prescribed period with a view to identifying the grades/posts which could be
upgraded taking into account their duties and responsibilities and consistent with the need to promote
efficiency in administration.
~3.1~. The 1?resent procedure for promotion from group 'B' to group 'A' posts in organised
serVIces IS not umform. The percentage of posts prescribed for .promotion varies from department to
department and ra~ges. from 20 ~o .50. Further, while in some services the percentage is related to the
number of vacanCIes, 10 others It IS a percentage of the posts. A promotipn quota of 20 per cent for
group 'B' employees appears to be inadeqUate and ministries/departments may review the position. We
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also recommend that in all cases the number of posts available for promotion of group 'B' officers
should be a percentage of the posts at group 'A' level and not related to the number of vacancies.
23.12. In order to meet the aspirations of the members of the group 'A' services and having regard
to their role and functions, we have considered it necessary to provide some higher level posts in these
services and to improve the pay scales. We further recommend that in respect of the group 'A' central
services, the present condition regarding stagnation at the maximum of the junior administ.rative grade
for two years for promotion to the select.ion grade, should be removed. We are of the view that the
criteria for promotion to the selection grade and the basis for computing the number of selection grade
posts should be uniform in the all-India and group 'A' central services. Our recommendations in
regard to specific posts, after taking into account all relevant factors, are indicated in the chapters on the
respecti ve minis tries/departments.
23.13. The need for providing faster promotions to more meritorious scientists was considered by
the Third Commission which recommended the system of "flexible complementing". This provided in
situ promotions generally within the three levels of junior time scale, senior time scale and junior
administrative grade for officers in some of the scientific departments. The system appears to have
worked well. In November, 1983, government issued further detailed guidelines for extension of the
scheme of flexible complementing to all scientific/technical organisations. A modified version of the
flexible complementing scheme under the name of the 'merit promotion scheme' is also in operation in
some of the scientific departments like Atomic Energy and Space where some of the non-gazetted
technical cadres like tradesman are also covered by the scheme. It has been represented that such a
system of promotion based primarily on as.sessment of relative merit and performance should be
introduced for all categories of employees including the administrative and ministerial staff. The
system of 'flexible complementing' and 'merit promotion' are specially suited to the needs of the
scientific personnel. Government may after a review of the working of the system consider extension
of this scheme to other- scientific organisations where it is not appplicable at present. It is necessary to
ensure that the system is based entirely on an objective assessment of merit and that it is not used
merely to provide for career progression on a time-bound basis.
23.14. There are two main rules governing fixation of pay of government employees on
promotion from one post to another involving assumption of higher responsibilities, namely,
Fundamental Rules (FR) 22-C and FR 22 (a) (i). Under FR 22-C, the pay of an employee is first
stepped up by one increment in the lower scale from which he is promoted and thereafter pay is fixed at
the next higher stage in the pay scale of the higher post. This formula is applicable for promotion to
posts carrying scales of pay the minimum of which is Rs.1500 or below. Under FR 22(a) (i), pay in
the higher scale is fixed at a stage next above the stage at which pay is drawn in the lower scale. This
rule applies for promotion to posts carrying scales the minimum of which is above Rs.1500. It has
been represented by associations that the monetary benefit accruing on promotion under the existing
rules is not adequate and needs improvement. The Staff Side in the National Council oeM) have
suggested that the general formula for fixation of pay on promotion should be to add five per cent of
pay in the post held and thereafter the pay should be fixed at the next above stage in the higher scale.
23.15. We have considered the suggestions and are of the view that the formula for fixation of pay
on promotion should be uniform. We accordingly recommend that FR 22-C should apply to all cases
of promotion from one post to another subject to the condition that the amount to be added to pay in
the lower post before fixing the pay in the higher post should not be less than Rs.25. The rule may be
amended accordingly.

CHAPTER 24
SPECIAL PAY AND DEPUTATION (DUTy) ALLOWANCE

24.1. Special pay is granted as an addition of the nature of pay to the emoluments of a post or of a
government employee, in consideration of (a) the specially arduous nature of the duties;
OR

(b) a specific addition to the work or responsibility.
24.2. The system of granting special pay has been in vogue in govemment for a long time. The
number of posts having special pay. which was about 70,000 at the time of the Third Pay
Commission, has gone up to over 2lakhs. The Staff Side in the National Council (JeM) have urged
in their memorandum that the system of special pay should continue.
24.3. The Third Pay Commission had observed that the system of special pay could not be
discarded in the case of posts where persons had to be attracted for a fixed tenure or for the purpose of
compensating genuine and discernible duties, but they were of the view that it should be used as
sparingly as possible. While we recognise the need for granting special pay for compensating certain
genuine cases, we think it necessary to ljmit the number of posts for grant of special pay. We have
suggested revised scales of pay inclusive of special pay in some cases. Keeping in view the scales of
pay proposed by us, we recommend that the existing rates of special pay. wherever admissible, may
be doubled, subject to a ceiling of Rs.500 p.m
Deputation (Duty) Allowance

24.4. Deputation (Duty) Allowance is payable to employees to compensate them for duties which
are outside their normal field of employment in public interest
24.5. Government may suitably determine the rates of deputation allowance with reference to the
revised scales of pay proposed by us. We suggest that deputation allowance may be given at fixed
rates and not as a percentage of pay.
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CHAPTER 25
WOl\t1EN EMPLOYEES IN CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
25.1. Women employees in central government constituted 3.64 per cent of the total number of regular
employees in 1981. The central government is a major employer of women. The lru:gest number of women are
employed in the Ministry of Communications. followed by Transport. Defence and Fmance.
25.2. Women employees combine employment with· their household duties. Working women, therefore,
face special problems as their total working hours are much longer and they are eXI?Osed to greater degree of
physical and mental strain. They deserve special facilities for night work and occupational health safety.
25.3. Education and economic needs are the most important factors responsible for increased entry of a new
class of women in the field of employment. With a few exceptions, majority of wo~en tak~ to work for
economic reasons. This is borne out by several studies on employment of women. An mcreastng number of
women have to support their families both before and after marriage. Rising price levels, desire for improved
levels of living. increasing cost of education and housing and lack of social security, have accentuated the
economic pressure on women.
25.4. The International Labour Organisation has drawn attention to the problem of re-entry of women into
employment after prolonged absence mainly caused by family reasons. Some countries have provided safeguards
for working mothers protecting their right to employment in jobs previously held or comparable ones, after a
stipulated period of absence on account of maternity. Countries in the early stages of social and economic
development may_ find that an absolute commitment of this nature adversely affects women's employment
opportunities. Re-entry after a prolonged absence due to family reasons may no doubt pose some problems, but
in such cases, grant of extra-ordinary leave should be considered sympathetically as recommened in chapter 26.
Some measures should also be adopted to solve the problem of women who seek employment at a later age,
primarily for economic reasons. Loss of financial support due to widowhood or separation from husband make
their need for employment more acute. The Department of Women and Child Development has suggested that the
problem could be solved by permitting relaxation of age for entering government service. We agree that
relaxation of upper age li:rnit may be given for widows, divorcees and legally separated women, who are a special'
class of sufferers in the present stage of our society and who are compelled by force of circumstance to enter
service late, by relaxing the age limit by 10 years that is upto the age of35 years.
25.5. Educated women are reluctant to go and work in rural areas because of lack of residential
accommodation. A single woman particularly finds it difficult to work in a new place unless she is provided with
adequate accommodation and security. Government should therefore make special provision for them and
conSTruct single working women's hostel in aU major centres of employment under government. Moreover,
priority should be given to them in the allotment of residential accommodation.
25_ 6. While the problem of commuting to place of work is common to all government employees, it is acute
in the case of certain categories of women employees who are required to work at odd hours. Sometimes, they
have to travel late at night or very early in the morning when the public transport facilities are inadequate. The
Department of Telecommunications has tried to provide some donnitory facilities for women telephone operators
so that they do not have to travel at odd hours. They also provide limited transport facilities for such employees.
These measures, however, do Ilot fully meet the requirements but go a long way to ameliorate the working
conditions of women employees. Nursing staff needs similar facility. We are of the opinion that for attending to
their work, special facilities including chartered buses on payment, wherever possible, may be provided to such
women employees.
25.7. The need for child-care services for employed women is well accepted but legal provision for it, has
been made only for women in the organised industry. Adequate arrangements are at present lacking for women
working in government offices. In big cities, where the problem due to distance and over-crowded public
transport makes it difficult for women to take their children to their place of work, it would be desirable if creches
are provided in their neighbourhood. In the alternative, where employees live in scattered areas. and such
facilities cannot be provided in their residential areas, child care facilities may be provided in or near the office.
The matter may be examined by government
25.8. The Department of Women and Child Developoment has recommended that creche facilities should be
provided for women employees wherever there are more tl:lan 30 women employees in one organisation or more
than one organisation located in the same premises. This is a reasonable suggestion and may be implemented as
far as possible.
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CHAPTER 26
LEAVE AND OTHER FACUJTIF$
(l) Leave Entitlement

26.1. Central government employees are governed in the matter of leave by the Central Civil
Services (Leave) Rules, 1972. Apart from earned leave and half pay leave, which are in the nature of
regular leave, the Rules provide for other kinds of special leave such as leave not due, maternity leave,
special disability leave, quarantine leave and extraordinary leave to cover specific contingencies.
26.2. The existing leave rules are quite comprehensive and do not require any major modification.
We have considered the suggestions received and are of the opinion that following changes may be
made in the Rules,(i) At present the limit on accumulation of earned'leave is 180 days. The same limit applies for
encashment of earned leave at the time of retirement. It is the normal practice of employees to
keep the balance of their earned leave as high as possible within the permissible limits so that
leave.may be available to them during ~mergencies such as sickness of self and members of
family. As the present limit is operating harshly and to the disadvantage of the employees. we
recommend that the existing limit of 180 days on accumulation of earned leave may be raised to
240 days. We also recommend that the limit on encashment of earned leave at the time of
retirement, may also be raised to 240 days.
(li) Maternity leave is allowed to women employees during their confinement. It is also granted in

cases of miscarriage and abortion, including induced abortion. Presently there is no limit on
the occasions on which maternity leave may be availed of by a woman government employee.
We recommend that, in consonance with the national objective of a small family, maternity
leave may not be allowed to women employees having two children.
(iii)We have considered the difficulties which working women face when they have a new~born
child to look after. It has been suggested that the provisions regarding grant of half pay leave,
leave not due and extraordinary leave may be suitably amended so that a woman employee in
need of such leave may not be forced to return to work even though it is most essential for her
for the sake of her new~bom child to be on leave. Accordingly, it is recommended that a
woman employee may be allowed to avail of any kind of leave to which she is entitled upto a
maximum period of one year in continuation of maternity leave. This facility should, however,
be allowed for two children.
(iv)At present the conditions for grant of study leave preclude a government employee from
availaing of such leave if he is due.to retire or has the option to retire from government service
within 3 years of the date on which he is expected to return to duty after the expiry of leave.
The existing rules permit an employee to seek voluntary retirement after 20 years of service
subject to stipulated conditions. Accordingly, an employee is eligible to apply for study leave
only if his total service under government is less than 17 years. It has been represented to us
that it may not always be possible for an employee to avail study leave at this stage of his
career. We therefore recommend that the words 'or has the option to retire' may be deleted
from the Rules. Moreover, the existing rules are not clear on the point whether study leave can
be granted in cases where the course of study is completed in more than one spell. We
recommend that the Rules may be modified to make the position clear and study leave may,
subject to the existing limits, be permitted in two spells where necessary.
(v) Earned leave is credited in advance for government employees serving in departments other

than vacation departments in two instalments of 15 days each on January 1 and July 1 of every .
calender year. It has been pointed out that this is disadvantageous to employees in cases wh~re
they have already accumulated 180 days earned leave before January lor July 1 and have to
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The pay limit for the grant of festival advance has been raised from Rs.600.00 to Rs.1,000.00. The
amount of advance for purchase of motor car has been further increased to Rs.80,OOO with effect from
May 15, 1986.
26.16. Apart from advance under the General Financial Rule~, .governn:~nt employees can also
take advance from their provident fund accounts subject to the speCIfIed condlt1ons. As the amount of
each advance and the interest thereon, wherever applicable, are to be recovered in instalments, spread
over several months, this involves considerable administrative and accounting work.
26.17. The amount of advances for purchase of motor car, motor cycle/scooter and bicycle do not
require any change as they have been revised recently. Government ay ,. however, review the
position from time to time and make such changes as may be necessary takmg mto account the actual
cost of the vehicles. The need for advance in connection with natural calamities has, for obvious
reasons, to be left to be decided by government as and when occasion arises. For the other advances,
there is need for reducing the administrative and accounting work involved in processing applications
for various types of advances while ensuring that the genuine need for employees is met. We have
separately recommended that advances may not be allowed to be taken from the provident fund
account of the employees. To avoid hardship to the employees and to cater to their genuine
requirements, we recommend that all employees may be allowed a non-interest bearing advance equal
to half a month's basic pay once a year recoverable in not more than 10 instalments, without linking it
to any specified purpose. Another advance may not be given unless the previous advance has been
fully recovered. This may replace the advance for festival, purchase of table fan, warm clothing and
for meeting expenses on legal proceedings presently admissible under General Financial Rules. The
other advances like advance of pay on leave, transfer, etc. may continue. We have separately dealt
with house building advance in chapter 14.

n:

V. Welfare measures and canteen facility

26.18. Central government has provided a number of facilities for the welfare of its employees.
While the Departments of Railways. Posts, Telecommunications and Defence look after their respective
employees, the Department of Personnel deals with measures for the welfare of other government
employees. The Department of Personnel has set up a number of centres such as recreational
clubs/halls for indoor games and various other activities in offices. These centres tOeceive grants from
government. Initial grants for specific purpose are also considered by the government and sanctioned
in deserving cases. In residential colonies where there is large concentration of the government
employees, residents' welfare associations have been organised to help the employees in availing of
amenities like fair price shops and milk centres. In addition there are 54 central government
employees's welfare coordination committees functioning outside Delhi. These committees are
functioning where there are at least five central government offices with a minimum of 1000
employees. These committees look after various welfare activipes and also attend to problems relating
to housing, transport, childrens' education, medicare facilities, etc. of employees. They also receive
grants-in-aid for organising cultural activities. indoor games, etc. Staff Benevolent Funds (SBF)
have been set up for helping the employees in difficulties like prolonged illness, premature retirement,
death. etc. The benevolent fund is registered under the Registration of Societies Act.
26.19. Government also encourages participation of its employees in sports and athletics. A
registered society called the Central Civil Services Sports Board is functioning under the Department of.
Personnel. It has regional boards in cities where the number of central government employees is more
than 1000. At present there are 38 regional sports boards. The central board provides grants-in-aid to
regional boards and organises all India civil services tournaments in collaboration with state
govemments. The tournaments are held in different States' capitals where civilian employees of the
state government as well as the central government participate. Grih kalyan kendras have been
established for the welfare of wives and children of government employees.
26.20, The railways are providing medicare, education, housing. holiday homes, subsidised
hostels to their employees. There are about 100 hostels. 600 health centres. In addition there are 750
e~ucational institutions comprising one degree college, 7 inter-colleges, 81 higher secondary, 31
nuddle and 635 primary schools. The railways have staff benefit fund for providing assistan,ce ,tq
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meet exceptional hardships of their employees. The fund is utilised not only for helping out the
members during difficulties but also for a variety of purposes like education of children, cultural
activities, provision of artificial limbs, hearing aids, spectacles.
26.21. P&T has two funds; a Welfare Fund and a Compassionate Fund. After bifurcation of the
two departments these funds are managed by the respective boards. The boards receive grants-in-aid
from the government.
26.22. Civilian employees in the Ministry of Defence have a number of funds such as Defence
Civilian Welfare (TB) Fund. It is a voluntary fund with subscriptions from members and grants made
by the canteen store department and the Ministry of Defence. A benevolent fund for the secretariat
employees and for the armed forces headquarters is also under operation. There is another fund
known as the Ministry of Defence and AFHQ Welfare and amenities fund which is non-contributroy
and is financed entirely out of government grants.

26 .. 23. A number of suggestions have been received for augmenting the welfare facilities
available for the employees. It has been suggested that every office having more than 30 employees
should have a recreation club with an annual grant of Rs.2000 irrespective of the number of employees
with a provision that government may periodically examine the amount to be paid as grant.
26.24. It has also been suggested that there should be reservation of certain percentage of seats in
professional colleges and other institutions of higher learning for the children of government
employees having all India transfer liability. The suggestion has considerable merit as education of the
children of such employees suffer on their transfer. Government may therefore consider this
suggestion favourably and provide reservation of seats wherever possible.

26.25. It has also been suggested that government should provide facility of holiday homes and
convalescent homes for its employees at subsidised rates. The suggestion may be considered and
effort be made to provide the facilities on the lines provided by railways.
26.26. The present amount of grants for sports and recreation appears to be inadequate in view of
the rising cost of equipment as well as periodicals. It is recommended that the amount of grants may be
suitably enhanced. 'Government may also consider giving special grant at intervals of 5-6 years for
replacement of sports equipments, furniture, etc.
26.27. The activities of the grih kalyan kendras are at present confined to three production centres
at Delhi, Madras and Dehradun. Similar centres may be opened in other places also where there is
concentration of government employees. Those interested in schemes like 'learning while earning'
may be provided suitable opportunities to work in these centres. The activities of the centres may also
be diversified.
26.28. A suggestion has been received that central government employees having all India transfer
liabilities should not be transferred away from their horne towns during the last 3 years of their service
to enable them to settle their affairs satisfactorily before retirement.· Such a policy has already been
followed by some state governments. Government may consider the advisability of transferring a
central government employee with all India transfer liability to his home state during the last 3 yeaxs of
his service.

Canteen facility
26.29. There are two types of canteens in government eswblishmer}.ts and office~ vl~. (i) statu~ofY
canteens and (ii) departmental canteens. There are also tiffin roams· iii smaller estapUsbm~)l'ts;
Statutory canteen are in government factories and workshop~ governed 'by the Factories Act. ,'EXC6pr
for the cost of provisions, the entire expenditure on runnins of st~t\lt9ry canteens .antt tiff:in :t<;)Oll).s,is
met by government. For departmental canteens, the grant COvel1S .:70 ,per cent of theipay bff-t.h.e'
authorised staff while the other facilities are the same as for statutory canteens.
'
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26.30. The following criteria have been laid down by government for determining the type of
canteen/tiffin room depending upon the strength of the staff:Total strength of Office! Establishment

Type of canteen/tiffin room entitled

25-49

Tiffin room type B

50-90

Tiffin room type A

100·249

Canteen type D

250-499

Canteen type C

500·699

Canteen type B

Canteen type A
700·1200
If the strength of the office/establishment is more than 1200, the canteens may be grouped and
categorised as Type 2A, 3A and so on.
26.31. Apart from the initial grant, the replacement grants for equ.ipment, crockery/~tensi1 and
furniture are given after a period of 8 years, 5 years and 10 years respecltvely. The followmg are the
rates of replacement grants ;Amount of grant authorised

'!YP9 of Canteen
For equipment

1

2
Rs.

A
B

C
D

For crockery, u tensils,etc.

3
Rs.

12000
9600
7200
6000

3000
2400
1800
1200

500
500

200
200

For furniture

Total

4

5

Rs.

Rs.

5000
4000
3000
2000

20000
16000
12000
9200

Type of tiffin rooms
A
B

700
700

26.32. The central government employees' associations have requested that grants-in-aid for
canteen facilities should be revised in view of the price rise. The revision should include 100 per cent
subsidy on the expenditure On the salary of canteen employees, subsidy on food articles like milk,
cooking oil, sugar, tea, etc. It has been requested that meals and tiffin should be made available to
every employee at cheaper and subsidised rates. If that is not possible, a tiffin allowance may be
given. It has also been urged that the existing canteen facilities in terms of tidiness of the premises,
proper furnit\lfe, equipment, utensils, cleanliness, hygiene in the kitchen and eating places, etc. should
be improved.
26.33. A well organised canteen should meet the n¢eds of the employees. While there is need for
improving cleanliness and hygiene within the canteen/tiffin room by better management, dlere is no
justlfication for ,government to meet the full cost of running the canteens including the cost of
provisions. However, as canteens are being provided as a welfare measure, we recommend that the
subsidy on the cost of establishment may be raised to 100 per cent from the existiang 70 per cent for
departmental canteens.
26.34. Rates of replacement grants for equipment, crockery/utensils and furniture were fixed iri
1978. Since the prices of these items have gone up considerably, we recommend that the existing rates
may be revised suitably.
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26.35. The employees of the departmentally run canteens have claimed the status of regular
government employees. Although they have been declared as "holders of civil posts in connection
with the affairs of the Union", they have not been treated as regular employees. Some of them have
filed a writ petition in the Supreme Court and the matter is ',subjudice'. We are concerned with the
problems relating to the pay scales and conditions of service, etc. of employees of the statutory
canteens. Our recommendations for them can be made applicable to the employees of the departmental
canteens also if the Suprement Court decides the case in their favour.
26.36. Some associations of government employees have suggested that facility on the lines
provided by the canteen stores department for defence personnel may be made available to all central
government employees. We do not think it will be fe,\-sible to do so. We have, however, noted that
there is an existing network of consumer cooperative stores (kendriya bhandars) located in areas where
there is concentration of central government employees in Delhi. These stores purchase goods directly
from the manufacturers. That organisation may be strengthened and extended wherever possible.
Government may consider providing accommodation on nominal rent to these stores. This may enable
the stores to provide better and economical service to the consumers.
VL Confirmation of employees
26.37. The government employees become permanent on confirmation against permanent posts
subject to fulfilment of certain conditions. On confirmation. such employees are not only secure in
their tenure, but they also become eligible for retirement and other benefits. Those employees who are
nofconfinned, continue either as temporary or quasi-permanent employees. Temporary employees
who have put in more than three years of service are eligible for being declared as quasi.permanent
under the prescribed service rules.
26.38. Generally, due to non-availability of permanent posts, a large number of employees
continue as temporary or as quasi-permanent. This causes considerable hardship and frustration
among the employees. It is also not a prudent personnel policy to continue a large number of
employees on temporary basis.
26.39. The Third Pay Commission had recommended that 90 per cent of posts upto the level of
deputy secretary in permanent departments and 50 per cent in temporary departments should be
converted into pemanent PQsts. In accordance with this recommendation; necessary orders were
issued by government for conversion of temporary posts into permanent posts. As a result, there has
been some reduction in the percentage of temporary employees. In March 1981, about 22 per cent
employees were temporary as against 25.1 per cent in 1973 and 34.1 per cent in 1957. However,
even after this improvement, the number of temporary posts in central government as on January 1,
1984 continues to be as high as 7.82Iakh, i.e. about 20 per cent of the employees.
26.40. Both quasi-permanent and temporary employees with ~ervice of 5 years or more are
eligible for terminal gratuity but death gratuity is higher for quasi-permanent employees in some cases.
The terminal benefits are, however, less than the retirement benefits of a permanent employee. A
government servant who has rendered temporary service of not less than 20 years is eligible for
retirement benefits on par with permanent employees, if he retires from service on attaining the age of
superannuation.
26.41. A large number of employees still continue to be temporary mainly due to non-availability
of permanent posts. If steps are taken to delink confirmation from availability of permanent posts, the
problem of temporary employees will be solved to a large extent.
26.42. Grant of quasi-permanent status to employees is not automatic. It involves considerable
administrative work and consequential delay. This causes frustration to the employees. A large
number of respondents to questionnaire have suggested discontinuance of the system. W~ are in
general agreement with this view and would recommend that the present system of making employee!i!
quasi-permanent may be dispensed with. Railways. where more than forty per cent of government
employees are working, have no sy~tem of quasi-permanency., ,
26.43. We recommend that the position regarding temporary employees shoulcfbe, regularly,',
reviewed so that not more than 10 per cent of them remain temporary for more than ten years; : ,i
<

•

,
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vn.

Uniforms and allowances
26.44. Provision of uniform for certain categories of employee is considered essential for efficient
discharge of their duties. Generally uniforms are supplied to employees who frequently come in
contact with public or whose official position must be distinctly known so that they may be easily
identified by members of the public and by their own officers. Likewise, protective c~othing and
accessories are provided to those who are to face inclement weather and other speCIal hazards.
Government employees who are provided with uniforms can be placed in two categories - (a) those
who are supplied with free uniforms, and (b) others who receive uniform allowance or kit allo.wance.
26.45. At present there is no uniformity as regards scales of supply or rates of allowance in the
different organisations. Staff associations/unions have made several suggestions, such as,
improvement in the quality of cloth, uniformity in scales and patterr~. payment of stitching charges and
increasing the rate of washing allowance. It has further been suggested that the matter should be left
for settlement between the associations/unions and the departments.
26.46. At present a large number of employees are supplied with free uniforms but they are often
found to be not wearing them while on duty. This defeats the very purpose for which uniforms are
supplied. Government may review the existing position and restrict supply to employees for whom
uniforms are considered essential. Necessary steps may be taken to ensure that the employess wear
uniform while on duty and maintain the same properly. Rules regarding use of uniform may De strictly
enforced and if necessary further supply may be discontinued if an employee is found to be attending
to his duties without wearing the uniform regularly.

26.47. We recognise that the design and scale of uniform has to be determined by the concerned
ministries/departments ·keeping in view their specific requirements. Government may issue suitable
guidelines with regard to the quality of material, stitching, timely supply of uniform and other related
matters. Departments may, however, have the freedom in the matter of procurement of cloth and other
items of uniform as well as arrangement for stitching through organisations approved by government
for this purpose. We are not in favou~ of payment of stitching charges to individual employee in view
of its implications. As regards washing allowance, it has been increased from Rs.4/~ to Rs.15/- per
month for all common categories of groups C and D in January 1986 and dot;s not call for any further
change at this stage.
26.48. Rates of uniform allowance have been reviewed by some of the ministries/departements.
Uniform allowance for IPS officers was reviewed in 1983 but there was no such review for officers
of lTBP/BSF/CISF. Thus in comparable organisations within the same ministry, rates of uniform
allowance continue to be different. We recommend that the rates of uniform allowance may be
reviewed by respective ministries/departments and these should be same for comparable categories
under each ministry/department. We also recommend that uniform allowance for officers of railway
protection force, national cadet corps and border roads organisation, may be the same as prescribed for
officers of central police organisations after review.

VIII.

Classification of Services and Posts

26.49. Civil services and posts under the central government are at present classified under four
groups as follows:-

Sl.No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Description
A central civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay with a maximum of nOl
less than Rs.l,300.
A ceptral civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay wHh a maximum of not less
than Rs.900 but less than Rs.l,300.
A central civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay with maximum of over
Rs.290 but less than Rs.900.
.
A central civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay the maximum of which is
Rs.290 or less

Group
A

B

c
D
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26.50. There are, however, some exceptions to the above classification where grouping does not
strictly follow this pattern. Postmen, mail guards, wiremen, linemen and border security force
constables, who are in the scale of Rs.210-270 have been classified as group C. Similarly assistants in
the central secretariat in the scale of Rs.425-800 have been placed in group B (non-gazetted).
Foremen in the ordance factories in the pay scale of Rs.840-1040 have been included in group C.
26.51. The Staff Side in the National Council (JeM) have suggested discontinuance of
classification of employees under different groups, but a majority of the respondents to questionnaire
are in favour of continuation of the existing classification. One advantage of classification is that it
makes it possible for government to ex.amine and decide matters of common interest to the group or
groups concerned. It plays a vital role in disciplinary matters also. Moreover, it has become by now a
well understood system of classification.
26.52. We recommend that the present system may be continued and the revised group-wise
classification may be as follows:

Group
A. A central civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay with a maximum of not less than RsAOOO.

B. A central civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay with a maximum of not less than Rs.2900 but
less than 4000/-.
C. A central civil post canying a payor a scale of pay with a maximum overRs.1150 but less than
Rs.2900/-.
D. A central civil post carrying a payor a scale of pay the maximum of which is Rs.11S0 or less.
Wherever there are deviations of the nature mentioned in paragrpb 26.50 above the existing
classification for those posts may continue. Government may, however, review the classification in
such cases as and when necessary.

IX.

Industrial and Non-Industrial Employees
26.53. There is no precise definition of industrial staff or non-industrial staff employed in the
central government. Generally, those government employees who are covered under the definition of
"worker" under the Factories Act, 1948, and the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, are industrial staff and
the rest are said to be non-industrial staff.
26.54. Industrial employees are governed by the labour laws which give them substantial rights to
form a trade union, raise an industrial dispute concerning discharge. dismissal, retrenchment or
termination of service, raise disputes on matters other than pay and allowances, weekly hours of work
or leave and to seek adjudications thereon, receive prior intimation of any change in conditions of seravice, compensation for layoff and retrenchment, recovery of dues from employers through labour
courts and right to go on strike subject to certain conditions, etc. The non-industrial employees on the
other hand are governed by rules applicable to central government employees in general. The industrial
employees get benefit of these rules also. There is thus duality of rules and regulations applicable to
the industrial staff.
26.55. The Third Pay Commission suggested that government may take steps to terminate this
duality of service conditions along with the uncertainties and anomalies. For this purpose, it was
suggested that either the government industrial workers should be treated as 'excluded category' to be
governed solely by rules made under Article 309 of the Constituion or the industrial workers of the
government should be segregated from the non-industrial workers and should be given all the facilities
and safeguards to which they are entitled under the labour laws.
. .
..
I

•

26.56. This suggestion of the Third Pay Commission has yet to be acted upon. An amendment to
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, has, however, been made with effect from August 21, 1984 by
virtue of which it is possible for the go;vernment to keep their industrial est",blishments ou.tside the
purview of the Industrial Disputes Ac~. In that event, the industrial workers will have recourse only to
government rules for settlement of grievances as applicable to other government employees. Similarly.
though the original notification for setting up the Central Administrative Tribunals excluded the
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employees governed by the Industrial Disputes Act from the scol~e of the Tribunals, an amend~ent
introduced through the Administrative Tribunals (Amendment) Ordmance, 1986, ~ubs~quent1y omItted
the relevant clause thus bringing the employees who are governed by the Industnal DIsputes Act also
within the framework of the Administrative Tribunals.
26.57. While there is no uniformity in the service conditions of industrial staff and non-industrial
staff. including working hours, which vary from one establishment to another, there are significant
disparities between industrial and non-industrial staff in respect of the rate at which leave is earned,
accumulated, encashed, etc. as indicated below:Earned leave

Non-industrial employee

(1)

3

2

1

Rate of annual eaming

Industrial employee

30

1-10 years 17 days
11-20 years 22 days
21 & above 27 days

(2)

Accumulation

180

60

(3)

Encashment at the time or retinnent

180

60

Half Pay Leave
(1)

Communication

N.B.

No limit on medical
certificate.

15 days in a year. (10 days for
defence employees).

(i) On the railways, the indutrial and non-industrial employees enjoy same benefits.

(ii) The industrial staff in the Ministry of Defence are eligible for 10 days half pay leave and
7 days casual leave in a year as against 20 days and 12 days elsewhere. However,
they are eligible for 10 days sick leave which is not available to others.
26.58. In the following areas, the industrial and non-industrial workers enjoy similar benefits,(i) Pensionary benefits.
(ii) Maternity leave
(iii) Extraordinary leave

However, the industrial staff are generally better placed than the non-industrial staff in respect of
overtime payment and compensation for injury while on duty.
26.59. The federation and association representing industrial staff in the defence organisations
have suggested that the difference in their leave entitlement vis~a-vis non-industrial staff may be
removed. It has been pointed out that in the railways there is no difference between industrial and non~
industrial staff, in regard to leave entitlement.
26.60. Disparity in the matter of half pay leave between industrial and non-industrial staff in
government departments, other than railways, was a matter which went before the Board of Arbitration
oeM). The Board gave an Award to the effect that there should be no disparity. The Award has been
accepted and implemented by the government.
26.61.. We have examined the matter with due regard to the suggestions received. We recommend
that aU industrial employees should have the same leave entitlement and encashment as admissible to
industrial employees. of the railways. While recommending this, we suggest discontinuance of. all
, other kind of leave available to industrial emplQyees at present but not available to non-industrial
employees.

X.

Joint Consultative MaChinery

26.62. The scheme for Joint Consultative Machinery (JeM) and compulsory arbitration for central
government employees has j;)een in operation since 1966. It provides a forum for consultation between
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the Government of India in its capacity as employer and the general body of employees at three levels.
At the apex level, there is a National Council, with departmental councils and office councils at
ministry/depaltment and office levels respectively. The national council deals with general matters
affecting the central g}>vemment employees such as pay of common categories, dearness allowance and
matters relating to categories of staff common to two or more departments which are not grou}Jed
together in a single departmental council. Matters affecting staff of a single department are considered
in the departmental council and local or regional questions at the level of office councils.
26.63. Prior approval of the chairman is taken before a subject is included in the agenda for
consideration of the national council. Their recommendations become opelative after the approval of
government is obtained. If there is final disagreement at the level of JCM on arbitrable issues, it is
open to either side to refer the matter to the Board of Arbitration. Other items on which there is
disagreement in council are referred to a committee of three ministers.
26.64. The Board of Arbitration follows quasi-judicial procedure. Subject to the over-riding
authority of the Parliament, recommendations of the Board of Arbitration are binding on bolh sides.
If, for reasons to be recorded in writing, the central government is of the opinion that all or any of the
recommendations of Board of Arbitration should on grounds affecting national economy or social
justice be modified, the central government shall, as soon as may be, lay before each House of
Parliament the report of the Board containing such recommendations together with the modifications
proposed and the reasons, therefor, and thereupon Parliament may make such modifications' in the
recommendations as it may deem fit. Modification may extend to the rejection of a recommendation.
26.65. So far 26 meetings of the national council have been held. From March 1973 to December
1984, 109 references were made to the Board of Atbitration, of which five were withdrawn. In 104
cases recommendations were made by the Board of Arbitration.
26.66. Railways have in additon to JCM scheme a Permanment Negotiating Machinery (PNM).
This came into existence in 1951. In this the two recognised federations viz., All India Railwaymen
Federation (AIRF) and National Federation of Indian Railwaymen (NFIR) are participating. The PNM
is intended to resolve disputes and differences which may arise between the railway labour and
administration. This 'scheme envisages settlement at three levels. In cases where no agreement is
reached petween the fedetations and the Railway Board, references are made to an ad hoc railway
tribunal composed of representatives of labour, and administration. presided over by a neutral
chainnan. Three such tribunals have been set up since 1951. Both the Railway Board and federations
waived their rights of representation on the tribunals on all the three occasions. The awards of these
tribunals have been generally accepted and implemented by the government. It thus appears that the
issues have been discussed and solutions found during discussions with organised labour in meetings
under the PNM. Areas of differences which had to be referred to the tribunals were very few. The
scheme is reported to have contributed in a significant way in preserving industrial peace in the
railways.
26.67. The staff side have not suggested any modification in JCM scheme, nor have we received
any proposal for change in the PNM. Thus it appears that both the schemes are functioning
satisfactorily.
.
26.68. We have noticed that the Board of Arbitration generally gives non-speiU,ing awards. It is ,
difficult to appreciate the rationale behind a particular recommendation made by the Boar:d. We
recommend that government may consider whether the present sch~me of rCM and compulsory .
arbitration should be so modified as to require that reasons for the recommendation of the Board of
Arbitration should be given as far as possible.
.
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CHAPTER 27
UNION TERRITORIES
27.1. There are at present nine Union territories (UT) specified in the First Schedule of the
Constitution, namely, Delhi, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.,
Goa, Daman and Diu, Pondicherry, Chandigarh, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh. We have not dealt
with Chandigarh in view of the stated policy of central government of transfer it to Punjab. Union
territories are administered in accordance with the provisions of 8J.tic1e 239 of the Constitution.
27.2. There are differences in UT in respect of size, location, access ability, climate and level of
development. There are about 2.15 lakh employees in UT.
27.3. Earlier, the policy of the government was to link the pay scales and allowances ofUT with
neighbouring states. That policy was changed in 1968, and at present the pay and allowances of UT
employees are generally on the pattern of central government employees.
27.4. Associations of employees have asked for patity in pay scales with equivalent or comparable
posts in the central government and other UT. We agree that, as far as possible, comparable posts in
UT should have similar pay scales. But this may not always be possible particularly when the duties
and responsibilities are not precisely stated or described with reference to the designations of the posts.
It has also been suggested that whenever it is considered necessary to grant special payor other
allowance, that may be fixed with due regard to the difficulties and conditions of work in UT. We
have kept this in view in formulating our proposals.
27.5. The scales of pay recommended by us in chapter 8 will apply to all posts in UT other than
those for which specific recommendations have been made in this chapter. For Veterinary Officers in
UT our recommendations in chapter 11 will apply. We have discussed various category of posts in
different UT and have made specific recommendations regarding their proposed scales of pay in the
following paragraphs.
27.6. There are the following five organised group B civil services in UT,-

Name of Service
1. DeIhl, Andaman and Nicobar Islands civil
service (DANICS)
2. Goa, Daman and Diu civil service
3. Pondicherry civil'service
4. Mizoram civil service
5. Arunachal Pradesh civil service (APeS)

Cadre strength (as on l.i .1984)
279
77
40
48
62

27.7. While the senior administrative posts in UT are manned by officers belonging to the Union
territory cadre of lAS, the other posts are manned by officers of the respective group B civil services.
UT civil services are organised and function somewhat on the lines of state civil services. In
Arunachal Pradesh, there is also a junior civil service.
27.8. The method of recruitment to the DANleS and the Goa, Daman and Diu and Pondicherry
civil services is the same - 50 per cent of the vacancies are filled by direct recruitment through UPSC
on the basis of the civil services examination, the remaining 50 per cent vacancies are filled by
promotion. Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram civil services also have direct recruitment to 50 per cent
posts, but the recruitment is not through UPSC. A competitive examination is conducted by a selection
board consisting of representatives of the Ministry of Home Affairs and the concerned administration.
UT civil service officers are promoted to lAS cadre of UT in the same manner as state civil service
officers.
273
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27.9. The DANICS association has pointed out that other services, recruited though the same civil
services examination, have better promotion prospects. They have also pointed out that the parity with
the Delhi Judicial Service (DIS) was disturbed in 1982 when higher pay scales were allowed to DJS.
According to them, the main problem of the service is that promotion to IAS is unduly delayed and
comes after about 20 years of service. It has also been represented that in some cases, the promoted
officers are denied the usual increments on promotion to lAS under the existing rules governing
fixation of pay.
27.10. The number of officers of UT civil services who are elgible for promotion far exceeds [he
number of vacancies in lAS. To provide reasonable promotion opportunities, we recommend that, for
the present, direct recruitment to the UT civil services may be regulated with due regard to the number
of vacancies which cannot be filled by promotion. This arrangement may be periodically reviewed and
the cadre structure suitably readjusted.
27.11. To remove difficulty in pay fixation of promoted officers, we suggest that pay drawn in the
feeder service may be protected as personal pay on promotion to lAS without adjusting it against future
increments until such time as the officer is promoted to the supertime scale. Government may examine
this suggestion and amend the rules if necessary.
27.12. The scales of pay of DIS were revised by government in 1982. Since government have
ah'eady decided to give a higher scale of pay to DIS, the same may continue. In other UT, however,
pay scales of civil service and judicial service may continue to be similar. Members of DANICS will
get the scale of pay recommended by us in chapter 8.
27.13. In Arunachal Pradesh, there is an Arunachal Pradesh Civil Service (Iunior) which acts as a
feeder to the APCS. The circle officers of Mizoram have represented that they have no promotion
channels and have suggested that a Mizoram Civil Service (Junior) on the pattern of the Arunachal
Pradesh Civil Service (Junior) should be constituted. The proposal deserves consideration and
government may examine it and take a decision.
27.14. There are four organised group B police services, namely, Delhi, Andaman and Nicobar
Islands Police Service (DANIPS), Goa, Daman and Diu Police Service (GDDPS), Pondicherry Police
Service (PPS) and Mizoram Police Service (MPS). The other UT do not have organised police
service. DT police services are similar to UT civil services in respect of cadre structure, recruitment
procedure and service rules. The service problems are also similar.

r'

27.15. There is also problem of stagnation in the UT police services. We recommend that as we
have suggested in the case of civil services, direct recruitment may, for the present, be regulated with
due regard to the number of vacancies which cannot be filled by promotion. However, this
arrangement should be periodically reviewed and the cadre structure readujsted suitably as and when
necessary. Similarly, in respect of officers promoted to the IPS, our suggestion regarding protection
of pay of UT civil service officers may apply.
27.16. Uniform grant in UT ranges from Rs.600 to Rs.ll25 and kit maintenance allowance is
Rs.20/- per month in Delhi. Administrations of UT have suggested that the uniform grant and kit
maint,f!nance allowance should be more realistic in view of increasing prices. We have considered the
matter and recommend an initial uniform grant of Rs.l200/-, renewal grant of Rs.10OO/- every 7 years
,!nd a kit maintenance allowance of Rs.40/· per month for all UT police services. These rates may be
periodically revised.
27.17. There are organised judicial services in Delhi, Goa and Pondicherry. Judicial officers in
Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and the Lakshadweep Islands are on
deputation from the neighbouring states. In Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram, executive officers
perfonn judicial functions as well, except in the courts of the District Council in Mizoram, which
mainly deal with cases under customary law and litigation between persons who are members of the
Scheduled Tribes.
27.18. Thejunior scale of pay of the DJS was revised by government in 1982. Since government
have allowed a higher scale at this level of the DJS, the same may continue. Members of judicial
serviCes in other UT may be given the scales of pay recommended in chapter 8.

:;75

27.19. It appears that there is no uniformity in the recruitment or appointment by transfer oflaw
secretaries in UT. We recommend that, as far as possible, the posts may be filled by taking an officer
on deputation from the judicial service and he may be given a suitable special pay.
27.20. The pay scales in UT have evolved on the basis of their requirements and have their
internal relativities. The reasons for the differences in their structure of emoluments have therefore to
be kept in view. We have examined the pay scales of various posts in UT keeping in view the specific
recommendations of the respective administration with due regard to their qualifications, method of
recruitment, duties and responsibilities. We have tried, as far as possible, to evolve a uniform pattem
of pay scales for comparable posts and have listed below such posts for which uniform scales of have
been proposed.
S.No.

Designation

Department

Proposed pay scale

UNION TERRITORY OF DELHI
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Deputy Commissioner's Office
Land and Building Department
Directorate of Industries
Directorate of Social Welfare
- dodoSocial Welfare Department
Development Department Office of
the Deputy Director (Horticulture)
- doRehabilitation SetVices
Labour Commissioner's Office
Central Jail
Bureau of Econom'ics & Statistics
Directorate of Training & Technical
Education (College of Phannacy)
Directorate of Training &
Technical Education
Depaltment of Education
w

17.

- do-

18.

- do-

19. Directorate of National Cadet Corps.
20. Directorate of National Cadet Corps
21. Directorate of Health SetVices
22.
.. do23.
- do24. Directorate of Health Services
25.
- do26. Lok Nayak Iai Prakash Narain
Hospital
27.
- do28.
- do29.
- do30.
- do31.
- do32.
- do33.
- do34.
- do35. Maulana Azad Medical College
36. Maulana Azad Medical College

950-1500
950-1500
800-1150

PatwaJl (Rs.260-350)
Patwari (Rs.260-350)
Manual assistant (Rs.200-250)
Programme officer (Integrated)
Child Development) (Rs.700-1300)
Assistant supervisor (Work Centre
for Women) (Rs.550-900)
House visitor (Rs.330-480)
Nurse (Male) (Rs.425-640)

3000-4500

Forester (Rs.210-270)
Forest guard (Rs.196-232)
Tailor skilled (Rs.260-350)
Inspector of factories (Rs.500-900)
Nurse (Male) (Rs.425-640)
Director (Rs .11 00-1600)

950-1400
775-1025
950-1500
2000-3500
1400-2600
3700-5000

Laboratory assistant (Rs.290-500)

1200-2040

- doSelection grade post graduate teacher,
Head master, etc. (Rs.775-1000)
Selection grade trained graduate
teacher/Assistant teacher, etc.
(Rs.740-880)
Selection grade primary teacher, etc.
(Rs.530-630)
Instructor (Ship modelling)
(Rs.380-560)
Instructor (Aero modelling)
(Rs.380-560)
Assistant matron (Rs.550-900)
Assistant nursing superintendent
eRs.550-900)
Sister (Nursing) (Rs.455-700)
Nurse Public Health (Rs.425-640)
Nurse staff (Rs.425-640)
Assistant nursing superintendent
{Rs.550~ 750)
Sister tutor (Rs.550-7S0)
Theatre master (Rs.550-750)
Nurse public health (Rs.4S5-700)
Sister home (Rs.455-700)
Sister nursing (Rs,455-700)
Nurse public health (Rs.425~640)
Nurse staff (Rs,425-640)
Audiometric assistant (Rs.260-430)
Nurse public health (Rs.455-700)
Auxiliary nurse~cutD-midwife

1200-2040

(~s.260-350)

2000-3500
1200·2040
1400-2600

2000-3500
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2300
1400-2300
2000-3200
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2600
2000-3200
2000-3200
2000-3200
1640-2900
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2600
14004300
1640-2900
950-1500
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37. Hospital for Mental Diseases
- do38.

39.
- do40.
- do41. G.B. Pant Hospital
42.

43.
44.
45.
46.

47.

- do- doPolice Department
- do- do- do-

Designation

Proposed pay scale

Assistant matron (Rs.550-750)
Sister (Nursing)/Ward master
(Rs.455-700)
Nurse psychiatric (Rs.425-640)
Nurse staff (Rs.425-640)
Assistant nursing superintendent
(Rs.550-750)
Sister (nursing) (Rs.455-700)
Nurse staff (Rs.425-640)
Sub-Inspector of police (Rs,425-600)
Head constable of police (Rs.260-350)
Selection grade constable(Rs.225-30B)
Constable (Rs.21D-270)

2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2600
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2300
950-1500
950-1400
825-1200

UNION TERRITORY OF ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Office of the Deputy Commissioner,
Andaman
District Administration, Nicobar
Prosecution Branch, Office of District
Magistrate
Revenue, Survey & Settlement
Jail-Department
- doSupply Office
Forest Department
- do-

10. Forest Department
11. Office of the District & Session Judge
12. Marine Department
13.
- do14.
- do15.
- do16. Marine Department
17.
- dodo18.
19.
do20. Marine Department
21.
- do22.
- do23.
- do24.
- dodo25.
26. Directorate of Education
M

M

M

27. Government College

28. Directorate of Education
29. Directorate of Education
30.

- do-

31.

- do-

32. Directorate of Health Services
33.

34.
35.

- do- do-

-do -

Tehsildar (Rs,470-750)

1640-2900

Tehsildar (Rs.470-750)
Assistant public prosecutor
(Rs.S50-7S0)
Patwari {Rs.260-3S0)
Jailor (Rs.550-750)
Weaving instructor (Rs.210-290)
Inspector of weights & measures
(Rs.330-560)
Mahout (Rs.210-290)
Forest guard selection grade
(Rs.210-270)
Forester (Rs.21D-270)
Superintendent (Rs.550-700)
Second class master (Rs.330-480)
Serang (Rs.330-480)
Time keeper (Rs.260-400)
Tally clerk (Rs:260-400)
Carpenter grade II (Rs.260-350)
Carpenter grade III (Rs.260-350)
Moulder grade I (Rs.260-350)
Moulder grade II (Rs.260-350)
Electrical fitter (Rs.260-350)
Sub-station attendant (Rs.260-350)
Machine turner grade II (Rs.260-350)
Machine turner grade III (Rs.260-350)
Fitter grtade I (Rs.260-350)
Fitter grade II (Rs.260-350)
Laboratory assistant selection grade
(Rs.530-610)
Laboratory assistant selection grade
(Rs.530-610)
Laboratory attendant selection grade
(Rs.470-580)
Selection grade post-graduate teacher
head master etc. (Rs. 775-1000)
Selection grade trained graduate
teacher/assistant teacher etc.
(Rs.740-880) .
Selection grade primary school
teacher etc. (Rs.530-630)

1640-2900

Assistant matron (Rs.S50-750)
Sister nursing/ward sister (Rs.550-750)
Nurse public health (Rs.455-700)
Sister tutor (Rs.455-700)

2000-3200
950-1500
1640-2900
950-1400
1400-2600
825-1200
950-1400
950-1400
1640-2900
1200-2040
1200-2040
1200-2040
1200-2040
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
1350-2200
1350-22.00
1350-2200
2000-3500
1640-2900
1400-2600
2000-3200
2000-3200
1640-2900
1640-2900
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Designation

36. Directorate of Health Services
37.

-do-

38. Police Department

39.
40.

- do- do- do -

41.

Proposed p~iy scale

Staff nurse (NICP)/OT nurse/Staff

nurse/ Senior male nurse (Rs.425-640)
Auxihary',J'11-se-cum-u1 idwife
(Rs.260-.5:;~ \)
Sub-inspector (Rs.425-600)
Head constable (Rs.260-350)
Selection grade constable (Rs.225-308)
Constable (Rs.210-270)

1400-2600
950-1500

1400-2300
950-1500

950-1400
825-1200

UNION TERRITORY - LAKSHADWEEP
1.

Admmistrator's Secretariat

2.

Collectorate

3.

Depattment of InfOlmation &

Publicity
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

- doJudicial Department
- doDepartment of Education
- do-

9.

- do-

10.

- do-

11.
-do12.
- do 13. Medical & Public Health Department
14. Medical & Public Health Department
15.
- do16.
-do17. Police Depmtment
18.
- do19.
-do-

Inspector of weights & measures
(Rs.425-600)
Assistant public. proseeutor
(Rs.425-700)
Infonnatloll assistant (photogwphy)
(Rs.425-600)
Information assh.tant (Rs.42S-6DO)
Deputy nazir (l{s.330-480)
He~ld clerk (Rs.330-480)

Education officer (Rs.650-1200)
Select jon grade post-graduate teacher,
Head master ~tc. (Rs.775-1000)
Sdection grade graduate teacher/
Assistant tcacht!r etc.(Rs.740-880)
Selection gmde prilllalY school
teacher etc. (Rs530-6:\O)
Dance-cunl··music tcacher(Rs.21O-290)
Statistical assistant (Rs.425-600)
The:llre tntined nurse (Rs.500-900)
Theatre traineu nurse (Rs.455-700)

Staff nurse (Rs,425-640)
BCG technician (Rs.260-350)

Sub-inspector of police (Rs.425-600)
Head constable of police (Rs.260-350)
Constable (Rs.210-270)

1400-2600

2000-3200
1400-2300
1-100-2300
1200-2040
1200-2040
2200-4000

2000-3500

1640·2900
1400-2600

950-1400
1400-2300
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2600
950-1500
1400-2300

950·1500
825·1200

UNION TERRITORY OF DADRA AND NAGAR HAVELI
1.

Administrator's Secretariat

2.

7.

DepatUnent of Excise
Social Welfare Office
Office of the Deputy Conservator of
Forests
- doDepartment of Technical Education,
Industrial Training Institute
Department of Education

8.

Department of Education

3.

4.
5.
6.

9.

- do-

10. Medical & Public Iiealth Department
11.

- do-

12.

13.

- do- do-

14.
15.

-do- do-

Assistant public prosecutor
(Rs.550-750)
Distiller (Rs.260-350)
T.ailoring instluctor (Rs.11 0-180)*
Forester (Rs.21 0-270)
Forest guard (Rs. t 96-232)
Compositor (Rs.290-480)
Selection grade post-graduate
teacher. Head master etc.(Rs.775-1000)
Selection grade trained graduate
teacherlAssistant teacher etc.
(Rs.740-880)
Selection grade primary school
teacher (Rs.530-630)
Sister incharge (Rs.425-640)
District public health nurse
(Rs.425-640)
Opthalmic Assistant (Rs.330-560)
BeG technician (Rs.260-350)
Staff nurse (Rs.260-350)
Auxiliary nurse-cum-midwife (Rs.260-350)

2000-3200
1400-2300
950-1500
950-1400
775-1025
1200-1800
2000-3500

1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2600
1400-2600
1350·2200
950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
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Inspector of police (Rs.550-750)
Sub-inspector of police (Rs.380-560)
Company commander (Rs.380-560)
Head con..<;table (Rs.260-350)
Head constable (armed) (Rs.260-350)
Constable (Rs.210-270)
Constable (anned) (Rs.210-270)

16. Police Department
17.
- do18.
-do19. Police Department
20.
- do21.
-do22.
- do-

Proposed pay scale
1640-2900
1400-2300
1400-2300
950-1500
950-1500
825-1200
825-1200

VNION TERRITORY OF GOA, DAMAN & DIU

Collectorare of Goa
Collectorate of Daman
Civil Administration Department, DIll
Disuic[ and Subordinate COlllts
Directoratate ofProsecu tion, Law &
Judiciary
6. Office of the Inspector General of
PJisons
- do7.
- do8.
9. Forest Department
10. Directorate of Fisheries

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11.

- do-

12.

- do-

13. Electrici ty Department
14. Office of the Controller,
Weights & Measures
15. Office of the Commissioner of
Labour & Employment
16.
- do-

17. Inspectorate of Factories and
Boilers
18.
- do19. Captain of Ports Department
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

- do- doDirectorate of Agriculture
Office of the Director of Accounts
Department of Education
- do-

26. Department of Education
27. Directorate of Health Senrice
28.
- do29.
- do30.
- do31.
- do- do32.
33.
- do34.
- do-

Talnthi (Rs.260-350)
Talathi (Rs.260-350)
Talathi (Rs.260-350)
Shitastadar (Rs.S50-7S0)
Assistant public prosecutor
(Rs.S50-900)
Assistant Superintendent
(Rs.550-750)
Nurse (male) (Rs.425-640)
Head warder (Rs.380-560)
Forest guard (Rs.196-232)
Assistant Su perintendent of Fisheries
(Rs.425-700)
Extension Officer of Fisheries
(Rs.425-600)
Research Assistant (Fisheries)
(Rs.42S-600)
Chief Electrical Enginer
(Rs.1500-2000)
Controller, weights & measures and
Controller, legal metrology
(Rs.650-1200)
Labour inspector
(Rs.425-600)
Labour inspector (Wages)
(Rs.425-60Q)
Labour inspector (Chemical)
(Rs.425-600)
Labour inspector (Engineering)
(Rs.425-600)
Su pervisor (Light House Keeping)
(Rs.380-560)
Junior instructor (Deck) (Rs.380-560)
Junior Instructor (Engine(Rs.380-560)
Director of Agriculture(Rs.11 00-1600)
Director of Accounts (Rs.ll 00-1600)
Selection grade post graduate teacher,
Head Master, etc. (Rs.775-1000)
Selection grade trained graduate
teacher! Assistant teacher, etc.
(Rs.740-880)
Selection grade primary school
teacher, etc, (Rs.530-630)
Assistant Matron (Rs.550-750)
Sister tutor (Rs.550-750)
Nurse public health (Rs.455-700)
Sister house (Home) (Rs.455-700)
Sister nursing (Rs.455-700)
Sister ward/master (Rs.455-700)
Incharge sister (Rs.455-700)
Nurse staff (Rs.425-640)

*Scale as reported by the administration - scale prior to Third Pay Commission.

950-1500
950-1500
950-1500
1640-2900
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2300
775-1025
1640-2900
1400-2300
1400-2300
4500-5700
2200-4000
1400-2300
1400-2300
1400-2300
1400-2300
1400-2300
1350-2200
1350-2200
3700-5000
3700-5000
2000-3500
1640-2900
1400-2600
2000-3200
2000-3200
1640-2900
1640-2900
1640-2900
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2600
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35. -birectorate of Health Service

36.

- do-

37. Goa Medical College
38.
-do39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Goa Medical College
Goa Dental College
- do Goa Denta1 Col1ege
Institute of Psychiatry and
Human Behaviour
4-4.
- do45.
- do46.
- do47. Police Department
48.
- do49.
- do50.
- do51.
-do-

Technician for occlIpmional them py
(Rs.260-430)
AuxilialY nurse-cum-midwife
(Rs.260-350)
Assistant matron (Rs.550-750)
Sister wardlB rother/Home sisler
(Rs.455-700)
Nurse staff (Rs.42S-640)
Nurse staff (Rs,425-640)
Assistant electrician (Rs.260-350)
Plumber (Rs.260-350)
Assistant matron
(Rs.550-750)
Sister ward/Ward masler(Rs,455-700)
Nurse staff (Rs.425-640)
Technician for occupational therapy
(Rs.260-430)
Public proseclltor (Rs.5S0-900)
Nurse (Male) (Rs.425-640)
Sub-inspector (Rs.380-560)
Head constable (Rs.260-350)
Constable (Rs.210-270)

Proposeu pay scale
1200-2240
950-1500
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2600
950-1500
950-1500
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
1200·2040
2000-3200
1400-2600
1400-2300
950-1500
825-1200

UNION TERRITORY OFPONDICHERRY
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Revenue Department
Dil'ectomte of Stationery & Printing
Legislative Assembly Departmeilt
Directorate of Prosecution
- doDirectorate of Prosecution

Jail Department
- do8.
9.
- do10. Social Welfare Department
11.
- do-

7.

12. Education Department
13.

- do-

14.

- do-

15. Health & Family Welfare Department
16.
- do-do17.
18. Police Departtnent
-do19.
- do20.
-do21.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Karnam (Rs.260-350)
Junior reader (Rs.290-480)
Junior reader (Rs.290-480)
Deputy director of prosecution
(Rs.650-1200)
Assistant public prosecutor grade I
(Rs.650-900)
Assistant public prosecutor grade II
(Rs.550-7S0)
Superintendent of Jail (Rs.550-750)
Male Nurse (Rs.425-640)
Selection grade warder (Rs.225-308)
Staff Nurse (Male) (Rs.425-640)
Auxiliary Nurse-cum-midwife
(Rs.260-350)
Selection grade post-graduate teacher
(Rs.775-1000)
Selection grade graduate teacher/
Assistant teacher, etc.(Rs.740-880)
Selection grade primary school
teacher etc. (Rs.530-630)
Head nurse (Rs,455-700)
Nurse public health (Rs.455-700)
Staff nurse (Rs.425-640)
Sub-inspector of police (Rs,425-600)
Head constable of police (Rs.260-350)
.Selection grade constable (Rs.225-308)
Constable (Rs.210-270)

UNION TERRITORY OFMIZORAM
Town Supervisor (Rs.380-640)
Local Administration Department
Inspector Market (Rs.260-350)
Land Revenue and Settlement
Field Assistant (Rs.260-350)
Land Revenue and Settlement
President District Council COUlt
Law & Judicial Department
(Rs.650-1200)
Deputy Director (Rs.900-1400)
Animal Husbandty and Veterinary
Disease Investigation Officer
-do (Rs.900-1400)

950-1500
1200-1800
1200-l800
2375-3500
2000-3200
2000-3200
1640-2900
1400-2600
950-1500
1400-2600
950-1500
2000-3500
1640-2900
1400-2600
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2300
950~1500

950-1400
825-1200
1400-2300
950-1500
950-1500
2200-4000
30OQA500
3000-4500

~80
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Dep,lltment

Designation

,---:- Public Hcali11Engilleel1-n-g---;D~e-p-tt-,-~.
8.
Prison Department
9.
- do 10.
- do 11. Education Department
12.
- do -

13.

- do-

14. Education Depatitnent

1.5 .

- do-

16.
- do17. He.IIth & Family Welt~\rc
18.
- do 19.
- do -

:20.
21.
:~2..

23.
J.l.

.25.
~6.

27.

28.
29.
30.

Dt.~parrmenr

- do - do- do -do- do-

- do - do-do- doHealth & Family Welfare Department
- do-

31. Police Department
32.
- do33.
- do34.
- do35.
-do-

36.
37.

- do-do-

Proposed pay "cale

Statistical Assistant (Rs.260-350-j-----'930-150-0Supenntendent of Jail (Rs.S50-900)
_ 2000-3500
Jailor (Rs.550·750)
1640-2900
Nurse Staff (Rs,425-640)
1400-2600
Principal (School) (Rs.900-1400)
3000-4500
Selection grade Post-graduate teacher,
:2.000-3500
Head Master, etc.(Rs.775-1000)
Selection Grade Graduate Teacher/
1640-2900
Assistant Teacher, ClC.(Rs.740-880)
Assistant DistJ1ct Education Ollie!:r
2200-4000
(Rs.650-1200)
SelectIon Grade Primary School
1400-2600
Teacher (Rs.530-630)
950-1500
Sewing/Knitting Master (Rs.260-350)
2000-3200
Nursing Tutor (Rs.SSO-900)
2000-3200
SisterTutor (Rs.550-900)
District public Health Nursing
2000-3200
Supervisor (R~u50-900)
1640-2900
Assistant Matron (Rs.550-700)
1640-2900
Sister Ol----.eratioll Theatre (Rs,455-700)
Sister Public Health (Rs,455-700)
1640-2900
Sister Inc-barge, Central Sterlization
Service Depot (Rs,455-700)
1640-2900
Sister Ward (Rs,45S-700)
1640-2900
Sister Diet (Rs.455-700)
1640-2900
Nurse Public Health (Rs.425-640)
1400-2600
Nurse Staff (Rs.425-640)
1400-2600
Health Educator (Rs.380-640)
.i.400-2300
B.C.G. Technicial1 (Rs.260-350)
950-1500
Auxiliary Nurse-cum-Medwife
(Rs.260-350)
950-1500
Staff Nurse (Rs.425-600)
1400-2600
Sub-Inspector of Police (Rs.425-600)
1400-2300
Sub-Inspector of Police (Rs.380-560)
1400-2300
Head Constable of Police (Rs.260-350)
950-1500
Auxiliary Nurse-cum-Midwife
(Rs.260-350)
950-1500
Naik (Rs.210-270)
950-1400
Constable (Rs.210-270)
825-1200

UNION TERRITORY OF ARUNACHAL PRADFSH
1.

4.

Office of the Assistant Director
of Land Records
Directorate of Animal Husbandry
Office of the Chief Enginer, Rural
Works Department
Directorate of Public Instruction

5.

Education Department

2.
3.

6.

- do-

7.

- do-

8.

9.

Office of che District Education
Officer
- do-

10. District Hospital
11.
- do-

Manda1 (Rs.260-350)
Deputy Director (Rs.900-1400)
Statistical Assistant
(Rs.380-640)
Assistant Director of Education
(Rs.650-1200)
Selection Grade Post-Graduate
Teacher/Head Master, etc.
(Rs.775-1000)
Selection Grade Graduate Teacher/
Assistant Teacher, etc.(Rs.740-880)
Selection Grade Primary School
Teacher, etc. (Rs.530-630)
Assistant Teacher (C)
(Rs.225-308)
Tibetan Teacher (Untrained)
(Rs.225-308)
Assistant Matron (Rs.550-750)
Auxiliary N UI'Se-cum-Midwife
(Rs.260-350)

950-1500
3000-4500
1400-2300
2200-4000
2000-3500
1640-2900
1400-2600
950-1400
950-1400
2000-3200
950-1500
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12. Directorate of Health Selvices
-do13.
14.
-do-

15.

Proposed pay scale

Sister (Rs.455-700)

Sister Tutor (Rs.455-700)
Sister Ward (Medical) (Rs.455-700)
Nurse Staff (Rs.425-640) .

-do-

16. Directorate of Health Services
17. Police Deparunent
18.
-do19.
-do-

Statistical Assistant (Rs.380-640)
Sub-Inspector of Police (Rs.425-600)
Head Constable of Police (Rs.260-350)
Constable (Rs.21 0-270)

1640-2900
1640-2900
1640-2900
1400-2600
1400-2300
1400-2300
950-1500
825-1200

27.21. Inspite of our efforts, it has not been possible to prescribe uniform scales of pay for all the
posts, as the designations, organizational set-up, relativities - inter UT and intra-lJT - are complex.
Wherever a broad comparison between posts has not been possible on the basis of information
available with us or where the duties and responsibilities appear to be marginally different, we have
thought it proper to retain the existing scales of pay. The posts listed below are in higher scales of pay
then comparable posts in other UT. We recommend the scales of pay in chapter 8 to the incumbents o[
these posts for the present but we suggest that the concerned administrations should prescribe the
appropriate scale of pay when filling the posts in future keeping in view the scales of pay of
comparable posts in other UT.
S.No.

Department

Designation

I,

UNION TERRITORY OF DELHI
Food & Supplies Department
Senior Marketing Intelligence Officer

1.

UNION TERRITORY OF ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS
Directorate of Education
Laboratory Attendant

1.

UNlONTERRITORY OFLAKSHADWEEP
Department of Education
Labor-eltory Attendanl

1.

Police Department

1.

2.

UNION TERRITORY OF GOA, DAMAN AND DIU
Land & Civil Registration Office
Civil Registrar-cum-Sub-Registrar
Forest Department
Mahout

1.

Revenue Department

1.
2.
3.
4.

Excise & Taxation Department
Inspector Excise
Excise & Taxation Department
Inspector Taxes
Excise & Taxation Department
Sub-Inspector Excise
Excise & Taxation Department
Sub-InspectotI'axes
Supply & Transport
Inspector of Supply
Soil Conservation Department
Soil Conservation Ranger
Forest Department
Superintendent of Accounts
Public Works Department
Divisonal Acco'!-!ntant
Public Health Engineering Department
Divisional Accollntant
UNION TERRITORY OF AARUNACHAL PRADESH .
Directol'clte of Civil Supplies
, .b;ls~tor, of Supply

UNION TERRITORY OFDADRA AND NAGAR HAVELI
Sub-Officer (Fire)

UNION TERRITORY OF PONDICHERRY
Sub~Registrar

umON~ORYOFNDZO~

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
1.

us

27.22. It has been represented to that a·nllthber of govemmehf employees are still on the p,ll~
Third Pay Commission or even earlier pay scales for a variety of reasons .. The administrations h:av:e,
brought to notice the existing payscales. However, it is not clear if the existing holders of th~ post
possess the prescribed qualifications for the post for which the pay scl;lles were prescribed earlier. It is
for the administrations· to examine each case and take a decision about the eligibility of the person to
the pay scale of the post.
.
27 ..23. In the Andaman and Nicobar administration there ate about 2400 group D posts which are
on a fued pay of Rs.22/- per month. They are also given: DA, and ADA includ.ing Interim Relief.
These posts have been in existence for a long time.
'
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27.24. It is not disputed that in view of their peculiar terms all~ conditions of appointment the
Third Pay Commission reconmlended that the matter should be revlewed and these posts should be
brought on the regular establishment where justified. It is not clear to us whether such a review has
been done by the administration - but it has nonetheless been brought to notice that they have not been
given quasi-permanent statns and are not entitled to pensionary benefits. In these circumstances it is
necesary that the administration should carefully examine and bring them over to the regular
establishment as xecommendcd by the Third Pay Commission. Once this is done, they should be given
the pay scale of Rs.750-940.
27.25. OUf general recommendations regarding special pay as well as uniform and washing
allowance will also apply to the nursing staff in D.T.
27.26. Policemen of the rank of Inspector and below are entitled to special pay for proficiencies in
different trades and the rates of such special pay differ according to trade and rank of such personnel.
It has been represented that these rates may be improved. We recommend that the rates of special pay
admissible for the Delhi Police may be doubled and extended to all U.T. police forces wherever
appliable.
27.27. Policemen in the rank of Inspector and below are also in receipt of certain allowances. It
has been suggested that metropolitan and other allowances granted to policemen in Delhi may be
improved.
27.28. Rates of metropolitan allowance, fixed in 1967, are Rs.30/- per month for Sub Inspectors
and RS.201- per month for lower ranks. We recommend that the rates of the metropolitan allowance
may be increased by three times to Rs.90/- per month for Sub Inspectors and Rs.60 per month for
lower ranks.
27.29. Good conduct allowance at the rate of Rs.51- per month is admissible to constables who
have pu t in more than 20 years of satisfactory service. We recommend that the rate of this allowance,
which was fixed in 1967, be increased to Rs.15/- per month.
27.30. Fixed conveyance allowance, washing allowance, outfit allowance and diet allowance for
working continuously on duty for more than 9 hours are granted to policemen. It has been suggested
that the rates of these allowamces, which were fixed in 1979, may be improved. We recommend
increase in these allowances as given below;
Name of allowance
Outfit allowance

Ranks to which admissible
Non-gazetted police personnel
posted to PM's security
Personal posted in general security

Washing allowance
Constables to Inspectors
Conveyance allowance Constables to ASIs for maintaining
cycles
ASls to Inspectors maintaining
scooters or motor cycles without log

Diet allowance

Existing Rate

Recommended rate

Rs.15/- p.m.

Rs. 30/- p.m.

Rs.10/- p.m.
Rs.I0/- p.m.
Rs.10/- p.rn

Rs.20/- p.m.
Rs.20/- p.m.
Rs.20/- p.m.

Rs.70/- p.m.

Rs.150/- p.m.
without log book

book
Admissible from the rank of constable Rs.4/- per such
to ASI subject to the maximum of 25 duty
days in a year, per official where duty
exceeds 9 hours continuously without
break

Rs.lO/- per such duty

27.31. At present, government employees serving in U.T. are given various compensatory
allowances. We have recommended a revised scheme for the special compensatory allowances in
chapter 17. The same will apply to the emplQyees of the Union Territory administrations.

CHAPTER 28

ARMED FORCES PERSONNEL
28.1. Our terms of reference in respect of armed forces personnel are as folows:"To examine the present structure of emoluments taking in~o account the total packet of benefits
in cash and kind including death-cum-retirement benefits availabLe to Armed Forces personnel
and to suggest changes which may be desirable lInd feasible, having regard to their terms and
conditions of service".

28.2. Thus, we are required to suggest changes in the structure of emoluments, benefits etc. for
armed forces personnel taking into account their conditins of service. Matters concerning their
conditions of service like terms of engagement, service tenure, age of retirement, qualifying length of
service for putp0ses of promotion are reviewed by government in order to maintain the morale of the
servaices and keep them an efficient instrument of defence. We have taken note of the conditions of
service while determining the package of compensation for the armed forces personnel. The duties and
responsibilities of the service personnel in different appointments, rigours and hazards of service life,
their truncated career, the rigid disciplinary code, frequent moves and separation from family,
constraints of organisational structure and stringent promotion criteria, etc., have been given due
consideration while making our recommendations.
28.3. It was considered necessary to evolve a suitable procedure for presentation of the proposals
for service personnel. The question of appointing a sub~committee or special panel for examination of
matters relating to pay and allowances of the service personnel was considered by us. We felt that
such a sub-committee or a special panel was not necessary as all the matters relating to defence
personnel should be examined and dealt with by the Commission as a whole. We were informed that a
procedure similar to that adopted at the time of Third Pay Commission would be followed for
presentation of proposals relating to armed forces personnel. Accordingly special pay cells were
created in the three services headquarters under an officer of the rank: of Major General and equivalent.
An expert cell was also created in the Ministry of Defence for coordination and appraisal of the
proposals to be made by the pay cells.
28.4. The proposals formulated by the three pay cells were forwarded to Defence Ministry and
copies were received in the Commission from October, 1984 onwards. We were subsequently
informed by the Defence Ministry that it had not been possibled for the expert cell to work out
formulations acceptable to the three services headquarters on the one hand and the Ministry of Defence
and Defence Finance on the other. It was suggested by the Defence Ministry that the proposals
furnished by the pay cells may be considered on their merits.
28.5. Subsequent to receipt of the proposals from the three pay cells, we received in April, 1985,
joint proposals regarding military salary system of officers, and military service pay as recommended
by lhe chiefs of Staff Committee. We were informed that it had not been possible to achieve any
consensus in regard to the pay structure for personnel below officer rank. We also received joint
proposals as recommended by the Chiefs of Staff Committee on allowances and non-effective benefits
of the armed forces personnel. It was noted that in case of certain allowances it had not been possible
to reach consensus among the three services headquarters. In our examination of the pay structure,
allowances and other related matters for the service personnel, we have taken into account the joint
proposals as also clarifications received from the pay cells from time to time.
28.6. We also considered it necessary to obtain the advice of an expert on some of the matters
relating to defence personnel. Lt. Gen. M.L. Chibber (Retd.) was appointed as part time consultant
for the purpose.
28.7. We also decided to have the benefit of the views of retired seniQ;t setvic~ officers on various
matters, particularly those concerning service personnel. Copies of,our quesponhitlte were therefore
sent to them and responses were received. We also had, discussions ,wi,th, t':?v'o 1j"etireq Chiefs ofrthe
, " I , ~,' ,
' '
Anny and Naval staff and a senior Air Marshal of the Aii FOrce.
28.8. We had detailed discussions with the Principal Staff Officers 'Of the tm'e~ se~ice~ on ,same
of the important issues relating to pay and other matters. this was followed by discussions with the '
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three Service Chiefs which were useful. We also had discussions with the Defence Secretary and other
officers of the Defence Ministry on importrant issues relating to armed forces personnel.
28.9. For proper appreciation of the conditions under which the d~f~nce personnel wc;>rk, we
visited some of the army units and posts in far flung areas. We als? VIsIted some of th~ aIr force
operational establishments. Visits to naval ships and other naval establishments gave us an Idea of sea
life. All these visits were useful and provided the required insight and background into the service
conditons of anned forces personnel. These visits also enabled US to meet a cross section of service
personnel.

Officers
28.10. Service officers are employed in various arms, corps and branches of the Army, Navy and
Air Force. All officers, except those in the specialised cadres, have the same pay structure. The rank
detennines the pay and different posts held by officers of the same rank have comparable pay. Officers
in specialised cadres like Army Medical Corps (AMC) , Army Dental Corps (ADC), Remount and
Veterinary Corps (RVC), Flying Branch, Submarine Branch and Military Nursing Service (MNS)
have a separate pay stlUcture. There is time scale promotion upto the rank of Lieutenant Colonel (time
scale) based on the length of service and subject to qualifying in prescribed ex.aminations, etc.
Promotions to the higher ranks are by selection and with reference to the availability of posts. There
are separate pay scales for the posts of Colonel, Brigadier and Major General. The posts of Lieutenant
General and General are on fixed pay.
28.11. It has been urged that the pay scales of service officers should be determined with reference
to the requirements of the services. It has been pointed out that the nature of the cadre structure in
services is different as the number selected for advancement in every rank is limited in view of the
command and control SU·ucture of the services. As a result, officers who cannot be promote"d are
entrusted with other assignments requiring skill and experience. It has been suggested {ht it will be
desirable to provide necessary incentives to such officers also. In a rank oriented organisation like the
Armed Forces, cadre reviews which result in upgradation of posts cannot always achieve the desired
effect. It has been pointed out that although the cadre reviews cmned out in the past brought about
some improvementin career progression of service officers, they created problems in the organisational
structure. It has been emphasised that it is not possible to undertake any further large scale cadre
reviews without unacceptable aberrations in the functional hierachicaJ structure. It has therefore been
suggested that the pay structure for defence services should be such that a fair share of the talent is
attracted and kept motivated throughout the service. In the joint proposals the services have propsed a
running pay bend for all officers covering payh band for all officers covering a time span of 33 years.
Separate rank pays have been proposed for each successive rank on a cumulative basis. It has also
been sjuggested that separate pay scales in respect of specialised cadres, flying branch in the case of
Air Force and aviators and submariners in the case of Navy, may be dispensed with.
28.12. We have given careful consideration to the joint proposals of the services headquarters.
We appreciate that the organisation stmcture and requirements of services are different. We also think
that the pay structure should be such that it makes armed forces attractive as a career and provides a
reasonable pay progression to the officers of the services. Taking all factors into account, we
recommend the following integrated pay scale for all officers upto the rank of Brigadier and equivalent
in the three services:Rs.2300-100·4200EB~100·S000

28.13. We also recommend that, in addition to pay in the above integrated scale, the following
rank pays may be given to officers in the Army and their equivalent in the other services:Rank

Arnountofrank pay
(Rs.p.m.)

1.

2,

3.
4.
5.

Captain and equivalent
Major and equivalent
Lt. Col. (Selection) and equivalent
Colonel and equivalent
Brigadier and equivalent

200
400
600
800
1200
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In Navy, a Captain, on completion of three years' service in that rank, will draw the rank pay of
Rs.1200 p.m. recommended for Brigadier.
28.14. With the adoption of the integrated pay scale recommended above, the existing selection
grades in the ranks of Major and equivalent and Lt. Colonel and equivalent should be abolished. The
integrated pay scale will be applicable to all officers in the three services including officers in the
specialised cadres of AMC, ADC and RVC. For officers of MNS, we have recommended separate
pay scales.
28.15. The integrated pay scale recommended by us covers a span of 28 years. It is necessary to
ensure that the selection process for promotion at all levels is effectively objective. There should be
periodic reviews for those constituting the non-select stream so that such of them who can no longer be
useful are not allowed to continue in the integrated pay scale upto the prescribed ages of retirement.
There has to be selectivity, and we have suggested an efficiency bar after 20 years of service. We
recommend that government should review the existing rules relating to selection procedure and
premature retirement of officers so that at this stage officers who do not make the grade are not
continued in service.
28.16. We have not considered it feasible to include officers of the rank of Major General and
above in the proposed integrated pay scale as has been suggested in the joint proposals. We
recommend the pay scale of Rs.5900-200-6700 for officers of the rank of Major General and
equivalent. For officers of the rank of Lt. General and equivalent, we recommend a pay ofRs.7300/(fixed)
Director General Armed Forces Medical Services is on the same pay scale as a Lt. General. In his
capacity as head of the organisation he has a number ofLt. Generals functioning under him. Having
regard to his duties and responsibilities, we recommend pay of RS.7600/- (fixed) for Director General.
28.17. Army Commanders are on a pay of Rs.3250 (fixed).. Vice-Chief of Army Staff is also on
the same pay. Having regard to the duties and responsibilities of Army Commanders, we recommend
a pay of Rs.8000/- (fixed) for these posts. We recommend the same pay for the Vice-Chief of Army
Staff. The pay of Rs.80001- (fixed) may be given to the following equivalent posts in Navy and Air
Force:-

Air Force
(i) Vice-Chief of Air Staff
(ii) Air Officer Conunanding-in-Chief of Air Conunands
Navy
(i) Vice-Chief of Naval Staff
(ii) Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Naval Commands

28.18. The Service Chiefs are at present on a pay of Rs.40001- (fixed). We recommend a pay of
Rs.9000/- (fixed) for the Chief of Army Staff, Chief of Naval Staff and Chief of Air Staff.
28.19. At present, in AMC an individual who possesses the provsional medical registra~ion
certificate and. has not completed the compulsory pre-registration internship, is taken. in the rank of
Lieutenant on pay of Rs.900/-. If the individual is in possessio~ of full medical registration certificate,
he is taken in the rank of Captain on pay 1)f Rs.11501-. Similarly initial appointments in ADC and
RVC are in the rank of Lieutenant on pay ofRs.870/~. It has been suggested that running pay band for
general list officers should apply to the officers of the above specialised cadres also with suitab:le. antedates on account of differential in training period. We have considered the matter and recommend that
entrants to AMC, ADC and RVe may be given pay as indicated bel,?w, in the int~grated scale
.,
. .
t ,
recommended by us;-

,
1. Internees
2. Registered

AMC

I.~ ADC·

Rs.:2500 . Rs.2400
Rs.2600 'Rs.2500

'RVC '
Rs,.2400.
Rs .. 2500.
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28.20. The officers in MNS are in scales of pay which are lower than those applicable to officers
of the General List. It has been suggested in the joint proposals that scales of pay should be the same
for both. We have considered the matter and, haviang regard to the recruitment qualification, training,
duties and responsibilities of the MNS officers, we do not find justification for the suggestion. We
recommend the following scales of pay for MNS:Proposed pay scale
Rank
Rs.2000~60- 2480
1. Lieutenant
Rs.2550-75-3150
2. Captain
Rs.3200~ 100-3600
3. Major
Rs.3800~100-4100
4. Lt. Colonel
Rs.4200~ 100-4400
5. Colonel
Rs.4500-100-4800
6. Brigadier
Rs.4900-100-5200
7. Major General
28.21. For the officers of the MNS (Local), we recommend that the existing ordinary grade of
and the selection grade of Rs.650-20-810 may be merged and given the scale of
Rs.1640-60-2600-EB-75-2900.
Rs.540~20-700

28.22. It has been suggested that in the services training institutions, the trainees should be given
the pay of an officer during the last 12 months of training. Keeping in view the existiang facilities
available to the trainees at the service institutions, we do not recommend that the pay of an officer
should be paid prior to commissioning. However, on the analogy of the midshipman in the Navy,
we recommend that during last 6 months of training at the respective service institutions, the trainees
may be paid a fixed amount of Rs.1500/- p.m. This will also be admissible to midshipman in the
Navy in place of the existing rate of Rs.560/-.
28.23. It has been brought to notice that the number of officers for the combat arms like infantry,
artillery and armoured corps is gradually decreasing. It has been suggested that by way of incentive,
qualification grant may be given to officers on passing the specified courses for infantry, artillery and
armoured corps. We accept the suggestion and recommend that government may identify the courses
for artillery, infantry and armoured corps which would qualify for sanction of qualification grant.
28.24. In the joint proposals it has been suggested that military service pay at the rate of 25 per
cent of basic pay should be given to service officers for their arduous duties. W y, ,have kept all relevant
aspects in view while formulating our recommendations regarding the pay an'd allowances, etc., of
service officers. We are not therefore recommending a separate military service pay.

Personnel below Officer Rank
28.25. The personnel below officer rank in the armed forces belonging to different trades are
grouped together and a seprarate pay structure is prescribed for different ranks in each group. There is
however no uniformity in regard to the number of trades and the pay groups into which these are
categoarised in the three services. In Army, there are 197 trades, excluding 9 trades held by Junior
Commissioned Officer (JCO) only, which are distributed in five pay groups. In Air Force, there are
45 trades which have been allocated to four pay groups. In Navy, there are three pay groups which
COver 68 trades. There are special groups like those of flight engineer and flight signaller in Air Force
and Navy and of sailors belonging to the naval aviation and submarine arms in the Navy. There are
differences in the entry qualifications, the prescribed training periods, terms of engagement, qualifying
service for promotions and the rank and appointment structure, etc., for personnel below officer rank
in the three services.
.
28.26. We have been informed that it has not been possible for the services to achieve a
consensus in regard to the pay structure for personnel below officer rank. Separate proposals have
therefore been received from the three services headquarters.
28.27. Army headquarters have suggested that JeO may be taken out of the group structure and
given a separate pay scale. It has also been proposed by them that the existing five pay groups for
other ranks should be reduced to three by abolition of the existing lowest groups D and E. The
proposals involve reclassification of about 130 trades from one group to another. The reclassification
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of trades has been suggested on the basis of a study undertaken by the Institute of Defence
Management, Hyderabad. Similar studies were undertaken at the same institute for some of the trades
in Air Force and Navy but no proposals have been made by Naval and Air Headquarters for
reclassification of any trades based on these studies. In a subsequent proposal received from the Army
Headquarters in May, 1986, a special pay group has been proposed in addition to the three pay groups
suggested earlier for certain high profile army trades. A revised distribution of trades within the
proposed four pay groups has aslo been suggested.
28.28. We have been informed by Air Headquarters that a high level committee was appointed by
government in 1982 to examine the various aspects relating to flight safety in Air Force. Based on the
recommendations of the committee, it has been proposed to upgrade five trades from the existing pay
group II to pay group I of Air Force. Air Headquarters have also informed that in respect of four
trades included in the existing group IV, the entry qualification has been modified for three of the
trades. It has therefore been suggested that an these four trades may be included in group III of Air
Force.
28.29. We have given careful consideration to the suggestions of the Army Headquarters and Air
Headquarters for reclassification of the existing trades. We find that there is a standing arrangement in
the Army Headquarters for review of trade structure of other ranks. There is an Army Trade
Qualification Committee (A TQC) which is mainly entrusted with the responsibility of examining the
various proposals and making recommendations regarding introduction of new trades, abolition of
existing trades and grouping and re-grouping of various trades. Such recommendations of the
committee which have inter-service repercussions are referred to a Joint Special Committee. We have
been informed that based on the recommendations of ATQC, some trades were deleted, merged or
regrouped in the past. We find that in addition, a Manpower Evaluation Committee was constituted by
Government in August, 1983 comprising officers of the Ministry of Defence and Services
Headquarters to, inter alia, assess the need for reclassification of certain trades of fighting arms to
higher groups because of the requirement of higher skills due to modernisation of weapon systems. It
was also required to analyse the need for and feasibility of building into the present system of" ratlng
of skills" and their consequent placement in various pay groups, the additional factor based on risk or
hazard of trades in fighting arms which have to bear the maximum brunt in any war. It appears that
this committee did not even start functioning and, apparently, it was decided to entrust the study for
.
reclassification of trades to the Institute of Defence Management, Hyderabad.
28.30. Modernisation of technology and upgradation of skills is a continuous process in the armed
forces and government have been taking appropriate decisions whenever necessary in the past. For
example, in 1976, the trades of radio operator (group II) and flight plotter (group III) in Air Force were
merged into a single trade of air defence system operator and placed in group II. Similarly, three new
missile trades were created in group I. In Navy, the entry qualification for the seaman branch was
modified to matriculation in 1976 and the seaman trade was moved from group C to group B. The
necessity of a change in the skill requirement due to ~pplication of improved technology to arms and
weapons exists ~n each of the three services. As technology development and consequent changes
shall continue to take place in the services, there is need for a suitable mechanism which should
continuously monitor the technology changes taking place and take steps for updating of skills. Such
an arrangement already exists which should not only be ~ontinued but also strengthen~d so Jhat
remuneration is related to the skills applied at identified level~ of functioni"g in the three services. We:
notice that trades which prima (a~ie appe¥. to .be similarin the three S,ervices are gro,uped aad,
remunerated differenly. We reconpnend that such cases;si:tould be examined by the ATQ<;: or a!1Y atqer
expert body on an inter-service basis so as to bring about uniformity between the three servjces for
comparable trades. Until then, the existing pay grbu.ps in the three services may c:onti.nue wittr the
.
"
:
.
present distribution of trades iIi these groups.
,

"

'

,

l ,

I

I,L

"

r,

"

I

I

'('

28.31. The Third:- Pay Com~ission hq_d ry90:tnmend~d thflt a' f\L~~Y~ ttafn,~4 infant\)~ soldie~ ~i~h
three years' servi.ce s~ould be pl~~e4 som~whefe between:th~~~wiv~f.ijl~d; '414 sk~llF~ work~an.: 1.h~s;
was an improvement over the approaFl) of the Post:¥(ar pay;Co~tter (19~7;) ~P19h 1(l. a9,~q~a.tyd 8:.
fully trained infantry soldier with 3 years' servicCi to a !No*erpl;a~sif~e4 ~ ~~,JJ1.i~;sk;ille?. FOPOWltil~, t~~(,
approach of the Post War Pay Committee, the Third Pay Commission ~dded ap amqunt to th~ pay of a.
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soldier on account of 'X' factor as a wmpensation for the hardships of service life but made a
deduction from his pay for home saving element. The pay of an infantry soldier was determined by the
Third Pay Commission as folows:
Rs.225.00
Pay of corresponding civilian
Rs.l1.25
Add 5% for 'X' factor
Rs.236.25
Less 20% for Iwme saving element

Rs.47.25

Rs.189.00
Based on the above, a pay of RS.175 was recommended for an infantry soldier in the pay scale of
Rs.175-2-195, which after 3 years service and on earning one classification pay of Rs.7.50 would
bring an infantry soldier on par with a worker falling between semi-skilled and skilled. The
Commission was in favour of a slight edge to an infantry soldier over a constable in central police
organisation like Border Security Force (BSF).
28.32. Government modified the recommendation of the Third Pay Commission ab initio and
prescribed the pay scale of Rs.200-5-260 for the infantry soldler. This scale gave the infantry soldier
an edge of Rs.5/- at the start over the pay of Rs.195/- for a BSF constable (Rs.210 minus Rs.15/deducted for rations). We have been informed by the Defence Ministry that the starting salary of
Rs.200/- for an infantry soldier includes 'X' facator of 12~ 112 per cent as against 5 per cent
recommended by the Third Pay Commission.
28.33. As regards the deduction of home saving element from the pay of a soldier, it has been
stated by the services headquarters that provision of free rations, accommodation and clothing is a
service requirement and it will not be proper to make any deducation on account of saviangs resulting
from the provision of these facilities. It has also been pointed out that on account of this deduction the
entitlement of dearness allowance over the years, of an infantry soldier has also gone down thereby
nullifying the differential which the infantry soldier had over the constable in the BSF. We have
examined this matter. We find that the concession of free rations has since been extended to officers
upto the rank of Brigadier in peace areas without any deduction for home saving e1ement. We
therefore recommend that there should be no deduction on account of the home saving element in
determining the pay of an infantry soldier.
28.34. An infantry soldier is required to possess skills for handling modern weaponary,
performing duties like laying mines, erection and destruction of the various types of obstacles and
handling of electrical equipment and high degree of combat skill. It has also been brought to notice that
the minimum qualification for enrolment of infantry soldier has been raised to Class X. It has been
urged oy Anny Headquarters that an infantry soldier is in no way less than a skilled worker.
28.35. In our view the duties and responsibilities of an infantry soldier are such that he cannot
really be compared with any other category of employees. After taking all the factors into
consideration, we recommend that starting salary of an infantry soldier should be fixed at Rs.900.
28.36. The Third Pay Commission had observed that the fully trained infantry soldier should be
viewed as equivalent to the leading aircraftsman of group IV of the Air Force with a small differential
in favour of able bodied seaman of group C of the Navy considering ~he relatively greater hardships
inherent in sea life. The Commission was of the view that adoption of the above broad equation would
lead to greater uniformity in pay scales among the three services.
28.37. Some changes have occured since the report of the Third Pay Commission. In 1976
.government decided to change the entry qualification for seaman branch from pre-matriculation to
matriculation and simultaneously the seaman trade was upgraded from pay group C to pay group B.
Similarly, in 1977 the then existing two classes of aircraftsman viz., aircraftsman II and aircraftsman I
were merged into one rank of aircraftsman. We have been informed by Air Headquarters that merger
of aircraftsman IT and I did not make any change in the qualification, method of recruitment, tr~ning
and time taken for promotion to the leading aircraftsman.
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28.38. In the case of Army, formal entry qualifications were not hitherto insisted upon as this
helped Army to cover a much wider cross section of the population for selecting suitable candidates,
particularly for combat trades where prime considerations are stated to be physical fitness, mental
resoluteness etc. Army Headquarters have since informed that with effect from April 1,1986, the
prescribed minimum educational qualification for may trades including infantry soldier will be Class X
for enrolment in the normal entry rate category.
28.39. Taking into account all the relevant factors and in the changed context, we recommend the
following scales of pay for the existing 5 groups in the Army:Rank
Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D
Group E

Rs.
Subedar Major
Subedar
N aib Subedar
Havildar
Naik
Sepoy

Rs.

2200-60-2440
1870-50-2170
1620-40-1860
1300-25-1550
1160-20-132025-1420
1100-15-116020-1320

Rs.

Rs.

2050-60-2290 2050-60-2290
1750-50-2050 1700-50-2000
1500~40-1740 1450-40-1690
1130-25-1380 1070-25-1320
1020-20-1180- 980-20-114025-1280
25-1240
950-15-1010- 920-15-98020-1170
20-1140

2050-60-2290
1670-50-1970
1420-40-1660
1050-25-1300
960-20-112025-1220
900-15-96020-1120

Rs.
2000-60-2240
1630-50-1930
1280-40-1620
1020-25-1270
930-20-109025-1190
870-15-93020-1090

28.40. Defence Security Corps (DSC) is entrusted with the responsibility of providing security
cover to defence institutions and depots, Personnel of the DSC are drawn from ex-servicemen, exterritorial :Army, etc. There are two cadres, namely general duties and clerical. While clerical cadre is
on par with clerks in pay group B, the general duties cadre is on par with pay group E of Army. We
recommend that the pay scales proposed by us for groups Band E of Army may be applied to DSC
personnel.
28.41. In Army there is a system of payment of classification pay to servicemen on passing the
prescribed tests and examinations. The classification pay provides requisite incentive for improving
the educational qualification, trade efficiency and also ensures pay progression to other ranks. Army
Hedadquarters have suggested conttinuance of this system. The existing rates of classification pay
range from Rs.5 to 15 p.m. depending upon the pay groups and classes. The classification pay is
trated as pay for purposes of DA, ADA, etc. We recommend that the existing rates of classification
pay may be doubled.
28.42. During the period of training of recruits in Anny there are two rates of payment at present
viz., normal entry rate of Rs.1751- and matriculate entry rate of RS.2051- . We recommend that these
may be revised to Rs.750/- for normal entry and Rs.8501- for matriculate entry.
28.43'. There is a system in army of making appointments as distinct from promotion to the higher
rank, and such appointments are remunerated by grant of appointment pay in addition to the pay scale
of the rank held. The ratess of appointment pay range from Rs.12 to Rs.20 p.m. depending upon the
appointment held. The appointment pay is treated as pay for purposes of DA, ADA, etc. We
recommend that the existing rates of appointment pay may be doubled.
28.44. In Air Force there are four pay groups for airmen. In a,ddition there is a special group
which comprises airmen employed on air crew duties. The pay scale of the special group corresponds
to the pay scale of group 1.
We recommend the following pay structure for the four pay 'groups in the Air Force ,Group I
Group
cir~up ::riI' "
'Gr~up

:u

Master Warrant Officer
Warrant Officer'
Junior Warrant Officer
Sergeant
Corporal
Leading Aircraftsman
Aircraftsman

,(Rs.)
2250-60-2490
1980-50-2280
1730-40·1970
1460-25-1710
1300-20-146025-1560
1260-20-1500
1150

(Rs.) ,
2050-60-2290
1870-50-2170
1620-40-1860
1350:-25-1600
1220-20-138025-1480
1140-20-1380
1000

',

, (Rs.)
,2000-60-2240

tv

(Rs~)
~0Q0-60-2240

1700-~0-2000
_ 1700-$O-~OOO
1440-40-1680
1440-40-1680
1180-25-1430" 11'80-25-1430

',10~O-2()-1200-

lOOO-20-1160~

,!25~1300

25-1260

" 1000-20-1240
950

900

960-20~1200
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28.45. The recruits in Air Force are paid at the rate of Rs.20S p.m. for those recruited for groups
I,ll and III and at the rate of Rs.195/- p.m. for group IV. We recommend that these rates may be
revised to Rs.8S0/- and Rs.800/- respectively.
28.46. We recommend the following scales of pay for the air crew in the special group,Rank
Proposed scale (Rs.)
Signaller llIIFlight Engineer ill
1300-20-1460-25-1560
Signaller ll/Flight Engineer IT
1460-2S-1710
Signaller lJF1ight Engineer I
1730-40-1970
Warrant Signaller/Warrant Flight Engineer 1980-50-2280
Master Signaller/Master flight Engineer
2250-60-2490
28.47. In Navy, ,there are three pay groups in which all the sailors are distributed. We recommend
the following scales of pay for the sailors in groups A, B and C..

Group A

ARTIFICERSlMECHANIClANS
Apprentice

Proposed scale (Rs.)
800
825
850
875
1000-20-1 020
1180-25-1205
1300-25-1350
1425-25-1550
1600-25-1725
1690-25-1815
1880-40-2080
1980-50-2280
2250-60-2490

1st year
2nd year
3rdyear
4th year

Artificer V class
Acting Artificer IV class
ArtificerIMechanician N class
III class
II class
I class
Chief ArtificerlMechanician
Master Chief Petty Off!cer n
Master Chief Petty Officer I

Gt:OUP B and C
GroupB
(Rs.)

Seaman II
Seaman I
Leading Seaman
Petty Officer
Chief Petty Officer
Master Chief Petty Officer II
Master Chief Petty Officer I

960·20-1000
l000-20~1240

1040-20-1200-25-1300
1180·25-1430
1440-40-1680
1700-50·2000
2000-60-2240

Groupe
(Rs.)

900-15-945
960-20-1200
1000-20-1160-25-1260
1180-25-1430
1440-40-1680
1700-50-2000
2000-60-2240

28.48. Recruits to group B in Navy are paid,at a fixed rate of Rs.215 p.m. and to group C at the
rate of Rs.200 p.m. We recommend that these rates may be revised to Rs.900 and Rs.825
respectively.
28.49. The non-artificer sailors of the submarine ann are in a special group and their pay scales are
higher than those of sailors of group B,. Keeping in view the risks and difficult working conditions of
sailors in the submarine arm, the existing differential may continue. We'recommend the following pay
scale~ for submarine are,.

Submarine ann

Proposed scales (Rs.)

Seaman II

1040-20-1080

S~amanI

1140~20-1380

Leading Seaman

1220-20-1380-25-1480
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Submarine ann
Petty Officer
Chief Petty Officer
Master Chief Petty Officer II
Master Chief Petty Officer I

Proposed scales (Rs.)
1350-25-1600
1620-40-1860
1870-50-2170
2050-60-2290

For recruits to submaline arm we recommend the rate of Rs.1oo0 in place of existing rate of Rs.245/-.
28.50. The pay scales of non-artificer sailors of the naval aviation arm are the same as applicable
to the sailors of the submarine arm. The pay scales proposed by us for the non-artificer sailors in the
submari.ne arm will therefore apply to non-artificer sailors in the naval aviation arm also.
28.51. The artificers/mechanician sailors of the submarine and naval aviation arms are in the scales
of pay as applicable to artificers of group A of the Navy. The pay scales porposed by us for the
artificers of group A of the Navy may be applied to the artificers/mechanicians of the submarine and
naval aviation arms.
28.52. The existing pay structure of the cadre of Flight Singnaller in the naval aviation arm is the
same as applicable to the Flight Signa1ler/Engineer in the Air Force. On the analogy of the pay scales
recommended for these cadres in Air Force, we recommend the following scales of pay for
corresponding posts in the naval aviation arm,-

FLIGlIT ENGINEER
Proposed pay scaJes(Rs.)

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Aircraft Artificer 3//aircraft Mechanician 3.
Aircraft Artificer 2/Aircraft Mechanician 2.
Aircraft Artificer lIAircraftMechanician 1Chief Aircraft Artificer/Chief Aircraft Mechanician
Master Chief Aircraft Artificer lIIMechanician n
Master Chief AircraftArtificer IlMechanician I

1460-25-1560
1645-25~ 1720
1700-25-1850
1920-40~2080

1980-50-2280
2250-60-2490

FLIGHT SIGNALLER
1.
2.
3.
4.

Petty Officer Radio Telegraphist 'PS'
Chief Petty Officer Radio Telegraphist 'PS'
Master Chief Petty Officer Radio Telegraphist 'FS' II
Master Chief Petty Officer Radio Telegraphist 'PS' I

1460-25 -1710
1730-40-1970
1980-50-2280
2250-60-2490

28.53. For officers holding Honorary Commission in the three services, we recommend the
following consolidated pay,(a)

Honorary Lieutenant and equivalent in the Navy
and Air Force

Rs.2,900

(b)

Honorary Captain and equivalent in the Navy
and Air Force

Rs.3,OOO

28.54. For non-combatants (enrolled in the existing pay scale of Rs.170·220 and Rs.175--",Z25,
both in Army and Air Force, we recommend the pay scale of Rs.750--8-790-EB-10-940. For noncombatants (enrolled) in the existing pay scale of Rs.200-260; we recommend the scale ofRs.800-12920-EB-15-1070-20-1150.
'

Allowances, facilities, concessions and benefits '
28.55. Anned forces personnel are gi~en ~ertain allowances, benefits and facilities.,' While some

of these are considered necessary as a service requirement, others are given as compen~atiou fot duties
involving hazards ~nd risk Pl' foX' the rigours of service life in speci,fie9 areas or are ~n' the nfl-ture of
incen~ves for .profession:a~. a~vancement." Soble of the. ~l~()w~~~es ;likq" dearness ,alfo~ance ,a~~
educational assIstance for ~h,l~~el} are the same as,..forth~ cfvilipt eIllp~oyees an~ o~ recommle~d~tJQP&,
in the relevant chapters will apply to the aremed forces personnel also. ,The eX1Stillg, rat~s;O,f ~o~e,?f
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the allowances and benefits are based on the recommendations of the Third Pay Commission.
Government had revised the rates of a number of allowances and facilities in January, 1983.
28.56. In our examination of the various allowances, facilities, etc. we have kept in view the
proposals initially received from the three services headquarters and the joint proposals subsequently
received in October, 1985. We have also kept in view the changes made in the various allowances in
] anuary, 1983 and our re.commendations in regard to the allowances, facilities and benefits which are
peculiar to the armed forces personnel are given in the succeeding paragraphs.
Accommodation, Furniture, Water and Electricity charges

OFFICERS
28.57. Service officers when posted to field areas are entitled to single accommodation including
furniture, water and electricity free of charge as part of field service concessions. In addition, they are
also entitled to retain married accommodation at last duty station or selected place of residence on
payment of normal rent. Service officers when allotted married accommodation, pay rent at the
concessional rate of 5 per cent in case of maried officers and 2-1/2 per cent in case of single officers.
28.58. It has been brought to notice that there is considerable shortage of married accommodation
for officers and the percentage level of satisfaction in peace stations even after taking into account the
hired houses varies between 50 and 56 per cent for the three services. The average period of waiting
for provision of married accommodation at peace stations in three services is also reported to vary from
8 months to 30 months depending upon the station. The main constraints in augmenting the married
accommodation are stated to be shortage of funds and problems in acquiring suitable land. We have
been told that efforts are being made to earmark more funds for constructing married accommodation at
peace stations for the three services. With the completion of the on-going constructions in the Navy,
the level of satisfaction for officers is expected to reach about 85 per cent. While the Defence Ministry
is taking up long term remedial measures for increasing the pool of married accommodation, there is an
arrangement for hiring houses for service officers. The rental ceilings up to which the houses can be
hired which were revised in 1976, 1979 and 1981, are at present as folows:Name of the station
Delhi and New Delhi
Bombay and Calcutta
Other Stations

Captain and below (and equivalent
in Navy and Air Force)
Rs.900/- p.m.
Rs.1200/- p.rn
Rs.800/- p.m

Major to Brig. (and equivalent
in Navy and Air Force)
Rs.1200/- p.rn
Rs.1200/- p.m.
Rs.I000/-p.m

28.59. It has been pointed out that with rising rents, it is becoming increasingly difficult to hire
houses within the above ceilings. Navy appears to be facing problems in hiring accommodation
because of concentration of Naval officers in a place like Bombay. It has therefore been suggested that
rental ceilings may be suitably enhanced. The rental ceilings for hiring private houses are fixed
keeping in view the rents prevailing at a particular station, availability of government accommodation,
the demand for married accommodation and other relevant factors. Government have been revising the
rates of rental ceilings from time to time. We understand that the matter regarding revision of rental
ceilings is under examination. Government will no doubt revise the rates of rental ceilings as
circumstances may justify from time to time. In the meantime the rental ceilings for Bombay and
Calcutta may be increased by fifty percent, ana for other stations including Delhi and New Delhi by
forty per cent.
28.60. It has been proposed that in case of non-availability of government-owned or hired
accommodation, financial compensation in lieu of accommodation equal to the prescribed rental ceiling
less the rental liability may be sanctioned to the officers. Service officers on transfer from one peace
station to another peace station are allowed to retain government owned or hired accommodation
subject to stipulated conditions if accommodation is not available at the new duty station. They are also
:provi~ed rent free single accommodation at the new duty station so long as the accommodation at the
qld station is re~ained for reasons of non-availability of married accommodation. We are therefore
unable to agree to the 'proposal.
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28.61. Officers posted to field areas are provided accommodation for the family at selected places
of residence. At times the family of an officer has to stay a station where separated family
accommodation is not available. It has been proposed that in such cases officers should be entitled to
compensation for hiring houses at the prescribed rental ceilings less the rental liability. We agree that
in cases where officers are posted to field areas and their families are not occupying government
owned/hired accommodation some relief may be given and we recommend that officers may be paid at
the following rates,-

1. Second Lt.ILt./Captain and equivalent
2. Major and equivalent
3. Lt. Col. and equivalent and above.

- Rs.150/- p.m.
- Rs.200/- p.m.
- Rs.300/- p.m.

28.62. Service officers are provided furniture by the Military Engineering Service at the prescribed
scale and the rent is charged at 2-112 per cent of pay. If the furniture cannot be provided by MES, the
officer is authorised to hire furniture upto 5 per cent of his pay, his own liabili ty being 2-112 per cent of
pay. In the joint proposals it has been suggested that instead of fixing the limit of hiring of furniture at
5 per cent of pay, the hiring charges for the authorised items of furni ture at each station may be laid
down on the basis of the actual cost of hiring. The cost of hiring will depend upon the type and quality
of furniture hire<i and it will not be practicable to fix hiring charges for items of furniture on this basis
for each station. The existing facility for hiring of ftimiture is concessional and does not call for any
change. So also no change is necessary regarding water and electricity charges payable by officers
staying in married accommodation.

Personnel below officer rank
28.63. Personnel below officer rank in the three services are entitled to free single accommodation
and allied facilities as a service condition. This concession was in vogue even prior to the
recommendations of Post War Pay Committee. The concession of rent free accommodation is allowed
to these personnel when provided with married accommodation also.
.
28.64. Keeping in view the service requirements an.d ~eployment of personnel in different areas,
personnel below officer rank are entitled to married accommodation in peace areas if they fall within the
"Authorised Married Establishment" (AME). The percer\tage of AME is reviewed from time to time
and the existing position is given below,-

Percentage of AME

Rank
rco in Army & equivalent in Navy and Air Force
Havildar in Army & equivalent in Navy and Air Force.
Naik in Army & equivalent in Navy and Air Force
Other ranks in Army, Navy and Air Force

100

95
90
50

We have been informed that it has not been possible to make available married accommodation to
persons falling within the AME and the level of satisfaction vanes from 35 per cent for JeO in Anny to
50 per cent in Air Force. To overcome the shortage of married accommodation government have
permitted hiring of accommodation within specified rental ceilings at certain stations. These, were
fixed in 1973. Government may review the adequacy of the ceilings from time to time. In the
meantime these may be increased by forty per cent.
28.65. Where married acconunodation is not provided to eligible personnel, they are pennitted to
arrange private accommodation and are paid a compensation ~n lieu of quarter (CILQ). The ,rates of
CILQ were last fixed by government in 1976 and were made effective from November t, 1973.
CILQ is paid as a fixed amount related to each rank and not as percentage of pay. The rates also vary,
depending upon the classification of cities. The existing rates ofCILQ are as given below,,
Rank

A,B-I & B-2 cities

Other towns

C Class cities

(Rs.)

(Rs.)

145/UO/90/80/-

105/:':
80/65/55/-

,(Rs.)

ARMY,

rCGs
Havildar
Naik
Sepoy

;'

i

., 65/~:'50/40/35/-
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Rank

Non-combatant (enrolled)
NAVY
Master Chief Petty Officer-II & I
Chief Petty Officer
Petty Officer
Leading Seaman
Seaman I & II
AIR FORCE
Master Warrant Officer
Warrant Officer
Flight Sergeant
Sergeant
Corporal
Aircraftsman

A,B-I & B-2 cities

C Class cities

Other towns

(Rs.)
55/-

(Rs.)

(Rs.)

40/-

20/-

155/155/115/90/80/-

lIS/lIS/80/65/55/-

70/70/50/40/35/-

165/165/165/130/110/95/-

120/120/120/90/75/65/-

75/75/75/60/50/45/-

28.66. CILQ is admissible irrespective of the fact whether the family is residing with the
individual at the duty station or not. Where the family is not residing at the duty station, the individual
is paid CILQ at the rates applicable to "Other Towns". Personnel serving in field areas, where free
single accommodation and allied facilities are provided, are also eligible for payment of CII....Q at the
rates ap~licable to Other Towns.
28.67. It has been stated in the joint proposals that there are disparities in the rates of ClLQ in the
three services as these have been determined with reference to pay and that this disparity should be
removed as personnel in all the three services are authorised uniform scale of accommodation for a
particular rank. In the joint proposals, it has been suggested that the rates of CILQ for different ranks
be fixed on the basis of the rates of rental ceiling prescribed by government. We have considered the
matter and are of the view that CILQ should be uniform in the three services, particularly when
entitlement for accommodation is the same at corresponding ranks. We find that personnel below
officer rank in the three services are entitled to accommodation with an area of 530 Sq. ft., 550 Sq. ft.
and 700 Sq. ft. depending upon the rank. Since under the existing scheme the CILQ is fixed with
reference to each rank in three services, personnel having the same entitlement for accommodation are
sanctioned different rates of CILQ. We are of the view that the amount of CILQ should be the same
for personnel having'the same entitlement for accommodation.
28.68. The existing rates of CII..,Q are inclusive of compensation for furniture. It has been
proposed by services headquarters that compensation in lieu of furniture should be sanctioned in
addition to CII...Q.
28.69. Personnel below officer rank are also granted compensation in lieu of electricity and free
supply of water at the following rates in addition to CILQ,(a) Electricity charges
ICOs
Rs.15/- p.m.
Rs.lO/- p.m.
Other Ranks
(b) Kerosene charges (where there is no electricity)
ICOs
Rs.IO/- p.m.
Rs.5/- p.m.
Other Ranks
(c) Water charges
ICOs
Rs.5/- p.m. (where piped water supply is metered).
Other Ranks Actual expenses, subject to maximum of Rs.5/- p.m.
where the piped water supply is not metered.
Compensation in lieu of water and electricitylkerosene is not admissible to those whose families are not
residing at duty station. It has been urged in ti1.e proposals that the cash compensation in lieu of free
water and electricity should be based on actual cost of electricity and water.
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28.70. It has been brought to notice that separate payments on account of electricity and water
charges increase the amdinistrative and accounting work and it may be desirable to include these in
CILQ. We are of the view that the rate of CILQ should be a composite rate inclusive of the
compensation for furniture, electricitylkerosene and water. We have determined the rates of CILQ
accordingly.
28.71. Taking into account all factors, we recommend the following rates of CILQ,Rank
Proposed rates of CILQ, inc1 uding
compensation for furniture, water and
electrici ty!kerosene
A, B-1 & B-2 Class
towns
1. Sepoy/Seaman, Aircraftsman, Leading Aircraftsman,
Naik, Leading Seaman, Corporal
2. Havildar, Petty Officer, Sergeant.
3. Naib Subedar, SUbedar, Subedar Major, Junior Warrant
Officer, Warrant Officer, Master Warrant Officer, Chief
Petty Officer, Master Chief Petty Officer-I, Master Chief
Petty Officer-IT
4. Non-combatant (enrolled).

C Class
towns

Other
towns

Rs. p.m.

Rs. p.m.

Rs.p.m.

300
350

200
250

150
170

450
150

300
100

200
50

Outfit Allowance
28.72. Personnel below officer rank are provided uniforms free of cost initially and also at the
expiry of the prescribed period. Service officers are paid grant-in-aid for meeting a portion of the cost
of uniforms in the form of initial and renewal outfit allowance. The existing rates which were fixed in
January, 1983, are Rs.2100/- for Army and Air Force and Rs.2400/- for Navy as initial outfit
allowance and Rs.1800/- for Army and Air Force and Rs.2100/- for Navy as renewal outfit allowance
payable after 7 years. It has been stated that because of the overall escalation of prices th~ financial
'burden on the officers for equipping themselves with service uniforms has increased. It has therefore
been suggested that the government should undertake liability for the entire cost of uniforms as in the
case of personnel below officer rank. Based on cost estimates it has been suggested that the initial
outfit allowance should be fixed at Rs.5500/- for Army and Air Force and Rs.6400/- for Navy. There
is some justification for the suggestion that the entire expenditure on service uniforms may be
reimbursed to officers of the Defence Forces as is being done for personnel below officer rank.
Government may take a decision in the matter. Until then, we recommend that the rates of initial Qutfit
allowance for service officers may be fixed at Rs.3000/- for Army and Air Force and Rs,3500/- for
Navy. We also suggest that there may be no difference between the rates of initial outfit allowance and
renewal outfit allowance.
28.73. Lady Medical Officers are at present given an initial outfit allowance of Rs.1000/- and
renewal outfit allowance of Rs.800/-. We recommend that Lady Medical Officers may be gr~nted
initial outfit allowance and renewal outfit allowance at the same rates as applitable to officers in Arn1y
and Air Force.
, , :
28.74. For officers of the MNS, both regular and local, we recommend that the amount qf initial
outfit allowance and renewal outfit allowance may be Rs.I000/~.
"

'

28.75. The cadets in the Naval Academy are at present given an initial outfit allowance of .
Rs.1980/-. We recommend that the initial outfit allowance for the cadets may be increased to
Rs.3000/-, 50 per cent being paid on joining the training ship and the balan,ce on',pmmotion as Acting
Sub-Lt.

Kit Maintenance Allowance
,

i'

28.76. For up-keep of service uniforms the officers in the Army. Navy and Air Force are given ki~
maintenance allowance (KMA) of Rs.75/- p.m. The amount of the allowance is Rs.30/- p.m. for
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MNS officers (regular) and Rs.200/- per annum for ~~ (local). No kit m~i?~enance allowance ~s
admissible to Lady Medical Officers although they are ehglble for payment of InItial and renewal OUtflt
allowances. Keeping in view the increased cost of maintenance, we recommend that KMA may be
paid at Rs.lOO/- p.m. to all officers in Army, Navy and Air Force, including Lady.Medical Officers.
We also recommend that KMA may be paid at the rate of Rs.50/- p.m. to MNS offlcers, both regular
and local.
28.77. In regard to other proposals related to unifort)1 allowance, we recommend as follows,Description
Existing rate
(i) Distinctive uniform allowance admissible to MNS Officers
on transfer from one service to another (one time payment)
Rs.75/(ii) Special allowance ,admissible to MNS officers for appointment
at Command and Army HQ (one time payment)
Rs.400/-

Proposed rate
Rs.l00/Rs.600/-

It has been suggested that combat uniforms should be issued free to all officers as is being done in
case of officers of the flying branch in Air Force. This is a matter for government to consider taking
into account the requirement of uniform, its scale, usage, etc.

Outfit allowance for personnel below officer rank

28.78. We suggest that the rates of following allowances may be revised as under:Description of allowance
1. Clothing maintenance allowance
2. Outfit allowance to JCOs and equivalent granted
honorary commission. (one time payment)
3. Outfit allowance to NCO and equivalent promoted
as JCO (one time payment)
4. Civilian Clothing (Mufti) allowance to recruits.
(one time payment)
5. Hair cutting/clearing allowance
6. Washing allowance

Existing rate
Army
- Rs.15/- p.a.
Navy
- Rs.30/- p:a.
Air Force - Rs.18/- p.a.
Army/
Air Force -Rs.1200/Navy
- Rs.1460/-

Proposed rate
Rs.50/- p.a.
Rs.751- p.a.
Rs.50/- p.a.
Rs.1600/;Rs.20007-

- Rs.200/-

Rs.2S0/-

- Rs.25/- Rs.3/- p.m.

Rs.I00/Rs.5/- p.m.

Army/
Air Forcel
Navy
- Rs.7/- p.m.
For sailors
afloat

Rs.15/- p.m.
Rs.251- p.m.
for both hair
cutting and
washing
ij]lowance

Travelling allowance
28.79. The rules governing grant of travelling allowance and daily allowance to armed forces
personnel generally conform to those of civilian government employees with certain variations. We
do not recommend any change in the existing entitlements for class of travel by rail and air, except that
service officers of the rank of Lt. Col. and below, excepting honorary commissioned officers, may be
allowed to travel by second ACC two-tier also while on temporary duty. We also recommend that
officers of the rank of Lt. General and equivalent may be allowed to travel by executive class for air
journeys within India.
Government have issued orders in April, 1986 revising the rates. of the transfer grant, packing
allowance, baggage allowance for service officers on the lines of similar orders applicable t() civilian
employees. Our recommendations in regard to T.A. on transfer to civilian employees may be extended
to service officers also. The existing differential between married and single officers may be
continued.
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28.80. The T.A. entitlements on transfer of personnel below officer rank are different. There is an
entitlement for conveyance of baggage and in lieu of transfer grant they are paid a cash. allowance at the
rate of Rs.60/- for JCO and Rs.451- for other ranks as recommended by the Third Pay Commission. It
is ~een that while the transfer T.A. entitlements of officers have been revised in April, 1986, a similar
revision has not been made in respect of personnel below officer rank. We think that the entitlement
for conveyance of baggage for these personnel needs revision and we recommend that the baggage
entitlement may be revised as follows:JCO and equivalent
NCO and equivalent
Other ranks

Married
3000 kg.
1500 kg.
1000 kg.

Single
500 kg.
250 kg.
250 kg.

The existing separate baggage entitlement for temporary duty, posting to field areas and for
attending courses of instruction may continue.
We also recommend that government may examine whether the personnel below officer rank
should continue to, be paid a cash allowance in lieu of transfer grant or their entitlement in this res peet
should be modified taking into account the conditions under which they have to move on transfer.
28.81. In the matter of grant of daily allowance to service officers proceeding on tour, courses of
instruction and temporary duty, the recommendations made by us for civilian employees may be
extended to them. We are unable to agree to the suggestions for grant of daily allowance to officers
attending local courses of instruction, payment of daily allowance for journeys undertaken in the field
service concession areas and for period of temporary duty in such areas.
28.82. For journeys on temporary duty, personal below officer rank are paid Train Journey Ration
Allowance (TJRA) and on-fourth of the admissible D.A. It has been suggested in the joint proposals,
that they may be paid D.A. at prescribed rates. We agree and recommend tl)at for rail journey on
temporary duty the existing system of payment of TJRA may be discontinued and personnel below
officer rank may be paid daily allowance at the prescribed rates.
28.83. It has been suggested that daily allowance admissible in respect of the family members
should be paid to personnel below officer rank also for journeys on transfer. We agree and
recommend accordingly.

Leave Travel Concession
28.84. We have considered the suggestions made in regard to leave travel concession and are of
the view that the existing schemes are adequate and do not require any change. We however suggest
the following modifications in the existing schemes in respect of personnel below officer rank:(i) The existing limit of 965 km of free conveyance for journey to a selected leave station, may be
raised to 1450 km as applicable to officers.
.
(ii) The facility of free conveyance to selected leave station is admissible to the families only if they
are staying at the place of duty of the individual. We recommend that the facilitY may'be
allowed to the families if they are not residing at the duty station due to non-availability of'
married accommodation at that place.
'

Rations
28.85. The facility of free rations has been extended by government in peace areas also to offjcers
upto the rank of Brigadier and equivalent It has been suggested in the joint proposals that ~is'shbUld
be admissible to officers above the rank: of Brigadier and equivalent also. We adcept the suggest~o:p.
andrecotnmend accordingly.
.
. :,' i '
"'.
.,'
" . " , ~,:

,28.86. Personnel below, officer.rank,are PJioiVided free ratl~n~.':: The ~~aie 'Of r~ti~~ is ~Q~e;et·~d,t
uniform. The sca1~s of rat;ion are the same, in Navy and Air F~rce; Qut th¢ ration allowance pay,able"dn
lieu of free rations is different. There are .also cJ;.fferent fates of ration: a:1lowance. payable'u)lder
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different condition. While condiments are issued as part of rations in Air Force and Navy in Army a

cash allowance is drawn at the specified rates.
28.87. There is a multiplicity of rates of ration allowances with minor differences which need to
be rationalised and simplified. We, accordingly. suggest that the government may examine if a
common scale of ration and a unifonn rate of ration allowance could be adopted for the three services.
The standard rate of ration allowance could be an average of the lower and higher rates including the
allowance-for condiments.

Separation Allowance (peace)
28.88. It has been suggested in the joint proposals that officer who are forced to live singly due to
posting to field areas, non-availability of married accommodation in peace stations and due to midschool postings, may be sanctioned additional allowance to be known as separation allowance at the
rate of Rs.SOO/- per month. We have separately recommended extension of the facility of free rations
in peace areas to officers of the rank of Major General and above and equivalent. We recommend that
the existing separation allowance (peace) of Rs.200/- p.m. admissible to officers of the rank of Maj.
General and above and equivalent which was introduced with effect from January 25, 1983 may be
discontinlled. This allowance was discontinued for officers of the rank of Brigadier and equivalent
with effect from July, 1984 when they were made eligible to draw free rations. There is already a
provision that if married accommodation is not available in peace areas or officers are not in a position
to shift their families because of mid-school term posting, they are allowed to retain the accommodation
at their last place of posting and are also provided with free single accommodation at the new place of
posting.
J

28.89. To mitigate the hardships of government employees who are not provided with married
accommodation immediately on posting to new place and are forced to shift their families from the
previous place of posting at a later date. we have separately recommended that in such cases a
government employee may be provided with free passage from his new place of posting to his earlier
place of posting and back to enable him to bring the family. This will apply to the armed forces

personnel also.
Technical Pay
28.90. A technical pay is given to officers in the aeronautical engineering branch of the Air Force,
the engineering and technical branches of the Navy and to technical officers of the Army. The amount
of technical pay ranges between Rs.75/- and Rs.200/- per month for possessing/acquiring higher
qualifications of post-graduate degree/diploma or on completion of certain specified courses at the
service training ins!it~tions. The total amount of technical pay is not to exceed Rs.25/- p.m.
irrespective of the number of qualifications acquired or courses undertaken. We have considered the
suggestions for increasing the amount of technical pay and also for extending it to other technical
cadres and de-linking it from the course/qualification. Keeping in view the shortage of officers in the
technical branches, there is need for continuance of grant of technical pay to attract technical graduates
to the three services. Government may review the position from time to time and decide the
branches/corps and the course/qualifications for which technical pay should be admissible taking into
account the requirements of officers and other :.;elevant factors ..We are unable to agree to the proposal
for de-linking the grant of technical pay from completion ofgertain specified courses, While the
quantum of technical pay may be reviewed by government from time to time, we suggest that till the
.
next review the existing rates may be increased by fifty per cent.

Qualification Pay/QualificatiOQ Grant
28.91. There are at present four rates of qualification grant, viz., Rs.6000/-, Rs.45001-, Rs.2400/and RS.l600/· which is a one-time grant for acquiring specified qualifications/undergoing specified
courses at the service training institutes. It has been suggested that the qualification grant may be
.replaced by monthly qUillification pay. The existing system of payment of qualification grant is based
. on the reconunendatj.ons of the Third Pay Commission and we do not recommend replacement of the
same by quaIifiction pay. We think that the q,ualification grant should be payahle for acquiring
qualifications and on passing courses which are considered beneficial and relevant for official duties.
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Government may therefore periodically review the various courses for which the qualification grant is
payable to determine the need for continuance. As regards the amount of qualification grant, the
existing rates may be increased by 25 per cent. We also recommend that reward for passing Judge
Advocate General departmental examination may be increased from Rs.I000/- to Rs.1600/-.
Specialist pay for Army Medical Corps/Army DenWl Corps

28.92. Officers of AMC and ADC who fulfil necessary qualifications and have sufficient
experience and standing in any of the recognised subjects are given specialist or graded status and are
sanctioned specialist pay at the following rates:(a) For graded specialist
Rs.l00f- p.m.
Rs.150! (b) For classified specialist
Rs.200/- p.m.
(c) For Consultant/Professor/Adviser

p.m.

It has been suggested that the specialist pay for the officers of AMC and ADC should be related to
the pay differential between the specialist and the general duty doctor of the Central Health Service.
Keeping in view the proposed pay structure and the provision for antedating appointments of officers
of the AMC/ADC possessing post-graduate diploma, we recommended that the specialist pay for
officers of the AMC and ADC may be given at the following rates:(a) Graded specialist
Rs.400/(b) Classified specialist
Rs.500/(c) Professor/Consultants/Adviser
Rs.600/Non-Practicing Allowance

28.93. There are three rates of non-practicing allowance (n.p.a) for officers of AMC and four rates
for officers of ADC and RVe. We recommend the following revised rates of NPA,Rank

A.M.e.

1. Lieutenant
2. Captain
Rs.400/3. Major
Rs.550f4. Lt. Col. and above
Rs.750/Acting Allowance
28.94. The rates of acting allowance for JCO may

A.D.C.

R.Y.C.

Rs.250/Rs.400/Rs.550/Rs.750/-

Rs.250/-

RsAOO/Rs.550/Rs.650/-

be revised as follows:Existing rate

(a) When officiating in vacancy of Major and equivalent
(b) When officiating in vacancy of a Captain and equivalent
and below

Pro-pno;ed rate

Rs.100/-

Rs.200/-

Rs. 75/-

Rs.150/-

Good Service/Good Conduct Pay

28.95. Good. Service/good condu.ct pay/good conduct badge pay is given as incentive to promote
good conduct, zeal and efficiency among personnel below officer rank. There are certain variations
among the three services and Army Headquarters have suggested that the good service pay. may be
rationalised on inter-service basis. The inter-service perception in regard to good service pay however
differs. As good service pay serves as an effective incentive for efficient perf0tmance on the I?artpf
the personnel below officer rank, we recommend that the existing rate of good service pay may be
revised to R8.16/- per month per badge in the case of Army and Rs.20/- per month per badge in the
case of Navy and Air Force. The other conditions regarding ,its grant may remain unchanged,
Field'Service Concessions

28.96. The armed forces personnel posted in field areas are entitled ,t~lftee rations, free single
accommodation and allied facilities. In addition, a separatiop allowance i'8 p~yilble to service officers
and special compensatory allowance to personnel below officer l1aJilli in At~y and Air Force. In Navy
separation .allowance to officers and sea duty allowance to p¢r$~mdl;lbdl~w officer rank is payable
when the Ship is actually away from the base port for a peJ.'iod:,exceeding 12 houts. For grant .of'fie1d ..
service concessions, the different area~ are classified -as: full 'fielC1;' mddif~e~ field: ahd irri.vrd'v'~~ ,
modified field areas. In those at:eas which' are treated as high al*tidef.un~ohgenia1: oH$1at~ ~4si'
I

,

"

~

"

I

"

'

J,
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additional allowance is payable at the prescribed rates in addition to the separation allowance for service
officers.
28.97. There is no uniformity between officers and other ranks in regard to the eligibility for the
allowances in the different types of field areas. While officers are paid high altitude/uncongenial
climate area allowance in addition to separation allowance, personnel below officer rank are paid
special compensatory allowance only. While officers in modified field areas are given a special ad hoc
allowance or local compensatory allowante as admissible to civilians, other ranks are eligible for
payment of local compensatory allowance only. Similarly, while in the case of officers there is
distinction in the rates of allowances admissible in full field areas and improved modified field areas,
there is no such distinction for other ranks. Army headquarters in their proposals have suggested
further classification of certain areas as hard areas and low intensity operation areas in addition to the
field areas. Certain norms have been suggested for classification of areas on the lines suggested by
them.
28.98. The present classification of areas into three types is complex and anomalous and needs to
be rationalized and simplified. We are of the view that armed forces personnel posted in field areas
should be provided with necessary facilities and given additional compensation compared to the
personnel working in peace areas. We have separately recommended grant of compensation when
officers posted in field areas do not avail of the facility of government accommodation at the last place
of posting or the separated family accommodation at selected stations. Personnel below officer rank in
field areas are also being paid CILQ at the rates applicable to other towns which we have improved.
We think that field service concessions should be admissible for operational reasons only in areas
declared as field service areas by government. No other areas should be eligible for the field service
concessions. We suggest that the existing classification of areas for grant of field service concessions
may be reviewed by government. While determining the areas which should be treated as field service
areas, government may also decide the field service concessions which should be admissible there
taking into account the special compensatory allowances recommended by us for civilian employees in
such areas.
Snow-Bound Area Allowance

28.99. Army Headquarters have proposed that the personnel posted in permanently snow-bound
areas may be sanctioned a special allowance to be known as Snow-Bound Area Allowance, to
compensate for the hardships faced by them in permanently snow-bound areas. An allowance known
as 'avalanche pay' i s admissible to the staff of the Avalanche Study Establishment under the Defence
Research and Development Organisation which has been extended recently to the army personnel
deployed in specified areas.
Weare satisfied that there is a need for grant of a special compensation to personnel working in
permanently snow-bound areas. We recommend that government may decide the areas which should
be treated as permanently snow~bound and determine the amount of snow-bound areas allowance to be
granted to the personnel working in such areas.
Flying Pay

28.100. Officers and airmen in ~he flying branch of the Air Force are paid flying pay as a
compensation for the extra risk involved in performance of flying duties. We recommend the
following rates of flying pay for the officers and airmen in the flying branch:Category

1. Upto Group Captain
2. Above Group Captain
3. Ainnen and Air Crew

Proposed rate of flying pay Rs. (p.m.)

12001-

9001900/-

The existing conditions for grant of flying pay may continue to be applicable. The rates of flying pay
as suggested here will also be applicable to personnel of the naval aviation branch in Navy,
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Submarine Pay
28.101. Officers and sailors drawn from other branches of Navy for service in the submarine
constitute the submatine cadre. For compensating the hard conditions of life in submarine, the officers
and sailors are given sabmarine pay. The rates of submarine pay were last revised with effect fro1)1
October 1,1981. It has been suggested that the submarine pay should be equal to the flying pay given
to the officers of flying branch of Air Force and the amount should be substantially increased keeping
in view the risk and hazards of life in submarine. We agree that the rates of submarine pay wherever
admissible may be on par with the rates of flying pay. We accordingly recommend the following rates
of submarine pay:Designation
Proposed rate
ExL"ting rate
Upto Captain
Rs.550/Rs.1200/Sailors
1. Master Chief Petty Officer
Rs.350/Rs.900/2. Chief Petty Officer
Rs.300/Rs.900/3. Petty Officer
RS.2751Rs.900/Rs.70014. Leading Seaman
Rs.265/Rs.700/5. Seaman
Rs.250/All other conditions for grant of submarine pay may continue as at present.

28.102. It has been brought to notice that submarine pay becomes inadmissible in case of
temporary medical unfitness for period exceeding three moriths although the officer is borne on
submarine cadre. On the analogy of flying pay, submUline pay may continue to be paid so long as the
officer is posted in the submarine branch. 'Non-submarine cadre personnel when attached to submarine
branch for purposes of training/exercise and trials are given submarine allowance on daily basis with a
monthly ceiling. We recommend the following daily rates without any monthly ceiling;(i) Officers - Rs.151.
eii) Sailors - Rs. 5/H~lrdlying Moncy

28.103. Hardlying money is granted as compensation to officers and sailors for the discomforts of
living on board ships. The allowance is payable at half the rates on board bigger ships as the
discomforts are deemed to be comparatively less. This allowance is admissible to all those who live on
the ship whether the ship is in the harbour or at sea.
Naval headquarters have proposed increase in the rates of hardlying money and have also
suggessted that the existing distinction in the rates of hardlying money on the basis of the class of ship
may be done away with. We find that habitable conditions in modern war ships have remained more
or less the same and the naval personnel on board the ships face the same difficulties, particularly in
regard to the cramped acommodation. We accordingly recommend that the rates of hardlying money
may be revised as under:Officers - Rs.100/- p.m.
Sailors - Rs. 70/- p.m.
The existing classification of ships for grflnt of hal'dlying money at fuIVhalf rates may continue.

Diving Allowunce/Dip Money
28.104. Officers and sailors who are borne on the diving cadre are paid diving allowance at
monthly rates. In addition, dip money is payable to those who actually perfoI:m diving duties. We
recommend the following rates of diving allowances:Category of officers

i

'.

Diving AUQwance

E.xisting r,a~e
Rs. p.m.
1. Clearance Diving Officer
2. Ship Diving Officer

1.
2.
3.
4.
. As

Proposed rate
Rs. p.m1

150/~

200/-;

75/-

tOO/~

SAll..ORS
Clearance Divers Class I
·113/~
Clearance Divers Class II
98/Clearance Divers Class ill
8~/Clearance Divers Class IV
. 751regards dip-money, we recomrriend that the existing rates may be doubled.

: 150/~
130/~

.

110/~

100/-
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Survey Bounty I Pay
.. . .
28.105. Officers and ~ailors from the executive branch who volunteer for specIalisatIOn In survey
work constitute the survey cadre. Those belonging to the survey cad~'e are paid an annual survey
bounty for survey work ranging from Rs.1000/- to Rs.2000/- for offIcers and from Rs.3000/- to
Rs.7oo/- for sailors.
Naval headquarters have suggested that the existing system of annual survey bounty may be
replaced by a monthly survey pay. We agree and recommend that the annual survey bounty may be
replaced by a scheme of monthly survey pay which should be payable to such of the officers and
sailors who belong to the survey cadre and are actually engaged on survey duties. We propose the
following rates of monthly sUlvey pay:-

Designation

Proposed rate of monthly survey pay
Rs. (p.m.)

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Officers
Surveyor Class IV
Surveyor Class III
Surveyor Class II
Surveyor Class I
Charge Surveyor

200/250/300/350/350/-

Sailors
50/75/-

1. Surveyor Recorder III
2. Surveyor Recorder II
3. Surveyor Recorder!
(petty Officer and below)
4. Surveyor Recorder I
(petty Officer and above)

100/125/-

28.106. Naval headquarters have also suggested that, apart from survey personnel, there are a
number of other personnel on board the ship who give necessary support to survey operations. Such
personnel are electrical officer, boat engine driver, medical assistant, etc. It has been suggested that
non-survey personnel serving on board the survey ships who are also exposed to the same risks and
hazards may be granted 50 per cent of the lowest rate of survey pay. We agree with the suggestion and
recommend accordingly.
Sea Service Concessions
28.107. As mentioned in para 28.96, in the case of Navy, the separation allowance to officers and
sea duty allowance to sailors is admissible when the ship is away from the base port for a period
ext;;eeding 12 hours. Naval headquarters have stated that the service on board the ship whether at sea
or harbour is distinct from service ashore and the personnel posted to sea suffer from a number of
deprivations, stresses and tensions. It has therefore been proposed that a separate compensation
should be sanctioned to the officers and the seamen posted to ships. We have considered the
suggestion and do not find adequate justification for payment of a separate sea service concession to
officers and sailors posted to ships.
28.108. We have examined the need for improvement in certain <?ther allowances and our
recommendations in this regard are given below:Existing rate
Proposed'rate
Narne of allowance
Service where it exists
1. Shorthand Allowance
·2. Funeral allowance
3. Toilet requisites when in
civil custody (For personnel

All the three services
All the three services
All the three selvices

Rs. (p.m.)
30/250/2/-

All the three services

60/-

Rs.(p.m.)
60/500/10/-

below officer rank)

4. Subsistence allowance for
families of other ranks
5. Training Camp allowance for
officers posted in NCC Units

AU the three services

6/- per day

'Loo/-

Training Camp
allowance may be
abolished and
officers permitted
to draw one-fourth
of daily allowance.
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Service where it exists

Name of allowance

Existing rate

Pl'oposed rate

Rj'. (p,m.)

6. Para Pay
Officers

JCas
ORs
7, Para Reserve
Pay
8. S~cial
Commando

Allowance

Dunng first 2 years
of para duties
Rs.55/- p,m.
Rs.35/- p.m,

Rs.20/- p.m.
Army

JCas
DRs

10. Test Pilot
Allowance
11. Para Jump
Instructor Pay

After completion of 2 years
cQntinuous ssorvice

Rs.60/- p.m.
Rs.45/- p.m.
Rs.25/- p.m.

150/-

laO/laO/50 per cent of para

50 per cent of para pay

pay

AmJy
Officers
JCOs

200/12S/-

350/-

Havildars

100/-

175/-

90/-

1751-

75/-

175/-

NCOs
Sepoys
9. Air Despatch

Rs.(p.m.)

Anny

250/-

Anny

RS.45/- p.m.
Rs.35/- p.m.

Air Force
Air Force
Officers
Ainnen

Rs.60/ -per month
to both reos and

Rs.55/-p.m.
Rs.40/- p.m.
Rs.250/- per month

other Ranks
One third of the
flying pay

Rs.225/-p.m.
Rs.150/-p.m.

Rs.300/-p. m.
Rs.200/-p. m.

We also recomend that the existing conditions goveming grant of these allowances may continue.
Projcct Allowance

28.109. Service officers when posted to any project continue to be governed by their own service
conditions and, therefore, are not entitled to project allowance given to civilian employees. It bas been
suggested that service officers when deputed to projects may be sanctioned project allowance at the
same rates and terms and conditions as admissible to others. We recommend that project allowa11ce
may be extended to the service officers if thcy are deputed to a project jn organisations other than those
under the Ministry of Defence and the officers are treated as on deputation and are not eligible for any
field service concession.
Deputation Allowance

28.110. Service officers are given deputation allowance at 50 per cent of the rates applicable to
civilian officers. It has been suggested in the joint proposals that the service personnel when emp10yed
in organisations other than their own within the Ministry of Defence, should be entitled to receive
deputation allowance on the same basis as the civilian officers. The present reduced rates are on
account of the service concessions which the officers continue to enjoy while on deputation. We do
not recommend any change in the present position.
"

A

Transport for school-going children

28.111. Free transport facility for school-going children of pCrsonnel below officer rank has been
in existence for a long time. The same facility has been given,for school~going children of officers
since January 1983, subject to the condition that tI1e transport will be proyided 7,fiom the existing
establishment of vehic1e~. It has been suggested in the joint proposals: tliat :where ~,¢rvice transport'
cannot be provided for transporting children of sezyice personnel to school and fback; bus charges as
payable to the ~cbool may be reimbursed. We do not find justificatiPQ,f9l" this.
,
'
'" " ," I T I \, ,) -"
f
:
28.112. The s'uggestion fo~ graQt of certain new allo~~~es llke co~fin~d space/~adi~tion hazard,
allowance to naval personnel. :hazard allowance for air force personnel hapdling explosives and: an'
allowance for dog handling duties ~so lack justification.
I

,,:

:

,;

,

:
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Fixation of pay in the proposed scales
28.113. In chaper 30 we have recommended the nLethod for fixation of pay in proposed scales for
civilian employees, we recommend that the same method may be adopted for fixation of pay of armed
forces personnel also. Since rank pay is a separate element for officers upto the rank of Brigadier and
equivalent, the same may be taken into account while fixing pay in the integrated scale of pay
recommended by us. An illustration showing the pay in the integrated scale of pay for army officers of
different ranks is given in Annexe 28.1. The follo\ving illustrations indicate the manner in which pay
should be fixed for armed forces personnel.

Illustration No.1
Captain
Rs.1300.00

1. Rank
2. Existing basic pay
3. DP/ADA on basic pay at index
average 608 and interim relief
4. Existing emoluments
5. Add. 20% of basic pay
Total
6. Pay to be fixed in integrated scale

Rs.1650.00
Rs.2950.00
Rs.260.00
-

Rs.321 Q.OO
Rs.31001-+Rank pay 2001-

Illustration No.2
Major
Rs.1600.00

1. Rank

2. 'Existing basic pay
3. DP/ADA on basic pay at index
average 608 and interim relief

4. Existing emoluments
5. Add. 20% of basic pay
Total
6. Pay to be fixed in integrated scale

Rs.1740.00
Rs.3340.00
Rs.320.00

Rs.366Q,OO
Rs.34001- + Rank Pay
Rs.400/- (as minimum pay for
rank of Major is Rs.3400/-in
integrated scale)

Illustration No.3
1. Rank
2. Ex.isting basic pay
3. DP/ADA at index average 608 and
interim relief
4. Existing emoluments
5. Add, 20% of basic pay
Total
6. Pay to be fixed in integrated scale

Lt. Col. (Time scale)
Rs.1900.00
Rs.2037.00
Rs.3937.00
RS.380,OO

Rs.4317,QQ
Rs.40001- + Rank Pay
RsAOO/- for rank of Major

Dlustration No.4
1. Rank
2. Existing basic pay
3. DP/ADA at index average 608 and

Brigadier
Rs.2200.00

interim relief
4. Existing emoluments
5. Add.20% of basic pay

Rs.2346.00
Rs,4546.00
Rs.440.00

Total

6. Pay to be fixed in integrated scale

Rs;498(i,QO
Rs.4600 + Rank Pay Rs.12001-(as
the minimum pay admissible for the
rankof Brigadieris Rs,4600/- in
integrated scale.)
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Dlustration No.5
1. Rank
2. Existing scale of pay
3. Proposed scale of pay
4. Existing basic pay
5. DP/ADA at index average 608 and
interim relief
6. Existing emoluments
7. Add. 20% of basic pay subject to
minimum of Rs.50/-.

Total
8. Pay to be fixed in proposed scale
Illustration No.6
1. Rank
2. Existing scale of pay
3. Proposed scale of pay
4. Basic pay
5. DP/ADA at index average 608 and
intelim relief
6. Existing emoluments
7. Add. 20% of basic pay
Total
8. Pay to be fixed in proposed scale

Sepoy (Group D)
Rs.200-5-260
Rs.900-15-960-20-1120
Rs.21S.00

Rs.533.20
Rs.748.20
Rs.50.00
Rs.798.2o.
Rs.900.00
Subedar Major (Group B)
Rs.650-25-750
Rs.2050-60-2290
Rs.725.00

Rs.1234.20
Rs.1959.20
Rs.145.00

Rs.2104,10
Rs.2110.00

Annexe28.1
(See paragraph 28.113)

llIustration showing pay in the integrated scale of pay to army
officers of different ranks

Rank

Year of
service
1.

2 Lt.

2.

3.
4.
.5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.

28.

Lt.

Captain

Stage
(Rs.)

2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900

Lt.Co1.(Scl.)

Colonel

Bligadier

,

-

3100

200
200
200
200

3200

200

3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
4800
4900
5000

200
400
400
400

3000

Major

Rank Pay
(Rs.)

400

400
600
600
600
600
800
800
800
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

'Rote: Existing minimum period of reckonable commissioned service prescribed for substantive promotion to
each rank in AnllY has been taken illto accountfor working out the above.

CHAPTER 29
EFFICIENCY IN ADMINISTRATION
29.1. We have here considered some of the general problems connected with pay administration.
In doing so, we have kept in view the present structure of the administration and the direction in which
changes may be desirable and feasible in the pay system.

29.2. Our terms of reference emphasise the need for promoting efficiency in administration. This
is so for the obvious reason that revision of pay scales and conditions of service will be meaningless if
it does not bring this about. After all it is the public exchequer which pays for increases in its
expenditure and it is the duty of those for whose benefit the expenditure is incurred, to respond with a
degree of responsibility and enthusiasm so that the end result of increasing administrative efficiency
may be achieved. We have kept this in view while examining the pay scales, allowances and
conditions of service of the central government employees. The rationalisation of pay scales and
reduction in their number suggested by us will, we hope, make the pay administration simpler. We
have also suggested rationalisation of the payment of allowances wherever possible.
29.3. Management techniques are rapidly advancing, and it is necessary that the knowledge and
skill of government employees should be continuously updated, for without some such arrangement,
even a willing and conscientious public employee may not be able to do all that he is capable of doing
for the administration. The training of government employee is therefore a matter of great impoliance
with the general improvement and elongation of pay scales recommended by us, and should be
arranged wherever necessary, in accordance with the requirements of each department or office. A
system of training manuals may be introduced where it may not be possible to depute the employees
for training. Training may include the use of modem machines and systems of work where necessary.
We have taken it as well settled that there is all round appreciation of the need to bring out simplicity,
economy and speed in administration, and this should be constantly kept in mind in implementing our
report. Methods and techniques of government are capable of appreciabJe changes with the ever
increasing sophistication aU round. Wherever work can be done economically and efficiently by
machines or even with the help of outside organisations, there should be no hesitation in doing so in
the best interest of the administration, providing where necessary, for the maintenance of standards,
speed and other necessacy safeguards.
"

29.4. As has been mentioned earlier, there is prOliferation of some posts and pay scales.
Confusion has also been created by giving the same designations to posts of different nature,
responsibilities and status. In some cases, the status and responsibilities of age old posts of
considerable status and importance have been reduced so that their designatioll does not convey a
proper idea of their status and responsibilities. We also find that posts of similar designation like
"Director", have different status and responsibilities in different departments and offices. We think it
desirable that government should undertake rationalisation of designations of such posts in a
coordinated alld well-considered manner so that inter-departmental differences, which are sometimes
called anomalies, may be kept to the minimum if not eliminated. ,This; however, has t:o be a continuing
effort, and we hope government will pay attention to it so that a degree of uniformity may be achieved
in the designations of the posts, and their pay scales may be able to reflect their status and job content.
When that has been brought about, it would be easier to adopt job evaluation ~s a method 'Of pay
determination.
' ,
29.5. The need fur, a reasonably well paid ~d contented civil service.i~ ~bviou~ for it is an
important input in national devel~pment: For the same reason, tilere is l1,~c;:d forlprop~r rnotivati<;Ill. of
the employees, apd one way qf domg so IS tqlook after thepl W'q~,r~y, 89. ~at they way be' able to, g1~e
their be~t in the service of the cO:1;1utry.
su~g~~~ thaf ~Q;v~~~nt trl~y ,cQnsider:i~troc;ill;cip-$ ~ ~~c(fre
of personnel officers and advisers in major dePat1ll1;ents ,fQr tHi~: purpos,e" 1'~eir :1l}all1 fun~tio¥ s,~ould .
be to have conti~uing inteJ;'action with the employe~ ~c(to acquain~ the,ms<tlves ~ltb, their problt~s s~
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that they may be remedied as early as possible. They should also be able to guide the employees
wherever their help is required in seeking redressal of their grievances and removal of other
difficulties.
29.6. Care should also be taken to ensure that a fair share of the country's best talent is recruited to
its services. We have tried to improve the pay scales and conditions of service to make them attractive.
Government have already prescribed the qualifications necessary for recruitment to the various
organised services and posts. We suggest that these may be periodically reviewed for such
improvements and changes as may be necessary. Recruitment is already being made through UPSC
and the Staff Selection Commission for several services and posts. Government may examine which
other posts could be brought within the purview of such commissions so that selections may be made
on the basis of competitive examinations for as many more posts as possible.
29.7. Various suggestions were made for grant of more allowances-particularly to employees
belonging to professional and technical categories. We are also aware that officers have sometimes to
work much beyond the prescribed hours on occasions like accidents or natural calamities. We have
taken these factors into consideration, but our general approach has been to discourage payment of
compensation like overtime allowance and we do not fa vour its extension. We have recommended the
continuance of several allowances and facilities and have tried to improve them wherever necessary.
We thought of suggesting an allowance for the purchase of scientific and other technical books and
journals so that employees may be able 10 keep their knowledge uptodate, but their cost has gone up so
high that it will really not help if the purchase of a book or a journal is subsidised by government. It
will therefore be better if de.partmentallibraries are developed. and they provide relevant abstracts of
articles, book reviews, etc. for different groups and disciplines. Government may consider expanding
these facilities so that many more officers may be able to utilise them.
29.8. The question of granting incentive to officers and staff who acquire higher qualification has
also engaged our attention. Railways have suggested a scheme for giving such incentives in the
context of the need for updating the skills of the employees for the more efficient discharge of their
duties in these days when modernisation 'and adoption of advanced technology is being undertaken in
different fields of railway working. Suggestions have also been made for grant of post graduate
allowance to veterinary surgeons and special allowances to EDP personnel. Some such schemes are in
existence in the defence services. We suggest that some incentive should be given to employees who
acquire qualifications which are useful for their work and conttibute to their efficiency.
29.9. We have prescribed the pay scale of Rs.4500-5700 for professors. While dealing with CBS
we have recommended the creation of some posts of professors/consultants in the pay scale of
Rs.5900-6700. We have also recommended a pay of Rs.7300/~ (fixed) for those
professors/consultants who have done outstanding work. This has been done to encourage and
recognise excellence in academic field. We suggest that similar encouragement and recognition may be
provided in other high level institutions of teaching and research.
29.10. It has been suggested that there should be greater mobility of scientific and technical
personnel between government and autonomous institutions and universities, etc. The suggestion is
useful for interaction of this nature will help in infusing new ideas and enrich the experience of the
employees. Government may consider amending the service rules suitably to facilitate such mobility in
.
those services and for those posts where it is likely to be useful.
29.11. Group A officers have to assume greater and greater responsibilities with their
advancement in service. It is desireable that they should undergo a minimum of two extensive training
courses to be suitably spaced in their career. That will broaden their outlook and experience. Some of
these officers progress far enough to aspire for higher posts when they come within the range of
eligibility. It may be that some of them may not have worked in what are commonly known as
"generalist" posts even though they may have a satisfactory background of "professionalism". It may
. well be that the requirement of a high level post may be for a "generalist" officer who brings, perhaps,
a lay, but, one hopes, a reasonably intelligent attitude·to the problems with which he is confronted. It
is fair and reasonable that such officers should be suitably equipped by giving them such training as
may be necessary. On successful completion of their training, they may be considered for appointment
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to the higher posts in ques60n. For that purpose, a procedure may be devised for empaneI1ing the be~t
officers without regard to the service to which they belong. This will ensure proper utilisation of the
best personnel for higher post under the government.
29.12. Group D posts in the scale ofRs.196-232 consist largely of peons. messengers, helpers,
orderlies, etc. As their promotional avenues are limited, we have recommended a longer pay scale for
them in place of the existing ordinary and selection grades. These employees are at present eligible for
promotion to ten per cent of the clerical posts if they are matriculates. Since the recruitment
qualifications vary from 4th to 8th standard many of them are not eligible for promotion. In railways
and P&T, they are eligible for promotion to some specified cadres. In railways, the percentage of
promotion ranges from 25 to 33-1/3 and it is much the same in P&T. We think it desirable. that the
utility and career progression of these employees should be improved so that they may have something
to look forward. They may be entrusted not only with the duty of running errands, opening mail and
distribution of dale, etc., but also with operating minor office machines and clerical work of a routine
nature. Training facilities may be provided to upgrade their knowledge and skill and, wherever
possible, they may be sent to vocational training institutions where they may develop necessruy skill in
operating some simple office machines. Arrangement may also be made to provide in-house training
facilities so that they may acquire multi-functional skills suited to the requirements of their office or
organisation. They may be allowed to compete for departmental examinations if they otherwise
become eligible for higher posts~ and 'the question of relaxing the age limit may also be examined
where necessary.
29.13. There is a general feeling in the country that there is lack of integrity in some spheres of
public service. Concern has been expressed in this respect both in Parliament and the press. The
service rules including Government Servant's Conduct Rules, may therefore be examined with care
and tightened up. A sense of self-respect, integrity and patriotism should be generated and developed
in a government employees, and one way of doing so is to recognise integrity as an illlPortant factor
for career progression and to give it very high weightage while selecting officers for promotion. Lack
of integrity should be considered a serious defect and treated as such. So also, if there are instances of
indiscipline, the defaulting employee may be passed over for promotion or even for grant of increments
in his pay scale.
29.14. We have tried to improve the pay structure to enable a government employee to lead a
clean, honest and respectable life at a standard compatible with what his likes attain or accept as
reasonable at his level of living. It may be that the pay scales reconunended by us may not enable a
government employee to lead an ostentatious life. but we have attempted to give him what we consider
reasonable and to protect his real income within certain practical norms wQich should go a long way in
giving him satisfaction. It has to be appreciated by every government employee that he has undertaken
to discharge a duty in the service of his country to the best of his capacity and with a high sense of
integrity and discipline. He has in fact undertaken to serve his fellowmen, and it should be his effort to
do so with a sense of respect and consideration for them.
29.15. If we may venture to say so, the work of a pay commission is laborious and takes time.
Moreover pay commissions come at intervals of 10 years or so. A great manY changes take place in
the meantime both in regard to the system of pay determination ana th,~ PI;omption policies, etc. Such
changes take place quite fast in the case of compensatory allowance ana ptJ;ter' sb;nilar payments. An
allowance which is considered sufficient today may p.ot be reasonable if cnanges take place quickly. It
is therefore necessary that there should be a permanent machinery to undertake periodical review of the
pay, allowances and conditions of sezyice of the central government employees. That will ~a1sQ enable
government to oversee the implementation of its pay policy -in an .effective, systematic and coordinatM
manner. In their joint ,proposals, the S~rvice Headq,uarters have sug~~sted th~t a .peP'1!CiI]-ept r~yiew
body should be set up to monitor the rmplementation of pay proposals ahd to ~evle'Y and update
entitlements for pay, allowances and pension within the f~'amework laid down by the "pay coinmission
artd the government. In United Kingdom, pay review c.bbdieS' uhdertake:'J'evieW 'of pay .ppboth civilian
!lnd defence officers. We . s:u:gg~st that .govetnmen:t:m~Y~'$¢t ap SU9h a"jb'(l)dy' whieh:, should be
responsible for maintaining and updating the, ha,i$P d~t~ ~ry l'aY'tattld a110wafices ef:gQvernment
employees and to review the pay scales and rates lof allbwances add! oilier related. niattem. ~.

CHAPTER 30
FIXATION OF PAY IN PROPOSED SCALES
30.1. Various suggestions have been received regarding the manner in which pay of the existing
employees should be flXed in the proposed scales of pay. Come of the suggestions are that the total
emoluments should be increased by an amount ranging from 5 per cent to 100 per cent of basic pay
before fixing the pay in the revised scales; every employee should be granted one increment for 2 to 3
years of completed service and then his pay should be fixed in the new pay scale; service rendered by
an employee in the grade should be given due consideration while fixing pay in the new scale of pay,
and pay be fIXed on point to point basis. The Staff Side in the National Council (JeM) have suggested
that an amount of Rs.265 may be added to the existing total pay including dearness pay, additional
dearness allowance and interim relief, and thereafter pay may be fixed in the new scale at that stage or
the next above stage. as the case may be.
30.2. We have given careful consideration to all these suggestions. Taking all factors into account,
we recommend that pay of employees may be fixed in the proposed scales of pay in the following
manner,(i)

For ail employees, an amount representilig 20 per cent of basic pay in the exiting scale subject
to a minimum ofRs.501- may be added to the "existing emoluments". Pay may thereafter be
fix.ed in the proposed scale at the stage next above the emoluments thus computed. If the
minimum of the proposed scale is more than the amount so arrived at, the pay may be fixed at
the minimum of the proposed scale. For this purpose the term "existing emoluments" will
include the following, (a) basic pay in existing scale;
(b) dearness pay, additional dearness allowance and ad hoc dearness allowance appropriate to
the basic pay admissible at index average 608 (1960=:100); and

(c) amounts of fIrst and second instalments of interim relief admissible on the basic pay
referred to in (a) above.
(ii)

In the case of employees who are in receipt of special pay in addition to pay in existing scale
and where the existing scale with special pay has been replaced by a scale of pay without any
special pay, pay may be fixed in the proposed scale in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph 30.2 (i) above except that in such cases the term "existing emoluments" will
comprise the following, (a) basic pay in existing scale;
(b) existing amount of special pay;.

(c) dearness pay, additional. dearness allowance and ad hoc dearness allowance appropriate to
the basic pay and special pay admissible at index average 608 under the relevant orders;
and
(d) amounts of fIrst and second instalments of interim relief admissible on the basic pay and
special pay undet the relevant orders.
(iii) In the case of employees who are in receipt of special pay in addition to pay in existing s~a1es

and in whose case special pay continues with the proposed scale of pay either at the same rate
or at' a different rate, the pay in the proposed scale may be fixed in accordance with the
provisions ,of paragraphs 30.2 (i) above after excluding the existing special pay and the
amounts admissible thereon such as dearness pay. additional dearness allowance and ad hoc
dearness, allowance. In such cases special pay at the new rate-may be drawn in addition to
'
pay in the proposed scale.
~1
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(iv) In the case of medical officers who are in receipt of non-practising allowance, pay may be
fixed in the proposed scale in acordance with the provisions of paragraph 30.2 (i) above
except that in such cases the term "existing emoluments" will not include non-practising
allowance a1 existing rates and will comprise only the following, (a) basic pay in existing scale;
(b) dearness pay, additional dearness allowance and ad hoc dearness allowance appropriate to
the basic pay and non-practising allowance admissible at index average 608 under the
relevant orders; and

(c) amounts of first and second instalments of interim relief admissible on the basic pay and
NPA under the relevant orders.
In such cases, NPA at the new rates may be drawn in addition to pay in the proposed scale.
(v)

If the pay of government employees gets bunched on fixation in the proposed scales, the pay
in such cases may be stepped up in the manner provided under the Central Civil Services
(Revised Pay) Rules, 1973.

30.3. Except for cases covered in paragraph 30.2 (v), the next increment in all cases may be given
on the anniversary of the last increment. In cases of the types referred to in 30.2 (v) above the next
increment may be allowed after completion of one year from the date of fixation of the pay in the
proposed scale.
30.4. We have mentioned the principles for fixation of pay in the proposed scales. If there are any
special or hard cases, they may be dealt with on merits by the government.
30.5. A few illustrations of pay' fixation in the proposed scales are given below, -

Illustration No.1
1. Existing scale of pay

Rs.260-6-290-EB-6-326-8-366-EB-S-390-10-400

2, Proposed scale of pay

Rs.950-20-1150-EB-25~1500

3. Existing basic pay

Rs.342.00

4. DP/ADA at index average 608

Rs.662.50

5. Two instalments of interim relief

Rs.I1Q,QQ

6. Existing emoluments

Rs.1114.50
Rs.6S.4Q

7. Add.20% of basic pay
Total

Rs.1182.90

PaJ! to be fixed in proposed scale - Rs.1200/-.

Illustration No •. 2
1. Existing scale of pay

Rs.1500-60-1800-1 00-2000

2. Proposed scale of pay

Rs.3700-125-4700-1S0-5000

3. Existing basic pay

Rs.1S00/-

4. DP/ADAlAdhocDAat
index average 608

Rs,1674.00

5. Two instalments of interim relief

.Rs,260.0Q

6. Existing emoluments

Rs.3734.00

7. Add. 20% of basic pay
Total .
Pay to be fIxed in proposed scale ... Rs,4200Y-.
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Illustration No.3
1. Existing scale of pay

Rs.550-20-650-25-750 plus special pay Rs.60/-.

2. Proposed scale of pay

Rs.2000-60-2300-EB-75-3200
(without any special pay)

3. Existing basic pay plus special pay

Rs.700 + Rs.60

4. DPJADA at index average 608 on
basic pay and special pay.

Rs.1143.80

S. Two instalments of interim relief

Rs.140.00
Rs.2043.80

6. Existing emoluments

Rs.140.00

7. Add.20% of basic pay
Total

Rs.2183.80

Pay to be fixed in proposed scale - Rs.2240/- (without any special pay)
Illustr~tion

No.4

1. Existing scale of pay

Rs.210-4-250-EB-5-270
with special pay of Rs.lOJ-

2. Proposed scale of pay

Rs.800-12-920-EB-15-1070-20-1150
with special pay of Rs.201-.

3. Existing basic pay

Rs.230/-

4. DPJADA at index average 608

Rs.463.50

5. To instalments of interim relief
6. Existing emoluments
7. Add 20% of basic pay subject to a
minimum of Rs.501-.

RS.I00,QO

Total

Rs.793.50
Rs.50,QQ

R8.843.50

Pay to be fixed in proposed scale of pay - Rs.848/- plus special pay of Rs,2Q/-,

Illustration No.5
1. Existing scale of pay

Rs.1100-50-1600

2. Proposed scale of pay

Rs.3000-1QQ-3500-125~45QQ

3. Existing basic pay

Rs.14501-

4. DP/ADNAdhocDAatindex:
average 608 on basic pay plus NPA -

5. Existing amount of NPA
6. Two instalments of interim relief
(Rs.80 ... Rs.185)

Rs.1720.50
Rs.400.QO
265.00

7. Existing emoluments(excluding
Rs.3435.50

NPA of Rs.400)

8. Add.20% of basic pay
. Total

Pay to be fixed
sCale of pay . j.n,proposed
.
Revised amount ofNPA

Rs,29Q,OQ

Rs.372S.S0
Rs.3750/-

Rs.400/·

CHAPER 31
DATE OF EFFECT OF RECOMMENDA TrONS
31.1. We have received various suggestions in regard to the date from which our
recommendations should take effect. The dates suggested range from the date of announcemf;nt of the
decision to set up the Pay Commission by the Finance Minister in Parliament in February 1983 to the
date of submission of our report. In their joint memorandum, the Staff Side in the National Council
(JCM) suggested that the revised scales of pay may be given effect from June 1, 1983. During their
discussions subsequently, the pay scales suggested by them were related to index average 600
(1960=100).
·31.2. The pay structure recommended by us is based on the index average 608 (1960=100) which
was reached with the 12-monthly average of the index for the period ended December 31,1985. Our
terms of reference do not require us to indicate the date from which our recommendations should take
effect. We however think that it would be administratively convenient to give the benefit of the scales
of pay recommended by us from the beginning of the current financial year. In regard to our
recommendations on other matters, government will have to take specific decisions to give effect to
them from a suitable date, keeping in view all relevant aspects, including the administrative and
accounting work.

CHAPTER 32
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATIONS
32.1. The cost of interim relief recommended by us in our report on interim relief dated March
29,1985,was estimated to be about Rs.327 crore per annum for all central government employees
including anned forces personnel and employees of Union territories. Our recommendations in respect
of matters dealt with in this report will entail additional expenditure. It is not possible to estimate in
detail the cost of all the recommendations made by us as the basic information required for doing so in
respect of a number of items is not available under the present system of accounting. We have therefore
tried to estimate the additional cost involved in our recommendations on major items on the basis of
available information. In respect of other items, a broad indication of the cost has been attempted. The
immediate additional expenditure on our recommendations is indicated below:
Estimated expenditure per annum

(Rs. in crore)
A) Civilian employees including UT
i)

Fixation of pay in proposed scales of pay

450

ii)

House Rent Allowance

iii)

Compensatory (City) Allowance

387
28

iv)

Other allowances & facilities

lQ.Q
Total :

965

B) Armed forces personnel :

i}

Fixation of pay in proposed scales of pay

ii)

Compensation in lieu of quarters

68

iii)

Compensatory (City) Allowance

9

iv)

Other allowances and facilities

215

2S.
Total :

317

Grand Total of A and B 1282.
32.2. We have not dealt with the pension structure for pensioners -both past and future - and the
death-cum-retirement benefits. That will be covered in Part II of our report and the estimated additional
cost thereof will be indicated there.
32.3. The fmancial burden on account of the recommendations made by us is likely to be reduced
to some extent as there will be increased contribution to provident funds, central government
employees' group insurance scheme, and increase in the recovery of house rent and taxes, etc.
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CHAPfER33
SUMMARY OF MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS*

1.

There are differences in the packet of total benefits and emoluments of central government
employee vis-a-vis a public sector employee. It is therefore difficult to compare the emoluments
of central government employees and those working in the public sector undertakings. It raises
several conceptual issues.
(5.14)
2.
The public sector undertakings have been created by government for specified purposes, and
have adopted their own pay structure. The nature of work there and the conditions of service are
different. The pay structure and the conditions of service of the central government employees
have to be determined on their own merits. The structure of emoluments in public sector
undertakings is relevant and has been kept in view.
(5.16)
3.
The structure of pay and emoluments of State governments has evolved over a pericxl of time and
efforts have been made to rationalise it. This has been kept in view while formulating the
recommendations.
(6.13)
4. Even though there is no mention about principles of pay determination in the terms of reference,
it is necessary to set out certa.i.n principles. The chapter entitled "Pay Determination" mentions the
governing factors.
(7.3)
5.
The principle of model employer is difficult to adopt as a concept for determining pay of central
government employees. There is however no reason why the State should not play the role of a
good. employer in the field of pay determination.
(726)
6.
It is necessary to revise the pay scales periodically. The aim of such revision is not only to take
note of changes that may have taken place in the relevant facts and circumstances bearing on pay
scales, but also to fill any errors or omissions that may have occurred in the earlier pay
determination.
(7.32)
7.
It cannot be gainsaid that the requirement that pay should be equal to the value of the work, is a
truism which should hold the field.
(7.35)
8.
As observed by the Megaw Committee, civil service is a "very different" kind of organisation and '
the pay determination system for that service must differ in important respects from those
prevailing in the private sector. Comparisons are hard to make, because of the difficulty of
comparators.
,(7.39)
9.
Another consideration in determining pay is the level of productivity of the post or service. There
is considerable difference in the nature of employment in the private sector, the public sector and
the government. So, a method of pay determination which is suitable for one type of,employment
may not suit the other. The concept of productivity linked wages may not suit an employment
under the State which is governmental in the sense of being unrelated to a large extent, to
industrial or commercial output.
(7.40)
10. Pay structure of employees has to be CQrelated to the nature and culture of the employment, the
degree of satisfaction it generates 'both to the employees and to the others - the totality of what it
takes and what it gives to the employee, the resources of the employer, public assistance and
satisfaction tha,t the service renders etc. All in all, the factors which go, in. $<:: def:enrunatiqo, ,of pay
have to be reasonable if the result is to be satifsfactory ~ all conceple4, ,: ' " ", l' (7.~1:)
11. The pay of a post ~hould ,be such as to attraqt persons qf tlle ~quire4 9u~pations anq calibre to
fill it. But the element of pay would not, by itself, be decisive of what goven)1llent has ,t6 offer at
the counter. Fringe btmefits along with other conditions of semceilike seeuiity!"of teo\lfe" w~Ifa..re
measures adopted by the gov¢tnmen't for the e$ployee,s'efe/: all together malie-upt&epay packet,
M
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Even the social status which the employment carries in society may weight with a candiddte in
making his choice.
(7.43)

12. The pay should be sufficient and satisfactory enough to motivate the employee for the efficient
performance of his duties and responsibilities with a sense of rectitude.
(7.44)
13. The salary shoud be satisfactory enough to retain the employee in his job and encourage him to
seek his promotional career in his service.
(7.45)
14. The salary structure should be coherent and should adequately reflect the substantial difference in
the nature and responsibilities of the vruious posts. It should provide satisfactory incentives to
performance and promotion.
(7.46)
15. A satisfactory structure of emoluments should also enable the employee to lead a simple life at a level or
standard considered satisfactory by him and his likes and the society where he belongs.
(7.47)
16. The pay scale should not give rise to a sense of frustration in the employee. Efforts should be
made to provide as far as possible comparable emoluments for comparable work.
(7.48)
17. It is necessary that the comparators should be chosen carefully and the benefits should be
quantified and an overall and just judgemental view taken.
(7.49)
18. The sum total of all the direct and indirect benefits and not pay alone, shoul d be added up to
work out what an employee gets.
(751 )

19. The effort should be to generate in the employees a pervading feeling that he is servng an
employer which has a genuine desire to look after him not only during the tenure of ,his
employment but thereafter also.
(752)
20. The employee should be assured that his emoluments will not erode by increase in the cost of
living and government will make an effort to provide as much relief as possible when the degree
of tolerance is exceeded.
(753)

21.

Earlier pay commissions had reduced the number of pay scales. It is desirable to pursue the effort
of earlier pay commissions in reducing the number of scales of pay.
(7.54 to 7.56)

22. Pay scales may not always be enough to fit in every kind or category of employment. A suitable
system of 'special pay' or allowances can take care of such cases. But the benefit should be kept
to the minimum.
(759)
23. There should be a system of performance-related pay at all but the most senior levels of service. Increments
in scales of pay may be admissible only to those who give fully s~tisfactory service.

(7.60)

24.

An employee who gives consistent excellent performance should be considered for a limited
number of non-pensionable cash benefits or increments at double the rate.
(7.60)

25.

A suitable and defined criterion may be fonnulated for performance evaluation ,including such
factors as improved output, efficiency, quality of work, reduction of paper work, saving in cost,
timing of perfonnance, achieving of targets, etc.
(7.60)

26. Government can, and should, forge stronger links between the performance of a government
employee and the pay he draws.
(7.60)
27. There should be a pronounced, objective and well-defined policy of promotion.
(7.61)
28. Proper consideration should be given to wen established, rational and coherent internal
relativities and to uphold them where necessary. However, where an efort is made to reduce the
scales of pay, that ~ay some times affect intemal relativities.
(7.62)
29. Where relief to an e,rq.ployee is not likely to be available under the existing rules or regulations,
suitable remedial action has to be taken even if it relates to an individual.
(7.63)
Proliferation of high level posts on considerations other than public interest is not acceptable. (7.64)
31 ~ : W~en more posts are necessary, action should be taken to increase the cadre strength. (7.65)
~2. ~.
caPi:lcio/ of the ~mplo'yer to pay its employees is a factor to reckon and should be given due
, unportance and conSIderation.
.
(7.67)

30.

f4r

:b.

Fairrless of payments to government employees has to satisfy a double test, It has 10 be fair from
the point of employees as well as the people they serve.
(7.69)

34.
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Relativities between major cadres or categories of posts based on functional differentiations have
to be continued.
(8.7)

35.

Due to the broad-banding of scales, some cases require readjustment to maintain the existing
(8.9)
relativities.

36.

The revised scales of pay recommended should apply to all posts other than those for which
(8.9)
specific recommendations have been made.

37.

The revised scales of pay recommended have been elongated with efficiency bars. wherever
(8.10)
necessary.

38.

There is a ned for standardisation of designations of posts on the basis of duties and
rsponsibilities.
(8.11)
As a result of rationalisation of pay scales, 153 pay scales have been reduced to 36 ranging from
a pay of Rs.750 to Rs.9000 p.m. 'The proposed scales adequately reflect distinct differences in
responsibility at various levels. It should be possible to place any post created in future in one or
the other scale.
(8.72)

39.

40.

In the case of promotion from the post of under secretary to deputy secretary, the minimum
increase may be raised from Rs.150/- to Rs.250/-.
(925)

41.

The special allowance given to parliament assistant may be increased from Rs.200/- to Rs.300/-.

42.

The procedure of recruitment to the posts of LDC other than by promotion in the secretariat and
other offices may be streamlined to reduce the time lag between the examination and the issue of
letter of appointment.
(9.34)

43.

DOP&AR may define more precisely, what should be considered as short-term vacancy so that
no one may continue to be on ad hoc promotion for long period.
(935)

44.

It will be desirable to merge the grades A and B of the CSSS so as to bring about parity with
CSS at this level. To provide further satisfactory promotional avenues for the members of CSSS,
posts of private secretaries to Secretaries to Government of India and equivalent officers may be
(9.39)
upgraded.

45.

It may be desirable to prescribe that the existing qualifications for direct recruitment to grade C of
CSSS, which is matriculation/SSe with proficiency in stenography, may be raised to graduation
(9.41)
with proficiency in stenography.

46.

The state governments should ensure that pay scales of feeder services are not higher than those
of all-India services.
(12.7)

47.

To remove difficulty iIi pay fixation of promoted officers, the pay drawn in the feeQ,er service may be
protected as pesonal pay on promotion to alHndia service without adjusting it against future increments
until such time as the officer is promoted to the supertime scale.
(12.7 & 12.13)

48.
49.

An IPS officer should be a member of the cadre review committee for IPS.
(12.13)
a)Compensation may be paid for the price increase above the twelve monthly index average of
608 (1960=100), to which the pay scales are related.

(9.28)

b)Compensation may be sanctioned twice a year payable with the salary for March and
September.
c)In the proposed pay scales, employees drawing basic pay upto Rs.3500/- may be allowed
100 per cent neutralisation, those between Rs.3501 and 6000 may be allowed 75 per cellt and
those above Rs.6000 may be allowed 65 per cent subject to marginal adjustments. (13.20)
50.

The maximum limit for grant of house building advance was raised to RS.1.25 lakh ilHApril,
1984. This is inadequate and the amount of advance should be related to th~ prevailigg QPst ~f
construction of the. accommodation to which an employee is entitled. The schelp(( o(a~v:~nces
should be reviewedperiodica11y.
'.', . "
.
([f·p);·
,
1

51.

:.:.

Funds available fo! ~ouse ,building ad~anqes are il'l;ade,q~a.t~: .CqnsiderlD:11 .~~e fIla&n!t~cl:~ 9f: t~(t
problem, the provl~lor). of f~l',Id,s should be c;Q~~~U,M~, ~llth,. tP,e. ~equJ.relP~l ?fqemp]By,~~s'
who want to acqUIre. or buIld houses of therr own. Pnonty should be 'i$ivpn ~nl,,!Jl9~attrtg'
sufficient funds in the budget for this purpose.
' (14.8)
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52.

The present ceilings on financial assistance available from different sources for hou~e building
may be reviewed by government in view of the revision of pay scales and thereafter as and when
necessary to make them realistic.
(14.10 & 14.1l)

53. Government's decision to utilise the funds under the central government employees group
insurance scheme to augment the amounts available for house building is a step in the right
direction. Government should also provide facilities by way of allotment of land at concessional
rates at different places and allocation of cement and steel through special quota at controlled rates
to employees or their group housing societies.
(14.14)
54. While providing financial assistance to government and quasi-government agencies engaged in
house-building activities, it should be stipulated that a reasonable percentage of houses
constructed by them shall be reserved for allotment to central government employees on
ownership basis
(14.16)
55. Government should introduce a scheme whereby employees are encouraged to make some
savings for acquiring a house. Broad outline of the scheme is given in annexe No.14.1.
Accumulations in the fund under the proposed scheme should carry a rate of interest one per cent
more than the interest on accumulations in OPF and government should contribute another one
per cent on the total amount at the time of final withdrawal.
(14.17)
56. The Third Pay Commission's recommendation for taking houses on long lease for allotment to
government employees is reiterated.
(14.25)
57. Existing system of payment ofHRA with reference to classification of cities based on population
may continue and cities may be grouped into the existing three classes viz. A, Bland B2, C and
unclassified cities. There is a genuine need for granting HRA in unclassified cities/towns where it
is not admissible at present
(14.26)
58. Payment of HRA to government employees should be related to the type of government
accommodation to which they are entitled on the basis of pay ranges. The amount of BRA will
not change until there is a change in the employees' entitlement of accommodation. This will
simplify the procedure for granting lIRA and also be more rational.
(14.27)
59. For granting HRA the employees may be placed in six revised pay ranges based on current
entitlement to government accommodation. There should be three different rates of HRA based
on clasification of cities.
(14.28)
60. HRA at the rates recommended should be paid to all employees, other than those provided
government owned/hired accommodation, without requiring them to produce rent recei); ts.
Employes residing in their own houses should also be entitled to HRA.
(14.28)
61. Steps should be taken to increase the level of satisfaction for government accommodation to as high a
percentage as possible through phased programme of construction on high priority.
(14.31 )
62. ·Provision of hostel accommodation should be made on a much larger scale in various
cities/towns. Such facilities should be extended to all places where there is concentration of
central government employees.
(14.32)
63. In addition to the scheme for payment of hostel subsidy, the assistance under schemes of
reimbursement of tuition fee, children's educational allowance and subsidy for purchase of books
may also be given to all employees without any pay limit.
(15.4)
64. Reimbursement of tuition fee as defined under the existing rules may be made at flat rates of
Rs.20 per month per child for Class X and below and Rs.25 per month per child for class XI and
XII. Such reimbursement may also be made in cases where children are studying urtqer the
recognised open school system. In the case of physically handicapped or mentally retarded
children of government employees, the ceiling of Rs.20 per month where applicable may be
(15.6)
taiged to Rs.50 per month.
65. In case of transfer from one station to another, if the employees have to keep their children at the
old station for board examination in the interest of continuity of their studies, they may be paid
children's educational allowance without insisting on any other condition.
(15.8)
66. . :por administrative convenience and simplicity in accounting, children's educational allowance
may be paid at a uniform rate of Rs.SO per month per child for primary, secondary and higher
secondacy classes.
..
.
(15.9)
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67.

The hostel subsidy may be paid from the effective date of transfer even if the children of the
employee are already admitted to the hostel of a residential school. The existing rate of Rs.60 per
month per child may be raised to Rs.150 per month per child.
(15.10)

68.

The subsidy for purchase of books may be raised to Rs.120 per child for secondcuy/higher
(15.11)
secondary classes and to Rs.50 per child for other classes.

6~).

in consonance with the national objective of a small family, the benefit of aU the schemes of
1;:ot1cational assistance, whether separately or in conjunction, may be admissible for two children
only.
(15.12)

7L).

Government should open more Kendriya Vidyalayas to meet the educational needs of transferable
cl;.~nlral government employees and the vidyalayas should continue to give preference to the
children of such employees and members of all India services and should admit other students
only when the seats are surplus. Where a government employee is transferred in the middle of an
acadt!mic session, all possible efforts should be made by the Kendriya Vidyalayas to
accommodate his children. The number of Kendriya Vidyalayas with hostel facilities should be
increased and whenever necessary hostels for girls may be opened by the Kendriya Vidyalaya
Sangathan.
(15.13)

71.

The COBS should be streamlined, improved and expanded by providing additional funds.

72.

The government may examine the feasibility and modalities of an insurance scheme for
govcmment employees in lieu of.t:he medical reimbursement scheme.
(16.8)

73.

A fixed medical allowance of Rs.25 p.m. may be granted for outdoor treaternent to all employees
(16.9)
covered by medical reimbursement scheme.

(16.6)

74. The income limit for dependency may now be fixed at Rs.5001- p.m.
(16.10)
75. There is need for rationalisation and simplification of the eisting system of payment of CCA.
Revised rates ofeCA are given in para 17.4.
(17.4)
76.

A composite allowance inclusive of the present hill compensatory allowance and winter
allowance should be allowed throughout the year at all places where those are admissible at
present. The rates of composite allowance are given in para 17.8.
(17.8)

77.

There is need for rationalising the rates of special compensatory allowances to bring about some
uniformity in them for places with broadly similar local difficulties) conditions etc. These
allowances should be paid at flat rates as proposed.
(17.11)

78.

ISM physicians in UT may also be given NPA. Payment ofNPA may be extended to all other
medical officers for whom a degree in medical science is prescriped as essential qualification.
(17.27 to 17.29)
Revised rates of NPA are given in para 17.29.

79.

It will be desirable to make the groupings of may range simple and uniform for purposes of TA
and DA.
(182)

80.

Revised rates of daily allowance have been suggested.

81.

DA at full rates may be paid upto l80'days where the employee has to be outside headquarters for
a continuous halt either on tour/temporary transfer or on training.
(18.5)

82.

Rates of conveyance allowance may be revised.

(18.6)

83.

Rare of cycle allowance may be raised to Rs.20/- p.m. subject to existing conditions:

(18.7)

84.

Rates of mileage allowance may be revised by government with due regard to the rat~s.pre!lcribed
for Delhi by the competent authority.
.' (J~.8)
,;

85.

Entitiements'forjoumey by rail on tour and transfer may be revised.

86.

(18.3 & 18.4)

. . (1.9);i .

Additional Secretary to the Government of India and officers ofequivaIeptrank may ~e:al1@wed
. to travel by air in tne e~ecutive class within th,C: ~ouhtry.
. , '. "
.. ' :
(18.10) ,
,

r

"

I

I

I'

1

}

'I

1

.. 1

•

J

;

87. .For carriage of personal effects by. ro'~4 petw:~en, pta,c;~~ ~on:ru~ct~p. ,by. ,r~il~ ~h~ ·g9V:~I;nmen:t
employee may be reimbursed the actual expenditure On .~8nshipment by ro~d or l25%'.of th~ .
amount admissible on transportatlQrilby railw~fi' W~ic~evdr is le$s,~ ., .1' , " : .f ,.,' [ ")f18d~» ~ \:
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88.

The existing rates of reimbursement for transportation of goods between places not connected by
(18.13)
rail may be doubled.

89.

An employee may be allowed an addit!onal fa~ by the entitled class for ?oth o~ward and return jC?u~ey. in
addition to the normal transfer TA entitlement. If he has to leave the family behmd due to non-avaIlabIlity of
(18.14)
government residential accommodation at the new place of posting..

90. Revised lumpsum transfer grant and packing allowance will be as proposed.
(18.15)
91. The existing scheme of travel assistance for children of central government employees during
approved vacations may continue except that the present restriction of 150 Km may be dispensed
(18.16)
with.
92.

The rationalised and revised T AIDA rates may be reviewed and revised by the government as and
when necessruy.
(18.17)

93. The rules of LTC to home town and anywhere in India as modified by the government are suitable
94.

and do not require any change.

(18.23 )

The existing age of superannuation of 58 years may continue.

(19.6)

A comprehensi ve review of factors like the lowel'ing of the age of retirement, reduction in the upper age
limit for recruitment. remustering in different trades after proper training, deployment pattern between
difficult and other areas etc. shoulld be made in respect of personnel of the central police organisation and
(19.10)
other similar forces like BSF, ITBP, CRPF, Coast Guard, etc.
96 The ex.isting rules for voluntary retirement are adequate and do not call for any change.
( 19.15)
97. The provident fund scheme may continue to be compulsory for all employees at the existing rate
of contribution. It is necessary to tighten the rules for advances and withdrawals from the
provident fund account so as to reduce administrative and accounting work.
(20.4)
98. Pass books should be issued to all employees showing the up-to-date position of their provident
fund account.
(205)
99. Funds available under the central government employees' insurance scheme should be so
managed as to eam higher return on investments. comparing favourably with that of the army
(215)
scheme and the resultant benefits passed on to the employees.
100. The rates of subscription and the insurance cover under the central government employees' group
(21.6)
insurance scheme may be increased by 50 per cent.
101. Government should look into the shortcomings and deficiencies of Productivity Linked Bonus
schemes.
(22,6)
102. As regards ex gratia payment, while there is nothing to prevent government from making such a
payment if it so desires, it is in the nature of a concession arising out of goodwill and cannot be
claimed as of right.
(22.7)
103. To provide relief to those who reach the maximum of their scale of pay, one stagnation increment
on completion of every two years at the maximum of the respective scales may be given. A
maximum of three such increments may be allowed. The scheme of stagnation increment should
be applicable to all cadres in groups B. C and D and also for posts in group A upto the senior
(23.10)
time scale level.
104. In respect of group A central services. the present condition regarding stagnation at the maximum
of the junior administrative grade for two years for promotion to the selection grade, may be
removed.
(23.12)
105. Government may after a proper review of the system of 'flexible complementing and 'merit promotion
consider extension to other scientific organisations where it is not applic~ble at present. It is necessary to
ensure that the system is based entirely on an objective assessment of merit and that it is not used merely to
provid.e for career progression on a time-bound basis.
.
(23.13 )
106. FR 22-C should apply to all cases of promotion from one post to another subject to the condition
'that the. amount to pe added to pay should not be less than Rs. 25.
(23.15)

95.

I

I

I 07. 'There is need for ~anting"s)?e~ialp~~ fo~ compensatin,g ~ertain genuine cases, but it necessary to
(24.3)
limit the number of posts for grant of special pay.
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108. Government may suitably determine the rates of deputation allowance with reference to the
revised scales of pay. Deputation allowance may given at fixed rates and not as a percentage of
pay.
(245)
109. Grant .of extra-ordinary leave should be considered sympathetically for women employees who
desire re-entry in government jobs after a prolonged. absence due to family reasons. For entring
into government service relaxation of age limit by ten years Le. upto the age of 35 years may be
given for widows, divorcees and legally separated women.
(25.4)
110. Government should construct single working women's hostel in all major centres of employment. Priority
(255 J.
may be given to women in allotment of residential accommodation.
111. Special transport facilities including chartered buses on payment wherever possible may be
provided to women employees.
(25.6)

112. Child care services including creches may be provided in the neighbourhood ofpJace of accommodation of
(25.7 & 25.8)
women employees or if this is not possible in or near the office.
113. The existing limit of 180 days on accumulation of eamed leave as also its encashment at the time
of retiremerit may be raised to 240 days.
(26.2 (i»
114. In consonance with the national objective of a small family, maternity leave may not be allowed
to women employees having two children.
(26.2(ii»)
115. Women employees may be allowed to avail of any kind of leave to which they are entitled upto a
maximum period. of one year in continuation of maternity leave. The facility should however by
(26.2(iii)
allowed for two children.
116. Study leave rules may be modified to make the position clear regarding the eligibility of
employees who have put in more than 17 years of service in government and study leave subject
(26.2(iv)
to the existing limits may be permitted in two spells where necessary.
117. Government may suitably revise the leave rules to remove the disadvantages faced by employees
who have already accwnulated leave to the full extent.
(26.2 (v»)
118. The working hours of office staff may be reviewed by government and increased suitably
(26.6)
keeping in view the need to maintain and improve the level of productivity.
119. The number of holidays for operative and industrialstaff may be the same as for others.

(26.7)

120. The present system of payment of overtime in government offices is not satisfactory and is not
(26.11)
conducive to efficiency in administration. It may be discontinued.
121. All employees may be allowed a non-interest bearing advance equal to half a month's basic pay
once a year without linking it to any specified purpose. This may replace the advance for festival,
purchase of table fan, warm clothing and for neeting expenses on legal proceedings presently
(26.17)
admissible under general financial rules.
122. Government may consider favourably the suggestion regarding reservation of certain percentage
of seats in professional colleges and other institutions of higher learning for the childrer of
government employees having all-India transfer liability and provide reservation of seats
wherever possible.
.
(26.24) '"
'I

I,

123. Government may consider the advisability of transferring a central government emplo~ee with all
India transfer liability tohis home state during the last 3 years of his service.
(26.28) , '
" I

'

I

124. The subsidy on the cost of establishment may be raised to 100 per cent from th,e exi&tipg 70,per
cent of departmental canteens.
,
.
(26.3.1)
'I

I

'

"

J

j

125. The position reg~qiq,g temJ>9rary employees should be, tegul~ly"re~ie~e~ ~9
lq ~r ¢ent of them reniain' terripbrary for more than teb years. t " , ~ : "[ i' ; I

I~

•

th~t ~~.l11~r~ th~n"
. ,,:

';er:1~(:

.-

126. Rules regarding use of uniform may be strictly ~elilf0:rced :and if nec~s8ary Jurlher .supply rnax be;:
. cJ1scontiriued: If an employee i~ rouAd.
be itteehdiitig ,t0l1is' qu'ties '~ith6th weaiih~· ~e unifori:n'

regularly.

to

',..

, " . " " . , ' '.

"1;

•

'.,

t 'I,'·

"ll' ", ('26.46)
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127. We recommend that all industrial employees should have the same leave entitlement and
encashment as admissible to industrial employees of railway. All other kind of leave available to
industrial employees at present but not available to non-industrial employees may be
discontinued.
(26.61)

128. Government may consider whethel' the present scheme of JCM and compulsory arbitration
should be modified as to require that reasons for the recommendation of the Board of Arbitration
should be given as far as possible.
(20.68)
129. As far as possible, comparable posts in UT should have similar pay scales.

(27.4)

130. For the present, direct recruitment to the UT civil/police services may be regulated with due
regard to the number of vacancies which cannot be filled by promotion. This arrangement may
be periodically reviewed and the cadre structure suitably readjusted.
(27.10)

131. The Government may examine and take a decision on the proposal to create a Mizoram Civil
Service (Junior) 011 the pattern of Arunachal Pradesh Civil Service (Junior).
(27.13)
132. An initial uniform grant of Rs. 1200, a renewal grant of Rs. 1000 every seven years and a kit
maintenance allowance ofRs. 40 per month for all UT police services may be given. (27.16)
133. The post of Law Secretary in UT may be filled, as far as possible, by taking an officer on
deputation from the judicial service and he may be given a suitable special pay.
(27.19)
134. Some posts in UT are in higher scales of pay than comparable posts in other UT. The concerned
administration should prescribe the appropriate scales of pay when filling the posts in future. (27.21)
135. To provide pay progression to all commissioned officers in Army, Navy and Air Force, an
integrated pay scale (Rs.2300-5000) has been recommended for all officers upto the rank of
Brigadier and equivalent in place of existing separate scales of pay.
(28.12)
136. In addition to pay in the integrated scale, service officers upto the rank of Brigadier and
equivalent may be given a rank of pay ranging from Rs.200/- to Rs.1200/-.
(28.13)
137. Separate pay scales have been recommended for officers of the rank of Major General and above
and equivalent.
(28.16)
138. Army Commanders and equivalent and Vice-Chiefs in the three services may be given pay of
Rs.80001-(fixed).
(28.17)
139. Officers of the AMC, ADC and RVC may be given higher start in the integrated scale of pay. (28.19)
140. For officers ofMNS a separate pay structure has been suggested.

(28.20)

141. The officers passing the specified courses for Infantry, Artillery and Armoured Corps may be
given qualification grant.
(28.23)
142. The starting pay of an infantry soldier may be Rs. 9001- per month.

(28.35)

143. The rates of classification pay admissible to servicemen in Army may be doubled.

(28.41)

144. The rates of appointment pay admissible to servicemen in Army may be doubled.

(28.42)

145. The service officers posted to field areas may be paid an amount at prescribed rates if their
families are not occupying govelnment owned/hired accommodation.
(28.61)
146. The rates of compensation in lieu of quarter (CILQ) for pers'onnel below officer rank have been
rationalised and composite rates including compensation for, furniture, water and
electricitylkerosene have been suggested.
(28.71)
147. The rates of outfit allowance admissible to service officers may be increased.

(28.72)

148. The facility of free rations in peace areas may be extended to officers of the rank of M~j. General
and above and equivalent.
(28.85)

14~.

Th'e existing se~3,r!ltion allowance (peace) of Rs.2001- per month admissible ~h officer~ of the
' , (28.28)
'rank ,of Maj. General and above and equivalent may be discontinued.
,

I
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150. The rates of specialist pay for the AMC/ADC/RVC may be improved.
(28.92)
151. The rates ofN.P.A. for officers of the A.M.C., A.D.C. andR.V.C. may be revised.(28.93)
152. The rates of good service/good conduct pay/good conduct badge pay for personnel below officer
(28.95)
rank in three services may be improved.
153. The rates of flying pay may be revised.
(28.100)
154. TI1e rates of submarine pay for officers and sailors may be improved.
(28.101 )
155. The training of government employee is a matter of great importance and should be arranged
whenever necessary, in accordance with the requirements of each department or office. A system
of training manuals may be introduced where it may not be possible to depute the employees for
training.
(29.3)
156. Government should undertake rationalisation of designations of such posts in a corodinated and
well-considered manner so that inter-departmental differences, which are sometimes called
anomalies, may be kept to the minimum if not eliminated.
(29.4)
157. Government may consider constituting a cadre of personnel officers and advisers in major
departments.
(29.5)
158. Government may consider expanding the facilities of departmental libraries so that many more
officers may be able to utilise them.
(29.7)
159. Some incentive should be given to employees who a:cquire qualifications which are useful for
their work and efficiency.
(29.8)
160. Encouragement and recognition may be provided to professors/consultants who have done
outstanding work in high level institutions of teaching and research.
(29,9)
161. Government may consider amending the service rules suitably to facilitate mobility of scientific
and technical personnel between government and autol1omus institutions and universities, etc. in
(29.10)
those services and for those posts where it is likely to be useful.
162. It is desirable that group A officers should undergo a minimum of two extensive training courses
to be suitably spaced in their career. It is fair and reasonable that some of these officers are
exposed to generalist posts suitably equipping them by such training as may be necessary so that
after successful completion of their training, they may be considered for appointment to the
higher posts. For that purpose, a procedure may be devised for ampanelling the best officers
without regard to the service to which they belong. This will ensure proper utilisatiot1 of the best
(29.11)
personnel for higher posts under the government.
163. Arrangements may be made to provide in-house training facilities for group D employees so that
they may acquire multi-functional skills suitable to the requirements of their office or
organisation. They may be allowed to compete for departmental examinations if they otherwise
become eligible for higher posts, and the question of relaxing the age limit may also be examined
where necessary.
(29.12)
164. Lack of integrity should be considered a serious defect and treated as such. A sense of selfrespect, integrity and patriotism should be generated and developed in a Government employee
and one way of doing so is to recognise integrity as an important factor for career progression
(29.13)
and to give it a very high weightage while selecting officers for promotion.
165. It is ~u,ggested that government may set-up a permanent body which should be responsible for
maintaining and updating the basic data on pay and allowances of government employees and to
review the pay s~ales and rates of allowances and other related matter. .
(29.15)
166. The principles of fixation of pay of employees in the proposed scales of pay have [been
. . .'
. .
.
(30~).
suggested. .
167. It would be admit)istratively convenient to give the benefit of the proposed scales of pay from,the,
...
I·
.. (31.2)~
beginning of the current fInancial year.
168 .. The immediate additio~al expenditure 00; the reco~~tlda~o,s: is estimated, to': be about! l{s<.11280
crore per annum. This burden is likC1ly to·bp rep*c,e4 ~o some, efl,tent a~ th~rlf ,)Vi,ll!b~ in:~t.~~s~d!.,
contribution to provident funds, central goy eMmen t. ~:mp~oy~e~ grol:1P insurance:~s9hem~, ;and :
'.
. . (32.1« 32.:3), .
increase in the recovery of house rent and taxes. etc. ..

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
In our country, public service functions in a social setting where traditions, physical factors,
geography, etc. play an important role. We should not be very much concerned with management of
pay systems and public service abroad as conditions are not only different but often incomparable. We
have felt that our problems are peculiar to our socio-economic system and solutions have to be found
by us within our own confines.
Those who work in public office must realise that government office is a public trust where good
performance and honesty will be rewarded and inefficiency, dishonesty and indiscipline will not be
tolerated.
What is important is the need for a positive approach to public service with a feeling that working
in government is a profession of the highest order. In fact, there should be an unwritten but wellrecognised code of conduct to be affirmed and observed by every employee that,primary duty of a public servant is to serve the public,
pay is to be earned on full day's work,
endeavour should be to get work done in most economic way,
no special favour or privilege is dispensed to anyone,
public office is treated as public trust,
We have been able to complete this part of our report with the help and assistance of all concerned.
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us the benefit of his views. We are obliged to the Chief Ministers and Ministers of state governments
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in the completion of our work. We are also thankful to representatives of the unions and associations .
of central government employees and others who gave us their views both in writing and during
discussions on various matters. We thank. the Director, National Informatics Centre, for processing
our basic staff statistics. Our advisers and consultants, StShri C.M. Malik and Shiva Nath and Lt.
Gen. Dr. M,L. Chibber (Retd) gave useful suggestions and advice and we are thankful to them. We
also thank Shri S.P. Gugnani and Prof. B.B. Bhattacharya for some special studies.
We gratefully acknowledge the work d<?ne by officers and members of the staff at all levels in the
secretariat of the Commission. The members of our staff were not only dedicated workers but had
expertise in their field of work. We are unabl.e ,to acknowledge the work done by each of them.
individually but note with gxatitude their contribution to the work of the. Commission. In particular, we
will like to place on record our sincere apprreciation of the work done by Shri H.M. Singh, Additional
Secre:t~y, Shri RK. Mathur, Joi1)t Secretary, Shri Virendra Prakash, Joint Secretary (who was with,
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us for a short period), Smt. Indira Misra, SIShri S.C. Dutta, T.R. Shahani, N.Parthasarathy, Ajoy
Prasad, Dr. S.S. Srivastava, Directors and Smt. Rekha Gupta, S/Shri S.S. Parhar and M.R. Vaidya,
Deputy Secretaries. All the officers shouldered great responsibility and did not spare themselves in
assisting the Commission in all possible ways. We also wish to place on record our appreciation of the
work done and assistance given by SIShri V.P. Jain, Secretary to Chairman, B.K. Das and Iqbal Nath
who functioned as Private Secretaries to Members and Member-Secretary during the entire period.
We have dealt with problems were varied and complex, on some of which divergent views could
be expressed. But in our endeavour to find appropriate solutions, we have been able to present a
unanimous report on all matters. We trust our effort will serve the cause of public service as well as
the public employees. It is in this spirit that we authenticate this report of the Fourth Central Pay
Commission.
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